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PREFACE

first volume on the Twelve Prophets dealt

with the three who belonged to the Eighth

O-ntury : Amos, Hosea and Micah. This second

volume includes the other nine books arranged in

chronological order : Zephaniah, Nahum and Habak-

kuk, of the Seventh Century ; Obadiah, of the Exile
;

Haggai, Zechariah i. viii.,
" Malachi " and Joel, of

the Persian Period, 538 331; "Zechariah" ix. xiv.

and the Book of Jonah, of the Greek Period, which

began in 332, the date of Alexander's Syrian campaign.

The same plan has been followed as in Volume I.

A historical introduction is offered to each period.

To each prophet are given, first a chapter of critical

intrt duction, and then one or more chapters of ex-

position. A complete translation has been furnished,

with critical and explanatory notes. All questions

of date and of text, and nearly all of interpretation,

have been confined to the inti oductions and the

notes, so that those who consult the volume only

for expository pui poses will find the exposition un-

encumbered by the discussion of technical points.
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The necessity of including within one volume so

many prophets, scattered over more than three

centuries, and each of them requiring a separate

introduction, h&s reduced the space available for the

practical application of their teaching to modern life.

But this is the less to be regretted, that the contents

of the nine books before us are not so applicable

to our own day, as we have found their greater

predecessors to be. OK the other hand, however,

they form a more varied introduction to Old Testament

Criticism, while, by the long range of time which they

cover, and the many stages of religion to which they

belong, they afford a wider view of the development

of prophecy. Let us look for a little at these two

points.

I. To Old Testament Criticism these books furnish

valuable introduction some of them, like, Obadiah, Joel

and ** Zechariah "
ix. xiv., by the great variety of

opinion that has prevailed as to their dates or their

relation to other prophets with whom they have pas-

sages in common ; some, like Zechariah and "
Mulachi,"

by their relation to the Law, in the light of minlfrn

theories of the origin of the latter ; and some, like

Joel and Jonah, by the question whether we are to

read them as history, or as allegories of history,

or as apocalypse. That is to say, these nine books

raise, besides the usual questions of genuineness

and integrity, every other possible problem of Old
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Testament Criticism. It has, therefore, been neces-

sary to make the critical introductions full and detailed.

The enormous differences of opinion as to the dates

of some must start the suspicion of arbitrariness, unless

there be included in each case a history of the develop-

ment of criticism, so as to exhibit to the English reader

the principles and the evidence of fact upon which

that criticism is based I am convinced that what

is chiefly required just now by the devout student of

the Bible is the opportunity to judge for himself how

far Old Testament Criticism is an adult science ; with

what amount of reasonableness it has been prosecuted ;

how gradually its conclusions have been reached, how

jealously they have been contested; and how far,

amid the many varieties of opinion which must

always exist with reference to facts so ancient and

questions so obscure, there has been progress towards

agreement upon the leading problems. But, besides

the accounts of past criticism given in this volume,

the reader will find in each case an independent

attempt to arrive at a conclusion* This has not always

been successful A number of points have been left

in doubt; and even where results have been stated

with some degree of positiveness, the reader need

scarcely be warned (after what was said in the Pre-

face to Vol. L) that many of these must necessarily

be provisional But, in looking back from the close

of this work upon the discussions which it contains,
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I am more than ever convinced of the extreme pro-

bability of most of the conclusions. Among these

are the following: that the correct interpretation of

Habakkuk is to be found in the direction of the posi-

tion to which Budde's ingenious proposal has been

carried on pages 1236". with reference to Egypt; that

the most of Obadiah is to be dated from the sixth

century; that "Malachi" is an anonymous work

from the eve of Ezra's reforms; that Joel follows

"Malachi"; and that "Zechariah" ix. xiv. has been

rightly assigned by Stade to the early years of the

Greek Period I have ventured to contest Rosters'

theory that there was no return of Jewish exiles under

Cyrus, and am the more disposed to believe his

strong argument inconclusive, not only upon a review

of the reasons I have stated in Chap. XVI., but on this

ground also, that many of its chief adherents in this

country and Germany have so modified it as virtually

to give up its main conttrfttion. I think, too, there

can be little doubt as to the substantial authenticity

of Zephaniah XL (except the verses on Moab and

Ammon) and iii. 1-13, of Habakkuk ii. 5 fil, and of the

whole of Haggat; or as to the ungemiine character of

the lyric piece in Zechariah ri. and the intrusion of

"Malachi" ii. 11-13*. On these and smaller points

the reader will find full discussion at the proper places,

p may here add a word or two upon some of the

critical conclusions reached in Vol. I., which have
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been recently contested The student will find strong

grounds offered by Canon Driver in his Joel and

Amos x
for the authenticity of those passages in Amos

which, following other critics, I regarded or suspected

as not authentic. It makes one diffident in one's

opinions when Canon Driver supports Professors

Kuenen and Robertson Smith on the other side.

But on a survey of the case I am unable to feel that

even they have removed what they admit to be

" forcible" objections to the authorship by Amos of

the passages in question. They seem to me to have

established not more than a possibility that the

passages are authentic; and on the whole I still feel

that the probability is in the other direction. If I am

right, then I think that the date of the apostrophes

to Jehovah's creative power which occur in the

Book of Amos, and the reference to astral deities in

chap. v. 27, may be that which I have suggested on

pages 8 and 9 of this volume. Some critics have

charged me with inconsistency in denying the authen-

ticity of the epilogue to Amos while defending that

of the epilogue to Hosea. The two cases, as my

arguments proved, arc entirely different Nor do I

see any reason to change the conclusions of Vol. I.

upon the questions of the authenticity of various

parts of Micah.]

The text of the nine prophets treated in this volume

* Cambridge Bible for Schools, 1897
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has presented even more difficulties than that of the

three treated in Vol. I. And these difficulties must

be my apology for the delay of this volume.

2. But the critical and textual value of our nine

books is far exceeded by the historical. Each exhibits

a development of Hebrew prophecy of the greatest

interest From this point of view, indeed, the volume

might be entitled "The Passing of the Prophet"

For throughout our nine books we see the spirit

and the style of the classic prophecy of Israel

gradually dissolving into other forms of religious

thought and feeling. The clear start from the facts

of the prophet's day, the ancient truths about

Jehovah and Israel, and the direct appeal to the

conscience of the prophet's contemporaries, are not

always given, or when given are mingled, coloured

and warped by other religious interests, both present

and future, which are even powerful enough to shake

the ethical absolutism of the older prophets. With

Nahum and Obadiah the ethical is entirely missed

m the presence of the claims and we cannot deny

that they were natural claims of the long-suffering

nation's hour of revenge upon her heathen tyrants.

With Zephaniah prophecy, still austerely ethical,

passes under the shadow of apocalypse; and the

future is solved, not upon purely historical lines, but by

the intervention of "sujttrnatur&l" elements* With

Habakkuk the ideals of the older prophet* encounter
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the shock of the facts of experience : we have the

prophet as sceptic. Upon the other margin of the

Exile, Haggai and Zechariah (i. viii.), although they

are as practical as any of their predecessors, exhibit

the influence of the exilic developments of ritual,

angelology and apocalypse. God appears further off

from Zechariah than from the prophets of the eighth

century, and in need of mediators, human and super-

human. With Zechariah the priest has displaced

the prophet, and it is very remarkable that no place

is found for the latter beside the two sons of oil, the

political and priestly heads of the community, who,

according to the Fifth Vision, stand in the presence

of God and between them feed the religious life

of Israel, Nearly sixty years later "Malachi 1* ex-

hibits the working of Prophecy within the Law, and

begins to employ the didactic style of the later Rab-

binism. Joel starts, like any older prophet, from the

facts of his own day, but these hurry him at once

into apocalypse; he calls, as thoroughly as any of

his predecessors, to repentance, but under the immi-

nence of the Day of the Lord, with its "supernatural"

terrors, he mentions no special sin and enforces no

single virtue. The civic and personal ethics of the

earlier prophets are absent. In the Greek Period,

the oracles now numbered from the ninth to the

fourteenth chapters of the Book of Zechariah repeat

to aggravation the exulting revenge of Nahum and
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Obadiah, without the strong style or the hold upon

history which the former exhibits, and show us

prophecy still further enwrapped in apocalypse. But

in the Book of Jonah, though it is parable and

not history, we see a great recovery and expansion

of the best elements of prophecy. God's character

and Israel's true mission to the world are revealed in

the spirit of Hosea and of the Seer of the Exile, with

much of the tenderness, the insight, the analysis of

character and even the humour of classic prophecy.

These qualities raise the Book of Jonah, though it

is probably the latest of our Twelve, to the highest

rank among them. No book is more worthy to stand

by the side of Isaiah xL Iv. ; none i* nearer in

spirit to the New Testament

Ul this gives unity to the study of prophets so far

separate in time, and so very distinct in character, from

ea<m other. From Zephaniah to Jonah, or over a period

of three centuries, they illustrate the dissolution of

Prophecy and its passage into other forms of religion.

The scholars, to whom every worker in tfaii field

is indebted, cure named throughout the volume. I

regret that Nowack's recent commentary on the Minor

Prophets (Gottingen : Vandtnhoeck ft Ruprecht)

reached me too late for use (except in footnotes) upon

the earlier of the nine prophets.

GEORGE ADAM SMITH,
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SEVENTH CENTURY





CHAPTER I

THE SEVENTH CENTURY BEFORE CHRIST

THE
three prophets who were treated in the first

volume of this work belonged to the eighth century
before Christ: if Micah lived into the seventh his

labours were over by 675. The next group of our

twelve, also three in number, Zephaniah, Nahum and

Habakkuk, did not appear till after 630. To make our

study continuous * we must now sketch the course

of Israel's history between,

In another volume of this series,* some account was

given of the religious progress of Israel from Isaiah

and the Deliverance of Jerusalem in 701 to Jeremiah
and the Fall of Jerusalem in 587. Isaiah's strength
was bent upon establishing the inviolableness of Zion.

Zion, he said, should not be taken, and the people,

though cut to their roots, should remain planted in their

own land, the stock of a noble nation in the latter

days. But Jeremiah predicted the ruin both of City
and Temple, summoned Jerusalem's enemies against
her in the name of Jehovah, and counselled his people
to submit to them. This reversal of the prophetic
ideal had a twofold reason. In the first place the

moral condition of Israel was worse in 600 B.C. than it

had been in 700; another century had shown how
much the nation needed the penalty and purgation of

Sc* Vol ln p, Tiii. Expositor's Bible, Isaiahxl.lxvi., Chfcp. IL

3
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exile. But secondly, however the inviolableness of

Jerusalem had been required in the interests of pure

religion in 701, religion had now to show that it was

independent even of Zion and of Israel's political

survival. Our three prophets of the eighth century

(as well as Isaiah himself) had indeed preached a gospel

which implied this, but it was reserved to Jeremiah to

prove that the existence of state and temple was not

indispensable to faith in God, and to explain the ruin

of Jerusalem, not merely as a well-merited penance,

but as the condition of a more spiritual intercourse

between Jehovah and His people.

It is our duty to trace the course of events through
the seventh century, which led to this change of the

standpoint of prophecy, and which moulded the messages

especially of Jeremiah's contemporaries, Zephaniah,
Nahum and Habakkuk. We may divide the century

into three periods : Fust, that of the Reaction and

Persecution under Manasseh and Amon, from 695
or 690 to 639, during which prophecy was silent or

anonymous ; Second, that of the Early Years of Josiah,

639 to 625, near the end of which we meet with the

young Jeremiah and Zephaniah; Third, the Rest of

the Century, 625 to 600, covering the Decline and Fall

of Niniveh, and the prophets Nahum and Habakkuk,
with an addition carrying on the history to the Fall of

Jerusalem in 587-6.

I, REACTION UNDKR MANASSEH AND AMON (695 ? 639),

Jerusalem was delivered in 701, and the Assyrians

kept away from Palestine for twenty-three years.
1

1 it fe wckcwrtain whether Hexkih WM an Ajeyrian van*! durin*
thMi ymn, * W uccettor Hananeh it recorded to bm bcn
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Judah had peace, and Hezekiah was free to devote his

latter days to the work of purifying the worship of his

people. What he exactly achieved is uncertain. The
historian imputes to him the removal of the high places,

the destruction of all Ma^^eboth and Asheras, and of

the brazen serpent,
1 That his measures were drastic

is probable from the opinions of I.saiah, who was their

inspiration, and proved by the reaction which they pro-
voked when Hezekiah died. The removal of the high

places and the concentration of the national worship
within the Temple would be the more easy that the

provincial sanctuaries had been devastated by the

Assyrian invasion, and that the shrine of Jehovah was

glorified by the raising of the siege of 701.

While the first of Isaiah's great postulates for the

future, the inviolableness of Zion, had been fulfilled, the

second, the reign of a righteous prince in Israel, seemed

doomed to disappointment Hezekiah died early in

the seventh century,* and was succeeded by his son

Manasseh, a boy of twelve, who appears to have been

captured by the party whom his father had opposed.
The few years' peace peace in Israel was always

dangerous to the health of the higher religion the in-

terests of those who had suffered from the reforms, the

inevitable reaction which a rigorous puritanism provokes
these swiftly reversed the religious fortunes of Israel.

Isaiah's and Micah's predictions of the final overthrow

of Assyria seemed falsified, when in 68 1 the more

vigorous Asarhaddon succeeded Sennacherib, and in

678 swept the long absent armies back upon Syria.

1 2 Kings iviii. 4.
* The exact date is quite uncertain; 695 is suggested on the

chronological table prefixed to this volume, but it may have been

690 or 685.
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Sidon was destroyed, and twenty-two princes of

Palestine immediately yielded their tribute to the con-

queror. Manasseh was one of them, and his political

homage may have brought him, as it brought Ahaz,
within the infection of foreign idolatries.

1

Everything,

in short, worked for the revival of that eckctic paganism
which Hezekiah had striven to stamp out The high

places were rebuilt ;
altars were erected to Baal, with

the sacred pole of Asherah, as in the time of Ahab
;

*

shrines to the host of heaven defiled the courts of

Jehovah's house ;
there was a recrudescence of sooth-

saying, divination and tiaffic with the dead.

But it was all very different from the secure and

sunny temper which Amos had encountered in Northern

Israel1 The terrible Assyrian invasions had come

between. Life could nex'er again feel so stable. Still

more destructive had been the social poisons which

our prophets described as sapping the constitution of

Israel for nearly three generations The rural sim-

plicity was corrupted by those economic changes which

1 C McCurdy, t/ktory, Pwphccy ami tfa Afonumtnts, $ 799.
* Stade (Gtskh. </<s Vottts hmel, 1., pj> 627 f } denies to Manasseh

the reconstruction of tin high placet, the H.ial altai t and the Ashcras,

for he does not believe that He/ckiah had smeecdfd in destroying

thcte* He takes 2 Kittys xxi. 3, winch dchci ibes these reconstructions,

is m late interjx>lati<w rendered necessary to iccottcile the tradition

that Hezckiah'a reforms had been quite in thr sjnut of Deuteronomy,
\vith the fact that there wore still huh places m the land when

Joaiah began his retain*. Further, Sta<it- takct the rest of a Kinpn

xxl* 3^-7 as alto an mtniioliuinn, but unhkc verse 3 an accurate

account of Mtmashch's idolutrou^ instuutuj,s, t vcause it is corrotio-

rated by the account of JosiaVs reforms, z Kings xxuu Stad< a.'ao

diiciiiaea this paanage in Z.A.TW., 1886, pp. 180 fT.

* See Vol. L p. 41* In addition to thr tciv>ns ox the change

given above, we must reimwlcr that \vc* aic now trr*ttii^% not oA

Northern Israel, but of the mnr* Meut MIX) -rullrn juda^ans.
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Micah bewails. With the ousting of the old families

from the soil, a thousand traditions, memories and
habits must have been broken, which had preserved
the people's presence of mind in days of sudden

disaster, and had carried them, for'instance, through so

long a trial as the Syrian wars. Nor could the blood

of Israel have run so pure after the luxury and
licentiousness described by Hosea and Isaiah. The
novel obligations of commerce, the greed to be rich,

the increasing distress among the poor, had strained

the joyous temper of that nation of peasants' sons,

whom we met with Amos, and shattered the nerves

of their rulers. There is no word of fighting in

Manasseh's days, no word of revolt against the tyrant

Perhaps also the intervening puritanism, which had

failed to give the people a permanent faith, had

at least awakened within them a new conscience.

At all events there is now no more ease in Zion
}
but

a restless fear, driving the people to excesses of

religious zeal. We do not read of the happy country
festivals of the previous century, nor of the careless

pride of that sudden wealth which built vast palaces

and loaded the altar of Jehovah with hecatombs. The
full-blooded patriotism, which at least kept ritual in

touch with clean national issues, has vanished. The

popular religion is sullen and exasperated. It takes

the form of sacrifices of frenzied cruelty and lust.

Children are passed through the fire to Moloch, ard

the Temple is defiled by the orgies of those who abuse

their bodies to propitiate a foreign and a brutal god.
1

But the most certain consequence of a religion whoe
nerves are on edge is persecution, and this raged all

1 a Kings xa* zziiu
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the earlier years of Manasseh. The adherents of the

purer faith were slaughtered, and Jerusalem drenched 1

with innocent blood.
'

!er own sword, says Jeremiah,
devoured the prophets like a atsiroying hon?

It is significant that all that has come down to us

from this "killing time" is anonymous;
5 we do not

meet with our next group of public prophets till

Manasseh and his like-minded son have passed away.
Yet prophecy was not wholly stifled. Voices were

raised to predict the exile and destruction of the

nation. Jehovah spake by His servants ;

4 while others

wove into the prophecies of an Amos, a Hosea or an

Isaiah some application of the old principles to the

new circumstances. It is probable, for instance, that

the extremely doubtful passage in the Book of Amos,
v. 26 f., which imputes to Isiael as a whole the worship
of astral deities from Assyria, is to be assigned to the

reign of Manasseh, In its present position it looks

very like an intrusion : nowhere else does Amos charge
his generation with serving foreign gods ;

and certainly

in all the history of Israel we could not find a more

suitable period for so specific a charge than th<*

days when into the centzal sanctuary of the national

worship images were introduced of the host of heaven,

and the nation was, in consequence, threatened with

exile.
1

1
FHUdfrom mouth to month (a Kings xxL 16),

*
Jer, ii, 30.

* We have already seea thtt there is no reason for that theory of so

many critic* which assigns to this period Micah. See Vol 1, p. 370.
*
aKingsxxi. to

* Whether the parenthetical apostrophes to Jehovah as Maker of

the heavens, theIr hosts and all the powers of nature (Amos iv. 13,

v 8, 9, ix, 5, 6), are also to be attributed to Mnasseh*s reign M
more doubtful. Yet the following farts are to he observed : Uut
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In times of persecution the documents of the suffering

faith have ever been reverenced and guarded with

especial zeal. It is not improbable that the prophets,

driven from public life, gave themselves to the arrange-
ment of the national scriptures ;

and some critics date

from Manasseh's reign the weaving of the two earliest

documents of the Pentateuch into one continuous book

of history.
1 The Book of Deuteronomy forms a problem

by itself. The legislation which composes the bulk

of it
f
appears to have been found among the Temple

these passages are also (though to a less degree than v. 26 f.)

parenthetic; that their language seems of a later cast than that of the

time of Amos (see Vol. I
, pp. 204, 205 : though here evidence is

adduced to show that the late features are probably po&t-exilic) ; and

that Jehovah is expressly named as the Maker of certain of the

stars. Similarly when Mohammed seeks to condemn the worship of

the heavenly bodies, he insists that God is their Maker. Koran, Sur.

41, 37 :
" To the signs of His Omnipotence belong night and day,

sun and moon; but do not pray to sun or moon, for God hath

created them." Sur. 53, $0 :
" Because He is the Lord of Sinus."

On the other side see Driver's Joel and Amos (Cambridge Bible for

Schools Series), 1897, pp. 118 f , 189.

How deeply Manasseh had planted in Israel the wonhip of the

heavenly host may be seen from the survival of the latter through
all the reforms of Josiah and the destruction of Jerusalem (Jer. vu. 18,

viii., xliv. ; Ezek. viii. Cf. Stade, Gtsck. des V. Israel, I,, pp. 629 ff ).
1 The Jehovist and Elohist into the closely mortised JE. Stade

indeed assigns to the period of Manasseh Israel's first acquaintance
with the Babylonian cosmogonies and myths which led to that

reconstruction of them m the spirit of her own ichgion which we
find in the Jehovistic portions of the beginning of Genesis (G*i>ch.

dts V. Isr.t ! pp. 630 ff.). But it may well be doubted (l) whether the

reign of Manasseh affords time for this assimilation, and (2) whether

it was likely that Assyrian and Babylonian theology could make
so deep and lasting impression upon the purer faith of Israel at a

time when the latter stood in such sharp hostility to all foreign

influences and was so bitterly persecuted by the parties in Israel

who bad succumbed to these influences.
1
Chaps. v.*xxvi., xxviii.
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archives at the end of our period, and presented to

Josiah as an old and forgotten work.1 There is n<?

reason to charge with fraud those who made the pre-

sentation by affirming that they really invented the

book. They were priests of Jerusalem, but the book is

written by members of the prophetic party, and osten-

sibly in the interests of the priests of the country. It

betrays no tremor of the awful persecutions of

Manasseh's reign ; it does not hint at the distinction,

then for the first time apparent, between a false and

a true Israel. But it does draw another distinction,

familiar to the eighth century, between the true and

the false prophets. The political and spiritual premisses
of the doctrine of the book were all present by the

end of the reign of Hezekiah, and it is extremely

improbable that his reforms, which were in the main

those of Deuteronomy, were not accompanied by some

code, or by some appeal to the fountain of all law

in Israel.

But whether the Book of Deuteronomy now existed

or not, there were those in the nation who through all

the dark days between Hezekiah and Josiah laid up
its truth in their hearts and were ready to assist the

latter monarch in his public enforcement of it

While these things happened within Judah, very

great events were taking place beyond her borders.

Asarhaddon of Assyria (68 1 668) was a monarch

of long purposes and thorough plans. Before he

invaded Egypt, he spent a year (675) in subduing the

restless tribes of Northern Arabia, and another (674) in

conquering the peninsula of Sinai, an ancient appanage
of Egypt. Tyre upon her island baffled his assaults,

1 621 B.C
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but the rest of Palestine remained subject to him.

He received his reward in carrying the Assyrian arms

farther into Egypt than any of his predecessors, and

about 670 took Memphis from the Ethiopian Pharaoh

Taharka. Then he died. Assurbanipal, who suc-

ceeded, lost Egypt for a few years, but about 665,

with the help of his tributaries in Palestine, he over-

threw Taharka, took Thebes, and established along
the Nile a series of vassal states. He quelled a revolt

there in 663 and overthrew Memphis for a second

time. The fall of the Egyptian capital resounds

through the rest of the century; we shall hear its

echoes in Nahum, Tyre fell at last with Arvad in

662. But the Assyrian empire had grown too vast

for human hands to grasp, and in 652 a general revolt

took place in Egypt, Arabia, Palestine, Elam, Babj'lon

and Asia Minor. In 649 Assurbanipal reduced Elam

and Babylon ; and by two further campaigns (647 and

645} Hauran, Edom, Ammon, Moab, Nabatea and all

the northern Arabs. On his return from these he

crossed Western Palestine to the sea and punished
Usu and Akko. It is very remarkable that, while

Assurbanipal, who thus fought the neighbours of Judah,

makes no mention of her, nor numbers Manasseh among
the rebels whom he chastised, the Book of Chronicles

should contain the statement that Jehovah sent upon
Manasseh the captains of the host of the king of Assyria,

who bound htm with fetters and carried him to Babylon*

What grounds the Chronicler had for such a statement

are quite unknown to us. He introduces Manasseh's

captivity as the consequence of idolatry, and asserts

that on his restoration Manasseh abolished in Judah

1 2 Chron. xxxiii II
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all worship save that of Jehovah, but if this happened

(and the Book of Kings has no trace of
it) it was

without result. Amon, son of Manasseh, continued

to sacrifice to all the images which his father had

introduced.

2. THE EARLY YEARS OF JOSIAH (639625):
JEREMIAH AND ZEPHANIAH.

Amon had not reigned for two years when his

servants conspired against him, and he was slain in hts

own house.
1 But the people of the land rose against

the court, slew the conspirators, and secured the throne

for Amon's son, Josiah, a child of eight It is difficult

to know what we ought to understand by these move-

ments. Amon, who was slain, was an idolater; the

popular party, who slew his slayers, put his son on

the throne, and that son, unlike both his father and

grandfather, bore a name compounded with the name
of Jehovah. Was Amon then slain for personal

reasons ? Did the people, in their rising, have a zeal

for Jehovah? Was the crisis purely political, but

usurped by some school or party of Jehovah who had

been gathering strength through the later years of

Manasseh, and waiting for some such unsettlement of

affairs as now occurred ? The meagre records of the

Bible give us no help, and for suggestions towards an

answer we must turn to the wider politics of the time.

Assurbanipal's campaigns of 647 and 645 were the

last appearances of Assyria in Palestine. He had not

attempted to reconquer Egypt,
8 and her king, Psamtik L,

1 2 Kings xxi. 23.
1 But in his conquests of Hauran, Northern Arabia and the eastern

> of Tudah, he had evidently sought tc imitate the policy of
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began to push his arms northward. Progress must

have been slow, for the siege of Ashdod, which Psamtik

probably began after 645, is said to have occupied him

twenty-nine years. Still, he must have made his in-

fluence to be felt in Palestine, and in all probability

there was once more, as in the days of Isaiah, an

Egyptian party in Jerusalem. As the power of Assyria
receded over the northern horizon, the fascination of her

idolatries, which Manasseh had established in Judah,
must have waned.

~
The priests of Jehovah's house,

jostled by their pagan rivals, would be inclined to make
common cause with the prophets under a persecution

which both had suffered. With the loosening of the

Assyrian yoke the national spirit would revive, and it is

easy to imagine prophets, priests and people working

together in the movement which placed the child Josiah

on the throne. At his tender age, he must have been

wholly in the care of the women of the royal house ;

and among these the influence of the prophets may
have found adherents more readily than among the

counsellors of an adult prince. Not only did the new
monarch carry the name of Jehovah in his own ; this

was the case also with his mother's father.
1 In the

revolt, therefore, which raised this unconscious child

to the throne and in the circumstances which moulded

his character, we may infer that there already existed

the germs of the great work of reform which his

manhood achieved.

Asarhaddon in 675 f,and secure firm ground in Palestine and Arabia

for a subsequent attack upon Egypt. That this never came shows

more than anything else could Assyria's consciousness of growing
weakness.

1 The name or Josiah's (}IWN') mother was Jedidah (H'jn*),

daughter of Adaiah (nj$J)
of Boskath in the Shephelah of Judah.

"
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For some time little change would be possible, but

from the first facts were working for great issues.

The Book of Kings, which places the destruction of the

idols after the discovery of the law-book in the eigh-

teenth year of Josiah s reign, records a previous

cleansing and restoration of the house of Jehovah.
1

This points to the growing ascendency of the prophetic

party during the first fifteen years of Josiah's reign.

Of the first ten years we know nothing, except that the

prestige of Assyria was waning ; but this fact, along
with the preaching of the prophets, who had neither

a native tyrant nor the exigencies of a foreign alliance

to silence them, must have weaned the people from the

worship of the Assyrian idols. Unless these had been

discredited, the repair of Jehovah's house could hardly

have been attempted; and that this progressed means

that part of Josiah's destruction of the heathen images
took place before the discovery of the Book of the Law,
which happened in consequence of the cleansing of the

Temple.
But just as under the good Hezekiah the social

condition of the people, and especially the behaviour

of the upper classes, continued to be bad, so it was

again in the early years of Josiah. There was a

remnant ofBaal* in the land. The shrines of the host

ofheaven might have been swept from the Temple, but

they were still worshipped from the housetops.
1 Men

swore by the Queen of Heaven, and by Moloch, the

King. Some turned back from Jehovah ; some, grown
up in idolatry, had not yet sought Him. Idolatry may
have been disestablished from the national sanctuary:

1 2 Kings xsi i,, xxin
1
Zeph L 4 : the LXX. reads names o Baal. See below, p. 40, B. 3.

, 5-
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its practices still lingered (how intelligibly to us
I)

in

social and commercial life. Foreign fashions were

affected by the court and nobility; trade, as always,
was combined with the acknowledgment of foreign

gods.
1

Moreover, the rich were fraudulent and cruel.

The ministers of justice, and the great in the land,

ravened among the poor. Jerusalem was full of oppres-
sion. These were the same disorders as Amos and

Hosea exposed in Northern Israel, and as Micah

exposed in Jerusalem. But one new trait of evil was

added. In the eighth century, with all their ignorance
of Jehovah's true character, men had yet believed in

Him, gloried in His energy, and expected Him to act

were it only in accordance with their low ideals. They
had been alive and bubbling with religion. But now

they had thickened on their lees. They had grown

sceptical, dull, indifferent; they said in their hearts,

Jehovah will not do good, neither will He do evil I

Now, just as in the eighth century there had risen,

contemporaneous with Israel's social corruption, a cloud

in the north, black and pregnant with destruction,

so was it once more. But the cloud was not Assyria.

From the hidden world beyond her, from the regions

over Caucasus, vast, nameless hordes of men arose, and,

sweeping past her unchecked, poured upon Palestine.

This was the great Scythian invasion recorded by
Herodotus.2 We have almost no other report than his

few paragraphs, but we can realise the event from our

knowledge of the Mongol and Tartar invasions which

in later centuries pursued the same path southwards.

Living in the saddle, and (it
would seem) with no

infantry nor chariots to delay them, these Centaurs

1
Ibid,, 8-12.

'
I. 102 ft
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swept on with a speed of invasion hitherto unknown
In 630 they had crossed the Caucasus, by 626 they

were on the borders of Egypt. Psamtik I. succeeded

in purchasing their retreat,
1 and they swept back again

as swiftly as they came. They must have followed the

old Assyrian war-paths of the eighth century, and, with-

out foot-soldiers, had probably kept even more closely

to the plains. In Palestine their way would lie, like

Assyria's, across Hauran, through the plain of Esdraelon,

and down the Philistine coast, and in fact it is only on

this line that there exists any possible trace of them.*

But they shook the whole of Palestine into consternation.

Though Judah among her hills escaped them, as she

escaped the earlier campaigns of Assyria, they showed

her the penal resources of her offended God. Once

again the dark, sacred North was seen to be full of

the possibilities of doom.

Behold, therefore, exactly the two conditions, ethical

and political, which, as we saw, called forth the sudden

prophets of the eighth century, and made them so sure

of their mevcrn ^e of judgment: on the one side Judah,
her sins cr, , t g aloud for punishment; on the other

side the forces of punishment swiftly drawing on. It

was precisely at this juncture that prophecy again arose,

and as Amos, Hosea, Micah and Isaiah appeared in

the end of the eighth century, Zephaniah, Habakkuk,
Nahum and Jeremiah appeared in the end of the

seventh. The coincidence is exact, and a remarkable

ronfirmation of the truth which we deduced from the

experience of Amos, that the assurance of the prophet

1

Herod., I 105.
* The new name of Eethshan in the mouth of Esdraelon, viz.

S' \ lV->p ilis, is said to be derived from them (but ste Hist. Geog
oftheHoly Lantit pp 363 f ) , they coi.queied A&kalon (Herod., 1. 105)1
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in Israel arose from the coincidence of his conscience

with his political observation. The justice of Jehovah
demands His people's chastisement, but see the forces

of chastisement are already upon the horizon. Zeph-
aniah uses the same phrase as Amos : the Day of

fehovah, he says, is drawing near.

We are now in touch with Zephaniah, the first of

our prophets, but, before listening to him, it will be

well to complete our survey of those remaining years
of the century in which he and his immediate successors

laboured.

3. THE REST OF THE CENTURY (625 586) : THE

FALL OF NINIVEH; NAHUM AND HABAKKUK.

Although the Scythians had vanished from the

horizon of Palestine and the Assynans came over it

no more, the fateful North still lowered dark and

turbulent. Yet the keen eyes of the watchmen in

Palestine perceived that, for a time at least, the storm

must break where it had gathered. It is upon Niniveh,

not upon Jerusalem, that the prophetic passion of

Nahum and Habakkuk is concentrated; the new day
of the Lord is filled with the fate, not of Israel, but of

Assyria.

For nearly two centuries Niniveh had been the

capital and cynosure of Western Asia
;
for more than

one she had set the fashions, the art, and even, to some

extent, the religion of all the Semitic nations. Of late

years, too, she had drawn to herself the world's trade.

Great roads from Egypt, from Persia and from the

jEgean converged upon her, till like Imperial Rome
she was filled with a vast motley of peoples, and

men went forth from her to the ends of the earth,

VOL. IL 2
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Under Assurbanipal travel and research had increased,

and the city acquired renown as the centre of the

world's wisdom. Thus her size and glory, with all

her details of rampart and tower, street, palace and

temple, grew everywhere familiar. But the peoples

gazed at her as those who had been bled to build her.

The most remote of them had seen face to face on

their own fields, trampling, stripping, burning, the

warriors who manned her walls. She had dashed

their little ones against the rocks. Their kings had

been dragged from them and hung in cages about her

gates. Their gods had lined the temples of her gods.

Year by year they sent her their heavy tribute, and the

bearers came back with fresh tales of her rapacious

insolence. So she stood, bitterly clear to all men,
in her glory and her cruelty ! Their hate haunted her

every pinnacle ; and at last, when about 625 the news

came that her frontier fortresses had fallen and the great

city herself was being besieged, we can understand

how her victims gloated on each possible stage of her

fall, and saw her yield to one after another of the

cruelties of battle, siege and storm, which for two

hundred years she had inflicted on themselves. To
such a vision the prophet Nahum gives voice, not on

behalf of Israel alone, but of all the nations whom
Niniveh had crushed.

It was obvious that the vengeance which Western
Asia thus hailed upon Assyria must come from one

or other of two groups of peoples, standing respect-

ively to the north and to the south of her.

To the north, or north-east, between Mesopotamia
and the Caspian, there were gathered a congeries
of restless tribes known to the Assyrians as the

Madai or Matai, the Medes. They are mentioned first
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by Shalmaneser II, in 840, and few of his successors

do not record campaigns against them. The earliest

notice of them in the Old Testament is in con-

nection with the captives of Samaria, some of whom
in 720 were settled among them.1 These Medes were

probably of Turanian stock, but by the end of the

eighth century, if we are to judge from the names of

some of their chiefs,* their most easterly tribes had

already fallen under Aryan influence, spreading west-

ward from Persia.
8 So led, they became united and

formidable to Assyria. Herodotus relates that their

King Phraortes, or Fravartis, actually attempted the

siege of Niniveh, probably on the death of Assur-

banipal in 625, but was slain.
4 His son Kyaxares,

Kastarit or Uvakshathra, was forced by a Scythian
invasion of his own country to withdraw his troops
from Assyria ; but having either bought off or assimi-

lated the Scythian invaders, he returned in 608, with

forces sufficient to overthrow the northern Assyrian
fortresses and to invest Niniveh herself.

The other and southern group of peoples which

threatened Assyria were Semitic. At their head were

the Kasdim or Chaldeans.6 This name appears for

1 2 Kings zvii. 6 : and in ike cttus (LXX. mountains) of the Medes.

The Heb. is *], Madai.
1 Mentioned by Sargon.
*
Sayce, Empires of the East, 239 : c McCurdy, 823

4
Herod., I. 103.

1 Heb. Kasdim, DHB>J) ;
LXX. XoXSeubi; Assyr. Kaldaa, Kaldu

The Hebrew form with s is regarded by many authorities as the

original, from the Assyrian root kashadu, to conquer, and the Assyrian

form with / to have arisen by the common change of sh through r

into I, The form with s does not occur, however, in Assyrian, which

also possesses the root kaladu, with the same meaning as kashadu,

See Mr. Pinches1
articles on Chaldea and the Chaldeans in the new

edition of VoL L of Smith's Bible Dictionary.
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the first time in the Assyrian annals a little earlier than

that of the Medes,
1 and from the middle of the ninth

century onwards the people designated by it frequently

engage the Assyrian arms. They were, to begin with,

a few half-savage tribes to the south of Babylon, in

the neighbourhood of the Persian Gulf; but they proved
their vigour by the repeated lordship of all Babylonia
and by inveterate rebellion against the monarchs of

Niniveh. Before the end of the seventh century we find

their names used by the prophets for the Babylonians

as a whole. Assurbampal, who was a patron of

Babylonian culture, kept the country quiet during the

last years of his reign, but his son Asshur-itil-ilani,

upon his accession in 625, had to grant the viceroyalty

to Nabopolassar the Chaldean with a considerable

degree of independence. Asshur-itil-ilani was suc-

ceeded in a few years
*
by Sinsuriskin, the Sarakos of

the Greeks, who preserved at least a nominal sove-

reignty over Babylon,
8 but Nabopolassar must already

have cherished ambitions of succeeding the Assyrian
in the empire of the world. He enjoyed sufficient

freedom to organise his forces to that end.

These were the two powers which from north and

south watched with impatience the decay of Assyria.
That they made no attempt upon her between 625 and

608 was probably due to several causes : their jealousy
of each other, the Medes' trouble with the Scythians,

Nabopolassar*s genius for waiting till his forces were

1 About 880 B c. in the annals of Assurnatsirpal. See Chrono

logical Table to Vol. I.

a No inscriptions of Asshur-itil-ilani have been found later than

the first two years of his reign.

Billerbeck-Jeremias, "Der Untergang Nimveh's," in Dehtzsch

tnd Haupt's Bcitragc zur Assynohgi^ III., p. 113.
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ready, and above all the still considerable vigour of the

Assyrian himself. The Lion, though old,
1 was not

broken. His power may have relaxed in the distant

provinces of his empire, thougn, if Budde be right

about the date of Habakkuk,
3 the peoples of Syria still

groaned under the thought of it ; but his own land

his lair, as the prophets call it was still terrible. It

is true that, as Nahum perceives, the capital was no

longer native and patriotic as it had been; the trade

fostered by Assurbanipal had filled Niniveh with a

vast and mercenary population, ready to break and

disperse at the first breach in her walls. Yet Assyria

proper was covered with fortresses, and the tradition

had long fastened upon the peoples that Niniveh was

impregnable. Hence the tension of those years. The

peoples ofWestern Asia locked eagerly for their revenge;

but the two powers which alone could accomplish this

stood waiting afraid of each other perhaps, but more

afraid of the object of their common ambition.

It is said that Kyaxares and Nabopolassar at last

came to an agreement;
8 but more probably the crisis

was hastened by the appearance of another claimant

for the coveted spoil. In 608 Pharaoh Necho went up

against the ktng of Assyria towards the river Euphrates
*

This Egyptian advance may have forced the hand of

1 Nahum ii.

1 See below, p. 120.
9
Abydenus (apud Euseb., Chron., I. 9) reports a marriage

between Nebuchadrezzar, Nabopolassar's son, and the daughter of

the Median king.
4 2 Kings XXIIL 29. The history is here very obscure. Necho,

met at Megiddo by Josiah, and having slain him, appears to have

spent a year or two in subjugating, and arranging for the government

of, Syria (Ml., verses 33-35), and only reached the Euphrates in 605,

when Nebuchadrezzar defeated him.
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Kyaxares, who appears to have begun his investment

of Niniveh a little after Necho defeated Josiah at

Megiddo.
1 The siege is said to have lasted two years.

Whether this included the delays necessary for the

reduction of fortresses upon the great roads of approach
to the Assyrian capital we do not know ;

but Niniveh's

own position, fortifications and resources may well

account for the whole of the time. Colonel Billerbeck,

a military expert, has suggested
2 that the Medes found

it possible to invest the city only upon the northern

and eastern sides. Down the west flows the Tigris,

and across this the besieged may have been able to

bring in supplies and reinforcements from the fertile

country beyond. Herodotus affirms that the Medes

effected the capture of Niniveh by themselves,
8 and

for this some recent evidence has been found,
4 so that

another tradition that the Chaldeans were also actively

1 The reverse view is taken by Wellhausen, who says (Isratl u.

Jud. Gtsch,, pp 97 f.) :
" Der Pharaoh schemt ausgezogen zu sem urn

sich seinen Teil an der Erb&chaft Nimves vorwegzunehmen, whrend
die Meder und Chaldaer die Stadt belagertea."

1 See above, p. 20, n. 3.

I. 106.

A stele of Nabonidus discovered at Hilleh and now in the museum
at Constantinople relates that in his third year, 553, the king restored

at Harran the temple of Sin, the moon-god, which the Medes had

destroyed fifty-four years before, it 607. Whether the Medes did

this before, during or after the siege of Niniveh is uncertain, but the

approximate date ofthe siege, 608606, is thus marvellously confirmed.

The stele affirms that the Medes alone took Niniveh, but that they
were called in by Marduk, the Babylonian god, to assist Nabopolassar
and avenge the depoitation of his image by Sennacherib to Niniveh.

Messerschmidt (Mttthttlungen der Vorderasiahschen Gesellschaft, I.

1896) argues that the Medes were summoned by the Babylonians
while the lattei were being sore pressed by the Assynans Wmckler
had already (Untetsuch , pp. 124 ff., 1889) urged that the Babylonians
would refrain from taking an active part in tie overthrow ofNimVeh, in
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engaged/ which has nothing to support it, may be

regarded as false. Nabopolassar may still have been

in name an Assyrian viceroy; yet, as Colonel Billerbeck

points out, he had it in his power to make Kyaxares'

victory possible by holding the southern roads to

Niniveh, detaching other viceroys of her provinces and

so shutting her up to her own resources. But among
other reasons which kept him away from the siege

may have been the necessity of guarding against

Egyptian designs on the moribund empire. Pharaoh

Necho, as we know, was making for the Euphrates as

early as 608. Now if Nabopolassar and Kyaxares had

arranged to divide Assyria between them, then it is

likely that they agreed also to share the work of

making their inheritance sure, so-that while Kyaxares
overthrew Niniveh, Nabopolassar, or rather his son

Nebuchadrezzar,
2 waited for and overthrew Pharaoh by

Carchemish on the Euphrates. Consequently Assyria

was divided between the Medes and the Chaldeans;
the latter as her heirs in the south took over her

title to Syria and Palestine.

The two prophets with whom we have to dea? at this

time are almost entirely engrossed with the foil of

fear of incurring the guilt ofsacrilege. Neither MesserschmidtS fwer,
nor ScheiTs (who describes the stele in the Recuefl figs TVmw,
XVIII. 1896), being accessible to me, I have written this note on xbs

information supplied by Rev. C. H. W. Johns, of Cambridge, in Uw

Expository Times, 1896, and by Pro& A. B. Davidson in App. L t

1 Berosus and Abydenus in Eusebius,
1 This spelling (Jer. xlix. 28) is nearer the original than the alterna-

tive Hebrew Nebuchadnezzar. But the LXX. NajSovxo&orltrop, and

the NapQVKo8p&<ropot of Abydenus and Megasthenes and NapoKotykropoi

of Strabo, have preserved the more correct vocalisation; for th

original is Nabu-kudurri-usur = Nebo, defend the crown 1
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Assyria. Nahum exults in the destruction of Niniveh
,

Habakkuk sees in the Chaldeans nothing but the

avengers of the peoples whom Assyria
l had oppressed.

For both these events are the close of an epoch : neither

prophet looks beyond this. Nahum (not on behalf of

Israel alone) gives expression to the epoch's long

thirst for vengeance on the tyrant; Habakkuk (if

Budde's reading of him be right
8

) states the problems
with which its victorious cruelties had filled the pious

mind states the problem and beholds the solution in

the Chaldeans. And, surely, the vengeance was so just

and so ample, the solution so drastic and for the time

complete, that we can well understand how two prophets
should exhaust their office in describing such things,

and feel no motive to look either deep into the moral

condition of Israel, or far out into the future which God
was preparing for His people. It might, of course, be

said that the prophets' silence on the latter subjects

was due to their positions immediately after the great

Reform of 621, when the nation, having been roused

to an honest striving after righteousness, did not require

prophetic rebuke, and when the success of so godly a

prince as Josiah left no spiritual ambitions unsatisfied.

But this (even if the dates of the two prophets were

certain) is hardly probable ; and the other explanation
is sufficient. Who can doubt this who has realised

the long epoch which then reached a crisis, or

has been thrilled by the crash of the crisis itself?

The fall of Niniveh was deafening enough to drown
for the moment, as it does in Nahum, even a Hebrew's

clamant conscience of his country's sin. The problems,
which the long success of Assyrian cruelty had started,

1 But see below, pp. 123
*
Below, pp, 121 &
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were old and formidable enough to demand statement

and answer before either the hopes or the responsibili-

ties of the future could find voice. The past also

requires its prophets. Feeling has to be satisfied, and

experience balanced, before the heart is willing to turn

the leaf and read the page of the future.

Yet, through all this time of Assyria's decline, Israel

had her own sins, fears and convictions of judgment
to come. The disappearance of the Scythians did not

leave Zephaniah's predictions of doom without means

of fulfilment ; nor did the great Reform of 621 re-

move the necessity of that doom. In the deepest
hearts the assurance that Israel must be punished was

by these things only confirmed. The prophetess

Huldah, the first to speak in the name of the Lord

after the Book of the Law was discovered, emphasised
not the reforms which it enjoined but the judgments
which it predicted. Josiah's righteousness could at

most ensure for himself a peaceful death : his people
were incorrigible and doomed.1 The reforms indeed

proceeded, there was public and widespread penitence,

idolatry was abolished. But those were only shallow

pedants who put their trust in the possession of a

revealed Law and purged Temple,
1 and who boasted

that therefore Israel was secure. Jeremiah repeated the

gloomy forecasts of Zephaniah and Huldah, and even

before the wickedness of Jehoiakim's reign proved the

obduracy of Israel's heart, he affirmed the imminence of

1 2 Kings zxii. II-2O. The genuineness of this passage is proved

(as against Stade, Gesch. des Volkes Israel, I.) by the promise which

it gives to Josiah of a peaceful death. Had it been written after

the battle of Megiddo, in which Josiah was slam, it could not have

contained such a promise.
*
Jer. vii. 4, viii. g.
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the evil out of the north nd the great destruction.
1 Of

our three prophets in f^is period Zephaniah, though the

earliest, had therefore the last word. While Nahum
and Habakkuk were almost wholly absorbed with the

epoch that is closing, he had a vision of the future. Is

this why his book has been ranged among our Twelve

after those of his slightly later contemporaries ?

The precise course of events in Israel was this

and we must follow them, for among them we have

to seek exact dates for Nahum and Habakkuk. In

621 the Book of the Law was discovered, and Josiah

applied himself with thoroughness to the reforms which

ne had already begun. For thirteen years he seems

to have had peace to carry them through. The
heathen altars were thrown down, with all the high

places in Judah and even some in Samaria. Images
were abolished. The heathen priests were exter-

minated, with the wizards and soothsayers. The

Levites, except the sons of Zadok, who alone were

allowed to minister in the Temple, henceforth the only

place of sacrifice, were debarred from priestly duties.

A great passover was celebrated.* The king did

justice and was the friend of the poor ;

8
it went well

with him and the people
4 He extended his influence

into Samaria ; it is probable that he ventured to carry
out the injunctions of Deuteronomy with regard to the

neighbouring heathen.5 Literature flourished : though

* All these reforms in 2 Kings xxiii.
1
Jer. mi. isf.

Ibid, ver. 16.

We have no record of this, but a pnnce who so rashly flung
himself in the way of Egypt would not hesitate to zlaim authority
over Moab and Ammon.
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critics have not combined upon the works to be

assigned to this reign, they agree that a great many
were produced in it. Wealth must have accumulated :

certainly the nation entered the troubles of the next

reign with an arrogant confidence that argues under

Josiah the rapid growth of prosperity in every direction.

Then of a sudden came the fatal year of 608. Pharaoh

Necho appeared in Palestine 1 with an army destined

for the Euphrates, and Josiah went up to meet him

at Megiddo. His tactics are plain it is the first

strait on the land-road from Egypt to the Euphrates
but his motives are obscure. Assyria can hardly
have been strong enough at this time to fling him as

her vassal across the path of her ancient foe. He
must have gone of himself. " His dream was pro-

bably to bring back the scattered remains of the

northern kingdom to a pure worship, and to unite the

whole people of Israel under the sceptre of the house

of David ; and he was not inclined to allow Egypt to

cross his aspirations, and rob him of the inheritance

which was falling to him from the dead hand of

Assyria."
*

Josiah fell, and with him not only the liberty of his

1 3 Kings xziii. 24. The question whether Necho came by land

from Egypt or brought his troops in his fleet to Acre is hardly
answered by the fact that Josiah went to Megiddo to meet him.

But Megiddo on the whole tells more for the land than the sea. It

is not on the path from Acre to the Euphrates ;
it is the key of the

land-road from Egypt to the Euphrates. Josiah could have no hope
of stopping Pharaoh on the broad levels of Phihstia ; but at Megiddo
there was a narrow pass, and the only chance of arresting so large an

army as it moved in detachments. Josiah's tactics were therefore

analogous to those of Saul, who also left his own territory and

marched north to Esdraelon, to meet his foe and death.
* A. B. Davidson, Tht Exile and tht Restoration, p. 8 (BibU

Class Primers, ed. by Salmond; Edin., T, & T. Clark, 1897).
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people, but the chief support of their faith. That

the righteous king was cut down in the midst of his

days and in defence of the Holy Land what could

this mean ? Was it, then, vain to serve the Lord ?

Could He not defend His own? With some the

disaster was a cause of sore complaint, and with

others, perhaps, of open desertion from Jehovah.

But the extraordinary thing is, how little effect

Josiah's death seems to have had upon the people's

self-confidence at large, or upon their adherence to

Jehovah. They immediately placed Josiah's second

son on the throne ; but Necho, having get him by some

means to his camp at Riblah between the Lebanons,
sent him in fetters to Egypt, where he died, and

established in his place Eliakim, his elder brother. On
his accession Eliakim changed his name to Jehoiakim,

a proof that Jehovah was still regarded as the sufficient

patron of Israel ;
and the same blind belief that, for

the sake of His Temple and of His Law, Jehovah
would keep His people in security, continued to per-

severe in spite of Megiddo. It was a most immoral

ease, and filled with injustice. Necho subjected the

land to a fine. This was not heavy, but Jehoiakim,

instead of paying it out of the royal treasures, exacted

it from the people of the land* and then employed the

peace which it purchased in erecting a costly palace

for himself by the forced labour of his subjects.
2

He was covetous, unjust and violently cruel. Like

prince like people : social oppression prevailed, and

there was a recrudescence of the idolatries of Manasseh's

time,
8

especially (it may be inferred) after Necho's

defeat at Carchemish in 605. That all this should

1 2 Kings xxiii. 33-35.
*
Jer. xxii. 13-15. Jer. ri
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exist along with a fanatic trust in Jehovah need not

surprise us who remember the very similar state of the

public mind in North Israel under Amos and Hosea.

Jeremiah attacked it as they had done. Though
Assyria was fallen, and Egypt was promising protection,

Jeremiah predicted destruction from the north on Egypt
and Israel alike. When at last the Egyptian defeat at

Carchemish stirred some vague fears in the people's

hearts, Jeremiah's conviction broke out into clear flame.

For three-and-twenty years he had brought God's word
in vain to his countrymen. Now God Himself would

act: Nebuchadrezzar was but His servant to lead

Israel into captivity.
1

The same year, 605 or 604, Jeremiah wrote all these

things in a volume;* and a few months later, at a

national fast, occasioned perhaps by the fear of the

Chaldeans, Baruch, his secretary, read them in the

house of the Lord, in the ears of all the people.

The king was informed, the roll was brought to him,

and as it was read, with his own hands he cut it up and

burned it, three or four columns at a time. Jeremiah

answered by calling down on Jehoiakim an ignominious

death, and repeated the doom already uttered on the

land. Another prophet, Urijah, had recently been

executed for the same truth ; but Jeremiah and Baruch

escaped into hiding.

This was probably in 603, and for a little time

Jehoiakim and the populace were restored to their false

security by the delay of the Chaldeans to come south.

Nebuchadrezzar was occupied in Babylon, securing

his succession to his father. At last, either in 602 or

more probably in 600, he marched into Syria, and

1 xxv. x ff.
* xxxvi.
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Jehoiakim became his servantfor three years.
1 In such

a condition the Jewish state might have survived for at

least another generation,
1 but in 599 or 597 Jehoiakim,

with the madness of the doomed, held back his tribute.

The revolt was probably instigated by Egypt, which,

however, did not dare to support it. As in Isaiah's

time against Assyria, so now against Babylon, Egypt
was a blusterer who blustered and sat still She still

helped in vain and to no purpose? Nor could Judah
count on the help of the other states of Palestine.

They had joined Hezekiah against Sennacherib, but

remembering perhaps how Manasseh had failed to help

them against Assurbanipal, and that Josiah had carried

things with a high hand towards them,
4
they obeyed

Nebuchadrezzar's command and raided Judah till he

himself should have time to arrive.
6 Amid these raids

the senseless Jehoiakim seems to have perished,
6

for

when Nebuchadrezzar appeared before Jerusalem in

597, his son Jehoiachin, a youth of eighteen, had

succeeded to the throne. The innocent reaped the

harvest sown by the guilty. In the attempt (it would

appear) to save his people from destruction/ Jehoiachin

capitulated. But Nebuchadrezzar was not content with

1 3 Kings xxiv. I. In the chronological table appended to

Kautzsch's Bibel this verse and Jehoiakim's submission are assigned
to 602. But this allows too little time for Nebuchadrezzar to con-

firm his throne in Babylon and march to Palestine, and it is not

corroborated by the record in the Book of Jeremiah of events in

Judah in 604 602.

Nebuchadrezzar did not die tfll 562.
See Isaiah i.xxxtx. (Expositor's Bible), pp. 223 f.

See above, p. 26, n. 5.

2 Bangs xxiv 2.

Jer. xxxvii. 30, but see 2 Kings xxiv. 6.

So Josephua puts it (X. Antiqn vii. z). Jehoiachin was unusualty
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the person of the king : he deported to Babylon the

court, a large number of influential persons, the mighty
men ofthe land or what must have been nearly all the

fighting men, with the necessary military artificers and

swordsmiths. Priests also went, Ezekiel among them,
and probably representatives of other classes not

mentioned by the annalist All these were the flower

of the nation. Over what was left Nebuchadrezzar

placed a son of Josiah on the throne who took the

name of Zedekiah. Again with a little common-sense,
the state might have survived; but it was a short

respite. The new court began intrigues with Egypt,
and Zedekiah, with the Ammonites and Tyre, ventured

a revolt in 589. Jeremiah and Ezekiel knew it was

in vain. Nebuchadrezzar marched on Jerusalem, and

though for a time he had to raise the siege in order to

defeat a force sent by Pharaoh Hophra, the Chaldean

armies closed in again upon the doomed city. Her

defence was stubborn; but famine and pestilence

sapped it, and numbers fell away to the enemy. About

the eighteenth month, the besiegers took the northern

suburb and stormed the middle gate. Zedekiah and the

army broke their lines only to be captured at Jericho,

In a few weeks more the city was taken and given

over to fire. Zedekiah was blinded, and with a large

number of his people carried to Babylon. It was the

end, for although a small community of Jews was left

at Mizpeh under a Jewish viceroy and with Jeremiah

to guide them, they were soon broken up and fled to

Egypt. Judah had perished. Her savage neighbours,

bewailed (Lam. iv. 20 ; Ezek. xvii 22 ff.) He survived in captivity

till the death of Nebuchadrezzar, whose successor Evil-Merodach

in 561 took him from prison and gave him a place in his palace

(2 Bangs xzv. 27 ).
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who had gathered with glee to the day of Jerusalem's

calamity, assisted the Chaldeans in capturing the

fugitives, and Edomites came up from the south on

the desolate land.

It has been necessary to follow so far the course of

events, because of our prophets Zephaniah is placed
in each of the three sections of Josiah's reign, and by
some even in Jehoiakim's ; Nahum has been assigned to

different points between the eve of the first and the eve

of the second siege of Nmiveh ; and Habakkuk has

been placed by different critics in almost every year
from 621 to the reign of Jehoiachin ; while Obadiah,
whom we shall find reasons for dating during the Exile,

describes the behaviour of Edom at the final siege of

Jerusalem. The next of the Twelve, Haggai, may have

been born before the Exile, but did not prophesy till

520. Zechariah appeared the same year, Malachi not

for half a century after. These three are prophets of

the Persian period. With the approach of the Greeks

Joel appears, then comes the prophecy which we find

in the end of Zechariah's book, and la&t of all the Book
of Jonah. To all these post-exilic prophets we shall

provide later on the necessary historical introductions.
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Diulr*
l DitslB*l-2m.il$.

"
His book is the first tinging of prophecy with apocalypse : that k

the vorcent which it supplies in the history of toad's religion.*



CHAPTER II

THE BOOK OF ZEPHANIAH

THE
Book of Zephaniah is one of the most difficult

in the prophetic canon. The title is very gener-

ally accepted ; the period from which chap. i. dates is

recognised by practically all critics to be the reign of

Josiah, or at least the last third of the seventh century.
But after that doubts start, and we find present nearly

every other problem of introduction.

To begin with, the text is very damaged. In some

passages we may be quite sure that we have not the

true text ;
1 in others we cannot be sure that we have

it,* and there are several glosses.
8 The bulk of the

second chapter was written in the Qinah, or elegiac

measure, but as it now stands the rhythm is very
much broken. It is difficult to say whether this is due

to the dilapidation of the original text or to wilful

insertion of glosses and other later passages. The
Greek version of Zephaniah possesses the same general
features as that of other difficult prophets. Occasion-

ally it enables us to correct the text ; but by the time

it was made the text must already have contained

the same corruptions which we encounter, and the

1 L 3*, 5*; il 2, 5, 6, 7, 8 last word, 146; iii. 18, 194, *X
i. 14*; ii. i, 3; iii. i, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 15, 17.

f
i- 3*. 5* ; " 2, 6 ; iii. 5 (?)

35
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translators were ignorant besides of the meaittiig of

some phrases which to us are plain.
1

The difficulties of textual criticism as well as of

translation are aggravated by the large number of words,

grammatical forms and phrases which either happen

very seldom in the Old Testament,
1 or nowhere else

in it at all
8 Of the rare words and phrases, a very

few (as will be seen from the appended notes) are

found in earlier writings. Indeed all that are found

are from the authentic prophecies of Isaiah, with whose

style and doctrine Zephaniah's own exhibit most

affinity. All the other rarities of vocabulary and

grammar are shared only by later writers; and as a

whole the language of Zephaniah exhibits symptoms
which separate it by many years from the language
of the prophets of the eighth century, and range it

with that of Jeremiah, Ezekiel, the Second Isaiah

and still later literature. It may be useful to the

student to collect in a note the most striking of these

1 For details see translation below.
9 L 3, niPEPSZp, only in Isa. 111 6, 15, MfcWD, only in Job xxx 3,

xxxviii. 27 cf. Psalms Ixxm. 18, Kxiv. 3 ; 11. 8, D'EHJ,, Isa. xlui 28

cf. h. 7; 9, PITI, Prov. acxiv. 31, Job xxx. 7; I5> ^. Isa xxii 2,

xxui. 7, xxxii. 13 cf. xiii. 3, xxiv. 8 ;
in. I, HP 13, see next note but

one; 3, my ^NT, Hab i. 8; n, iniM Wfc Isa xiii. 3; 18, W,
Lam. i 4, HUtt

1 u X I, KTDDn as the name of a part of Jerusalem, otherwise only

Jer. xv. 19, PJDD ^*W, 12, KBp in pt Qal, and otherwise only Earod.

xv. 8, Zech. xiv 6, Job x 10 , 14, "iHp (adj ), but the pointing may
be wrong cf. Mahei-shalal-hash-baz, Isa. vui. I, 3, m m Qal,

elsewhere only once in Hi. Isa. xlu 13; 17, Dlffr in sense of flesh, cf.

Job xx. 23 ; 18, n?riS3 if a noun (?) , u x, Wp in Qal and Hithpo,

elsewhere only m Polel, 9, pt^DD, H1DD; n, Pin, to make lean,

otherwise only m Isa. xvii. 4, to be lean; 14, nHN (?) , ni. i, HSOD,

pt. of mD ; njV, pt Qal, m Jer. xlvi. 16, 1. 16, it may be a noun
,

4, nnaa w; 6, nxa , 9, *\nn my, 10, 'wnn nn (?) , 15, ma
w sensus to turn away ; 18, Vil 1DD (?),
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symptoms of the comparative lateness of Zephaniah's
dialect.

1

We now come to the question of date, and we take,

to begin with, the First Chapter. It was said above that

critics agree as to the general period between 639,

when Josiah began to reign, and 600. But this period
was divided into three very different sections, and each

of these has received considerable support from modern

criticism. The great majority of critics place the

chapter in the early years of Josiah, before the enforce-

ment of Deuteronomy and the great Reform in 621?

Others have argued for the later years of Josiah,

621 608, on the ground that the chapter implies that

the great Reform has already taken place, and other-

wise shows knowledge of Deuteronomy ;

8 while some

prefer the days of reaction under Jehoiakim, 608
flF,

4

and assume that the phrase in the title, in the days of

Josiah, is a late and erroneous inference from i. 4.

The evidence for the argument consists of the title

and the condition of Judah reflected in the body of the

1 L 8, etc., ti IpQ, followed by person, but not by thing cf.

Jer. ix. 24, xxiu 34, etc , Job xxxvi. 23, 2 Chron. xxxvi 23, Ezek.

L 2 ; 13, HD^KD, only in Hab. 11. 7, Isa. xlu., Jer. xxx. 16, 2 Kings
xxi. 14; 17, "Itfilj

Hi of1*1V, only in I Kings viii. 37, and Deut ,
2 Chron

,

Jer., Neh. ; 11. 3, m ; 8, D'BHa, Isa xlm, 28, li 7 (fern, pi ) ; 9, T>m
Prov. xxiv. 31, Job xxx. 7, m. I, rPKJJ, Ni, pt.- impure, Isa

hx. 3, Lam. iv. 14; rtil\ a pt. in Jer. xlvi. 16, 1. 16; 3, TTtf 'OKI,

Hab. i 8 < Jer. v. 6, nWJJ 3NT ; 9, ^-13, Isa. xlix. 2, VQ,
Ezek. xx. 38, I Chron. vii. 40, ix. 22, xvi. 41, Neh. v. 18, Job

xxxm. 3, Eccles. in. 18, ix. i; II. H13 ^T^r, Isa. xiii. 3; 18, *JW,

Lam. i. 4 has niJU
* So Hitzig, Ewald, Pusey, Kuenen, Robertson Smith (Encyc. Brit),

Dnver, Wellhausen, Kirkpatrick, Budde, von Orelli, Cornill, Schwally,

Davidson.
1 So Dehtzsch, Klemert, and Schulz (fommentar uber den Proph

1892, p. 7, quoted by KOmg).
* So KOnig.
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chapter. The latter is a definite piece of oratory.

Under the alarm of an immediate and general war,

Zephaniah proclaims a vast destruction upon the earth.

Judah must fall beneath it : the worshippers of Baal,

of the host of heaven and of Milcom, the apostates

from Jehovah, the princes and house of the king, the

imitators of foreign fashions, and the forceful and

fraudulent, shall be cut off in a great slaughter. Those

who have grown sceptical and indifferent to Jehovah
shall be unsettled by invasion and war. This shall

be the Day of Jehovah, near and immediate, a day of

battle and disaster on the whole land.

The conditions reflected are thus twofold the idola-

trous and sceptical state of the people, and an impending
invasion. But these suit, more or less exactly, each

of the three sections of our period. For Jeremiah

distinctly states that he had to attack idolatry in Judah
for twenty-three years, 627 to 604 ;

* he inveighs against

the falseness and impurity of the people alike before

the great Reform, and after it while Josiah was still

alive, and still more fiercely under Jehoiakim. And,
while before 621 the great Scythian invasion was

sweeping upon Palestine from the north, after 621,
and especially after 604, the Babylonians from the same

quarter were visibly threatening the land. But when
looked at more closely, the chapter shows several

features which suit the second section of our period less

than they do the other two. The worship of the host of

heaven, probably introduced under Manasseh, was put
down by Josiah in 621; it revived under Jehoiakim,

1

but during the latter years of Josiah it cannot

possibly have been so public as Zephaniah describes.8

1
Jer. xxv.

f
Jer. vu, 18. i. 3.
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Other reasons which have been given for those years
are inconclusive l the chapter, for instance, makes no

indubitable reference to Deuteronomy or the Covenant

of 621 and on the whole we may leave the end of

Josiah's reign out of account Turning to the third

section, Jehoiakim's reign, we find one feature of the

prophecy which suits it admirably. The temper de-

scribed in ver. 12 men who are settled on their lees,

who say in their heart, Jehovah doeth neither good nor

evil is the kind of temper likely to have been produced

among the less earnest adherents of Jehovah by the

failure of the great Reform in 621 to effect either the

purity or the prosperity of the nation. But this is

more than counterbalanced by the significant exception

of the king from the condemnation which ver. 8 passes

1 Kleinert in his Commentary in Lange's Bibelwerk, and Delitzsch

in his article in Herzog*s Rtal-Encyclopadtf, both offer a number of

inconclusive arguments. These are drawn from the position of

Zephamah after Habakkuk, but, as we have seen, the order of the

Twelve is not always chronological; from the supposition that

Zephaniah L 7, Silence before the Lord Jehovah, quotes Habakkuk ii.

20, Keep silence before Him, all the earth, but the phrase common to

both is too general to be decisive, and if borrowed by one or other

may just as well have been Z'ephamah's originally as Habakkuk's ;

from the phrase remnant of Baal (L 4), as if this were appropriate

only after the Reform of 621, but it was quite as appropriate after

the beginnings of reform six years earlier; from the condemnation

of the sons of the king (i 8), whom Delitzsch takes as Josiah's sons,

who before the great Reform were too young to be condemned,

while later their characters did develop badly and judgment fell

upon all of them, but sons of the king, even if that be the correct

reading (LXX. house of the king), does not necessarily mean the

reigning monarch's children ; and from the assertion that Deuteronomy

is quoted in the first chapter of Zephaniah, and " so quoted as to show

that the prophet needs only to put the people in mind of it as some-

thing supposed to be known/' but the verses cited in support of this

(viz. 13, 15, 17: c Deut xxvm 30 and 29) are too general in their

character to prove the assertion. See translation below
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on the princes and the sons of the king. Such an ex-

ception could not have been made when Jehoiakim was

on the throne; it points almost conclusively to the

reign of the good Josiah. And with this agrees the

title of the chapter in the days of Jostah}- We are,

therefore, driven back to the years of Josiah before

621. In these we find no discrepancy either with the

chapter itself, or with its title. The southward march

of the Scythians,
8 between 630 and 625, accounts for

Zephaniah's alarm of a general war, including the

invasion of Judah; the idolatrous practices which he

describes may well have been those surviving from

the days of Manasseh,
8 and not yet reached by the

drastic measures of 621 ; the temper of scepticism and

hopelessness condemned by ver. 12 was possible among
those adherents of Jehovah who had hoped greater

things from the overthrow ofAmon than the slow and

small reforms of the first fifteen years of Josiah's reign.

Nor is a date before 621 made at all difficult by
the genealogy of Zephaniah in the title. If, as is

probable,
4 the Hezekiah given as his great-great-

grandfather be Hezekiah the king, and if he died

about 695, and Manasseh, his successor, who was then

twelve, was his eldest son, then by 630 Zephaniah
cannot have been much more than twenty years of age,

1
KOnig has to deny the authenticity of this in order to make his

case for the reign of Jehoiakim. But nearly all critics take the phrase
as genuine.

* See above, p. 15. For inconclusive reasons Schwally, Z.A.T.W. t

1890, pp 215-217, prefers the Egyptians under Psamtik. See in answer

Davidson, p. 98.
* Not much stress can be laid upon the phrase / will cut off the

remnant ofBaal, ver. 4, for, if the reading be correct, it may only mean
the destruction of Baal-worship, and not the uprooting of whaf feas

been left over. 4 See below, p. 47, n. 2.
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and not more than twenty-five by the time the Scythian
invasion had passed away.

1
It is therefore by no

means impossible to suppose that he prophesied before

625 ; and besides, the data of the genealogy in the

title are too precarious to make them valid, as against

an inference from the contents of the chapter itself.

The date, therefore, of the first chapter of Zephaniah

may be given as about 625 B.C., and probably rather

before than after that year, as the tide of Scythian
invasion has apparently not yet ebbed.

The other two chapters have within recent years been

almost wholly denied to Zephaniah. Kuenen doubted

chap. iii. 9-20 Stade makes all chap. iii. post-exilic,

and suspects ii. 1-3, II. A very thorough examination

of them has led Schwally
* to assign to exilic or post-

exilic times the whole of the little sections comprising

them, with the possible exception of chap. iii. 1-7, which
"
may be

"
Zephaniah's. His essay has been subjected

to a searching and generally hostile criticism by a

number of leading scholars ;

* and he has admitted the

inconclusiveness of some of his reasons.4

Chap. ii. 1-4 is assigned by Schwally to a date later

than Zephaniah's, principally because of the term meek-

ness (ver. 3), which is a favourite one with post-exilic

writera He has been sufficiently answered;* and the

1 If 695 be the date of the accession ofManasseh, being then twelve,

Amanah, Zephaniah's great-grandfather, cannot have been more than

ten, that is, born in 705. His son Gedahah was probably not born

before 689, his son Kushi probably not before 672, and his son

Zephaniah probably not before 650.
* Z.A.TW, 1890, Heft I.

'
Bacher, Z.A.T.Wn 1891, 186; Cornill, Etnlettuttg, 1891; Budde,

Tfuol. Stud, u Knt., 1893, 393 ff. , Davidson, Nah., Hob.

ioo ff.
4
ZJL.T.W., 1891, Heft a.

By especially Bacher, Cornill and Budde as above.
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close connection ofw. 1-3 with chap. i. has been clearly

proved
1

Chap. ii. 4-15 is the passage in elegiac

measure but broken, an argument for the theory that

insertions have been made in it The subject is a

series of foreign nations Philistia (5-7), Moab and

Ammon (8-10), Egypt (u) and Assyria (13-15). The

passage has given rise to many doubts ; every one must

admit the difficulty of coming to a conclusion as to its

authenticity. On the one hand, the destruction just

predicted is so universal that, as Professor Davidson

says, we should expect Zephaniah to mention other

nations than Judah.* The concluding oracle on Niniveh

must have been published before 608, and even Schwally
admits that it may be Zephaniah's own. But if this be

so, then we may infer that the first of the oracles on

Philistia is also Zephaniah's, for both it and the oracle

on Assyria are in the elegiac measure, a fact which

makes it probable that the whole passage, however

broken and intruded upon, was originally a unity. Nor
is there anything in the oracle on Philistia incompatible
with Zephaniah's date. Philistia lay on the path of

the Scythian invasion ; the phrase in ver. 7, shall turn

their captivity',
is not necessarily exilic. As Cornill, too,

points out, the expression in ver. 13, He will stretch out

His hand to the north, implies that the prophecy has

already looked in other directions. There remains the

passage between the oracles on Philistia and Assyria,

This is not in the elegiac measure. Its subject is Moab

1 See Budde and Davidson
1 The ideal of chap, i n 3, of the final security of a poor and lowly

remnant of Israel,
"
necessarily implies that they shall no longer be

threatened by hostility from without, and this condition is satisfied

by the prophet's view ot the impending judgment on the ancient

enemies of his nation,'* *.*. those mentioned in 11. 4-15 (Robertson

Oimth, Etttyc. Brit* art. "Zephaniah").
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and Ammon, who were not on the line of the Scythian

invasion, and Wellhausen further objects to it, because

the attitude to Israel of the two peoples whom it

describes is that which is attributed to them only just

before the Exile and surprises us in Josiah's reign.

Dr. Davidson meets this objection by pointing out that,

just as in Deuteronomy, so here, Moab and Ammon
are denounced, while Edom, which in Deuteronomy is

spoken of with kindness, is here not denounced at all.

A stronger objection to the passage is that ver. n
predicts the conversion of the nations, while ver. 12

makes them the prey of Jehovah's sword, and in this

ver. 12 follows on naturally to ver. 7. On this ground
as well as on the absence of the elegiac measure the

oracle on Moab and Ammon is strongly to be suspected.

On the whole, then, the most probable conclusion is

that chap. ii. 4-15 was originally an authentic oracle of

Zephaniah's in the elegiac metre, uttered at the same

date as chap. i. ii. 3, the period of the Scythian

invasion, though from a different standpoint; and

that it has suffered considerable dilapidation (witness

especially w. 6 and 14), and probably one great

intrusion, w. 8-IO.

There remains the Third Chapter. The authenticity

has been denied by Schwally, who transfers the whole

till after the Exile. But the chapter is not a unity.
1

1

See, however, Davidson for some linguistic reasons for taking; the

two sections as one. Robertson Smith, also in 1888 (Encyc. Bnt
t

art. "Zephamah"), assumed (though not without pointing out the

possibility of the addition of other pieces to the genuine prophecies

of Zephaniah) that "a single leading motive runs through the whole"

book, and " the first two chapters would be incomplete without the

third, which moreover is certainly pre-exilic (w. 1-4) and presents

specific points of contact with what precedes, as well as a general

agreement in style and idea."
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In the first place, it falls into two sections, w. 1-13 and

14-20. There is no reason to take away the bulk of

the first section from Zephaniah. As Schwally admits,

the argument here is parallel to that of chap. i. ii. 3. It

could hardly have been applied to Jerusalem during or

after the Exile, but suits her conditions before her fall.

Schwaliys linguistic objections to a pre-exilic date have

been answered by Budde.1 He holds ver. 6 to be out

of place and puts it after ver. 8, and this may be. But as

it stands it appeals to the impenitent Jews of ver. 5 with

the picture of the judgment God has already completed

upon the nations, and contrasts with ver. 7, in which

God says that He trusts Israel will repent Vv. 9 and

10 are, we shall see, obviously an intrusion, as Budde

maintains arid Davidson admits to be possible.*

We reach more certainty when we come to the

second section of the chapter, w. 14-20. Since

Kuenen it has been recognised by the majority of critics

that we have here a prophecy from the end of the Exile

or after the Return. The temper has changed. In-

stead of the austere and sombre outlook of chap.

i. ii. 3 and chap. iii. 1-13, in which the sinful Israel

is to be saved indeed, but only as by fire, we have

a triumphant prophecy of her recovery from all afflic-

tion (nothing is said of her sin) and of her glory among

1
Schwally (234) thinks that the epithet pHV (ver. 5) was first

applied to Jehovah by the Second Isaiah (adv. 21, Ixiv. 2, adn. 21),

and became frequent from his time on. In disproof Budde (3398)

quotes Exod. ix. 27, Jer. xil I, Lam i. 18. Schwally also points to

VTC3 as borrowed from Aramaic
*
Budde, p 395 ; Davidson, 103. Schwally (230 ff.) seeks to prove

the unity of 9 and 10 with the context, but he has apparently mistaken

the meaning of ver, 8 (231). That surely does not mean that the

nations are gathered in order to punish the godlessness of the Jews,
but that they may themselves be punished.
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the nations of the world. To put it otherwise, while

the genuine prophecies of Zephaniah almost grudgingly
allow a door of escape to a few righteous and humble
Israelites from a judgment which is to fall alike on
Israel and the Gentiles, chap. iii. 14-20 predicts Israel's

deliverance from her Gentile oppressors, her return

from captivity and the establishment of her renown
over the earth. The language, too, has many re-

semblances to that of Second Isaiah.1 Obviously there-

fore we have here, added to the severe prophecies of

Zephaniah, such a more hopeful, peaceful epilogue as

we saw was added, during the Exile or immediately
after it, to the despairing prophecies of Amos.

1 See Daridfon, 103.



CHAPTER III

THE PROPHET AND THE REFORMERS

ZKPHANXAH i. iL 3

*TpOWARDS the year 625, when King Josiah had

J. passed out of his minority/ and was making
his first efforts at religious reform, prophecy,- long

slumbering, awoke again in Israel.

Like the king himself, its first heralds were men in

their early youth. In 627 Jeremiah calls himself but

a boy, and Zephaniah can hardly have been out of

his teens.* For the sudden outbreak of these young
lives there must have been a large reservoir of patience
and hope gathered in the generation behind them.

So Scripture itself testifies. To Jeremiah it was said :

Before Iformed thee in the belly I knew thee, and before
thou earnestforth out of the womb I consecrated thee? In

an age when names were bestowed only because of

their significance,
4 both prophets bore that of Jehovah

in their own. So did Jeremiah's father, who was of

the priests of Anathoth. Zephaniah's "forbears" are

given for four generations, and with one exception

1
Josiah, born c. 648, succeeded c. 639, was about eighteen in 630,

and then appears to have begun his reforms.
* See above, pp 40 f., n. I.

'
Jer. i 5-

1 See G. B. Gray, Hcbrtw Proper Nantt*.

46
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they also are called after Jehovah : The Word of

Jehovah which came to Sephanyak, son of Kushi, son of

Gedhalyah, son of Amaryah, son of Hi&kiyah, in the

days of Joshiyahuf Amon's son, king of Judah.

Zephaniah's great-great-grandfather Hezekiah was in

all probability the king.
2 His father's name Kushi,

or Ethiopi is curious. If we are right, that Zephaniah
was a young man towards 625, then Kushi must have

been bora towards 663, about the time of the conflicts

between Assyria and Egypt, and it is possible that, as

Manasseh and the predominant party in Judah so

closely hung upon and imitated Assyria, the adherents

of Jehovah put their hope in Egypt, whereof, it may be,

this name Kushi is a token.8 The name Zephaniah

itself, meaning Jehovah hath hidden^ suggests the

prophet's birth in the "killing-time" of Manasseh.

There was at least one other contemporary of the

same name a priest executed by Nebuchadrezzar.4

1
Josiah.

1
It is not usual in the O.T. to cany a man's genealogy beyond

his grandfather, except for some special purpose, or in order to

include some ancestor of note. Also the name Hezekiah is very

rare apart from the king. The number of names compounded with

Jah or Jehovah is another proof that the line is a royal one. The

omission of the phrase king ofJudah after Hezekiah's name proves

nothing; it may have been of purpose because the phrase has to

occur immediately again.
'

It was not till 652 that a league was made between the Palestine

princes and Psamtik I. against Assyria, This certainly would have

been the most natural year for a child to be named Kushi. But

that would set the birth of Zephaniah as late as 632, and his pro-

phecy towards the end of Josiah's reign, which we have seen to

be improbable on other grounds

Jer. and. I, aurix. 25, 29, pxvii. 3, lii. 24 ff. ; 2 Kings xatv. 18. The

analogous Phosmcian name 7tnJQ, Saphan-ba'al = "Baal protects

or hides," is found in No. 207 of the Phoenician inscriptions in the

Corpus /user. Sentt&carum.
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Of the adherents of Jehovah, then, and probably
of royal descent, Zephaniah lived in Jerusalem. We
descry him against her, almost as clearly as we

descry Isaiah. In the glare and smoke of the con-

flagration which his vision sweeps across the world,

only her features stand out definite and particular :

the flat roofs with men and women bowing in the

twilight to the host of heaven, the crowds of priests,

the nobles and their foreign fashions ;
the Fishgate, the

New or Second Town, where the rich lived, the Heights
to which building had at last spread, and between

them the hollow Mortar, with its markets, Phoenician

merchants and money-dealers. In the first few verses

of Zephaniah we see almost as much of Jerusalem as

in the whole book either of Isaiah or Jeremiah.

For so young a man the vision ofZephaniah may seem

strangely dark and final. Yet not otherwise was Isaiah's

inaugural vision, and as a rule it is the young and not

the old whose indignation is ardent and unsparing.

Zephaniah carries this temper to the extreme. There

is no great hope in his book, hardly any tenderness

and never a ^hmpse of beauty. A townsman, Zephaniah
has no eye for nature; not only is no fair prospect
described by him, he has not even a single metaphor
'irawn from nature's loveliness or peace. He is

pitilessly true to his great keynotes : / will sweep,

sweepfrom the face of the ground; He will burn, burn

up everything. No hotter book lies in all the Old

Testament Neither dew nor grass nor tree nor any
blossom lives in it, but it is everywhere fire, smoke

and darkness, drifting chaff, ruins, nettles, saltpits, and

owls and ravens looking from the windows of desolate

palaces. Nor does Zephaniah foretell the restoration

of nature in the end of the days. There is no prospect
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of a redeemed and fruitful land, but only of a group
of battered and hardly saved characters : a few meek
and righteous are hidden from the fire and creep forth

when it is over. Israel is left a poor and humble folk.

No prophet is more true to the doctrine of the remnant,
or more resolutely refuses to modify it. Perhaps he

died young.
The full truth, however, is that Zephaniah, though

he found his material in the events of his own day, tears

himself loose from history altogether. To the earlier

prophets the Day of the Lord, the crisis of the world,
is a definite point in history : full of terrible, divine

events, yet
" natural

"
ones battle, siege, famine,

massacre and captivity. After it history is still to flow

on, common days come back and Israel pursue their

way as a nation. But to Zephaniah the Day of the

Lord begins to assume what we call the "
supernatural

"

The grim colours are still woven of war and siege, but

mixed with vague and solemn terrors from another

sphere, by which history appears to be swallowed

up, and it is only with an effort that the prophet
thinks of a rally of Israel beyond. In short, with

Zephaniah the Day of the Lord tends to become the

Last Day. His book is the first tinging ofprophecy with

apocalypse: that is the moment which it supplies in

the history of Israel's religion. And, therefore, it was

with a true instinct that the great Christian singer of

the Last Day took from Zephaniah his keynote. The
" Dies Irae, Dies Ilia

" of Thomas of Celano is but the

Vulgate translation of Zephaniah's A day of wrath is

that day.
1

1 Chap i. 15. With the above paragraph cf. Robertson Smith,

Encyc Bnt. t
art "

Zephaniah."

VOL. II. 4
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Nevertheless, though the first of apocalyptic writers,

Zephaniah does not allow himself the license of apoca-

lypse. As he refuses to imagine great glory for the

righteous, so he does not dwell on the terrors of the

wicked. He is sober and restrained, a matter-of-fact

man, yet with power of imagination, who, amidst the

vague horrors he summons, delights in giving a sharp

realistic impression. The Day of the Lord, he says,

what is it ? A strong man there ! crying bitterly.
1

It is to the fierce ardour, and to the elemental interests

of the book, that we owe the absence of two features

of prophecy which are so constant in the prophets of

the eighth century. Firstly, Zephaniah betrays no

interest in the practical reforms which (if we are right

about the date) the young king, his contemporary, had

already started.
2 There was a party of reform, the

party had a programme, the programme was drawn

from the main principles of prophecy and was designed
to put these into practice. And Zephaniah was a

prophet and ignored them. This forms the dramatic

interest of his book. Here was a man of the same faith

which kings, priests and statesmen were striving to

realise in public life, in the assured hope as is plain

from the temper of Deuteronomy that the nation as

a whole would be reformed and become a very great

nation, righteous and victorious. All this he ignored,

1
Chap. i. 146.

* In fact this forms one difficulty about the conclusion which we
have reached as to the date. We saw that one reason against putting
the Book of Zephaniah after the great Reforms of 621 was that it

betrayed no sign of their effects. But it might justly be answered that,

if Zephaniah prophesied before 621, his book ought to betray some

sign of the approach of reform. Still the explanation given above la

satisfactory.
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and gave his own vision of the future : Israel is a

brand plucked from the burning; a very few meek
and righteous are saved from the conflagration of a

whole world. Why? Because for Zephaniah the

elements were loose, and when the elements were

loose what was the use of talking about reforms ?

The Scythians were sweeping down upon Palestine,

with enough of God's wrath in them to destroy a people
still so full of idolatry as Israel was

; and if not the

Scythians, then some other power in that dark, rum-

bling North which had ever been so full of doom. Let

Josiah try to reform Israel, but it was neither Josiah's

nor Israel's day that was falling. It was the Day of

the Lord, and when He came it was neither to reform

nor to build up Israel, but to make visitation and to

punish in His wrath for the unbelief and wickedness

of which the nation was still full,

An analogy to this dramatic opposition between

prophet and reformer may be found in our own century.

At its crisis, in 1848, there were many righteous men
rich in hope and energy. The political institutions of

Europe were being rebuilt. In our own land there

were great measures for the relief of labouring children

and women, the organisation of labour and the just

distribution of wealth. But Carlyle that year held

apart from them all, and, though a personal friend of

many of the reformers, counted their work hopeless :

society was too corrupt, the rudest forces were loose,
"
Niagara

" was near. Carlyle was proved wrong and

the reformers right, but in the analogous situation

of Israel the reformers were wrong and the prophet

right. Josiah's hope and daring were overthrown at

Megiddo, and, though the Scythians passed away,

Zephaniah's conviction of the sin and doom of Israel
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was fulfilled, not forty years later, in the fall of

Jerusalem and the great Exile.

Again, to the same elemental interests, as we may
call them, is due the absence from Zephaniah's pages
of all the social and individual studies which form the

charm of other prophets. With one exception, there

is no analysis of character, no portrait, no satire. But

the exception is worth dwelling upon : it describes the

temper equally abhorred by both prophet and reformer

that of the indifferent and stagnant man. Here we
have a subtle and memorable picture of character, which

is not without its warnings for our own time.

Zephaniah heard God say : And it shall be at that

time that I will search out Jerusalem with lights, and I
will make visitation upon the men who are become

stagnant upon their lees, who say in their hearts, Jehovah
doeth no good and doeth no evil.

1 The metaphor is

clear. New wine was left upon its lees only long

enough to fix its colour and body.
2

If not then drawn
off it grew thick and syrupy sweeter indeed than the

strained wine, and to the taste of some more pleasant,

but feeble and ready to decay.
" To settle upon one's

lees
" became a proverb for sloth, indifference and the

muddy mind. Moab hath been at ease from his youth
and hath settled upon his lees, and hath not been emptied

fi om vessel to vessel, therefore his taste stands in him and
his scent is not changed? The characters stigmatised

by Zephaniah are also obvious. They were a pre-

cipitate from the ferment of fifteen years back. Through
the cruel days of Manasseh and Amon hope had been

1
Chap. L 12.

* So wine upon the lees is a. generous wine according to Isa. xxv. 6.

1
Jer. xlvm II.
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stirred and strained, emptied from vessel to vessel, and

so had sprung sparkling and keen into the new days of

Josiah. But no miracle came, only ten years of waiting
for the king's majority and five more of small, tentative

reforms. Nothing divine happened. There were but

the ambiguous successes of a small party who had

secured the king for their principles. The court was

still full of foreign fashions, and idolatry was rank upon
the housetops. Of course disappointment ensued

disappointment and listlessness. The new security

of life became a temptation; persecution ceased, and

religious men lived again at ease. So numbers of

eager and sparkling souls, who had been in the front

of the movement, fell away into a selfish and idle

obscurity. The prophet hears God say, / must search

Jerusalem with lights in order to find them. They had
" fallen from the van and the freemen "

; they had
" sunk

to the rear and the slaves," where they wallowed in the

excuse that Jehovah Himself would do nothing neither

good, therefore it is useless to attempt reform like

Josiah and his party, nor evil, therefore Zephaniah's

prophecy of destruction is also vain. Exactly the

same temper was encountered by Mazzini in the second

stage of his career. Many of those, who with him had

eagerly dreamt of a free Italy, fell away when the first

revolt failed fell away not merely into weariness and

fear, but, as he emphasises, into the very two tempers

which are described by Zephaniah, scepticism and

self-indulgence.

All this starts questions for ourselves. Here is

evidently the same public temper, which at all periods

provokes alike the despair of the reformer and the

indignation of the prophet : the criminal apathy of the

well-to-do classes sunk in ease and religious indiffer-
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ence. We have to-day the same mass of obscure,

nameless persons, who oppose their almost unconquer-

able inertia to every movement of reform, and are the

drag upon all vital and progressive religion. The

great causes of God and Humanity are not defeated

by the hot assaults of the Devil, but by the slow,

ciushing, glacier-like mass of thousands and thousands

of indifferent nobodies. God's causes are never des-

troyed by being blown up, but by being sat upon. It

is not the violent and anarchical whom we have to fear

in the war for human progress, but the slow, the staid,

the respectable. And the danger of these does not lie

in their stupidity. Notwithstanding all their religious

profession, it lies in their real scepticism. Respecta-

bility may be the precipitate of unbelief. Nay, it is

that, however religious its mask, wherever it is mere

comfort, decorousness and conventionality; where,

though it would abhor articulately confessing that God
does nothing, it virtually means so says so (as

Zephaniah puts it) in its heart, by refusing to share

manifest opportunities of serving Him, and covers its

sloth and its fear by sneering that God is not with

the great crusades for freedom and purity to which

it is summoned. In these ways, Respectability is the

precipitate which unbelief naturally forms in the selfish

ease and stillness of so much of our middle-class life.

And that is what makes mere respectability so

dangerous. Like the unshaken, unstrained wine to

which the prophet compares its obscure and muddy
comfort, it tends to decay. To some extent our

respectable classes are just the dregs and lees of our

national life; like all dregs, they are subject to cor-

ruption. A great sermon could be preached on the

putrescence of respectability how the ignoble comfort
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of our respectable classes and their indifference to holy
causes lead to sensuality, and poison the very institu-

tions of the Home and the Family, on which they pride

themselves. A large amount of the licentiousness of

the present day is not that of outlaw and disordered

lives, but is bred from the settled ease and indifference

of many of our middle-class families.

It is perhaps the chief part of the sin of the obscure

units, which form these great masses of indifference,

that they think they escape notice and cover their

individual responsibility. At all times many have

sought obscurity, not because they are humble, but

because they are slothful, cowardly or indifferent.

Obviously it is this temper which is met by the words,
I will search out Jerusalem with lights. None of us

shall escape because we have said, "I will go with

the crowd," or "I am a common man and have no

right to thrust myself forward." We shall be followed

and judged, each of us for his and her personal attitude

to the great movements of our time. These things

are not too high for us : they are our duty ;
and we

cannot escape our duty by slinking into the shadow.

For all this wickedness and indifference Zephaniah
sees prepared the Day of the Lord near, hastening
and very terrible. It sweeps at first in vague deso-

lation and ruin of all things, but then takes the out-

lines of a solemn slaughter-feast for which Jehovah
has consecrated the guests, the dim unnamed atmies

from the north. Judah shall be invaded, and they

that are at ease, who say Jehovah does nothing, shall

be unsettled and routed. One vivid trait comes in like

a screech upon the hearts of a people unaccustomed

for years to war. Hark, Jehovah's Day! cries the

prophet. A strong man there l-^-crying bitterly. From
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this flash upon the concrete, he returns to a great vague

terror, in which earthly armies merge in heavenly;

battle, siege, storm and darkness are mingled, and

destruction is spread abroad upon the whole earth.

The first shades of Apocalypse are upon us.

We may now take the full text of this strong and

significant prophecy. We have already given the

title. Textual emendations and other points are

explained in footnotes.

/ will sweep, sweep away everything front the face of
the ground oracle ofJehovah sweep man and beast,

sweep thefowl of the heaven and the fish of the sea, and

I will bring to ruin *
the wicked and cut off the men of

wickedness from the ground oracle ofJehovah. And I
will stretch forth My hand upon Judah, and upon all the

inhabitants ofjentsalem; and I will cut offfrom this place

the remnant *
of the Baal* the names 4

of the priestlings

1 The text reads the rittns (fVbCOQ, unlesswe prefer withWellhausen

Dv^DD, the stumbling-blocks, i e. idols) with the wicked* and I will cut

offman (LXX tkt lawless)from off theface of the ground. Some think

the ckuse partly too redundant, partly too specific, to be original.

But suppose we read Wbni (cf Mai. n 8, Lam. i, 14 and passim:
this is more probable than Schwally's TWO, A ** P 169)1 and

for Dltf the reading which probably the LXX had before them,

tffejn DTK (Job xx. 29, xxvu. 13, Prov xi. 7 cf. 71^3 Dltf
,
Prov. vi. 12)

or
/jli?

B*IK (cf. in 5)i we get the rendering adopted in the translation

above. Some think the whole passage an intrusion, yet it is surely

probable that the earnest moral spirit of Zephaniah would aim at the

wicked from the very outset of his prophecy
2 LXX names, held by some to be the original reading (Schwally,

etc). In that case the phrase might have some allusion to the well-

known promise in Dcut
,
the place where I shall set My name This is

yore natural than a reference to Hosea ii. 19, which is quoted by
some.

1 Some Greek codd. take Baal as fern., otheis as plur.

So LXX.
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with the priests, and them who upon the housetops bow

themselves to the host ofheaven, andthem who. . -
1 swear by

their Melech* and them who have turned from following

Jehovah, and who do not seek Jehovah nor have inquired

of Him.

Silence for the Lord Jehovah I For near isJehovah
1

$

Day. Jehovah has prepared a 9
slaughter, He has

consecrated His guests.

And it shall be in Jehovah!s day of slaughter that I
will make visitation upon the princes and the house *

of

the king, and upon all who array themselves inforeign

raiment; and I will make visitation upon all who leap

over the threshold* on that day, who fill their lord's house

full of violence andfraud
And on that day oracle ofJehovah there shall be a

noise of crying from the Fishgate, and wailing from
the Mishnehf and great havoc on the Heights. Howl

}

1 Heb. reads and them who bow themselves, who swear, by Jehovah
So LXX. B with and before who swear But LXX. A omits and

LXX. Q omits them who bow themselves. Wellhausen keeps the

clause with the exception of who swear, and so reads (to the end of

verse) them who bow themselves to Jehovah and swear by Milcom.
* Or Molech = king. LXX. by their king. Other Greek versions :

Moloch and Melchom Vulg Melchom.
* LXX. His.
4 So L X. Heb. sons.
* Is this some superstitious nte of the idol-worshippers as described

in the case of Dagon, I Sam. v. 5 ? Or is it a phrase for breaking into

a house, and so parallel to the second clause of the verse ? Mo=t

interpreters prefer the latter. The idolatrous rites have been left

behind. Schwally suggests the original order may have been . princes,

and sons of the king, whoJill their lord's housefull ofviolence and deceit f

and I will visit upon every one that leapeth over the threshold on thai

day, and upon all that wear foreign raiment
9 The Second or New Town : cf. 2 Kings xxii 14, 2 Chron. xxxiv

22, which state that the prophetess Huldah lived there. C Neh

iii. 9, 12, 9.
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O dwellers in the Mortar*for undone are all the merchant

folk* cut off are all the money-dealers*

And in that time it shall be, that Iwill searchJerusalem
with lanterns, and make visitation upon the men who are

become stagnant upon their lees
}
who in their hearts say,

Jehovah doeth no good and doeth no evil.* Their sub-

stance shall befor spoil, and their housesfor wasting. . . .*

Near ts the great Day of Jehovah, near and very

speedy? Hark, the Day ofJehovah I A strong man
there I crying bitterly /

A day of wrath is that Day I T Day of siege and

blockade, day of stress and distress,
9
day of darkness and

murk, day of cloud and heavy mist
9 day of the war-horn

and battle-roar, up against the fenced cities and against

the highest turrets ! And I will beleaguer men, and

they shall walk like the bhnd, for they have sinned

against Jehovah; and poured out shall their blood be

like dust, and the flesh of them like dung. Even their

silver, even their gold shall not avail to save them

1 The hollow probably between the western and eastern hills, or

the upper part of the Tyropcean (Orelli).
* Heb. people of Canaan.
1
?*DJ, found only here, from 7tDJ, to lift up, and in Isa. xL 15 to

weigh. Still it may have a wider meaning, aU they that carry money
(Davidson).

* See above, p. 52.
* The Hebrew text and versions here add : And they shall budd

houses and not inhabit (Greek tn them), and plant vineyards and not

dnnk the wtne thereof. But the phrase is a common one (Deut
xxvm. 30 ; Amos v. n : cf. Micah vi. 15), and while likely to have been
inserted by a later hand, is here superfluous, and mars the firmness

and edge of Zephamah's threat.
* For 1HD Wellhausen reads "jfiDD, pt Pi; but 1HD may be a

verbal adj. ; compare the phrase 776? "1HD, Isa. viii. I.

1 Dies Ira, Dies Ilia !

* Heb. sho'ah u-mesho'ah. lit ruin (or devastation) and
destruction.
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in the day ofJehovaWs wrath? and in the fire of His

zeal shall all the earth be devoured, for destruction, yea?
sudden collapse shall He make of all the inhabitants of
the earth.

Upon this vision of absolute doom there follows 8

a qualification for the few meek and righteous. They
may be hidden on the day of the Lord's anger; but

even for them escape is only a possibility. Note the

absence of all mention of the Divine mercy as the cause

of deliverance. Zephaniah has no gospel of that kind.

The conditions of escape are sternly ethical meekness,
the doing of justice and righteousness. So austere is

our prophet
. . . / O people unabashed!* before that ye become as

1 Some take this first clause of ver. 18 as a gloss. See Schwally
m loco.

Read t|K for *]**. So LXX., Syr., Wellhausen, SchwaUy.
1 In w. 1-3 of chap, ii, wrongly separated from chap* Lt see

Davidson.
4 Heb. ^p) IKfenppfl. A.V. Gather yourselves together, yea,

gather together (B^l'p is to gather straw or sticks cL Arab, hash, to

sweep upand Nithp. ofthe Aram, is to assemble). Orelh : Crowdand
crouch down. Ewald compares Aram, kash, late Heb. $$j3, to grow
old, which he believes originally meant to be withered^ grey. Budde

suggests IW^nn 1>3, but, as Davidson remarks, it is not easy to

see how this, if once extant, was altered to the present reading.
'

*|p3J is usually thought to have as its root meaning to be pale

or colourless, i.e. either white or black (Journal of Phil, 14, 125),

whence *)9?
stiver or the pale metal: hence in the Qal to long for,

Job riv. 15, Ps rvii. 12 ; so Ni, Gen. xxxi. 30, Ps. bcxxiv. 3 ; and here

to be ashamed. But the derivation of the name for silver is quite

imaginary, and the colour of shame is red rather than white : cf. the

mod. Arab, saying, "They are a people that cannot blush ; they have

no blood in their faces," i.e. shameless. Indeed Schwally says (in loco),
" Die Bedeutung fahl, blass ist unerweislich." Hence (in spite ofthe

meanings of the Aram. *|D3 both to lose colour and to be ashamed)
a denvation for the Hebrew is more probably to be found in the

root kasaf, tc cut off. The Arab. ^Ja r̂
which in the qaasicgue ton
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the drifting chaff, before the anger ofJehovah come upon
yout

l
before there come upon you the day of Jehovah's

wrath;* seek Jehovah t
all ye meek of tlie land who do

His ordinance* seek righteousness, seek meekness, per-
adventure ye may hide yourselves in the day ofJehovah's
wrath.

means to cut a thread or eclipse the sun, is in colloquial Arabic to

give a rebuff) refuse a favour, disappoint, shame. In the forms

in&asatfa.nd ttkasafit means to receive a rebuff, be disappointed, then

shy or timid, and kasufmeans shame, shyness (as well as eclipse of

the sun). See Spiro's Arabic-English Vocabulary. In Ps. Ixxxiv. SpSJ
is evidently used of unsatisfied longing (but see Cheyne), which is

also the proper meaning of the parallel il!?3 (cf. other passages where
n/O is used of still unfulfilled or rebuffed hopes : Job six. 27, Ps.

jjxix. 4, cxix. 81, cxliii. 7) So in Ps. xvii. 4 P|D3 is used of a lion

who is longing for, *L. still disappointed in, his prey, and so in Job
adv. 15.

1 LXX. wpi roO yfrca-eai, tifj&t t &v0os (here in error reading f3 for

pD) vaptmpev6p0>ovt rp6 roO ftreX^eur 10* fyt* tprtfp KvpLov (last
clause omitted by N*). According to this the Hebrew text, which is

obviously disarranged, may be restored to "13JJ VDJ

1 Ibis clause Wellhausen deletes. Cf. Hexaplar Synac translation.
* LXX. take this also as imperative, dojudgment, and so co-ordinate

to the other clauses.



CHAPTER IV

NINJVE DELENDA

ZEPHAKIAH ii. 4-15

THERE
now come a series of oracles on foreign

nations, connected with the previous prophecy
by the conjunction for, and detailing the worldwide

judgment which it had proclaimed. But though dated

from the same period as that prophecy, circa 626,
these oracles are best treated by themselves.1

These oracles originally formed one passage in the

well-known Qinah or elegiac measure
; but this has

suffered sadly both by dilapidation and rebuilding.
How mangled the text is may be seen especially
from w. 6 and 14, where the Greek gives us some

help in restoring it. The verses (8-u) upon Moab
and Ammon cannot be reduced to the metre which
both precedes and follows them. Probably, there-

fore, they are a later addition : nor did Moab and
Ammon lie upon the way of the Scythians, who are

presumably the invaders pictured by the prophet.
2

The poem begins with Phihstia and the sea-coast,

1 See above, pp. 41 ft.

*
Some, however, think the prophet is speaking in prospect of the

Chaldean invasion of a few years later. This is not so likely, because

he pictures the overthrow of Nmiveh as subsequent to the invasion

of Philistia, while the Chaldeans accomplished the latter only after

Ninivch had fallen.

6l
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the very path of the Scythian raid.
1

Evidently the

latter is imminent, the Philistine cities are shortly to be

taken and the whole land reduced to grass. Across

the emptied strip the long hope of Israel springs sea-

ward ; but mark I not yet with a vision of the isles

beyond. The prophet is satisfied with reaching the

edge of the Promised Land: by the sea shall theyfeed
1

their flocks.

For Gazaforsaken shall be,

Ashk'ldn a desert.

Ashdod by noon shall they roitt her,

And Ekron be torn up/
9

Ah I woe, dwellers of the sea-shore,

Folk ofKerethim.

The word ofJehovah against thee, Kfaa'anf
Land of the Philistines t

1
According to Herodotus.

Ver. 7, LXX.
* The measure, as said above, is elegiac: alternate lines long

with a rising, and short with a falling, cadence. There is a

play upon the names, at least on the first and last "Gazzah" or

"'Azzah 'Azubah "which in English we might reproduce by the

use of Spenser's word for "
dreary

"
: For Gotta ghastjul shall 6e.

"'Efcron te'aker." LXX. 'AKKapw fcptjtoftfmrari (B), Arpc^artt (A).

In the second line we have a slighter assonance, 'Ashkelon hshemamah.
In the third the verb is pWJJ, Bacher (ZA T.W., 1891, 185 ffi)

points out that BHJ ls not used of cities, but of their populations or

of individual men, and suggests (from Abulwahd) ftl&n**, shallpossess

her, as " a plausible emendation." Schwally (tbtd, 260) prefers to

alter to
fi-lfejnj^J,

with the remark that this is not only a good parallel

to *lpun, but suits the LXX. Ar/n^ffereu. On the expression by noon

see Davidson, N. If. and Z., Appendix, Note 2, where he quotes a

parallel expression, in the Senjerh inscription, of Asarhaddon : that

be took Memphis by midday or in half a day (Schrader). This suits

the use of the phrase in Jer xv 8, where it is parallel to suddenly.
4 Canaan omitted by Wellhausen, who reads1w for DD vJJ. But

as the metre requires a larger number of syllables in the first line of
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And I destroy thee to the last inhabitant?
And Kereth shall become shepherds

1

cots*

Andfoldsforflocks.
And the coast 9

for the remnant ofJudaWs house;

By the sea 4 shall theyfeed.

In Ashkeloris houses at even shall they couch;
&
*

ForJehovah their God shall visit them,

And turn their captivity?

There comes now an oracle upon Moab and Ammon
(w. 8-1 1). As already said, it is not in the elegiac

measure which precedes and follows it, while other

features cast a doubt upon its authenticity. Like other

oracles on the same peoples, this denounces the loud-

mouthed arrogance of the sons of Moab and Ammon.

each couplet than in the second, Kna'an should probably remain.

The difficulty is the use of Canaan as synonymous with Land of
the Phtltsttnes. Nowhere else in the Old Testament is it expressly

applied to the coast south of Carmel, though it is so used in the

Egyptian inscriptions, and even in the Old Testament in a sense

which covers this as well as other lowlying parts of Palestine.
1 An odd long line, either the remains of two, or perhaps we should

take the two previous lines as one, omitting Canaan.
s So LXX. : Hebrew text and the sett-coast shall become dwellittgs,

cots
(ft**!?) of shepherds* But the pointing and meaning of JYT3 are

both conjectural, and the sea-coast has probably fallen by mistake

into this verse from the next. On Kereth and Kerethim as names

for Philistia and the Philistines see Hist Geog, p. 171.
* LXX. adds of the sea. So Wellhausen, but unnecessarily and im-

probably for phonetic reasons, as sea has to be read in the next line.

4 So Wellhausen, reading for D$*b]J Djn-TW.
1 Some words must have fallen out, forft st a short line is required

here by the metre, and second the T.3OC. have some additional words,

which, however, give us no help to what the lost line was : dnr&

As stated above, there is no conclusive reason against the pre-

exiiic date of this expression.
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I have heard 1
the reviling of Moab and the insults oj

the sons of Amtnon, who have reviled My people and

vaunted themselves upon their* border. Wlierefore as

I live, saith Jehovah of Hosts, God of Israel, Moab shall

become as Sodom, and Ammoris sons as Gomorrah the

possession
8

of nettles, and saltptts,
4 and a desolation for

ever; the remnant of My people shall spoil them, and

the rest of My nation possess them. This to them for
their arrogance, because they reviled, and vaunted them-

selves against, the people of*Jehovah of Hosts. Jehovah

showeth Himself terrible* against them, for He hath

made lean r
all gods of earth, that all the coasts of the

nations may worship Him, every man from his own place*

The next oracle is a very short one (ver. 12) upon

Egypt, which after its long subjection to Ethiopic

dynasties is called, not Misraira, but Kush, or Ethiopia.

The verse follows on naturally to ver. 7, but is not

reducible to the elegiac measure.

Also ye, O Kushites, are the slain ofMy sword.9

Cf. Isa xvi. 6.

LXX. My.
Doubtful word, not occurring elsewhere.

Heb singular.

LXX omits the people oj.

LXX maketh Himself manifest, ntfTJ for Km
&ra \ey6fAevov. The passive of the verb means to grow lean

(Isa xvii. 4)
8
DIpD has probably here the sense which it has in a few other

passages of the Old Testament, and in Arabic, of sacted place.

Many will share Schwally's doubts (p. 192) about the authenticity
of ver. II ; nor, as Wellhausen points out, does its prediction of the

conversion of the heathen agree with ver. 12, which devotes them
to destruction. Ver. 12 follows naturally on to ver 7.

* Wellhausen reads His sword, to agree with the next verse,

Perhaps ^3"IPI is an abbreviation for
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The elegiac measure is now renewed 1 in an oracle

against Assyria, the climax and front of heathendom

(vv. 13-15). It must have been written before 608 :

there is no reason to doubt that it is Zephaniah's.

And may He stretch out His hand against the North
f

And destroy Asshur;
And may He turn Nimveh to desolation^

Dry as the desert.

And herds shall couch in her midst,

Every beast of . . . .*

Yea, pehcan and bittern* shall roost on the capitals;

The owl shall hoot in the window,
The raven on the doorstep.

Such is the City, the Jubilant,

She that sitteth at ease,

1 See Budde, Z.A T.W., 1882, 25.
8 Heb. reads a nation, and Wellhausen translates ft* buntta

Gemisch von Volk LXX beasts of the earth.

fitfp, a water-bird according to Deut xiv. 17, Lev. XL iS, mostly
taken as peltcan ; so R.V. A V. cormorant *TBp has usually been

taken from 13p, to draw together, therefore hedgehog or porcupine.

But the other animals mentioned here are birds, and it is birds which

would naturally roost on capitals. Therefore bittern is the better

rendering (Hitzig, Cheyne). The name is onomatopoeic. C Eng.

butter-dump. LXX. translates chameleons and hedgehogs,
4 Heb : a voice shall sing in the wtndow

}
desolation on the threshold^

for He shall uncover the cedar-work. LXX. Ka.1 Gypla. <pwfjffei h rots

6/>aicef & TOIS mAw<ru> atirijs, &LOTL K&pos rb

Wild beasts shall sound in her excavations, ravens

in her porches, because (the) cedar is her height For ?lp, voice,

Wellhausen reads DID, owl, and with the LXX 1");?, raven, for

desolation. The labt two woids are kft untranslated abo\e

I occurs only here and is usually taken to mean ccdar-\\oik;

but it might be pointed her cedar. PITtf, he, or ont
t
has st pped the

cedar-work.

VOL. II. S
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She that saith in her heart, I am
And there is none else /

How hath she become desolation I

A lair of beasts.

Every one passing by her hisses,

Shakes his hand.

The essence of these oracles is their clear confidence

in the fall of Niniveh. From 652, when Egypt revolted

from Assyria, and, Assurbanipal notwithstanding, began
to push northward, men must have felt, throughout
all Western Asia, that the great empire upon the

Tigris was beginning to totter. This feeling was

strengthened by the Scythian invasion, and after 625
it became a moral certainty that Niniveh would fall

z

which happened in 607-6. These are the feelings, 625
to 608, which Zephaniah's oracles reflect. We can

hardly over-estimate what they meant. Not a man
was then alive who had ever known anything else

than the greatness and the glory of Assyria. It was
two hundred and thirty years since Israel first felt

the weight of her arms.1
It was more than a hundred

since her hosts had swept through Palestine,
8 and for

at least fifty her supremacy had been accepted by
Judah. Now the colossus began to totter. As she

had menaced, so she was menaced. The ruins with

which for nigh three centuries she had strewn Western
Asia to these were to be reduced her own impregnable
and ancient glory. It was the close of an epoch.

See above, pp. 17, iS. * At the battle of Karkai; 854.
" Under Tiglath-Pileser in 734.



CHAPTER V

SO AS BY FIRE

ZlPHANlAH ill

THE third chapter of the Book of Zephaniah
consists * of two sections, of which only the first,

w. 1-13, is a genuine work of the prophet; while

the second, w. 14-20, is a later epilogue such as

we found added to the genuine prophecies of Amos.
It is written in the large hope and brilliant temper of

the Second Isaiah, saying no word of Judah's sin or

judgment, but predicting her triumphant deliverance

out of all her afflictions

In a second address to his City (w. 1-13) Zeph-
aniah strikes the same notes as he did in his first

He spares the king, but denounces the ruling and

teaching classes. Jerusalem's princes are lions, her

judges wolves, her prophets braggarts, her priests

pervert the law, her wicked have no shame. He
repeats the proclamation of a universal doom. But the

time is perhaps later. Judah has disregarded the many
threats. She will not accept the Lord's discipline;

and while in chap, i ii. 3 Zephaniah had said that the

meek and righteous might escape the doom, he now

emphatically affirms that all proud and impenitent men
shall be removed from Jerusalem, and a humble

1 See above, pp. 43-45.

6?
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people be left to her, righteous and secure. There

is the same moral earnestness as before, the same
absence of all other elements of prophecy than the

ethicaL Before we ask the reason and emphasise the

beauty of this austere gospel, let us see the exact

words of the address. There are the usual marks of

poetic diction in it elliptic phrases, the frequent absence

of the definite article, archaic forms and an order of the

syntax different from that which obtains in prose.
But the measure is difficult to determine, and must be

printed as prose. The echo of the elegiac rhythm in

the opening is more apparent than real: it is not

sustained beyond the first verse. Verses 9 and 10

are relegated to a footnote, as very probably an

intrusion, and disturbance of the argument.

Wo) rebel and unclean, city of oppression / * She
listens to no voice, she accepts no discipline, in Jehovah
she trusts not, nor has drawn near to her God.

Her princes in her midst are roaring lions; her

judges evening wolves* they . . .
8 not till morning; her

1 Heb. the city the oppressor. The two participles in the first

clause are not predicates to the noun and adjective of the second

(Schwally), but vocatives, though without the article, after ^H.
* LXX. wolves ofArabia
* The verb left untranslated, ID^J, is quite uncertain in meaning.

DnJ is a root common to the Semitic languages and seems to mean
originally to cut off) while the noun D13 is a bone In Num xxiv. 8
the Piel of the vcib ust_d with another word for bone means to gnaw,
munch. (The only other passage where it is used, Ezek. xxm. 34, is

corrupt ) So some take it here : they do not gnaw bones till mormng,
tet devour all at once; but this is awkward, and bchwully (198) has

proposed to omit the negative, they do gnaw bones till nio> iung, yet in

that case surely the impf. and not the perf, tense would have been
used. The LXX. render they do not leave ouet, and it has been

attempted, though inconclusively, to denve this meaning from that of
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prophets are braggarts and traitors; her priests have

profaned what is holy and done violence to the Law. 1

Jehovah is righteous in the midst of her, He does no

wrong. Morning by morning He brings His judg-
ment to light: He does not let Himself fail* but the

wicked man knows no shame. I have cut off nations,

their turrets are ruined; I have laid waste their broad

streets, till no one passes upon them; destroyed are

their cities, without a man, without a dweller? I said,

Surely she will fear Me, she will accept punishment*
and all that I have visited upon her6 shall never

vanish from her eyes? But only the more zealously

have they corrupted all their doings?

Wherefore wait ye for Me oracle of Jehovah wait

for the day of My rising to testify, for 'tis My fixed

purpose
9

to sweep nations together, to collect kingdoms,
to pour upon them . . .

9 all the heat of My wrath

cutting off, i.e. laying aside (the Arabic Form II means, however, to

leave behind). Another line of meaning perhaps promises more. In

Aram, the verb means to be the cause of anything^ to bnng about, and

perhaps contains the idea of deciding (Levy sub voce compares Kplvia,

cerno) ; in Arab, it means, among other things, to commit a crime, be

guilty, but in mod. Arabic tofine Now it is to be noticed that here

the expression is used ofjudges, and it may be there is an intentional

play upon the double possibility of meaning m the root.

1 Ezek. xxn. 26 : Her priests have done violence to My Law and

haveprofaned My holy things; they have put no difference between the

holy andprofane, between the clean and the unclean. Cf Jer. li. 8.

Schwally by altering the accents : morning by morning Hegiveth

forth Hisjudgment: no day does Hefail.
1 On this ver. 6 see above, p 44. It is doubtful
4 Or discipline.
1 Wellhausen: that which 1 have commanded her, Cfc Job

xmri. 23 ; z Chron. xxxvi 23 ; Ezra i. 2.

So LXX, reading H^UO for the Heb. ?I}TO, herdweUtng.
r A frequent phrase of Jeremiah's.

*tDBBfl3f decree, ordinance, derision,
1 Heb. My anger. LXX. omits.
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yea, with the fire of My jealousy shall the whole earth

be consumed.1

In that day tkou shatt not be ashamed* of all thy

deeds
} by which thou hast rebelled against Me: for

then will I turn out of the midst of thee all who

exult with that arrogance of thine* and thou wilt not

again vaunJ thyself upon the Mount of My Holiness.

But I will leave in thy midst a people humble and poor,

and they shall tmst in the name of Jehovah. The

Remnant of Israel shall do no evil, and shall not speak

falsehood, and no fraud shall be found in their mouth,

but they shall pasture and they shall couch, with none

to make them afraid.

Such it the simple and austere gospel of Zephaniah.

1 That is to say, the prophet returns to that general judgment of

the whole earth, with which in his first discourse he had already
threatened fudah. He threatens her with it again in this eighth

verse, because, as he has said in the preceding ones, all other

warnings have failed The eighth verse therefore follows naturally

upon the seventh, just as naturally as in Amos iv. ver. 12, intro-

duced by the same p^ as here, follows its predecessors. The next

two verses of the text, however, describe an opposite result : instead

of the destruction of the heathen, they picture their conversion, and it

is only in ttte eleventh verse that we return to the mam subject of

the passage, Judah herself, who is represented (in harmony with the

close of Z< phamah's first discourse) as reduced to a nghteous and

pious remnant. Vv. 9 and 10 are therefore obviously a later insertion,

and we pass to the eleventh verse. Vv 9 and 10 . For then (this has

no meaning after ver. 8) will I give to the peoples a pure hp (elliptic

phrase : turn to the peoples a pure lip i e. tutn their evil hp into a

pure hp : pure picked out, select, excellent, cf. Isa. xhx 2), that they

may att ofthem call upon the name of the Lord, that tiiey may serveHtm
with one consent (Hcb. shouldet, LXX.yoke) Ftom beyond the rivers

ofEthiopia there follows a very obscure phrase, *S1S"J"G T1^, SUP~

pliants (?) of the daughter of My dispersed, but Ewald of ttie daughter

ofPhut they shatt bring Mine offenng.
* WeUhausen despair. Heb. thejubilant ones of thine arrogancet
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It is not to be overlooked amid the lavish and gorgeous

promises which other prophets have poured around

it, and by ourselves, too, it is needed in our often

unscrupulous enjoyment of the riches of grace that

are in Christ Jesus. A thorough purgation, the

removal of the wicked, the sparing of the honest and

the meek; insistence only upon the rudiments of

morality and religion ;
faith in its simplest form of trust

in a righteous God, and character in its basal elements

of meekness and truth, these and these alone survive-

the judgment. Why does Zephaniah never talk of

the Love of God, of the Divine Patience, of the Grace

that has spared and will spare wicked hearts if only

it can touch them to penitence ? Why has he no call

to repent, no appeal to the wicked to turn from

the evil of their ways ? We have already seen part

of the answer. Zephaniah stands too near to judg-
ment and the last things. Character is fixed, the

time for pleading is past; there remains only the

separation of bad men from good. It is the same

standpoint (at least ethically) as that of Christ's visions

of the Judgment. Perhaps also an austere gospel was

required by the fashionable temper of the day. The

generation was loud and arrogant ; it gilded the future

to excess, and knew no shame.1 The true prophet
was forced to reticence ; he must make his age feel

the desperate earnestness of life, and that salvation is

by fire. For the gorgeous future of its unsanctified

hopes he must give it this severe, almost mean, picture

of a poor and humble folk, hardly saved but at last at

peace.

The permanent value of such a message is proved

1 See w. 4,5, n.
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by the thirst which we feel even to-day for the dear,

cold water of its simple promises. Where a glaring

optimism prevails, and the future is preached with a

loud assurance, where many find their only r li-

gious enthusiasm in the resurrection of mediaeval ritua-

or the singing of stirring and gorgeous hymns of

second-hand imagery, how needful to be recalled to

the earnestness and severity of life, to the simplicity

of the conditions of salvation, and to their ethical, not

emotional, character! Where sensationalism has so

invaded religion, how good to hear the sober insistence

upon God's daily commonplaces morning by morning
He bnngeth forth Hisjudgment to light and to know
that the acceptance of discipline is what prevails with

Him. Where national reform is vaunted and the pro-

gress of education, how well to go back to a prophet
who ignored all the great reforms of his day that he

might impress his people with the indispensableness

of humility and faith. Where Churches have such

large ambitions for themselves, how necessary to hear

that the future is destined for a poor folk, the meek
and the honest. Where men boast that their religion

Bible, Creed or Church has undertaken to save them,

vaunting themselves on the Mount of My Holiness^ how
needful to hear salvation placed upon character and a

very simple trust in God.

But, on the other hand, is any one in despair at the

darkness and cruelty of this life, let him hear how

Zephaniah proclaims that, though all else be fraud, the

Lord ts righteous in the midst of us, He doth not let

Himselffail, that the resigned heart and the humble,
the just and the pure heart, is imperishable, and in the

end there is at least peace.
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EPILOGUE.

VERSES 14-20.

Zephaniah's prophecy was fulfilled. The Day of the

Lord came, and the people met their judgment. The
Remnant survived a folk poor and humble. To

them, in the new estate and temper of their life, came

a new song from God perhaps it was nearly a hundred

years after Zephaniah had spoken and they added it

to his prophecies. It came in with wonderful fitness, for

it was the song of the redeemed, whom he had foreseen,

and it tuned his book, severe and simple, to the full

harmony of prophecy, so that his book might take

a place in the great choir of Israel the diapason of

that full salvation which no one man, but only the

experience of centuries, could achieve.

Sing out, O daughter ofZion I shout aloud, O Israel/

Rejoice and be jubilant with all thy
l

heart, daughter of

Jerusalem I Jehovah hath set aside thy judgments* He
hath turned thy foes. King of Israel, Jehovah is in ihy

midst; thou shalt not see *
evil any more.

In that day it shall be said to Jerusalem, Fear not. O
Zion, let not thy hands droop 1 Jehovah, thy God, in the

midst of thee is migJity;
4 He will save, He will rejoice

over thee with joy, He will make new* His love, He mil

exult over thee with singing.

Heb. ih*.

IJ^B^tp. But Wellhausen reads ^ipi&^p, thine adversaries]

c Job iaL' 15.

Reading *$*) (with LXX., Wellhausen and Schwally) for ^jTpQ
of the Hebrew text, fear.

Lit. hero, mighty man.
1 Heb. will be silent in, tWQ!, but not in harmony with the next

clause. T.TT and Syr. render vnU make ntw, which translates
K^^TCD,

a form that does not elsewhere occur, though that is no objection to
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The scattered of thy congregation
l have I gathered

thine* are they, . . .* reproach upon her. Behold, Iam about

to do all for thy sake at that time* and I will rescue the

lame and *hr outcast willI bring in? andI willmake them

for renown andfame whose shame is in the whole earth*

In that time I will bring you in} even in the time that

I gather you.
9 For I will set you for fame and renown

among all the peoples of the earth, when I turn again

your captivity before your eyes, saith Jehovah?

finding it in Zephamah, or BHOJ. Hitzig : He makes new things in

His love. Buhl : He renews His low. Schwally suggests mn\ He

rejoices in Hts love.

1 LXX. In the days of thy festival, which it takes with the previous
verse. The Heb. construction is ungrammatical, though not unpre-
cedented the construct state before a preposition. Besides *2tt is

obscure in meaning. It is a Ni pt for ilJtt from rW\ to besad \ c the

PL in Lam. 111. 33. But the Hiphil PUm in 2 Sam. xx. 13, followed

(as here) by |D, means to thrust awayfrom, and that is probably the

sense here.
* LXX. thine oppressed va. ace. governed by the preceding verb, which

in LXX. begins the verse.
* The Heb., nKt?D, burden of, is unintelligible. Wellhausen pro-

poses DH^iJ DKEPlp.
4 This rendering is only a venture in the almost impossible task of

restoring the text of the clause. As it stands the Heb. runs, Behold, 1
am about to do, or deal, with thine oppressors (which Hitzig and Ewald

accept). Schwally points "pOttD (active) as a passive, 1|^Xtt3f
thtne

oppressed. LXX. has ttod *tf> void b ffoi re*ei> 0-00, ie. it read )

**l$$'t Following its suggestion we might read "iptfD? ?3"fl^ and

so get the above translation. ' Micah iv &.
'

' This rendering (Ewald's) is doubtful The verse concludes with

in the whole earth their shame. But
QIJIp$ may be a gloss. LXX.

take it as a verb with the next verse.
f LXX do good toyou; perhaps 3>BN for N^K.
* So Heb literally, but the construction is very awkward. Perhaps

we should read in that time I will gatheryou.
9
Before your eyes, i.e. in your lifetime. It is doubtful whether

ver, 20 is original to the passage. For it is simply a variation on

ver, 19, and it has more than one impossible reading: see previous

note, and for D2*m:tiS> read
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W to tk Ctiy of Blood,

All of kr gwk, nbbay-fuU, tuultu rapm I

Hark tkt whtp

Axd tht rumbimg of wht&l

Horsts at tin galty,

And Hit rattling daw* of iht fhanott

Covalty at tht chargt,

flask offobrti, and bfhtong ofb*t*l



CHAPTER VI

THE BOOK OF NAHUM

THE Book of Nahum consists of a double title and
three odes. The title runs Oracle of Ntniveh:

Book of the Vision of Nahum the Elkoshtte. The three

odes, eager and passionate pieces, are all of them appar-

ently vibrant to the impending fall of Assyria. The
first, chap. i. with the possible inclusion of chap. ii. 2,

1

is general and theological, affirming God's power of

vengeance and the certainty of the overthrow of His
enemies. The second, chap. ii. with the omission of

ver. 2,* and the third, chap. iii.f can hardly be disjoined;

they both present a vivid picture of the siege, the

storm and the spoiling of Niniveh.

The introductory questions, which title and contents

start, are in the main three : I. The position of El^Osh,
to which the title assigns the prophet; 2. The
authenticity of chap. i. ; 3. The date of chaps. iL, iii. :

to which siege of Niniveh do they refer ?

1 In the English version, but in the Hebrew chap. ii. w. I and 3 ;

for the Hebrew text divides chap. i. from chap. ii. differently from
the English, -which follows the Greek. The Hebrew begins chap. ii.

with what in the English and Greek is the fifteenth verse of chap. i. :

Behold, upon the mountains, etc.
* In the English text, but in the Hebrew with the omiflafan of

w. i and 3: see previous note.
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I. THE POSITION or

The title calls Nahum the Elk&shite that is, native

or citizen of ElkCsh.1 Three positions have been

claimed for this place, which is not mentioned elsewhere

in the Bible.

The first we take is the modern Al-Kftsh, a town
still flourishing about twenty-four miles to the north

of the site of Niniveh,* with "no fragments of antiquity"
about it, but possessing a "

simple plaster box," which

Jews, Christians and Mohammedans alike reverence

as the tomb of Nahum.8 There is no evidence that

Al-Kftsh, a name of Arabic form, is older than the

Arab period, while the tradition which locates the

tomb there is not found before the sixteenth century
of our era, but on the contrary Nahum's grave was

pointed out to Benjamin of Tudela in 1165 at *Ain

Japhata, on the south of Babylon.
4 The tradition that

the prophet lived and died at Al-Ktish is therefore

due to the similarity of the name to that of Nahum's

Elkdsh, as well as to the fact that Niniveh was the

subject of his prophesying.
6 In his book there is

no trace of proof for the assertion that Nahum was
a descendant of the ten tribes exiled in 721 to the

region to the north of Al-Kflsh. He prophesies for

Judah alone. Nor does he show any more knowledge
of Niniveh than her ancient fame must have scattered

1 Other meanings have been suggested, but are impossible.
* So it lies on Billerbeck's map in Dehtzsch and Haupt's Btitr&gt

*wr Assyr., III. Smith's BibU Dictionary puts it at only 2 m, N. of

Mosul.

Layard, Wntveh and its Remains, 1. 233, 3rd ed* 1849.
* Bonn's Early Travels in Palestine, p. 102.

Just as they show Jonah's tomb at Nuuveh itselt
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to the limits of the world.1 We might as well argue
from chap, iil 8-IO that Nahum had visited Thebes

of Egypt
The second tradition of the position of Elkfish is

older. In his commentary on Nahum Jerome says

that in his day it still existed, a petty village of Galilee,

under the name of Helkesei,
1 or Elkese, and apparently

with an established reputation as the town of Nahum.1

But the book itself bears no symptom of its author's

connection with Galilee, and although it was quite

possible for a prophet of that period to have lived there,

it is not very probable.
4

A third tradition places Elkfcsh in the south of Judah.

A Syriac version of the accounts of the prophets, which

are ascribed to Epiphanius,
6 describes Nahum as "of

Elk6sh beyond Bt Gabr6, of the tribe of Simeon "
;
* and

1 See above, p. 18.

Just as in Micah's case Jerome calls his birthplace Moresheth by
the adjective Morasthi, so with equal carelessness he calls Elkosh

by the adjective with the article Ha-elkoshi, the Elkoshite. Jerome's

words are: "Quum Elcese usque hodie in Galilea viculus sit, parvus

quidem et vix minis veterum aedificiorum indicans vestigia, sed tamen

notus Judaeis et mihi quoque a circumducente monstratus
"
(in Prol.

ad Prophckam Nachurm). In the OnontasticonJerome gives the name

as Elcese, Eusebius as *EXxe(f4, but without defining the position.

This Elkese has been identified, though not conclusively, with

the modern El Kauze near Ramieh, some seven miles W. of Tibnin.

4 CfL Kuerten, 75, n. 5 ; Davidson, p. 12 (2).

Capernaum, which the Teztus Receptus gives as Kewe/waoifyi, but

most authorities as Ko^a/poorf/t and the Peshitto as Kaphar Nahum,

obviously means Village of Nahum, and both Hitzig and Knobel

looked for Elkosh in it See Hist. G<og. t p. 456.

Against the Galilean origin of Nahum it is usual to appeal to

John viL 52 : Starch and set that out of Gahk* ari&th MO prophet ^

but this is not decisive, for Jonah came out of Galilee,

1
Though perhaps falsely.

This occurs in the Synac translation of the Old Testament by Paul
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it may be noted that Cyril of Alexandria says
x that

Elkese was a village in the country of the Jews. This

tradition is superior to the first in that there is no appar-
ent motive for its fabrication, and to the second in so

far as Judah was at the time of Nahum a much more

probable home for a prophet than Galilee; nor does

the book give any references except such as might be

made by a Judsean.
8 No modern place-name, however,

can be suggested with any certainty as the echo of

ElkCsh. Umm Lkis, which has been proved not to

be Lachish, contains the same radicals, and some six

and a quarter miles east from Beit-Jibrin at the upper
end of the Wady es Sur there is an ancient well with

the name Bir el Kus.8

of Telia, 617 A.D., in which the notices of Epiphanms (Bishop of

Constantia in Cyprus A.D. 367) or Pseudepiphanius are attached to

their respective prophets. It was first communicated to the Z.D.P. F.t

I. 122ft, by Dr. Nestle : c Htsi. Gtog, p. 231, n I. The previously
known readings of the passage were either geographically impossible,
as " He came from Elkesei beyond Jordan, towards Begabar of the

tribe of Simeon" (so in Pans edition, 1622, of the works of

St. Epiphanms, Vol. II., p. 147: cf. Migne, Pair. Gr
t XLIII. 409);

or based on a misreading of the title of the book :
" Nahum son of

Elkesaios was of Jesbe of the tnbe of Simeon "
; or indefinable :

" Nahum was of Elkesem beyond Betabarem of the tribe of Simeon "
;

these last two from recensions of Epiphanius published in 1855 by
1 ischendorf (quoted by Davidson, p. 13). In the Si-t^pd? rQv IB'

llpwpijrQf ical 'Ifftuod, attributed to Hesychius, Presbyter of Jerusalem,

who died 428 or 433 (Migne, Patrologta Gr.t XCIII. 1357;, it is

said that Nahum was fab 'EXrareb' (Helcesin) rtpar rov ryypapdv
$K <uX4}j SvfjLedr ; to which has been added a note from Theophylact,
'EXffcwat Ttyar TOV 'lop&bou els BiyaftfiL

> Ad Nahum i. I (Migne, Pair. Gr.t T.XXI. 780) : Kci/tiy to otfnj

rdbrwi iro? ri}i 'lovdoiu? xtbpas.
% The selection Bashan, Carmel and Lebanon (i. 4), does not prove

northern authorship.
1

t^p/'X may be (i) a theophonc name = Kosh is God; and

K.o*>h might then be the Edomite deity DTp whose name is spelt with
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2. THE AUTHENTICITY OF CHAP. L

Till recently no one doubted that the three chapters
formed a unity. "Nahum's prophecy," said Kuenen
in 1889,

"
is a whole." In 1891

l Cornill affirmed that

no questions of authenticity arose in regard to the

book; and in 1892 Wellhausen saw in chap. i. an

introduction leading
" in no awkward way to the proper

subject of the prophecy."

Meantime, however, Bickell,* discovering what he

thought to be the remains of an alphabetic Psalm

in chap. L 1-7, attempted to reconstruct throughout

chap, i. *4. 3 twenty-two verses, each beginning with a

successive Better of the alphabet. And, following this,

Gunkel in 1893 produced a more full and plausible

a Shin on the Assyrian monuments (Baethgen, Beitragt M. Sttntt.

Rekgtonsgeschichte, p. II; Schrader, K.A T.2, pp. 150, 6x3), and who
is probably the same as the Arab deity Kais (Baethgen, , p. 108) ;

and this would suit a position in the south of Judah, in which region
we find the majority of place-names compounded with ?K. Or
else (2) the M is prosthetic, as in the place-names 2*tDtt on the

Phoenician coast, tj&bK in Southern Canaan, IH^M, etc. In this

case we might find its equivalent in the form K^p? (cf IW3K ^TD) ;

but no such form is now extant or recorded at any previous period.

The form Lakis would not suit. On Bir el Kus see Robinson, BR ,

III., p. 14, and Guerm, /safe*, III., p. 341. Bir el Kus means Well of

the Bow, or, according to Guerin, of die Arch, from ruins that stand

by it The position, tast of Beit-Jibnn, is unsuitable ; for the early

Christian texts quoted in the previous note fix it beyond, presumably
south or south-west of Beit-Jibrin, and in the tribe of Simeon. The
error " tribe of Simeon " does not matter, for the same fathers place

Bethzechanas, the alleged birthplace of Habakkuk, there.
1
EtnUitwig, ist ed.

* Who seems to have owed the hint to a quotation by Delitzsch

on Psalm uc from G. Frohnmeyer to the effect that there were traces

of "
alphabetic

"
verses in chap i., at least in vv. 3-7. See Bickell's

BeitrSfft gur Semit. Metnk, Separatabdruck, Wien, 1894.

VOL. II. 6
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reconstruction of the same scheme.1
By radical emen-

dations of the text, by excision of what he believes to

be glosses and by altering the order of many of the

verses, Gunkel seeks to produce twenty-three distichs,

twenty of which begin with the successive letters of

the alphabet, two are wanting, while in the first three

letters of the twenty-third, ,
he finds very probable

the name of the author, Shobai or Shobi.2 He takes

this ode, therefore, to be an eschatological Psalm of

the later Judaism, which from its theological bearing

has been thought suitable as an introduction to

Nahum's genuine prophecies.

The text of chap, i ii. 4 has been badly mauled and

is clamant for reconstruction of some kind. As it

lies, there are traces of an alphabetical arrangement
as far as the beginning of ver. 9,* and so far Gunkel's

changes are comparatively simple. Many of his emen-

dations are in themselves and apart from the alphabetic

scheme desirable. They get rid of difficulties and

improve the poetry of the passage.
4 His reconstruction

is always clever and as a whole forms a wonderfully

spirited poem. But to have produced good or poetical

Hebrew is not conclusive proof of having recovered

the original, and there are obvious objections to the

1 Z.A.T.W* 1893* PP- 223 fi,

1 Cf. Ezra n 42 , Neh. vii 45 ;
2 Sam. xvii 27.

Ver. i is title
,
2 begins with K, 3 is found in n&lD3, 36; I in

TlflJi 4; 1 is wanting Bickell proposes to substitute a New-Hebrew
word f>>n, Gunkel 2&H, for W?DN, 4$; flm Dm, 5*; 1 in KfcTH, 5*,

f by removing *J&1? of ver. 6a to the end of the clause (and reading

it there VJB^), and so leaving 1E1K as the first word ; H in
ITVOp

in

6b; in HO, 7*;
' by eliding 1 from JTM, 7*; 3 in iTO, 8, T> w

wanting, though Gunkel seeks to supply it by taking % beginning

fcO, with 96, before ga ; D begins 90.

See below in the translation.
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process. Several of the proposed changes are unnatural

m themselves and unsupported by anything except the

exigencies of the scheme
;
for example, 2b and 30 are

dismissed as a gloss only because, if they be retained, the

AUph verse is two bars too long. The gloss, Gunkel

thinks, was introduced to mitigate the absoluteness of

the declaration that Jehovah is a God of wrath and

vengeance ; but this is not obvious and would hardly
have been alleged apart from the needs of the alphabetic

scheme. In order to find a Daleth^ it is quite arbitrary

to say that the first %DN in 4* is redundant in face

of the second, and that a word beginning with Daleth

originally filled its place, but was removed because it

was a rare or difficult word I The re-arrangement of

7 and Sa is very clever, and reads as if it were right; but

the next effort, to get a verse beginning with Lamed,
is of the kind by which anything might be proved.

These, however, are nothing to the difficulties which

w. 9-14 and chap. iL i, 3f present to an alphabetic

scheme, or to the means which Gunkel takes to surmount

them. He has to re-arrange the order oi the verses,
1

and of the words within the verses. The distichs

beginning with Nun and Koph are wanting, or at

least undecipherable. To provide one with initial Resh

the interjection has to be removed from the opening
of chap. ii. I, and the verse made to begin with ^ri and

to run thus : the feet of him that bnngeth good news

on the mountains; behold him that publisheth peace.

Other unlikely changes will be noticed when we come

to the translation. Here we may ask the question : if

the passage was originally alphabetic, that is, furnished

with so fixed and easily recognised a frame, why has

it so fallen to pieces ? And again, if it has so fallen

1 As thus : go, lib, 12 (but unintelligible), 1O, 13, 14, ii. I, 3.
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to pieces, is it possible that it can be restored ? The

many arbitrarinesses of Gunkel's able essay would see*,

to imply that it is not. Dr. Davidson says :
" Even if

it should be assumed that an alphabetical poem lurks

under chap. i.,
the attempt to restore it, just as in

Psalm x., can never be more than an academic exercise."

Little is to be learned from the language. Well-

hausen, who makes no objection to the genuineness of

the passage, thinks that about ver. 7 we begin to catch

the familiar dialect of the Psalms. Gunkel finds a

want of originality in the language, with many touches

that betray connection not only with the Psalms but

with late eschatological literature. But when we take

one by one the clauses of chap, i.,
we discover very few

parallels with the Psalms, which are not at the same

time parallels with Jeremiah's or some earlier writings.

That the prophecy is vague, and with much of the air

of the later eschatology about it
f

is no reason for

removing it from an age in which we have already

seen prophecy beginning to show the same apocalyptic

temper.
1 Gunkel denies any reference in ver. gb to

the approaching fall of Niniveh, although that is seen

by Kuenen, Wellhausen, Konig and others, and he

omits ver. iia. in which most read an allusion to

Sennacherib.

Therefore, while it is possible that a later poem has

been prefixed to the genuine prophecies of Nabum*
and the first chapter supplies many provocations to

belief in such a theory, this has not been proved, and

the able essays of proof have much against them. The

question is open.
1

1 See above on Zephaniah, pp. 49 ff.

*
Cornill, in the 2nd ed of his Einltitung, has accepted Gunkel'i

and Bickell's xnain contentions.
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3. THE DATE or CHAPS. II. AND III.

We turn now to the date of the Book apart from this

prologue. It was written after a great overthrow of

the Egyptian Thebes 1 and when the overthrow of

Niniveh was imminent Now Thebes had been devas-

tated by Assurbanipal about 664 (we know of no later

overthrow), and Niniveh fell finally about 607. Nahum

flourished, then, somewhere between 664 and 607.*

Some critics, feeling in his description of the fall of

Thebes the force of a recent impression, have placed

his prophesying immediately after that, or about 66o.a

But this is too far away from the fall of Niniveh. In 660

the power of Assyria was unthreatened. Nor is 652,

the year of the revolt of Babylon, Egypt and the

princes of Palestine, a more likely date.
4 For although

in that year Assyrian supremacy ebbed from Egypt
never to return, Assurbanipal quickly reduced Elam,

Babylon and all Syria. Nahum, on the other hand,

represents the very centre of the empire as threatened.

The land ofAssyria is apparently already invaded (iiL 13,

etc.). Niniveh, if not invested, must immediately be so,

and that by forces too great for resistance. Her mixed

populace already show signs of breaking up. Within,

as without, her doom is sealed. All this implies not

only the advance of an enormous force upon Niniveh,

but the reduction of her people to the last stage of

1
iii. 8-10.

* The description of the fell of No-Amon precludes the older view

almost universally held before the discovery ofAssurbampaTs destruc-

tion of Thebes, viz. that Nahum prophesied in the days of Hezekiah

or in the earlier years ofManasseh (Lightfoot, Pusey, Nfigelsbach, etc.),
* So Schrader, Volck in Hera. Real Enc

}
and others

* It is favoured by Winckler, A.T. Unfaswk., pp. 127 1
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hopelessness. Now, as we have seen,
1
Assyria proper

was thrice overrun. The Scythians poured across her

about 626, but there is no proof that they threatened

Niniveh.1 A little after Assurbanipal's death in 625,
the Medes under King Phraortes invaded Assyria, but

Phraortes was slam and his son Kyaxares called away
by an invasion of his own country. Herodotus says
that this was after he ha/1 defeated the Assyrians in a

battle and had begun the siege of Niniveh,
8 but before

he had succeeded in reducing the city. After a time

he subdued or assimilated the Medes, and then invest-

ing Niniveh once more, about 607, in two years he took

and destroyed her.

To which of these two sieges by Kyaxares are we
to assign the Book of Nahum? Hitzig, Kuenen,
Cornill and others incline to the first on the ground
that Nahum speaks of the yoke of Assyria as

still heavy on Judah, though about to be lifted.

They argue that by 608, when King Josiah had

already felt himself free enough to extend his reforms

into Northern Israel, and dared to dispute Necho's

passage across Esdraelon, the Jews must have been

conscious that they had nothing more to fear from

Assyria, and Nahum could hardly have written as he

does in i. 13, I will break his yoke from off thee and

burst thy bonds in sunder.* But this is not conclusive,

1 Above, pp. 15 f.
; 19, 22 ff.

* This in answer to Jeremias in Dehtzsch's and Haupt's B*ilr&gt

zur Assynologic, III. 96.

L 103
4
Hitzig's other reason, that the besiegers of Niniveh are described

by Nahum in n 3 ff. as single, which was true of the siege in 625 c t but

not of that of 607-6, when the Chaldeans joined the Medes, is disposed

of by the proof on p 22 above, that even m 607-6 the Medes earned

on the siege alone
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forfirst, as we have seen, it is not certain that i 13 is

from Nahum himself, and second, if it be from himself,

he might as well have written it about 608 as about

625, for he speaks not from the feelings of any single

year, but with the impression upon him of the whole

epoch of Assyrian servitude then drawing to a close.

The eve of the later siege as a date for the book is, as

Davidson remarks,
1 "well within the verge of possi-

bility," and some critics prefer it because in their

opinion Nahum's descriptions thereby acquire greater

reality and naturalness. But this is not convincing, for if

Kyaxares actually began the siege of Niniveh about 625,

Nahum's sense of the imminence of her fall is perfectly

natural. Wellhausen indeed denies that earlier siege.
"
Apart from Herodotus," he says,

"
it would never have

occurred to anybody to doubt that Nahum's prophecy
coincided with the fall of Niniveh " 2 This is true, for

it is to Herodotus alone that we owe the tradition of

the earlier siege. But what if we believe Herodotus ?

In that case, it is impossible to come to a decision as

between the two sieges. With our present scanty

knowledge of both, the prophecy of Nahum suits either

equally well.8

Fortunately it is not necessary to come to a decision.

1
Page 17.

1 In commenting on chap. L 9; p. 156 ofKletne Prophet**.
1 The phrase which is so often appealed to by both sides, i. 9,

Jehovah ntaketh a compute end, not twice shall trouble arise, is really

inconclusive. Hitzig maintains that if Nahum had written this after

the first and before the second siege of Niniveh he would have had

to say,
" not thrice shall trouble artse" This is not conclusive : the

prophet is looking only at the future and thinking of it not twice

again shall trouble rise-, and if there were really two sieges of

Niniveh, would the words not twee have been suffered to remain, if
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Nahum, we cannot too often insist, expresses the

feelings neither of this nor of that decade in the reign

of Josiah, but the whole volume of hope, wrath and

just passion of vengeance which had been gathering for

more than a century and which at last broke into exulta*

tion when it became certain that Niniveh was falling.

That suits the eve of either siege by Kyaxares. Till

we learn a little more about the first siege and how
far it proceeded towards a successful result, perhaps
we ought to prefer the second. And of course those

who feel that Nahum writes not in the future bur

the present tense of the details of Niniveh's overthrow,

must prefer the second.

That the form as well as the spirit of the Book of

Nahum is poetical is proved by the familiar marks of

poetic measure the unusual syntax, the frequent

absence of the article and particles, the presence of

elliptic forms and archaic and sonorous ones. In the

two chapters on the siege *.f Niniveh the lines are

short and quick, in harmony with the dashing action

they echo.

As we have seen, the text of chap. i. is very un-

certain. The subject of the other two chapters involves

the use of a number of technical and some foreign

terms, of the meaning of most of which we are

they bad been a confident prediction before the first siege? Besides,
the meaning of the phrase is not ceitam; it may be only a general
statement corresponding to what seems a general statement in the

first clause of the verse. Kuenen and others refer the bouble not

to that which is about to afflict Assyria, but to the long slavery and

slaughter which Judah has suffered at Assyria's hands. Davidson

leaves it ambiguous.
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ignorant.
1 There are apparently some glosses ; here

and there the text is obviously disordered. We get
the usual help, and find the usual faults, in the

Septuagint ; they will be noticed in the course of the

translation.

1 Technical military terms: i. 2, !Vti*D ; 4, nB(?); 4,

6, "pDn ; iii. 3, PI71flD (?) Probably foreign terms : ii. 8> llfn \

ni. 17, inMD, Certainly foieign : iii 17,



CHAPTER VII

THE VENGEANCE OF THE LORD

NAHUX I

THE prophet Nahum, as we have seen/ arose pro.

bably in Judah, if not about the same time as

Zephaniah and Jeremiah, then a few years later.

Whether he prophesied before or after the great
Reform of 621 we have no means of deciding. His
book does not reflect the inner history, character or

merits of his generation. His sole interest is the fate

of Niniveh, Zephaniah had also doomed the Assyrian

capital, yet he was much more concerned with Israel's

unworthiness of the opportunity presented to them.

The yoke of Asshur, he saw, was to be broken, but

the same cloud which was bursting from the north

upon Niniveh must overwhelm the incorrigible people
of Jehovah. For this Nahum has no thought

M
His

heart, for all its bigness, holds room only for the

bitter memories, the baffled hopes, the unappeased
hatreds of a hundred years. And that is why we
need not be anxious to fix his date upon one or other

of the shifting phases of Israel's history during that

last quarter of the seventh century. For he represents
no single movement of his fickle people's progress, but

1 Above, pp. 78 ff, 85 ff.

90
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the passion of the whole epoch then drawing to a

close. Nahum's book is one great At Last I

And, therefore, while Nahum is a worse prophet
than Zephaniah, with less conscience and less in-

sight, he is a greater poet, pouring forth the exultation

of a people long enslaved, who see their tyrant ready
for destruction. His language is strong and brilliant ;

his rhythm rumbles and rolls, leaps and flashes, like

the horsemen and chariots he describes. It is a great

pity the text is so corrupt If the original lay before

us, and that full knowledge of the times which the

excavation of ancient Assyria may still yield to us, we

might judge Nahum to be an even greater poet than

we do.

We have seen that there are some reasons for doubt-

ing whether he wrote the first chapter of the book,
1

but no one questions its fitness as an introduction to

the exultation over Niniveh's fall in chapters ii. and iii.

The chapter is theological, affirming those general

principles of Divine Providence, by which the over-

throw of the tyrant is certain and God's own people are

assured of deliverance. Let us place ourselves among
the people, who for so long a time had been thwarted,

crushed and demoralised by the most brutal empire
which was ever suffered to roll its force across the

world, and we shall sympathise with the author, who
for the moment will feel nothing about his God, save

that He is a God of vengeance. Like the grief of a

bereaved man, the vengeance of an enslaved people has

hours sacred to itseli. And this people had such a

God 1 Jehovah must punish the tyrant, else were He
untrue. He had been patient, and patient, as a verse

1 See above, pp. 81
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seems to hint,
1
just because He was omnipotent, but

in the end He must rise to judgment He was God of

heaven and earth, and it is the old physical proofs of

His power, so often appealed to by the peoples of the

East, for they feel them as we cannot, which this hymn
calls up as Jehovah sweeps to the overthrow of the

oppressor. Before sitch power of wrath who may
stand? What think ye of Jehovah? The God who
works with such ruthless, absolute force in nature will

not relax in the fate He is preparing for Niniveh. He
is one who maketh utter destruction, not needing to raise

up His forces a second time, and as stubble before

fire so His foes go down before Him. No half-

measures are His, Whose are the storm, the drought
and the earthquake.

Such is the sheer religion of the Proem to the Book

of Nahum thoroughly Oriental in its sense of God's

method and resources of destruction; very Jewish,
and very natural to that age of Jewish history, in the

bursting of its long pent hopes of revenge. We of

the West might express these hopes differently. We
should not attribute so much personal passion to the

Avenger. With our keener sense of law, we should

emphasise the slowness of the process, and select for

its illustration the forces of decay rather than those of

sudden ruin. But we must remember the crashing
times in which the Jews lived The world was break-

ing up. The elements were loose, and all that God's

own people could hope for was the bursting of their

yoke, with a little shelter in the day of trouble. The
elements were loose, but amidst the blind crash the

little people knew that Jehovah knew them.

1 Ver. 3, if the reading be correct.
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A Gtdjealous and avenging is Jehovah;

Jehovah ts avenger and lord of wrath;

Vengeful isJehovah towards His enemies,

And implacable He to Hisfoes.

Jehovah is long-suffering andgreat in might,
1

Yet He will not absolve.

Jehovah I His way is in storm and in hurricane^

And clouds are the dust of Hisfeet?
He curbeth the sea, and drieth it up;
All the streams hath He parched.

Withered* be Bashan and Carmelf
The bloom ofLebanon ts withered.

Mountains have quaked before Him9

And the hills have rolled down.

Earth heaved at Hts presence,

The world and all its inhabitants.

Before Hts rage who may stand,

Or who abide in the glow ofHis angert
His wrath pours forth like fire,

And rocks are rent before Him.

Good isJehovah to them that wait upon Him in the

day of troublef
And He knoweth them that trust Him.
With an overwhelming flood He makes an end of

His rebels,

And Hisfoes He comes down on * with darkness.

1 G. nkel amends to in nurcy to make the parallel exact But see

above, p. 82.
* Gu^kel's emendation is quite unnecessary here.
* See above, p. 83.
4 So LXX. Heb. =fora stronghold in the Jay oftrouble.

* Thn*ts into, Wellhausen, reading PfW or Sp* for S|VI\ LXX.
farknis* Juittpursue.
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What think ye ofJehovah ?

He is one that makes utter destruction:

Not twice need trouble arise.

For though they be like plaited thorns^

And sodden as ... ^

They shall be consumed like dry stubble.

Came there not 1 out of thee one to plan evil against

Jehovah,

A counsellor of mischief?
9

Thus saith Jehovah, . . . many watersf yet shall they

be cut off and pass away, and I will so humble thee that

I need humble thee
6 no more;* andJehovah hath ordered

concerning thee, that no more of thy seed be sown ; from
the house of thy God, I will cut off graven and molten

image. I will make thy sepulchre . . .
r

1 Heb. and K.V. drenched as with theft drink. LXX. Itkt a tangle?

yew. The text is corrupt
* The superfluous word fcOD at the end of ver. 10 WeDhause*

reads as tfktl at the beginning of ver. II.

*
Usually taken as Sennacherib.

4 The Hebrew is given by the R.V though they 6* mfuU strength
and likewise many LXX. Thus satth Jehovah ruling over many waters,

reading D'll D*& xt^D and omitting the first pi. Similarly Syr.
Thus satth Jehovah of the heads of many waters, DW D'D ^^D 5#.

Wellhausen, substituting D<tt ior the first pi, translates, Let the great
waters be ever sofull, they will yet all . . . ? (misprint here) and vanish

For 13tf read Y13U with LXX., borrowing 1 from next word.
* Lit and I will afflict thee, I will not afflict thee again. This

rendering implies that Niniveh is the object The A.V, though
I have afflicted thee I vjiU afflict thee no more, refers to Israel.

* Omit ver. 13 and run 14 on to 12. For the curious alternation

now occurs : Assy IE in one verse, Judah in the other. Assyria :

i 12, 14, ii. 2 (Heb.; Eng. it i), 4 fit Judah: i. 13, ii. I (Heb.;

Eng. i 15), 3 (Heb ; Eng. 2). Remove these latter, as Wellhausen

does, and the verses on Assyria remain a connected and orderly

whole. So in the text above.
f
Syr. make it thy sepulchre. The Hebrew left untranslated above
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Disentangled from the above verses are three which

plainly refer not to Assyria but to Judah. How they
came to be woven among the others we cannot tell.

Some of them appear applicable to the days of Josiah
after the great Reform.

And now will I break his yokefrom upon ihee,

And burst thy bonds asunder.

Lo9 upon the mountains thefeet ofHim that bringeth

good tidings,

That publisheth peace /

Keep thyfeasts, OJudah,

Fulfil thy vows :

For no more shall the wicked attempt to pass through
thee;

Cut off is the whole ofhim.
1

ForJehovah hath turned the pride ofjacob.
Like to the pride ofIsrael;

*

For the plunderers plundered them,
And destroyed their vinebranches.

might be rendered for thou art vtle. Bickell amends into dungktUs

Lightfoot, Citron. Temp et Ord. Text V.T. in Collected Works, I. 109,

takes this as a prediction of Sennacherib's murder in the temple,

an interpretation which demands a date for Nahum under either

Hezekiah or Manassetu So Pusey also, p. 357.
> Ly*. destruction, n?$ for !TO.
* Davidson : restoreth the excellency ofJacob, as the excellency ofl*rae?i

but when was the latter restored ?



CHAPTER VIII

THE SIEGE AND FALL OF NINIVEM

NAHUX ii., itt

THE
scene now changes from the presence and

awful arsenal of the Almighty to the historical

consummation of His vengeance. Nahiim foresees the

siege of Niniveh. Probably the Medes have already
overrun Assyria.

1 The Old Lion has withdrawn to

his inner den, and is making his last stand. The
suburbs are full of the enemy, and the great walls

which made the inner city one vast fortress are invested.

Nahum describes the details of the assault. Let us

try, before we follow him through them, to form some

picture of Assyria and her capital at this time.1

1 See above, pp 22 f

* The authorities are very full. First there IB M. Botta's huge work
Monument dt Ntmvet Pans, 5 vols , 1845 Then must be mentioned
the work of which we availed ourselves in describing Babylon in

Isaiah yd. Zxvt., Expositor's Bible, pp. 52 ff. : "Memoirs by Com-
mander James Felix Jones, I.N.," in Selectionsfrom the Records ofthe

Bombay Government, No. XLIII., New Senes, 1857 It is good to find

that the careful and able observations of Commander Jones, too much
neglected in his own country, have had justice done them by the

German Colonel Billerbeck in the work about to be cited. Then
there is the invaluable Niniveh and its Remains, by Layard. There
are also the works of Rawlinson and George Smith. And recently
Colonel Billerbeck, founding on these and other works, has published
an admirable monograph (lavishly illustrated by maps and pictures),

96
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As we have seen,
1 the Assyrian Empire began

about 625 to shrink to the limits of Assyria proper, or

Upper Mesopotamia, within the Euphrates on the south-

west, the mountain-range of Kurdistan on the north-

east, the river Chabor on the north-west and the

Lesser Zab on the south-east.8 This is a territory of

nearly a hundred and fifty miles from north to south,

and rather more than two hundred and fifty from east

to west To the south of it the Viceroy of Babylon,

Nabopolassar, held practically independent sway over

Lower Mesopotamia, if he did not command as well a

large part of the Upper Euphrates Valley. On the north

the Medes were urgent, holding at least the farther

ends of the passes through the Kurdish mountains, if

they had not already penetrated these to their southern

issues.

The kernel of the Assyrian territory was the triangle,

two of whose sides are represented by the Tigris

and the Greater Zab, the third by the foot of the

Kurdistan mountains. It is a fertile plain, with some
low hills. To-day the level parts of it are covered by
a large number of villages and well-cultivated fields.

The more frequent mounds of ruin attest in ancient

not only upon the military state of Assyria, proper and of Niniveh

at this period, but upon the whole subject of Assyrian fortification

and art of besieging, as well as upon the course of the Median

invasions. It forms the larger part of an article to which Dr. Alfred

Jeremias contnbutes an introduction, and reconstruction with notes

of chaps, ii. and in. of the Book of Nahum :
" Der Untergang

Nmiveh's und die Weissagungschnft des Nahum von Elkosh," in

Vol. IIL of Btitrugt zur Assyuologie und Senntischen Sprochwtssen*

schoftt edited by Fnednch Dehtzsch and Paul Haupt, with the support
of Johns Hopkins University at Baltimore, U.S.A. : Leipzig, 1895.

1
Pages 20

* Colonel Billerbeck (p. 115) thinks that the south-east fiontier at

this time lay more to the north, near the Greater Zab.

VOL. II.
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times a still greater population. At the period of which

we are treating, the plains must have been covered by

an almost continuous series of towns. At either end lay

a group of fortresses. The southern was the ancient

capital of Assyria, Kalchu, now Nimrud, about six

miles to the north of the confluence of the Greater Zab

and the Tigris. The northern, close by the present

town of Khorsabad, was the great fortress and palace

df Sargon, Dur-Sargina :
l

it covered the roads upon
Niniveh from the north, and standing upon the upper
reaches of the Choser protected Niniveh's water supply.

But besides these there were scattered upon all the

main roads and round the frontiers of the territory a

number of other forts, towers and posts, the ruins of

many of which are still considerable, but others have

perished without leaving any visible traces. The roads

thus protected drew in upon Niniveh from all directions.

The chief of those, along which the Medes and their

allies would advance from the east and north, crossed

the Greater Zab, or came down through the Kurdistan

mountains upon the citadel of Sargon. Two of them

were distant enough from the latter to relieve the

invaders from the necessity of taking it, and Kalchu

lay far to the south of all of them. The brunt of the

first defence of the land would therefore fall upon the

smaller fortresses.

Niniveh itself lay upon the Tigris between Kalchu

and Sai-gon's city, just where the Tigris is met by the

Choser. Low hills descend from the north upon the

very site of the fortress, and then curve east and south,

bow-shaped, to draw west again upon the Tigris at

1 First excavated by M. Botta, 18421845. See also George Smith,

Assyr. Due, pp. 98 f.
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the south end of the city. To the east of the latter

they leave a level plain, some two and a half miles by
one and a half. These hills appear to have been

covered by several forts. The city itselfwas four-sided,

lying lengthwise to the Tigris and cut across its breadth

by the Chosen The circumference was about seven

and a half miles, enclosing the largest fortified space
in Western Asia, and capable of holding a population
of three hundred thousand. The western wall, rather

over two and a half miles long, touched the Tigris at

either end, but between there lay a broad, bow-shaped
stretch of land, probably in ancient times, as now, free

of buildings. The north-western wall ran up from the

Tigris for a mile and a quarter to the low ridge which

entered the city at its northern corner. From this the

eastern wall, with a curve upon it, ran down in face of

the eastern plain for a little more than three miles, and

was joined to the western by the short southern wall

of not quite half a mile. The ruins of the western wall

stand from ten to twenty, those of the others from

twenty-five to sixty, feet above the natural surface, with

here and there the still higher remains of towers.

There were several gates, of which the chief were one

in the northern and two in the eastern wall. Round
all the walls except the western ran moats about a

hundred and fifty feet broad not close up to the foot

of the walls, but at a distance of some sixty feet.

Water was supplied by the Choser to all the moats

south of it
;
those to the north were fed from a canal

which entered the city near its northern corner. At

these and other points one can still trace the remains

of huge dams, batardeaux and sluices
;
and the moats

might be emptied by opening at either end of the

western wall other dams, which kept back the waters
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from the bed of the Tigris. Beyond its moat, the eastern

wall was protected north of the Choser by a large

outwork covering its gate, and south of the Choser by
another outwork, in shape the segment of a circle, and

consisting of a double line of fortification more than

five hundred yards long, of which the inner wall was

almost as high as the great wall itself, but the outer

considerably lower. Again, in front of this and in face

of the eastern plain was a third line of fortification,

consisting of a low inner wall and a colossal outer wall

still rising to a height of fifty feet, with a moat one

hundred and fifty feet broad between them. On the

south this third line was closed by a large fortress.

Upon the trebly fortified city the Medes drew in

from east and north, far away from Kalchu and able to

avoid even Dur-Sargina. The other fortresses on the

frontier and the approaches fell into their hands, says

Nahum, like npe fruit.
1 He cries to Niniveh to prepare

for the siege.
8

Military authorities
8
suppose that the

Medes directed their main attack upon the northern

corner of the city. Here they would be upon a level

with its highest point, and would command the water-

works by which most of the moats were fed. Their

flank, too, would be protected by the ravines of the

Choser. Nahum describes fighting in the suburbs

before the assault of the walls, and it was just here,

according to some authorities,
4 that the famous suburbs

of Niniveh lay, out upon the canal and the road to

Khorsabad. All the open fighting which Nahum

ui.14.
1 See Jones and Billerbeck.
* Delitzsch places the HUmW of Gen. z. 1 1, the "ribit Nina"

of the inscriptions, on the north-east of Niniveh.
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foresees would take place in these outplaces and broad

streets
1 the mustering of the ma? ranks,* the prancing

horses* and rattling chariots* and cavalry at the charge?
Beaten there the Assyrians would retire to the great

walls, and the waterworks would fall into the hands ofthe

besiegers. They would not immediately destroy these,

but in order to bring their engines and battering-rams

against the walls they would have to lay strong dams

across the moats ; the eastern moat has actually fyeen

found filled with rubbish in face of a great breach at

the north end of its wall. This breach may have been

effected not only by the rams but by directing upon the

wall the waters of the canal; or farther south the Choser

itself, in its spring floods, may have been confined by
the besiegers and swept in upon the sluices which

regulate its passage through the eastern wall into the

city. To this means tradition has assigned the capture

of Niniveh,* and Nahum perhaps foresees the possibility

of it : the gates of the rivers are opened, the palace is

dissolved!

Now of all this probable progress of the siege Nahum,
of course, does not give us a narrative, for he is writing

upon the eve of it,
and probably, as we have seen, in

Judah, with only such knowledge of the position and

strength of Niniveh as her fame had scattered across

the world The military details, the muster, the fight-

ing in the open, the investment, the assault, he did not

need to go to Assyria or to wait for the fall of Niniveh

fl.4Eng.,5Heb. Ibid. LXX.

fi.3Eng.,4Heb. iii. 2.

iii 3.

It is the waters of the Tigris that the tradition avers to have

broken the wall; but the Tigris itself runs in a bed too low for thi> \

it can only have been the Choser. See both Jones and Billerbeck

ii. 6.
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to describe as he has done. Assyria herself (and
herein lies much of the pathos of the poem) had made

all Western Asia familiar with their horrors for the

last two centuries. As we learn from the prophets

and now still more from herself, Assyria was the great

Besieger of Men. It is siege, siege, siege, which Amos,
Hosea and Isaiah tell their people they shall feel : siege

and blockade, and that right round the land I It is siege,

irresistible and full of cruelty, which Assyria records

as her own glory. Miles of sculpture are covered

with masses of troops marching upon some Syrian or

Median fortress. Scaling ladders and enormous engines

are pushed forward to the walls under cover of a shower

of arrows. There are assaults and breaches, panic-

stricken and suppliant defenders. Streets and places

are strewn with corpses, men are impaled, women led

away weeping, children dashed against the stones. The

Jews had seen, had felt these horrors for a hundred

years, and it is out of their experience of them that

Nahum weaves his exultant predictions. The Besieger
of the world is at last besieged ; every cruelty he has

inflicted upon men is now to be turned upon himself.

Again and again does Nahum return to the vivid details,

he hears the very whips crack beneath the walls, and

the rattle of the leaping chariots ; the end is slaughter,

dispersion and a dead waste.1

1 If the above conception of chaps, ii and iii be correct, then

there is no need for such a re-arrangement of these verses as has

been proposed by Jeremias and Billerbeck. In order to produce a

continuous narrative of the progress of the siege, they bring forwaid

111 12-15 (describing the fall of the fortresses and gates of the land

and the call to the defence of the city), and place it immediately aftei

ii. a, 4 (the description of the invader) and ii. 5-1 1 (the appearance
of chariots in the suburbs of the city, the opening of the floodgates,

the flight and the spoiling of the city) But if they believe that the
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Two other points remain to be emphasised.
There is a striking absence from both chapters of any

reference to Israel1
Jehovah of Hosts is mentioned

twice in the same formula,
2 but otherwise the author does

not obtrude his nationality. It is not in Judah's name
he exults, but in that of all the peoples of Western Asia.

Niniveh has sold peoples by her harlotries and races by
her witchcraft ; it is peoples that shall gaze upon her

nakedness and kingdoms upon her shame. Nahum

gives voice to no national passions, but to the outraged
conscience of mankind. We see here another prooff not

only of the large, human heart of prophecy, but of that

which in the introduction to these Twelve Prophets we
ventured to assign as one of its causes. By crushing
all peoples to a common level of despair, by the universal

pity which her cruelties excited, Assyria contributed to

the development hi Israel of the idea of a common

humanity.*

The other thing to be noticed is Nahum's feeling of

the incoherence and mercenariness of the vast popula-

tion of Niniveh. Niniveh's command of the world had

turned her into a great trading power. Under Assur-

banipal the lines of ancient commerce had been diverted

so as to pass through her. The immediate result was

original gave an orderly account of the progress of the siege, why do

they not bnng forward also in. 2f , which describe the arrival of the

foe under the city walls ? The truth appears to be as stated above.

We have really two poems against Niniveh, chap. u. and chap. lii.

They do not give an orderly description of the siege, but exult over

Niniveh's imminent downfall, with gleams scattered here and there

of how this is to happen. Of these "
impressions

"
of the coming

siege there are three, and in the order in which we now have them

they occur very naturally : 11. 5 ff
,

iii. 2f , and in. 12 ff.

1
ii. 2 goes with the previous chapter. See above, pp. 94 f.

1
ii. 13, in. 5

1 See above, Vol. I., Chap. IV., especially pp. 54 ft
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an enormous increase of population, such as the world

had never before seen within the limits of one city.

But this had come out of all races and was held

together only by the greed of gain. What had once

been a firm and vigorous nation of warriors, irresistible

in their united impact upon the world, was now a loose

aggregate of many peoples, without patriotism, discipline

or sense of honour. Nahum likens it to a reservoir of

waters,
1 which as soon as it is breached must scatter,

and leave the city bare. The Second Isaiah said

the same of Babylon, to which the bulk of Niniveh's

mercenary populace must have fled :

Thus are they grown to thee, they who did weary thee
9

Traders of thinefrom thy youth up;
Each as he could escape have theyfledj

None ts thy helper?

The prophets saw the truth about both cities. Their

vastness and their splendour were artificial. Neither

of them, and Niniveh still less than Babylon, was a

natural centre for the world's commerce. When their

political power fell, the great lines of trade, which had

been twisted to their feet, drew back to more natural

courses, and Niniveh in especial became deserted. This

is the explanation of the absolute collapse of that

mighty city. Nahum's foresight, and the very metaphor
in which he expressed it, were thoroughly sound. The

population vanished like water. The site bears little

trace of any disturbance since the ruin by the Medes,

except such as has been inflicted by the weather

and the wandering tribes around. Mosul, Niniveh's

ifi.8.
' Isaiah xl.lxvt. (Expositor's Bible), pp. 197 ft
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representative to-day, is not built upon it, and is but

a provincial town. The district was never meant for

anything else.

The swift decay of these ancient empires from the

climax of their commercial glory is often employed as

a warning to ourselves. But the parallel, as the previous

paragraphs suggest, is very far from exact If we
can lay aside for the moment the greatest difference

of all, in religion and morals, there remain others

almost of cardinal importance. Assyria and Babylonia
were not filled, like Great Britain, with reproductive

races, able to colonise distant lands, and carry every-
where the spirit which had made them strong at home.

Still more, they did not continue at home to be homo-

geneous. Their native forces were exhausted by long
and unceasing wars. Their populations, especially in

their capitals, were very largely alien and distraught,

with nothing to hold them together save their com-

mercial interests. They were bound to break up at

the first disaster. It is true that we are not without

some risks of their peril. No patriot among us can

observe without misgiving the large and growing pro-

portion of foreigners in that department of our life from

which the strength of our defence is largely drawn

our merchant navy. But such a fact is very far from

bringing our empire and its chief cities into the fatal

condition of Niniveh and Babylon. Our capitals, our

commerce, our life as a whole are still British to

the core. If we only be true to our ideals of right-

eousness and religion, if our patriotism continue moral

and sincere, we shall have the power to absorb the

foreign elements that throng to us in commerce, and

stamp them with our own spirit.

We are now ready to follow Nahum's two great
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poems delivered on the eve of the Fall of Niniveh.

Probably, as we have said, the first of them has lost

its original opening. It wants some notice at the

outset of the object to which it is addressed : this is

indicated only by the second personal pronoun. Other

needful comments will be given in footnotes.

I.

The Hammer* is come up to thyface /

Hold the rampart /
a
Keep watch on the way t

Brace the loins 1 8 Pull thyselffirmly together!*

The shields
6
of his heroes are red,

The warriors are in scarlet;
*

Like 1
fire are the . . .

8
o/ the chariots in the day

of his muster,

And the horsemen 9 are prancing.

1 Read PBP with Wellhausen (cf. Siegfried-Stade's Worterbuch,
sub pa) for 'SD, Breaker tn pitas. In Jer li. 20 Babylon is also

called by Jehovah His fp, Hammtr or Maul.
*
Keep watch* Wellhausen

* This may be a military call to attention, the converse of a Stand
at ease I

"

4 Heb literally : brace up thypowerexceedingly.
* Heb. singular.
' Rev. ix. 17 Purple or red was the favourite colour of the Medes.

The Assyrians also loved red.
f Read B>fcO for 5PK3.

9
fllT'D, the word omitted, is doubtful; it does not occur elsewhere.

T.XK. fatai ; Vulg habena. Some have thought that it means scythes
cf the Arabic faladt "to cut" but the earliest notice of chariots

armed with scythes is at the battle of Cunaxa, and in Jewish literature

they do not appear before 2 Mace, xiii 2. Cf Jeremias, op. ctt.t p. 97,
where Billerbeck suggests that the words of Nahum are applicable to

the covered siege-engines, pictured on the Assyrian monuments, from

which the besiegers flung torches on the walls cf. tbid
', p. 167, n. ***.

But from the parallelism of the verse it is more probable that

ordinary chariots are meant. The leading chariots were covered

with plates of metal (Billerbeck, p. 167).
* So LXX., reading DW& for 0^13 of Heb. text, that means
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Through the markets rage chariots^

They tear across the squares;
l

The look of them is like torches,

Like lightnings they dart to andfro?
He musters his nobles. . . .*

They rush to the wall and the mantlet* isfixedt

The river-gates* burst open, the palace dissolves.*

And Hu$$ab
r

is stripped, is broughtforth,
With her maids sobbing like doves,

fir-trees. If the latter be correct, then we should need to suppose
with Billerbeck that either the long lances of the Aryan Medes were

meant, or the great, heavy spears which were thrust against the walls

by engines. We are not, however, among these yet ; it appears to be

the cavalry and chariots in the open that are here described.
1 Or broadplaces or suburbs. See above, pp. loot
1 See above, p. 106, end of n. 8

Heb. They stumble in iheir goings. Davidson holds this is more

probably of the defenders. Wellhausen takes the verse as of the

besiegers. See next note.
4
*pDH. Partic. of the verb to cover, hence covering thing : whether

mantlet (on the side of the besiegers) or bulwark (on the side of the

besieged: c
'JJplJ,

Isa. xzii. 8) is uncertain. Billerbeck says, if it be

an article of defence, we can read ver. 5 as illustrating the vanity 01

the hurried defence,, when the elements themselves break in w. 6

and 7 (p. 101 : c p. 176, n. *).

Sluices (Jeremias) or bridge-gates (Wellhausen) ?
* Or breaks into motion, i e flight.
1 2$ny

if a Hebrew word, might be Hophal of 3J and has been

taken to mean it is determined^ she (Nixmeh) is taken capttvt.

Volck (in Herzog), Kleinert, Orelli : it is settled LXX Mffrcuru=
3O. Vulg. mues (as if some form of *tt?). Hitzig points it

2y3, the beard, Wellhausen the toad. But this noun is masculine

(Lev. xi. 29) and the verbs feminine. Davidson suggests the other

2yn, fern., the httir or palanquin (Isa. Ixvi. 20) :
" in lieu of any-

thing better one might be tempted to think that the litter might

mean the woman or lady, just as in Arab, ^ha'mah means a woman's

litter and then a woman " One is also tempted to think of '2^3,
the beauty. The Targ. has KrOTO, the queen. From as early aa
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And Niniveh 1 she was like a reservoir of waters^

Her waters . . .
x

And now they flee. "Stand, stand 1" but there is

none to rally.

Plunder silver, plunder gold!

Infinite treasures, mass of allprecious things!

Void and devoid and desolate
*
is she.

Melting hearts and shaking knees,

And anguish in all loins,

And nothing butfacesfull of blackfear?

Where is the Lion's den,

And theyoung lions
9

feeding ground
4 ?

Whither the Lion retreated*

The whelps of the Lion, with none to affray*

The Lion, who tore enoughfor his whelps,

And strangledfor his lionesses.

at least 1527 (Lahna Interpretatto Xantis Pagnini Lucensis revised

and edited for the Plantm Bible, 1615) the word has been taken

by a series of scholars as a proper name, Hussab. So Ewald and

others. It may be an Assyrian word, like some others in Nahum.

Perhaps, again, the text is corrupt

Mr. Paul Ruben (Academy, March 7th, 1896) has proposed instead

of PlTOTn, ft brought forth, to read il/HUH, and to translate it by

analogy of the Assyrian
"
etellu," fern, "etellitu"= great or exalted,

The Lady. The line would then run Hussab, the lady, is stripped.

(With rpjivn Cheyne, Academy, June 2 1st, 1896, compares WTO,
which, he suggests, is "Yahwe is great" or "is lord.")

1 Heb. NS1 WD for KVl TPN W, from days she was. A.V. is oj

old. R.V. hath been ofold\*a&Mtt%fivm tit* days ihat she hath bent,

LXX. her waters, rpp*p. On waters fleeing, cf Ps civ. 7.
8
Bukah, umebukah, umebullakah. Ewald : desert and desolation

and devastation. The adj. are feminine.
'
Literally : and thefaces of all themgather Kvidnes*.

* For mnD Wellhausen reads n*B?D, cave or hold,

T.3CX., reading Nni? for W.
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And he filled his pits with prey,

And his dens with rapine.

Lo
9
1 am at thee (oracle ofJehovah ofHosts) :

I willput up thy . . .
l
inflames.

The sword shall devour thyyoung lions;

I will cut offfrom the earth thy rapine,

And the noise of thine envoys shall no more be heard

Woe to the City ofBlood,
All ofher guile, robbery-full, ceaseless rapine/

Hark the whip,

And the rumbling of the wheel,

And horses galloping,

And the rattling dance of the chariot!*

Cavalry at the charge? andflash ofsabrest
And lightning of lances,

Mass of slain and weight of corpses^

Endless dead bodies

They stumble on their dead I

For the manifold harlotries of the Harlot^

The well-favoured^ mistress ofcharmst

She who sold nations with her harlotries

And races by her witchcrafts I

Lo, I am at thee (oracle ofjehwah of Hosts) .*

I will uncover thy skirts to thyface;
4

1 Heb. for chariots. LXX. and Syr. suggest iky nuas or f

rm"U Davidson suggests thy lair, rOWl
*
Literally and fh$ chariot dancing, but the word, merakedah, has

a rattle in it.

Doubtful,
4
Jeremias (104) shows how the Assyrians did this to female

captives*
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Give nations to look on thy nakedness,

And kingdoms upon thy shame;

Will have thee pelted with filth, and disgrace thee.

And set theefor a gazingstock;

So that every one seeing thee shall shrink from thee

and say,

"Shattered is Niniveh who willpity her?

Whence shall I seekfor comforters to thee ?
w

Shalt thou be better than No-Amon*
Which sat upon the Nile streams* waters were

round her

Whose rampart was the sea,* and waters her wail
* 4

Kush was her strength and Mi$raim without end;

Phut and the Lybians were there to assist her.
6

Even she wasfor exile, she went to captivity:

Even her children were dashed on every street

comer;
For her nobles they cast lots,

And all her great men werefastened with fetters.

Thou too shalt stagger,
9 shalt growfaint;

Thou too shalt seek helpfrom'
1 thefoe I

1
Jer. xlvi. 25 : / will punish Anton at No. Ezek. xxx. 14-16

. . .judgments in No. . . . I mil cut off No-Amon (Heb. and A.\
multitude of No, reading )1n ; so also LXX. vbvXyBos for )1K) . .

andNo shall bt broken up. It is Thebes, the Egyptian name of whic*

was Nu-Amen. The god Amen had his temple there : Herod. L 182

II 42. Nahum refers to AssurbanipaTs account of the fall of Thebes
See above, p. iz.

* D *lKn. PL of the word for Nile,

Arabs still call the Nile the sea.
* So LXX,, reading D for Heb.

So LXX.; Heb.tf.
Heb. bi drunken.

v
I.e. against, because of.
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All thyfortresses are fig-trees with figs early-ripe:

Be they shaken theyfall on the mouth of the eater.

Lo
f thyfolk are but women in thy midst: l

To thyfoes the gates ofthy landfly open;
Fire has devoured thy bars.

Draw thee waterfor siege, strengthen thyforts t

Get thee down to the mud, and tramp in the clay !

Gripfast the brick-mould!

There fire consumes thee, the sword cuts thee off?

Make thyselfmany as a locust swarm,

Manyas grasshoppers,

Multiply thy traders more than heaven's stars,

The locusts break off
3 andfly away.

Thy . . .* are as locusts and thy ... as grass-

hoppers,

That hive in the hedges in the cold of the day:
1

The sun fs risen, they are fled,

And one knows not the place where they be*

'Jer.
Heb. and LXX. add devour thee hkt th* locust, probably a gloss.

* C Jer. ix. 33. Some take it of the locusts stripping the skin

which confines their wings Davidson.
4
T**1HD. AV. thy crowned ones; but perhaps like its neighbour

an Assyrian word, meaning we know not what Wellhausen reads

^HtDD, LXX. 6 <rufLiJLtKT&$ trou (applied in Deut xxui 3 and Zech. ix. 6

to the offspring of a mixed marriage between an Israelite and a

Gentile), deine Mischlmge : a term of contempt for the floating foreign

or semi-foreign population which filled Nmiveh and was ready to fly

at sight of danger. Similarly Wellhausen takes the second term,

IDStD. This, which occurs also in Jer. h. 27, appears to be some

kind ot official. In Assyrian dupsar is scnbe, which may, like

Heb. "IBt^, have been applied to any high official. See Schrader,

Kji.T., Eng.Tn, I. 141, II. Il8. See also Fried Delitzsch, Wo lag

Parad., p. 142. The name and office were ancient Such Babylonian
officials are mentioned in the Tell el Amarna letters as present at the

Egyptian court * Heb. day of cold
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Asleep are thy shepherds, O king ofAssyria^
Thy nobles do slumber;

l

Thy people are strewn on the mountains^
Without any to gather.
There is no healing of thy wreck,

Fatal thy wound I

All who hear the bruit ofthee shall clap the hand at

thee,

For upon whom hath not thy cruelty passed without

ceasing ?

; is the Heb. reading. But LXX.W, 6rofjuure*. Sleep
must be taken in the sense of death: cC Jer. li 3ft 57 ; Isa. adv. 18.
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Upon my watck-tovxr mil 2 stand,

And takt up wy post on tht rampart.

I wiH watch to M what Hi mil sty to n^
And what msa*rlgtt back to my pit*.

Tki ngkttous shall tot by hts jathfulnt*.

"The beginning of speculibon in Israel"

"4



CHAPTER IX

THE BOOK OF HABAKKUK

AS it has reached us, the Book of Habakkuk, under
the title The Oracle which Habakkuk the prophet

received by vision^ consists of three chapters, which fall

into three sections. First: chap. i. 2 ii. 4 (or 8), a

piece in dramatic form; the prophet lifts his voice to

God against the wrong and violence of which his whole
horizon is full, and God sends him answer. Second:

chap. ii. 5 (or 9) 20, a taunt-song in a series of Woes
upon the wrong-doer. Third: chap. iiL, part psalm,

part prayer, descriptive of a Theophany and expressive
of Israel's faith in their God. Of these three sections

no one doubts the authenticity of the first; opinion is

divided about the second; about the third there is

a growing agreement that it is not a genuine work of

Habakkuk, but a poem from a period after the Exile.

I. CHAP. I. 2 II. 4 (OR 8).

Yet it is the first piece which raises the most difficult

questions. All 1 admit that it is to be dated somewhere

along the line of Jeremiah's long career, c. 627 586.

There is no doubt about the general trend of the

argument : it is a plaint to God on the sufferings of

1 Except one or two critics who place it in Manasseh's reign.

See below.

"5
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the righteous under tyranny, with God's answer. But

the order and connection of the paragraphs of the

argument are not clear. There is also difference of

opinion as to who the tyrant is native, Assyrian or

Chaldee; and this leads to a difference, of course,

about the date, which ranges from the early years of

Josiah to the end of Jehoiakim's reign, or from about

630 to 597.

As the verses lie, their argument is this. In chap. L

2-4 Habakkuk asks the Lord how long the wicked are

to oppress the rignteous, to the paralysing of the Torah,

or Revelation of His Law, and the making futile of

judgment For answer the Lord tells him, w. 5-11,

to look round among the heathen : He is about to

raise up the Chaldees to do His work, a people

swift, self-reliant, irresistible. Upon which Habakkuk

resumes his question, vv. 12-17, how long will God
suffer a tyrant who sweeps up the peoples into his

net like fish ? Is he to go on with this for ever ? In

ii. I Habakkuk prepares for an answer, which comes in

ii. 2, 3, 4 : let the prophet wait for the vision though
it tarries; the proud oppressor cannot last, but the

righteous shall live by his constancy, or faithfulness.

The difficulties are these. Who are the wicked

oppressors in chap, i. 2-4 ? Are they Jews, or some

heathen nation ? And what is the connection between

w. 1-4 and w. 5-11? Are the Chaldees, who are

described in the latter, raised up to punish the tyrant

complained against in the former ? To these questions
three different sets of answers have been given.

First: the great majority of critics take the wrong
complained of in w. 2-4 to be wrong done by unjust
and cruel Jews to their countrymen, that is, civic

disorder and violence, and believe that in w. 5-11
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Jehovah is represented as raising up the Chaldees to

punish the sin ofJudah a message which is pretty much
the same as Jeremiah's. But Habakkuk goes further :

the Chaldees themselves with their cruelties aggravate
his problem, how God can suffer wrong, and he appeals

again to God, w. 12-17. Are the Chaldees to be allowed

to devastate for ever ? The answer is given, as above,
in chap. iL 1-4. Such is practically the view of Pusey,

Delitzsch, Kleinert, Kuenen, Sinker,
1

Driver, Orelli,

Kirkpatrick, Wildeboer and Davidson, a formidable

league, and Davidson says "this is the most natural

sense of the verses and of the words used in them."

But these scholars differ as to the date. Pusey,
Delitzsch and Volck take the whole passage from i 5

as prediction, and date it from before the rise of the

Chaldee power in 625, attributing the internal wrongs
of Judah described in vv. 2-4 to Manasseh's reign or

the early years of Josiah.
8 But the rest, on the

grounds that the prophet shows some experience of

the Chaldean methods of warfare, and that the account

of the internal disorder in Judah does not suit Josiah's

reign, bring the passage down to the reign of Jehoiakim,
608 598, or of Jehoiachin, 597. Kleinert and Von

1 See next note.
1 So Pusey. Delitzsch in his commentary on Habakkuk, 1843,

preferred Josiah's reign, but in his O. T. Hist of Redemption, 1881,

p. 236, Manasseh's. Volck (in Herzog, Real Encyc.* art.
"
Habakkuk,*

1

1879), assuming that Habakkuk is quoted both by Zephaniah (see

above, p. 39, n ) and Jeremiah, places him before these. Sinker (Th*

Psalm of Habakkuk; see below, p. 127, n. 2) deems "the prophecy,

taken as a whole," to bring "before us the threat of the Chaldean

invasion, the horrors that follow in its train," etc , with a vision of the

day "when the Chaldean host itself, its work done, falls beneath

a mightier foe." He fixes the date either in the concluding years

of Manasseh's reign, or the opening years of thrt of Josiah

(Prefoce, 1-4).
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Orelli date it before the battle of Carchemish, 506,

in which the Chaldean Nebuchadrezzar wrested from

Egypt the Empire of the Western Asia, on the ground
that after that Habakkuk could not have called a Chal-

dean invasion of Judah incredible (L 5). But Kuenen,

Driver, Kirkpatrick, Wildeboer and Davidson date it

after Carchemish. To Driver it must be immediately

after, and before Judah became alarmed at the conse-

quences to herself. To Davidson the description of the

Chaldeans "is scarcely conceivable before the battle/
1

11

hardly one would think before the deportation of the

people under Jehoiachin."
1 This also is Kuenen's

view, who thinks that Judah must have suffered at

least the first Chaldean raids, and he explains the use

of an undoubted future in chap. L $, Lo, I am about to

raise up the Chaldeans, as due to the prophet's pre-

dilection for a dramatic style.
" He sets himself in the

past, and represents the already experienced chastise-

ment [of Judah] as having been then announced by

Jehovah. His contemporaries could not have mistaken

his meaning."
Second: others, however, deny that chap. i. 2-4 refers

to the internal disorder of Judah, except as the effect

of foreign tyranny. The righteous mentioned there

are Israel as a whole, the wicked their heathen oppres-
sors. So Hitzig, Ewald, KOnig and practically Smend.
Ewald is so clear that Habakkuk ascnbes no sin to

Judah, that he says we might be led by this to assign
the prophecy to the reign of the righteous Josiah ; but

he prefers, because of the vivid sense which the prophet

betrays of actual experience of the Chaldees, to date the

1
Pages 53, 49. Kirkpatrick (Smith's Diet, of th* Btblt? art,

'
Habakkuk," 1893) Puts ** not later tllan the sixth ye*r of Jehoiakim,
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passage from the reign of Jehoiakim, and to explain

Habakkuk's silence about his people's sinfulness as due

to his overwhelming impression of Chaldean cruelty.

Ktaig
1 takes w. 2-4 as a general complaint of the

violence that fills the prophet's day, and w. 5-11 as

a detailed description of the Chaldeans, the instru-

ments of this violence. Vv. 5-1 1, therefore, give not

the judgment upon the wrongs described in w. 2-4,

but the explanation of them. Lebanon is already
wasted by the Chaldeans

(ii. 17) ; therefore the whole

prophecy must be assigned to the days of Jehoiakim.

Giesebrecht* and Wellhausen adhere to the view that

no sins of Judah are mentioned, but that the righteous

and wicked of chap. L 4 are the same as in ver. 13,

viz. Israel and a heathen tyrant. But this leads them

to dispute that the present order of the paragraphs of

the prophecy is the right one. In chap. i. 5 the

Chaldeans are represented as about to be raised up
for the first time, although their violence has already
been described in w. 1-4, and in w. 12-17 these are

already in full career. Moreover ver. 12 follows on

naturally to ver. 4. Accordingly these critics would

remove the section w. 5-11. Giesebrecht prefixes it

to ver. I, and dates the whole passage from the Exile.

Wellhausen calls 5-11 an older passage than the rest

of the prophecy, and removes it altogether as not

Habakkuk's. To the latter he assigns what remains,

L 1-4, 12-17, ii. 1-5, and dates it from the reign of

Jehoiakim.*

Third: from each of these groups of critics Budde of

Strasburg borrows something, but so as to construct an

mJL mdasA. T. *
BrtrSgt eurJtsaMmkk, 1890, pp.

* See Further Note on p. 128,
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arrangement of the verses, and to reach a date, for the

whole, from which both differ.
1 With Hitzig, Ewald,

Kanig, Smend, Giesebrecht and Wellhausen he agrees
that the violence complained of in i. 2-4 is that in-

flicted by a heathen oppressor, the wicked, on the Jewish

nation, the righteous. But with Kuenen and others

he holds that the Chaldeans are raised up, according
to i. 5-1 1, to punish the violence complained of in L 2-4

and again in L 12-17. In these verses it is the

ravages of another heathen power than the Chaldeans

which Budde descries. The Chaldeans are still to

come, and cannot be the same as the devastator whose

long continued tyranny is described in i. 12-17. They
are rather the power which is to punish him. He can

only be the Assyrian. But if that be so, the proper

place for the passage, i. 5-1 1, which describes the rise

of the Chaldeans must be after the description of the

Assyrian ravages in i. 12-17, and in the body of God's

answer to the prophet which we find in ii. 2 ff. Budde,

therefore, places i. 5-11 after ii. 2-4. But if the

Chaldeans are still to come, and Budde thinks that

they are described vaguely and with a good deal of

imagination, the prophecy thus arranged must fall

somewhere between 625, when Nabopolassar the

Chaldean made himself independent of Assyria and

King of Babylon, and 607, when Assyria fell. That

the prophet calls Judah righteous is proof that he wrote

after the great Reform of 621 ; hence, too, his reference

to Torah and Mishpat (i, 4), and his complaint of the

obstacles which Assyrian supremacy presented to their

free course. As the Assyrian yoke appears not to

have been felt anywhere in Judah by 608, Budde would

1 Studitn u. Kntiken for 1893.
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fix the exact date of Habakkuk's prophecy about 615.
To these conclusions of Budde Cornill, who in 1891
had very confidently assigned the prophecy ofHabakkuk
to the reign of Jehoiakim, gave his adherence in 1896.*

Budde's very able and ingenious argument has been

subjected to a searching criticism by Professor David-

son, who emphasises first the difficulty of accounting
for the transposition of chap. I 5-1 1 from what Budde

alleges to have been its original place after ii. 4 to its

present position in chap, i.
1 He points out that if

chap. i. 2-4 and 12-17 and iL 5 f refer to the Assyrian,
it is strange the latter is not once mentioned. Again,

by 615 we may infer (though we know little of

Assyrian history at this time) that the Assyrian's hold

on Judah was already too relaxed for the prophet to

impute to him power to hinder the Law, especially as

Josiah had begun to carry his reforms into the northern

kingdom; and the knowledge of the Chaldeans dis-

played in i. 5- 1 1 is too fresh and detailed
8
to suit so

early a date : it was possible only after the battle of

Carchemish. And again, it is improbable that we have

two different nations, as Budde thinks, described by the

1 Cf the opening of 30 in the first edition of his EinUitung with

that of 34 m the third and fourth editions.
* Budde's explanation of this is, that to the later editors of the

book, long after the Babylonian destruction of Jews, it was
incredible that the Chaldean should be represented as the deliverer

of Israel, and so the account of him was placed where, while his call

to punish Israel for her sins was not emphasised, he should be pictured

as destined to doom ; and so the prophecy originally referring to the

Assyrian was read of him. "This is possible," says Davidson, "if

it be true criticism is not without its romance "

8 This in opposition to Budde's statement that the description

of the Chaldeans in i 5*11 "ist eine phantastische Schilderung*

(P. 3*7)-
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very similar phrases in i. II, his own power becomes

his god}
and in i. 16, he sacrifices to his net. Again,

chap. i. 5- 1 1 would not read quite naturally after

chap. ii. 4. And in the woes pronounced on the

oppressor it is not one nation, the Chaldeans, which

are to spoil him, but all the remnant of the peoples

(ii. 7, 8).

These objections are not inconsiderable. But are

they conclusive? And if not, is any of the other

theories of the prophecy less beset with difficulties ?

The objections are scarcely conclusive. We have no

proof that the power of Assyria was altogether removed

from Judah by 615 ; on the contrary, even in 608

Assyria was still the power with which Egypt went

forth to contend for the empire of the world. Seven

years earlier her hand may well have been strong upon
Palestine. Again, by 615 the Chaldeans, a people
famous in Western Asia for a long time, had been ten

years independent: men in Palestine may have been

familiar with their methods of warfare ; at least it is

impossible to say they were not1 There is more

weight in the objection drawn from the absence of the

name of Assyria from all of the passages which Budde

alleges describe it ; nor do we get over all difficulties

of text by inserting i. 5-1 1 between ii. 4 and 5. Besides,

how does Budde explain L 124 on the theory that it

means Assyria ? Is the clause not premature. at that

point? Does he propose to elide it, like Wellhausen ?

And in any case an erroneous transposition of the

1 It is, however, a serious question whether it would be possible
in 615 to describe the Chaldeans as a nation that traversed thi brtadth

ofth* earth to occupy dwelhng-placts that were not Jus own (i. 6). This

suits better after the battle of Carchemish.
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original is impossible to prove and difficult to account

for.
1

But have not the other theories of the Book of

Habakkuk equally great difficulties ? Surely, we can-

not say that the righteous and the wicked in i, 4 mean

something different from what they do in i 13 ? But
if this is impossible the construction of the book

supported by the great majority of critics* falls to the

ground. Professor Davidson justly says that it has
"
something artificial in it

" and "
puts a strain on the

natural sense." 8 How can the Chaldeans be described

in i. 5 as just about to be raised up, and in 14-17 as

already for a long time the devastators of earth?

Ewald's, Hitzig's and KOnig's views 4 are equally beset

by these difficulties ; K5nig*s exposition also " strains

the natural sense." Everything, in fact, points to i. 5-1 1

being out of its proper place; it is no wonder that

Giesebrecht, Wellhausen and Budde independently
arrived at this conclusion.6 Whether Budde be right

in inserting L 5-11 after ii. 4, there can be little doubt

of the correctness of his views that i. 12-17 describe

a heathen oppressor who is not the Chaldeans. Budde

says this oppressor is Assyria. Can he be any one

else? From 608 to 605 Judah was sorely beset by

Egypt, who had overrun all Syria up to the Euphrates.

The Egyptians killed Josiah, deposed his successor, and

put their own vassal under a very heavy tribute ; gold
and silver were exacted of ike people of the land: the

picture of distress in L 1-4 might easily be that of

1 See above, p. 121, n. 3.
*
Pages 49 and 50.

* See above, pp. 114 ft * See above, pp. 118 t.

Wellhausen in 1873 (see p. 661); Giesebrecht in 1890; Budde

in 1892, before he had seen the opinions of either of the others (sea

Stud, find Krit., 1893, p. 386, n. 2).
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Judah in these three terrible years. And ifwe assigned

the prophecy to them, we should certainly give it a

date at which the knowledge of the Chaldeans ex-

pressed in i. 5-1 1 was more probable than at Budde's

date of 615. But then does the description in chap,

i. 14-17 suit Egypt so well as it does Assyria? We
can hardly affirm this, until we know more of what

Egypt did in those days, but it is very probable.

Therefore, the theory supported by the majority

of critics being unnatural, we are, with our present

meagre knowledge of the time, flung back upon Budde's

interpretation that the prophet in i. 2 ii. 4 appeals

from oppression by a heathen power, which is not the

Chaldean, but upon which the Chaldean shall bring

the just vengeance of God. The tyrant is either

Assyria up to about 615 or Egypt from 608 to 605,

and there is not a little to be said for the latter date.

In arriving at so uncertain a conclusion about L ii

4, we have but these consolations, that no other is

possible in our present knowledge, and that the un-

certainty will not hamper us much in our appreciation

of Habakkuk's spiritual attitude and poetic gifts.
1

2. CHAP. II. 5-20.

The dramatic piece i. 2 ii. 4 is succeeded by a series

of fine taunt-songs, starting after an introduction from

6b, then 9, ii, 15 and (18) 19, and each opening with

1 Cornill quotes a rearrangement of chaps. L, ii, by Rothstein,

who takes L 2-4, 120, 13, it 1-3, 4, 54 i. 6-IQ, 14, l$a, ii 6b,

7, 9, loa&ft, XI, 15, 16, 19, 1 8, as an oracle against Jehoiakim and

the godless in Israel about 605, which during the Exile was worked

up into the present oracle against Babylon. Cornill esteems it

" too complicated." Budde (Expositor, 1895, pp. 372 8.) and Nowack
hold it untenable.
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Woe I Their subject is, if we take Budde's interpreta-

tion of the dramatic piece, the Assyrian and not the

Chaldean l
tyrant The text, as we shall see when we

come to
it, is corrupt. Some words are manifestly

wrong, and the rhythm must have suffered beyond
restoration. In all probability these fine lyric Woes,
or at least as many of them as are authentic for there

is doubt about one or two were of equal length.

Whether they all originally had the refrain now
attached to two is more doubtful.

Hitzig suspected the authenticity of some parts of

this series of songs. Stade* and Kuenen have gone
further and denied the genuineness of w. 9-20. But

this is with little reason. As Budde says, a series

of Woes was to be expected here by a prophet who
follows so much the example of Isaiah.

8 In spite of

Kuenen's objection, w. 9-11 would not be strange

of the Chaldean, but they suit the Assyrian better.

Vv. 12-14 are doubtful: 12 recalls Micah iii. 10;

13 is a repetition of Jer. li. 58; 14 is a variant of

Isa. xL 9. Very likely Jer. 1L 58, a late passage, is

borrowed from this passage; yet the addition used

here^ Are not these things
*
from the Lord of Hosts ?

looks as if it noted a citation. Vv. 15-17 are very

suitable to the Assyrian; there is no reason to take

them from Habakkuk.5 The final song, w. 18 and 19,

has its Woe at the beginning of its second verse,

and closely resembles the language of later prophets.
6

1 As of course was universally supposed according to either of the

Qther two interpretations given above.

Z.A.T.W., 1884, p. 154.

C Isa. v. 8 ft (x. 1-4), etc.

SoLXX.
Cf. Davidson, p. 56, and Budde, p. 391, who allows 9-11 and 15-17.

Ef* Isa. ad. 18 ft, xliv. 9ff, advi. 5ff., etc. On thb ground
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Moreover the refrain forms a suitable close at the end

of ver. 17. Ver. 20 is a quotation from Zephaniah,
1

perhaps another sign of the composite character of the

end of this chapter. Some take it to have been inserted

as an introduction to the theophany in chap. iii.

Smend has drawn up a defence * of the whole passage,

ii. 9-20, which he deems not only to stand in a natural

relation to w. 4-8, but to be indispensable to them.

That the passage quotes from other prophets, he holds

to be no proof against its authenticity. If we break off

with ver. 8, he thinks that we must impute to Habakkuk
the opinion that the wrongs of the world are chiefly

avenged by human means a conclusion which is not

to be expected after chap. L ii. I ft

3. CHAP. III.

The third chapter, an Ode or Rhapsody, is ascribed to

Habakkuk by its title. This, however, does not prove
its authenticity : the title is too like those assigned to

the Psalms in the period of the Second Temple.
8 On

the contrary, the title itself, the occurrence of the

musical sign Selah in the contents, and the colophon

suggest for the chapter a liturgical origin after the

Exile.
4 That this is more probable than the alternative

it is condemned by Stade, Kuenen and Budde. Davidson finds this

not a serious difficulty, for, he points out, Habakkuk anticipates

several later lines of thought.
1 See above, p. 39, n.

* A. T. ReUgtonsgeschichtt, p. 229, n. a.

* Cf. the ascription by the LXX. ofPsalms cxlvi. cl. to the prophets

Haggai and Zechariah.
4 C Kuenen, who conceives it to have been taken from a post-exilic

collection of Psalms. See al<o Cheyne, Tht Origin of th* Psatitri
41 exilic or more probably post-exilic

"
(p. 125) "The most natural
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opinion, that, being a genuine work of Habakkuk, the

chapter was afterwards arranged as a Psalm for public

worship, is confirmed by the fact that no other work of

the prophets has been treated in the same way. Nor

do the contents support the authorship by Habakkuk.

They reflect no definite historical situation like the pre-

ceding chapters. The style and temper are different.

While in them the prophet speaks for himself, here it

is the nation or congregation of Israel that addresses

God. The language is not, as some have maintained,

late ;

* but the designation ofthe people as Thine anointed^

a term which before the Exile was applied to the king,

undoubtedly points to a post-exilic date. The figures,

the theophany itself, are not necessarily archaic, but

are more probably moulded on archaic models. There

are many affinities with Psalms of a late date.

At the same time a number of critics
* maintain the

genuineness of the chapter, and they have some grounds
for this. Habakkuk was, as we can see from chaps, i.

and ii.,
a real poet. There was no need why a man of

his temper should be bound down to reflecting only

position for it is in the Persian period. It was doubtless appended
to Habakkuk, for the same reason for which Isa. buii. ^ Ixiv. was

attached to the great prophecy of Restoration, viz. that the earlier

national troubles seemed to the Jewish Church to be typical of its own
sore troubles after the Return. . . . The lovely closing verses of Hab.iii,

are also in a tone congenial to the later religion
"
(p. 156). Much less

certain is the assertion that the language is imitative and artificial

(*W.) ; while the statement that in ver. 3 cfc with Deut. xxziil 2

we have an instance of the effort to avoid the personal name of the

Deity (p. 287) is disproved by the use of the latter in ver. 3 and

other verses.
1 HKW ver 13, cannot be taken as a proof of lateness ; read

probably JHX tfWl
*
Pusey, Ewald, K0ni& Sinker (TfoPsaltn ofHabakkuk, Cambridge,

1890), Kirkpatrick (Smith's Btilt Diet., art. "Habakkufc "), Von Orelli
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his own day. If so practical a prophet as Hosea,
and one who has so closely identified himself with his

times, was wont to escape from them to a retrospect of

the dealings of God with Israel from of old, why should

not the same be natural for a prophet who was much
less practical and more literary and artistic? There

are also many phrases in the Psalm which may be inter-

preted as reflecting the same situation as chaps, i,, ii.

All this, however, only proves possibility.

The Psalm has been adapted in Psalm Ixxvii 17-20.

FURTHER NOTE ON CHAP. L II. 4.

Since this chapter was in print Nowack's Dte KInntn Prophtttn
in the " Handkommentar z. A. T." has been published. He recog-
nises emphatically that the disputed passage about the Chaldeans,

chap. i. 5-1 1, is out of place where it lies (this against Kuenen and
the other authorities cited above, p. 117), and admits that it follows

on, with a natural connection, to chap. ii. 4, to which Budde pro-

poses to attach it. Nevertheless, for other reasons, which he does

not state, he regards Budde's proposal as untenable ; and reckons the

disputed passage to be by another hand than Habakkuk's, and in-

truded into the latter's argument Habakkuk's argument he assigns
to after 605; perhaps 590. The tyrant complained against would
therefore be the Chaldean Driver in the 6th ed of his Introduction

(1897) deems Budde's argument "too ingenious," and holds by the

older and most numerously supported argument (above, pp. Il6ff)
On a review of the case in the light of these two discussions, the

present writer holds to his opinion that Budde's rearrangement, wmich
he has adopted, offers the fewest difficulties.



CHAPTER X
THE PROPHET AS SCEPTIC

HABAKKUK i. iL 4

OF the prophet Habafckuk we know nothing that

is personal save his name to our ears his some*
what odd name. It is the intensive form of a root which
means to caress or embrace. More probably it was

given to him as a child, than afterwards assumed as a

symbol of his clinging to God.1

Tradition says that Habakkuk was a priest, the son

of Joshua, of the tribe of Levi, but this is only an

inference from the late liturgical notes to the Psalm
which has been appended to his prophecy.

1 All that

we know for certain is that he was a contemporary

1 PIPM (the Greek 'Ajiftafw/t, LXX. version of the title of this

book, and again the inscription to Bel and tht Dragon^ suggests
the pointing p1p3D ; Epiph., Dt Vitis Proph. see next note spells it
'

Aj8j3ojcovp) from P3PI, to embrace. Jerome :
" He is called ' embrace '

either because of his love to the Lord, or because he wrestles with

God." Luther: "Habakkuk means one who comforts and holds up
his people as one embraces a weeping person."

8 See above, pp. 126 fit The title to the Greek version of Bel and tht

Dragon bears that the latter was taken from the prophecy of Ham-
bakoum, son of Jesus, of the tnbe of Levi. Further details are offered

in the D Vtk* Prophetarum of (Pseud-) Epiphanius, Epiph. Ofera,
ed. Paris, 1622, Vol. II., p. 147, according to which Habakkuk be-

longed to "BeB^oxnpt which is probably Bedfexa/xa? of I Mace, vi 32,
the modern Beit-Zakaryeh, a little to the north of Hebron, and placed

by this notice, as Nahum's Elkosh is placed, in the tribe of Simeon
Ilia grave was shown in the neighbouring Keilah. The notice furtner

VOL. IL 129 9
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of Jeremiah, with a sensitiveness under wrong and

impulses to question God which remind us of Jeremiah ;

but with a literary power which is quite his own. We
may emphasise the latter, even though we recognise

upon his writing the influence of Isaiah's.

Habakkuk's originality, however, is deeper than

style. He is the earliest who is known to us of a new
school of religion in Israel. He is called prophet,

but at first he does not adopt the attitude which is

characteristic of the prophets. His face is set in

an opposite direction to theirs. They address the

nation Israel, on behalf of God: he rather speaks
to God on behalf of Israel. Their task was Israel's

sin, the proclamation of God's doom and the offer

of His grace to their penitence. Habakkuk's task

is God Himself, the effort to find out what He
means by permitting tyranny and wrong. They
attack the sins, he is the first to state the problems,
of life. To him the prophetic revelation, the Torah, is

complete: it has been codified in Deuteronomy and

enforced by Josiah. HaEakkuk's business is not to

add to it but to ask why it does not work. Why
does God suffer wrong to triumph, so that the Torah is

paralysed, and Mishpat, the prophetic justice or judg-

ment, comes to nought? The prophets travailed for

Israel's character to get the people to love justice till

justice prevailed among them : Habakkuk feels justice

cannot prevail in Israel, because of the great disorder

alleges that when Nebuchadrezzar came up to Jerusalem Habakkuk
fled to Ostracme, where he travelled in the country of the Ishmaelites

,

but he returned after the fall of Jerusalem, and died in 538, two years
before the return of the exiles. Bel and the Diagon tells an extra-

ordinary story of his miraculous carnage of food to Daniel in the lions

den soon after Cyrus had taken Babylon,
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which God permits to fill the world. It is true that

he arrives at a prophetic attitude, and before the end

authoritatively declares God's will; but he begins by

searching for the latter, with an appreciation of the

great obscurity cast over it by the facts of life. He

complains to God, asks questions and expostulates.

This is the beginning of speculation in Israel. It

does not go far : it is satisfied with stating questions

to God ; it does not, directly at least, state questions

against Him. But Habakkuk at least feels that revela-

tion is baffled by experience, that the facts of life

bewilder a man who believes in the God whom the

prophets have declared to Israel. As in Zephaniah

prophecy begins to exhibit traces of apocalypse, so in

Habakkuk we find it developing the first impulses of

speculation.

We have seen that the course of events which

troubles Habakkuk and renders the Torah ineffectual

is somewhat obscure. On one interpretation of these

two chapters, that which takes the present order of

their verses as the original, Habakkuk asks why God
is silent in face of the injustice which fills the whole

horizon (chap. i. 1-4), is told to look round among the

heathen and see how God is raising up the Chaldeans

(i 5-1 1), presumably to punish this injustice (if it be

Israel's own) or to overthrow it (if w. 1-4 mean
that it is inflicted on Israel by a foreign power). But

the Chaldeans only aggravate the prophet's problem;

they themselves are a wicked and oppressive people :

how can God suffer them? (i. 12-17). Then come the

prophet's waiting for an answer
(ii. i) and the answer

itself
(ii.

2
ff.).

Another interpretation takes the

passage about the Chaldeans (L 5-11) to be out of

place where it now lies, removes it to after chap. ii. 4
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as a part of God's answer to the prophet's problem,
and leaves the remainder of chap. i. as the description

of the Assyrian oppression of Israel, baffling the Torah

and perplexing the prophet's faith in a Holy and Just

God1 Of these two views the former is, we have

seesQy somewhat artificial, and though the latter is by
no means proved, the arguments for it are sufficient

to justify us in re-arranging the verses chap, i ii. 4 in

accordance with its proposals.

The Oracle which Habakkuk the Prophet
Received by Vision?

How long, OJehovah, have I calledand Thou hearest

not?

Iay to Thee, Wrong! and Thou sendest no help.

Why make me look upon sorrow,

Andfill mine eyes with trouble ?

Violence and wrong are before me9

Strife comes and quarrel arises.
9

So the Law is benumbed, and judgment never gets

forth;'
For the wicked beleaguers the righteous.

Sojudgment comesforth perverted.

* * * *

Art not Thou of old, Jehovah, my God, my Holy
One? . . .

1 See above, pp 119 ff.
* Heb. saw.

1 Text uncertain. Perhaps we should read, Why make m* look

upon sorrow and trouble ? why Jill mine eyes with violence and wrong
Strife is come before me, and quarrel arises.

4 Nevergets away, to use a colloquial expression.
* Here w. 5-11 come in the original.

Ver. 126: We shall not die (many Jewish authorities read Thou
ahalt not die). OJehovah, farjudgment hast Thou set htm, and, O my
Rock, forpunishment hast Thou appointed htm.
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Purer ofeyes than to behold evil,

And that canst not gaze upon trouble I

Why gazest Thou upon traitors?-

Art dumb when the wicked swallows him that is

more righteous than he?*

Thou hast let men be made* likefish ofthe sea,

Like worms that have no ruler!*

He lifts the whole of it with his angle;
Draws it in with his net

t sweeps it in his drag-net :

So rejoices and exults.

So he sacrifices to his net, and offers incense to his

drag-net;
For by them is his portionfat, and hisfood rich.

Shall hefor ever draw his sword^
6

And ceaselessly, ruthlessly massacre nations? 9

Upon my watch-tower I will stand,

And take my post on the rampart?
I will watch to see what He will say to me,
And what answer / 8

get back to my plea.

AndJehovah answered me and said:

Write the vision, and make it plain upon tablets,

That he may run who reads it.

1 Wellhausen : on flu robbery ofrobber*.
* LXX devoureth the righteous.
1
Literally Thou hast made men.

* Wdlhausen : cf. Jer. xviii I, xix. I.

1 So Giesebrecht (see above, p. 119, n. a), reading WH p*V D^WH
forltnn p*V \yhti\\, shall he ttierefore empty his net?

'
Wellhausen, readingJVP for Fin? should he therefor* be emptying

his net continually, and slaughtering the nations withoutpity ?
f "WD. But Wellhausen takes it as from "tt: and = ward or

watch-tower. So Nowack.
1 So Heb. and LXX. ; but Syr. he : so Wellhausen, what answer

'fff returns to my plea.
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For 1
the vision isfor a time yet to be fixed,

Yet it hurries *
to the end, and shall notfail:

Though it linger, wait thoufor it;

Coming it shall come, and shall not be behind?

Lo I swollen* not level is his
5 soul within him;

But the righteous shall live by his faithfulness.*

* * *

Look* round among the heathen, and look well,

Shudder and be shocked;
8

For I am 9 about to do a work in your days,

Ye shall not believe it when told.

For, lo, I am about to raise up the Kasdimf*
A people the most bitter and the most hasty.

That traverse the breadths of the earth,

To possess dwelling-places not their own.

Awful and terrible are they;

From themselves u start their purpose and rising.

1 Bredenkamp (Shtd u Knt., 1889, pp. i6i) suggests that the

writing on the tablets begins here and goes on to ver. 50. Budde

(Z^i.T.W,, 1889, pp 155 f.) takes the *D which opens it as simply

equivalent to the Greek fln, introducing, like our marks of quotation,

the writing itself.

1

Pig}) ; c Psalm xxvii. 12. Bredenkamp emends to
1 Not'b* late, or past its fixed time.
4 So literally the Heb. fiJBU, i.e. arrogant, falst : c the colloquial

expression swolltn-htad = conceit, as opposed to level-headed.

Bredenkamp, Stud. H Knt
, 1889, 121, reads

P|71>jn
for TO^O Pljil.

Wellhausen suggests ?Jtfn Pliil, Lo, tht stnncr, in contrast

of next clause. Nowack prefers this.

' LXX. wrongly my.
T.XX. vlffT*, faith, and so in N. T.

'

T
Chap. L 5-1 1.

So to bnng out the assonance, reading fflOQt WDnpni
9 So LXX.
19 Or Chaldeans; on the name and people see above, p. 19.
11 Heb. singular.
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Fleeter than leopards their steedst

Swifter than night-wolves.

Their horsemen leap"
1
from afar;

They swoop like the eagle a-haste to devour.

Allfor wrong do they* come;
The set of theirfaces isforward*
And they sweep up captives like sand.

They at kings do they scoff9

Andprinces are sport to them.

They they laugh at eachfortress,

Heap dust up and take it I

Then the wind shifts? and they pass /

But doomed are those whose own strength is their

godl*

The difficulty of deciding between the various arrange-
ments of the two chapters of Habakkuk does not,

fortunately, prevent us from appreciating his argument
What he feels throughout (this is obvious, however

you arrange his verses) is the tyranny of a great

1 Omit ItSH&l (evidently a dittography) and the lame ?*O> which
is omitted by LXX. and was probably inserted to afford a verb for the

second VttHD.
1 Heb. sing., and so in all the clauses here except the next
1 A problematical rendering. HDJD is found only here, and probably

means direction. Hitzig translates desire, effort^ striving TOHp, to-

wards the front or forward \
but elsewhere it means only eastward**

Dnp, fa tost utnnd. C Judg. v. 21, |lBp T>rtt DW7p Prfl, a rtvtr of

spates or rushes 13 the river Ktshon (Hist. Gtog., p. 395). Perhaps
we should change DVTOQ to a singular suffix, as in the clauses before

and after, and this would leave D to form with TOHp a participle

from DHpn (c Amos ix. 10).
4 Or their spirit changes, or they change like the wind (Wellhausea

suggests nV"O). Gr&tz reads IJD and ^?Q!, he renews kts strength,.

Von Orciii. For QC?K Wellhausen proposes D^^ and sets.
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heathen power,
1 be it Assyrian, Egyptian or Chaldean.

The prophet's horizon is filled with wrong:* Israel

thrown into disorder, revelation paralysed, justice per-

verted.
8

But, like Nahum, Habakkuk feels not for

Israel alone. The Tyrant has outraged humanity.
4 He

sweeps peoples into his net, and as soon as he empties

this, he fills it again ceaselessly, as if there were no just

God above. He exults in his vast cruelty, and has

success so unbroken that he worships the very means

of it. In itself such impiety is gross enough, but to

a heart that believes in God it is a problem of exquisite

pain. Habakkuk's is the burden of the finest faith.

He illustrates the great commonplace of religious

doubt, that problems arise and become rigorous in

proportion to the purity and tenderness of a man's

conception of God. It is not the coarsest but the finest

temperaments which are exposed to scepticism. Every
advance in assurance of God or in appreciation of

His character develops new perplexities in face of the

facts of experience, and faith becomes her own most

cruel troubler. Habakkuk's questions are not due to

any cooling of the religious temper in Israel, but

are begotten of the very heat and ardour of prophecy
in its encounter with experience. His tremulousness^
for instance, is impossible without the high knowledge
of God's purity and faithfulness, which older prophets
had achieved in Israel :

Art not Thou of old, O LORD, my God, my Holy

One,

1 Tfo wicktd of chap. i, 4 must, as we have seen, be the same as

tht wicktd of chap. i. 13 a heathen oppressor of tht righteous, i*. the

people of God.

M.4. 1 13-17.
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Purer ofeyes than to behold evil,

And incapable of looking upon wrong?

His despair is that which comes only from eager and

persevering habits of prayer :

How long, O LORD, have I called and Thou hearest

not I

I ay to Thee of wrong and Thou givest no help I

His questions, too, are bold with that sense of God's

absolute power, which flashed so bright in Israel as to

blind men's eyes to all secondary and intermediate

causes. Thou, he says,

Thou hast made men like fishes of the sea,

Like worms that have no ruler,

boldly charging the Almighty, in almost the temper of

Job himself, with being the cause of the cruelty inflicted

by the unchecked tyrant upon the nations; for shall

evil happen, andJehovah not have done it ? 1 Thus all

through we perceive that Habakkuk's trouble springs
from the Central founts of prophecy. This scepticism

ifwe may venture to give the name to the first motions

in Israel's mind of that temper which undoubtedly
became scepticism this scepticism was the inevitable

heritage of prophecy : the stress and pain to which

piophecy was forced by its own strong convictions in

face of the facts of experience. Habakkuk, the prophet,

as b* is called, stood in the direct line of his order,

but just because of that he was the father also of

Israel's religious doubt.

But a discontent springing from sources so pure

1 Amos iii 6. See VoL T.f p. 90
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was surely the preparation of its own healing. In

a verse of exquisite beauty the prophet describes the

temper in which he trusted for an answer to all his

doubts :

On my watch-tower will I stand,

And take up my post on the rampart;
I will watch to see what He says to me,
And what answer I get back to my plea.

This verse is not to be passed over, as if its meta-

phors were merely of literary effect They express

rather the moral temper in which the prophet carries

his doubt, or, to use New Testament language, the good

conscience, which some having put away, concerningfaith

have made shipwreck. Nor is this temper patience only
and a certain elevation of mind, nor only a fixed

attention and sincere willingness to be answered.

Through the chosen words there breathes a noble

sense of responsibility. The prophet feels he has a

post to hold, a rampart to guard. He knows the

heritage of truth, won by the great minds of the past ;

and hi a world seething with disorder, he will take his

stand upon that and see what more his God will send

him. At the very least, he will not indolently drift,

but feel that he has a standpoint, however narrow, and

bravely hold it. Such has ever been the attitude of

the greatest sceptics not only, let us repeat, earnest-

ness and sincerity, but the recognition of duty towards

the truth : the conviction that even the most tossed and

troubled minds have somewhere a TTOV <rr& appointed of

God, and upon it interests human and divine to defend.

Without such a conscience, scepticism, however in-

tellectually gifted, will avail nothing. Men who drift

never discover, never grasp aught They are only
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dazzled by shifting gleams of the truth, only fretted

and broken by experience.

Taking then his stand within the patient temper, but

especially upon the conscience of his great order, the

prophet waits for his answer and the healing of his

trouble* The answer comes to him in the promise of

a Vision, which, though it seem to linger, will not be

later than the time fixed by God. A Vision is something

realised, experienced something that will be as actual

and present to the waiting prophet as the cruelty which

now fills his sight. Obviously some series of historical

events is meant, by which, in the course of time, the

unjust oppressor of the nations shall be overthrown

and the righteous vindicated. Upon the re-arrangement

of the text proposed by Budde,
1

this series of events

is the rise of the Chaldeans, and it is an argument
in favour of his proposal that the promise of a Vision

requires some such historical picture to follow it as we
find in the description of the Chaldeans chap. i. 5-11.

This, too, is explicitly introduced by terms of vision :

See among the nations and look round. . . . Yea
t
behold

I am about to raise up the Kasdim. But before this

Vision is given,* and for the uncertain interval of

waiting ere the facts come to pass, the Lord enforces

upon His watching servant the great moral principle

that arrogance and tyranny cannot, from the nature

of them, last, and that if the righteous be only patient

he will survive them :

Lo
9 swollen, not level, is his soul within him;

But the righteous shall live by his faithfulness.

1 See above, pp. 119 f

1 Ite proper place in Budde't re-arrangement is after chap. iL 4.
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We have already seen x that the text of the first line

of this couplet is uncertain. Yet the meaning is

obvious, partly in the words themselves, and partly

by their implied contrast with the second line. The
soul of the wicked is a radically morbid thing : inflated,

swollen (unless we should read perverted, which more

plainly means the same thing
8
),

not level, not natural

and normal In the nature of things it cannot endure.

But the righteous shall live by his faithfulness. This

word, wrongly translated faith by the Greek and

other versions, is concentrated by Paul in his repeated

quotation from the Greek 8
upon that single act of

faith by which the sinner secures forgiveness and

justification. With Habakkuk it is a wider term.

'Emunahf from a verb meaning originally to be firm,

is used in the Old Testament in the physical sense of

steadfastness. So it is applied to the arms of Moses
held up by Aaron and Hur.over the battle with Amalek :

they were steadiness till the going down of the sun.6
It

is also used of the faithful discharge of public office,

and of fidelity as between man and wife.7 It is

also faithful testimony,
8
equity in judgment,

9 truth in

speech,
10 and sincerity or honest dealing.

11 Of course

it has faith in God as its secret the verb from which

it is derived is the regular Hebrew term to believe

but it is rather the temper which faith produces of

endurance, steadfastness, integrity. Let the righteous,

tiowever baffled his faith be by experience, hold on in

1 Above, p 134, n. 4.
f Hosea 11. 22 (Heb.).

fyptf instead of njBU. Prov. xiv. 5.

Rom. i. 17 ; Gal. hi. u. Isa. xi. 5.

njlD&
* Prov. xiL 17 i cf. Jer. fac. *.

' Exod. xvii. 12. n Prov. xii. 22, xxvili. 30,

9 Chron, ziz. a
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loyalty to God and duty, and he shall live. Though
St. Paul, as we have said, used the Greek rendering
of faith for the enforcement of trust in God's mercy

through Jesus Christ as the secret of forgiveness and

life, it is rather to Habakkuk's wider intention of

patience and fidelity that the author of the Epistle
to the Hebrews returns in his fuller quotation of the

verse : For yet a little while and He that shall come

will come and will not tarry; now thejttst shall live by

faith, but ifhe draw back My soul shall have no pleasure
in him.1

Such then is the tenor of the passage. In face of

experience that baffles faith, the duty of Israel is

patience in loyalty to God. In this the nascent

scepticism of Israel received its first great command-

ment, and this it never forsook. Intellectual questions

arose, of which Habakkuk's were but the faintest

foreboding questions concerning not only the mission

and destiny of the nation, but the very foundation of

justice and the character of God Himsel Yet did no

sceptic, however bold and however provoked, forsake

his faithfulness. Even Job, when most audaciously

arraigning the God of his experience, turned from Him
to God as in his heart of hearts he believed He must

be, experience notwithstanding. Even the Preacher,
amid the aimless flux and drift which he finds in the

universe, holds to the conclusion of the whole matter

in a command, which better than any other defines the

contents of the faithfulness enforced by Habakkuk :

Fear God and keep fits commandments, for this is the

whole ofman. It has been the same with the great mass

'Heb.x.37,3*.
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of the race. Repeatedly disappointed of their hopes,
and crushed for ages beneath an intolerable tyranny,
have they not exhibited the same heroic temper with

which their first great questioner was endowed ? En-
durance this above all others has been the quality
of Israel : though He slay we, yet will I trust Htm.

And, therefore, as Paul's adaptation, Thejust shall live

by faith, has become the motto of evangelfcal Chris-

tianity, so we may say that Habakkuk's original of it

has been the motto and the fame of Judaism : The

righteous shall live by his faithfulness.



CHAPTER XI

TYRANNY IS SUICIDE

HABAKKUK it, 5-20

IN
the style of his master Isaiah, Habakkuk follows

up his Vision with a series of lyrics on the same

subject : chap. ii. 5-20. They are taunt-songs, the most
of them beginning with Woe unto, addressed to the

heathen oppressor. Perhaps they were all at first of

equal length, and it has been suggested that the strik-

ing refrain in which two of them dose

For men's blood, and earths waste,

Cities and their inhabitants

was once attached to each of the others as well. But
the text has been too much altered, besides suffering
several interpolations,

1 to permit of its restoration,

and we can only reproduce these taunts as they now
run in the Hebrew text. There are several quotations

(not necessarily an argument against Habakkuk's

authorship); but, as a whole, the expression is original,

and there are some lines of especial force and fresh-

ness. Verses 5-60 are properly an introduction, the

first Woe commencing with 6b.

The belief which inspires these songs is very simple.

1 See above, pp. 135 x.

143
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Tyranny is intolerable. In the nature of things it

cannot endure, but works out its own penalties. By
oppressing so many nations, the tyrant is preparing

the instruments of his own destruction. As he treats

them, so in time shall they treat him. He is like a

debtor who increases the number of his creditors.

Some day they shall rise up and exact from him the

last penny. So that in cutting off others he is but

forfeiting his own life. The very violence done to

nature, the deforesting of Lebanon for instance, and

the vast hunting of wild beasts, shall recoil on him.

This line of thought is exceedingly interesting. We
have already seen in prophecy, and especially in Isaiah,

the beginnings of Hebrew Wisdom the attempt to

uncover the moral processes of life and express a

philosophy of history. But hardly anywhere have we
found so complete an absence of all reference to the

direct interference of God Himself in the punishment
of the tyrant; for the cup of Jehovah's right hand in

ver. 16 is simply the survival of an ancient metaphor.

These proverbs or taunt-songs, in conformity with the

proverbs of the later Wisdom, dwell only upon the

inherent tendency to decay of all injustice. Tyranny,

they assert, and history ever since has affirmed their

truthfulness tyranny is suicide.

The last of the taunt-songs, which treats of the

different subject of idolatry, is probably, as we have

seen, not from Habakkuk's hand, but of a later date.
1

1 See above, pp. 125 f. Nowack (1897) agrees that CornilTs and

others' conclusion that w. 9-20 are not Habakkuk's is too sweeping.
He takes the first, second and fourth of the taunt-songs as authentic,

but assigns the third (w. 12-14) and the fifth (18-20) to another

hand. He deems the refrain, 8 and 176, to be a gloss, and puts 19

before 18. Driver, Introd., 6th ed, holds to the authenticity of all the

verses*
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TAUNT-SONGS
(ii. 5-60).

For . . .
*
treacherous.

An arrogantfellow, and is not . . .

Who opens hts desire wide as Sheolf

He is like death, unsatisfied;

And hath swept to himself all the nations9

And gathered to him all peoples.

Shall not these, all of them, take up a proverb upon

him,

And a taunt-song against him ? and say :

FIRST TAUNT-SONG
(ii. 6*-8).

Woe unto him who multiplies what is not his own,
How long?

And loads him with debts /'

Shall not thy creditors 4
rise up}

And thy troublers awake,

1 The text reads, For also mint is treacherous, under which we
might be tempted to suspect some such original as, As win* is

treacherous, so (next line) the proud fellow, etc. (or, as Davidson

suggests, Like win* is the treacherous dealer), were it not that the

word wine appears neither in the Greek nor in the Syrian version.

Wellhausen suggests that )*n, wine, is a corruption of *1fl, with

which the verse, like w. 63, 9, 12, 15, 19, may have originally

begun, but according to 6a the taunt-songs, opening with 'lil, start

first in 6. Bredenkarap proposes J.^D DDX]
1 The text is PIU*, a verb not elsewhere found in the Old Testament,

and conjectured by our translators to mean keepeth at home, because

the noun allied to it means homestead or resting-place* The Syriac

gives is not satisfied, and Wellhausen proposes to read HIT with

that sense See Davidson's note on the verse.

9 A.V. thick clay, which is reached by breaking up the word Bttltf,

pledge or debt, into% thick cloud, and tt*t3, clay.
*
Literally thy biters, 1'OBO, but *]&0, biting, is interest or 101117, and

the Hiphil of^ is to exact interest.

VOL. II. IO
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And thou befar spoil
1
to them ?

Because thou hast spoiled many nations^

All the rest of the peoples shall spoil thee.

For men's blood, and earth's waste.

Cities and all their inhabitants.
1

SECOND TAUNT-SONG (ii. 9-11).

Woe unto him that gains evil gain for his house,*

To set high hts nestt to save him from the grasp

of calamity I

Thou hast planned shamefor thy house;

Thou hast cut off* many people,

Whileforfeiting thine own life?

For the stone shall cry outfrom the wall,

And the lath
*
from the timber answer it.

THIRD TAUNT-SONG (ii. 12-14).

Woe unto him that builds a city in blood?

And stablishes a town in iniquity!*

Lo, is it notfrom Jehovah of hosts,

That the nations shall toilfor smoke
,

f

And the peoples wear themselves outfor nought?
But earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the

glory ofJehovah
Like the waters that cover the sea.

* UCX. sing., Heb. pi.
* These words occur again in ver. 17. Wellhausen thinks they

suit neither here nor there. But they suit all the taunt-songs, and

some suppose that they formed the refrain to each of these.

Dynasty or people?
4 So LXX ; Heb. cutttng off.

* The grammatical construction is obscure, if the text be correct.

There is no mistaking the meaning.
' DtD, not elsewhere found in the O.T, is in Rabbinic Hebrew

both cross-beam and lath.

9 Micah ill. IQ. Literallyfin.
*
Jer. xxii. 13* Jer. Ii. 58: which original?
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FOURTH TAUNT-SONG (iL 15-17).

Woe unto him that gives his neighbour to drink,

From the cup of his wrath l
till he be drunken,

That he may gloat on his
2 nakedness!

Thou art sated with shame not with glory;

Drink also thou, and stagger.
9

Comes round to thee the cup ofJehovah's right hand,

Andfoul shame 4 on thy glory.

For the violence to Lebanon shall cover thee,

The destruction of the beasts shall affray thee.*

For men's blood, and eartKs waste,

Cities and all their inhabitantsf

FIFTH TAUNT-SONG (ii 18-20).

What boots an image, when its artist has graven it,

A cast-image and lie-oracle, that its moulder has

trusted upon it,

Making dumb idols?

Woe to him that saith to a block, Awake t

To a dumb stone. Arise I

1 After Wellhausen's suggestion to read HlDi! tjDD instead of

the text *jHDn C&DD, adding, or mixing, thy wrath.
' So LXX. Q ; Heb tkitr.

Read 7IHH (cf. Nahum ii. 4 ; Zech xii 2). The text is ^MiT, not

found elsewhere, which has been conjectured to mean uncover the

foreskin. And there is some ground for this, as parallel to his naked-

ness in the previous clause. Wellhausen also removes the first clause

to the end of the verse: Drink also thou and reel; there comes to the*

the cup inJehovah's right hand, and thou unit glut thyself with shame

instead ofhonour.
4 So R.V. for JPpp, which A.V. has taken as two words *p, for

which c Jer. xxv. 27, where however the text is probably corrupt,

and pSp. With this confusion c above, ver.

Read with LXX. IDir for \T\W of the text.

' See above, ver. &
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Can it teach ?

Lo, it . . -
1 with gold and silver;

There is no breath at all in the heart of it.

ButJehovah ts in Hts Holy Temple:
Silence before Htm, all the earth I



CHAPTER XII

".0V TJfE MIDST Of THE YEARS"

HABAKKTTX iiL

WE have seen the impossibility of deciding the

age of the ode which is attributed to Habakkuk
in the third chapter of his book. But this is only
one or the many problems raised by that brilliant

poem. Much of its text is corrupt, and the meaning
of many single words is uncertain. As in most
Hebrew poems of description, the tenses of the verbs

puzzle us; we cannot always determine whether the

poet is singing of that which is past or present or

future, and this difficulty is increased by his subject,
a revelation of God in nature for the deliverance of

Israel. Is this the deliverance from Egypt, with the

terrible tempests which accompanied it ? Or have the

features of the Exodus been borrowed to describe

some other deliverance, or to sum up the constant

manifestation of Jehovah for His people's help?
The introduction, in ver. 2, is clear. The singer

has heard what is to be heard of Jehovah, and His

great deeds in the past. He prays for a revival of

these in the midst of the years. The times are full of

trouble and turmoil. Would that God, in the present
confusion of baffled hopes and broken issues, made

1 Above, pp. 126 f

M9
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Himself manifest by power and brilliance, as of old 1

In turmoil remember mercy! To render turmoil by
wrath, as if it were God's anger against which the

singer's heart appealed, is not true to the original word

itself,
1
affords no parallel to the midst of the years, and

misses the situation. Israel cries from a state of life

in which the obscure years are huddled together and

full of turmoil. We need not wish to fix the date

more precisely than the writer himself does, but may
leave it with him in the midst of the years.

There follows the description of the Great Theophany,
of which, in his own poor times, the singer has heard.

It is probable that he has in his memory the events

of the Exodus and Sinai. On this point his few

geographical allusions agree with his descriptions of

nature. He draws all the latter from the desert, or

Arabian, side of Israel's history. He introduces none

of the sea-monsters, or imputations of arrogance and

rebellion to the sea itself, which the influence of

Babylonian mythology so thickly scattered through
the later sea-poetry of the Hebrews The Theophany
takes place in a violent tempest of thunder and rain,

the only process of nature upon which the desert

poets of Arabia dwell with any detail. In harmony
with this, God appears from the southern desert, from

Teman and Paran, as in the theophanies in Deutero-

nomy xxxiii. and in the Song of Deborah;
1 a few

1 TJ1 nowhere in the Old Testament means wrath, but either roar

and noise of thunder (Job xxxvii 2) and of horsehoofs (xxacix. 24),

or the iaging of the wicked (111. 17) or the commotion of fea* fiii. 45;

Isa, ziv. 3).
1
Jehovah from Stnat hath come,

And risen from S/tr upon them

Hi shone from Mount Patan,
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lines recall the Song of the Exodus,
1 and there are

many resemblances to the phraseology of the Sixty-

Eighth Psalm. The poet sees under trouble the tents

of Kushan and of Midian, tribes of Sinai. And though
the Theophany is with floods of rain and lightning,

and foaming of great waters, it is not with hills, rivers

or sea that God is angry, but with the nations, the

oppressors of His poor people, and in order that He
may deliver the latter. All this, taken with the fact

that no mention is made of Egypt, proves that, while

the singer draws chiefly upon the marvellous events

of the Exodus and Sinai for his description, he cele-

brates not them alone but all the ancient triumphs
of God over the heathen oppressors of Israel Com-

pare the obscure line these be His goings of old.

The report of it all fills the poet with trembling

(ver. 16 returns upon ver. 26), and although his

language is too obscure to permit us to follow with

certainty the course of his feeling, he appears to await

in confidence the issue of Israel's present troubles.

His argument seems to be, that such a God may be

trusted still, in face of approaching invasion (ver. 16).

And broke from Meribah of Kadeshs
From the South fir* ... to them.

Dent, zxxiii. 2, slightly altered after the r.XX. South : some form

of {'&* must be read to bring the line into parallel with the others ;

|D*n, Teman, is from the same root

Jehovah, in Thy going forth from 5/6)
In Thy marching from Edonf* fitldf

Earth shook, yeat
heaven dropped,

Yea, tht clouds dropped water.

Mountains flowed down before Jehovah^
Yon Sinai at fa fa* of tfo God of Israel

Judges v. 4 g
* End. XT,
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The next verse, however, does not express the ex-

perience of trouble from human foes; but figuring
the extreme affliction of drought, barrenness and

poverty, the poet speaking in the name of Israel

declares that, in spite of them, he will still rejoice in

the God of their salvation (ver. 17). So sudden is

this change from human foes to natural plagues, that

some scholars have here felt a passage to another

poem describing a different situation. But the last

lines with their confidence in the God of salvation^ a

term always used of deliverance from enemies, and

the boast, borrowed from the Eighteenth Psalm, He
maketh myfeet like to hinds* feet} andgives me to march

on my heights, reflect the same circumstances as the

bulk of the Psalm, and offer no grounds to doubt the

unity of the whole.1

PSALM * OF HABAKKUK THE PROPHET.

LORD, I have heard the report of Thee;

I stand in awe !
8

LORD, revive Thy work in the midst of the years,

In the midst of the years make Thee known 4

In turmoil* remember merqt 1

1 In this case ver. 17 would be the only one that offered any
reason for suspicion that it was an intrusion.

8
j"6an, lit. Prayer, but used for Psalm : c Psalm cii. I.

* Sinker takes with this the first two words of next line : / hoi*

troubled, O LORD, at Thy work.
4
intfl, Imp. Niph., after LXX. yMffOfav. The Hebrew has

IP^tfl, Hi., make known. The LXX had a text of these verses which

reduplicated them, and it has translated them very badly.
*
lf\ turmoil, noise, as in Job : a meaning that offers a better

parallel to in the midst of theyears than wrath, which the word also

means. Davidson, however, thinks it more natural to understand the

wrath manifest at the coming of Jehovah to judgment So Sinker.
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God comesfrom Teman,
1

The Holyfront Mount Paran*
He covers the heavens with His glory,

Andfilled with His praise is the earth.

The flash is like lightning;

He has raysfrom each hand ofHim,
Therein* is the ambush of His might*

Pestilence travels before Htm,
The plague-fire breaks forth at His fed.
He stands and earth shakes*

He looks and drives nations asunder;

And the ancient mountains are cloven,

The kills everlasting sink down.

These be His waysfrom of oldf

Under trouble I see the tents ofK&shan*

Vulg. ab Austrot from the South.

9 L'K'X'r adds Karturtdcaf faff&s, which seems the translation of a

clause, perhaps a gloss, containing the name of Mount Se'ir, as in the

parallel descriptions of a tbeophany, Deut zziii. 2, Judg. v. 4. See

Sinker, p. 45. .

Wellhausen, reading DC? for Qt?, translates He made them, etc.

4 So iyg- Heb. and measures the earth.

1 This is the only way of rendering the verse so as not to make

it seem superfluous : so rendered it sums up and clenches the

theophany from ver. 3 onwards; and a new strophe now begins.

There is therefore no need to omit the verse, as Wellhausen does.

LXTT 'ALBioTcs ; but these are Kush, and the parallelism requires

a tribe in Arabia. Calvin rejects the meaning Ethiopian on the same

ground, but takes the reference as to King Kushan in Judg iii. 8, 10,

on account of the parallelism with Midian. The Midianite wife

whom Moses married is called the Kushite (Num. xii. i). Hommel

(Anc. Hebrew Tradition as tUustratedby the Monuments, p. 315 and n. i)

appears to take Tenth the Kushite of 2 Chron. xiv 9 ff as a prince

of Kush in Central Arabia, But the narrative vthich makes him

deliver his invasion of Judah at Marcshah surely confirms the usual

opinion that he and his host were Ethiopians coming up from Egypt
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The curtains of Mtdian's land are quivering.

Is it with hills
*
Jehovah is wroth ?

Is Thine anger with rivers ?

Or against the sea ts Thy wrath,

That Thou ndest it with horses9

Thy chariots ofvictory ?

Thy bow is stripped bare;
1

Thou gluttest (?) Thy shafts
*

Into rivers Thou cleavest the earth;*

Mountains see Thee and writhe;

The rainstorm sweeps on :
5

The Deep utters his voice,

1 For Dnmin, & it with streams, read Dnmn, is it with kite :

because hills have already been mentioned, and overs occur in the

next clause, and are separated by the same disjunctive particle, DN,
which separates the sea in the third clause from them. The whole

phrase might be rendered, 7s it with hills Thou art angry, OJehovah ?
1
Questionable : the verb *WF\, Ni. of a supposed "01^

does not

elsewhere occur, and is only conjectured from the noun
HJTJJ,

naked"

ness, and nntf, shipping LXX. has trrcbxav A^eiras, and Well-
hausen reads," after 2 Sam. xxm. 18, "TOJ1 TUB, Thou bnngest
mto action Thy bow

1 1DK HTB9 DUDE?, literally sworn are staves or rods of speech.

A.V. ''according to the oaths of the tnbes, even Thy word. LXX.
(omitting nilD*^ and adding mn*) Art ovrijjrr/xz, \4yet tc&ptos. These

words " form a nddle which all the ingenuity of scholars has not

been able to solve. Dehtzsch calculates that a hundred translations

of them have been offered
"

(Davidson). In parallel to previous
clause about a bow, we ought to expect JlltOD, staves, though it is not

elsewhere used for shafts or arrows miO> may have been

Thou safest. The Cod. Barb reads : ^%6/wa<ras oXtfa? rip

adroO, Thou hast satiated the shafts of his quiver. Sinker : sworn
are the punishments of the solemn decree, and relevantly compares
Isa. xi 4, the rod of His mouth ; xzx. 32, rod of doom. Ewald ;

sevenfold shafts ofwar. But cf Psalm cxvm 12.
*
Uncertain, but a more natural result of cleaving than the rivers

Thou cleavest into dry land (Davidson and Wellhausen).
8 But Ewald takes this as of the Red Sea floods sweeping on the

Egyptians,
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He lifts up his roar upon high*
Sun and moon stand still in their dwelling^

At the flash of Thy shafts as they speed,

At the sheen ofthe lightning, Thy lance.

In wrath Thou stndest the earth,

In anger Thou threshest the nations t

Thou artforth to the help of Thy people,

To save Thine anointed?

Thou hast shattered the headfrom the house of the

wicked,

Laying bare from . . .
*

to the neck.

Thou hast pierced with Thy spears the head of his

princes.*

They stormedforth to crush me;
Their triumph was as to devour the poor in secret*

Thou hast marched on the sea with Thy horses;

Foamed* the great waters.

I have heard, and my heart r
shakes;

1 KBtt inn* Dn - ^ Ufls up his hands on high. But the LXX. read

1fI*1D, ^wrcwrfoj afrifo and took &EW with the next verse. The

reading WlD (for 1PWMD) is indeed nonsense, but suggests an

emendation to IfHTD, his shout or tuatl: cf. Amos vi. 7, Jer. xvi. 5.
1
Reading for VW IWliT; required by the ace. following. Thme

anointed^ lit Thy Messiah, according to Isa. xl f. the whole people.
* Heb. 1^\ foundation LXX. bonds Some suggest laying bare

from the foundation to the neck, but this is mixed unless neck happened
to be a technical name for a part of a building: cf Isa vin. 8, xxx. 28.

4 Heb. kts spears or staves ; fas own (Von Orelli). LXX. h 6c<rrd<r :

see Sinker, pp 56 ft Pnnces : 1{ia only here. Hitzig : his 6raot

ones Ewald, Wellhausen, Davidson : 'his princes Delitzsch : his hosts

LXX jc<0oX&s SuvcurrQp.
1 So Heb. literally. A very difficult line. On LXX. see Sinker,

pp. 60 f

For "ipn, heap (so A.V.), read some part of TDH, tofoam. LX*
rapdfffforrag : cfl Psalm xlvi. 4.

1 bo LXX, fit (some codd.), softening the original beUy^
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At the sound my tips tremble^

Rottenness enters my bones*

My steps shake under me?

I will . . .* for the day of trouble

That pours in on the people*

Though the fig-tree do not blossomf
And nofruit be on the vines

,

Fail the produce of the olive,

And the fields yield no meat,

Cut off
r be the flockfrom thefold,

And no cattle in the stalls,

Yet in the LORD will I exult,

I will rejoice in the God ofmy salvation.

Jehovah^ the Lord, is my might;
He hath made my feet like the hincte,

And on my heights He gives me to march.

This Psalm, whose musical signs prove it to have

been employed in the liturgy of the Jewish Temple,
has also largely entered into the use of the Christian

1 Or my lips quwer aloud Jiff?, vocally (Von Orelli).

By the Hebrew the bones were felt, as a modern man feels his

nerves: Psalms xxxu , li ; Job.

For *ti?M, for which LXX. gives 4 t&t /cov, read n&?K **y sUps]
and for tjn, LXX. erapdx0^ 1MT.

QH. LXX. <bairaiJ<ro/*<u, Iwill rest. A.V. : thatImight rtst in the

day of trouble. Others : / will watt for. Wellhausen suggests DPIJK
(Isa. 1. 24), / will **k* comfort. Sinker takes "I&K as the simple
relative : / who will watt patiently for tkt day of doom. Von Orelli

takes it as the conjunction because.

WJJ^
tt invades^ brings up troops on them, only in Gen. xlix. 19

and here. Wellhausen: which invades us. Sinker: for the earning

up against the people of him who shall assail it.

man ; but LXX man, otf Kapro<pop^(rL, dear nofruit.
For ITU Wellhausen reads TMJ. T.XX.
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Church. The vivid style, the sweep of vision, the

exultation in the extreme of adversity with which it

closes, have made it a frequent theme of preachers and
of poets. St. Augustine's exposition of the Septuagint
version spiritualises almost every clause into a de-

scription of the first and second advents of Christ.1

Calvin's more sober and accurate learning inter-

preted it of God's guidance of Israel from the time

of the Egyptian plagues to the days of Joshua and

Gideon, and made it enforce the lesson that He who
so wonderfully delivered His people in their youth
will not forsake them in the midway of their career.*

The closing verses have been torn from the rest to

form the essence of a large number of hymns in many
languages.

For ourselves it is perhaps most useful to fasten

upon the poet's description of his own position in the

midst of the years, and like him to take heart, amid

our very similar circumstances, from the glorious story

of God's ancient revelation, in the faith that He is still

the same in might and in purpose of grace to His people.

We, too, live among the nameless years. We feel them

about us, undistinguished by the manifest workings of

God, slow and petty, or, at the most, full of inarticu-

late turmoil. At this very moment we suffer from the

frustration of a great cause, on which believing men
had set their hearts as God's cause ; Christendom has

received from the infidel no greater reverse since the

days of the Crusades. Or, lifting our eyes to a larger

horizon, we are tempted to see about us a wide,

flat waste of years. It is nearly nineteen centuries

1 Dt Ctottatt Dei, XVIII. 32.
1 So he paraphrases in ike midst of tfuytmn.
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since the great revelation of God in Christ, the redemp-
tion of mankind, and all the wonders of the Early
Church. We are far, far away from that, and unstirred

by the expectation of any crisis in the near future.

We stand in the midst ofthe years, equally distant from

beginning and from end. It is the situation which

Jesus Himself likened to the long double watch in the

middle of the night if he come in the second watch

or in the third watch against whose dulness He
warned His disciples. How much need is there at

such a time to recall, like this poet, what God has done

how often He has shaken the world and overturned

the nations, for the sake of His people and the Divine

causes they represent His ways are everlasting. As
He then worked, so He will work now for the same

ends of redemption. Our prayer for a revival of His

work will be answered before it is spoken.

It is probable that much of our sense of the stale-

ness of the years comes from their prosperity. The dull

feeling that time is mere routine is fastened upon our

hearts by nothing more firmly than by the constant

round of fruitful seasons that fortification of comfort,

that regularity of material supplies, which modern life

assures to so many. Adversity would brace us to a

new expectation of the near and strong action of oui

God. This is perhaps the meaning of the sudden

mention of natural plagues in the seventeenth verse

of our Psalm. Not in spite of the extremes of mis-

fortune, but just because of them, should we exult in

the God of our salvation ; and realise that it is by

discipline He makes His Church to feel that she is not

marching over the dreary levels of nameless years, but

on our high places He makes us to march.
"
Grant, Almighty God, as the dulness and hardness
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of our flesh is so great that it is needful for us to be

in various ways afflicted oh grant that we patiently
bear Thy chastisement, and under a deep feeling of

sorrow flee to Thy mercy displayed to us in Christ, so

that we depend not on the earthly blessings of this

perishable life, but relying on Thy word go forward

in the course of our calling, until at length we be

gathered to that blessed rest which is laid up for us

in heaven, through Christ our Lord. Amen."*

1 From the prayer with which Calvin concludes his exposition of

Habakkuk.
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CHAPTER XIII

THE BOOK OF OBADIAH

THE Book of Obadiah is the smallest among the

prophets, and the smallest in all the Old Testa-

ment. Yet there is none which better illustrates many
of the main problems of Old Testament criticism. It

raises, indeed, no doctrinal issue nor any question
of historical accuracy. All that it claims to be is

The Vision of Obadiah ;
l and this vague name, with no

date or dwelling-place to challenge comparison with
the contents of the book, introduces us without preju-
dice to the criticism of the latter. Nor is the book
involved in the central controversy of Old Testament

scholarship, the date of the Law. It has no reference

to the Law. Nor is it made use of in the New Testa-

ment The more freely, therefore, may we study
the literary and historical questions started by the

1
nn3P> 'Obadyah, the later form of WJ13P, 'Obadyahu (a name

occurring thrice before the Exile: Ahab's steward -who hid the

prophets of the Lord, z Kings xviii. 3-7, 16 ; of a man in David's

house, z Chron. xxvii. 19 ; a Levite in Josiah's reign, 2 Chron. TTT.JV.

Ia), is the name of several of the Jews who returned from exile :

Ezra vxiL 9, the son of Jehi'el (in i Esdras vui. 'Aa&os) ; Neh. z. 6,

a priest, probably the same as the Obadiah in xii. 25, a porter, and
the K^Sy, the singer, in ad. 17, who is called HnjV in I Chron
ix. 16. Another 'Obadyah is given in the eleventh generation from

Saul, I Chron. viii. 38, ix. 44 ; another in the royal line in the tune

of the Exile, ill. 21 ; a man of Issachar, vii. 3 ; a Gadite under David,
xii, 9 ; * print* under Jehoshaphat sent to Uaeh nt th* cities ofJ*tdah%

163
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twenty-one verses which compose the book* Their

brief course is broken by differences of style, and by
sudden changes of outlook from the past to the future.

Some of them present a dose parallel to another

passage of prophecy, a feature which when present
offers a difficult problem to the critic. Hardly any
of the historical allusions are free from ambiguity,
for although the book refers throughout to a single

nation and so vividly that even if Edom were not

named we might still discern the character and crimes

of that bitter brother of Israel yet the conflict of

Israel and Edom was so prolonged and so monotonous

in its cruelties, that there are few of its many centuries

to which some scholar has not felt himself able to

assign, in part or whole, Obadiah's indignant oration.

The little book has been tossed out of one century into

another by successive critics, till there exists in their

estimates of its date a difference of nearly six hundred

years.
1 Such a fact seems, at first sight, to convict

criticism either of arbitrariness or helplessness ;

*
yet a

little consideration of details is enough to lead us to

an appreciation of the reasonable methods of Old

Testament criticism, and of its indubitable progress

a Chron. zviL 7. With the Massoretic points finnjj means worshipper
of Jehovah : d. Obed-Edom, and so in the Greek*form, 'Oj3taov, of Cod.

B. But other Codd., A, and $, give 'ApStov or 'AfiSewv, and this,

with the alternative Hebrew form K*T2K of Nch, xi. 17, suggests

rather HJ T!^ servant ofJehovah. The name as given in the title

is probably intended to be that of an historical individual, as in

the titles of all the other books ; but which, or if any, of the above

mentioned it is impossible to say. Note, however, that it is the later

post-exilic form of the name that is used, in spite of the book occurring

among the pre-exihc prophets. Some, less probably, take the name

Obadyah to be symbolic of the prophetic character of the writer,

1

889 B.C. Hofmann, Keil, etc.; and soon after 312, Hitzig.
1 Cf. the extraordinary tirade of Pusey in his Introd. to Obadiah.
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towards certainty, in spite of our ignorance of large

stretches of the history of Israel To the student ofthe

Old Testament nothing could be more profitable than

to master the historical and literary questions raised

by the Book of Obadiah, before following them out

among the more complicated problems which are

started by other prophetical books in their relation to

the Law of Israel, or to their own titles, or to claims

made for them in the New Testament

The Book of Obadiah contains a number of verbal

parallels to another prophecy against Edom which

appears in Jeremiah xlix. 7-22. Most critics have

regarded this prophecy of Jeremiah as genuine, and

have assigned it to the year 604 B.C. The question
is whether Obadiah or Jeremiah is the earlier.

Hitzig and Vatke 1 answered in favour of Jeremiah;
and as the Book of Obadiah also contains a description

of Edom's conduct in the day of Jerusalem's over-

throw by Nebuchadrezzar, in 586, they brought the

whole book down to post-exilic times. Very forcible

arguments, however, have been offered for Obadiah's

priority.
1

Upon this priority, as well as on the

facts that Joel, whom they take to be early, quotes

1 The first in his Commentary on Die Zwolf Klettu Propfukn;
the other in his Ewkitung.

f
Caspar! (Der Proph. Ob ausgekgt 1842), Ewald, Graf, Pusey,

Driver, Giesebrecht, Wildeboer and KOnig. Cfc Jer. xlix. 9 with

Ob. 5 ; Jer. xliz. 14 ff with Ob. 1-4. The opening of Ob I ff. is held to

be more in its place than where it occurs in the middle of Jeremiah's

passage. The language of Obadiah is "terser and more forcible.

Jeremiah seems to expand Obadiah, and parts of Jeremiah which
have no parallel in Obadiah are like Obadiah's own style

"
(Driver).

This strong argument is enforced in detail by Pusey: "Out of the

sixteen verses of which the prophecy of Jeremiah against Edom
consists, four are identical with those of Obadiah ; a fifth embodies
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from Obadiah, and that Obadiah's book occurs among
the first six presumably the pre-exilic members of

the Twelve, a number of scholars have assigned all

of it to an early period in Israel's history. Some
fix upon the reign of Jehoshaphat, when Judah was
invaded by Edom and his allies Moab and Ammon,
but saved from disaster through Moab and Ammon
turning upon the Edomites and slaughtering them.1

To this they refer the phrase in Obadiah 9, the men

of thy covenant have betrayed thee. Others place the

whole book in the reign of Joram of Judah (849

842 B.C.), when, according to the Chronicles,
1
Judah

was invaded and Jerusalem partly sacked by Philistines

and Arabs.8 But in the story of this invasion there

is no mention of Edomites, and the argument which

is drawn from Joel's quotation of Obadiah fails if Joel,

as we shall see, be of late date. With greater prudence

Pusey declines to fix a period.

The supporters of a pre-exilic origin for the whole

Book of Obadiah have to explain w. 11-14, which

appear to reflect Edom's conduct at the sack of

a verse of Obadiah's ; of the eleven which remain ten have some
turns ofexpression or idioms, more or fewer, which occur in Jeremiah,

either in these prophecies against foreign nations, or in his pro-

phecies generally. Now it would be wholly improbable that a

prophet, selecting verses out of the prophecy of Jeremiah, should

have selected precisely those which contain none of Jeremiah's

characteristic expressions; whereas it perfectly fits in with the

supposition that Jeremiah interwove verses of Obadiah with his own

prophecy, that in verses so interwoven there is not one expression
which occurs elsewhere in Jeremiah*" Similarly Nowack, Commn 1897.

1 2 Chron. xx.
* 2 Chron. xxi 14-17.

So Delitzsch, Keil, Volck in Herzogs Real Ency IL, Oreffl and

Kirkpatrick. Delitzsch indeed suggests that the prophet may have

been Obtdiah tht pnnce appointed by Jehoshaphat to tiach tn tht

fffaf ofjudak. See above, p. 163, n, I.
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Jerusalem by Nebuchadrezzar in 586, and they do

so in two ways. Pusey takes the verses as predictive

of Nebuchadrezzar's siege. Orelli and others believe

that they suit better the conquest and plunder of the

city in the time of Jehoram. But, as Calvin has

said, "they seem to be mistaken who think that

Obadiah lived before the time of Isaiah."

The question, however, very early arose, whether

it was possible to take Obadiah as a unity. Vv. 1-9

are more vigorous and firm than w. 1021. In w. 1-9

Edom is destroyed by nations who are its allies; in

w. 10-21 it is still to fall along with other Gentiles

in the general judgment of the Lord.1 Vv. 10-21

admittedly describe the conduct of the Edomites at

the overthrow of Jerusalem in 586; but w. 1*9 pro-

bably reflect earlier events ; and it is significant that

in them alone occur the parallels to Jeremiah's pro-

phecy against Edom in 604. On some of these grounds
Ewald regarded the little book as consisting of two

pieces, both of which refer to Edom, but the first of

which was written before Jeremiah, and the second

is post-exilic. As Jeremiah's prophecy has some

features more original than Obadiah's,* he traced both

prophecies to an original oracle against Edom, of which

Obadiah on the whole renders an exact version. He
fixed the date of this oracle in the earlier days of

Isaiah, when Rezin of Syria enabled Edom to assert

again its independence of Judah, and Edom won back

Elath, which Uzziah had taken.8 Driver, Wiideboer

1
Driver, Introd.

1
Jen zliz. 9 and 16 appear to be more original than Ob 3 and

2b, Notice the presence in Jer. xlix. 16 of "]nS7BJ% wnich Obadiah

omits.
1 2 Kings xiv. 22 ; rvi. 6, Revised Version margin.
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and Cornill 1
adopt this theory, with the exception of

the period to which Ewald refers the original oracle.

According to them, the Book of Obadiah consists

of two pieces, w. 1-9 pre-exilic, and w. 10-21 post-
exilic and descriptive in 11-14 of Nebuchadrezzar's

sack of Jerusalem.

This latter point need not be contested.1 But is it

clear that 1-9 are so different from 10-21 that they
must be assigned to another penod ? Are they

necessarily pre-exilic? Wellhausen thinks not, and

has constructed still another theory of the origin of

the book, which, like Vatke's, brings it all down to

the period after the Exile.

There is no mention in the book either of Assyria
or of Babylonia.

8 The allies who have betrayed Edom

(ver. 7) are therefore probably those Arabian tribes

who surrounded it and were its frequent confederates.
4

They are described as sending Edom to the border (#.).

Wellhausen thinks that this can only refer to the great

northward movement of Arabs which began to press

upon the fertile lands to the south-east of Israel during
the time of the Captivity. Ezekiel* prophesies that

Aramon and Moab will disappear before the Arabs, and

we know that by the year 312 the latter were firmly

185 : "In any case Obadiah 1-9 are older than the

fourth year of Jehoiakim."
1 "That the verses Obadiah 10 ff. refer to this event [the sack ox

Jerusalem] will always remain the most natural supposition, for the

description which they give so completely suits that time that it is

not possible to take any other explanation into consideration."
1 Edom paid tnbute to Sennacherib in 701, and to Asarbaddon

(68 1 669). According to 2 Kings aoriv. 2 Nebuchadrezzar sent

Ammonites, Moabites and Edomites [for DIM read D1KJ against

Jehoiakim, who had broken his oath to Babylonia.
4 For Edom's alliances with Arab tnbes cf Gen. xrv. 13 with

uxvu 3, 12, etc.
* Ezek. xxv. 4, 5, 10.
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settled in the territories of Edom.1
Shortly before this

the Hagarenes appear in Chronicles, and Se'ir is called

by the Arabic name Gebal,
2 while as early as the fifth

century
" Malachi"* records the desolation of Edom's

territory by the jackals of the wilderness^ and the

expulsion 01 the Edomites, who will not return. The
Edomites were pushed up into the Negeb of Israel,

and occupied the territory round, and to the south of,

Hebron till their conquest by John Hyrcanus about

130; even after that it was called Idumaea.4 Well-

hausen would assign Obadiah 1-7 to the same stage
of this movement as is reflected in " Malachi "

i. 1-5 ;

and, apart from certain parentheses, would therefore take

the whole of Obadiah as a unity from the end of the

fifth century before Christ In that case Giesebrecht

argues that the parallel prophecy, Jeremiah xlix. 7-22,

must be reckoned as one of the passages of the

Book of Jeremiah in which post-exilic additions have

been inserted.*

Our criticism ot this theory may start from the

seventh verse of Obadiah : To the border they have sent

thee, all the men of thy covenant have betrayed thee, they

have overpowered theet the men of thy peace. On our

present knowledge of the history of Edom it is im-

possible to assign the first of these clauses to any

period before the Exile. No doubt in earlier days
Edom was more than once subjected to Arab razzias.

But up to the Jewish Exile the Edomites were still in

1 Died. Sic. XIX. 04. A little earlier they are described as in

possession of Iturea, on the south-east slopes of Anti-Lebanon

(Arrian II 20, 4).
1 Psalm Ixxxiii. 8.

*
i. 1-5.

4
Eg, in the New Testament : Mark iii 8.

So too Nowack, 1897.
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possession of their own land. So the Deuteronomist 1

implies, and so Ezekiel 8 and perhaps the author of

Lamentations.8 Wellhausen's claim, therefore, that

the seventh verse of Obadiah refers to the expulsion
of Edomites by Arabs in the sixth or fifth century B.C.

may be granted.
4 But does this mean that verses 1-6

belong, as he maintains, to the same period? A
negative answer seems required by the following facts.

To begin with, the seventh verse is not found in the

parallel prophecy in Jeremiah. There is no reason

why it should not have been used there, if that

prophecy had been compiled at a time when the ex-

pulsion of the Edomites was already an accomplished

fact. But both by this omission and by all its other

features, that prophecy suits the time of Jeremiah,

and we may leave it, therefore, where it was left till

the appearance of Wellhausen's theory namely, with

Jeremiah himself/ Moreover Jeremiah xlix. 9 seems

to have been adapted in Obadiah 5 in order to suit

verse 6. But again, Obadiah 1-6, which contains so

many parallels to Jeremiah's prophecy, also seems to

imply that the Edomites are still in possession of their

land. The nations (we may understand by this the

Arab tribes) are risen against Edom, and Edom is

already despicable in face of them (vv. I, 2); but he

has not yet fallen, any more than, to the writer of Isaiah

1 Dcut ii. 5, 8, 12. Ezek. xautv., esp. 2 and 15.
*

iv. 21 : yet UK fails in LXX., and some takepK to refer to the

Holy Land itself. Buhl, Gtsch. d*r Edonnttr, 73.
4

It can hardly be supposed that Edom's treacherous allies were

Assyrians or Babylonians, for even ifthe phrase
"men ofthy covenant

"

could be applied to those to whom Edom was tributary, the Assyrian
or Babylonian method of dealing with conquered peoples is described

bv saying that they took them off into captivity, not that they *nt

them to iht fon&r.
* So even Cornill, Etnl*
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xlv. xlvii., who uses analogous language, Babylon is

already fallen. Edom is weak and cannot resist the

Arab razzias. But he still makes his eyrie on high and

says : Who will bring me down ? To which challenge

Jehovah replies, not '
I have brought thee down/ but

I will bring thee down. The post-exilic portion of

Obadiah, then, I take to begin with verse 7 ; and the

author of this prophecy has begun by incorporating

in w. 1-6 a pre-exilic prophecy against Edom, which

had been already, and with more freedom, used by

Jeremiah. Verses 8-9 form a difficulty. They return

to the future tense, as if the Edomites were still to

be cut off from Mount Esau. But verse 10, as

Wellhausen points out, follows on naturally to verse 7,

and, with its successors, clearly points to a period sub-

sequent to Nebuchadrezzar's overthrow of Jerusalem,

The change from the past tense in w. ion to the

imperatives of 12-14 need cause, in spite of what Pusey

says, no difficulty, but may be accounted for by the

excited feelings of the prophet The suggestion has

been made, and it is plausible, that Obadiah speaks as

an eye-witness of that awful time. Certainly there

is nothing in the rest of the prophecy (w, 15-21)
to lead us to bring it further down than the years

following the destruction of Jerusalem. Everything

points to the Jews being still in exile. The verbs

which describe the inviolateness of Jerusalem (17), and

the reinstatement of Israel in their heritage (17, 19),

and their conquest of Edom (18), are all in the future.

The prophet himself appears to write in exile (20).

The captivity of Jerusalem is in Sepharad (ft.) and the

saviours have to come up to Mount Zion ; that is to

say, they are still beyond the Holy Land (21).*
1 This in answer to Wellhausen on the verse.
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The one difficulty in assigning this date to the pro-

phecy is that nothing is said in the Hebrew of ver. 19
about the re-occupation of the hill-country of Judsea

itself, but here the Greek may help us.
1

Certainly

every other feature suits the early days of the

Exile.

The result of our inquiry is that the Book of

Obadiah was written at that time by a prophet in exile,

who was filled by the same hatred of Edom as filled

another exile, who in Babylon wrote Psalm cxxxvii.
,

and that, like so many of the exilic writers, he started

from an earlier prophecy against Edom, already used

by Jeremiah.* [Nowack (Cornm., 1897) tals:es *v- i-*4

(with additions in w. I, 5, 6, 8f. and 12) to be from

a date not long after the Fall of Jerusalem, alluded

to in w. 11-14; and w. 15-21 to belong to a later

period, which it is impossible to fix exactly.]

There is nothing in the language of the book to

disturb this conclusion. The Hebrew of Obadiah is

pure; unlike its neighbour, the Book of Jonah, it

contains neither Aramaisms nor other symptoms of

decadence. The text is very sound. The Septuagint
Version enables us to correct w. 7 and 17, offers the

true division between w. 9 and 10, but makes an

omission which leaves no sense in ver. 17.* It will

be best to give all the twenty-one verses together

before commenting on their spirit.

1 See below, p. 175, n. 6.

*
Calvin, while refusing in his introduction to Obadiah to fix a

date (except in so far as he thinks it impossible for the book to be

earlier than Isaiah), implies throughout his commentary on the book

that it was addressed to Edom while the Jews were in exile.

See his remarks on w. 18-20
1 There is a mistranslation m ver. 18 : *7nfe> is rendered by vvp6^opos
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THE VISION OF OBADIAH.

Thus hath the LordJehovah spoken concerning Edom.
1

*A report have we heardfrom Jehovah, and a me$-

Si tger has been sent through the nations,
'

Up and let us

n 4 against her to battle.' Lo, I have made thee small

among the nations, thou art very despised! The arro-

gatice of thy heart hath misled thee, dweller in clefis of the

Roth */ the height is his dwelling, that saith in his heart
1 Who shall bring me down to earth I

9

Though thou

bu&J high as the eagle, though between the stars thou set

thy nest, thence will I bring thee down oracle ofJehovah.

If thieves had come into thee by night (how art thou

humbled!)* would they not steal just what they wanted?

If vine-croppers had come into thee, would they not leave

some gleanings ? (How searched out is Esau, how rifled his

treasures /)
" But now to thy very border have they sent

thee, all the men of thy covenant* have betrayed thee, the

men of thy peace have overpowered thee
5
/ they kept setting

trapsfor thee there is no understanding in him I " * Shall

1 This is no doubt from the later writer, who before he gives the

new word of Jehovah with regard to Edom, quotes the earlier pro-

phecy, marked above by quotation marks In no other way can we

explain the immediate following of the words " Thus hath the Lord

spoken
w with " W* have heard a report," etc.

* '

Sela,' the name of the Edomite capital, Petra.
* The parenthesis is not in Jer. xhx. 9, Nowack omits it. If

spoilers occurs in Heb before by mghti delete.

4 Antithetic to thieves and spoilers by night, as the sending of the

people to their border is antithetic to the thieves taking only what

they wanted.
*
"p!"6, &y bread, which here follows, is not found in the L22C,

and is probably an error due to a mechanical repetition of the letters

of the previous word
*
Again perhaps a quotation from an earlier prophecy: Nowack

counts it from another hand. Mark the sudden change to the future.
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it not be in that day oracle ofJehovah that I will cause

the wise men to perish from EJom, and understanding

from Mount Esau ? And thy heroes, Teman
}
shall be

dismayed, till
1

every man be cut offfrom Mount Esau"
For the slaughterffor the outraging of thy brotherJacob,

shame doth cover thee, and thou art cut offfor ever. In

the day of thy standing aloof* in the day when strangers

took captive his substance, and aliens came into his gates*

and they cast lots on Jerusalem, even thou wert as one

of them I Ah, gloat not *
upon the day of thy brother?

the day of his misfortune
r
; exult not over the sons of

Judah in the day of their destruction, and make not thy

mouth large
9 in ttie day of distress. Come not up into the

gate ofMy people in the day of their disaster. Gloat not

tkou, yea thou, upon his ills, in the day of his disaster,

norputforth thy hand to his substance in the day ofhis

disaster, nor stand at the parting* of the ways (?) to cut

off his fugitives; nor arrest his escaped ones in the day

of distress.

For near is the day of Jehovah, upon all the nations

1 Heb so that
1 With LXX transfer this expression from the end of the ninth to

the beginning of the tenth verse.

* " When thou didst stand on the opposite side." Calvin,

Plural; LXX. and Qeri.
* Sudden change to imperative. The English versions render, Thou

shouldest not havt looked on, etc.

*
Cf. Ps. cxxxvii. 7, the day ofjtrusattm.

* The day of his strangeness afonafortune
9 With laughter. Wellhausen and Nowack suspect ver. 13 as an

intrusion.

9
P^Q does not elsewhere occur. It means cleaving, and the

LXX. render it by &K0o\i$, *. pass between mountains The

Arabic forms from the same root suggest the sense of a band of men

standing apart from the main body on the watch for stragglers

(c 1:0, in ver. 1 1). Calvin,
" the going forth

*
; Gratz pB, breach, but

ee Nowack,
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as thou hast done, so shall it be done to the* : thy deed

shall come back on thine own head.1

For as ye* have drunk on my holy mount, off the

nations shall drink continuously, drink and reel, and be

as though they had not been? But on Mount Zion shall

be refuge, and it shall be inviolate, and the house ofJacob
shall inherit those who have disinherited them* For the

house ofJacob shall be fire, and the house ofJoseph a

flame, but the house of Esau shall become stubble, and

they shall kindle upon them and devour them
f
and there

shall not one escape of the house of Esau for Jehovah
hath spoken.

And the Negeb shall possess Mount Esau, and the

Shephelah the Philistines/ and the Mountain 9
shall

possess Ephraim and the field of Samaria? and

Benjamin shall possess Gilead. And the exiles of this

host* of the children of Israel shall possess (?) the

1 Wellhausen proposes to put the last two clauses immediately

after ver. 14.
* The prophet seems here to turn to address his own countrymen :

the drinking will therefore take the meaning of suffering God's

chastising wrath. Others, like Calvin, take it in the opposite feme,
and apply it to Edom : "as ye have exulted,

"
etc.

* Rulfor W? we ought (with Wellhausen) probably to read

ty) : cf. Lam. iv. 2. Some codd. of T.YT. omit all tht nation* . . .

continuously, drink and rtel But K V A and Q have 0U to* nations

*kaU drink win*.

4 So LXX. Heb. tfotr htritagts.
1 That is the reverse of the conditions after the Jews went into

exQe, for then the Edomites came up on the Negeb and the Philistines

oa the Shephelah.
* I*, of Judah, the rest of the country outside the Negeb and

Shephelah. The reading is after the T.inr.

v Whereas the pagan inhabitants of these places came upon the

hill-country of Judaea during the Exile.

* An unusual form of the word. Ewald would read coast The

verse is obscure.
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land 1

of the Canaanites unto Sarephath, and Ike exiles of

Jerusalem who are in Sepharad* shall inherit the cities

of the Negeb. And saviours shall come up on Mount

Zion to judge Mount Esau, and the kingdom shall be

Jehovah's.

1 SoLXX.
* The Jews themselves thought this to be Spam : so Onkelos, who

translates T1&D by KJDgD^ - Hispama. Hence the origin of the

name Sephardim Jews. 'The supposition that it is Sparta need

hardly be noticed. Our decision must he between two other regions

the one in Asia Minor, the other in S,W. Media, Ftrst, in the

ancient Persian inscriptions there thrice occurs (great Behistun in-

scription, L 15 ; inscription of Danus, 11. 12, 13 ; and inscription of

Darius from Naksh-i-Rustam) (Jparda.
It is connected with Janua or

Ionia and Ratapatuka or Cappadoaa (Schrader, Cun. Inscr. and 0. T^
Germ. ed.

f p 446; Eng., Vol. II., p. 145) ; and Sayce shows that, called

Shaparda on a late cuneiform inscnption of 275 B c, it must have

lain in Bithyma or Galatia (Higher Criticism and Monuments, p. 483).

Danus made it a satrapy. It is clear, as Cheyne says (Founders of

O. T. Cnkcisnt, p. 312), that those who on other grounds are convinced

of the post-exilic origin of this part of Obadiah, of its origin in the

Persian period, will identify Sepharad with this Qparda, which both

he and Sayce do. But to those of us who hold that this part of

Obadiah is from the time of the Babylonian exile, as we have sought

to prove above on pp 171 f
,
then Sepharad cannot be Cparda, for

Nebuchadrezzar did not subdue Asia Minor and cannot have trans-

ported Jews there Are we then forced to give up our theory of the

date of Obadiah 10-21 in the Babylonian exile ? By no means. For,

second^ the inscriptions of Sargon, king of Assyria (721705 B.C.),

mention a Shaparda, in S.W. Media towards Babylonia, a name

phonetically correspondent to "PSD (Schrader, /&), and the identifi-

cation of the two is regarded as "
exceedingly probable

p
by Fned.

Delitzsch (Wo lag das Parodies ? p. 249). But even if this should be

shown to be impossible, and if the identification Sepharad -
Cparda

be proved, that would not oblige us to alter our opinion as to the

date of the whole of Obadiah 10-21, for it is possible that later

additions, including Sepharad, have been made to the passage.



CHAPTER XIV

EDOM AND ISRAEL

OBADIAH I -a I

IF
the Book of Obadiah presents us with some of

the most difficult questions of criticism, it raises

besides one of the hardest ethical problems in all the

vexed history of Israel.

Israel's fate has been to work out their calling in

the world through antipathies rather than by sym-
pathies, but of all the antipathies which the nation

experienced none was more bitter and more constant

than that towards Edom. The rest of Israel's enemies

rose and fell like waves : Canaanites were succeeded

by Philistines, Philistines by Syrians, Syrians by
Greeks. Tyrant relinquished his grasp of God's

people to tyrant : Egyptian, Assyrian, Babylonian,
Persian ; the Seleucids, the Ptolemies. But Edom
was always there, and fretted his anger for ever.1

From that far back day when their ancestors wrestled

in the womb of Rebekah to the very eve of the

Christian era, when a Jewish king
2

dragged the

Idumeans beneath the yoke of the Law, the two

peoples scorned, hated and scourged each other, with

a relentlessness that finds no analogy, between kindred

VOL. II ,

1 Amos i. n. See Vol. I., p. 129,

John Hyrcanus, about 130 B.C.

Tyt
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and neighbour nations, anywhere else in history
About 1030 David, about 130 the Hasmoneans, were

equally at war with Edom
;
and few are the prophets

between those distant dates who do not cry for

vengeance against him or exult in his overthrow.

The Book of Obadiah is singular in this, that it con-

tains nothing else than such feelings and such cries

It brings no spiritual message. It speaks no word
of sin, or of righteousness, or of mercy, but only doom

upon Edom in bitter resentment at his cruelties, and

in exultation that, as he has helped to disinherit Israel,

Israel shall disinherit him. Such a book among the

prophets surprises us. It seems but a dark surge

staining the stream of revelation, as if to exhibit

through what a muddy channel these sacred waters

have been poured upon the world. Is the book only
an outbreak of Israel's selfish patriotism ? This is the

question we have to discuss in the present chapter.

Reasons for the hostility of Edom and Israel are not

far to seek. The two nations were neighbours with

bitter memories and rival interests. Each of them was

possessed by a strong sense of distinction from the

rest of mankind, which goes far to justify the story

of their common descent. But while in Israel this

pride was chiefly due to the consciousness of a peculiar

destiny not yet realised a pride painful and hungry
in Edom it took the complacent form of satisfaction

in a territoiy of remarkable isolation and self-sufficiency,

in large stores of wealth, and in a reputation for worldly

wisdom a fulness that recked little of the future, and

felt no need of the Divine.

The purple mountains, into which the wild sons of

Esau clambered, run out from Syria upon the desert,

some hundred miles by twenty of porphyry and red
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sandstone. They are said to be the finest rock scenery

in the world. "Salvator Rosa never conceived so

savage and so suitable a haunt for banditti." l From

Mount Hor, which is their summit, you look down

upon a maze of mountains, cliffs, chasms, rocky shelves

and strips of valley. On the east the range is but the

crested edge of a high, cold plateau, covered for the

most part by stones, but with stretches of corn land

and scattered woods. The western walls, on the

contrary, spring steep and bare, black and red, from

the yellow of the desert 'Arabah. The interior is

reached by defiles, so narrow that two horsemen may
scarcely ride abreast, and the sun is shut out by
the overhanging rocks. Eagles, hawks and other

mountain birds fly screaming round the traveller.

Little else than wild-fowls' nests are the villages ;

human eyries perched on high shelves or hidden away
in caves at the ends of the deep gorges. There is

abundance of water. The gorges are filled with

tamarisks, oleanders and wild figs. Besides the wheat

lands on the eastern plateau, the wider defiles hold

fertile fields and terraces for the vine. Mount Esau is,

therefore, no mere citadel with supplies for a limited

siege, but a well-stocked, well-watered country, full of

food and lusty men, yet lifted so high, and locked so

fast by precipice and slippery mountain, that it calls

for little trouble of defence. Dweller in the clefts of the

rock, the height is his habitation, that satth in his heart:

Who shall bring me down to earth ? a

On this rich fortress-land the Edomites enjoyed a

civilisation far above that of the tribes who swarmed

1
Irby and Mangles' Travels: c Burekhardfs Travels in Syria, and

Doughty, Arabia Dturta, L
* Obadiah 3.
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upon the surrounding deserts; and at the same time

they were cut off from the lands of those Syrian nations

who were their equals in culture and descent. When
Edom looked out of himself, he looked down and across

down upon the Arabs, whom his position enabled

him to rule with a loose, rough hand, and across at

his brothers in Palestine, forced by their more open
territories to make alliances with and against each

other, from all of which he could afford to hold hiriself

free. That alone was bound to exasperate them. In

Edom himself it appears to have bred a want of

sympathy, a habit of keeping to himself and ignoring

the claims both of pity and of kinship with which

he is charged by all the prophets. He corrupted his

naturalfeelings^ and watched his passionfor ever.
1 Thou

stoodest aloofJ*

This self-sufficiency was aggravated by the position

of the country among several of the main routes of

ancient trade. The masters of Mount Se'ir held the

harbours of 'Akaba, into which the gold ships came

from Ophir. They intercepted the Arabian caravans

and cut the roads to Gaza and Damascus. Petra, in

the very heart of Edom, was in later times the capital

of the Nabatean kingdom, whose commerce rivalled that

of Phoenicia, scattering its inscriptions from Teyma in

Central Arabia up to the very gates of Rome.8 The

earlier Edomites were also traders, middlemen between

Arabia and the Phoenicians; and they filled their

caverns with the wealth both of East and West*

There can be little doubt that it was this which first

drew the envious hand of Israel upon a land so cut

1 Amos i. : cf. Ezek xxxv. 5, C /. S
,
II i. 183 ff.

Obadiah 10 4 Obadiah 6,
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off from their own and so difficult of invasion. Hear
the exultation of the ancient prophet whose words

Obadiah has borrowed : How searched out is Esau,
and his hidden treasures rifled!* But the same is clear

from the history. Solomon, Jehoshaphat, Amaziah,
Uzziah and other Jewish invaders of Edom were all

ambitious to command the Eastern trade through Elath

and Ezion-geber. For this it was necessary to subdue

Edom ; and the frequent reduction of the country to a

vassal state, with the revolts in which it broke free,

were accompanied by terrible cruelties upon both

sidea* Every century increased the tale of bitter

memories between the brothers, and added the horrors

of a war of revenge to those of a war for gold
The deepest springs of their hate, however, bubbled

in their blood. In genius, temper and ambition, the

two peoples were of opposite extremes. It is very

singular that we never hear in the Old Testament of

the Edomite gods. Israel fell under the fascination of

every neighbouring idolatry, but does not even mention

that Edom had a religion. Such a silence cannot be

accidental, and the inference which it suggests is

confirmed by the picture drawn of Esau himself. Esau

is a profane person
*

; with no conscience of a birthright,

no faith in the future, no capacity for visions ; dead to

the unseen, and clamouring only for the satisfaction

of his appetites. The same was probably the character

of his descendants; who had, of course, their own

gods, like every other people in that Semitic world,
4

1 Verse 6.

~
* See the details in Vol. I., pp. 129
' Heb. zii. 16.

4 We even know the names of some of these deities from the

theophorous names of Edomztes : tg. Baal-chanan (Gen. xxxvi. 38),

Hmdad (to. 35; 1 Kings a. 14 ff.) ; Mahkram, Kausmalaka, Kausgabn
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but were essentially irreligious, living for food, spoil

and vengeance, with no national conscience or ideals

a kind of people who deserved even more than the

Philistines to have their name descend to our times

as a symbol of hardness and obscurantism. It is no

contradiction to all this that the one intellectual quality

imputed to the Edomites should be that of shrewdness

and a wisdom which was obviously worldly. The

wise men of Edom, the cleverness of Mount Esau * were

notorious. It is the race which has given to history

only the Herods clever, scheming, ruthless statesmen,
as able as they were false and bitter, as shrewd in

policy as they were destitute of ideals. That fox,

cried Christ, and crying stamped the race.

But of such a national character Israel was in all

points, save that of cunning, essentially the reverse.

Who had such a passion for the ideal ? Who such a

hunger for the future, such hopes or such visions?

Never more than in the day of their prostration, when

Jerusalem and the sanctuary fell in rums, did they feel

and hate the hardness of the brother, who stood aloof

and made large his mouth?

It is, therefore, no mere passion for revenge, which

inspires these few, hot verses of Obadiah. No doubt,

bitter memories rankle in his heart He eagerly re-

peats
8 the voices of a day when Israel matched Edom

in cruelty and was cruel for the sake of gold, when

Judah's kings coveted Esau's treasures and were foiled.

(on Assyrian inscriptions : Schrader, KA.T.* 150,613); Koeraffapos,

Kwr/Swo*, Koiryiypos, KoovaTovoj (Rev archeol 1870, I. pp. 109 ff
,

170 ff.), Koffropapos (Jos., XV. Ant vii 9). See Baethgen, Bntrtgi

sur Sennt Rel Gesch
, pp. 10 ff.

Obadiah 8: cf Jer. xhx. 7.
* Obadiah II, 12: cf Ezek xxxv. 12 f.

1-5 or 6. See above, pp. 167, 171
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No doubt there is exultation in the news he hears, that

these treasures have been rifled by others; that all

the cleverness of this proud people has not availed

against its treacherous allies ; and that it has been

sent packing to its borders.1 But beneath such savage

tempers, there beats the heart which has fought and

suffered for the highest things, and now in its martyr-
dom sees them baffled and mocked by a people without

vision and without feeling. Justice, mercy and truth ;

the education of humanity in the law of God, the

establishment of His will upon earth these things, it

is true, are not mentioned in the Book of Obadiah, but

it is for the sake of some dim instinct of them that its

wrath is poured upon foes whose treachery and malice

seek to make them impossible by destroying the one

people on earth who then believed and lived for them.

Consider the situation. It was the darkest hour of

Israel's history. City and Temple had fallen, the people
had been carried away. Up over the empty land the

waves of mocking heathen had flowed, there was none

to beat them back. A Jew who had lived through
these things, who had seen a the day of Jerusalem's
fall and passed from her ruins under the mocking of

her foes, dared to cry back into the large mouths they

made: Our day is not spent; we shall return with

the things we live for ; the land shall yet be ours, and

the kingdom our God's.

Brave, hot heart! It shall be as thou sayest; it

shall be for a brief season. But in exile thy people

and thou have first to learn many more things about

the heathen than you can now feel. Mix with them

on that far-off coast, from which thou criest. Learn

what the world is, and that more beautiful and more

1 Verse 7.
s See above, p. 171.
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possible than the narrow rule which thou hast promised
to Israel over her neighbours shall be that worldwide

service of man, of which, in fifty years, all the best of

thy people shall be dreaming.
The Book of Obadiah at the beginning of the Exile,

and the great prophecy of the Servant at the end of

it how true was his word who said : He that goeth

forth and weepeth, bearing precious seed, shall doubtless

come again with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with him.

The subsequent history of Israel and Edom may be

quickly traced. When the Jews returned from exile

they found the Edomites in possession of all the Negeb,
and of the Mountain of Judah far north of Hebron.

The old warfare was resumed, and not till 130 ac.

(as has been already said) did a Jewish king bring

the old enemies of his people beneath the Law of

Jehovah. The Jewish scribes transferred the name
of Edom to Rome, as if it were the perpetual symbol
of that 'hostility of the heathen world, against which

Israel had to work out her calling as the peculiar

people of God. Yet Israel had not done with the

Edomites themselves. Never did she encounter foes

more dangerous to her higher interests than in her

Idumean dynasty of the Herods; while the savage
relentlessness of certain Edomites in the last struggles

against Rome proved that the fire which had scorched

her borders for a thousand years, now burned a still

more fatal flame within her. More than anything

else, this Edomite fanaticism provoked the splendid

suicide of Israel, which beginning in Galilee was con-

summated upon the rocks of Masada, half-way between

Jerusalem and Mount Esau.
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CHAPTER XV

ISRAEL UNDER THE PERSIANS (539331 M.)

THE next group of the Twelve Prophets Haggai,
Zechariah, Malachi and perhaps Joel fall within

the period of the Persian Empire. The Persian Empire
was founded on the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus in

539 B.C., and it fell in the defeat of Darius III. by
Alexander the Great at the battle of Gaugamela, or

Arbela, in 331. The period is thus one of a little more
than two centuries.

During all this time Israel were the subjects of the

Persian monarchs, and bound to them and their civi-

lisation by the closest of ties. They owed them their

liberty and revival as a separate community upon its

own land. The Jewish State if we may give that

title to what is perhaps more truly described as a

Congregation or Commune was part of an empire
which stretched from the ^Egean to the Indus, and the

provinces of which were held in close intercourse by
the first system of roads and posts that ever brought
different races together. Jews were scattered almost

everywhere across this empire. A vast number still

remained hi Babylon, and there were many at Susa
and Ecbatana, two of the royal capitals. Most of these

were subject to the full influence of Aryan manners
and religion ; some were even members of the Persian

Court and had access to the Royal Presence. In the

87
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Delta of Egypt there were Jewish settlements, and

Jews were found also throughout Syria and along the

coasts, at least, of Asia Minor. Here they touched

another civilisation, destined to impress them in the

future even more deeply than the Persian. It is the

period ofthe struggle between Ask and Europe, between

Persia and Greece : the period of Marathon and Ther-

mopylae, of Salamis and Platsea, of Xenophon and the

Ten Thousand. Greek fleets occupied Cyprus and

visited the Delta. Greek armies in the pay of Persia

trod for the first time the soil of Syria.
1

In such a world, dominated for the first time by the

Aryan, Jews returned from exile, rebuilt their Temple
and resumed its ritual, revived Prophecy and codified

the Law : in short, restored and organised Israel as the

people of God, and developed -their religion to those

ultimate forms in which it has accomplished its supreme
service to the world.

In this period Prophecy does not maintain that

lofty position which it has hitherto held in the life

1 rhe chief authonties for this period are as follows . A. Ancient :

the inscriptions of Nabonidus, last native King of Babylon, Cyrus
and Darius I.; the Hebrew writings which were composed in, or

record the history of, the period, the Greek historians Herodotus,

fragments of Ctesias in Diodorus Sic. etc., of Abydenus in Eusebius,

Berosus. B. Modern : Meyer's and Duncker*s Histories of Antiquity;
art "Ancient Persia" in Encycl. Brtt, by Noldeke and Gutschmid;

Sayce, Anc, Empires*, the works of Kuenen, Van Hoonacker and

Rosters given on p. 192; recent histories of Israel, eg Stade's,

Wcllhausen's and Klostermann's ; P. Hay Hunter, After the Exile, a

Hundred Years qf Jewish History and Literature, 2 Vols., Edm. 1890 ;

W. Fairweather, From the Emit to the Advent, Edin. 1895. On Era
and Nehemiah see especially Ryle's Commentary in the Cambridge
Biblefar Schools, and Bertheau-Ryssel's m Kurzgefasstes Exegribckes

HandhuhicL also Charles C. Torrey, The Composition and Historical

Vku of Etra-Nehemiah, in the Beihefte surZAT.Wn IL, 1896.
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of Israel, and the reasons for its decline are obvious.

To begin with, the national life, from which it springs,
is of a far poorer quality. Israel is no longer a king-

dom, but a colony. The state is not independent:
there is virtually no state. The community is poor
and feeble, cut off from all the habit and prestige of

their past, and beginning the rudiments of life again
in hard struggle with nature and hostile tribes. To
this level Prophecy has to descend, and occupy itself

with these rudiments. We miss the civic atmosphere,
the great spaces of public life, the large ethical issues.

Instead we have tearful questions, raised by a grudging
soil and bad seasons, with all the petty selfishness of

hunger-bitten peasants. The religious duties of the

colony are mainly ecclesiastical : the building of a

temple, the arrangement of ritual, and the ceremonial

discipline of the people in separation from their heathen

neighbours. We miss, too, the clear outlook of the

earlier prophets upon the history of the world, and

their calm, rational grasp of its forces. The world is

still seen, and even to further distances than before.

The people abate no whit of their ideal to be the

teachers of mankind. But it is all through another

medium. The lurid air of Apocalypse envelops the

future, and in their weakness to grapple either poli-

tically or philosophically with the problems which

history offers, the prophets resort to the expectation

of physical catastrophes and of the intervention of

supernatural armies. Such an atmosphere is not

the native air of Prophecy, and Prophecy yields its

supreme office in Israel to other forms of religious

development. On one side the ecclesiastic comes to

the front the legalist, the organiser of ritual, the

priest ;
on another, the teacher, the moralist, the thinker
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and the speculator. At the same time personal religion

is perhaps more deeply cultivated than at any other

stage of the people's history. A large number of

lyrical pieces bear proof to the existence of a very

genuine and beautiful piety throughout the period.

Unfortunately the Jewish records for this time are

both fragmentary and confused ; they touch the general

history of the world only at intervals, and give rise to

a number of difficult questions, some of which are in-

soluble. The clearest and only consecutive line of

data through the period is the list of the Persian

monarchs. The Persian Empire, 539 331, was sus-

tained through eleven reigns and two usurpations, of

which the following is a chronological table:

Cyrus (Kurush) the Great . . . 539529
Cambyses (Kambujiya).... 529 522

Pseudo-Smerdis, or Baradis . .522
Darius (Darayahush) I., Hystaspis . 521 485
Xerxes (Kshayarsha) 1 485 464
Artaxerxes (Artakshathra) I., Longimanus 464 424
Xerxes II 424423

Sogdianus 423
Darius II., Nothus 423404
Artaxerxes IL, Mnemon * 404 358
Artaxerxes III., Ochus .... 358338
Arses 338 335
Darius III., Codomanus . . . .335 331

Of these royal names, Cyrus, Darius, Xerxes (Ahas-

uerus) and Artaxerxes are given among the Biblical

data; but the fact that there are three Darius', two

Xerxes' and three Artaxerxes' makes possible more
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than one set of identifications, and has suggested

different chronological schemes of Jewish history

during this period. The simplest and most generally

accepted identification of the Darius, Xerxes (Ahas-

uerus) and Artaxerxes of the Biblical history/ is

that they were the first Persian monarchs of these

names; and after needful rearrangement of the some-

what confused order of events in the narrative of the

Book of Ezra, it was held as settled that, while the

exiles returned under Cyrus about 537, Haggai and

Zechariah prophesied and the Temple was built under

Darius I. between the second and the sixth year of his

reign, or from 520 to 516; that attempts were made to

build the walls ofJerusalem under Xerxes I. (485 464),

but especially under Artaxerxes I. (464 424), under

whom first Ezra in 458 and then Nehemiah in 445
arrived at Jerusalem, promulgated the Law and re*

organised Israel.

But this has by no means satisfied all modern

critics. Some in the interests of the authenticity

and correct order of the Book of Ezra, and some for

other reasons, argue that the Darius under whom the

Temple was built was Darius II., or Nothus, 423 404,

and thus bring down the building of the Temple and

the prophets Haggai and Zechariah a whole century
later than the accepted theory;* and that therefore

the Artaxerxes, under whom Ezra and Nehemiah

laboured, was not the first Artaxerxes, or Longimanus

1 Ezra iv. 5-7, etc., vi. 1-14, etc
*
Havet, Revut dts Dtux Mondes, XCIV. 799 (art La Modtnuts

des Prophetes) ; Imbert (in defence of the historical character of the

Book of Ezra), Lt Temple Rtconstrtutpar Zorobabtl, extrait du Muse'oti,

1888-9 (this I have not seen); Sir Henry Howorth in the Acadtwy
for 1893 see especially pp. 326 ff.
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(464 424), but the second, or Mnemon (404 358).
1

This arrangement of the history finds some support
in the data, and especially in the order of the data,

furnished by the Book of Ezra, which describes the

building of the Temple under Darius after its record of

events under Xerxes I. (Ahasuerus) and Artaxerxes I?

But, as we shall see in the next chapter, the Compiler
of the Book of Ezra has seen fit, for some reason, to

violate the chronological order of the data at his dis-

posal, and nothing reliable can be built upon his

arrangement. Unravel his somewhat confused history,

take the contemporary data supplied in Haggai and

Zechariah, add to them the historical probabilities of

the time, and you will find, as the three Dutch scholars

Kuenen, Van Hoonacker and Kosters have done,
8 that

the rebuilding of the Temple cannot possibly be dated

so late as the reign of the second Darius (423 404),

but must be left, according to the usual acceptation,

under Darius I. (521 485). Haggai, for instance,

plainly implies that among those who saw the Temple

rising were men who had seen its predecessor

destroyed in 586,* and Zechariah declares that God's

wrath on Jerusalem has just lasted seventy years.
6

Nor (however much his confusion may give grounds
to the contrary) can the Compiler of the Book of Ezra

1 Another French writer, Bellange*, in the Museon for 1890, quoted

by Kuenen (Ges. Abhandl., p. 213), goes further, and places Ezra and

Nehemiah under the third Artaxerxes, Ochus (358338).
* Ezra iv. 6 v.

'
Kvenen, De Chronologic van het Ptmisch* Ttidvak der Joodsche

Geschiedems, 1890, translated by Budde in Kuenen's Gesammelte

Abhandlungen, pp 2 12 ft; Van Hoonacker, Zorobabel et le Second

Temple (1892); Kosters, Het Hetstel van Istael, in Het Persnsche

Ttjdvak, 1894, translated by Basedow, Die Wiederherstettung Israels

tm Persiscken Zeitalter, 1896.
4
Hag. ii. 3 Zech. i, 12.
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have meant any other reign for the building of the

Temple than that of Darius I. He mentions that

nothing was done to the Temple all the days of

Cyrus and up to the reign of Darius :
*
by this he can-

not intend to pass over the first Darius and leap on

three more reigns, or a century, to Darius II. He
mentions Zerubbabel and Jeshua both as at the head

of the exiles who returned under Cyrus, and as pre-

siding at the building of the Temple under Darius.2

If alive in 536, they may well have been alive in

521, but cannot have survived till 423.* These data

are fully supported by the historical probabilities. It

is inconceivable that the Jews should have delayed
the building of the Temple for more than a century
from the time of Cyrus. That the Temple was built

by Zerubbabel and Jeshua in the beginning of the

reign of Darius I. may be considered as one of the

unquestionable data of our period.

But if this be so, then there falls away a great part

of the argument for placing the building of the wails

of Jerusalem and the labours of Ezra and Nehemiah

under Artaxerxes II. (404 358) instead of Arta-

xerxes I. It is true that some who accept the build-

ing of the Temple under Darius I. nevertheless put

Ezra and Nehemiah under Artaxerxes II. The weak-

ness of their case, however, has been clearly exposed

by Kuenen,
4 who proves that Nehemiah's mission to

1 Ezra iv. 5.
a Ezra n 2, iv. I ff., v. 2.

1 As Kuenen shows, p. 226, nothing can be deduced from Ezra

vi. 14.
* P 227 ; in answer to De Saulcy, fctude Chronologtqut ties Lturts

tfEsdras tt de Nehemie (iS6S), Sept Stecles dt FHistoirc Judatque

(1874). De Saulcy's case rests on the account of Joscphus (XI

Ant. vii. 2-8 : c ix i), the untrustworthy character of v.hich and its

confusion of two distant eras Kuenen has no difficulty in showing.
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Jerusalem must have fallen in the twentieth year of

Artaxerxes I., or 445.
l "On this fact there can be no

further difference of opinion."
*

These two dates then are fixed : the beginning of

the Temple in 520 by Zerubbabel and Jeshua, and the

arrival of Nehemiah at Jerusalem in 445. Other points

are more difficult to establish, and in particular there

rests a great obscurity on the date of the two visits of

Ezra to Jerusalem. According to the Book of Ezra,
1

he went there first in the seventh year of Artaxerxes I.,

or 458 B.C., thirteen years before the arrival of Nehemiah.

He found many Jews married to heathen wives, laid it

to heart, and called a general assembly of the people
to drive the latter out of the community. Then we
hear no more of him : neither in the negotiations with

Artaxerxes about the building of the walls, nor upon
the arrival of Nehemiah, nor in Nehemiah's treatment

of the mixed marriages. He is absent from everything,
till suddenly he appears again at the dedication of the

walls by Nehemiah and at the reading of the Law.4

This "eclipse of Ezra," as Kuenen well calls it, taken

with the mixed character of all the records left of him,

has moved some to deny to him and his reforms and

his promulgation of the Law any historical reality

1 When Nehemiah came to Jerusalem Eliyashib was high priest,

and he was grandson of Jeshua, who was high pnest in 520, or

seventy-five years before ; but between 520 and the twentieth year of

Artaxerxes II. he one hundred and thirty-six years And again, the

Artaxerxes of Ezra iv. 8-23, under whom the walls of Jerusalem

were begun, was the immediate follower of Xerxes (Ahasuerus), and

therefore Artaxerxes I., and Van Hoonacker has shown that he must

be the same as the Artaxerxes of Nehemiah.
2
Kosters, p. 43.

vii. 1-8.

Nch. xii. 36, viii., x.
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whatever;
1 while others, with a more sober and rational

criticism, have sought to solve the difficulties by another

arrangement of the events than that usually accepted.

Van Hoonacker makes Ezra's first appearance in

Jerusalem to be at the dedication of the walls and

promulgation of the Law in 445, and refers his

arrival described in Ezra vii and his attempts to

abolish the mixed marriages to a second visit to

Jerusalem in the twentieth year, not of Artaxerxes I.,

but of Artaxerxes II., or 398 B.C. Kuenen has exposed
the extreme unlikelihood, if not impossibility, of so late

a date for Ezra, and in this Kosters holds with him. 1

But Kosters agrees with Van Hoonacker in placing

Ezra's activity subsequent to Nehemiah's and to the

dedication of the walls.

These questions about Ezra have little bearing on

our present study of the prophets, and it is not our

duty to discuss them. But Kuenen, in answer to Van

Hoonacker, has shown very strong reasons * for holding

in the main to the generally accepted theory of Ezra's

arrival in Jerusalem in 458, the seventh year of

Artaxerxes I. ;
and though there are great difficulties

about the narrative which follows, and especially

about Ezra's sudden disappearance from the scene till

after Nehemiah's arrival, reasons may be found for

this.
4

1
Vernes, Precis cTHistoirt Juivt depute Us Origins jusqu'a

rfcpoqu* Ptrsan* (1889), pp 579 ff. (not seen) ; more recently also

Charles C Torrey of Andover, Th* Composition and Historical Valu*

ofEMra-Nthtnuah, in the Bttfutftt *ur Z.A.T.W., IL, 1896.
1
Pages 1 13 ff. Page 237.

* The failure of his too hasty and impetuous attempts at so whole-

sale a measure as the banishment of the heathen wives ; or his return

to Babylon, having accomplished his end. See Ryle, Ezra and

, in the Cambridge Bible for Schools, Introd., pp. zl. f.
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We are therefore justified in holding, in the meantime,
to the traditional arrangement of the great events in

Israel in the fifth century before Christ. We may
divide the whole Persian period by the two points we
have found to be certain, the beginning of the Temple
under Darius I. in 520 and the mission of Nehemiah

to Jerusalem in 445, and by the other that we have

found to be probable, Ezra's arrival m 458.

On these data the Persian period may be arranged
under the following four sections, among which we place

those prophets who respectively belong to them :

1. From the Taking of Babylon by Cyrus to the

Completion of the Temple in the sixth year of Darius L,

538516 : Haggai and Zechariah in 520 ff.

2. From the Completion of the Temple under

Darius I. to the arrival of Ezra in the seventh year
of Artaxerxes L, 516 458: sometimes called the

period of silence, but probably yielding the Book of

"Malachi."

3. The Work of Ezra and Nehemiah under Arta-

xerxes L, Longimanus, 458425.
4. The Rest of the Period, Xerxes II. to Darius III.,

425 331 : the prophet Joel and perhaps several other

anonymous fragments of prophecy.

Of these four sections we must now examine

the first, for it forms the necessary introduction to

our study of Haggai and Zechariah, and above all

it raises a question almost greater than any of those

we have just been discussing. The fact recorded by
the Book of Ezra, and till a few years ago accepted

without doubt by tradition and modern criticism, the

first Return of Exiles from Babylon under Cyrus, has

lately been altogether denied ;
and the builders of the
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Temple in 520 have been asserted to be, not returned

exiles, but the remnant of Jews left in Judah by
Nebuchadrezzar in 586. The importance of this for

our interpretation of Haggai and Zechariah, who

instigated the building of the Temple, is obvious : we
must discuss the question in detail



CHAPTER XVI

FROM THE RETURN FROM BABYLON TO THK
BUILDING OF THE TEMPLE

BC.)

YRUS the Great took Babylon and the Babylonian

Empire in 539. Upon the eve of his conquest
the Second Isaiah had hailed him as the Liberator

of the people of God and the builder of their Temple.
The Return of the Exiles and the Restoration both

of Temple and City were predicted by the Second
Isaiah for the immediate future ; and a Jewish historian,
the Compiler of the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah, who
lived about 300 B.C., has taken up the story of how
these events came to pass from the very first year of

Cyrus onward. Before discussing the dates and proper
order of these events, it will be well to have this

Chronicler's narrative before us. It lies in the first

and following chapters of our Book of Ezra.

According to this, Cyrus, soon after his conquest
of Babylon, gave permission to the Jewish exiles to

return to Palestine, and between forty and fifty thou-

sand 1 did so return, bearing the vessels of Jehovah's
house which the Chaldeans had taken away in 586.

S"fcs thtir s*rvanis, is the total sum given in Ezra ii. 64 ,

but the detailed figures in Ezra amount only to 29,818, those in

Nehemiah to 31,089, and those in I Esdras to 30,143 (other MSS.

30,678). See Ryte on Ezra u. 64.

198
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These Cyrus delivered to Sheshbazzar, prince o/Judah
1

(who is further described in an Aramaic document

incorporated by the Compiler of the Book of Ezra

as "Pehah," or provincialgovernor,* and as laying the

foundation of the Temple
8
),
and there is also mentioned

in command of the people a Tirshatha, probably the

Persian Tarsata,
4 which also means provincial governor.

Upon their arrival at Jerusalem! the date of which

will be immediately discussed, the people are said to

be under Jeshu'a ben Joadak
6 and Zerubbabel ben

She'altfel/ who had already been mentioned as the

head of the returning exiles/ and who is called by
his contemporary Haggai Pehah, or governor, of

Judah* Are we to understand by Sheshbazzar and

Zerubbabel one and the same person ? Most critics

have answered in the affirmative, believing that Shesh-

bazzar is but the Babylonian or Persian name by
which the Jew Zerubbabel was known at court

;
f and

this view is supported by the facts that Zerubbabel was

of the house of David and is called Pefcah by Haggai,
and by the argument that the command given by
the Tirshatha to the Jews to abstain from eating the

most holy things could only have been given by a

' EzraiS. 16 16.

1 Ezra v. 14.
* Ezra ii. 63.

* pny^jj yi65^ ;
Ezra iii. 2

f like Ezra i. i-8| from the

of Ezra-Nehemiah

Ezra IL 2.

Hag; i. 14, iL a, 21, and perhaps by Nehemiah (viL 65-70).

Nehermah himself is styled both Pefeah (ziv. 20) and Tirshatha

(vm. 9,z I).
* As Daniel and his three friends had also Babylonian names*

Ezra ii. 63.
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native Jew.
1 But others, arguing that Ezra v. I, com-

pared with w. 14 and 16, implies that Zerubbabel

and Sheshbazzar were two different persons, take

the former to have been the most prominent of the

Jews themselves, but the latter an official, Persian or

Babylonian, appointed by Cyrus to carry out such

business in connection with the Return as could only
be discharged by an imperial officer.

8 This is, on the

whole, the more probable theory.

If it is right, Sheshbazzar, who superintended the

Return, had disappeared from Jerusalem by 521, when

Haggai commenced to prophesy, and had been succeeded

as Pehah, or governor, by Zerubbabel. But in that case

the Compiler has been in error in calling Sheshbazzar

a prince o/Judah.
9

The next point to fix is what the Compiler considers

to have been the date of the Return. He names no

year, but he recounts that the same people, whom he

has just described as receiving the command of Cyrus
to return, did immediately leave Babylon,

4 and he says
that they arrived at Jerusalem in the seventh month,
but again without stating a year.

5 In any case, he

1 Cf. Ryle, xxxi fif. ; and on Ezra i. 8, n 63.
9
Stade, Gtsch. des Volkes Israel, II. 98$ : cfc Kuenen, Gtsamnttlt

AbhandL, 220.

EzraLS.
* Ezra i. compared with li. I.

* Some think to find this in I Esdras v. 1-6, where it is said that

Darius, a name they take to be an error for that of Cyrus, brought

up the exiles with an escort of a thousand cavalry, starting in the first

month of the second year of the king's reign. This passage, how-

ever, is not beyond suspicion as a gloss (see Ryle on Ezra i. li), and

even if genuine may be intended to descnbe a second contingent of

exiles despatched by Darius I. in his second year, 520. The names

given include that of Jesua, son of Josedec, and instead of Zerub-

babel's, that of his son Joacnru
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obviously intends to imply that the Return followed

immediately on reception of the permission to return,

and that this was given by Cyrus very soon after his

occupation of Babylon in 539-8. We may take it that

the Compiler understood the year to be that we know
as 537 B.C. He adds that, on the arrival of the

caravans from Babylon, the Jews set up the altar on

its old site and restored the morning and evening
sacrifices ; that they kept also the Feast of Tabernacles,

and thereafter all the rest of the feasts ofJehovah] and

further, that they engaged masons and carpenters for

building the Temple, and Phoenicians to bring them

cedar-wood from Lebanon.1

Another section from the Compiler's hand states that

the returned Jews set to work upon the Temple in the

second month tf the second year of their Return, pre-

sumably 536 B.C., laying the foundation-stone with due

pomp, and amid the excitement of the whole people.
1

Whereupon certain adversaries, by whom the Compiler
means Samaritans, demanded a share in the building of

the Temple, and when Jeshua and Zerubbabel refused

this, the people of the land frustrated the building of the

Temple even until the reign of Darius, 521 ff.

This the second year of Darius is the point to

which contemporary documents, the prophecies of

Haggai and Zechariah, assign the beginning of

new measures to build the Temple. Of these the

Compiler of the Book of Ezra says in the mean-

time nothing, but after barely mentioning the reign

of Darius leaps at once* to further Samaritan

obstructions though not of the building 01 the

Temple (be it noted), but of the building of the city

i Ezra iii 3-7. Ib. 8-13.
' Ezra iv. 7,
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walls in the reigns of Ahasuerus, that is Xerxes,

presumably Xerxes I., the successor of Darius, 485

464, and of his successor Artaxerxes
I., 464 424 ;

l the

account of the latter of which he gives not in his own

language but in that ofan Aramaic document, Ezra iv. 8 ff.

And this document, after recounting how Artaxerxes

empowered the Samaritans to stop the building of the

walls of Jerusalem, records * that the building ceased

till the second year of the reign of Danus, when the

prophets Haggai and Zechariah stirred up Zerubbabel

and Jeshua to rebuild, not the city walls, be it observed,

but the Temple, and with the permission of Darius

this building was at last completed in his sixth year.
1

That is to say, this Aramaic document brings us back,

with the frustrated building of the walls under Xerxes I.

and Artaxerxes L (485 424), to the same date under

their predecessor Darius L, viz. 520, to which the

Compiler had brought down the frustrated building of

the Temple \ The most reasonable explanation of this

confusion, not only of chronology, but of two distinct

processes the erection of the Temple and the forti-

fication of the city is that the Compiler was misled by
his desire to give as strong an impression as possible

of the Samaritan obstructions by placing them all

together. Attempts to harmonise the order of his

narrative with the ascertained sequence of the Persian

reigns have failed.
4

1 See above, p. 193.
1

iv. 24.

Ezra iv. 24 vi 15.
* There are in the main two classes of such attempt!. () Some

have suggested that the Ahasuerus (Xerxes) and Artaxences men-

tioned in Ezra w. 6 and 7 ff. are not the successors of Darius L who

bore these names, but titles of his predecessors Cambyses and the

Pscudo-Sruerdis (see above, p. 190). This view has been disposed of
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Such then is the character of the compilation known
to us as the Book of Ezra. If we add that in its

present form it cannot be of earlier date than 300 B.C.,

or two hundred and thirty-six years after the Return,

and that the Aramaic document which it incorporates

is probably not earlier than 430, or one hundred years
after the Return, while the List of Exiles which it

gives (in chap, ii.) also contains elements that cannot

be earlier than 430, we shall not wonder that grave
doubts should have been raised concerning its trust-

worthiness as a narrative.

These doubts affect, with one exception, all the great

facts which it professes to record. The exception is

the building of the Temple between the second and

sixth years of Darius L, 520 516, which we have

already seen to be past doubt1 But all that the

Book of Ezra relates before this has been called in

question, and it has been successively alleged : (i)

that there was no such attempt as the book describes

to build the Temple before 520, (2) that there was

no Return of Exiles at all under Cyrus, and that

the Temple was not built by Jews who had come from

Babylon, but by Jews who had never left Judah.
These conclusions, if justified, would have the most

important bearing upon our interpretation of Haggai
and Zechariah. It is therefore necessary to examine

them with care. They were reached by critics in the

order just stated, but as the second is the more

by Kuenen, Ges Abhandl , pp. 224 ff., and by Ryle, pp. 65 ff (A) The

attempt to prove that the Darius under whom the Temple was
built was not Danus I (521 485), the predecessor of Xerxes I. and

Artazerzes L (485424), but their successor once removed, Darius IL,

Nothus (423-404), So, in defence of the Book of Ezra, Imbert
For his theory and the answer to it see above, pp. 191

1 See above, pp. 192 ff.
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sweeping and to some extent involves the other, we

may take it first.

i. Is the Book of Ezra, then, right or wrong in

asserting that there was a great return of Jews, headed

by Zerubbabel and Jeshua, about the year 536, and that

it was they who in 520 516 rebuilt the Temple ?

The argument that in recounting these events the

Book of Ezra is unhistorical has been fully stated by
Professor Kosters of Leiden.1 He reaches his conclu-

sion along three lines of evidence : the Books of Haggai
and Zechariah, the sources from which he believes the

Aramaic narrative Ezra v. I vL 18 to have been

compiled, and the list of names in Ezra ii. In the

Books of Haggai and Zechariah, he points out that

the inhabitants of Jerusalem whom the prophets sum-

mon to build the Temple are not called by any name
which implies that they are returned exiles; that nothing
in the description of them would lead us to suppose
this ;

that God's anger against Israel is represented as

still unbroken; that neither prophet speaks of a Return

as past, but that Zechariah seems to look for it as still

to come.8 The second line of evidence is an analysis

of the Aramaic document, Ezra v. 6ff., into two

sources, neither of which implies a Return under Cyrus.

But these two lines of proof cannot avail against the

List of Returned Exiles offered us in Ezra ii. and

1 For his work sec above, p. 192, n. 3. I regret that neither Well-

hausen's answer to it, nor Kosters' reply to Wellhausen, was

accessible to me in preparing this chapter. Nor did I read Mr.

Torrey's resume of Wellhausen's answer, or Wellhausen's notes to

the second edition of his Isr. u. Jud GescktchU, till the chapter was

written. Previous to Kosters, the Return under Cyrus had been

called in question only by the very arbitrary French scholar

M. Vernes in 1889-90.

11. 6ff. Eng., 10 ff. Heb.
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Nehemiah vii., if the latter be genuine. On his third

line of evidence, Dr. Kosters, therefore, disputes the

genuineness of this List, and further denies that it

even gives itself out as a List of Exiles returned under

Cyrus. So he arrives at the conclusion that there was
no Return from Babylon under Cyrus, nor any before

the Temple was built in 52off., but that the builders

were people of the land, Jews who had never gone
into exile.

The evidence which Dr. Kosters draws from the

Book of Ezra least concerns us. Both because of this

and because it is the weakest part of his case, we may
take it first

Dr. Kosters analysesthe bulk ofthe Aramaic document,
Ezra v. vi. 1 8, into two constituents. His arguments
for this are very precarious.

1 The first document,
which he takes to consist of chap. v. 1-5 and 10, with

perhaps vi. 6-15 (except a few phrases), relates that

Thathnai, Satrap of the West of the Euphrates, asked

Darius whether he might allow the Jews to proceed
with the building of the Temple, and received command
not only to allow but to help them, on the ground
that Cyrus had already given them permission. The

second, chap. v. 11-17, vi. 1-3, affirms that the building

1 His chief grounds for this analysis are (i) that in v. 1-5 the Jews
are said to have begun to build the Temple in the second year of

Darius, while in v. 16 the foundation-stone is said to have been laid

under Cyrus; (2) the frequent want of connection throughout the

passage; (3) an alleged doublet, in v. 17 vi I search is said to

have been made for the edict of Cyrus in Babylon^ while in vi. 2 the

edict is said to have been found tn Ecbatana. But (l) and (3) are

capable of very obvious explanations, and (2) is far from conclusive

The remainder of the Aramaic text, iv. 8-24, Kosters seeks to prove is

by the Chronicler or Compiler himselt As Torrey (op. a/., p. 1 1) has

shown, this " is as unlikely as possible." At the most he may have

made additions to the Aramaic document.
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had actually begun under Cyrus, who had sent Shesh-

bazzar, the Satrap, to see it carried out Neither of

these documents says a word about any order from

Cyrus to the Jews to return ; and the implication of the

second, that the building had gone on uninterruptedly
from the time of Cyrus* order to the second year of

Darius,
1

is not in harmony with the evidence of the

Compiler of the Book of Ezra, who, as we have seen,
1

states that Samaritan obstruction stayed the building

till the second year of Darius.

But suppose we accept Kosters
1

premisses and agree

that these two documents really exist within Ezra v.

ri. 1 8. Their evidence is not irreconcilable. Both imply
that Cyrus gave command to rebuild the Temple : if they

were originally independent that would but strengthen

the tradition of such a command, and render a little

weaker Dr. Kosters
1

contention that the tradition arose

merely from a desire to find a fulfilment of the Second

Isaiah's predictions
8 that Cyrus would be the Temple's

builder. That neither of the supposed documents men-

tions the Return itself is very natural, because both

1 Ezra v. 16.

f Above, pp 201 f.

8 Isa xbv. 28, xlv. I. According to Kosters, the statement of

the Aramaic document about the rebuilding of the Temple is there-

fore a pious invention of a literal fulfilment of prophecy. To this

opinion Cheyne adheres (Introd to iht Book oflsawh, 1895, P- zxxviii),

and adds the further assumption that the Chronicler, being
" shocked

at the ascription to Cyrus (for the Judeean builders have no credit

given them) of what must, he thought, have been at least equally due

to the zeal of the exiles," invented his story in the earlier chapters

of Ezra as to the part the exiles themselves took in the rebuilding.

It will be noticed that these assumptions have precisely the value

of such. They are merely the imputation of motives, more or less

probable to the writers of certain statements, and may therefore be

fairly met by probabilities from the other side But of this more

later on.
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are concerned with the building of the Temple. For

the Compiler of the Book of Ezra, who on Kosters
1

argument put them together, the interest of the Return

is over ; he has already sufficiently dealt with it. But

more Kosters' second document, which ascribes the

building of the Temple to Cyrus, surely by that very
statement implies a Return of Exiles during his reign.

For is it at all probable that Cyrus would have com-

mitted the rebuilding of the Temple to a Persian

magnate like Sheshbazzar, without sending with him

a large number of those Babylonian Jews who must

have instigated the king to give his order for rebuilding ?

We may conclude then that Ezra v. vi. 18, whatever be

its value and its date, contains no evidence, positive or

negative, against a Return of the Jews under Cyrus,

but, on the contrary, takes this for granted.

We turn now to Dr. Kosters
1

treatment of the so-

called List of the Returned Exiles. He holds this

List to have been, not only borrowed for its place in

Ezra ii. from Nehemiah viL,
1 but even interpolated

in the latter. His reasons for this latter conclusion

are very improbable, as will be seen from the appended

note^ and really weaken his otherwise strong case.*

As to the contents of the List, there are, it is true,

many elements which date from Nehemiah's own time

and even later. But these are not sufficient to prove

1 This is the usual opinion of critics, who yet hold it to be genuine

*^. Ryle.
* He seeks to argue that a List of Exiles returned under Cyrus in

536 could be of no use for Nehemiah's purpose to obtain in 445 a,

census of the inhabitants of Jerusalem; but surely, if in his efforts to

make a census Nehemiah discovered the existence of such a List, it

was natural for him to give it as the basis of his inquiry, or (because
the List see above, p. 203 contains elements from Nehemiah's own

time) to enlarge it and bring it down to date But Dr Kosters thinks
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that the List was not originally a List of Exiles returned
under Cyrus. The verses in which this is asserted

Ezra ii. I, 2
; Nehemiah vii. 6, 7 plainly intimate that

those Jews who came up out of the Exile were the

same who built the Temple under Darius. Dr. Kosters

endeavours to destroy the force of this statement (if

true so destructive of his theory) by pointing to the

number of the leaders which the List assigns to the

returning exiles. In fixing this number as twelve,

the author, Kosters maintains, intended to make the

leaders representative of the twelve tribes and the

body of returned exiles as equivalent to All-Israel.

But, he argues, neither Haggai nor Zechariah con-

siders the builders of the Temple to be equivalent

to All-Israel, nor was this conception realised in

Judah till after the arrival of Ezra with his bands.

The force of this argument is greatly weakened by

remembering how natural it would have been for men,
who felt the Return under Cyrus, however small,

to be the fulfilment of the Second Isaiah's glorious

predictions of a restoration of All-Israel, to appoint
twelve leaders, and so make them representative of

the nation as a whole. Kosters' argument against the

naturalness of such an appointment in 537, and there-

fore against the truth of the statement of the List

about it, falls to the ground.

But in the Books of Haggai and Zechariah Dr. Kosters

also that, as Nehemiah would never have broken the connection of

his memoirs with such a List, the latter must have been inserted by
the Compiler, who at this point grew weary of the discursiveness of

the memoirs, broke from them, and then inserted this lengthy List !

This is simply incredible that he should seek to atone for the

diffuscness of Nehemiah's memoirs by the intrusion of a very long

catalogue which had no relevance to the point at which he broke

them off.
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finds much more formidable witnesses for his thesis

that there was no Return of exiles from Babylon before

the building of the Temple under Darius. These books

nowhere speak of a Return under Cyrus, nor do they call

the community who built the Temple by the names ol

Gftlah or B'ne ha-G6lah, Captivity or Sows of the Captivity,

which are given after the Return of Ezra's bands ; but

they simply name them this people
* or remnant of the

people
*
people of the land? Judah or House ofJudah*

names perfectly suitable to Jews who had never left

the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. Even if we except
from this list the phrase the remnant of the people,

as

intended by Haggai and Zechanah in the numerical

sense of the rest or all the others* we have still to deal

with the other titles, with the absence from them of any

symptom descriptive of return from exile, and with

the whole silence of our two prophets concerning such

a return. These are very striking phenomena, and

they undoubtedly afford considerable evidence for Dr.

Kosters' thesis.
6 But it cannot escape notice that the

1
Hag. L 2, 12; ii. 14.

1
Hag. i. 12, 14; ii. 2; Zech. viiu 6, II, 12.

Hag. ii. 4; Zech. vii. 5.
4 Zech. ii. 16; vffi. 13, 15.

It Is used in Hag. i. 12, 14, IL 2, only after the mention of the

leaders; see, however, Pusey's note 9 to Hag. L 12; while in

Zech. viii. 6, 1 1, 18, it might be argued that it was employed in such

a way as to cover not only Jews who had never left their land, but

all Jews as well who were left of ancient Israel.

Compare Cheyne, Introduction to the Book of Isaiah, 1895, xxxvff.,

who says that in the main points Kosters* conclusions "appear so

inevitable" that he has "constantly presupposed them" in dealing

with chaps. IvL bcvi. of Isaiah; and Torrey, op a*, 1896, p. 53:
* Kosters has demonstrated, from the testimony of Haggai and

Zechariah, that Zerubbabel and Jeshua were not returned exiles;

ad furthermore, that the prophets Haggai and Zechanah knew

nothing of an important return of exiles from Babylonia." Cf. also

Wildeboer, Lttteratur des A. T., pp. 291 ff

VOL. IL 14
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evidence they afford is mainly negative, and this raises

two questions : (i) Can the phenomena in Haggai and
Zechanah be accounted for ? and (2) whether accounted

for or not, can they be held to prevail against the

mass of positive evidence in favour of a Return under

Cyrus?
An explanation of the absence of all allusion in

Haggai and Zechariah to the Return is certainly

possible.

No one can fail to be struck with the spirituality of

the teaching of Haggai and Zechariah. Their one

ambition is to put courage from God into the poor hearts

before them, that these out of their own resources

may rebuild their Temple. As Zechariah puts it,

Not by might, nor by power, but by My Spirit, saith

Jehovah of Hosts.1
It is obvious why men of this

temper should refrain from appealing to the Return, or to

the royal power of Persia by which it had been achieved.

We can understand why, while the annals employed
in the Book of Ezra record the appeal of the political

leaders of the Jews to Darius upon the strength of the

edict of Cyrus, the prophets, in their effort to encourage
the people to make the most of what they themselves

were and to enforce the omnipotence of God's Spirit

apart from all human aids, should be silent about

the latter. We must also remember that Haggai and

Zechariah were addressing a people to whom (what-
ever view we take of the transactions under Cyrus)
the favour of Cyrus had been one vast disillusion in

the light of the predictions of Second Isaiah.* The

1 iv. 4.
* Of course it is always possible that, if there had been no great

Return from Babylon under Cyrus, the community at Jerusalem in

520 had not heard of the prophecies of the Second Isaiah.
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Persian magnate Sheshbazzar himself, invested with

full power, had been unable to build the Temple for

them, and had apparently disappeared from Judah,

leaving his po\\ ers as Pehah, or governor, to Zerubbabel.

Was it not, then, as suitable to these circumstances,
as it was essential to the prophets' own religious

temper, that Haggai and Zechariah should refrain from

alluding to any of the political advantages, to which

their countrymen had hitherto trusted in vain ? l

Another fact should be marked If Haggai is silent

about any return from exile in the past, he is equally

silent about any in the future. If for him no return

had yet taken place, would he not have been likely to

predict it as certain to happen ?
* At least his sflence

on the subject proves how absolutely he confined his

thoughts to the circumstances before him, and to the

needs of his people at the moment he addressed them.

Kosters, indeed, alleges that Zechariah describes the

Return from Exile as still future viz. in the lyric

piece appended to his Third Vision.' But, as we shall

see when we come to it, this lyric piece is most pro-

bably an intrusion among the Visions, and is not to

be assigned to Zechariah himself. Even, however, if it

were from the same date and author as the Visions, it

1 This argument, it is true, does not fully account for the curious

fact that Haggai and Zechariah never call the Jewish community at

Jerusalem by a name significant of their return from exile. But in

reference to this it ought to be noted that even the Aramaic document

in the Book of Ezra which records the Return under Cyrus does not

call the builders of the Temple by any name which implies that they

have come up from exile, but styles them simply the Jews who wen
mJudah andJerusalem (Ezra v. I), in contrast to the Jews who were

in foreign lands.

Indeed, why does he ignore the whole Exile itself if no return

from it has taken place ?

Zech. it 10-17 Heb,, 6-13 Eng.
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would not prove that no return from Babylon had taken

place, but only that numbers of Jews still remained in

Babylon.

But we may now take a further step. If there were

these natural reasons for the silence of Haggai and

Zechariah about a return of exiles under Cyrus, can

that silence be allowed to prevail against the mass of

testimony which we have that such a return took

place ? It is true that, while the Books of Haggai and

Zechariah are contemporary with the period in question,

some ofthe evidence for the Return, Ezra L and iii. iv. 7,

is at least two centuries later, and upon the date of the

rest, the List in Ezra ii and the Aramaic document in

Ezra iv. 8
ff.,

we have no certain information. But that

the List is from a date very soon after Cyrus is allowed

by a large number ofthe most advanced critics,
1 and even

if we ignore it, we still have the Aramaic document,
which agrees with Haggai and Zechariah in assigning the

real, effectual beginning of the Temple-building to the

second year of Darius and to the leadership of Zerub-

babel and Jeshua at the instigation of the two prophets.

May we not trust the same document in its relation

of the main facts concerning Cyrus ? Again, in his

memoirs Ezra 8

speaks of the transgressions of the

Golah or B'ne ha-G6lah in effecting marriages with

the mixed people of the land, in a way which shows

that he means by the name, not the Jews who had

just come up with himself from Babylon, but the older

community whom he found in Judah, and who had

1
Eg. Stade, Kuenen (op. tit, p 216) So. too, Klostermann, Gesch.

dts Volkes Israel, Munchen, 1896 Wellhausen, m the second edition

of his Gesch, does not admit that the List is one of exiles returned

under Cyrus (p. 155, n.).
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had time, as his own bands had not, to scatter over the

land and enter into social relations with the heathen.

But, as Kuenen points out,
1 we have yet further

evidence for the probability of a Return under Cyrus,
in the explicit predictions of the Second Isaiah that

Cyrus would be the builder of Jerusalem and the

Temple.
" If they express the expectation, nourished

by the prophet and his contemporaries, then it is clear

from their preservation for future generations that

Cyrus did not disappoint the hope of the exiles, from

whose midst this voice pealed forth to him." And this

leads to other considerations. Whether was it more

probable for the poverty-stricken people of the land, the

dregs which Nebuchadrezzar had left behind, or for

the body and flower of Israel in Babylon, to rebuild

the Temple ? Surely for the latter.
8 Among them had

risen, as Cyrus drew near to Babylon, the hopes and

the motives, nay, the glorious assurance of the Return

and the Rebuilding; and with them was all the

material for the latter. Is it credible that they took no

advantage of their opportunity under Cyrus? Is it

credible that they waited nearly a century before

seeking to return to Jerusalem, and that the building

of the Temple was left to people who were half-

1
Op.cit, p. 216, where he also quotes the testimony of the Book

of Daniel (ix. 25).
* Since writing the above I have seen the relevant notes to the

second edition of Wellhausen's Gesch, pp. 155 and 160. "The re-

founding of Jerusalem and the Temple cannot have started from the

Jews left behind m Palestine." "The remnant left in the land would

have restored the old popular cultus of the high places. Instead of

that we find even before Ezra the legitimate cultus and the hierocracy

in Jerusalem: m the Temple-service proper Ezra discovers nothing

to reform. Without the leaven of the Golah the Judaism of Palestine

is in its origin incomprehensible.*
1
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heathen, and, in the eyes of the exiles, despicable and

unholy? This would be credible only upon one

condition, that Cyrus and his immediate successors

disappointed the predictions of the Second Isaiah and

refused to allow the exiles to leave Babylon. But the

little we know of these Persian monarchs points all

the other way : nothing is more probable, for nothing is

more m harmony with Persian policy, than that Cyrus
should permit the captives of the Babylon which he

conquered to return to their own lands.
1

Moreover, we have another, and to the mind of the

present writer an almost conclusive argument, that the

Jews addressed by Haggai and Zechariah were Jews
returned from Babylon. Neither prophet ever charges
his people with idolatry; neither prophet so much as

mentions idols. This is natural if the congregation
addressed was composed of such pious and ardent

adherents of Jehovah, as His word had brought back

to Judah, when His servant Cyrus opened the way. But

had Haggai and Zechanah been addressing the people

of the land) who had never left the land, they could not

have helped speaking of idolatry.

Such considerations may very justly be used against
an argument which seeks to prove that the narratives

of a Return under Cyrus were due to the pious
invention of a Jewish writer who wished to record

that the predictions of the Second Isaiah were fulfilled

by Cyrus, their designated trustee.
8

They certainly

1 The inscription of Cyrus is sometimes quoted to this effect : c

P. Hay Hunter, op. ctt, I. 35. But it would seem that the statement

of Cyrus is limited to the restoration of Assyrian idols and their

worshippers to Assur and Akkad. Still, what he did in this case

furnishes a strong argument for the probability of his having done
the same in the case of the Jew*.

* See above, p. 206, and especially n. 3.
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possess a far higher degree of probability than that

argument does.

Finally there is this consideration. If there was no

return from Babylon under Cyrus, and the Temple, as

Dr. Kosters alleges, was built by the poor people of the

land, is it likely that the latter should have been re-

garded with such contempt as they were by the exiles

who returned under Ezra and Nehemiah? Theirs

would then have been the glory of reconstituting Israel,

and their position very different from what we find it

On all these grounds, therefore, we must hold that

the attempt to discredit the tradition of an important

return of exiles under Cyrus Ins not been successful ;

that such a return remains the more probable solution

of an obscure and difficult problem ;
and that therefore

the Jews who with Zerubbabel and Jeshua are re-

presented in Haggai and Zechariah as building the

Temple in the second year of Darius, 520, had come

up from Babylon about 537.* Such a conclusion, of

course, need not commit us to the various data offered

by the Chronicler in his story of the Return, such as

the Edict of Cyrus, nor to all of his details.

2. Many, however, who grant the correctness of the

tradition that a large number of Jewish exiles returned

under Cyrus to Jerusalem, deny the statement of the

Compiler of the Book of Ezra that the returned exiles

immediately prepared to build the Temple and laid

the foundation-stone with solemn festival, but were

1 Even Cheyne, after accepting Kosters
1

conclusions as in the main

points inevitable (op. ctt
, p. xxxv), considers (p. zzzviii) that "the

earnestness of Haggai and Zechariah (who cannot have stood alone)

implies the existence of a higher religious element at Jerusalem long

^before 432 B.C. Whence came this higher element but from its

natural home among the more cultured Jews in Babylonia?"
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hindered from proceeding with the building till the

second year of Darius.1
They maintain that this late

narrative is contradicted by the contemporary state-

ments of Haggai and Zechariah, who, according to

them, imply that no foundation-stone was laid till

520 B.C.* For the interpretation of our prophets this

is not a question of cardinal importance. But for

clearness* sake we do well to lay it open.

We may at once concede that in Haggai and

Zechariah there is nothing which necessarily implies

that the Jews had made any beginning to build the

Temple before the start recorded by Haggai in the

3 ear 520. The one passage, Haggai ii 18, which is

cited to prove this* is at the best ambiguous, and

many scholars claim it as a fixture of that date for

the twenty-fourth day of the ninth month of 520.* At

the same time, and even granting that the latter

interpretation of Haggai ii. 18 is correct, there is

nothing in either Haggai or Zechariah to make it

impossible that a foundation-stone had been laid some

years before, but abandoned in consequence of the

Samaritan obstruction, 'as alleged in Ezra iii. 8-n.
If we keep in mind Haggai's and Zechariah's silence

Ezra lit 8-13.
*
Schrader, "Ueber die Dauer desTempelbaues," in Stud, u

1879, 46 ff
i Stade, Gesch. dts Volkfs Israel, II 1 15 ff. ; Kuenen, op. c$t ,

p. 222; Kosters, op. ctt t Chap. I., I. To this opinion others have

adhered: KOmg (EtnJett tn das A.T.),Rysse\(op at) and Marti (2nd
edition of Kayser*s TheoL des A. T., p. aoo). Schrader (p. 563)

argues that Ezra ui 8-13 was not founded on a historical document,
but is an imitation of Neh vii. 73 viii. ;

and Stade that the Aramaic

document in Ezra which ascnbes the laying of the foundation-stone

to Sheshbazzar, the legate of Cyrus, was not earlier than 430.
*
Ryle, op. ctt.t p. xxx

4
Stade, Wellhausen, etc. See below, Chap. XVIII. on Hag ii. 18,
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about the Return from Babylon, and their very natural

concentration upon their own circumstances/ we shall

not be able to reckon their silence about previous

attempts to build the Temple as a conclusive proof
that these attempts never took place. Moreover the

Aramaic document, which agrees with our two prophets
in assigning the only effective start of the work on

the Temple to 520,* does not deem it inconsistent with

this to record that the Persian Satrap of the West of

the Euphrates
8
reported to Darius that, when he asked

the Jews why they were rebuilding the Temple, they

replied not only that a decree of Cyrus had granted
them permission,

4 but that his legate Sheshbazzar had

actually laid the foundation-stone upon his arrival at

Jerusalem, and that the building had gone on without

interruption from that time to 52O.
6 This last assertion,

which of course was false, may have been due either

to a misunderstanding of the Jewish elders by the

reporting Satrap, or else to the Jews themselves,

anxious to make their case as strong as possible.

The latter is the more probable alternative. As even

Stade admits, it was a very natural assertion for the

Jews to make, and so conceal that their effort of 520
was due to the instigation of their own prophets. But

in any case the Aramaic document corroborates the

statement of the Compiler that there was a foundation-

stone laid in the early years of Cyrus, and does not

conceive this to be inconsistent with its own narrative

of a stone being laid in 520, and an effective start at

last made upon the Temple works. So much does

Stade feel the force of this, that he concedes not only
that Sheshbazzar may have started some preparation

1 See above, pp. 2iof. * Ezra v. 6. 16. 1 6.

* Ezra iv. 24, v. i 4
Ib. 13.
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for building the Temple, but that he may even have

laid the stone with ceremony.
1

And indeed, is it not in itself very probable that

some early attempt was made by the exiles returned

under Cyrus to rebuild the house of Jehovah ? Cyrus
had been predicted by the Second Isaiah not only

as the redeemer of God's people, but with equal ex-

plicitness as the builder of the Temple ;
and all the

argument which Kuenen draws from the Second Isaiah

for the fact of the Return from Babylon
1

tells with

almost equal force for the fact of some efforts to

raise the fallen sanctuary of Israel immediately after

the Return. Among the returned were many priests,

and many no doubt of the most sanguine spirits in

Israel They came straight from the heart of Jewry,

though that heart was in Babylon ; they came with the

impetus and obligation of the great Deliverance upon
them

; they were the representatives of a community
which we know to have been comparatively wealthy.

Is it credible that they should not have begun the

Temple at the earliest possible moment ?

Nor is the story of their frustration by the Samaritans

any less natural.8 It is true that there were not any
adversaries likely to dispute with the colonists the

land in the immediate neighbourhood of Jerusalem.
The Edomites had overrun the fruitful country about

II, p. 123.
1 See above, p. 213.
* Ezra iv. 1-4.

"That the relation of Ezra iv. 1-4 is historical seems
to be established against objections which have been taken to it by
the reference to Esarhaddon, which A. v. Gutschmidt has vindicated

by an ingenious historical combination with the aid of the Assyrian
monuments (Ntu* Btitragt, p. 145)."Robertson Smith, art "Haggai/

Encyc. Brit.
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Hebron, and part of the Shephelah. The Samaritans

held the rich valleys of Ephraim, and probably the

plain of Ajalon. But if any peasants struggled with

the stony plateaus of Benjamin and Northern Judah,
such must have been of the remnants of the Jewish

population who were left behind by Nebuchadrezzar, and

who clung to the sacred soil from habit or from motives

of religion. Jerusalem was never a site to attract men,
either for agriculture, or, now that its shrine was

desolate and its population scattered, for the command
of trade.

1 The returned exiles must have been at first

undisturbed by the envy of their neighbours. The
tale is, therefore, probable which attributes the hostility

of the latter to purely religious causes the refusal of

the Jews to allow the half-heathen Samaritans to

share in the construction of the Temple.
2 Now the

Samaritans could prevent the building. While stones

were to be had by the builders in profusion from the

ruins of the city and the great quarry to the north of

it, ordinary timber did not grow in their neighbourhood,
and though the story be true that a contract was already

made with Phoenicians to bring cedar to Joppa, it had

to be carried thence for thirty-six miles. Here, then,

was the opportunity of the Samaritans. They could

obstruct the carriage both of the ordinary timber and

of the cedar. To this state of affairs the present
writer found an analogy in 1891 among the Circassian

colonies settled by the Turkish Government a few years
earlier in the vicinity of Gerasa and Rabbath-Ammon.

The colonists had built their houses from the numerous

ruins of these cities, but at Rabbath-Ammon they said

their great difficulty had been about timber. And we

Cfc Hist. Gtogn pp. 317 ff. Ezra iv.
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could well understand how the Beduin, who resented

the settlement of Circassians on lands they had used

for ages, and with whom the Circassians were nearly

always at variance,
1 did what they could to make the

carriage of timber impossible. Similarly with the Jews
and their Samaritan adversaries. The site might be

cleared and the stone of the Temple laid, but if the

timber was stopped there was little use in raising

the walls, and the Jews, further discouraged by the

failure of their impetuous hopes of what the Return

would bring them, found cause for desisting from their

efforts. Bad seasons followed, the labours for their

own sustenance exhausted their strength, and in the

sordid toil their hearts grew hard to higher interests.

Cyrus died in 529, and his legate Sheshbazzar, having
done nothing but lay the stone, appears to have left

Judaea.* Cambyses marched more than once through

Palestine, and his army garrisoned Gaza, but he was

not a monarch to have any consideration for Jewish
ambitions. Therefore although Samaritan opposition

ceased on the stoppage of the Temple works and

the Jews procured timber enough for their private

dwellings
8

is it wonderful that the site of the Temple
should be neglected and the stone laid by Sheshbazzar

forgotteni or that the disappointed Jews should seek

to explain the disillusions of the Return, by arguing
that God's time for the restoration of His house had

not yet come ?

1 There was a sharp skirmish at Rabbath-Ammon the night we
spent there, and at least one Circassian was shot

* "Sheshbazzar presumably having taken up his task with the usua

conscientiousness of an Oriental governor, that is having done nothing

though the work was nominally in hand all along (Ezra v. l6).
w

Robertson Smith, art.
"
Hag^ai," Encyc Bntt

* See below, Chap. XV11I.
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The death of a cruel monarch is always in the East

an occasion for the revival of shattered hopes, and the

events which accompanied the suicide of Cambyses in

522 were particularly fraught with the possibilities of

political change. Cambyses' throne had been usurped

by one Gaumata, who pretended to be Smerdis or

Barada, a son of Cyrus. In a few months Gaumata

was slain by a conspiracy of seven Persian nobles, of

whom Darius, the son of Hystaspes, both by virtue of

his royal descent and by his own great ability, was

raised to the throne in 521. The empire had been

too profoundly shocked by the revolt of Gaumata to

settle at once under the new king, and Darius found

himself engaged by insurrections in all his provinces

except Syria and Asia Minor.1 The colonists in Jeru-

salem, like all their Syrian neighbours, remained loyal

to the new king ; so loyal that their Pefrah or Satrap

was allowed to be one of themselves Zerubbabel, son

of She'altfel, a son of their royal house. Yet though

they were quiet, the nations were rising against each

other and the world was shaken. It was just such

a crisis as had often before in Israel rewakened

prophecy. Nor did it fail now; and when prophecy
was roused what duty lay more clamant for its inspira-

tion than the duty of building the Temple ?

We are in touch with the first of our post-exilic

prophets, Haggai and Zechariah.

1
Herod., L 130, IIL 127.

1 I Chron. ill. 19 makes him a son of Pedaiah, brother of She'altfel,

son of Jehoiachm, the king who was earned away by Nebuchadrezzar

in 597 and remained captive till 561, when King Evil-Merodach set

him in honour. It has been supposed that, She'alti'el dying childless,

Pedaiah by levirate marriage with his widow became father of

Zerubbabei
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CHAPTER XVII

THE BOOK OF HAGGAI

THE
Book of Haggai contains thirty-eight verses,

which have been divided between two chapters.
1

The text is, for the prophets, a comparatively sound
one. The Greek version affords a number of correc-

tions, but has also the usual amount of misunderstand-

ings, and, as in the case of other prophets, a few
additions to the Hebrew text.8 These and the variations

in the other ancient versions will be noted in the

translation below.8

The book consists of four sections, each recounting
a message from Jehovah to the Jews in Jerusalem in

520 B.C., the second year of Darius (Hystaspis), by the

hand of the prophet Haggai.
The first, chap, i., dated the first day of the sixth

month, during our September, reproves the Jews for

building their own deled houses, while they say that

the time fot building Jehovah's house has notyet come;

1 In the English Bible the division corresponds tothat of the Hebrew,
which gives fifteen verses to chap. i. The LXX. takes the fifteenth

verse along with ver. i of chap 11.

1
ii. 9, 14 : see on these passages, pp. 243, n. i, 246, n. 4.

1 Besides the general works on the text of the Twelve Prophets,

already cited, M. Tony Andree has published Etat Crittqut du Ttxtt

cTAgg** : Quatre Tableaux Comparators (Pans, 1893), which is also

included in his general introduction and commentary on the prophet,

quoted below.

voj IL 225 15
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affirms that this is the reason of their poverty arid

of a great drought which has afflicted them. A piece

of narrative is added recounting how Zerubbabel and

Jeshua, the heads of the community, were stirred by
this word to lead the people to begin work on the

Temple, on the twenty-fourth day of the same month.

The second section, chap. ii. 1-9, contains a message,

dated the twenty-first day of the seventh month, during

our October, in which the builders are encouraged for

their work. Jehovah is about to shake all nations,

these shall contnbute of their wealth, and the latter

glory of the Temple be greater than the former.

The third section, chap. ii. 10-19, contains a word

of Jehovah which came to Haggai on the twenty-fourth

day of the ninth month, during our December. It is

in the form of a parable based on certain ceremonial

laws, according to which the touch of a holy thing does

not sanctify so much as the touch of an unholy pollutes.

Thus is the people polluted, and thus every work of

their hands. Their sacrifices avail nought, and adver-

sity has persisted : small increase of fruits, blasting,

mildew and hail. But from this day God will bless.

The fourth section, chap. ii. 2023, *s a second word

from the Lord to Haggai on the twenty-fourth day of

the ninth month. It is for Zerubbabel, and declares

that God will overthrow the thrones of kingdoms and

destroy the forces of many of the Gentiles by war.

In that day Zerubbabel, the Lord's elect servant, shall

be as a signet to the Lord.

The authenticity of all these four sections was

doubted by no one,
1

till ten years ago W. Btthme,

1 Robertson Smith (Encyc Brit, art "Haggai," 1880) does not

even mention authenticity. "Without doubt from Haggai himself
"

(Kuenen). "The Book of Haggai is without doubt to be dated,
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besides pointing out some useless repetitions of single

words and phrases, cast suspicion on chap. 113, and ques-

tioned the whole of the fourth section, chap. ii. 2O-23-
1

With regard to chap. i. 13, it is indeed curious that

Haggai should be described as the messenger ofJehovah]
while the message itself, / am with you, seems super-

fluous here, and if the verse be omitted, ver. 14 runs

on naturally to ver. 12? Bohme's reasons for disputing

the authenticity of chap. ii. 2023 are much less

sufficient He thinks he sees the hand of an editor

in the phrase for a second time in ver. 20 ; notes the

omission of the title
"
prophet

" 8
after Haggai's name^

and the difference of the formula the word came to

Haggai from that employed in the previous sections, by
the hand of Haggai, and the repetition of ver. 6b in

ver. 21 ; and otherwise concludes that the section is an

insertion from a later hand. But the formula the word

came to Haggai occurs also in ii. io: 4 the other points

are trivial, and while it was most natural for Haggai
the contemporary of Zerubbabel to entertain of the

latter such hopes as the passage expresses, it is in-

conceivable that a later writer, who knew how they
had not been fulfilled in Zerubbabel, should have

invented them.*

Recently M. Tony Andrde, prwat-docent in the Univer-

sity of Geneva, has issued a large work on Haggai,' in

which he has sought to prove that the third section of

according to its whole extant contents, from the prophet Haggai,
whose work fell in the year 520" (KOmg) So Driver, Kirkpatnck,

Cornfll, etc.

1
Z~A.T.fP., 1887, 215 t ' Which occurs only in the T.XX

* So also Wellhausen. 4 See note on that verse.
1 C Wildeboer, Litter, dts A. T., 294.

L* Prophite Agget, Introduction Crittqu* it ComnKntttirt. Paris,

Fischbacher, 1893.
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the book, chap. ii. (10) 11-19, is from the hand of

another writer than the rest He admits 1 that in

neither form, nor style, nor language is there anything
to prove this distinction, and that the ideas of all the

sections suit perfectly the condition of the Jews in the

time soon after the Return. But he considers that

chap. ii. (10) 11-19 interrupts the connection between

the sections upon either side of it; that the author

is a legalist or casuist, while the author of the other

sections is a man whose only ecclesiastical interest is

the rebuilding of the Temple ; that there are obvious

contradictions between chap. ii. (10) 11-19 and the rest

of the book; and that there is a difference of vocabulary.

Let us consider each of these reasons.

The first, that chap. ii. (10) 11-19 interrupts the con-

nection between the sections on either side of it, is true

only in so far as it has a different subject from that

which the latter have more or less in common. But

the second of the latter, chap. ii. 2023, treats only of

a corollary of the first, chap. ii. 1-9, and that corollary

may well have formed the subject of a separate oracle.

Besides, as we shall see, chap. ii. 10-19 *s a natural

development of chap. L 2 The contradictions alleged by
M. Andree are two. He points out that while chap. i.

speaks only of a drought* chap. ii. (10) 1 1-19 mentions *

as the plagues on the crops shiddaphdn and yerak6n,

generally rendered blasting and mildew in our English

Bible, and barad, or hail; and these he reckons to be

plagues due not to drought but to excessive moisture.

But shiddaphOn and ygrakOn, which are alwaysconnected

in the Old Testament and are words of doubtful meaning,
are not referred to damp in any of the passages in

1
Page 151. i. ip, II.

1
Below, p. 249.

*
ii. 17.
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which they occur, but, on the contrary, appear to be

the consequences of drought.
1 The other contradiction

alleged refers to the ambiguous verse ii. 18, on which we
have already seen it difficult to base any conclusion, and

which will be treated when we come to it in the course

of translation.
1

Finally, the differences in language
which M. Andrde cites are largely imaginary, and it

is hard to understand how a responsible critic has

come to cite, far more to emphasise them, as he has

done. We may relegate the discussion of them to a

note,
1 and need here only remark that there is among

1

They follow drought in Amos iv. 9 ; and in the other passages
where they occur Deut xxvm 22 ; I Kings vm 37 ;

2 Chron. vL 28

they are mentioned in a list of possible plagues after famine, or

pestilence, or fevers, all of which, with the doubtful exception of

fevers, followed drought.

Above, p 216; below, p. 248, n. a.

* ome of M, Andree's alleged differences need not be discussed at

all, <.g. that between *ODD and 'Jab. But here are the others. He
asserts that while chap. L calls oil and wine "yishar and tirosh,"

chap. ii. (10) 11-19 ca^s them "yayin and shemen " But he over-

looks the fact that the former pair of names, meaning the newly

pressed oil and wine, suit their connection, in which the fruits of the

earth are being catalogued, in, while the latter pair, meaning the

finished wine and oil, equally suit their connection, in which articles

of food are being catalogued, u. 12. Equally futile is the distinction

drawn between i 9, which speaks of bringing the crops to the house,

or as we should say home, and ii. 19, which speaks of seed being in

the barn. Again, what is to be said of a critic who adduces m
evidence of distinction of authorship the fact that i 6 employs the

verb labhash, to dotht, while ii 12 uses beged for garment, and who

actually puts in brackets the root bagad, as if it anywhere in the

Old Testament meant to clothe ! Again, Andrge remarks that while

ii. (10) 11-19 does not employ the epithet Jehovah of Hosts, but only

fehovah, the rest of the book frequently uses the former; but he

omits to observe that the rest of the book, besides using Jehovah of

Hosts, often uses the name Jehovah alone [the phrase in u. (10) 11-19

is mn* DJO, and occurs twice IL 14, 17 ; but the rest of the book has

also HIPP DtU, IL 4; and besides mrP "QV. i, iL i, IL 20, PIW TOK,
I 8; and D'n!?N HOT and mn* 4GD, u xa]. Again, Andrei observes
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them but one of any significance : while the rest of the

book calls the Temple the House or the House of

Jehovah (or of Jehovah oj Hosts)} chap. ii. (10) 11-19

styles it palace, or temple, of Jehovah.
1 On such a

difference between two comparatively brief passages
it would be unreasonable to decide for a distinction of

authorship.

There is, therefor^ no reason to disagree with the

consensus of all other critics in the integrity of the

Book of Haggai. The four sections are either from

himself or from a contemporary of his. They probably

represent,
1 not the full addresses given by him on the

occasions stated, but abstracts or summaries of these.

"
It is never an easy task to persuade a whole popula-

tion to make pecuniary sacrifices, or to postpone private

to public interests; and the probability is, that in

these brief remains of the prophet Haggai we have

but one or two specimens of a ceaseless diligence and

persistent determination, which upheld and animated

the whole people till the work was accomplished."
1

that while the rest of the book designates Israel always by DJJ and

the heathen by ^ chap, n (10) 11-19, in ver. 14, uses both terms of

Israel. Yet in this latte: case *ij is used only in parallel to Dtf,

as frequently in other parts of the Old Testament. Again, that while

in the rest of the book Haggai is called the prophet (the doubtful

i. 13 may be omitted), he is simply named in ii. (10) 11-19, means

nothing, for the name here occurs only in introducing his contribution

to a conversation, in recording which it was natural to omit titles,

Similarly insignificant is the fact that while the rest of the book

mentions only th* High Pnest, chap u. (10) 11*19 tal^3 onty f ***

prusts : because here again each is suitable to the connection. Two or

three of Andree's alleged grounds (such as that from the names for

wine and oil and that from labhash and beged) are enough to discredit

his whole case.
' u. I5> i&

1 In this opinion, stated first by Eichhorn, most cntics agree.
* Marcus Dods, Haggai, Ztchctnah andMalachi, 1879, in Handbooks

for Bibk Classes: Edin., T, & T. Clark.
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At the same time it must be noticed that the style

of the book is not wholly of the bare, jejune prose
which it is sometimes described to be. The passages
of Haggai's own exhortation are in the well-known

parallel rhythm of prophetic discourse : see especially

chap. L, ver. 6.

The only other matter of Introduction to the prophet

Haggai is his name. The precise form 1
is not else-

where found in the Old Testament ; but one of the

clans of the tribe of Gad is called Haggi,
8 and the

letters H G I occur as the consonants of a name on

a Phoenician inscription.
8 Some 4 have taken Haggai to

be a contraction of Haggiyah, the name of a Levitical

family,
6 but although the final yod of some proper

names stands for Jehovah, we cannot certainly con-

clude that it is so in this case. Others 6 see in Haggai
a probable contraction for Hagariah/ as Zaccai, the

original of Zacchaeus, is a contraction of Zechariah.
1

A more general opinion* takes the termination as

adjectival,
10 and the root to be "

hag? feast or festival*
In that case Haggai would mean festal, and it has been

supposed that the name would be given to him from

1 W, Greek
'

ijfjj
Gen. xlvi. 16, Num. xxvi. 15 ; Greek 'Ary, 'Ayyew. The

feminine fi^D, Haggith, was the name of one of David's wives :

2 Sam hi. 4.
1 No. 67 of the Phoenician inscriptions in C. 7. S.
4

Killer, Oncnu. Sacrum^ Tab., 1706 (quoted by Andree), and Pusey.
*
HJSn, 1 Chron. vi 15; Greek 'Ayyto, Lu 'Avaia

'
Kohler, NachextL Proph , I. 2 , Wellhausen in fourth edition of

Bleek's Etnlettung; Robertson Smith, Encyc. Brtt., art. "Haggau"
7 i\r\y\~Jehovah hath girded
I
Derenbourg, Hist dt la Palestine, pp. 95, I5<x

*
Jerome, Gesenms, and most moderns.

As in the names 2pjf Qlfcj f 72, etc.

II The radical double g of which appears in composition*
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his birth on the day of some feast It is impossible

to decide with certainty among these alternatives.

M. Andre'e,
1 who accepts the meaning festal, ventures

the hypothesis that, like
"
Malachi," Haggai is a symbolic

title given by a later hand to the anonymous writer

of the book, because of the coincidence of his various

prophecies with solemn festivals.
2 But the name is

too often and too naturally introduced into the book

to present any analogy to that of " Malachi w
; and

the hypothesis may be dismissed as improbable and

unnatural.

Nothing more is known of Haggai than his name
and the facts given in his book. But as with the

other prophets whom we have treated, so with this

one, Jewish and Christian legends have been very

busy. Other functions have been ascribed to him;
a sketch of his biography has been invented. Accord-

ing to the Rabbis he was one of the men of the Great

Synagogue, and with Zechanah and " Malachi "
trans-

mitted to that mythical body the tradition of the older

prophets.
8 He was the author of several ceremonial

regulations, and with Zechanah and " Malachi "
intro-

duced into the alphabet the terminal forms of the five

elongated letters.
4 The Christian Fathers narrate that

he was of the tribe of Levi,
5 that with Zechanah he

prophesied in exile of the Return,
8 and was still young

when he arrived in Jerusalem,
7 where he died and was

1
Op. of, p. 8.

*
x. l

r the new moon ; il I, the seventh day of the Feast of Tabcr

nacles; ii. 18, the foundation of the Temple (?).
*
Baba-bathra, 150, etc.

*
Megilla, 2b.

'
Hesychms : see above, p So, n.

4
Augustine, Enarratio in Psalm cxlirit.

*
Pseud-Epiphanius, D Vttis Prophetantm,
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buried. A strange legend, founded on the doubtful

verse which styles him the messenger of Jehovah,

gave out that Haggai, as well as for similar reasons
" Malachi " and John the Baptist, were not men, but

angels in human shape.
1 With Zechariah Haggai

appears on the titles of Psalms cxxxvii., cxlv. cxlviii.

in the Septuagint ; cxi., cxlv., cxlvi. in the Vulgate ; and

cxxv.y cxxvi and cxlv. cxlviii. in the Peshitto.* " In

the Temple at Jerusalem he was the first who chanted

the Hallelujah, . . . wherefore we say : Hallelujah,

which is the hymn of Haggai and Zechariah." 1 All

these testimonies are, of course, devoid of value.

Finally, the modern inference from chap, ii 3, that

Haggai in his youth had seen the former Temple, had

gone into exile, and was now returned a very old

man,* may be probable, but is not certain. We are

quite ignorant of his age at the time the word of

Jehovah came to him.

1 Jerome on Hag. i. 13.
* Eusebius did not find these titles in the Hezaplar Septuagint

See Field's Hexaplar on Psalm cxlv. I. The titles are of course

wholly without authority.
1
Psevd-Epiphanius, as above.

* So Ewald, Wildeboer (p. 295) and others.



CHAPTER XVIII

HAGGAI AND THE BUILDING OF THE TEMPLE

HAGGAI L, ii

WE have seen that the most probable solution 01

the problems presented to us by the inadequate
and confused records of the tame is that a consider-

able number of Jewish exiles returned from Jerusalem
to Babylon about 537, upon the permission of Cyrus,
and that the Satrap whom he sent with them not only
allowed them to raise the altar on its ancient site,

but himself laid for them the foundation-stone of the

Temple.
1

We have seen, too, why this attempt led to nothing,
and we have followed the Samaritan obstructions, the

failure of the Persian patronage, the drought and
bad harvests, and all the disillusion of the fifteen

years which succeeded the Return.* The hostility 01

the Samaritans was entirely due to the refusal of the

Jews to give them a share in the construction of the

1 See above, pp. 210-18, and emphasise specially the focts that the
most pronounced adherents of Kosters' theory seek to qualify his

absolute negation of a Return under Cyrus, by the admssion that

some Jews did return ; and that even Stade, who agree? in the main
with Schrader that no attempt was made by the Je-vs to begin

building the Temple till 520, admits the probability of stone being
laid by Sbeshbazzar about 536.

* See above, pp. 218&
34
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Temple, and its virulence, probably shown by preventing
the Jews from procuring timber, seems to have ceased

when the Temple works were stopped. At least we
find no mention of it in our prophets; and the Jews
are furnished with enough of timber to panel and del

their own houses,1 But the Jews must have feared

a renewal of Samaritan attacks if they resumed work

on the Temple, and for the rest they were too sodden

with adversity, and too weighted with the care of their

own sustenance, to spring at higher interests. What

immediately precedes our prophets is a miserable story

of barren seasons and little income, money leaking fast

away, and every man's sordid heart engrossed with his

own household. Little wonder that critics have been

led to deny the great Return of sixteen years back,

with its grand ambitions for the Temple and glorious

future of Israel But the like collapse has often been

experienced in history when bands of religious men,

going forth, as they thought, to freedom and the

immediate erection of a holy commonwealth, have found

their unity wrecked and their enthusiasm dissipated by
a few inclement seasons on a barren and a hostile

shore. Nature and their barbarous fellow-men have

frustrated what God had promised. Themselves,
accustomed from a high stage of civilisation to plan

still higher social structures, are suddenly reduced to

the primitive necessities of tillage and defence against

a savage foe. Statesmen, poets and idealists of sorts

have to hoe the ground, quarry stones and stay up of

nights to watch as sentinels. Destitute of the comforts

and resources with which they have grown up, they live

in constant battle with their bare and unsympathetic

Hag. 1.4.
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environs. It is a familiar tale in history, and we read

it with ease in the case of Israel. The Jews enjoyed
this advantage, that they came not to a strange land,

but to one crowded with inspiring memories, and they

had behind them the most glorious impetus of prophecy
which ever sent a people forward to the future. Yet

the very ardours of this hurried them past a due

appreciation of the difficulties they would have to

encounter, and when they found themselves on the

stony soil of Judah, which they had been idealising

for fifty years, and were further afflicted by barren

seasons, their hearts must have suffered an even more

bitter disillusion than has so frequently fallen to the

lot of religious emigrants to an absolutely new coast

I. THE CALL TO BUILD (Chap. L).

It was to this situation, upon an autumn day, when
the colonists felt another year of beggarly effort behind

them and their wretched harvest had been brought

home, that the prophet Haggai addressed himself.

With rare sense he confined his efforts to the practical

needs of the moment. The sneers of modern writers

have not been spared upon a style that is crabbed and

jejune, and they have esteemed this to be a collapse

of the prophetic spirit, in which Haggai ignored

all the achievements of prophecy and interpreted the

word of God as only a call to hew wood and lay

stone upon stone. But the man felt what the moment

needed, and that is the supreme mark of the prophet.

Set a prophet there, and what else could a prophet

have done? It would have been futile to rewaken

those most splendid voices of the past, which had in

part been the reason of the people's disappointment,

and equally futile to interpret the mission of the great
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world powers towards God's people. What God's

people themselves could do for themselves that was
what needed telling at the moment; and if Haggai
told it with a meagre and starved style, this also was

in harmony with the occasion. One does not expect
it otherwise when hungry men speak to each other

of their duty.

Nor does Haggai deserve blame that he interpreted

the duty as the material building of the Temple.
This was no mere ecclesiastical function. Without

the Temple the continuity of Israel's religion could

not be maintained. An independent state, with the

full courses of civic life, was then impossible. The
ethical spirit, the regard for each other and God, could

prevail over their material interests in no other way
than by common devotion to the worship of the God
of their fathers. - In urging them to build the Temple
from their own unaided resources, in abstaining from

all hopes of imperial patronage, in making the business

one, not of sentiment nor of comfortable assurance

derived from the past promises of God, but of plain

and hard duty Haggai illustrated at once the sanity

and the spiritual essence of prophecy in Israel

Professor Robertson Smith has contrasted the central

importance which Haggai attached to the Temple with

the attitude of Isaiah and Jeremiah, to whom "the

religion of Israel and the holiness of Jerusalem have

little to do with the edifice of the Temple. The city

is holy because it is the seat of Jehovah's sovereignty

on earth, exerted in His dealings with and for the state

of Judah and the kingdom of David" 1 At the same

tune it ought to be pointed out that even to Isaiah the

Art "
Haggai," Encyc
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Temple was the dwelling-place of Jehovah, and if it

had been lying in ruins at his feet, as it was at Haggai's,

there is little doubt he would have been as earnest as

Haggai in urging its reconstruction. Nor did the

Second Isaiah, who has as lofty an idea of the spiritual

destiny of the people as any other prophet, lay less

emphasis upon the cardinal importance of the Temple
to their life, and upon the certainty of its future glory.

In the secondyear of Darius 1
the king}

in the sixth

month and the first day of the month that is, on the

feast of the new moon the word of Jehovah came

by* Haggai the prophet to Zerubbabel, son o/She'altfel*

Satrap ofjudah, and toJehoshud9
son ofJeho$addl$t the

high priest the civil and religious heads of the com*

munity as follows :

Thus hath Jehovah of Hosts spoken^ saying: This

people have said, Notyet* is come the timefor the building

ofJehovaKs House. Therefore JehovaKs word is come

by Haggai the prophet, saying: Is it a time for you

you* to be dwelling in houses deled with planks? while

this House is waste ? And now thus saith Jehovah of
Hosts : Lay to heart how things have gone with you? Ye

1 Heb. Daryavesh.
4 See below, pp. 258, 279, 292 ff.

' Heb, by the hand oj. Heb. saying.

See above, pp. 199 and 221.

For fcOTiy tih - notihe tone of coming read with Hitzig and

Wellhausen NJ jjtf
K?

y
not MOW is com* \ for $P c Ezek. auciii. 4,

Pbalra Ixxiv. 6.

' The emphasis may be due only to the awkward grammatical
construction.

DO1BD, from JBD, to cover with planks of cedar, 2 Kings vi. 9 :

ct iii. 7.

Heb. setyour hearts (see Vol. I., pp. 258, 275, 321, 323) upon your
ways ; butyour ways cannot mean here, as elsewhere, yo*r conduct,

but obviously from what follows the ways you have been led, the way
things have gone with yo i tl>e baneu DS asons a^d little income.
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sowed much but had link income^ ate and were not

satisfied, drank and were not full, put on clothing and

there was no warmth, while he that earned wages has

earned them into a bag with holes.

Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts: 1 Go up into the

mountain the hill-country of Judah and bring in

timber, and build the House, that I may take pleasure

in
it, and show My glory, saith Jehovah. Ye looked for

much and it has turned out Mile,* and whatye brought
home I puffed at. On account of what? oracle of

Jehovah of Hosts on account of My House which

is waste, while ye are hurrying every man after his

own house. Therefore
s hath heaven shut off the dew*

and earth shut off her increase. And I have catted

drought upon the earth) both upon the mountains* and

upon the corn, and upon the wine, and upon the oil, and

upon what the ground brings forth, and upon man,
and upon beast, and upon all the labour of the hands.

For ourselves, Haggai's appeal to the barren seasons

and poverty of the people as proof of God's anger with

their selfishness must raise questions. But we have

already seen, not only that natural calamities were by
the ancient world interpreted as the penal instruments

of the Deity, but that all through history they have

had a wonderful influence on the spirits of men, forcing

them to search their own hearts and to believe that

* The Hebrew and Versions here insert set your hearts uponyour

ways, obviously a mere clerical repetition from ver. 5.

For BJflo!? mm read with the LXX OSTO fprn orm
1 The DD^JJ here inserted in the Hebrew text is unparsable, not

found in the LXX. and probably a clerical error by dittography from

the preceding p^Jf.
4 Heb. htavtfts art shut from dtw. But perhaps the of ?ttD

should be deleted. So Wellhausen. There is no instance of an

intransitive Qal of 6O3. a
Query ?
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Providence is conducted for other ends than those of

our physical prosperity. "Have not those who have

believed as Amos believed ever been the strong spirits

of our race, making the very disasters which crushed

them to the earth the tokens that God has great views

about them?" 1
Haggai, therefore, takes no sordid

view of Providence when he interprets the seasons,

from which his countrymen had suffered, as God's

anger upon their selfishness and delay in building His

House.

The straight appeal to the conscience of the Jews
had an immediate effect Within three weeks they

began work on the Temple.
And Zerubbabel, son of Shfal&el, and Jehoshucf, son

ofjehoadak, the high priest, and all the rest of the people,

hearkened to the voice of Jehovah their God, and to the

words of Haggai the prophet, as Jehovah their God had

sent him; and the peoplefeared before the face ofJehovah.

[And Haggai, the messenger of Jehovah, in Jehovah's

mission to the people, spake, saying, I am with you
oracle ofJeLoah?\* And Jehovah stirred the spirit of

Zerubbabel, son of She'alttel, Satrap ofjudah, and the

spirit of Jehoshua
9

,
son ofjehoctdak, the high priest, and

the spint of all the rest of the people; and they went and
did work in the House ofJehovah of Hosts, their God, on

the twenty-fourth day of the sixth month, in the second

year ofDarius the king?
Note how the narrative emphasises that the new

energy was, as it could not but be from Haggafs
unflattering words, a purely spiritual result It was

1 VoLL,pp, 162 ft

* See above, p. 227.
9 The I.XX. wrongly takes this last yerse of chap. I. aft the first

half of the first verse of chap. ii.
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the spirit of Zerubbabel, and the spirit of Jehoshua.
and the sptnt of all the rest of the people, which was
stirred their conscience and radical force of character.

Not in vain had the people suffered their great dis-

illusion under Cyrus, if now their history was to start

again from sources so inward and so pure.

2. COURAGE, ZERUBBABEL I COURAGE, JEHOSHUA AND

ALL THE PEOPLE! (Chap. li. 1-9).

The second occasion on which Haggai spoke to the

people was another feast the same autumn, the seventh

day of the Feast of Tabernacles,
1 the twenty-first of

the seventh month. For nearly four weeks the work

on the Temple had proceeded. Some progress must
have been made, for comparisons became possible

between the old Temple and the state of this one.

Probably the outline and size of the building were

visible. In any case it was enough to discourage the

builders with their efforts and the means at their dis-

posal. Haggai's new word is a very simple one of

encouragement. The people's conscience had been

stirred by his first
; they needed now some hope. Con-

sequently he appeals to what he had ignored before,

the political possibilities which the present state of

the world afforded always a source of prophetic

promise. But again he makes his former call upon
their own courage and resources. The Hebrew text

contains a reference to the Exodus which would be

appropriate to a discourse delivered during the Feast

of Tabernacles, but it is not found in the Septuagint,

and is so impossible to construe that it has been justly

suspected as a gloss, inserted by some later hand, only

1 Lev. auuii. 34, 36, 40-42.

VOL, O, l6
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because the passage had to do with the Feast of

Tabernacles.

In the seventh month, on the twenty-first day of the

month, the word ofJehovah came by
1

Haggai the prophet,

snying ;

Speak now to Zerubbabel, son of ShJaltfel, Satrap

ofjudah, and to Jekoshua, son of Jehosadak, the high

priest, and to the rest of the people, saying: Who among
you is left that saw this House %n its former glory>,

and

how do ye see it now? Is it not as nothing in your

eyes?* And now courage,
9 Zerubbabel oracle of

Jehovah and courage, Jehoshud, son of Jeho$adak,

high priest;
* and courage, all people of the land! oracle

ofJehovah; and get to work, for I am with you oracle

ofJehovah ofHosts
5 and My Spmt is standing in your

midst. Fear not I For thus saith Jehovah of Hosts :

It is but a little while, and I will shake the heavens, and
the earth and the sea and the dry land; and I will

shake all nations, and the costly things
9

of all nations shall

<ome in, and I will fill this House with glory, saith

1

By the hand of.
1

D^^p P&O inD3 &6n Literally, tsnotthtlikeoftt as no&itng
in your eyes

? But that can hardly be the meaning It might be

equivalent to ts tt not, as tt stands, as nothing in your eyes ? But the

fact is that in Hebrew construction of a simple, unemphasiscd com-

parison, the companng particle 3 stands before both objects compared

as, for instance, m the phrase (Gen. xhv. 18) Hjn|O *p&; V, thou

art as Pharaoh.
*
Literally : be strong.

4 It is difficult to say whether high priest belongs to the text or not
1 Here occurs the anacolouthic clause, introduced by an ace. with-

out a verb, which is not found m the LXX. and is probably a gloss

(see above, p. 241) : The promise which I made withyou myourgoing
forthJrom Egypt.

* Hebrew has singular, costly thing or desirableness, HTpri

(fern, for neut ), but the verb shall come is in the plural, and the

LXX* has r& frXcjcrd, the choice things. See below, next page.
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Jehovah of Hosts. Mine t's the silver and Mine the gold
oiade of Jehovah of Hosts. GJ cater shall the latter

glory of this House be than the former, sa*th Jehovah

of Hosts, and in this place will I give peace
l orack

of Jehovah of Hosts.

From the earliest times this passage, by the

majority of the Christian Church, has been
'

inter-

preted of the coming of Christ The Vulgate renders

ver. 74, Et vemet Desideratus cunctis gentibus, and so

a large number of the Latin Fathers, who are followed

by Luther, Der Trost aller Hctden, and by our own
Authorised Version, And the Desire of all nations shall

come. This was not contrary to Jewish tradition, for

Rabbi Akiba had defined the clause of the Messiah,

and Jerome received the interpretation from his Jewish
instructors. In itself the noun, as pointed in the

Massoretic text, means longing or object of longing?
But the verb which goes with it is in the plural, and

by a change of points the noun itself may be read as

a plural.
3 That this was the original reading is made

extremely probable by the fact that it lay before the

translators of the Septuagint, who render : the picked,

1 The LXX add a parallel clause ico*

ITOFTI r< kTlfritTi rou dyaorifccu rbv vaAv TOUTW, \\hiih would read in

Hebrew PITH bynn Dioip
1

? iD'rr^ nvn? C'a3 npyi. On

JTPn Wellhauen cites I Chron. xi. 8,
= restore or revive

3
n^DPI longing, 2 Chron. xzi 2, and object of tongtng,

Dan. "37. It is the feminine or neuter, and might he rendered as

a collective, desnable things Pusey cites Cicero s address to his wife :

VaUte, ntea des>dena> valele (Ep adFamil^ xiv. 2 fin ).
1
rntDQ, plural feminine of pass, part., as in Gen. xxvii 15, where

it is an adjective, but used as a noun precious things, Dan, xi

38, 43, which use meets the objection of Pusey, tn loco, where ha

wrongly maintains that precious things, if intended, must have been

expressed by
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or chosen, things of the nations.
1 So the old Italic

version : Et venieni omnta electa gentium? Moreover

this meaning suits the context, as the other does

not The next verse mentions silver and gold.
"We

may understand what he says," writes Calvin, "of

Christ ; we indeed know that Christ was the expecta-

tion of the whole world ; ... but as it immediately

follows, Mine is the silver and Mine is the gold, the

more simple meaning is that which I first stated : that

the nations would come, bringing with them all their

riches, that they might offer themselves and all their

possessions a sacrifice to God." 8

3. THE POWER OF THE UNCLEAN (Chap. ii. 1019).

Haggai's third address to the people is based on a

deliverance which he seeks from the priests. The
Book of Deuteronomy had provided that, in all difficult

cases not settled by its own code, the people shall

seek a deliverance or Torah from the priests, and shall

observe to do according to the deliverance which the priests

deliver to theet Both noun and verb, which may be

thus literally translated, are also used for the com-

pleted and canonical Law in Israel, and they signify
that in the time of the composition of the Book of

Deuteronomy that Law was still regarded as in process
of growth. So it is also in the time of Haggai: he

1

ffei ri ArXejnr& v&rrw rQr tOvQp. Theodore of Mopsuestia takes

it as electpersons ofall nations, to which a few moderns adhere.
*
Augustim Contra Donattstas post Collattonew, cap. xx. 30 (Migne,

Latin Petrology, XLIII., p. 671).
*
Calvin, Contm in Haggai, ii 6-9.

4 Deut xvii 8ffi. V* "&$ '"fln Vyg. Compare the expres-
sion rnlD

tflta,
2 Chron. "xv. 3, and the duties of the teaching

priests assigned by the Chronicler (2 Chron. xvu. 7-9) to the days of

Jehoshaphat.
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does not consult a code of laws, nor asks the priests

what the canon says, as, for instance, our Lord does

with the question, how reddest thou ? But he begs them

to give him a Torah or deliverance? based of course

upon existing custom, but not yet committed to writing.
1

For the history of the Law in Israel this is, therefore,

a passage of great interest.

On the twenty-fourth of the ninth month, in the second

year of Danus, the word of Jehovah came to
3
Haggai

the prophet, saying: Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts
t Ask,

I pray, of the priests a deliverance? saying:

If a man be carrying flesh that is holy in the skirt of
his robe, and w*h his skirt touch bread or pottage or wine

or oil or any yW, shall the latter become holy? And
the priests gave answer and said, No I And Haggai
said, Ifone unclean by a corpse

6 touch any of these, shall

the latter become unclean ? And the pnestsgave answer

and said, It shall. That is to say, holiness which

passed from the source to an object immediately in

touch with the latter did not spread further; but

pollution infected not only the person who came into

1 Note that it is not the Torah, but a Torah.
* The nearest passage to the deliverance of the priests to Haggai is

Lev. vi 20, 21 (Heb ), 27, 28 (Eng.). This is part of the Priestly Code

not promulgated till 445 B.C., but based, of course, on long extant

custom! some of it very ancient Everything that touches the flesh (of

the sin-offering, which is holy) shall be AoJy-EHj?^ the verb used by
the priests in their answer to Haggai and when any of its blood has

been sprinkled on a gatment, that whereon it was sprinkled shall be

washed in a holy place. The earthen vessel wherein it has been boiled

shall be broken^ and if it has been boiled in a brazen vessel, this shall be

scouredand rinsed with water.
* So several old edd. and many codd., and adopted by Baer (see

his note in loco) m his text But most of the edd. of the Massoretic

text read *P2 after Cod. Hill. For the importance of the question
see above, p. 227.

4 Torah.
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contact with it, but whatever he touched.1 " The flesh

of the sacrifice hallowed whatever it should touch, but

not further ;

* but the human being who was defiled by

touching a dead body, defiled all he might touch."*

And Haggai answered and said: So is this people, and

so is this nation before Me oracle ofJehovah and so

is all the work of their hands
t
and what they offer there

at the altar erected on its old site is unclean* That

is to say, while the Jews had expected their restored

ritual to make them holy to the Lord, this had not

been effective, while, on the contrary, their contact

with sources of pollution had thoroughly polluted both

themselves and their labour and their sacrifices. What
these sources of pollution are is not explicitly stated,

but Haggai, from his other messages, can only mean,
either the people's want of energy in building the

Temple, or the unbuilt Temple itself, Andrge goes so

far as to compare the latter with the corpse, whose

1 There does not appear to be the contrast between indirect con

tact with a holy thing and direct contact with a polluted which

Wellhausen says there is. In either case the articles whose character

is in question stand second from the source of holiness and pollution

the holy flesh and the corpse.
* See above, p 245, n. 2.

*
Pusey, m loco.

* The LXX. have here found inserted three other clauses : fre*er

avrwv, Kcd fato-eirc b r&Xais IMyxpra* The first clause is a mis-

reading (Wellhausen), 10^ &J?np? flC for 1F&
Drjnj^ (Jft,

bt-

canst ye tab* a bribe, and goes well with the third clause,' modified

from Amos v. IO H^D "W? ^^, they hate him who reproves tn

the gait. These may have been inserted into the Hebrew text by
some one puzzled to know what the source of the people's pollution

was, and who absurdly found it in sins which in Haggai's time it

was impossible to impute to them The middle clause, *JSD WfJJJ

Dn^yjJ, ihey vex themselves with their labours^ is suitable to the sense

of the Hebrew text of the verse, as Wellhausen points out, but

besides gives a connection with what follows
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touch, according to the priests, spreads infection through

more than one degree. In any case Haggai means

to illustrate and enforce the building of the Temple
without delay; and meantime he takes one instance of

the effect he has already spoken of, the work of their

hands) and shows how it has been spoilt by their

neglect and delay. And now
',
Ipray>

set your hearts

backwardfrom to-day? before stone was laid upon stone

in the Temple of Jehovah . . . .

2 when one came to a

heap of grain of twenty measures, and it had become

ten^ or went to the winevat to draw fifty measures? and

it had become twenty. I smote you with blasting and with

withering* and with hail all the work of your hands^

and . . .

8
oracle of Jehovah. Lay now your hearts

on the time before to-day
6
(the twenty-fourth day of the

1 From this day and onward.

Heb literally since they were A.V. since those days were

Winevat, 3i, is distinguished from winepress, HJ, in Josh.ix. 13,

and is translated by the Greek flroXiJwo? Mark aa. I, \ijv6v Matt. aua. 33,

dug a pitfor the winepress ; but the name is applied sometimes to the

whole winepress Hosea iz. 2 etc , Job xxiv. II, to tread the winepress
The word translated measures, as in T..XX

fjurrfrrjr&s,
is rnid, and

tnat is properly the vat in which the grapes were trodden (Isa. Ixul 3),

but here it can scarcely mean fifty vatfuls, but must refer to some
smaller measure cask ?

4 See above, pp. 328 f.f n. I.

1 The words omitted cannot be construed in the Hebrew,

^K B?WTW, literally and not you (ace.) to Me Hitzig, etc.,

propose to read D2FIK and render there was none withyou vrho turned

to Me. Others propose DJJ^ as ifnone ofyou turned to Me. Others

retain D^H^ and render as for you. The versions LXX. Syr,

Vulg. ye will not return or did not return to Me, reading perhaps
for Djn$ pftt,

DrnB? K7, which is found m Amos iv. gt of which

the rest of the veise is an echo. Wellhausen deletes the whole

verse as a gloss. It is certainly suspicious, and remarkable in that

the LXX. text has already introduced two citations from Amos. See

above on ver. 14.

Heb. from this <*iy backwards.
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tinth month *), before the day of the foundation of the

Temple ofJehovah* lay your hearts to that time I Is

1 The date Wellhausen thinks was added by a later hand.
1 This is the ambiguous clause on different interpretations of which

BO much has been founded. njn^vDM Ip 11

""^^ D'Pri'p?. Does

this clause, in simple parallel to the* previous one, descnbc the day no

which the prophet was speaking, the twenty-fourth day of tht ninth

month, the terminus a quo of the people's retrospect ? In that case

Haggai regards the foundation-stone of the Temple as laid on the

twenty-fourth day of the ninth month 520 B.C., and does not know,
or at least ignores, any previous laying of a foundation-stone. So

Kuenen, Kosters, Andree, etc. Or does p? signify up to tht knu
tfafoundation-stone was bud, and state a terminus ad quern for the

people's retrospect? So Ewald and others, who therefore find in

the verse a proof that Haggai knew of an earlier laying of the

foundation-stone. But that )D? is ever used for *W1 cannot be

proved, and indeed is disproved by Jer. VIL 7, where it occurs in con-

trast to *llfi. Van Hoonacker finds the same, but in amore subtle trans-

lation ofp7 p, he says, is never used except of a date distant from

the speaker or writer of it ; |D? (if I understand him aright) refers

therefore to a date previous to Haggai to which the people's thoughts
are directed by the 7 and then brought back from it to the date at

which he was speaking by means of the p :
" la preposition ? sig-

nifie la direction de 1'espnt vera une gpoque du passe" d'ou il est

ramene* par la preposition p." But surely JD can be used (as

indeed Haggai has just used it) to signify extension backwards from

the standpoint of the speaker ; and although in the passages cited

by Van Hoonacker of the use of pp it always refers to a past
date Deut ix. 7, Judg xix 30, 2 Sam. vi 1 1, Jer vii 7 and 25

still, as it is there nothing but a pleonastic form for p it surely

might be employed as J1D is sometimes employed for departure from

the present backwards. Nor in any case is it used to express what
Van Hoonacker seeks to draw from it here, the idea of direction of

the mind to a past event and then an immediate return from that.

Had Haggai wished to express that idea he would have phrased it

thus . nrn wn ijn rnrp te>n no* TPK DW p? (as Kosters

remarks). Besides, as Kosters has pointed out (pp. 7 ft of the

Gem trans of Het Herstel, etc.), even if Van Hoonacker*s translation

of pb were correct, the context would show that it might refer

only to a laying of the foundation-stone since Haggai's first address

to the people, and therefore the question of an earlier foundation-

stone under Cyrus would remain unsolved. Consequently Haggai
ii. 18 cannot be quoted as A proof of the latter. See above, p. 316.
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there yet any seed in the barn?'1 And as yet* the

vine, the fig-tree, the pomegranate and the olive have not

borne fruit. From this day I will bless thee.

This then is the substance of the whole message. On
the twenty-fourth day of the ninth month, somewhere
in our December, the Jews had been discouraged
that their attempts to build the Temple, begun three

months before,
3 had not turned the tide of their

misfortunes and produced prosperity in their agricul-

ture. Haggai tells them, there is not yet time for the

change to work. If contact with a holy thing has

only a slight effect, but contact with an unclean thing

has a much greater effect (verses 11-13), t^en ^x
attempts to build the Temple must have less good
influence upon their condition than the bad influence of

all their past devotion to themselves and their secular

labours. That is why adversity still continues, but

courage ! from this day on God will bless. The whole

message is, therefore, opportune to the date at which

it was delivered, and comes naturally on the back of

Haggai's previous oracles. Andrge's reason for assign-

ing it to another writer, on the ground of its breaking
the connection, does not exist.

4

These poor colonists, in their hope deferred, were

learning the old lesson, which humanity finds so hard

to understand, that repentance and new-born zeal do

not immediately work a change upon our material

condition ; but the natural consequences of sin often

outweigh the influence of conversion, and though
devoted to God and very industrious we may still

1
Meaning there is none.

* TW or
12}

for
njn, after T.XX. xol el tn.

* The twenty-fourth day of the sixth month, according to chap* 1. 15,
' See above, p. 228.
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be punished for a sinful past. Evil has an infectious

power greater than that of holiness. Its effects are

more extensive and lasting.
1

It was no bit of casuistry

which Haggai sought to illustrate by his appeal to the

priests on the ceremonial law, but an ethical truth

deeply embedded in human experience,

4. THE REINVESTMENT OF ISRAEL'S HOPE

(Chap. ii. 20-23).

On the same day Haggai published another oracle,

in which he put the climax to his own message by re-

investing in Zerubbabel the ancient hopes of his people.

When the monarchy fell the Messianic hopes were

naturally no longer concentrated in the person ofa king ;

and the great evangelist of the Exile found the elect and

anointed Servant of Jehovah in the people as a whole,

or in at least the pious part of them, with functions

not of political government but of moral influence and

instruction towards all the peoples of the earth. Yet

in the Exile Ezekiel still predicted an individual

Messiah, a son of the house of David ; only it is signi-

ficant that, in his latest prophecies delivered after the

overthrow of Jerusalem, Ezekiel calls him not king*

any more, but prince?

1 " For I beheve the devil's voice

Sinks deeper in our ear,

Than any whisper sent from heaven,
However sweet and clear."

'
Only in zxxiv. 24, xxxvii. 22, 24.

* KW : c Skinner, Eeektel (Expositor's Bible Series), pp 447 ff.,

who, however, attributes the diminution of the importance of the civil

head m Israel, not to the feeling that he would henceforth always be

subject to a foreign emperor, but to the conviction that in the future

he will be " overshadowed by the personal presence of Jehovah in

the midst of His people."
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After the return of Sheshbazzar to Babylon this

position was virtually filled by Zerubbabel, a grandson
of Jehoiakin, the second last king of Judah, and

appointed by the Persian king Pehah or Satrap of

Judah. Him Haggai now formally names the elect

servant of Jehovah. In that overturning of the king-
doms of the world which Haggai had predicted two

months before, and which he now explains as their

mutual destruction by war, Jehovah of Hosts will

make Zerubbabel His signet-ring, inseparable from

Himself and the symbol of His authority.

And the word of Jehovah came a second time to
1

Haggai on the twenty-fourth day of the ninth month
t

saying: Speak to Zerubbabel^ Satrap ofJudah, saying:
I am about to shake the heavens and the earth* and 1

will overturn the thrones* of kingdoms, and will shatter

the power of the kingdoms of the Gentiles, and will over-

turn chariots* and their riders, and horses and their

riders will come down, every man by the sword of his

brother. In that day oracle of Jehovah of Hosts /

will take Zerubbabel, son of She'altfel, My servant

oracle ofJehovah and will make him like a signet-ring;

for thee have I chosen oracle of Jehovah of Hosts.

The wars and mutual destruction of the Gentiles, of

which Haggai speaks, are doubtless those revolts of

races and provinces, which threatened to disrupt the

Persian Empire upon the accession of Darius in 521.

Persians, Babylonians, Medes, Armenians, the Sacae

and others rose together or in succession. In four

years Darius quelled them all, and reorganised h

1 See above, p. 227.
* ray, enlarges : and tht sta and ih* dry InfttL

Heb. sing, collect T.XX. plural.
4
Again a sing. coll.
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empire before the Jews finished their Temple. Like

all the Syrian governors, Zerubbabel remained his poor
lieutenant and submissive tributary. History rolled

westward into Europe. Greek and Persian began theii

struggle for the control of its future, and the Jews fell

into an obscurity and oblivion unbroken for centuries.

The signet-ring ofJehovah was not acknowledged by
the world does not seem even to have challenged its

briefest attention. But Haggai had at least succeeded in

asserting the Messianic hope of Israel, always baffled,

never quenched, in this re-opening of her life. He had

delivered the ancient heritage of Israel to the care of

the new Judaism.

Haggai's place in the succession of prophecy ought
now to be dear to us. The meagreness of his words

and their crabbed style, his occupation with the con-

struction of the Temple, his unfulfilled hope in Zerub-

babel, his silence on the great inheritance of truth

delivered by his predecessors, and the absence from

his prophesying of all visions of God's character and

all emphasis upon the ethical elements of religion

these have moved some to depress his value as a

prophet almost to the vanishing point Nothing could

be more unjust. In his opening message Haggai
evinced the first indispensable power of the prophet :

to speak to the situation of the moment, and to suc-

ceed in getting men to take up the duty at their feet ;

in another message he announced a great ethical

principle ; in his last he conserved the Messianic tra-

ditions of his religion, and though not less disappointed
than Isaiah in the personality to whom he looked for

their fulfilment, he succeeded in passing on their hope
undiminished to future ages.
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CHAPTER XIX

THE BOOK OF ZECHARIAH (/. F77/.)

THE Book of Zechariah, consisting of fourteen

chapters, falls clearly into two divisions : First,

chaps. L viii., ascribed to Zechariah himself and
full of evidence for their authenticity ; Second,

chaps, ix. xiv., which are not ascribed to Zechariah,
and deal with conditions different from those upon
which he worked. The full aiscussion of the date and
character of this second section we shall reserve till we
reach the period at which we believe it to have been
written. Here an introduction is necessary only to

chaps, i. viii.

These chapters may be divided into five sections.

I. Chap. i. 1-6. A Word of Jehovah which came to Zechanah in the

eighth month of the second year of Darius, that is in November 520
B c., or between the second and the third oracles of Haggai l In this

the prophet's place is affirmed in the succession of the prophets of

Israel. The ancient prophets are gone, but their predictions have
been fulfilled in the calamities of the Exile, and God's Word abides
for ever.

II. Chap. i. 7 vi. 9. A Word of Jehovah which came to Zechariah
on the twenty-fourth of the eleventh month of the same year, that

is January or February 519, and which he reproduces in the form oi

eight Visions by night, (i) The Vision of the Four Horsemen : God's

new mercies to Jerusalem (chap. i. 7-17). (2) The Vision of the Four

Horns, or Powers of the World, and the Four Smiths, who smite

them down (ii. 1-4 Heb.r but in the Septuagint and in the English

See above, pp. 095 if.

355
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Version i. 18-21). (3) The Vision of the Man with the Measuring

Rope : Jerusalem shall be rebuilt, no longer as a narrow fortress, but

spread *broad for the multitude of her population (chap. ii. 5-9 Heb..

ii. 1-5 LXX. and Eng) To this Vision is appended a lyric piece

of probably older date calling upon the Jews m Babylon to return,

and celebrating the joining of many peoples to Jehovah, now that

He takes up again His habitation in Jerusalem (chap. 11. 10-17 Heb ,

it 6-13 LXX, and Eng.). (4) The Vision of Joshua, the High Priest,

and the Satan or Accuser: the Satan is rebuked, and Joshua is

cleansed from his foul garments and clothed with a new turban and

festal apparel , the land is purged and secure (chap m.). (5) The

Vision of the Seven-Branched Lamp and the Two Ohve-Trees

(chap. iv. 1-60, 106-14) : into the centre of this has been inserted

a Word of Jehovah to Zerubbabel (w. 65-ioa), which interrupts

the Vision and ought probably to come at the close of it (6) The

Vision of the Flying Book : it is the curse of the land, which is being

removed, but after destroying the houses of the wicked (chap. v. 1-4).

(7) The Vision of the Bushel and the Woman : that is the guilt of

the land and its wickedness ; they are earned off and planted m the

land of Shmar (v. 5-11). (8) The Vision of the Four Chariots : they

go forth from the Lord of all the earth, to traverse the earth and

bring His Spirit, or anger, to bear on the North country (chap vi. 1-8).

Ill Chap, vi 9-15 A Word of Jehovah, undated (unless it is to

be taken as of the same date as the Visions to which it is attached),

giving directions as to the gifts sent to the community at Jerusalem
from the Babylonian Jews. A crown is to be made from the silver

and gold, and, according to the text, placed upon the head of Joshua.

But, as we shall see,
1 the text gives evident signs of having been

altered in the interest of the High Pnest , and probably the crown
was meant for Zerubbabel, at whose nght hand the pnest is to stand,
and there shall be a counsel of peace between the two of them. The

far-away shall come and assist at the building of the Temple. This

section breaks off in the middle of a sentence.

IV. Chap. vii. The Word of Jehovah which came to Zechariah on
the fourth of the ninth month of the fourth year of Darius, that is

nearly two years after the date of the Visions. The Temple was

approaching completion ; and an inquiry was addressed to the priests

who were in it and to the prophets concerning the Fasts, which
had been maintained during the Exile, while the Temple lay desolate

(chap. vii. 1-3). This inquiry drew from Zechariah a historical

explanation of how the Fasts arose (chap. vn. 4-14)
V. Chap. vm. Ten short undated oracles, each introduced by

* Below, p. 308.
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the same formula, Thus satthjthovah of Hosts, and summarising all

Zechanah's teaching since before the Temple began up to the ques-
tion of the cessation of the Fasts upon its completion with promises
for the future, (i) A Word affirming Jehovah's new zeal for

Jerusalem and His Return to her (w. I, 2). (2) Another of the

same (ver. 3). (3) A Word promising fulness of old folk and
children in her streets (w. 4, 5). (4) A Word affirming that

nothing is too wonderful for Jehovah (ver. 6). (5) A Word promis-

ing the return of the people from east and west (w. 7, 8).

(6 and 7) Two Words contrasting, in terms similar to Haggai i., the

poverty of the people before the foundation of the Temple with their

new prosperity : from a curse Israel shall become a blessing. This
is due to God's anger having changed into a purpose of grace to

Jerusalem. But the people themselves must do truth and justice,

ceasing from perjury and thoughts of evil against each other

(w. 9-17). (8) A Word which recurs to the question of Fasting,
and commands that the four great Fasts, instituted to commemorate
the siege and overthrow of Jerusalem, and the murder of Gedahah,
be changed to joy and gladness (w. 18, 19). (9) A Word pre-

dicting the coming of the Gentiles to the worship of Jehovah at

Jerusalem (w. 20-22). (xo) Another of the same (ver. 23).

There can be little doubt that, apart from the few

interpolations noted, these eight chapters are genuine

prophecies of Zechariah, who is mentioned in the Book
of Ezra as the colleague of Haggai, and contemporary
of Zerubbabel and Joshua at the time of the rebuild-

ing of the Temple.
1 Like the oracles of Haggai, these

prophecies are dated according to the years of Darius

the king, from his second year to his fourth. Al-

though they may contain some of the exhortations to

build the Temple, which the Book of Ezra informs us

that Zechariah made along with Haggai, the most of

them presuppose progress in the work, and seek

to assist it by historical retrospect and by glowing

hopes of the Messianic effects of its completion. Their

allusions suit exactly the years to which they are

1 Ezra v. l, vi. 14.

VOL. XL I/
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assigned. Darius is king. The Exile has lasted about

seventy years.
1 Numbers of Jews remain in Babylon,

1

and are scattered over the rest of the world.8 The

community at Jerusalem is small and weak : it is the

mere colony of young men and men in middle life who
came to it from Babylon ; there are few children and

old folk.
4

Joshua and Zerubbabel are the heads of

the community, and the pledges for its future.
6 The

exact conditions are recalled as recent which Haggai

spoke of a few years before.' Moreover, there is a

steady and orderly progress throughout the prophecies,

in harmony with the successive dates at which they
were delivered. In November 520 they begin with a

cry to repentance and lessons drawn from the past of

prophecy.
7 In January 519 Temple and City are still

to be built.
1 Zerubbabel has laid the foundation ; the

completion is yet future.* The prophet's duty is to

quiet the people's apprehensions about the state of the

world,
10 to provoke their zeal,

u
give them confidence

in their great men," and, above all, assure them that

God is returned to them 18 and their sin pardoned.
14

But in December 518 the Temple is so far built

that the priests are said to belong to it ;
u there is no

1 L 12, vii. 5 : reckoning m round numbers from 590, midway between
the two Exiles of 597 and 586, that brings us to about 520, die second

year of Danus
1

ii. 6 (Eng., Heb. lo). On the question whether the Book of

Zechariah gives no evidence of a previous Return from Babylon see

Above, pp. 208

viii. 7, etc.
" L 7-21 (Eng., Heb. L 7~ii 4).

4 via. 4, 5. "iv.efc
iii. l-io, iv. 6-10, vt II ft

B
iii., iv.

viii, 9, 10.
*

i. 16.

' L 1-6. v.

L 7-17-
u

vii. 3-

i* 6-10,
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occasion for continuing the fasts of the Exile/ the

future has opened and the horizon is bright with

the Messianic hopes.
9 Most of all, it is felt that

the hard struggle with the forces of nature is over,

and the people are exhorted to the virtues of the

civic life.* They have time to lift their eyes from

their work and see the nations coming from afar to

Jerusalem.
4

These features leave no room for doubt that the

great bulk of the first eight chapters of the Book
of Zechariah are by the prophet himself, and from the

years to which he assigns them, November 520 to

December 518. The point requires no argument
There are, however, three passages which provoke

further examination two of them because of the signs

they bear of an earlier date, and one because of the

alteration it has suffered in the interests of a later day
in Israel's history.

The lyric passage which is appended to the Second

Vision (chap. ii. 10-17 Heb., 6-13 LXX. and Eng.)

suggests questions by its singularity : there is no other

such among the Visions. But in addition to this it

speaks not only of the Return from Babylon as still

future 5 this might still be said after the First Return

of the exiles in 536* but it differs from the language
of all the Visions proper in describing the return of

Jehovah Himself to Zion as still future. The whole,

too, has the ring of the great odes in Isaiah xl. lv.,

and seems to reflect the same situation, upon the eve

1 vii. 1-7, viiL 18, 19. viii. 16, 17.
1

viii. 20-23.
* viii. 20-23.

iL 10 f Heb., 6 1 LXX. and Eng.

Though the expression / have scattered you to the four wtnds of

heaven seems to imply the Exile before any return.
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of Cyrus' conquest of Babylon. There can be little

doubt that we have here inserted in Zechariah's Visions

a song of twenty years earlier, but we must confess

inability to decide whether it was adopted by Zechariah

himself or added by a later hand.1

Again, there are the two passages called the Word
of Jehovah to Zerubbabel, chap, iv. 6fr-ioa

;
and the

Word of Jehovah concerning the gifts which came to

Jerusalem from the Jews in Babylon, chap. vi. 9-15.

The first, as Wellhausen has shown,
1
is clearly out of

place ;
it disturbs the narrative of the Vision, and is to

be put at the end of the latter. The second is undated,
and separate from the Visions. The second plainly

affirms that the building of the Temple is still future.

The man whose name is Branch or Shoot is designated :

and he shall build the Temple of Jehovah. The first is

in the same temper as the first two oracles of Haggai.
It is possible then that these two passages are not,

like the Visions with which they are taken, to be

dated from 519, but represent that still earlier pro-

phesying of Zechariah with which we are told he

assisted Haggai in instigating the people to begin to

build the Temple.

The style of the prophet Zechariah betrays special

features almost only in the narrative of the Visions.

Outside these his language is simple, direct and pure,

as it could not but be, considering how much of it is

drawn from, or modelled upon, the older prophets,'

1 For the bearing of this on Rosters' theory of the Retain see

pp. Ml f.

1 See below, p. 300.
* Outside the Visions the prophecies contain these echoes or

repetitions of earlier writers: chap. 1. 1-6 quotes the constant refrain
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and chiefly Hosea and Jeremiah, Only one or two

lapses into a careless and degenerate dialect show us

how the prophet might have written, had he not been

sustained by the music of the classical periods of the

language.
1

This directness and pith is not shared by the

language in which the Visions are narrated.
1 Here the

style is involved and redundant The syntax is loose ;

there is a frequent omission of the copula, and of other

means by which, in better Hebrew, connection and

conciseness are sustained. The formulas, thus saith

and saying, are repeated to weariness. At the same

time it is fair to ask, how much of this redundancy
was due to Zechariah himself? Take the Septuagint
version. The Hebrew text, which it followed, not only
included a number of repetitions of the formulas, and

of the designations of the personages introduced into

the Visions, which do not occur in the Massoretic text,
8

of prophetic preaching before the Exile, and in chap. vii. 7-14 (ver. 8

must be deleted) is given a summary of that preaching; in chap,
viii. ver. 3 echoes Isa. L 21, 26, ctfy of troth, and Jer. xzxi. 23,

mountain ofholiness (there is really no connection, as Kuenen holds,

between ver. 4 and Isa. bcv. 20; it would create more interesting

questions as to the date of the latter if there were) ; ver. 8 is based

on Hosea ii. 15 Heb., 19 Eng., and Jer. xxxl 33 ; ver. 12 is based

on Hosea ii 21 f. (Heb. 23 f.); with ver. 13 compare Jer. xlii. 18,

a curst ; w. 21 ffi with Isa. ii. 3 and Micah iv. 2.

Eg. vii. 5, qy quo* for $ DP : * Ewald
> *** 35*-

The curious use of the 'ace. in the following verse is perhaps only

apparent ; part of the text may have fallen out
*
Though there are not wanting, of course, echoes here as in the

other prophecies of older writings, t.g. \. 12, 17.
1
1DK7, saying, fa. 8 (Gr. 11. 4) ; iv. 5, And the angel who spoke unth

w* satd; L 17, cf. vi. 5. All is inserted in i. II, in. 9 ; lord in u. 2 ;

of hosts (after Jehovah} viii. 17 ; and there are other instances of

palpable expansion, *& i. 6, 8, ii 4 bis, 6, vui. 19.
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but omitted some which are found in the Massoretic

text.
1 These two sets of phenomena prove that from

an early date the copiers of the original text of Zechariah

must have been busy in increasing its redundancies.

Further, there are still earlier intrusions and expan-

sions, for these are shared by both the Hebrew and

the Greek texts : some of them very natural efforts to

clear up the personages and conversations recorded in

the dreams,
9 some of them stupid mistakes in under-

standing the drift of the argument
8 There must of

course have been a certain amount of redundancy in

the original to provoke such aggravations of it, and of

obscurity or tortuousness of style to cause them to be

deemed necessary. But it would be very unjust to

charge all the faults of our present text to Zechariah

himself, especially when we find such force and sim-

plicity in the passages outside the Visions. Of course

the involved and misty subjects of the latter naturally
forced upon the description of them a laboriousness

of art, to which there was no provocation in directly

exhorting the people to a pure life, or in straight-

forward predictions of the Messianic era.

Beyond the corruptions due to Jiese causes, the text

of Zecnariah i. viii. has not suffered more than that

of our other" prophets. There are one or two clerical

errors;
4 an occasional prepositif/n or person of a verb

ueeds to be amended. Here and there the text has

1
E.g. ii. 2, iv 2, 13, v. 9, vi. 12 bis, vu. 8 : cf. also vi. 13

fl
i 8 ff

,
in 4 ff.' cf. also vi. 3 with w 6 f

*Eg (but this is outside the Visions) the very flagrant misunder-

standing to which the insertion of vii. 7 is due,
* v. 6, D^ for DJiy as in LXX

, and the lastword of v. u ; perhaps
vi. 10 j and almost certainly vu. 20.
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been disarranged ;
1 and as already noticed, there has

been one serious alteration of the original.
1

From the foregoing paragraphs it must be apparent
what help and hindrance in the reconstruction of the

text is furnished by the Septuagint. A list of its variant

readings and of its mistranslations is appended.
8

1
Chap. iv. On 6a, 106-14 should immediately follow, and 6b-ioa

come after 14.
1 vi. II ff. See below, pp. 308
Chief variants : i. 8, 10 ; u. 15 ; iii. 4; iv. 7, X2 , v. x, 3, 4, 9 ;

vi. 10, 13; vh. 3; vm. 8, 9, 12, 20 Obvious mistranslations or

misreadings : ii. 9, 0, 15, 17; iii. 4; iv. 7, 10; v. I, 4, 9; vL 10

o, 14; vu. $.



CHAPTER XX

ZECHARIAH THE PROPHET

ZKCHARIAH i. 1-6, etc. ; EZRA v. I, vt 14

ZECHARI
AH is one of the prophets whose person-

ality as distinguished from their message exerts

some degree of fascination on the student. This is not

due, however, as in the case of Hosea or Jeremiah,
to the facts of his life, for of these we know extremely
little ; but to certain conflicting symptoms of character

which appear through his prophecies.
His name was a very common one in Israel, Zekher-

Yah, Jehovah remembers* In his own book he is

described as the son ofBerekh-Yah, the son ofIddo? and
in the Aramaic document of the Book of Ezra as the

son of Iddo? Some have explained this difference by
supposing that Berekhyah was the actual father of the

prophet, but that either he died early, leaving Zechariah
to the care of the grandfather, or else that he was a
man of no note, and Iddo was more naturally mentioned
as the head of the family. There are several instances

in the Old Testament of men being called the sons of

their grandfathers:
4 as in these cases the grandfather

;
LXX.

Ezra v. I, vi. 14 :

4 Gen. andv 47, c xxix. 5; i Kings adx. 16, cf. a Kings ix. 14, 20
264
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was the reputed founder of the house, so in that of

Zechariah Iddo was the head of his family when it

came out of Babylon and was anew planted in Jerusa-

lem. Others, however, have contested the genuineness
of the words son of Berekh-Yah

t
and have traced their

insertion to a confusion of the prophet with Zechariah

son of Y5bherekh-Yahu
f
the contemporary of Isaiah.

1

This is precarious, while the other hypothesis is a

very natural one.* Whichever be correct, the prophet
Zechariah was a member of the priestly family of Iddo,

that came up to Jerusalem from Babylon under Cyrus.*

The Book of Nehemiah adds that in the high-priesthood

of Yoyakim, the son of Joshua, the head of the house

of Iddo was a Zechariah.4
If this be our prophet, then

he was probably a young man in 52O,
5 and had come

up as a child in the caravans from Babylon. The
Aramaic document of the Book of Ezra 6

assigns to

Zechariah a share with Haggai in the work of instigat-

ing Zerubbabel and Jeshua to begin the Temple. None
of his oracles is dated previous to the beginning of the

work in August 520, but we have seen' that among
those undated there are one or two which by refer-

ring to the building of the Temple as still future may

1 Isa. vhi. 2 : ^njSJJJI?. This confusion, which existed in early

Jewish and Christian times, Enobel, Von Ortenberg, Bleek, Well-

hausen and others take to be due to the effort to find a second

Zechariah for the authorship of chaps, ix.

1 So Vatke, KOmg and many others. Marti prefers it (Dtr

Prophet Sackatya, p. 58). See also Ryle on Ezra v. I.

Neh.ai.4.
4 Ib. 16.

1 This is not proved, as Pusey, KOnig (EitiL, p. 364) and others

think, by *!],
or young man, of the Third Vision (ii. 8 Heb.,

ii 4 LXX and Eng.). C Wright, Ztdwiah and his Prophecies,

'
v. I, vi. 14.

'
Above, p. 260,
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contain some relics of that first stage of his ministry.

From November 520 we have the first of his dated

oracles; his Visions followed in January 519, and his

last recorded prophesying in December 518.*

These are all the certain events of Zechariah's

history. But in the well-attested prophecies he has

left we discover, besides some obvious traits of char-

acter, certain problems of style and expression which

suggest a personality of more than usual interest

Loyalty to the great voices of old, the temper which

appeals to the experience, rather than to the dogmas,
of the past, the gift of plain speech to his own times,

1 More than this we do not know of Zechanah. The Jewish and

Christian traditions of him are as unfounded as those of other

prophets. According to the Jews he was, of course, a member of

the mythical Great Synagogue. See above on Haggai, pp. 232 As
in the case of the prophets we have already treated, the Christian

traditions of Zechanah are found hi (Pseud-)Epiphanius, Dt Vitis

Prophetantmt Dorotheas, and Hesychius, as quoted above, p. 80.

They amount to this, that Zechanah, after predicting in Babylon
the buth of Zerubbabel, and to Cyrus his victory over Croesus and

his treatment of the Jews, came in his old age to Jerusalem!

prophesied, died and was buried near Beit-Jibnn another instance

of the curious relegation by Christian tradition of the birth and burial

places of so many of the prophets to that neighbourhood. Compare
Beit-Zakharya, 12 miles from Beit-Jibnn. Hesychius says he was
born in Gilead. Dorotheas confuses him, as the Jews did, with

Zechariah of Isa, viii. I. See above, p. 265, n, I.

Zechariah was certainly not the Zechariah whom our Lord describes

as slain between the Temple and the Altar (Matt. xzin. 35 ; Luke ad. 51).

In the former passage alone is this Zechariah called the son of

Barachiah. In the Evang. Naear. Jerome read tht son of Yitoyadd.
Both readings may be insertions. According to 2 Chron. xxiv. 21,

in the reign of Joash, Zechanah, the son of Yehoyada the priest, was
stoned in the court of the Temple, and according to Josephus (IV.

Wars, v. 4), in the year 68 A.D. Zechariah son of Baruch was
assassinated in the Temple by two zealots. The latter murder may,
as Marti remarks (pp. 58 ), have led to the insertion of Barachiah

into Matt **m, 55,
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a wistful anxiety about his reception as a prophet
combined with the absence of all ambition to be

original or anything but the clear voice of the lessons

of the past and of the conscience of to-day these are

the qualities which characterise Zechariah's orations

to the people. But how to reconcile them with the

strained art and obscure truths of the Visions it is

this which invests with interest the study of his

personality. We have proved that the obscurity and

redundancy of the Visions cannot all have been due

to himself. Later hands have exaggerated the repeti-

tions and ravelled the processes of the original. But

these gradual blemishes have not grown from nothing :

the original style must have been sufficiently involved

to provoke the interpolations of the scribes, and it

certainly contained all the weird and shifting apparitions
which we find so hard to make clear to ourselves.

The problem, therefore, remains how one who had

gift of speech, so straight and clear, came to torture

and tangle his style ; how one who presented with all

plainness the main issues of his people's history found

it laid upon him to invent, for the further expression
of these, symbols so laboured and intricate.

We begin with the oracle, which opens his book and

illustrates those simple characteristics of the man that

contrast so sharply with the temper of his Visions.

In the eighth month, in the secondyear of Darius
9
the

word of Jehovah came to the prophet Zechanah, son of

Berekhyahf son of Iddo? saying: Jehovah was very

wroth s with yourfathers. And thou shalt say unto them:

Thus satth Jehovah of Hosts : Turn ye to Me otacle oj

1
11.13,15; iv. 9; vi. 15.

LXX. fAWw. See above, p. 264,
9 Heb. angtrcd with angtr ; Gr, with grtat angtr.
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Jehovah of Hosts that I way turn to you, saith Jehovah

ofHosts! Be not like yourfathers, to whom the former

prophetspreached, saying: "Thus saith Jehovah ofHosts,

Turn now from your evil ways and from'
1
your evil

deeds" but they hearkened not, and paid no attention to

Me oracle ofJehovah. Your fathers, where are they?

And the prophets, do they livefor ever ? But 9 My words

and My statutes, with which I charged My servants the

prophets, did they not overtake your fathers ? till these

turned and said, AsJehovah of Hosts did purpose to do

unto us, according to our deeds and according to our

ways, so hath He dealt with us.

It is a sign of the new age which we have reached,

that its prophet should appeal to the older prophets
with as much solemnity as they did to Moses himself.

The history which led to the Exile has become to Israel

as classic and sacred as her great days of deliverance

from Egypt and of conquest in Canaan. But still

more significant is what Zechariah seeks from that

past; this we must carefully discover, if we would

appreciate with exactness his rank as a prophet.
The development of religion may be said to consist

of a struggle between two tempers, both of which

indeed appeal to the past, but from very opposite
motives. The one proves its devotion to the older

prophets by adopting the exact formulas of their doctrine,

counts these sacred to the letter, and would enforce

them in detail upon the minds and circumstances

of the new generation. It conceives that truth has

been promulgated once for all in forms as enduring
as the principles they contain. It fences ancient rites,

cherishes old customs and institutions, and when these

1 As in LXX.
* LXX. has misunderstood and expanded this verse.
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are questioned it becomes alarmed and even savage.

The other temper is no whit behind this one in its

devotion to the past, but it seeks the ancient prophets

not so much for what they have said as for what they

have been, not for what they enforced but for what

they encountered, suffered and confessed. It asks not

for dogmas but for experience and testimony. He
who can thus read the past and interpret it to his own

day he is the prophet. In his reading he finds nothing

so clear, nothing so tragic, nothing so convincing as

the working of the Word of God. He beholds how
this came to men, haunted them and was entreated by
them. He sees that it was their great opportunity,

which being rejected became their judgment He finds

abused justice vindicated, proud wrong punished, and

all God's neglected commonplaces achieving in time

their triumph. He reads how men came to see this, and

to confess their guilt. He is haunted by the remorse

of generations who know how they might have obeyed
the Divine call, but wilfully did not And though they
have perished, and the prophets have died and their

formulas are no more applicable, the victorious Word
itself still lives and cries to men with the terrible

emphasis of their fathers' experience. All this is the

vision of the true prophet, and it was the vision of

Zechariah.

His generation was one whose chief temptation was

to adopt towards the past the other attitude we have

described. In their feebleness what could the poor

remaint of Israel do but cling servilely to the former

greatness ? The vindication of the Exile had stamped
the Divine authority of the earlier prophets. The

habits, which the life in Babylon had perfected, of

arranging and codifying the literature of the past, and
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of employing it, in place of altar and ritual, in the

stated service of God, had canonised Scripture and

provoked men to the worship of its very letter. Had
the real prophet not again been raised, these habits

might have too early produced the belief that the

Word of God was exhausted, and must have fastened

upon the feeble life of Israel that mass of stiff and

stark dogmas, the literal application of which Christ

afterwards found crushing the liberty and the force of

religion. Zechariah prevented this for a time. He
himself was mighty in the Scriptures of the past : no

man in Israel makes larger use of them. But he

employs them as witnesses, not as dogmas; he finds

in them not authority, but experience.
1 He reads their

testimony to the ever-living presence of God's Word
with men. And seeing that, though the old forms and

figures have perished with the hearts which shaped

them, the Word itself in its bare truth has vindicated

its life by fulfilment in history, he knows that it lives

still, and hurls it upon his people, not in the forms

published by this or that prophet of long ago, but in

its essence and direct from God Himself, as His Word
for to-day and now. The fatherst

where are they?
And the prophets, do they livefor ever? But Jlfv words

and My statutes, with which I charged My servants the

prophets, have they not overtaken your fathers ? Thus

saith Jehovah of Hosts, Be ye not like your fathers>
but

turnye to Me that I may turn to you.
The argument of this oracle might very naturally

have 6een narrowed into a credential for the prophet
himself as sent from God, About his reception as

1 It is to be noticed that Zechanah appeals to the Torah of the

prophets, and does not mention any Torah of the priests. Cf. Smend,
A T Kel G<scft.,pp 176 f.
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Jehovah's messenger Zechariah shows a repeated

anxiety. Four times he concludes a prediction with

the words, And ye shall know that Jehovah hath sent

me* as if after his first utterances he had encountered

that suspicion and unbelief which a prophet never

failed to suffer from his contemporaries. But in this

oracle there is no trace of such personal anxiety.

The oracle is pervaded only with the desire to prove
the ancient Word of God as still alive, and to drive

it home in its own sheer force. Like the greatest of

his order, Zechariah appears with the call to repent:

Turn ye to Me oracle ofJehovah ofHosts that I may
turn to you. This is the pivot on which history has

turned, the one condition on which God has been able

to help men. Wherever it is read as the conclusion

of all the past, wherever it is proclaimed as the con-

science of the present, there the true prophet is found

and the Word of God has been spoken.
The same possession by the ethical spirit reappears,

as we shall see, in Zechariah's orations to the people
after the anxieties of building are over and the com-

pletion of the Temple is in sight In these he affirms

again that the whole essence of God's Word by the

older prophets has been moral to judge true judgment,
to practise mercy, to defend the widow and orphan, the

stranger and poor, and to think no evil of one another.

For the sad fasts of the Exile Zechariah enjoins gladness,

with the duty of truth and the hope of peace. Again
and again he enforces sincerity and the love without

dissimulation. His ideals for Jerusalem are very high,

including the conversion of the nations to her God.

But warlike ambitions have vanished from them, and

1
Page 367, n. i.
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his pictures of her future condition are homely and

practical. Jerusalem shall be no more a fortress, but

spiead village-wise without walls.1 Full families, unlike

the present colony with its few children and its men
worn out in middle life by harassing warfare with

enemies and a sullen nature ; streets rife with children

playing and old folk sitting in the sun ; the return of

the exiles; happy harvests and springtimes of peace,
solid gain of labour for every man, with no raiding

neighbours to harass, nor the mutual envies of peasants
in their selfish struggle with famine.

It is a simple, hearty, practical man whom such

prophesying reveals, the spirit of him bent on justice

and love, and yearning for the unharassed labour of

the field and for happy homes. No prophet has more
beautiful sympathies, a more direct word of righteous-

ness, or a braver heart. Fast not, but love truth and

peace. Truth and wholesome justice set ye up in your
gates. Be not afraid; strengthen your hands I Old
men and women shallyet stt tn the streets ofJerusalem^
each with staff in handfor thefulness of theiryears; the

city's streets shall be rife with boys and girls at play.

1 This picture is given in one of the Visions : the Thud.



CHAPTER XXI

THE VISIONS OF ZECHARIAH

ZECHARIA.H i. 7 vi.

THE
Visions of Zechariah do not lack those large

and simple views of religion which we have

just seen to be the charm of his other prophecies.
Indeed it is among the Visions that we find the most

spiritual of all his utterances :
* Not by mtghtt

and not

by force, but by My Spirit, saith Jehovah of Hosts. The
Visions express the need of the Divine forgiveness,

emphasise the reality of sin, as a principle deeper than

the civic crimes in which it is manifested, and declare

the power of God to banish it from His people. The
Visions also contain the remarkable prospect of Jeru-
salem as the City of Peace, her only wall the Lord Him-
self.* The overthrow of the heathen empires is predicted

by the Lord's own hand, and from all the Visions there

are absent both the turmoil and the glory of war.

We must also be struck by the absence of another

element, which is a cause of complexity in the writ-

ings of many prophets the polemic against idolatry.

Zechariah nowhere mentions the idols. We have

already seen what proof this silence bears for the fact

that the community to which he spoke was not that

1 iv. 6. Unless this be taken as an earlier prophecy. See

above, p. 260.

it 9, 10 Heb., 5, 6 LXX. and Eng.

VOL. II. 273 18
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half-heathen remnant of Israel which had remained in

the land, but was composed of worshippers of Jehovah
who at His word had returned from Babylon.

1 Here

we have only to do with the bearing of the fact upon
Zechariah's style. That bewildering confusion of the

heathen pantheon and its rites, which forms so much

of our difficulty in interpreting some of the prophecies

of Ezekiel and the closing chapters of the Book of

Isaiah, is not to blame for any of the complexity of

Zechariah's Visions.

Nor can we attribute the latter to the fact that the

Visions are dreams, and therefore bound to be more

involved and obscure than the words of Jehovah which

came to Zechariah in the open daylight of his people's

public life. In chaps. L 7 vi. we have not the narra-

tive of actual dreams, but a series of conscious and

artistic allegories the deliberate translation into a

carefully constructed symbolism of the Divine truths

with which the prophet was entrusted by his God.

Yet this only increases our problem why a man with

such gifts of direct speech, and such clear views of

his people's character and history, should choose to

express the latter by an imagery so artificial and

involved ? In his orations Zechariah is very like the

prophets whom we have known before the Exile,

thoroughly ethical and intent upon the public conscience

of his time. He appreciates what they were, feels

himself standing in their succession, and is endowed
both with their spirit and their style. But none of

them constructs the elaborate allegories which he does,
or insists upon the religious symbolism which he enforces

1 See above, p. 214, where this is stated as an argument against
Kosters' theory that there was no Return from Babylon in the reign

of Cyrus.
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as indispensable to the standing of Israel with God.

Not only are their visions few and simple, but they
look down upon the visionary temper as a rude stage
of prophecy and inferior to their own, in which the

Word of God is received by personal communion with

Himself, and conveyed to His people by straight and

plain words. Some of the earlier prophets even con-

demn all priesthood and ritual ;
none of them regards

these as indispensable to Israel's right relations with

Jehovah; and none employs those superhuman
mediators of the Divine truth, by whom Zechariah

is instructed in his Visions.

I. THE INFLUENCES WHICH MOULDED THE VISIONS.

The explanation of this change that has come over

prophecy must be sought for in certain habits which

the people formed in exile. During the Exile several

causes conspired to develop among Hebrew writers

the tempers both of symbolism and apocalypse. The
chief of these was their separation from the realities of

civic life, with the opportunity their political leisure

afforded them of brooding and dreaming. Facts and

Divine promises, which had previously to be dealt with

by the conscience of the moment, were left to be worked

out by the imagination. The exiles were not respon-
sible citizens or statesmen, but dreamers. They were

inspired by mighty hopes for the future, and not

fettered by the practical necessities of a definite

historical situation upon which these hopes had to be

immediately realised. They had a far-off horizon to

build upon, and they occupied the whole breadth of it

They had a long time to build, and they elaborated the

minutest details of their architecture. Consequently
their construction of the future of Israel, and their
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description of the processes by which it was to be

reached, became colossal, ornate and lavishly symbolic.

Nor could the exiles fail to receive stimulus for all this

from the rich imagery of Babylonian art by which they

were surrounded.

Under these influences there were three strong

developments in Israel. One was that development of

Apocalypse the first beginnings of which we traced in

Zephaniah the representation of God's providence of

the world and of His people, not by the ordinary

political and military processes of history, but by awful

convulsions and catastrophes, both in nature and in

politics, in which God Himself appeared, either alone

in sudden glory or by the mediation of heavenly
armies. The second and it was but a part of the

first was the development of a belief in Angels:

superhuman beings who had not only a part to pla^

in the apocalyptic wars and revolutions; but, in the

growing sense, which characterises the period, of God's

distance and awfulness, were believed to act as His

agents in the communication of His Word to men.

And, thirdly, there was the development of the Ritual.

To some minds this may appear the strangest of all

the effects of the Exile. The fall of the Temple, its

hierarchy and sacrifices, might be supposed to enforce

more spiritual conceptions of God and of His communion
with His people. And no doubt it did. The impos-

sibility of the legal sacrifices in exile opened the mind
of Israel to the belief that God was satisfied with the

sacrifices of the broken heart, and drew near, without

mediation, to all who were humble and pure of heart.

But no one in Israel therefore understood that these

sacrifices were for ever abolished. Their interruption
was regarded as merely temporary even by the most
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spiritual of Jewish writers. The Fifty-First Psalm, for

instance, which declares that the sacrifices of God are

a broken spirit; a broken and a contnte heart, Lord,
Thou wilt not despise, immediately follows this declara-

tion by the assurance that when God builds again the

walls ofJerusalem, He will once more take delight in

the legal sacrifices: burnt offering and whole burnt

offering, the oblation of bullocks upon Thine altar.
1 For

men of such views the ruin of the Temple was not its

abolition with the whole dispensation which it repre-

sented, but rather the occasion for its reconstruction

upon wider lines and a more detailed system, for the

planning of which the nation's exile afforded the leisure

and the carefulness of art described above. The ancient

liturgy, too, was insufficient for the stronger convic-

tions of guilt and need of purgation, which sore

punishment had impressed upon the people. Then,
scattered among the heathen as they were, they learned

to require stricter laws and more drastic ceremonies

to restore and preserve their holiness. Their ritual,

therefore, had to be expanded and detailed to a degree
far beyond what we find in Israel's earlier systems of

worship. With the fall of the monarchy and the

absence of civic life the importance of the priesthood

was proportionately enhanced ; and the growing sense

of God's aloofness from the world, already alluded to,

made the more indispensable human, as well as super-

human, mediators between Himself and His people.

Consider these things, and it will be dear why prophecy,
which with Amos had begun a war against all ritual,

and with Jeremiah had achieved a religion absolutely

independent of priesthood and Temple, should reappear

1 Vv. 17 and 19.
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after the Exile, insistent upon the building of the

Temple, enforcing the need both of priesthood and

sacrifice, and while it proclaimed the Messianic King
and the High Priest as the great feeders of the national

life and worship, finding no place beside them for the

Prophet himself.
1

The force of these developments of Apocalypse,

Angelology and the Ritual appears both in Ezekiel

and in the exilic codification of the ritual which forms

so large a part of the Pentateuch. Ezekiel carries

Apocalypse far beyond the beginnings started by

Zephaniah. He introduces, though not under the

name of angels, superhuman mediators between himself

and God. The Priestly Code does not mention angels,

and has no Apocalypse ; but like Ezekiel it develops,

to an extraordinary degree, the ritual of Israel Both

its author and Ezekiel base on the older forms, but

build as men who are not confined by the lines of an

actually existing system. The changes they make,
the innovations they introduce, are too numerous to

mention here. To illustrate their influence upon
Zechariah, it is enough to emphasise the large place

they give in the ritual to the processes of propitiation

and cleansing from sin, and the increased authority
with which they invest the priesthood. In Ezekiel

Israel has still a Prince, though he is not called King.
He arranges the cultus,

2 and sacrifices are offered for

him and the people,
8 but the priests teach and judge

the people.
4 In the Priestly Code* the priesthood is

more rigorously fenced than by Ezekiel from the laity,

1 See Zechariah's Fifth Vision. adv. 22.
*
xliv. I ff. xliv. 23, 24.

* Its origin was the Exile, whether its date be before or after

the First Return under Cyrus in 537 B.C.
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and more regularly graded. At its head appears a

High Priest (as he does not in Ezekiel), and by his

side the civil rulers are portrayed in lesser dignity and

power. Sacrifices are made, no longer as with Ezekiel

for Prince and People, but for Aaron and the Con-

gregation ;
and throughout the narrative of ancient

history, into the form of which this Code projects its

legislation, the High Priest stands above the captain of

the host, even when the latter is Joshua himself. God's

enemies are defeated not so much by the wisdom and

valour of the secular powers, as by the miracles of

Jehovah Himself, mediated through the priesthood.

Ezekiel and the Priestly Code both elaborate the

sacrifices of atonement and sanctification beyond all

the earlier uses.

3. GENERAL FEATURES OF THE VISIONS.

It was beneath these influences that Zechariah grew

up, and to them we may trace, not only numerous

details of his Visions, but the whole of their involved

symbolism. He was himself a priest and the son of

a priest, born and bred in the very order to which we
owe *ttie codification of the ritual, and the develop-

ment of those ideas of guilt and uncleanness that

led to its expansion and specialisation. The Visions

in which he deals with these are the Third to the

Seventh. As with Haggai there is a High Priest, in

advance upon Ezekiel and in agreement with the Priestly

Code. As in the latter the High Priest represents the

people, and carries their guilt before God.1 He and

his colleagues are pledges and portents of the coming
Messiah. But the civil power is not yet diminished

1 Fourth Vision, chap, iii,
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before the sacerdotal, as in the Priestly Code. We
shall find indeed that a remarkable attempt has been

made to alter the original text of a prophecy appended
to the Visions,

1 in order to divert to the High Priest

the coronation and Messianic rank there described.

But any one who reads the passage carefully can see

for himself that the crown (a single crown, as the

verb which it governs proves*) which Zechariah was

ordered to make was designed for Another than the

priest, that the priest was but to stand at this Other's

right hand, and that there was to be concord between

the two of them. This Other can only have been the

Messianic King, Zerubbabel, as was already proclaimed

by Haggai.
1 The altered text is due to a later period,

when the High Priest became the civil as well as the

religious head of the community. To Zechariah he

was still only the right hand of the monarch in govern-
ment ; but, as we have seen, the religious life of the

people was already gathered up and concentrated in

him. It is the priests, too, who by their perpetual
service and holy life bring on the Messianic era.

4

Men come to the Temple to propitiate Jehovah, for

which Zechariah uses the anthropomorphic expression
to make smooth or placid Hisface* No more than this

is made of the sacrificial system, which was not in full

course when the Visions were announced. But the

symbolism of the Fourth Vision is drawn from the

furniture of the Temple. It is interesting that the great
candelabrum seen by the prophet should be like, not

1
vi. 9-15.

*
ii. 20-23.

Seever. II. 4
iii. 8.

nW 9ETDg ffjfl.
The verb (Piel) originally means to mate

weak or flaccid (the Kal means to bt sick), and so to softm or

w*ak<tt by fetttry. i Sam. ariii 12; I Kings ziii. 6, etc.
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the ten lights of the old Temple of Solomon, but the

seven-branched candlestick described in the Priestly

Code. In the Sixth and Seventh Visions, the strong
convictions of guilt and uncleanness, which were en-

gendered in Israel by the Exile, are not removed by the

sacrificial means enforced in the Priestly Code, but by

symbolic processes in the style of the visions of Ezekiel.

The Visions in which Zechanah treats of the outer

history of the world are the first two and the last, and

in these we notice the influence of the Apocalypse

developed during the Exile. In Zechariah's day Israel

had no stage for their history save the site of Jerusalem
and its immediate neighbourhood. So long as he keeps
to this Zechanah is as practical and matter-of-fact as

any of the prophets, but when he has to go beyond it

to describe the general overthrow of the heathen, he is

unable to project that, as Amos or Isaiah did, in terms

of historic battle, and has to call in the apocalyptic. A
people such as that poor colony of exiles, with no issue

upon history, is forced to take refuge in Apocalypse,
and carries with it even those of its prophets whose

conscience, like Zechariah's, is most strongly bent upon
the practical present Consequently these three his-

torical Visions are the most vague of the eight. They
reveal the whole earth under the care of Jehovah and
the patrol of His angels. They definitely predict the

overthrow of the heathen empires. But, unlike Amos
or Isaiah, the prophet does not see by what political

movements this is to be effected. The world ts still

quiet and at peace?- The time is hidden in the Divine

counsels ; the means, though clearly symbolised in four
smiths who come forward to smite the horns of the

1 First Vision, chap. ill.
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heathen,
1 and in a chariot which carries God's wrath

to the North,
8 are obscure. The prophet appears to

have intended, not any definite individuals or political

movements of the immediate future, but God's own

supernatural forces. In other words, the Smiths and

Chariots are not an allegory of history, but powers

apocalyptic. The forms of the symbols were derived

by Zechariah from different sources. Perhaps that of

the smitiis who destroy the horns in the Second Vision

was suggested by the smiths of destruction threatened

upon Ammon by Ezekiel.8 In the horsemen of the

First Vision and the chariots of the Eighth, Ewald

sees a reflection of the couriers and posts which Darius

organised throughout the empire ; they are more pro-

bably, as we shall see, a reflection of the military

bands and patrols of the Persians. But from whatever

quarter Zechariah derived the exact aspect of these

Divine messengers, he found many precedents for them

in the native beliefs of Israel. They are, in short,

angels, incarnate as Hebrew angels always were, and

in fashion like men. But this brings up the whole

subject of the angels, whom he also sees employed
as the mediators of God's Word to him; and that

is large enough to be left to a chapter by itself.*

We have now before us all the influences which led

Zechariah to the main form and chief features of his

Visions.

3. EXPOSITION or THE SEVERAL VISIONS.

For all theVisions there is one date, in the twenty-fourth

day of the eleventh month, the month Shebat, in the second

1 Second Vision, n. 1-4 Heb., i. 18-21 LXX. and Eng.
*
Eighth Vision, chap. vi. 1-8.

1 and. 36 Heb., 31 Eng. : skilful to destroy. See next chapter
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year of Darius, that is January or February 519; and

one Divine impulse, the Word ofJehovah came to the

prophet Zekharyah, son of Berekhyahu, son of Iddo, as

follows.

THE FIRST VISION : THE ANGEL-HORSEMEN (i. 7-17).

The seventy years which Jeremiah had fixed for the

duration of the Babylonian servitude were drawing
to a close. Four months had elapsed since Haggai

promised that in a little while God would shake all

nations.1 But the world was not shaken : there was
no political movement which promised to restore her

glory to Jerusalem. A very natural disappointment
must have been the result among the Jews. In this

situation of affairs the Word came to Zechariah, and

both situation and Word he expressed by his First

Vision.

It was one of the myrtle-covered glens in the neigh-
bourhood of Jerusalem :

* Zechariah calls it the Glen

or Valley-Bottom, either because it was known under

that name to the Jews, or because he was himself wont
to frequent it for prayer. He discovers in it what

seems to be a rendezvous of Persian cavalry-scouts,
8

the leader of the troop in front, and the rest behind

him, having just come in with their reports. Soon,

however, he is made aware that they are angels, and

with that quick, dissolving change both of function

1
Jer. xxv. is; Hag. u. 7.

1
Myrtles were once common in the Holy Land, and have been

iccentiy found (Hasselquist, Travtls). For their prevalence near

Jerusalem see Neh. viii. 15. They do not appear to have any

symbolic value in the Vision.
1 For a less probable explanation see above! p. 282.
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and figure, which marks all angelic apparitions,
1
the}

explain to him their mission. Now it is an angel-

interpreter at his side who speaks, and now the angel

on the front horse. They are scouts of God come in

from their survey of the whole earth. The world liea

quiet. Whereupon the angel ofJehovah asks Him ho^i

long His anger must rest on Jerusalem and nothing

be done to restore her ; and the prophet hears a kind

and comforting answer. The nations have done more

evil to Israel than God empowered them to do. Their

aggravations have changed His wrath against her to

pity, and in pity He is come back to her. She shall

soon be rebuilt and overflow with prosperity.

The only perplexity in all this is the angels' report

that the whole earth lies quiet How this could have

been in 519 is difficult to understand. The great
revolts against Darius were then in active progress, the

result was uncertain and he took at least three more

years to put them all down. They were confined, it

is true, to the east and north-east of the empire, but

some of them threatened Babylon, and we can hardly
ascribe the report of the angels to such a limitation of

the Jews' horizon at this time as shut out Mesopotamia
or the lands to the north of her. There remain two

alternatives. Either these far-away revolts made only
more impressive the stagnancy of the tribes of the rest

of the empire, and the helplessness of the Jews and
their Syrian neighbours was convincingly shown by
their inability to take advantage even of the desperate
straits to which Darius was reduced; or else in that

month of vision Darius had quelled one of the rebellions

against him, and for the moment there was quiet in

the world.

1 See pp. 311, 313, etc.
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By night I had a vision, and behold! a man riding a

brown horse,
1 and he was standing between the myrtles

that are in the Glen;* and behind him horses brown
t

bay
9 and white. And I said. What are these, my lord?

And the angel who talked with me said, I will show you
what these are. And the man who was standing among
the myrtles answered and said, These are they whom

Jehovah hath sent to go to and fro through the earth.

And they answered the angel of Jehovah who stood

among the myrtles,* and said, We have gone up and
down through the earth, and lo I the whole earth is still

and at peace? And the angel ofJehovah answered and

said, Jehovah of Hosts, how long hast Thou no pityfor

Jerusalem and the cities ofjudah, with which * Thou hast

been wroth these seventy years? AndJehovah answered

the angel who talked with me? kind words and comforting.

And the angel who talked with me said to me, Proclaim

now as follows : Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts, I am
zealousfor Jerusalem and for Zion, with a great zeal;

but with great wrath am I wroth against the arrogant

Gentiles. For I was but a little angry with Israel, but

1 Ewald omits riding a brown horst, as "
marring the lucidity of the

description, and added from a misconception by an early hand." But

we must not expect lucidity in a phantasmagoria like this.

njVD, Mesullah, either shadow from ^% or for n?W, ravin*,

or else a proper name. The LXX., which uniformly for D^IQ,
myrtlts, reads DHH, mountains, renders fDVDl "TCPtt by T&t /rartuncfoy

Ewald and Hitzig read HJVP, Arab, mizhallah, shadowing or tint

Heb. D*p"E>, only here.
*

For this LXX. gives two kinds, *oi ^apol

*al rowffXot, and dappltd andpubald. Wright gives a full treatment

of the question, pp. 531 ff. He points out that the cognate word in

Arabic means sorrel, or yellowish red.
4 Who stood among the myrtles omitted by Nowack.

Isa. xzzvh. 29 ; Jer. xlvui. II ; Psalm nxi'ii. 4; Zeph. L It.

Or for.

Who talked with m* omitted by Nowack.
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they aggravated the evil
1

Therefore thus saithJehovahf

I am returned to Jerusalem with mercies. My house,

shall be built in heroracle ofJehovah ofHosts and the

measuring line shall be drawn overJerusalem. Proclaim

yet again, saying: Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts, My
cities shallyet overflow with prosperity, andJehovah shall

again comfort Zion, and again make choice ofJerusalem.
Two things are to be noted in this oracle. No

political movement is indicated as the means of Jeru-

salem's restoration : this is to be the effect of God's free

grace in returning to dwell in Jerusalem, which is the

reward of the building of the Temple. And there is

an interesting explanation of the motive for God's new

grace: in executing His sentence upon Israel, the

heathen had far exceeded their commission, and now
themselves deserved punishment. That is to say, the

restoration of Jerusalem and the resumption of the

worship are not enough for the future of Israel The
heathen must be chastised. But Zechauah does not

predict any overthrow of the world's power, either by

earthly or by heavenly forces. This is entirely in

harmony with the insistence upon peace which dis-

tinguishes him from other prophets.

THE SECOND VISION: THE FOUR HORNS AND THE

FOUR SMITHS
(ii. 1-4 Heb., L 18-21 Eng.).

The Second Vision supplies what is lacking in the

First, the destruction of the tyrants who have oppressed
Israel The prophet sees four horns, which, he is told

by his interpreting angel, are the powers that have

scattered Judah. The many attempts to identify these

with four heathen nations are ingenious but futile.

1 Heb. helpedfor art, or till it btcaw a calamity.
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"Four horns were seen as representing the totality of

Israel's enemies her enemies from all quarters."
* And

to destroy these horns four smiths appear. Because in

the Vision the horns are of iron, in Israel an old symbol
of power, the first verb used of the action can hardly

be, as in the Hebrew text, to terrify. The Greek reads

sharpen, and probably some verb meaning to cut or

chisel stood in the original
1

And I lifted mine eyes and looked, and b I four
horns. And I said to the angel who spoke with me,

What are these ? And he said to me, These are the

horns which have scatteredJudah, Israel andJerusalem?
AndJehovafi showed mefour smiths. And I said, What
are these coming to do? And He spake, saying, These

are the horns which scatteredJudah, so tiiat none lifted up
his head;

* and these are come to . . .
*
them, to strike down

the horns of the nations, that lifted the horn against the

land ofJudah to scatter it.

THE THIRD VISION : THE CITY or PEACE

(ii. 5-9 Heb., ii. 1-5 Eng.).

Like the Second Vision, the Third follows from the

First, another, but a still more significant, supplement.

1 Marcus Dods, Hag , Zech andMai
, p 71. Orelli :

" In distinction

from Darnel, Zechanah is fond ol a simultaneous survey, not the

presenting of a succession."
2 For the symbolism of iron horns see Micah iv. 13, and compare

Orelh's note, in which it is pointed out that the destroyers must be

smiths as in Isa. zliv. 12, workmen of iron, and not as in LXX.

carpenters.
1 Wellhausen and Nowack delete Istael and Jerusalem; the latter

does not occur in Codd. A, Q, of Septuagint
* Wellhausen reads, after MaL 11. 9, TMC^, 50 that it hfUd not

its head\ but in that case we should not find iCPKT, but Hf'fcn.
5 innn, but LXX, read Tinn, and either that or some verb of

cutting must be read.
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The First had promised the rebuilding of Jerusalem,

and now the prophet beholds a young man by this

term he probably means a servant or apprentice who

is attempting to define the limits of the new city.

In the light of what this attempt encounters, there can

be little doubt that the prophet means to symbolise by
it the intention of building the walls upon the old lines,

so as to make Jerusalem again the mountain fortress

she had previously been. Some have considered that

the young man goes forth only to see, or to show,
the extent of the city in the approaching future. But

if this had been his motive, there would have been no

reason in interrupting him with other orders. The

point is, that he has narrow ideas of what the city

should be, and is prepared to define it upon its old

lines of a fortress. For the interpreting angel who
comes forward

1
is told by another angel to run and

tell the young man that in the future Jerusalem shall be

a large unwalled town, and this, not only because of

the multitude of its population, for even then it might
still have been fortified like Niniveh, but because

Jehovah Himself shall be its wall. The young man
is prevented, not merely from making it small, but

from making it a citadel. And this is in conformity
with all the singular absence of war from Zechariah's

Visions, both of the future deliverance of Jehovah's

people and of their future duties before Him. It is

indeed remarkable how Zechariah not only develops
none of the warlike elements of earlier Messianic pro-

phecies, but tells us here of how God Himseli actually

prevented their repetition, and insists again and again

i1 The Hebrew, literally comesforth, is the technical term through*
out the Visions for the entrance of the figures upon the stage of

vision.
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only on those elements of ancient prediction which had

filled the future of Israel with peace.

And I lifted mine eyes and looked, and hi a man
with a measuring rope in his hand. So I said, Whither

art thou going ? And he said to me, To measureJeru-
salem : to see how much its breadth and how much its

length should be. And hi the angel who talked with

me came forward* and another angel came forward to

meet him. Andhe said to him, Run and speak to yonder

young man thus : Like a number of open villages shall

Jerusalem remain, because of the multitude of men and
caMe in the midst of her. And I Myself will be to her

oracle ofJehovah a wall offire round about
9
and for

glory will I be in her midst.

In this Vision Zechariah gives us, with his pro-

phecy, a lesson in the interpretation of prophecy. His

contemporaries believed God's promise to rebuild Jeru-

salem, but they defined its limits by the conditions of

an older and a narrower day. They brought forth their

measuring rods, to measure the future by the sacred

attainments of the past Such literal fulfilment of His

Word God prevented by that ministry of angels which

Zechariah beheld. He would not be bound by those

forms which His Word had assumed in suitableness to

the needs of ruder generations. The ideal of many of

the returned exiles must have been that frowning citadel,

those gates ofeverlastingness,
2 which some of them cele-

brated in Psalms, and from which the hosts of Senna-

cherib had been broken and swept back as the angry
sea is swept from the fixed line of Canaan's coast.

8

What had been enough for David and Isaiah was

1 LXX. fonf/cei, stood up : adopted by Nowack.
* Psalm zziv. * Isa. xvii. 12-14.

VOL. IL 19
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enough for them, especially as so many prophets of the

Lord had foretold a Messianic Jerusalem that should

be a counterpart of the historical. But God breaks the

letter of His Word to give its spirit a more glorious

fulfilment Jerusalem shall not be builded as a city thai

is compact together,
1 but open and spread abroad village-

wise upon her high mountains, and God Himself her

only wall.

The interest of this Vision is therefore not only

historical. For ourselves it has an abiding doctrinal

value. It is a lesson in the method of applying

prophecy to the future. How much it is needed we
must feel as we remember the readiness of men among
ourselves to construct the Church of God upon the

lines His own hand drew for our fathers, and to raise

again the bulwarks behind which they sufficiently

sheltered His shrine. Whether these ancient and
sacred defences be dogmas or institutions, we have no

right, God tells us, to cramp behind them His powers
for the future. And the great men whom He raises

to remind us of this, and to prevent by their ministry
the timid measurements of the zealous but servile

spirits who would confine everything to the exact letter

of ancient Scripture are they any less His angels to

us than those ministering spirits whom Zechariah

beheld preventing the narrow measures of the poor

apprentice of his dream ?

To the Third Vision there has been appended the

only lyrical piece which breaks the prose narrative of

the Visions. We have already seen that it is a piece
of earlier date. Israel is addressed as still scattered to

the four winds of heaven, and still inhabiting Babylon.

1 Psalm oodi. 3.
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While in Zechariah's own oracles and visions Jehovah
has returned to Jerusalem, His return according to this

piece is still future. There is nothing about the

Temple: God's holy dwelling from which He has

roused Himself is Heaven. The piece was probably
inserted by Zechariah himself: its lines are broken

by what seems to be a piece of prose, in which the

prophet asserts his mission, in words he twice uses

elsewhere. But this is uncertain.

Ho, ho! Flee from the Land of the North

(oracle ofJehovah);
For as the four winds have I spread you abroad**-

(oracle ofJehovah).
Ho! to Zion escape, thou inhabitrest of Babel?

For thus saith Jehovah of Hosts 9
to the nations that

plunderyou (for he that fouchethyou toucheth the apple

ofHis eye), that, lo I I am about to wave My hand over

them, and they shall be plunder to their own servants, and

ye shall know thatJehovah of Hosts hath sent me.

Sing out and tvjotce, O daughter ofZwn;
For, lo! I come, and will dwell in thy midst (oracle

of Jehovah).
And many nations shall join themselves to Jehovah

in that day,

And shall be to Him 4 a people.

1 Some codd read with thtfour winds L&X.Jrom thefour tuinds

tttff I gather you (ffwAw iWs)i and this is adopted by Wellhausen

and Nowack. But it is probably a later change intended to adapt the

poem to its new context.
1 Dweller of the daughter of Babel But m, daughter, is mere

dittography of the termination of the preceding word.
* A curious phrase here occurs in the Heb and versions, After

glory hath He sent tn*
t
which we are probably right in omitting,

In any case it is a parenthesis, and ought to go not with sent me but

with satthJehovah of Hosts.
* So LXX. Heb. to ntt.
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And I will dwell in thy midst

(And thou shalt know that Jehovah of Hosts hath

sent me to thee).

AndJehovah will makejudah His heritage^

His portion shall be upon holy so*/,

And make choice once more ofJerusalem.

Silence, allflesh, before Jehovah ;
*

For He hath roused Himself up from His holy

dwelling.

THE FOURTH VISION : THE HIGH PRIEST AND THE

SATAN (Chap. iii.).

The next Visions deal with the moral condition of

Israel and their standing before God. The Fourth is

a judgment scene. The Angel of Jehovah, who is not

to be distinguished from Jehovah Himself,
8 stands for

judgment, and there appear before him Joshua the

High Priest and the Satan or Adversary who has

come to accuse him. Now those who are accused by
the Satan see next chapter of this volume upon the

Angels of the Visions are, according to Jewish belief,

those who have been overtaken by misfortune. The

people who are standing at God's bar in the person
of their High Priest still suffer from the adversity
in which Haggai found them, and the continuance of

which so disheartened them after the Temple had

begun. The evil seasons and poor harvests tormented

their hearts with the thought that the Satan still

slandered them in the court of God. But Zechariah

1 Cf. Zeph. L 7; Hab. ii. 20. "Among the Arabians, after the

slaughter of the sacrificial victim, the participants stood for some
time in silence about the altar. That was the moment m which the

Deity approached in order to take His share in the sacrifice*

(Smend, A. T. RtL Gtsch., p. 124).
'

Cf, vv. I and a.
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comforts them with the vision of the Satan rebuked.

Israel has indeed been sorely beset by calamity, a

brand much burned, but now of God's grace plucked
from the fire. The Satan's role is closed, and he

disappears from the Vision.1 Yet something remains :

Israel is rescued, but not sanctified. The nation's

troubles are over : their uncleanness has still to be

removed. Zechariah sees that the High Priest is

clothed in filthy garments, while he stands before the

Angel of Judgment The Angel orders his servants,

those that stand before him? to give him dean festal

robes. And the prophet, breaking out in sympathy
with what he sees, for the first time takes part in the

Visions. Then I said, Let them also put a clean turban

on his head the turban being the headdress, in Ezekiel

of the Prince of Israel, and in the Priestly Code of the

High Priest.
8 This is done, and the national effect

of his cleansing is explained to the High Priest.

If he remains loyal to the law of Jehovah, he, the

representative of Israel, shall have right of entry to

Jehovah's presence among the angels who stand there.

But more, he and his colleagues the priests are a

portent of the coming of the Messiah the Servant of

Jehovah, the Branch, as he has been called by many
prophets.

4 A stone has already been set before Joshua,

1 See below, p. 318.
1 In this Vision the verb to stand txfort is used in two technical

senses : (a) of the appearance of plaintiff and defendant before their

judge (w, 1 and 3) ; (6) of servants before their masters (w. 4 and 7).

See below, p. 294, n. 7.
4

Isa. iv. a, xi. i; Jer. xziii 5, zzxiu. 15; Isa. liii. a, Stade

(&M*. d*s Volkes Isr., II. 125), followed by Marti (Dtr Proph. Sack.,

85 n.)9 suspects the clause / tvtll bring in My Servant th* Branch as a

later interpolation, entangling the construction and finding m this

section no further justification.
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with seven eyes upon it God will engrave it with

inscriptions, and on the same day take away the guilt

of the land. Then shall be the peace upon which

Zechariah loves to dwell

And he showed me Joshua, the high priest, standing

before the Angel of Jehovah, and the Satan 1

standing
at his right hand to accuse him} And Jehovah

8 said

to the Satan : Jehovah rebuke thee, O Satan ! Jehovah
who makes choice of Jerusalem rebuke thee ! Is not

this a brand saved from the fire ? But Joshua was

clothed in foul garments while he stood before the Angel.
And he the Angel answered and said to those who

stood in his presence, Take thefoulgarmentsfrom offhim

(and he said to him, See, I have made thy guilt to pass

away from thee)* and clothe him 6 in fresh clothing.

And I said? Let them put a clean turban T on his head.

1 Or Adversary ; see p. 317.
* To Satan htm : slander, or accuse, htm.
* That is the Angel of Jehovah, which Wellhausen and Nowack

read; but see below, p 314.
4 This clause interrupts the Angel's speech to the servants.

Wellh and Nowack omit it "Viyn \ cf 2 Sam. xii. 13; Job vu. 21.

So LXX. Heb. has a degraded grammatical form, clothe thyself
which has obviously been made to suit the intrusion of the previous

clause, and is therefore an argument against the authenticity of the

latter.

LXX. omits 7 send and reads Let them put as another imperative,
Doye put, following on the two of the previous verse, Wellhausen

adopts this (reading MD^ for 1D*BN). Though it is difficult to see

how "1DX1 dropped out of the text if once there, it is equally so to

understand why if not onginal it was inserted. The whole passage
has been tampered with. If we accept the Massoretic text, then we
have a sympathetic interference in the vision of the dreamer himself

which is very natural; and he speaks, as is proper, not in the direct,
but indirect, imperative, Let them put

T
9f$}f

the headdress of rich women (Isa. in. 23), as of eminent
men (Job xxix. 14), means something wound round and round the

head (ct the use of Cp to form like a ball in Isa. xxii. 18, and
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And they put the clean turban upon his head, and clothes

him with garments^ the Angel of Jehovah standing up
the while.

1 And the Angel of Jehovah certified unto

Joshua, saying : Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts, If in My
ways thou walkest^ and if My charges thou keepest in

charge, then thou also shalt judge My house, and have

charge of My courts, and I will give thee entry* among
these who stand in My presence. Hearken now, O
Joshua, high priest, thou and thy fellows who sit before

thee are men of omen, that, lot I am about to bring

My servant, Branch. For see the stone which I have

set before Joshua, one stone with seven eyes* Lo, I will

etch the engraving upon it (oracle of Jehovah), and I
will wash away the guilt of that land in one day. In

that day (oracle of Jehovah of Hosts) ye will invite one

another in under vine and under fig-tree.

The theological significance of the Vision is as clear

as its consequences in the subsequent theology and

symbolism of Judaism. The uncleanness of Israel

which infests their representative before God is not

defined. Some* hold that it includes the guilt of

the use of BOH (to wind) to express the putting on of the head*

dress (Ezek. xvi. 10, etc). Hence turban seems to ho the proper

rendering. Another form from the same root, n0D, is the name

of the headdress of the Pnnce of Israel (Ezek. xxi. 31) ; and in the

Pnestly Codex of the Pentateuch the headdress of the high priest

(Exod xxviii. 37, etc.).
1 Wellhausen takes the last words of ver. 5 with ver. 6, reads IgJ

and renders And the Angel ofJehovah stood up or stepped forward.

But even if 1DJ? he read, the order of the words would require

translation in the pluperfect, which would come to the same as the

original text. And if Wellhausen's proposal were correct the words

Angel ofJehovah in ver. 6 would be superfluous.

Read D'DjriE (Smend, A, T. Rel Gesch., p, 324, n. a).

Orfacets

E# Marti, Der Prophei Sacharja, p. 83.
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Israel's idolatry. But they have to go back to Ezekiel

for this, and we have seen that Zechariah nowhere

mentions or feels the presence of idols among his

people. The Vision itself supplies a better explanation.

Joshua's filthy garments are replaced by festal and

official robes. He is warned to walk in the whole law

of the Lord, ruling the Temple and guarding Jehovah's

court. The uncleanness was the opposite of all this.

It was not ethical failure: covetousness, greed, immor-

ality. It was, as Haggai protested, the neglect of the

Temple, and of the whole worship of Jehovah. If this

be now removed, in all fidelity to the law, the High
Priest shall have access to God, and the Messiah will

come. The High Priest himselfshall not be the Messiah

this dogma is left to a later age to frame. But

before God he will be as one of the angels, and himself

and his faithful priesthood omens of the Messiah. We
need not linger on the significance of this for the

place of the priesthood in later Judaism. Note how
the High Priest is already the religious representative

of his people : their uncleanness is his ; when he is

pardoned and cleansed, the uncleanness of the land

is purged away. In such a High Priest Christian

theology has seen the prototype of Christ.

The stone is very difficult to explain. Some have

thought of it as the foundation-stone of the Temple,
which had already been employed as a symbol of the

Messiah and which played so important a part in later

Jewish symbolism,
1 Others prefer the top-stone of

the Temple, mentioned in chap. iv. 7,* and others an
altar or substitute for the ark.

8
Again, some take it

1
Hitzig, Wright and many others. On the place of this stone in

the legends of Judaism see Wright, pp. 75 1.

1
Ewald, Marcus Dods Von Orelli, Volck,
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to be a jewel, either on the breastplate of the High
Priest,

1 or upon the crown afterwards prepared for

Zerubbabel.* To all of these there are objections.

It is difficult to connect with the foundation-stone

an engraving still to be made; neither the top-stone

of the Temple, nor a jewel on the breastplate of the

priest, nor a jewel on the king's crown, could properly

be said to be set before the High Priest. We must

rather suppose that the stone is symbolic of the finished

Temple.
8 The Temple is the full expression of God's

providence and care His seven eyes. Upon it shall

His will be engraved, and by its sacrifices the unclean-

ness of the land shall be taken away,

THE FIFTH VISION : THE TEMPLE CANDLESTICK AND

THE Two OLIVE-TREES (Chap. iv.).

As the Fourth Vision unfolded the dignity and

significance of the High Priest, so in the Fifth we find

discovered the joint glory of himself and Zerubbabel, the

civil head of Israel And to this is appended a Word
for Zerubbabel himself. In our present text this Word
has become inserted in the middle of the Vision,

w. 6b-loa; in the translation which follows it has

been removed to the end of the Vision, and the reasons

for this will be found in the notes.

The Vision is of the great golden lamp which stood

in the Temple. In the former Temple, light was

supplied by ten several candlesticks.4 But the Levitical

Code ordained one seven-branched lamp, and such

appears to have stood in the Temple built while

1
Bredenkamp.

1
Wellhausen, tn bco, and Smend, A. T. RtL Gtsck, 345,

So Marti, p. 88.
4 I Kings vii. 49,
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Zechariah was prophesying.
1 The lamp Zechariah

sees has also seven branches, but differs in other

respects, and especially in some curious fantastic details

only possible in dream and symbol. Its seven lights

were fed by seven pipes from a bowl or reservoir of

oil which stood higher than themselves, and this was

fed, either directly from two olive-trees which stood to

the right and left of it, or, if ver. 12 be genuine,

by two tubes which brought the oil from the trees.

The seven lights are the seven eyes of Jehovah if,

as we ought, we run the second half of ver. 10 on to

the first half of ver. 6. The pipes and reservoir are

given no symbolic force; but the olive-trees which

feed them are called the two sons of oil which stand

before the Lord of all the earth. These can only be the

two anointed heads of the community Zerubbabel,
the civil head, and Joshua, the religious head. Theirs

was the equal and co-ordinate duty of sustaining the

Temple, figured by the whole candelabrum, and ensuring
the brightness of the sevenfold revelation. The Temple,
that is to say, is nothing without the monarchy and

the priesthood behind it ; and these stand in the imme-

diate presence of God. Therefore this Vision, which to

the superficial eye might seem to be a glorification of

the mere machinery of the Temple and its ritual, is

rather to prove that the latter derive all their power from

the national institutions which are behind them, from the

two representatives of the people who in their turn stand

before God Himself. The Temple so near completion
will not of itself reveal God : let not the Jews put their

trust in it, but in the life behind it. And for ourselves

the lesson of the Vision is that which Christian theology

1 I Mace. i. 21 ; iv. 49, 50, Josephus, XIV. Ant. iv. 4.
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has been so slow to learn, that God's revelation under

the old covenant shone not directly through the

material framework, but was mediated by the national

life, whose chief men stood and grew fruitful in His

presence.

One thing is very remarkable. The two sources of

revelation are the King and the Priest The Prophet
is not mentioned beside them. Nothing could prove
more emphatically the sense in Israel that prophecy
was exhausted.

The appointment ot so responsible a position for

Zerubbabel demanded for him a special promise of

grace. And therefore, as Joshua had his promise in

the Fourth Vision, we find Zerubbabel's appended to

the Fifth. It is one of the gieat sayings of the Old

Testament: there is none more spiritual and more

comforting. Zerubbabel shall complete the Temple,
and those who scoffed at its small beginnings in the

day of small things shall frankly rejoice when they
see him set the top-stone by plummet in its place.

As the moral obstacles to the future were removed

in the Fourth Vision by the vindication of Joshua
and by his cleansing, so the political obstacles, all the

hindrances described by the Book of Ezra in the

building of the Temple, shall disappear. Before Zerub-

babel the great mountain shall become a plain. And

this, because he shall not work by his own strength,

but the Spirit of Jehovah of Hosts shall do everything.

Again we find that absence ot expectation in human

means, and that full trust in God's own direct action,

which characterise all the prophesying of Zechariah.

Then the angel who talked with me returned and rousrd

me like a man roused out of his sleep. And he said to

me, What seest thou ? And I said, I see, and hi a
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candlestick all of gold, and its bowl upon the top of it,

and its seven lamps on it,
and seven *

pipes to the lamps
which are upon it. And two olive-trees stood over against

it,
one on the right of the bowl,

3 and one on the left.

And I began
8 and said to the angel who talked with me,*

What be these, my lord? And the angel who talked

with me answered and said, Knowest thou not what

these be ? And I said, No, my lord! And he answered

and said to me,
5 These seven are the eyes ofJehovah,

which sweep through the whole earth. And I asked and

said to him, What are these two olive-trees on the right

ofthe candlestick and on its left? And again I asked

and said to him, What are the two ohm-branches which

are beside the two golden tubes that pourforth the oil
9

from them ? 7 And he said to me, Knowest thou notwhat

these be? And I said, No, my lord! And he said,

These are the two sons of oil which stand before the Lord

of all the earth.

This is JehovaKs Word to Zerubbabel, and it says:*
Not by might, and not by force, but by My Spirit, saitk

1 LXX. Heb has seven sevens of pipes.

Wellhausen reads tts right and deletes the bowl.
'

|JteO TOf is not only to answer^ but to take part in a conversation,

whether by starting or continuing it LXX. nghtly 6n7/wny<ra.
4 Heb. saying.

In the Hebrew text, followed by the ancient and modern versions!

including the English Bible, there here follows 66-ioa, the Word to

Zerubbabel. They obviously disturb the narrative of the Vision, and
Wellhausen has rightly transferred them to the end of it, where they
come in as naturally as the word of hope to Joshua comes in at the

end of the preceding Vision. Take them away, and, as can be seen

above, ver. lob follows quite naturally upon 60.

Heb.^W. So LXX.
T Wellhausen omits the whole of this second question (ver* 12) as

intruded and unnecessary. So also Smend as a doublet on yen n
(A. T. *& Gtsch., 343 n.). So also Nowack.

Heb. sqyt"i
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Jehovah of Hosts. What art thou, O great mountain ?

Before Zerubbalel be thou level! And he 1 shall bring

forth the top-stone with shoutings, Grace, grace to #/ J

And the Word ofJehovah came to me, saying, The hands

of Zerubbabel have founded this house, and his hands

shall complete it,
and thou shalt know that Jehovah of

Hosts hath sent me to you. For whoever hath despised

the day of small things, they shall rejoice when they see

the plummet
8
in the hand of ZerubbabeL

THE SIXTH VISION: THE WINGED VOLUME

(Chap. v. 1-4).

The religious and political obstacles being now
removed from the future of Israel, Zechariah in the

next two Visions beholds the land purged of its crime

and wickedness. These Visions are very simple, if

somewhat after the ponderous fashion of Ezekiel.

The first of them is the Vision of the removal of the

curse brought upon the land by its civic criminals,

especially thieves and perjurers the two forms which

crime takes in a poor and rude community like the

colony of the returned exiles. The prophet tells us

he beheld a roll flying. He uses the ordinary Hebrew

name for the rolls of skin or parchment upon which

writing was set down. But the proportions of its

colossal size twenty cubits by ten prove that it was

not a cylindrical but an oblong shape which he saw.

It consisted, therefore^ of sheets laid on each other like

1 LXX/.
Or Fair, fair is *t I Nowack.

8 The stone, the leaden. Marti, St. u. Kr., 1892, p. 213 n., takes tht

leaden for a gloss, and reads simply the stone, it. the top-stone ; but

the plummet is the last thing laid to the building to test the straight*

ness of the top-stone.
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candlestick all of gold, and its bowl upon the top of it,

and its seven lamps on it, and seven 1
pipes to the lamps

which are upon tt. And two olive-trees stood over against

it,
one on the right of the bowl,* and one on the left,

And I began
8 and said to the angel who talked with me*

What be these, my lord? And the angel who talked

with me answered and said, Knowest thou not what

these be ? And I said, No, my lord! And he answered

and said to me* These seven are the eyes ofJehovah,
which sweep through the whole earth. And I asked and

said to him, What are these two olive-trees on the right

of the candlestick and on its left? And again I asked

and said to him, What are the two olive-branches which

are beside the two golden tubes that pourforth the oil
9

from them ? T And he said to me, Knowest thou notwhat

these be? And I said, No, my lord! And he said,

These are the two sons of oil which stand before the Lord

of all the earth.

This is Jehovah's Word to Zerubbabel, and it says:*
Not by might, and not by force, but by My Spirit, saith

1 LXX. Heb. has seven sevens of pipes
* Wellhausen reads its right and deletes the bowl,
9

JJJfcO- tlty is not only to answer, but to take part in a conversation,
whether by starting or continuing it. LXX. rightly 6ri?/Mfrn?ffa.

4 Heb. say$ng.
1 In the Hebrew text, followed by the ancient and modern versions,

including the English Bible, there here follows 66-100, the Word to

Zerubbabel. They obviously disturb the narrative of the Vision, and
Wellhausen has rightly transferred them to the end of it, where they
come in as naturally as the word of hope to Joshua comes in at the

end of the preceding Vision. Take them away, and, as can be seen

above, ver. lob follows quite naturally upon 60.

Heb.#?#. So LXX.
T Wellhausen omits the whole of this second question (ver, la) as

Intruded and unnecessary* So also Smend as a doublet on ver. II

(A. T. R*L G*sck. t 343 n.). So also Nowack.
Heb.
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Jehovah of Hosts. What art thou, O great mountain ?

Before Zerubbalel be thou level! And he 1 shall bring

forth the top-stone with shoutings^ Grace, grace to ill
1

And the Word ofJehovah came to wie^ saying^ The hands

of Zerubbabel have founded this house, and his hands

shall complete tt
t
and thou shalt know that Jehovah of

Hosts hath sent me to you. For whoever hath despised

the day of small things, they shall rejoice when they see

the plummet
* in the hand of Zerubbabel.

THE SIXTH VISION : THE WINGED VOLUME

(Chap. v. 1-4).

The religious and political obstacles being now
removed from the future of Israel, Zechariah in the

next two Visions beholds the land purged of its crime

and wickedness. These Visions are very simple^ if

somewhat after the ponderous fashion of Ezekiel.

The first of them is the Vision of the removal of the

curse brought upon the land by its civic criminals,

especially thieves and perjurers the two forms which

crime takes in a poor and rude community like the

colony of the returned exiles. The prophet tells us

he beheld a roll flying. He uses the ordinary Hebrew
name for the rolls of skin or parchment upon which

writing was set down. But the proportions of its

colossal size twenty cubits by ten prove that it was

not a cylindrical but an oblong shape which he saw.

It consisted, therefore, of sheets laid on each other like

1 LXX.7.
Or Fair, fair tsttt Nowack.

9 The stone, the leaden. Marti, St. u. Kr., 1892, p. 213 n., takes tht

leaden for a gloss, and reads simply the stone, t e. the top-stone ; but

the plummet is the last thing laid to the building to test the straight-

ness of the top-stone.
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our books, and as our word "
volume," which originally

meant, like his own term, a roll, means now an oblong

article, we may use this in our translation. The volume

is the record of the crime of the land, and Zechariah

sees it flying from the land. But it is also the curse

upon this crime, and so again he beholds it entering

every thiefs and perjurer's house and destroying it

Smend gives a possible explanation of this :
"

It

appears that in ancient times curses were written on

pieces of paper and sent down the wind into the

houses ff * of those against whom they were directed.

But the figure seems rather to be of birds of prey.

And I turned and lifted my eyes and looked, and lo t

a volume *
flying. And he said unto me, What dost thou

see? And I said, I see a volume flying, its length

twenty cubits and its breadth ten. And he said unto

me, This is the curse that is going out upon the face

of all the land. For every thief ts hereby purged away

from hence? and every perjurer is hereby purged away

1 A. T. Rel Gfsch , 312 n.

1 BWJD, roll or volume. LXX. Spbraror, stcklt, 7|&.
1 A group of difficult expressions. The verb

fljji
is Ni. of a

root which originally had the physical meaning to dean out of a

place, and this Ni is so used of a plundered town in Isa IIL 26.

But its more usual meaning is to be spoken free from guilt (Psalm
xix. 14, etc.). Most commentators take it here m the physical sense,

Hitzig quoting the use of KaOaplfa in Mark vii. 19. HID^ DTD
are variously rendered. HTD is mostly understood as locative, hencet

*.*. from the land just mentioned, but some take it with steal (Hitzig),

some with deemed out (Ewald, Orelli, etc ). JJIDJ is rendered like %t

the flying roll (Ewald, Orelli), which cannot be, since the roll flies

upon the face of the land, and the sinner is to be purged out of it ;

or m accordance with the roll or its curse (Jerome, Kahler). But
Wellhausen reads H$5 HJ9, and takes

P1JJ3
m its usual meaning

and in the past tense, and renders Every ihief has for long remained

unpunished; and so in the next clause. So, too, Nowack LXX.
Every thief shall be condemned to death, tus OavdTOv fe&tyvnn.
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from hence. I have sent it forth oracle ofJehovah oj

Hosts and it shall enter the thiefs house, and the

house of him that hath sworn falsely by My name, and

it shall roost
1 in the midst of his house and consume it,

with its beams and its stones?

THE SEVENTH VISION: THE WOMAN IN THE BARREL

(Chap. v. 5-1 1).

It is not enough that the curse fly from the land

after destroying every criminal. The living principle

of sin, the power of temptation, must be covered up
and removed. This is the subject of the Seventh

Vision.

The prophet sees an ephah, the largest vessel in use

among the Jews, of more than seven gallons capacity,

and round 8 like a barrel. Presently the leaden top is

lifted, and the prophet sees a woman inside. This is

Wickedness, feminine because she figures the power
of temptation. She is thrust back into the barrel,

the leaden lid is pushed down, and the whole carried

off by two other female figures, winged like the strong,

far-flying stork, into the land of Shin'ar, "which at

that time had the general significance of the counter-

part of the Holy Land,"
4 and was the proper h^me

of all that was evil.

And the angel of Jehovah who spake with me came

1 Heb. lodge, pass th* night : cf. Zeph. ii. 14 (above, p. 65), ptlican

and bittern shall roost upon tht capitals.
* Smend sees a continuation of Ezekiel's idea of the guilt of man

overtaking him (iiu 20, xzxiv.). Here God's curse docs all.

8 This follows from the shape of the disc that fits into it. Seven

gallons are seven-eighths of the English bushel: that in use in

Canada and the United States is somewhat smaller.

Ewald.
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forward
1 and said to me, Lift now thine eyes and see

what thts is that comes forth. And I satd, What is it?

And he satd, This is a bushel comingforth. And he said,

Thts is their transgression
a
in all the land? And behold !

the round leaden top was lifted up, and lo/* a woman

sitting inside the bushel. And he said, This & the

Wickedness, and he thrust her back into the bushel, and

thrust the leaden disc upon the mouth of it. And I lifted

mine eyes and looked, and lo ! two women cameforth with

the wind in their wings,fot they had wngs like storks'

wings ,
and they bore the bushel betwixt earth and heaven.

And I said to the angel that talked with me, Whither do

they carry the bushel? And he said to me, To build it

a house in the land of Shinar
9
that it may be fixed and

brought to rest there on a place of its ownf

We must not allow this curious imagery to hide

from us its very spiritual teaching. If Zechariah is

weighted in these Visions by the ponderous fashion

of Ezekiel, he has also that prophet's truly moral spirit.

He is not contented with the ritual atonement for sin,

1 Upon the st ige of vision.

For Heb Dj*? read
D^'ltf

with LXX.
By inserting HS)^ after HD ** *er. 5t <* deleting nKVW

. . . 1&K1 in ver. 6, Wellhausen secures the more concise text:

And ste what thts bushel is that comes forth. Awl I satd, What is it?

And ht satd, That is the evil of thtptopb in the uihol* land. But to

reduce the redundancies of the Visions is to delete the most character-

istic feature of their style. Besides, Wellhausen's result gives no
sense. The prophet would not be asked to see what a bushel is :

the angel is there to tell him this. So Wellhausen in his translation

has lo omit the HD of ver. 5, while telling us in his note to replace
il&Wn after it. His emendation is, therefore, to be rejected. Nowack,
however, accepts it

4
I.XX. Heb. ffu3.

1 In the last clause the verbal forms are obscure If not corrupt
LXX. KO! troLficurai Kdl ejffovffiv criro &et - Dfc> OrPJill t^nS? but

fee Ewald, Sytztax, 131 d
' % ^ T '
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nor with the legal punishment of crime. The living

power of sin must be banished from Israel ; and this

cannot be done by any efforts of men themselves, but

by God's action only, which is thorough and effectual.

If the figures by which this is illustrated appear to us

grotesque and heavy, let us remember how they would

suit the imagination of the prophet's own day. Let us

lay to heart their eternally valid doctrine, that sin is

not a formal curse, nor only expressed in certain social

crimes, nor exhausted by the punishment of these, but,

as a power of attraction and temptation to all men, it

must be banished from the heart, and can be banished

only by God.

THE EIGHTH VISION: THE CHARIOTS OF THE FOUR
WINDS (Chap. vi. 1-8).

As the series of Visions opened with one of the uni-

versal providence of God, so they close with another of

the same. The First Vision had postponed God's over-

throw of the nations till His own time, and this the

Last Vision now describes as begun, the religious and

moral needs of Israel having meanwhile been met by
the Visions which come between, and every obstacle to

God's action for the deliverance of His people being
removed.

The prophet sees four chariots, with horses of dif-

ferent colour in each, coming out from between two

mountains of brass. The horsemen of the First

Vision were bringing in reports : these chariots are

coming forth with their commissions from the presence
of the Lord of all the earth. They are the four winds

of heaven, servants of Him who maketh the winds His

angels. They are destined for different quarters of

the world. The prophet has not been admitted to

VOL. II. 2O
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the Presence, and does not know what exactly they

have been commissioned to do; that is to say,

Zechariah is ignorant of the actual political processes

by which the nations are to be overthrown and Israel

glorified before them. But his Angel-interpreter tells

him that the black horses go north, the white west,

and the dappled south, while the horses of the fourth

chariot, impatient because no direction is assigned to

them, are ordered to roam up and down through the

earth. It is striking that none are sent eastward.1

This appears to mean that, in Zechariah's day, no

power oppressed or threatened Israel from that direc-

tion ;
but in the north there was the centre of the

Persian Empire, to the south Egypt, still a possible

master of the world, and to the west the new forces

of Europe that in less than a generation were to prove
themselves a match for Persia. The horses of the

fourth chariot are therefore given the charge to exercise

supervision upon the whole earth unless in ver. 7 we
should translate, not earth, but land, and understand

a commission to patrol the land of Israel. The centre

of the world's power is in the north, and therefore the

black horses, which are dispatched in that direction,

are explicitly described as charged to bring God's

spirit, that is His anger or His power, to bear on that

quarter of the world.

And once more * / lifted mine eyes and looked, and lo /

four chanots coming forward from between two moun-

tains, and the mountains were mountains of brass. In

1 Wellhausen suggests that m the direction assigned to the white

horses, DVPHN (ver. 6), which we have rendered westward, we might
read DTpH JHK, land of tht east; and that from ver. 7 tht west has

probably fallen out after they goforth,
Heb. I turned again and.
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the first chariot were brown horses^ and in the second

chariot black horses, and in the third chariot whiU

horses, and in the fourth chariot dappled . . .
1

horses*

And I broke in and said to the angel who talked with

me, What are these, my lord? And the angel answered

and said to me, These be thefour winds of heaven that

come forth from presenting themselves before the Lord of

all the earth* That with the black horses goes forth to

the land of the north, while the white go out west 9

(?), and

the dappled go to the land of the south. And the . . .*

go forth and seek to go, to march up and down on the

earth. And he said, Go, march up and down on the

earth; and they marched up and down on the earth.

And he called me and spake to me, saying, See they that

go forth to the land of the north have brought my spirit

to bear* on the land of the north.

THE RESULT OF THE VISIONS: THE CROWNING OF THE
KING OF ISRAEL (Chap. vL 9-15).

The heathen being overthrown, Israel is free, and

may have her king again. Therefore Zechariah is

ordered it would appear on the same day as that on

which he received the Visions to visit a certain

deputation from the captivity in Babylon, Heldai,

Tobiyah and Yedayah, at the house of Josiah the son

1 Hebrew reads D'D$, strong; LXX. fcipol, dappled, and for the

previous D*TT3
f spotted or dappled, it reads irot/cfXot, piebald. Perhaps

we should read D*Z3n (cf Isa. Ixiil i), dark red or sorrel, with^rtfy

spots. So Ewald and Orelh. Wright keeps strong.

Wellhausen, supplying } before JO")X, renders These go forth
to thefour winds ofheaven after they have presented themselves, etc.

Heb. behind them.
4 D'YDK, the second epithet of the horses of the fourth chariot,

fer. 3. See note there.

Or anger to bear, Heb. rest.
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of Zephaniah, where they have just arrived ; and to

select from the gifts they have brought enough silver

and gold to make circlets for a crown. The present

text assigns this crown to Joshua, the high priest, but

as we have already remarked, and will presently prove
<n the notes to the translation, the original text assigned
it to Zerubbabel, the civil head of the community, and

gave Joshua, the priest, a place at his right hand the

two to act in perfect concord with each other. The
text has suffered some other injuries, which it is easy
to amend

;
and the end of it has been broken off in

the middle of a sentence.

And the Word of Jehovah came to me, saying : Take

from the Gdlah,
1
from Heldat'* and from Tobiyah and

from Yeda*yah ; and do thou go on the same dayt yeat go
thou to the house of Yosiyahu, son of ephanyah, whither

they have arrived from Babylon? And thou shalt take

silver and gold, and make a crown, and set it on the head

of. . .* And say to htm : Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts,

1 The collective name for the Jews in exile.
* T.XX. ropd rQv fapxtortw, D^HDj but since an accusative is

wanted to express the articles taken, Hitzig proposes to read nZDHD,
Myprecious things The LXX reads the other two names Kcd vapa,
rQr xpipifjuov atrip xcd wap& rOa> a-ryv/c6rp aMp.

* The construction of ver 10 is very clumsy ; above it is rendered

literally. Wellhausen proposes to delete and do thou go . . . to the

house of, and take Yosiyahu's name as simply a fourth with the others,

reading the last clause who have come from Babylon* This is to cut,
not disentangle, the knot

4 The Hebrew text here has Joshua son ofjehosadak, the high priest,
but there is good reason to suppose that the crown was meant for

Zerubbabel, but that the name of Joshua was inserted instead in a
later age, when the high priest was also the king see below, note

For these reasons Ewald had previously supposed that the whole verse

was genuine, but that there had fallen out of it the words and on the

head of Zerubbabel Ewald found a proof of this in the plural form

JTHOtf, which he rendered crowns (So also Wildeboer, A. T,
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Lo ! a man called Branch; from his roots shall a branch

come, and he shall build the Temple ofJehovah. Yea, he

shall build Jehovah's Temple* and he shall wear the royai

majesty and stt and rule upon his throne, and Joshua
'

shall bepriest on his right hand,
3 and there will be a counsel

of peace between the two of them* And the crown shall

beforHeldai* and Tobiyah and Yeda'yah, and for the

courtesy* of the son of Sephanyah, for a memorial in

the Temple of Jehovah. And the far-away shall come

and build at the Temple offehovah, and ye shall know

that Jehovah of Hosts hath sent me to you; and it shall

be ifye hearken to the voice ofJehovah yeur God . . J

Litteratur, p. 297.) But niltDJ? is to be rendered crown; see ver. n r

where it is followed by a singular verb. The plural form refeni

to the several circlets of which it was woven.
1 Some critics omit the repetition.
1 So Wellhausen proposes to insert The name was at least under-

stood in the original text

SoLXX. Rzb.onhisthron*.
4 With this phrase, vouched for by both the Heb. and the Sept.,

the rest of the received text cannot be harmonised. There were two :

one is the priest just mentioned who is to be at the right hand of the

crowned. The received text makes this crowned one to be the high t

pnest Joshua. But if there are two and the pnest is only secondary,
the crowned one must be Zerubbabel, whom Haggai has already

designated as Messiah. Nor is it difficult to see why, in a later age,
when the high priest was sovereign in Israel, Joshua's name should

have been inserted in place of Zerubbabel's, and at the same time the

phrase/rre/ at his right hand}
to which the LXX testifies in harmony

with iht two of them, should have been altered to the reading of the

received text, priest upon hts thron*. With the above agree Smend,
A. T. Rtl Gesch , 343 n., and Nowack.

1 Heb. DJO, Helem, but the reading Heldai, n?n, is proved by the

previous occurrence of the name and by the LXX. reading here, rots

farop&ov<riy, i.e. from root 17H, to last.

*
"Jit,

but Wellhausen and others take it as abbreviation or mis-

reading for the name of Yosiyahu (see ver. lo).
r Here the verse and paragraph break suddenly off in the middle

of a sentence. On the passage see Smend, 343 and 345,



CHAPTER XXII

THE ANGELS OF THE VISIONS

AH i 7 vi 8

A MONO the influences of the Exile which contributed

XX the material of Zechariah's Visions we included

a considerable development of Israel's belief in Angels.
The general subject is in itself so large, and the Angels

play so many parts in the Visions, that it is necessary
to devote to them a separate chapter.

'

From the earliest times the Hebrews had conceived

their Divine King to be surrounded by a court of

ministers, who besides celebrating His glory went forth

from His presence to execute His will upon earth. In

this latter capacity they were called Messengers,

Male'akim, which the Greeks translated Angeloi, and
so gave us our Angels. The origin of this conception is

wrapt in obscurity. It may have been partly due to

a belief, shared by all early peoples, in the existence

of superhuman beings inferior to the gods,
1 but even

without this it must have sprung up in the natural

tendency to provide the royal deity of a people with a

court, an army and servants. In the pious minds of

early Israel there must have been a kind of necessity
to believe and develop this a necessity imposed firstly

by the belief in Jehovah's residence as confined to one

> So Robertson Smith, art. " Angels
" in the Encyc. Bnt., 9th ed.

310
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spot, Sinai or Jerusalem, from which He Himself went

forth only upon great occasions to the deliverance of

His people as a whole
;
and secondly by the unwilling-

ness to conceive of His personal appearance in missions

of a menial nature, or to represent Him in the human
form in which, according to primitive ideas, He could

alone hold converse with men.

It can easily be understood how a religion, which was
above all a religion of revelation, should accept such

popular conceptions in its constant record of the appear-
ance of God and His Word in human life. Accordingly,
in the earliest documents of the Hebrews, we find angels
who bnng to Israel the blessings, curses and commands of

Jehovah.
1

Apart from this duty and their human appear-

ance, these beings are not conceived to be endowed

either with character or, if we may judge by their name-

lessness,* with individuality. They are the Word of

God personified. Acting as God's mouthpiece, they are

merged in Him, and so completely that they often speak
of themselves by the Divine 7.

8 " The function of an

Angel so overshadows his personality that the Old Testa-

ment does not ask who or what this Angel is, but what he

does. And the answer to the last question is, that he

represents God to man so directly and fully that when
he speaks or acts God Himself is felt to speak or act."

*

Besides the carriage of the Divine Word, angels bring
back to their Lord report of all that happens : kings are

said, in popular language, to be as wise as the wisdom of
an angel ofGod, to know all the things that are in the earth.

6

They are also employed in the deliverance and discipline

1 So already in Deborah's Song, Judg. v. 23, and throughout both

FandE.
*
Cf. especially Gen. xxrii. 29.

* Robertson Smith, as above.

Judg. vi. 12 ff. 2 Sam, v. 20.
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of His people.
1

By them come the pestilence,
1 and the

restraint of those who set themselves against God's

will.'

Now the prophets before the Exile had so spiritual

a conception of God, worked so immediately from His

presence, and above all were so convinced of His

personal and practical interest in the affairs of His

people, that they felt no room for Angels between Him
and their hearts, and they do not employ Angels, except
when Isaiah in his inaugural vision penetrates to the

heavenly palace and court of the Most High.
4 Even

when Amos sees a plummet laid to the walls ofJerusalem,
it is by the hands of Jehovah Himself,

5 and we have

not encountered an Angel in the mediation of the Word
to any of the prophets whom we have already studied

But Angels reappear, though not under the name, in the

visions of Ezekiel, the first prophet of the Exile. They
are in human form, and he calls them Men. Someexecute

God's wrath upon Jerusalem,
6 and one, whose appear-

ance is as the appearance of brass, acts as the interpreter

of God's will to the prophet, and instructs him in the

details of the building of City and Temple.
1

"

When the

glory of Jehovah appears and Jehovah Himself speaks
to the prophet out of the Temple, this Man stands by
the prophet,

8
distinct from the Deity, and afterwards

continues his work of explanation. "Therefore," as

Dr. Davidson remarks,
"

it is not the sense of distance

1 Exod. xiv. 19 (?), rriii. 20, etc.; Josh. v. 13.
* 2 Sam. zxiv. 16, 17 ; 2 Kings xuc. 35 ; Exod zii. 23. In Eccles,

v. 6 this destroying angel is the minister of God : cf. Psalm Ixxviii. 496,

hurtful angekCheyvs, Origin ofPsalter, p. 157.
1 Balaam : Num. xxii. 23, 31. ix.

Vol. L, p. 114.
f xhu.6.
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to which God is removed that causes Ezekiel to create

these intermediaries." The necessity for them rather

arises from the same natural feeling, which we have

suggested as giving rise to the earliest conceptions

of Angels : the unwillingness, namely, to engage the

Person of God Himself in the subordinate task of

explaining the details of the Temple. Note, too, how
the Divine Voice, which speaks to Ezekiel out of the

Temple, blends and becomes one with the Man standing

at his side. EzekiePs Angel-interpreter is simply one

function of the Word of God

Many of the features of Ezekiel's Angels appear in

those of Zechariah. Thefour smiths or smiters of the

four horns recall the six executioners of the wicked in

Jerusalem
x Like Ezekiel's Interpreter, they are called

Men? and like him one appears as Zechariah's instructor

and guide : he who talked with me? But while Zechariah

calls these beings Men, he also gives them the ancient

name, which Ezekiel had not used, of Male'akim, mes-

sengers, angels. The Instructor is the Angel who talked

with me. In the First Vision, the Man riding the brown

horu, the Man that stood among the myrtles, is the Angel

of Jehovah that stood among the myrtles* The Inter-

preter is also called the Angel ofJehovah, and if our text

of the First Vision be correct, the two of them are

curiously mingled, as if both were functions of the same

Word of God, and in personality not to be distin-

guished from each other. The Reporting Angel among
the myrtles takes up the duty of the Interpreting

* Zech. L l8fl. ; Ezek. ix. I&
9 Zech. i. 8: so even in the Book of Daniel we have th* man

Gabriel ix. ai,

19; ft 3i iv. 1,4, 5; v, 5,10; vi.4. But see above, pp. 261 i
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Angel and explains the Vision to the prophet. In the

Fourth Vision this dissolving view is carried further,

and the Angel of Jehovah is interchangeable with

Jehovah Himself;
1
just as in the Vision of Ezekiel the

Divine Voice from the Glory and the Man standing

beside the prophet are curiously mingled. Again hi

the Fourth Vision we hear of those who stand in the

presence of Jehovah? and in the Eighth of executant

angels coming out from His presence with commissions

upon the whole earth.8

In the Visions of Zechariah, then, as in the earlier

books, we see the Lord of all the earth, surrounded by
a court of angels, whom He sends forth in human form

to interpret His Word and execute His will, and in

their doing of this there is the same indistinctness of

individuality, the same predominance of function over

personality. As with Ezekiel, one stands out more

clearly than the rest, to be the prophet's interpreter,

whom, as in the earlier visions of angels, Zechariah

calls my lord* but even he melts into the figures of

the rest. These are the old and borrowed elements in

Zechanah's doctrine of Angels. But he has added to

them in several important particulars, which make his

Visions an intermediate stage between the Book of

Ezekiel and the very intricate angelology of later

Judaism.
In the first place, Zechariah is the earliest prophet

who introduces orders and ranks among the angels.

In his Fourth Vision the Angel of Jehovah is the Divine

Judge before whom* Joshua appears with the Adversary.
1

111. I compared with 2.
* VL 5.

*
iii. 6, 7. M. 9, etc.

iii. I. Stand before is here used forensically : cf. the N.T. phrases
to stand before God, Rev. xz 12; before the judgment-seat of Cknst,
Rom. xiv. 10 ; and be acquitted, Luke xxi. 36.
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He also has others standing before him 1
to execute his

sentences. In the Third Vision, again, the Interpreting

Angel does not communicate directly with Jehovah, but

receives his words from another Angel who has come

forth.* All these are symptoms, that even with a

prophet, who so keenly felt as Zechariah did the ethical

directness of God's word and its pervasiveness through

public life, there had yet begun to increase those

feelings of God's sublimity and awfulness, which in

the later thought of Israel lifted Him to so far a

distance from men, and created so complex a host of

intermediaries, human and superhuman, between the

worshipping heart and the Throne of Grace. We can

best estimate the difference in this respect between

Zechariah and the earlier prophets whom we have

studied by remarking that his characteristic phrase

talked with we, literally spake in or by me, which he uses

of the Interpreting Angel, is used by Habakkuk of God
Himself.* To the same awful impressions of the God-

head is perhaps due the first appearance of the Angel
as intercessor. Amos, Isaiah and Jeremiah themselves

directly interceded with God for the people ; but with

Zechariah it is the Interpreting Angel who intercedes,

and who in return receives the Divine comfort.4 In this

angelic function, the first of its kind in Scripture, we

see the small and explicable beginnings of a belief

destined to assume enormous dimensions hi the

development of the Church's worship. The supplica-

tion of Angels, the faith in their intercession and in

*
ifl. 4. Here the phrase is used domestically of servants in the

presence of their master. See above, p. 293, n. 2.

'ii.3,4.
* Hab. ii. I : cf, also Num. zii. 6-9.
4 First Vision, i. 12.
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die prevailing prayers of the righteous dead, which

has been so egregiously multiplied in certain sections

of Christendom, may be traced to the same increasing

sense of the distance and awfulness of God, but is

to be corrected by the faith Christ has taught us of

the nearness of our Father in Heaven, and of His

immediate care of His every human child.

The intercession of the Angel in the First Vision is

also a step towards that identification of special Angels
with different peoples which we find in the Book of

Daniel This tells us of heavenly princes not only
for Israel Michael, your prtnce, the great prince which

standeth up far the children of thy people
1 but for the

heathen nations, a conception the first beginnings
of which we see in a prophecy that was perhaps
not far from being contemporaneous with Zechariah.1

Zechariah's Vision of a hierarchy among the angels was
also destined to further development The head of the

patrol among the myrtles, and the Judge-Angel before

whom Joshua appears, are the first Archangels. We
know how these were further specialised, and had even

personalities and names given them by both Jewish and
Christian writers.8

Among the Angels described in the Old Testament,
we have seen some charged with powers of hindrance

and destruction a troop of angels of ewL* They too

are the servants of God, who is the author of all evil

as well as good/ and the instruments of His wrath.

1 x. 3i, xiL t.

* Isa. xxiv. ai.

Book of Daniel x, xfi. ; Tobit xii 15; Book of Enoch pwim;
Jade 9 ; Rev. viii. 2, etc.

4 Psalm Ixxviii, 49. See above, p. 312, n. *
AnMiii.6.
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But the temptation of men is also part of His

Providence. Where wilful souls have to be misled,

the spirit who does so
f
as in Ahab's case, comes from

Jehovah's presence.
1 All these spirits are just as

devoid of character and personality as the rest of the

angelic host They work evil as mere instruments:

neither malice nor falseness is attributed to themselves.

They are not rebel nor fallen angels, but obedient to

Jehovah, Nay, like Ezekiel's and Zechariah's Angels
of the Word, the Angel who tempts David to number

the people is interchangeable with God Himself.1

Kkidred to the duty of tempting men is that of dis-

cipline, in its forms both of restraining or accusing
the guilty, and of vexing the righteous in order to test

them. For both of these the same verb is used,
" to

satan,"
8 in the general sense of withstanding^ or an-

tagonising. The Angel of Jehovah stood in Balaam's

way to satan him* The noun, the Satan, is used

repeatedly of a human foe.
5 But in two passages,

of which Zechariah's Fourth Vision is one^ and the

other the Prologue to Job,
6 the name is given to an

Angel, one of the sons of Elohtm, or Divine powers
who receive their commission from Jehovah. The
noun is not yet, what it afterwards became/ a propei
name ; but has the definite article, the Adversary 01

Accuser that is, the Angel to whom that function

1 I Kings xxii. 20 ff.

* 2 Sam. xxiv. I ; I Chron. xxi. I. Though here difference ot age
between the two documents may have caused the difference of view

* There are two forms of the verb, }0>, satan, and DtD&P, satam, the

tatter apparently the older.
4 Num. TTTI. 22, 32.

I Sam. xxix. 4; 2 Sam. xuc. 23 Heb., 22 Eng.; I Kings v. 18

xi. 14, etc.

Zech. iu. I ft; Job i. 6 ff. I Chron. xxi. I.
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was assigned. With Zechariah his business is the

official one of prosecutor in the supreme court of

Jehovah, and when his work is done he disappears.

Yet, before he does so, we see for the first time in

connection with any angel a gleam of character. This

is revealed by the Lord's rebuke of him. There

is something blameworthy in the accusation of

Joshua: not indeed false witness, for Israel's guilt

is patent in the foul garments of their High Priest,

but hardness or malice, that would seek to prevent

the Divine grace. In the Book of Job the Satan is

also a function, even here not a fallen or rebel

angel, but one of God's court,
1 the instrument of

discipline or chastisement. Yet, in that he himself

suggests his cruelties and is represented as forward

and officious in their infliction, a character is imputed
to him even more clearly than in Zechariah's Vision.

But the Satan still shares that identification with his

function which we have seen to characterise all the

angels of the Old Testament, and therefore he dis-

appears from the drama so soon as his place in its

high argument is over.*

In this description of the development of Israel's

doctrine of Angels, and of Zechariah's contributions

to
it,

we have not touched upon the question whether

the development was assisted by Israel's contact with

the Persian religion and with the system ofAngels which

1 L6*.
1 See Davidson in Cambridge Bibl* for Schools on Job L 6-12,

especially on ver. 9 :
" The Satan of this book may show the begin*

mngs of a personal malevolence against man, but he is still rigidly

subordinated to Heaven, and in all he does subserves its interests.

H s function is as the minister of God to try the sincerity of man ;

hence when his work of trial is over he is no more found, and no

place is given him among the dramatis ptrsonat of the poem*"
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the latter contains. For several reasons the question
s a difficult one. But so far as present evidence goes,
t makes for a negative answer. Scholars, who are in

00 way prejudiced against the theory of a large Persian

influence upon Israel, declare that the religion of

Persia affected the Jewish doctrine of Angels
"
only in

secondary points," such as their " number and person-

ality, and the existence of demons and evil spirits."
1

Our own discussion has shown us that Zechariah's

Angels, in spite of the new features they introduce,
are in substance one with the Angels of pre-exilic

Israel. Even the Satan is primarily a function, and
one of the servants of God. If he has developed an

immoral character, this cannot be attributed to the

influence of Persian belief in a Spirit of evil opposed
to the Spirit of good in the universe, but may be

explained by the native, or selfish, resentment of Israel

against their prosecutor before the bar of Jehovah.
Nor can we fail to remark that this character of evil

appears in the Satan, not, as in the Persian religion, in

general opposition to goodness, but as thwarting that

saving grace which was so peculiarly Jehovah's own.

And Jehovah said to the Satan, Jehovah rebuke thee,

O Satan, yea, Jehovah who hath chosen Jerusalem rebuke

thee I Is not this a brand plucked from the burning ?

1

Cheyne, Th* Origin oftk* Psalter, p. 272. Read carefully on this

point the very important remarks on pp. 270 ff. and 281



CHAPTER XXIII

*THE SEED OF PEACE9

ZKCRARTAH vuL, viii.

THE
Visions have revealed the removal of the guilt

of the land, the restoration of Israel to their

standing before God, the revival of the great national

institutions, and God's will to destroy the heathen forces

of the world With the Temple built, Israel should

be again in the position which she enjoyed before the

Exile. Zechariah, therefore, proceeds to exhort his

people to put away the fasts which the Exile had
made necessary, and address themselves, as of old, to

the virtues and duties of the civic life. And he intro-

duces his orations to this end by a natural appeal to

the experience of the former days.
The occasion came to him when the Temple had

been building for two years, and when some of its

services were probably resumed.1 A deputation of Jews
appeared in Jerusalem and raised the question of the

continuance of the great Fasts of the Exile. Who the

deputation were is not certain : probably we ought to

delete Bethel from the second verse, and read either

El-sar'eser sent Regem-Melekh and his men to the house

of Jehovah to propitiate Jehovah, or else the house of
El-sat9eser sent Regem-Melekh and his wen to propitiate

1 CC chap. vii. 3 : thtprusta which wer* ofth* house ofJehovah.

320
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Jehovah. It has been thought that they came from

the Jews in Babylon : this would agree with their arrival

in the ninth month to inquire about a fast in the fifth

month. But Zechariah's answer is addressed to Jews
hi Judaea. The deputation limited their inquiry to

the fast of the fifth month, which commemorated the

burning of the Temple and the City, now practically

restored. But with a breadth of view which reveals

the prophet rather than the priest, Zechariah replies,

in the following chapter, upon all the fasts by which

Israel for seventy years had bewailed her ruin and

exile. He instances two, that of the fifth month,
and that of the seventh month, the date of the murder

of Gedaliah, when the last poor remnant of a Jewish
state was swept away.

1 With a boldness which

recalls Amos to the very letter, Zechariah asks his

people whether in those fasts they fasted at all to

their God. Jehovah had not charged them, and in

fasting they had fasted for themselves, just as in

eating and drinking they had eaten and drunken to

themselves. They should rather hearken to the words

He really sent them. In a passage, the meaning of

which has been perverted by the intrusion of the eighth

verse, that therefore ought to be deleted, Zechanah

recalls what those words of Jehovah had been in the

former times when the land was inhabited and the

national life in full course. They were not ceremonial
;

they were ethical : they commanded justice, kindness,

and the care of the helpless and the poor. And it

was in consequence of the people's disobedience t<

those words that all the ruin came upon them foi

which they now annually mourned The moral it

obvious if unexpressed. Let them drop their fasts,

1
Jer. xli. 2; 2 Kings xxv. 25.

VOL. II. 21
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and practise the virtues the neglect of which had made

their fasts a necessity. It is a sane and practical

word, and makes us feel how much Zechariah has

inherited of the temper of Amos and Isaiah. He rests,

as before, upon the letter of the ancient oracles, but

only so as to bring out their spirit. With such an

example of the use of ancient Scripture, it is deplorable

that so many men, both among the Jews and the

Christians, should have devoted themselves to the

letter at the expense of th* spirit

And it came to pass in the +burth year of Darius the

king, that the Word ofJehovah came to Zechariah on the

fourth of the ninth month, Kislev. For there sent to

the house of Jehovah, El-sar*eser and Regem-Melekh
and his men* to propitiate

*
Jehovah, to ask of the priests

which were m the house ofJehovah of Hosts aw* of the

prophets as follows : Shall I weep in ti & fijth month

with fasting as I have now done so many years? And
the Word of Jehovah of Hosts came to me : Speak now
to all the people of the land, and to the priests, saying:
When ye fasted and mourned in the fifth and in the

seventh month,
3 and thisfor seventy years, didye fast at

all to Me ? And when ye eat and when ye drwk, are not

ye the eaters and ye the drinkers? Are not these* the

1 The Hebrew text is difficult if not impossible to construe : For
Bel**! sent Sar'eser (without sign of accusative) and Regem-Meltkh.
and his men. Wel'hausen points out that Sar'eser is a defective

name, requiring the name or title of deity in front of it, and Marti

proposes to find this in the last syllable of Bethel, and to read

'El-sar'eser. It is tempting to find m the first syllable of Bethel the

remnant of the phrase to the house ofJehovah.
* To stroke the face of.

* The fifth month Jerusalem fell, the seventh month Gedalimh was
murdered : Jer. lii. 12 ; 2 Kings xxv. 8 f , 25.

4 So LXX. Heb. has ace, sign before woicU, perhaps implying
hit not rather necessary to do the words t etc
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words whichJehovah proclaimed by the handof theformer

prophets, when Jerusalem was inhabited and at peacet

with her cities round about her, and the Negeb and the

Shephelah were inhabited?
1 Thus spakeJehovah of Hosts : Judge true judgment,

and practise towards each other kindness and mercy;

oppress neither widow nor orphan, stranger norpoor^
and

think not evil in your hearts towards one another. But

they refused to hearken, and turned a rebellious shoulder*

and their ears they dulled from listening. And their

heart they made adamant, so as not to hear the Torah

and the words which Jehovah of Hosts sent through His

Spirit by the hand of the former prophets; and there

was great wrath from Jehovah oj Hosts. And it came

to pass that, as He had called and they heard not, so

they shall call and I will not hear, said Jehovah of

Hosts, but I will whirl 9 them away among nations

whom they know not. And the land was laid waste

behind them, without any to pass to and fro, and they

made the pleasant land desolate.

There follow upon this deliverance ten other short

oracles : chap. viii. Whether all of this decalogue are

to be dated from the same time as the answer to the

deputation about the fasts is uncertain. Some of them

appear rather to belong to an earlier date, for they

reflect the situation, and even the words, of Haggai's

oracles, and represent the advent of Jehovah to

Jerusalem as still future. But they return to the

1 Omit here ver. 8, And ihe WordofJehovah came to Zechariah, say-

ing. It is obviously a gloss by a scnbe who did not notice that the

1DK rO of ver. 9 is God's statement by the former prophets.
1
Cf. the phrase wtth one shoulder, 1 1. unanimously.

9 So Heb. and LXX. ; but perhaps we ought to point *rf /

whirled them away, taking the clause with the next
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question of the fasts, treating it still more compre-

hensively than before, and they close with a promise,

fitly spoken as the Temple grew to completion, of the

coming of the heathen to worship at Jerusalem.

We have already noticed the tender charm and

strong simplicity of these prophecies,
1 and there is little

now to add except the translation of them. As with

the older prophets, and especially the great Evangelist

of the Exile, they start from the glowing love of

Jehovah for His people, to which nothing is impos-

sible;* they promise a complete return of the

scattered Jews to their land, and are not content

except with the assurance of a world converted to

the faith of their God. With Haggai Zechariah

promises the speedy end of the poverty of the little

colony; and he adds his own characteristic notes of

a reign of peace to be used for hearty labour, bring-

ing forth a great prosperity. Only let men be true

and just and kind, thinking no evil of each other,

as in those hard days when hunger and the fierce

rivalry for sustenance made every one's neighbour
his enemy, and the petty life, devoid of large interests

for the commonweal, filled their hearts with envy and

malice. For ourselves the chief profit of these beau-

tiful oracles is their lesson that the remedy for the

sordid tempers and cruel hatreds, engendered by the

fierce struggle for existence, is found in civic and

religious hopes, in a noble ideal for the national

life, and in the assurance that God's Love is at the

back of all, with nothing impossible to it. Amid
these glories, however, the heart will probably thank

Zechariah most for his immortal picture of the

* See above, pp. 271 . C especially Isa.ad.ff:
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streets of the new Jerusalem : old men and women

sitting in the sun, boys and girls playing in all the

open places. The motive of
it,

as we have seen,

was found in the circumstances of his own day.

Like many another emigration, for religion's sake, from

the heart of civilisation to a barren coast, the poor

colony of Jerusalem consisted chiefly of men, young
and in middle life. The barren years gave no en-

couragement to marriage. The constant warfare with

neighbouring tribes allowed few to reach grey hairs.

It was a rough and a hard society, unblessed by the

two great benedictions of life, childhood and old age.

But this should all be changed, and Jerusalem filled

with placid old men and women, and with joyous boys
and girls. The oracle, we say, had its motive in

Zechariah's day. But what an oracle for these times

of ours I Whether in the large cities of the old world,

where so few of the workers may hope for a quiet old

age, sitting in the sun, and the children's days of play
are shortened by premature toil and knowledge of evil;

or in the newest fringes of the new world, where men's

hardness and coarseness are, in the struggle for gold,

unawed by reverence for age and unsoftened by the

fellowship of childhood, Zechariah's great promise
is equally needed. Even there shall it be fulfilled

if men will remember his conditions that the first

regard of a community, however straitened in means,
be the provision of religion, that truth and whole-

hearted justice abound in the gates, with love and

loyalty in every heart towards every other.

And the WordofJehovah of Hosts came, saying:
I. Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts: I am jealous for

Zion with a greatjealousy, and with great anger am I

jealousfor her.
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2. Thus saith Jehovah : I am returned to Zion, and

I dwell in the midst ofJerusalem^ and Jerusalem shall

be called the City of Troth* and the mountain of Jehovah

of Hosts the Holy Mountain.

3. Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts : Old men and old

women shall yet sit in the streets ofJerusalem, each with

staff in hand, for fulness of days; and the streets of

the city shall be full of boys and girls playing in her

streets.

4. Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts : Because it seems too

wonderful to the remnant of this people in those days,

shall it also seem too wonderful to Me ? oracle ofJehovah

ofHosts.

5. Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts: Lot I am about to

scwe My people out of ike land of the rising and out of
the land of the setting of the sun; and I will bring them

home, and they shall dwell in the midst of Jerusalem, and

they shall be to Me for a people? and I will be to them

for God, m troth and in righteousness.

6. Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts: Strengthen your

hands, O ye who have heard in such days such words

from the mouth of the prophets, since
8
the day when the

House of Jehovah of Hosts was founded: the sanc-

tuary was to be built! For before those days there was
no gain for man* and none to be made by cattle; and
neitherfor him that went out norfor him that came m was
there any peacefrom the adversary, and I set every man's

hand against his neighbour. But not now as in the past

1 Is*. 1,26.
* Not merely My ptopl* (Wellhausen), but their return shall con-

stitute them a people once more. The quotation is from Hosea it 25,

SoLXX.
* B*t h that mad* umgts nuutt them topwt Hum into a bag wth

holt* Haggai L 6.
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days am 1 towards the remnant of this people oracle of
fehovah of Hosts. For I am sowing the seed of peace?

The vine shall yield her Jruit, and the land yield her

increase, and the heavens yield their dew, and I will

give them allfor a heritage to the remnant of this people.

And it shall come to pass, that as ye have been a curse

among the nations, O house ofjudah and house of Israel,

so will I save you and ye shall be a blessing! Be not

afraid, strengthen your hands I

J. For thus saith Jehovah ofHosts : As Ihaveplanned
to do evil to you, for the provocation your fathers gave

Me, saith Jehovah of Hosts, and did not relent, so have I
turned andplanned in these days to do good to Jerusalem
and the house ofjudah. Be not afraid! These are the

things which ye shall do : Speak truth to one another;

truth and wholesome judgment decree ye in your gates;

and plan no evil to each other in your hearts^ nor take

pleasure in false swearing : for it is all these that I hate

oracle ofJehovah.
And the Word of Jehovah of Hosts came to me>

saying :

8. Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts: The fast of the

fourth month, and the fast of the fifth, and the fast of
the seventh, and the fast of the tenth, shall become to the

house ofjudahjoy and gladness and happyfeasts? But

love ye tnilh and peace.

9. Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts : There shallyet come

peoples and citizens of great cities; and the citizens of

1 Read Dt?n WITH XD for QPn JHt S of the text, for the setd

ofpeace. The LXX. makes JTlt a verb. Cf Hosea n. 23 ff, which the

next clauses show to be in the mind of our prophet Klostermann

and Nowack prefer D17B?
f^TT^ A*r(the remnant's) seed t>hall be ptaco.

* In the tenth month the siege of Jerusalem had begun (2 Kings
xzv. I); on the ninth of the fourth month Jerusalem was taken
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one city* willgo to another ct'ty, saying: "Let us go to

Propitiate Jehovah, and to seek Jehovah of Hosts!"
'* I willgo too / " And many peoples and strong nations

shall come to seek Jehovah of Hosts in Jerusalem and
to propitiate Jehovah.

IO. Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts: In those days ten

men^ of all languages of the nations^ shall take hold of
the skirt of aJew and say, We will go with you,for we
have heard that God is with you.

(Jer. xxxix. 2) ; on the seventh of the fifth City and Temple were
burnt down (2 Kings zxv. 8) ; in the seventh month Gedahah was
assassinated and the poor relics of a Jewish state swept from the
Land (Jer. xli.). See above, pp. 30
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CHAPTER XXIV

THE BOOK OF "MALACHI*

THIS book, the last in the arrangement of the

prophetic canon, bears the title : Burden or

Oracle of the Word ofJehovah to Israel by the hand of
malPakhi. Since at least the second century of our
era the word has been understood as a proper name,
Malachi or Malachias. But there are strong objections
to this, as well as to the genuineness of the whole title,

and critics now almost universally agree that the book
was originally anonymous.

It is true that neither in form nor in meaning is

there any insuperable obstacle to our understanding
" malS'akhi " as the name of a person. If so, however,
it cannot have been, as some have suggested, an abbre-

viation of MalS 'akhiyah, for, according to the analogy
of other names of such formation, this could only
express the impossible meaning Jehovah is Angel*
But, as it stands, it might have meant My Angel
or Messenger, or it may be taken as an adjective,

To judge from the analogy of other cases
of the same formation (eg Abiyah = Jehovah is Father, and not
Father of Jehovah), this name, if ever extant, could not have borne
the meaning, -which Robertson Smith, Cornill, Kirkpatrick, etc., suppose
it must have done, of Angel ofJehovah. These scholars, it should be

added, oppose, for various reasons, the theory that it is a proper

33"
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Angelicus.
1 Either of these meanings would form a

natural name for a Jewish child, and a very suitable

one for a prophet There is evidence, however, that

some of the earliest Jewish interpreters did not think

of the title as containing the name of a person.

The Septuagint read by the hand of His messenger?
" malg'akho

"
; and the Targum of Jonathan, while re-

taining
"
male'akhi," rendered it My messenger, adding

that it was Ezra the Scribe who was thus designated.
1

This opinion was adopted by Calvin.

Recent criticism has shown that, whether the word

was originally intended as a personal name or not, it

was a purely artificial one borrowed from chap. iii. I,

Behold
j
I send My messenger^ "malg'akhi," for the title,

which itself has been added by the editor of the Twelve

Prophets in the form in which we now have them.

The peculiar words of the title, Burden or Oracle of the

Word of Jehovah^ occur nowhere else than in the titles

of the two prophecies which have been appended to

the Book of Zechariah, chap. ix. I and chap. xii. I, and

immediately precede this Book of " MalachL" In chap,

ix. i the Word ofJehovah belongs to the text
; Burden

or Oracle has been inserted before it as a title ; then the

whole phrase has been inserted as a title in chap, xii. I.

These two pieces are anonymous, and nothing is more

likely than that another anonymous prophecy should

1 C the suggested meaning of Haggai, Festus. Above, p. 231.
1 And added the words, toy it toyour ktarts: tr xpl dyy&ov atrrov'

06r0e MI brl rdt xapSicu fyufo Bachmann (A. T. Untersuch^ Berlin,

1894, pp. 109 ff ) takes this added clause as a translation of 32JL *DTj,
and suggests that it may be a corruption of an original 12J IBf4
end his no*** was Kaleb. But the reading 1^ ID^I u not the
exact equivalent of the Greek phrase.
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have received, when attached to them, the same heading.
1

The argument is not final, but it is the most probable

explanation of the data, and agrees with the other facts.

The cumulative force of all that we have stated the

improbability of malg'akhi being a personal name, the

fact that the earliest versions do not treat it as such,

the obvious suggestion for its invention in the malS'akhi

of chap. iii. I, the absence of a father's name and place

of residence, and the character of the whole title is

enough for the opinion rapidly spreading among critics

that our book was, like so much more in the Old

Testament, originally anonymous.
1 The author attacks

the religious authorities of his day ; he belongs to a

pious remnant of his people, who are overborne and

1 See Stade, Z.A.T.W., 1881, p. 14; 1882, p. 308; Cornill,

Etnkitung, 4th ed., pp 207 f.

1 So (besides Calvin, who takes it as a title) even Hengstenberg in

his Cknstohgy ofthe O. T, Ewald, Kuenen, Reuss, Stade, Rob. Smith,

Cornill, Wellhausen, Kirkpatnck (probably), Wildeboer, Nowack On
the other side Hitzig, Vatke, Nagelsbach and Volck (in Herzog), Von

Orelli, Pusey and Robertson hold it to be a personal name Pusey with

this qualification,
" that the prophet may have framed it for himself)"

similarly Orelli. They support their opinion by the fact that even

the T.XX. entitle the book MaXaxuts ; that the word was regarded
as a proper name in the early Church, and that it is a possible name
for a Hebrew. In opposition to the hypothesis that it was borrowed

from chap. iii. I, Hitzig suggests the converse that in the latter the

prophet plays upon his own name. None of these critics, however,
meets the objections to the name drawn from the peculiar character of

the title and its relations to Zech. ix. I, xu. I. The supposed name
of the prophet gave nse to the legend supported by many of the

Fathers that Malachi, like Haggai and John the Baptist, was an

incarnate angel. This is stated and condemned by Jerome, Contm. ad

Hag. i 13, but held by Ongen, Tertullian and others The existence

ofsuch an opinion is itself proof for the impersonal character of the

name. As in the case of the rest of the prophets, Christian tradition

furnishes the prophet with the outline of a biography. See (Pseud-)

Epiphaniua and other writers quoted above, p. 232.
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perhaps oppressed by the majority.
1 In these facts,

which are all we know of his personality, he found

sufficient reason for not attaching his name to his

prophecy.

The book is also undated, but it reflects its period

almost as clearly as do the dated Books of Haggai and

Zechariah. The conquest of Edom by the Nabateans,

which took place during the Exile,
1

is already past.
1

The Jews are under a Persian viceroy.
4

They are in

touch with a heathen power, which does not tyrannise

over them, for this book is the first to predict no

judgment upon the heathen, and the first, moreover, to

acknowledge that among the heathen the true God is

worshipped from the rising to the setting of the sun.
6

The only judgment predicted is one upon the false

and disobedient portion of ^Israel, whose arrogance and

success have cast true Israelites into despair.* All

this reveals a time when the Jews were favourably
treated by their Persian lords. The reign must be

that of Artaxerxes Longhand, 464 424.
The Temple has been finished,

7 and years enough
have elapsed to disappoint those fervid hopes with

which about 518 Zechariah expected its completion.

The congregation has grown worldly and careless. In

particular the priests are corrupt and partial in the

administration of the Law.1 There have been many

'iii.rfft
* See above on Obadiah, p. 169, and below on the passage

ktselt

.. ..
in: the verbs here are to be taken in the present, not as ia

A.V. in the future, tense.

Passim : especially lit 13 ff., 24,

i 10; in. i, 10. 13. i-g,
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marriages with the heathen women of the land
;

* and

the laity have failed to pay the tithes and other dues

to the Temple.* These are the evils against which we
find strenuous measures directed by Ezra, who returned

from Babylon in 45 8,
8 and by Nehemiah, who visited

Jerusalem as its governor for the first time in 445 and

for the second time in 433. Besides, "the religious

spirit of the book is that of the prayers of Ezra and

Nehemiah. A strong sense of the unique privileges of

the children of Jacob, the objects of electing love/ the

children of the Divine Father,
6

is combined with an

equally strong assurance of Jehovah's righteousness

amidst the many miseries that pressed on the unhappy
inhabitants of Judaea. . . . Obedience to the Law is

the sure path to blessedness." ' But the question still

remains whether the Book of "Malachi" prepared

for, assisted or followed up the reforms of Ezra and

Nehemiah. An ancient tradition already alluded to r

assigned the authorship to Ezra himself.

Recent criticism has been divided among the years

immediately before Ezra's arrival in 458, those imme-

diately before Nehemiah's first visit in 445, those

between his first government and his second, and

those after Nehemiah's disappearance from Jerusalem.

But the years in which Nehemiah held office may be

excluded, because the Jews are represented as bringing

gifts to the governor, which Nehemiah tells us he did

not allow to be brought to him.8 The whole question

ii. 10-16, I 2.

1
ill 7*12.

*
ii. i<x

See above, pp. 195 f,

ii. 17 in. 12; iii. 22 f, Eng. iv. The above sentences are from

Robertson Smith, art. " Malachi
'

Encyc Bnf.
t 9th ed.

1
Above, p. 332, n. 3. "Mai," i. 8; Neb, v.
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depends upon what Law was in practice in Israel when

the book was written. In 445 Ezra and Nehemiah, by

solemn covenant between the people and Jehovah, insti-

tuted the code which we now know as the Priestly Code

of the Pentateuch. Before that year the ritual and

social life of the Jews appear to have been directed by
the Deuteronomic Code. Now the Book of " Malachi "

enforces a practice with regard to the tithes, which

agrees more closely with the Priestly Code than it

does with Deuteronomy. Deuteronomy commands

that every third year the whole tithe is to be given to

the Levites and the poor who reside within the gates ot

the giver, and is there to be eaten by them. "Malachi"

commands that the whole tithe be brought into the

storehouse of the Temple for the Levites in service

there; and so does the Priestly Code.1 On this

ground many date the Book of " Malachi
"

after 445.*

But " Malachi's
"
divergence from Deuteronomy on this

point may be explained by the fact that in his time

there were practically no Levites outside Jerusalem;
and it is to be noticed that he joins the tithe with the

tgrQmah or heave-offering exactly as Deuteronomy
does.

8 On other points of the Law he agrees rather

with Deuteronomy than with the Priestly Code. He
follows Deuteronomy in calling the priests sons of

Levif while the Priestly Code limits the priesthood to

the sous of Aaron. He seems to quote Deuteronomy

1 Deut. xii ii, acsvi. 12 ;
" Mai." iii 8, 10 ; Num. xviii. 21 fif. (P).

1 Vatke (contemporaneous with Nehemiah), Schrader, Keil,

Kuenen (perhaps in second governorship of Nehemiah, but see above,

P 335 for a decisive reason against this), KOhler, Driver, Von Oreili

(between Nehemiah's first and second visit), Kirkpatnck, Robertson.
' Deut zii. n. In P tgrumah is a due paid to priests as distinct

from Levites. fa. 4*8 ; c Deut. mnrili. 8.
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when forbidding the oblation of blind, lame and sick

beasts;
1

appears to differ from the Priestly Code
which allows the sacrificial beast to be male or female,

when he assumes that it is a male ; follows the expres-
sions of Deuteronomy and not those of the Priestly

Code in detailing the sins of the people ;
8 and uses the

Deuteronomic phrases the Law of Moses, My servant

Moses, statutes andjudgments, and Horeb for the Mount of

the Law.* For the rest, he echoes or implies only Ezekiel

and that part of the Priestly Code 6 which is regarded
as earlier than the rest, and probably from the first

years of exile. Moreover he describes the Torah as

not yet fully codified.
6 The priests still deliver it in a

way improbable after 445. The trouble of the heathen

marriages with which he deals (if indeed the verses on
this subject be authentic and not a later intrusion r

)

was that which engaged Ezra's attention on his arrival

in 458, but Ezra found that it had already for some
time been vexing the heads of the community. While,

therefore, we are obliged to date the Book of "Malachi"

before 445 B.C., it is uncertain whether it preceded or

1
i, 8; Deut. xv. 21. "

i. 14 ;
Lev. 111. I, 6.

* hi. 5 ;
Deut v. n ft, rail. 10, xxiv. 17 ff.; Lev. xix. 31, 33 ,

xx. 6.

4
iii. 22 Heb , iv. 4 Eng. Law of Moses and Moses My servant are

found only in the Deuteronomistic portions of the Hexateuch and

historical books and here. In P Sinai is the Mount of the Law. To
the above may be added segullah, ui. 17, which is found in the

Pentateuch only outsids P and in Psalm cxxxv 4 All these resem-

blances between " Mal&chi " and Deuteronomy and
(( Malachi's

"
diver-

gences from P are given in Robertson Smith's Old Test, in tk*Jewish

Church, 2nd ed.f 425 fif. cf. 444 ff.

* Lev. xvii. xxvi. From this and Ezekiel he received the concep*

tion of the profanation of the sanctuary by the sins of the people

li. II : cf. also 11. 2, iiL 3, 4, for traces of Ezekiel's influence.

H. 6 fit See below, pp. 340, 363, 365.

VOL. II. 22
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followed Ezra's attempts at reform in 458. Most

critics now think that it preceded them.1

The Book of "Malachi" is an argument with the

prophet's contemporaries, not only with the wicked

among them, who in forgetfulness of what Jehovah is

corrupt the ritual, fail to give the Temple its dues,

abuse justice, marry foreign wives,
8 divorce their own,

and commit various other sins; but also with the

pious, who, equally forgetful of God's character, are

driven by the arrogance of the wicked to ask, whether

He loves Israel, whether He is a God of justice^ and

to murmur that it is vain to serve Him. To these two

classes of his contemporaries the prophet has the

following answers. God does love Israel He is wor-

shipped everywhere among the heathen. He is the

Father of all Israel. He will bless His people when

they put away all abuses from their midst and pay
their religious dues; and His Day of Judgment is

coming, when the good shall be separated from the

wicked. But before it come, Elijah the prophet will

be sent to attempt the conversion of the wicked, or at

least to call the nation to decide for Jehovah. This

argument is pursued in seven or perhaps eight para-

graphs, which do not show much consecutiveness, but

are addressed, some to the wicked, and some to the

despairing adherents of Jehovah.

I. Chap. i. 2-5. To those who ask how God loves Israel, the proof
of Jehovah's election of Israel is shown in the fall of the Edomites.

1
Herzfeld, Bleek, Stade, Kautzsch (probably), Wellhausen (Gesch,

p. 125), Nowack before the arrival of Ezra, Cornill either soon before

or soon after 4581 Robertson Smith either before or soon after 445

Hitzig at first put it before 458, but was afterwards moved to date L
after 358, as he took the overthrow of the Edomites described >o

chap. i. 2-5 to be due to a campaign in that year by Artaxene
Odms (cfc Euseb., Citron., II. 221).

9 But see Mow, pp. 340, 365
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2. Chap. L 6-14. Charge against the people of dishonouring their

God, whom even the heathen reverence.

3. Chap. 11. 1-9. Charge against the priests, who have broken the

covenant God made of old with Levi, and debased their high office by
not reverencing Jehovah, by misleading the people and by perverting

Justice. A curse is therefore fallen on them they are contemptible

in the people's eyes.

4. Chap. 11 10- 1 6. A charge against the people for their treachery

to each other ; instanced in the heathen marriages, if the two verses,

II and 12, upon this be authentic, and in their divorce of their wives.

5. Chap. ii. 17 lii. 5 or 6 Against those who in the midst of such

evils grow sceptical about Jehovah. His Angel, or Himself; will

come first to purge the priesthood and ritual that there may be pure

sacrifices, and second to nd the land of its criminals and sinners.

6. Chap. iu. 6 or 7-12. A charge against the people of neglecting

tithes. Let these be paid, disasters shall cease and the land be blessed.

7. Chap. 111. 13-21 Heb., Chap. hi. 13 iv. 2 LXX. and Eng.

Another charge against the pious for saying it is vain to serve God.

God will rise to action and separate between the good and bad in

the terrible Day of His coming.
8. To this, Chap. 111. 22-24 Heb , Chap. iv. 3-5 Eng., adds a call

to keep the Law, and a promise that Elijah will be sent to see whether

he may not convert the people before the Day of the Lord comes

upon them with its curse.

The authenticity of no part of the book has been

till now in serious question. Btfhme,
1
indeed, took

the last three verses for a later addition, on account

of their Deuteronomic character, but, as Kuenen points

out, this is in agreement with other parts of the book.

Sufficient attention has not yet been paid to the question
of the integrity of the text The Septuagint offers a

few emendations.1 There are other passages obviously
or probably corrupt.

8 The text of the title, as we
have seen, is uncertain, and probably a later addition.

Professor Robertson Smith has called attention to

1
Z.A.T.W'., 1887, 210

1
i. II, for 7113 6eS<5a<TTcu; perhaps u. la, TP for KP ; perhaps iii. 8ft

for JDp IpJ?; 1 6, for ft* rd/ra.
1 L II ff, ; ii. 3, and perhaps 12, 15.
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chap, ii 16, where the Massoretic punctuation seems

to have been determined with the desire to support

the rendering of the Targum
"

if thou hatest her put

her away," and so pervert into a permission to divorce

a passage which forbids divorce almost as clearly as

Christ Himself did. But in truth the whole of this

passage, chap. ii. 1016, is in such a curious state

that we can hardly believe in its integrity. It opens

with the statement that God is the Father of all us

Israelites^ and with the challenge, why then are we
faithless to each other ? ver. 10. But w. 1 1 and 12 do

not give an instance of this : they describe the marriages

with the heathen women of the land, which is not a

proof of faithlessness between Israelites. Such a proof

is furnished only by w. 13-16, with their condemnation

of those who divorce the wives of their youth. The

verses, therefore, cannot lie in their proper order, and

w. 13-16 ought to follow immediately upon ver. 10.

This raises the question of the authenticity of w. II

and 12, against the heathen marriages. If they bear

such plain marks of having been intruded into their

position, we can understand the possibility of such an

intrusion in subsequent days, when the question of

the heathen marriages came to the front with Ezra

and Nehemiah. Besides, these verses II and 12 lack

the characteristic mark of all the other oracles of the

book: they do not state a general charge against
the people, and then introduce the people's question
as to the particulars of the charge. On the whole,

therefore, these verses are suspicious. If not a later

intrusion, they are at least out of place where they
now lie. The peculiar remark in ver. 13, and this

secondlyye do, must have been added by the editor to

whom we owe the present arrangement



CHAPTER XXV

FROM ZECHARIAH TO "MALACHI*

BETWEEN
the completion of the Temple in 516

and the arrival of Ezra in 458, we have almost
no record of the little colony round Mount Zion. The
Jewish chronicles devote to the period but a few verses

of unsupported tradition.1 After 517 we have nothing
from Zechariah himself; and if any other prophet

appeared during the next half-century, his words have
not survived. We are left to infer what was the true

condition of affairs, not less from this ominous silence

than from the hints which are given to us in the

writings of "
Malachi/' Ezra and Nehemiah after the

period was over. Beyond a partial attempt to rebuild

the walls of the city in the reign of Artaxerxes I.,
1 there

seems to have been nothing to record. It was a

period of disillusion, disheartening and decay. The
completion of the Temple did not bring in the Messianic

era. Zerubbabel, whom Haggai and Zechariah had

1 Ezra iv. 6-23.
* This is recorded in the Aramean document which has been

incorporated in our Book of Ezra, and there is no reason to doubt
its reality. In that document we have already found, in spite of its

comparatively late date, much that is accurate history. See above,

p. aia. And it is clear that, the Temple being finished, the Jews
must have drawn upon themselves the same religious envy of the

Samaritans which had previously delayed the construction of the

341
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crowned as the promised King of Israel, died without

reaching higher rank than a minor satrapy in the

Persian Empire, and even in that he appears to have

been succeeded by a Persian official.
1 The re-migrations

from Babylon and elsewhere, which Zechariah predicted,

did not take place. The small population of Jerusalem

were still harassed by the hostility, and their morale

sapped by the insidiousness, of their Samaritan neigh-

bours: they were denied the stimulus, the purgation,

the glory of a great persecution. Their Persian tyrants

for the most part left them alone. The world left

them alone. Nothing stirred in Palestine except the

Samaritan intrigues. History rolled away westward,
and destiny seemed to be settling on the Greeks. In

490 Miltiades defeated the Persians at Marathon. In

480 Thermopylae was fought and the Persian fleet

broken at Salamis. In 479 a Persian army was

destroyed at Plataea, and Xerxes lost Europe and

most of the Ionian coast In 460 Athens sent an

expedition to Egypt to assist the Egyptian revolt

against Persia, and in 457 "her slain fell in Cyprus,
in Egypt, in Phoenicia, at Hahae, in ^Egina, and in

Megara in the same year."

Thus severely left to themselves and to the petty
hostilities of their neighbours, the Jews appear to have

sunk into a careless and sordid manner of life. They

Temple, To meet it, what more natural than that the Jews should

have attempted to raise the walls of their city? It is almost

impossible to believe that they who had achieved the construction

of the Temple in 516 should not^ in the next fifty years, make some
effort to raise then* fallen walls And indeed Nehemiah's account of

his owm work almost necessarily implies that they had done so, for

what he did after 445 was not to build new walls, but rather U
repair shattered ones.

1 See above, p. 335, n. 8, and below, p. 354, on " Mai/ i &
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entered the period, it is true, with some sense of their

distinction.
1 In exile they had suffered God's anger,

1

and had been purged by it. But out of discipline often

springs pride, and there is no subtler temptation of

the human heart. The returned Israel felt this to the

quick, and it sorely unfitted them for encountering the

disappointment and hardship which followed upon
the completion of the Temple. The tide of hope,

which rose to flood with that consummation, ebbed

rapidly away, and left God's people struggling, like

any ordinary tribe of peasants, with bad seasons and

the cruelty of their envious neighbours. Their pride

was set on edge, and they fell, not as at other periods

of disappointment into despair, but into a bitter care-

lessness and a contempt of their duty to God. This

was a curious temper, and, so far as we know,
new in Israel. It led them to despise both His love

and His holiness.
8

They neglected their Temple dues,

and impudently presented to their God polluted bread

and blemished beasts which they would not have dared

to offer to their Persian governor.
4 Like people like

priest: the priesthood lost not reverence only, but

decency and all conscience of their office.
6

They

despised the Table of the Lord, ceased to instruct the

people and grew partial in judgment. As a consequence

they became contemptible in the eyes of the community.

Immorality prevailed among all classes : every man
dealt treacherously with his brother* Adultery, perjury,

fraud and the oppression of the poor were very rife.

One particular fashion, in which the people's wounded

1 C Stade, Gtsch. fa Volkts Israel^ II., pp. 128-138, Che best

Account of this period.
4

/< i. ;f, 12-14.
a "MaLM

uLi4. Id. i. 6 f., ri.

* "Mai" i 2, 6; iil 8 1. Id, n. 10.
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pride spited itself, was the custom of marriage which

even the best families contracted with the half-heathen

people of the land. Across Judah there were scattered

the descendants of those Jews whom Nebuchadrezzar

had not deemed worth removing to Babylon. Whether

regarded from a social or a religious point of view,

their fathers had been the dregs of the old community.
Their own religion, cut off as they were from the

main body of Israel and scattered among the old

heathen shrines of the land, must have deteriorated

still further; but in all probability they had secured

for themselves the best portions of the vacant soil,

and now enjoyed a comfort and a stability of welfare

far beyond that which was yet attainable by the majority

of the returned exiles. More numerous than these

dregs of ancient Jewry were the very mixed race of

the Samaritans. They possessed a rich land, which

they had cultivated long enough for many of their

families to be settled in comparative wealth. With
all these half-pagan Jews and Samaritans, the families

of the true Israel, as they regarded themselves, did

not hesitate to form alliances, for in the precarious

position of the colony, such alliances were the surest

way both to wealth and to political influence. How
much the Jews were mastered by their desire for

them is seen from the fact that, when the relatives of

their half-heathen brides made it a condition of the

marriages that they should first put away their old

wives, they readily did so. Divorce became very

frequent, and great suffering was inflicted on the native

Jewish women.1

So the religious condition of Israel declined for nearly

'"Mai/Mi io-i6.
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two generations, and then about 460 the Word of

God, after long silence, broke once more through a

prophet's lips.

We call this prophet
"
Malachi,

"
following the error

of an editor of his book, who, finding it nameless,

inferred or invented that name from its description of

the priest as the "
MalS'ach," or messenger, of the Lord

of Hosts. l But the prophet gave himself no name.

Writing from the midst of a poor and persecuted group
of the people, and attacking the authorities both of

church and state, he preferred to publish his charge

anonymously. His name was in the Lord's own book of
remembrance?

The unknown prophet addressed himself both to the

sinners of his people, and to those querulous adherents

of Jehovah whom the success of the sinners had

tempted to despair in their service of God. His style

shares the practical directness of his* predecessors

among the returned exiles. He takes up one point

after another, and drives them home in a series of

strong, plain paragraphs of prose. But it is sixty

years since Haggai and Zechariah, and in the circum-

stances we have described, a prophet could no longer
come forward as a public inspirer of his nation.

Prophecy seems to have been driven from public life,

from the sudden enforcement of truth in the face of the

people to the more deliberate and ordered argument
which marks the teacher who works in private. In the

Book of " Malachi " there are many of the principles

and much of the enthusiasm of the ancient Hebrew
seer. But the discourse is broken up into formal

1 For proof of this see above, pp. 331 L
ii. 16.
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paragraphs, each upon the same academic model. First

a truth is pronounced, or a charge made against the

people ;
then with the words butye will say the prophet

states some possible objection of his hearers, proceeds

to answer it by detailed evidence, and only then drives

home his truth, or his charge, in genuine prophetic

fashion. To the student of prophecy this peculiarity

of the book is of the greatest interest, for it is no

merely personal idiosyncrasy. We rather feel that

prophecy is now assuming the temper of the teacher.

The method is the commencement of that which later

on becomes the prevailing habit in Jewish literature.

Just as with Zephaniah we saw prophecy passing into

Apocalypse, and with Habakkuk into the speculation

of the schools of Wisdom, so now in w Malachi " we

perceive its transformation into the scholasticism of

the Rabbis.

But the interest of this change of style must not

prevent us from appreciating the genuine prophetic

spirit of our book. Far more fully than, for instance,

that of Haggai, to the style of which its practical sim-

plicity is so akin, it enumerates the prophetic principles :

the everlasting Love of Jehovah for Israel, the Father-

hood of Jehovah and His Holiness, His ancient Ideals

for Priesthood and People, the need of a Repentance

proved by deeds, the consequent Promise of Prosperity,
the Day of the Lord, and Judgment between the evil

and the righteous. Upon the last of these the book
affords a striking proof of the delinquency of the people

during the last half-century, and in connection with

it the prophet introduces certain novel features. To

Haggai and Zechariah the great Tribulation had closed

with the Exile and the rebuilding of the Temple:
Israel stood on the margin of the Messianic age. But
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the Book of u Malachi "
proclaims the need of another

judgment as emphatically as the older prophets had

predicted the Babylonian doom. "Malachi" repeats

their name for
it, the great and terrible Day ofJehovah.

But he does not foresee it, as they did, in the shape
of a historical process. His description of it is pure

Apocalypse the fire of the smelter and the fuller's acid:

the day that burns like a furnace, when all wickedness

is as stubble, and all evil men are devoured, but to

the righteous the Sun of Righteousness shall arise with

healing in His wings, and they shall tread the wicked

under foot1 To this the prophet adds a novel promise.

God is so much the God of love,* that before the Day
comes He will give His people an opportunity of con-

version. He will send them Elijah the prophet to

change their hearts, that He may be prevented from

striking the land with His Ban.

In one other point the book is original, and that

is in its attitude towards the heathen. Among the

heathen, it boldly says, Jehovah is held in higher
reverence than among His own people-

8 In such

a statement we can hardly fail to feel the influence

upon Israel of their contact, often close and personal,

with their wise and mild tyrants the Persians. We
may emphasise the verse as the first note of that

recognition of the real religiousness of the heathen,
which we shall find swelling to such fulness and

tenderness in the Book of Jonah.
Such are in brief the style and the principles of the

Book of "
Malachi," whose separate prophecies we may

now proceed to take up in detail.

1
lit. a, 19 ff. Heb., iv. I fiC Eng.

"ffi.6. iii.



CHAPTER XXVI

PROPHECY WITHIN THE LAW
" MALACHI w

i. iv.

.T) ENEATH this title we may gather all the eight
JD sections of the Book of fl Malachi." They con-

tain many things of perennial interest and validity:

their truth is applicable, their music is still musical, to

ourselves. But their chief significance is historical.

They illustrate the development of prophecy within the

Law. Not under the Law, be it observed. For if one

thing be more clear than another about "Malachi's"

teaching, it is that the spirit of prophecy is not yet
crushed by the legalism which finally killed it within

Israel. " Malachi " observes and enforces the demands
of the Deuteronomic law under which his people had
lived since the Return from Exile. But he traces

each of these to some spiritual principle, to some
essential wf ieligion in the character of Israel's God,
which is either doubted or neglected by his contem-

poraries in their, lax performance of the Law. That
is why we may entitle his book Prophecy within the

Law.

The essential principles of the religion of Israel which
had been shaken or obscured by the delinquency of the

people during the half-century after the rebuilding of
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the Temple were three the distinctive Love ofJehovah
for His people, His Holiness, and His Righteousness.

The Book of " Malachi "
takes up each of these in turn,

and pr< ves or enforces it according as the people have

formal! doubted it or in their carelessness done it

despite.

I. GOD'S LOVE FOR ISRAEL AND HATRED OF EDOM

(Chap. L 2-5).

He begins with God's Love, and in answer to the

disappointed
1
people's cry, Wherein hast Thou loved us?

he does not, as the older prophets did, sweep the whole

history of Israel, and gather proofs of Jehovah's grace

and unfailing guidance in all the great events from the

deliverance from Egypt to the deliverance from Babylon.
But he confines himself to a comparison of Israel with

the Gentile nation, which was most akin to Israel

according to the flesh, their own brother Edom, It is

possible, of course, to see in this a proof of our prophet's

narrowness, as contrasted with Amos or Hosea or the

great Evangelist of the Exile. But we must remember

that out of all the history of Israel " Malachi "
could not

have chosen an instance which would more strongly

appeal to the heart of his contemporaries. We have

seen from the Book of Obadiah how ever since the

beginning of the Exile Edom had come to be regarded

by Israel as their great antithesis.
1

If we needed

further proof of this we should find it in many Psalms

of the Exile, which like the Book of Obadiah remember

with bitterness the hostile part that Edom played in

the day of Israel's calamity. The two nations were

1 See above, p. 343.
1 See above, Chapter XIV, on "Edom and Israel.*
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utterly opposed in genius and character. Edom was

a people of as unspiritual and self-sufficient a temper
as ever cursed any of God's human creatures. Like

their ancestor they were profane* without repentance,

humility or ideals, and almost without religion. Apart,

therefore, from the long history of war between the

two peoples, it was a true instinct which led Israel to

regard their brother as representative of that heathendom

against which they had to realise their destiny in the

world as God's own nation. In choosing the contrast

of Edom's fate to illustrate Jehovah's love for Israel,
" Malachi

" was not only choosing what would appeal
to the passions of his contemporaries, but what is

the most striking and constant antithesis in the whole

history of Israel: the absolutely diverse genius and

destiny of these two Semitic nations who were nearest

neighbours and, according to their traditions, twin-

brethren after the flesh. If we keep this in mind we
shall understand Paul's use of the antithesis in the

passage in which he clenches it by a quotation from
" Malachi "

: as it ts written^ Jacob have I loved, but Esau
have I hated? In these words the doctrine of the Divine

election of individuals appears to be expressed as

absolutely as possible. But it would be unfair to read

the passage except in the light of Israel's history. In

the Old Testament it is a matter of fact that the

doctrine of the Divine preference of Israel to Esau

appeared only after the respective characters of the

nation's were manifested in history, and that it grew
more defined and absolute only as history discovered

1 Heb. xii. 16.
* Romans ix. 13. The citation is from the LXX.: ito> 'Iojr&/9

.. _ . ___ >% rr * f^./_
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more of the fundamental contrast between the two in

genius and destiny.
1 In the Old Testament, therefore^

the doctrine is the result, not of an arbitrary belief in

God's bare fiat, but of historical experience ; although,

of course, the distinction which experience proves is

traced back, with everything else of good or evil that

happens, to the sovereign will and purpose of God.

Nor let us forget that the Old Testament doctrine of

election is of election to service only. That is to say,

the Divine intention in electing covers not the elect

individual or nation only, but the whole world and its

needs of God and His truth.

The event to which " Malachi
"

appeals as evidence

for God's rejection of Edom is the desolation of the

tatter's ancient heritage, and the abandonment of it

to the jackals of the desert. Scholars used to think

that these vague phrases referred to some act of the

Persian kings: some removal of the Edomites from

the lands of the Jews in order to make room for the

returned exiles.
1 But " Malachi

"
says expressly that

it was Edom's own heritage which was laid desolate

This can only be Mount Esau or Se'ir, and the state-

ment that it was delivered to the jackals of the desert

proves that the reference is to that same expulsion of

Edom from their territory by the Nabatean Arabs

which we have already seen the Book of Obadiah

relate about the beginning of the Exile.
1

1 This was mainly after the beginning of exile. Shortly before

that Deut xxui. 7 says : Thou shaft not abhor an Edomitt, for ht ts

thy brothtr.
* So even so recently as 1888, Stade, Gesch. des Volkts Isratl,

II., p. 112.
1 See above, p. 169. This interpretation is there said to be

Wcllhausen's; but Cheyne, in a note contributed to the Z.A.TW,,
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But it is now time to give in full the opening

passage of "Malachi," in which he appeals to this

important event as proof of God's distinctive love for

Israel, and, "Malachi" adds, of His power beyond
Israel's border ("Mai." chap. i. 2-5).

/ have loved you, saith Jehovah. But ye say,
" Wherein hast Thou loved us?" Is not Esau brother

to Jacob ? oracle ofJehovah and I have lovedJacob and

Esau have I hated. I have made his mountains desolate,

andgiven his heritage to thejackals of the desert. Should

the people of Edom say*
" We are destroyed, but we

will rebuild the waste places" thus saith Jehovah of

Hosts, They may build, but I will pull down: men shall

call them " The Border of Wickedness
" and " The People

with whom Jehovah is wroth for ever." And your eyes

shall see it,
andyourselves shall say, "Great isJehovah

beyond Israel's border."

2. HONOUR THY FATHER "
(Chap. L 6-14).

From God's Love, which Israel have doubted, the

prophet passes to His Majesty or Holiness, which they
have wronged. Now it is very remarkable that the

relation of God to the Jews in which the prophet
should see His Majesty illustrated is not only His

lordship over them but His Fatherhood : A son honours

a father, and a servant his lord; but if I be Father,

where is My honour? and if I be Lord, where is there

1894, p. 142, points out that Grfitz, in an article "Die AnfSnge
der Nabatfier-Herrschaft

"
in the Monatschnfl fur Wissenschaft u.

Gtschtchtt des Judenthwns, 1875, pp. 60-66, had already explained
" MaL" i. 1-5 as describing the conquest of Edom by the Nabateans.

This is adopted by Buhl in his Gesch der Edomiter, p. 79
1 The verb in the feminine indicates that the population of Edom

U meant.
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reverence for Me ? saith Jehovah of Hosts.1 We are

so accustomed to associate with the Divine Fatherhood

only ideas of love and pity that the use of the relation

to illustrate not love but Majesty, and the setting of it in

parallel to the Divine Kingship, may seem to us strange.

Yet this was very natural to Israel. In the old Semitic

world, even to the human parent, honour was due before

love. Honour thy father and thy mother
,
said the Fifth

Commandment; and when, after long shyness to do

so, Israel at last ventured to claim Jehovah as the

Father of His people, it was at first rather with the

view of increasing their sense of His authority and

their duty of reverencing Him, than with the view of

bringing Him near to their hearts and assuring them

of His tenderness. The latter elements, it is true,

were not absent from the conception. But even in

the Psalter, in which we find the most intimate and

tender fellowship of the believer with God, there is

only one passage in which His love for His own is

compared to the love of a human father.
1 And in

the other very few passages of the Old Testament

where He is revealed or appealed to as the Father

of the nation, it is, with two exceptions,
8 in order

either to emphasise His creation of Israel or His disci-

pline. So in Jeremiah,
4 and in an anonymous prophet

of the same period perhaps as "Malachi." 6 This

hesitation to ascribe to God the name of Father, and

16.
Psalm riii. 9. In Psalm Ixxiii. 15 believers are called His

children; but elsewhere sonship is claimed only for the king
ii. 7, Ixxxix. 27 f.

1 Hosea XL iff. (though even here the idea of discipline is present)
and- Isa. bait 16. *

iii. 4.
1 Isa bav. 8, c Deut xxxiL ii where tne discipline of Israel by

VOL. IX. 23
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this severe conception of what Fatherhood meant, was

perhaps needful for Israel in face of the sensuous

ideas of the Divine Fatherhood cherished by their

heathen neighbours.
1

But, however this may be, the

infrequency and austerity of Israel's conception of

God's Fatherhood, in contrast with that of Christianity,

enables us to understand why "Malachi" should

employ the relation as proof, not of the Love, but of

the Majesty and Holiness of Jehovah.

This Majesty and this Holiness have been wronged,
he says, by low thoughts of God's altar, and by offering

upon it, with untroubled conscience, cheap and blem-

ished sacrifices. The people would have been ashamed

to present such to their Persian governor: how can

God be pleased with them? Better that sacrifice

should cease than that such offerings should be

presented in such a spirit I 7s there no one, cries the

prophet, to close the doors of the Temple altogether, so

that the altar smoke not in vain ?

The passage shows us what a change has passed
over the spirit of Israel since prophecy first attacked

the sacrificial ritual. We remember how Amos would

have swept it all away as an abomination to God.1

So, too, Isaiah and Jeremiah. But their reason for

this was very different from "Malachi's," Their

contemporaries were assiduous and lavish in sacrificing,

and were devoted to the Temple and the ritual with

a fanaticism which made them forget that Jehovah's
demands upon His people were righteousness and

Jehovah, shaking them out of their desert circumstance and tempting
them to their great career in Palestine, is likened to the father-eagle'a

training of his new-fledged brood to fly : A.V. mother-eagle.
1
Cf. Cheyne, Origin of tit* Psalttr, p. 305, n. Q.

* VoL L, Chap. IX.
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the service of the weak. But " Malachi " condemns

his generation for depreciating the Temple^ and

for being stingy aad fraudulent in their offerings.

Certainly the post-exilic prophet assumes a different

attitude to the ritual frcm that of his predecessors in

ancient Israel. They wished it all abolished, and

placed the chief duties of Israel towards God in civic

justice and mercy. But he emphasises it as the first

duty of the people towards God, and sees in their

neglect the reason of their misfortunes and the cause

of their coming doom In this change which has

come over prophecy we must admit the growing
influence of the Law. From Ezekiel onwards the

prophets become more ecclesiastical and legal. And

though at first they do not become less ethical, yet

the influence which was at work upon them was of

such a character as was bound in time to engross
their interest, and lead them to remit the ethical

elements of their religion to a place secondary to

the ceremonial. We see symptoms of this even in
11

Malachi/
1 we shall find more in Joel, and we know

how aggravated these symptoms afterwards became

in all the leaders of Jewish religion. At the same

time we ought to remember that this change of

emphasis, which many will think to be for the worse,

was largely rendered necessary by the change of

temper in the people to whom the prophets ministered,
14 Malachi " found among his contemporaries a habit of

religious performance which was not only slovenly and

indecent, but mean and fraudulent, and it became his

first practical duty to attack this. Moreover the neglect

of the Temple was not due to those spiritual con-

ceptions of Jehovah and those moral duties He de-

manded, in the interests of which the older prophets had
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condemned the ritual. At bottom the neglect of the

Temple was due to the very same reasons as the

superstitious zeal and fanaticism in sacrificing which

the older prophets had attacked false ideas, namely,
of God Himself, and of what was due to Him from

His people. And on these grounds, therefore, we may
say that " Malachi

" was performing for his generation

as needful and as Divine a work as Amos and Isaiah

had performed for theirs. Only, be it admitted, the

direction of " Malachi's
"
emphasis was more dangerous

for religion than that of the emphasis of Amos or

Isaiah. How liable the practice he inculcated was to

exaggeration and abuse is sadly proved in the later

history of his people : it was against that exaggeration,

grown great and obdurate through three centuries, that

Jesus delivered His most unsparing words.

A son honours a father, and a servant his lord. But

ifI am Father, where is My honour ? and ifI am Lord,
where is reverencefor Me ? saith Jehovah of Hosts to you,

O priests, who despise My Name. Ye say, "How then

have we despised Thy Name? 19 Ye are bringing

polluted food to Mine Altar. Ye say, "How have we

polluted Tkte?" 1
By saying? "The Table ofJehovah

may be despised"; and when ye bring a blind beast to

sacrifice, "No harm!" or when ye bring a lame or

sick one, "No harm/" 3
Pray, take it to thy Satrap:

will he be pleased with thee, or accept thy person? saith

1 Or used polluted things with respect to Thee. For similar con-

struction see Zech. vii. 5 : ^IDCy. This m answer to Wellhausen,
who, on the ground that the phrase gives 7NJ a wrong object and

destroys the connection, deletes it. Further he takes }fcOD, not in

the sense of pollution, but as equivalent to I

1
Obviously in their hearts

1 LXX. * there no harm?
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Jehovah of Hosts. But now, propitiate* God, that He

may be gracious to us. When things like this comefrom

your hands, can He acceptyour persons ? saith Jehovah

of Hosts. Who is there among you to close the doors

of the Temple altogether, thatye kindle not Mine Altar

in vain ? I have no pleasure in you, saith Jehovah of

Hosts, and I will not accept an offeringfrom your hands.

For from the rising of the sun and to tts setting My
Name is glorified* among the nations; and in every

sacred place* incense is offered toJAy Name, and a pure

offering:* for great is My Name among the nations,

saith Jehovah of Hosts. Butye are profaning it,
in that

ye think 6 that the Table of the Lord is polluted, and 9
its

food contemptible. And ye say, What a weariness I and

ye sniff at rf,
T saith Jehovah of Hosts. When ye bring

what has been plundered* and the lame and the diseased,

yea, when ye so bring an offering, can I accept it with

grace from your hands ? saith Jehovah. Cursed be the

cheat in whose flock is a male beast and he vows
it,

9 and

1
Pacify the face of, as in Zechariah

* So LXX. Heb. ts great, but the phrase is probably written by
mistake from the instance further on: is glorified could scarcely have

been used in the very literal version of the LXX. unless it had been

found in the original
*
DIpZD, here to be taken in the sense it bears in Arabic ofsacrtd

plaet. See on Zeph. ii. n : above, p. 64, n.8.
4 Wellhausen deletes BWD as a gloss on "ItDpD, and the vau before

nrtSO. * Heb. say.
9 Heb. also has 1M, found besides only in Keri of Isa. Ivh. 19.

But Robertson Smith (O.TJ.C., 2, p. 444) is probably nght in consider-

ing this an error for nt2J, which has kept its place after the correction

was inserted.

This clause is obscure, and comes in awkwardly before that

which follows it. Wellhausen omits.
'

7tt|. Wellhausen emends
"\UJrpnK, borrowing the first three

letters from the previous word.
1
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slays for the Lord a miserable beast.
1 For a great King

am I, saith Jehovah of Hosts, and My Name is reverenced

among the nations.

Before we pass from this passage we must notice in it

one very remarkable feature perhaps the most original

contribution which the Book of "Malachi" makes

to the development of prophecy. In contrast to the

irreverence of Israel and the wrong they do to

Jehovah's Holiness, He Himself asserts that not only

is His Name great and glorified among the heathen, from
the rising to the setting of the sun, but that in every

sacred place incense and a pure offering are offered to

His Name. This is so novel a statement, and, we may
truly say, so startling, that it is not wonderful that

the attempt should have been made to interpret it, not

of the prophet's own day, but of the Messianic age
and the kingdom of Christ. So, many of the Christian

Fathers, from Justin and Irenseus to Theodoret and

Augustine;
1

so, our own Authorised Version, which

boldly throws the verbs into the future ; and so, many
modern interpreters like Pusey, who declares that the

style is "a vivid present such as is often used to

describe the future ; but the things spoken of show it

to be future." All these take the passage to be an

anticipation of Christ's parables declaring the rejection

of the Jews and ingathering of the Gentiles to the

kingdom of heaven, and of the argument of the Epistle

to the Hebrews, that the bleeding and defective offerings

of the Jews were abrogated by the sacrifice of the

Cross. But such an exegesis is only possible by
perverting the text and misreading the whole argument
of the prophet Not only are the verbs of the original

1 Cf. Lev. 111. I, 6.

9
Quoted by Pusey, in fan.
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in the present tense so also in the early versions

but the prophet is obviously contrasting the contempt
of God's own people for Himself and His institutions

with the reverence paid to His Name among the

heathen. It is not the mere question of there being

righteous people in every nation, well-pleasing to

Jehovah because of their lives. The very sacrifices of

the heathen are pure and acceptable to Him. Never

have we had in prophecy, even the most far-seeing and

evangelical, a statement so generous and so catholic as

this. Why it should appear only now in the history

of prophecy is a question we are unable to answer with

certainty. Many have seen in it the result of Israel's

intercourse with their tolerant and religious masters

the Persians. None of the Persian kings had up to

this time persecuted the Jews, and numbers of pious

and large-minded Israelites must have had opportunity

of acquaintance with the very pure doctrines of the

Persian religion, among which it is said that there

was already numbered the recognition of true piety in

men of all religions.
1

If Paul derived from his Hellenic

culture the knowledge which made it possible for him

to speak as he did in Athens of the religiousness of

the Gentiles, it was just as probable that Jews who had

come within the experience of a still purer Aryan
faith should utter an even more emphatic acknow-

ledgment that the One True God had those who
served Him in spirit and in truth all over the world.

But, whatever foreign influences may have ripened
such a faith in Israel, we must not forget that its

roots were struck deep in the native soil of their

religion. From the first they had known their God as

1 See Cheyne, Origin of the Psalter, 292 and 305
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a God of a grace so infinite that it was impossible it

should be exhausted on themselves. If His righteous-

ness, as Amos showed, was over all the Syrian states,

and His pity and His power to convert, as Isaiah

s-howed, covered even the cities of Phoenicia, the great

Evangelist of the Exile could declare that He quenched
not the smoking wicks of the dim heathen faiths.

As interesting, however, as the origin of " Malachi's
"

attitude to the heathen, are two other points about it

In the first place, it is remarkable that it should

occur, especially in the form of emphasising the purity

of heathen sacrifices, in a book which lays such

heavy stress upon the Jewish Temple and ritual. This

is a warning to us not to judge harshly the so-called

legal age of Jewish religion, nor to despise the

prophets who have come under the influence of the

Law. And in the second place, we perceive in this

statement a step towards the fuller acknowledgment
of Gentile religiousness which we find in the Book

of Jonah. It is strange that none of the post-exilic

Psalms strike the same note. They often predict the

conversion of the heathen
;
but they do not recognise

their native reverence and piety. Perhaps the reason

is that in a body of song, collected for the national

service, such a feature would be out of place.

3. THE PRIESTHOOD or KNOWLEDGE (Chap. ii. 1-9).

In the third section of his book " Malachi "
addresses

himself to the priests. He charges them not only
with irreverence and slovenliness in their discharge
of the Temple service for this he appears to intend

by the phrase filth ofyourfeasts but with the neglect

of their intellectual duties to the people. The Itps of
a priest guard knowledge^ and men seek instruction from
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hi* mouth, for he is the Angel the revealing Angel

of Jehovah of Hosts. Once more, what a remarkable

saying to come from the legal age of Israel's religion,

and from a writer who so emphasises the ceremonial

law I In all the range of prophecy there is not any
more in harmony with the prophetic ideal. How
needed it is in our own age 1 needed against those two

extremes of religion from which we suffer, the limitation

of the ideal of priesthood to the communication of a

magic grace, and its evaporation in a vague religiosity

from which the intellect is excluded as if it were perilous,

worldly and devilish.
1 "Surrender of the intellect"

indeed I This is the burial of the talent in the napkin,

and, as in the parable of Christ, it is still in our day

preached and practised by the men of one talent.

Religion needs all the brains we poor mortals can put

into it There is a priesthood of knowledge, a priest-

hood of the intellect, says
"
Malachi," and he makes this

a large part of God's covenant with Levi Every priest

of God is a priest of truth; and it is very largely

by the Christiaif ministry's neglect of their intellec-

tual duties that so much irreligion prevails. As in

"Malachi's" day, so now, "the laity take hurt and

hindrance by our negligence."
f And just as he points

out, so with ourselves, the consequence is the growing
indifference with which large bodies of the Christian

ministry are regarded by the thoughtful portions both

of our labouring and professional classes. Were the

ministers of all the Churches to awake to their ideal

1 Isaiah i.xxxtx (Expositor's Bible), p. 188.
* See most admirable remarks on this subject in Archdeacon

Wilson's Essays and Addresses, No. IIL " The Need of giving Higher
Biblical Teaching, and Instruction on the Fundamental Questions of

Religion and Christianity." London : Macmillan, 1887
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in this matter, there would surely come a very great

revival of religion among us.

And now this Charge far you, O priests: Ifye heat

not, and lay not to heart to give glory to My Name, saith

Jehovah of Hosts, I will send upon you the curse, ana

will curseyour blessings yea, I have cursed them 1
for

none ofyou layeth it to heart. Behold, I . . .you . . .*

and I will scatter filth in your faces, the filth ofyour

feasts. . . ? Andye shall know that I have sent toyou
this Charge, to be My covenant with Levif saith Jehovah

of Hosts. My covenant was with him life and peacef
and I gave them to him, fear and he feared Me, ana

humbled himself before My Name.9 The revelation of
truth was in his mouth, and wickedness was not founa

upon his lips. In whole-heartedness* and integrity he

walked with Me, and turned many from iniquity. Fot

the lips of a priest guard knowledge, and men seek

instruction
8
from his mouth, for he is the Angel of

1 Doubtful LXX. adds xal faffieeSdffv rfjv eiJXJywtr fyiwy /col odr

forai & tifjur : obvious redundancy, if not mere dittography.
1 An obscure phrase, JTljrrniSI 03? TJtt ^ij, Behold, I rekd*

you tht steel. LXX Behold, I separate from you the arm or shoulder,

reading JHT for JHJ and perhaps JHJ for *ty\ both of which read-

ings Wellh'ausen adopts, and Ewald the former. The reference may
be to the arm of the pnest raised in blessing. Orelli reads wd
posterity. It may mean the whole seed or doss or kind of the priests.

The next clause tempts one to suppose that jnTiTTlK contains the

verb of this one, as if scattering something.
Heb. 17^ D;n$ XV\\ *nd on* shall bear you to it. Hitzig:

filth shall be cast on them, and they on the filth.

4 Others would render My covenant being with Ltvt. Wellhausen :

for My covenant was with Lew. But this new Charge or covenant

seems contrasted with a former covenant in the next verse,
1 Num. zxv. 12.

' This sentence is a literal translation of the Hebrew. With other

punctuation Wellhausen renders My covenant was wtth hint, hfe *nd

pew* Igave them to htm, fear . . .

1 Or peace, DT^. Or revelation, Tonh.
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Jehovah of Hosts. Butye have turned from the way, ye
have tripped up many by the Torah, ye have spoiled the

covenant ofLevi, saith Jehovah of Hosts. And I on My
part

1 have made you contemptible to all the people, and

abased in proportion as ye kept not My ways and had

respect of persons in delivering your Torah.

4. THE CRUELTY OF DIVORCE (Chap, ii 10-17).

In his fourth section, upon his countrymen's frequent

divorce of their native wives in order to marry into the

influential families of their half-heathen neighbours/
" Malachi " makes another of those wide and spiritual

utterances which so distinguish his prophecy and

redeem his age from the charge of legalism that is so

often brought against it To him the Fatherhood of

God is not merely a relation of power and authority,

requiring reverence from the nation. It constitutes

the members of the nation one close brotherhood, and

against this divorce is a crime and unnatural cruelty.

Jehovah makes the wife of a marts youth his mate for

life and his wife by covenant. He hates divorce, and

His altar is so wetted by the tears of the wronged
women of Israel that the gifts upon it are no more

acceptable in His sight No higher word on marriage
was spoken except by Christ Himself. It breathes

the spirit of our Lord's utterance : if we were sure of

the text of ver. 15, we might almost say that it antici-

pated the letter. Certain verses, 11-130, which disturb

the argument by bringing in the marriages with heathen

wives are omitted in the following translation, and will

be given separately.

Have we not all One Father? Hath not One God

1

*Jij"Dl\
: c Amos iv. See above, p. 344.
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created us ? Why then are we unfaithful to one another,

profaning the covenant of ourfathers ? . . -
1 Ye cover with

tears the altar ofJehovah, with weeping and with groan-

ing, because respect is no longer had to the offering, and

acceptable gifts are not taken from your hands. And
ye say,

" Why ? " Because Jehovah has been witness

between thee and the wife of thy youth, with whom ihou

hast broken faith, though she is thy mate 9 and thy wife

by covenant. And . . .* And what is the one seeking?
A Divine Seed. Take heed, then, to your spirit, and be

not unfaithful to the wife of thy youth.* For I hate

1 Here occur the two verses and a clause, 11-130, upon the

foreign marriages, which seem to be an intrusion,
1 See Vol. L, p. 259
* Heb. literally : And not on* did, and a remnant of spirit was his;

which (X) A.V. renders : And did not hi make on* ? Yet h* had th*

residue of th* sptrtt, which Pusey accepts and applies to Adam and

Eve, interpreting the second clause as th* breath of lift, by which
Adam became a living soul (Gen. ii. 7). In Gen. i 27 Adam and Eve
are called one. In that case the meaning would be that the law of

marriage was prior to that of divorce, as in the words of our Lord,
Matt xix. 4-6. (2) The Hebrew might be rendered, Not on* has don*
thts who had any spirit left in him. So Hitzig and Orelh In that

case the following clauses of the verse are referred to Abraham.
"But what about the One?" (LXX. insert ye say after But) the one
who did put away his wife. Answer : He was seeking a Divint seed.

The objection to this interpretation is that Abraham did not cast off

the wife of his youth, Sarah, but the foreigner Hagar. (3) Ewald
made a very different proposal : And has not On* created them, and
all the Spirit (cf. Zeph. 1.4) is His? And what doth the One seek? A
Dunn* seed So Reinke. Similarly Kirkpatrick (Doct. of the Proph ,

p. 502) AnddidnotOne make [you both] ? Andwhy [did] the One [do
so] ? Seeking a goodly seed. (4) Wellhausen goes further along the

same line. Reading &6il for N?1, and TWn for "IKfc\ and 1& for ,

he translates : Hath not the same God created and sustained your
(? our) breath f And what does He desire ? A seed of God.

4
Literally: let none be unfaithful to the wife of thyyouth, a curious

instance of the Hebrew habit of mixing the pronominal references.

Wetthausen's emendation is unnecessary.
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divorce, satih Jehovah, God of Israel, and thai a man
cover his clothing

1 with cruelty, saith Jehovah of Hosts.

So take heed to your spirit, and deal notfaithlessly.

The verses omitted in the above translation treat

of the foreign marriages, which led to this frequent

divorce by the Jews of their native wives. So far, of

course, they are relevant to the subject of the passage.

But they obviously disturb its argument, as already

pointed out.
1

They have nothing to do with the

principle from which it starts that Jehovah is the Father

of the whole of Israel. Remove them and the awkward

clause in ver. 130, by which some editor has tried to

connect them with the rest of the paragraph, and

the latter runs smoothly. The motive of their later

addition is apparent, if not justifiable. Here they are

by themselves :

Judah was faithless, and abomination was practised

in Israel* and in Jerusalem, for Judah hath defiled the

sanctuary ofJehovah, which was dear to Him, and hath

married the daughter of a strange god. May Jehovah
cut off from the man, who doeth this, witness and

champion* from the tents of Jacob, and offerer of sacri-

fices toJehovah of Hosts.*

5.
* WHERE is THE GOD or JUDGMENT ?

*

(Chap. ii. 17 iii. 5).

In this 'section
" Malachi "

turns from the sinners

of his people to those who weary Jehovah with the

1 See Gesenms and Ewald for Arabic analogies for the use of

clothing wife.
1 See above, p. 340. Wellhausen omits.
4 Heb.

itjjn I}?,
caller and answerer. But LXX. read "IJJ, wttnes*

(see iii. 5), though it pointed it diflfeiently.
*

130, But secondlyye do thts, is the obvious addition ol the editor

in order to connect his intrusion with what follows.
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complaint that sin is successful, or, as they put it,

Every one that does evil is good in the eyes of Jehovah,
and He dehghteth in them; and again, Where is the

God ofJudgment? The answer is, The Lord Himself

shall come. His Angel shall prepare His way before

Him, and suddenly shall the Lord come to His Temple.
His coming shall be for judgment, terrible and

searching. Its first object (note the order) shall be

the cleansing of the priesthood, that proper sacrifices

may be established, and its second the purging of the

immorality of the people. Mark that although the

coming of the Angel is said to precede that of Jehovah

Himself, there is the same blending of the two as

we have seen in previous accounts of angels.
1

It is

uncertain whether this section closes with ver. 5 or 6 :

the latter goes equally well with it and with the

following section.

Ye have wearied Jehovah with your words; and ye

say, "In what have we wearied Him? " In that ye sayt

"
Every one that does evil is good in the eyes ofJehovah,

andHe delighteth tn them "y or else,
" Where is the God

of Judgment?" Behold, I will send My Angel, to

prepare the way before Me, and suddenly shall come to

His Temple the Lord whom ye seek and the Angel of
the Covenant whom ye desire. Behold, He comes / saith

Jehovah of Hosts. But who may bear the day of His

coming, and who stand when He appears ? For He is

like the fire of the smelter and the acid of the fullers. He
takes fits seat to smelt and to purge;

* andHe willpurge
the sons of Levi, and wash them out like gold or silver,

1 See above, pp. 311, 313 f.

* Delete sthfr: the longer LX7C, text shows how easily it was
added.
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and they shall be to Jehovah bringers of an offering in

righteousness. And the offering ofjudah andJerusalem
shall be pleasing to Jehovah, as in the days of old and

as in long past years. And 1 will come near you to

judgment, and I will be a swift witness against the

sorcerers and the adulterers and the perjurers, and

against those who wrong the hireling in his wage, and

the widow and the orphan, and oppress the stranger,

and fear not Me, saith Jehovah of Hosts.

& REPENTANCE BY TITHES (Chap, ill 6-12).

This section ought perhaps to follow on to the

preceding. Those whom it blames for not paying
the Temple tithes may be the sceptics addressed in

the previous section, who have stopped their dues

to Jehovah out of sheer disappointment that He does

nothing. And ver. 6, which goes well with either

section, may be the joint between the two. However
this be, the new section enforces the need of the

people's repentance and return to God, if He is to

return to them. And when they ask, how are they
to return, "Malachi" plainly answers, By the pay-
ment of the tithes they have not paid. In withhold-

ing these they robbed God, and to this, their crime,

are due the locusts and bad seasons which have

afflicted them. In our temptation to see in this a

purely legal spirit, let us remember that the neglect

to pay the tithes was due to a religious cause, unbelief

in Jehovah, and that the return to belief in Him could

not therefore be shown in a more practical way than

by the payment of tithes. This is not prophecy subject
to the Law, but prophecy employing the means and

vehicles of grace with which the Law at that time

provided the people.
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For IJehovah have not changed, butye sons ofJacob
have not done with (?).

1 In the days ofyour fathers ye

turnedfrom My statutes and did not keep them. Return

to Me, and I will return to you9
saith Jehovah of Hosts.

But you say,
" How then shall we return ?

" Can a

man rob* God? yet ye are robbing Me. But ye say}

" In what have we robbed Thee ?
" In the tithe and tht

tribute? With the curse are ye cursed, andyet Me ye an

robbing, the whole people ofyou. Bring in the whole tithe

to the storehouse
,
that there may be provision* in My

House, and pray, prove Me in this, saith Jehovah of
Hosts whether I will not open to you the windows of

heaven, andpour blessing upon you till there is no more

need. And I will check for you the devourer* and he

shall not destroyforyou the fruit of the ground, nor the

vine in the field miscarry, saith Jehovah of Hosts. And
all nations shall call you happy, for ye shall be a land

of delight, saith Jehovah of Hosts.

1 Madt an end of> reading the verb as Piel (Orelh). LXX refrain

from. Your stns are understood, the sins which have always charac-

terised the people. LXX. connects the opening of the next verse with

this, and with a different reading of the first word translates from
the stns ofyourfathers.

1 Heb jnp, only here and Prov.xxh 32. LXX. read 3ptf, supplant,

thtat, which Wellhausen adopts.
*

n^pnri,
the heave offering, the tax or tribute given to the sanctuary

or pnests and associates with the tithes, as here in Deut xu. n,
to be eaten by the offerer (*. 17), but in Ezekiel by the pnests

(xliv. 30); taken by the people and the Levites to the Temple
treasury for the pnests (Neh. x. 38, xii 44) : corn, wire and oil In

the Pnestly Writing it signifies the part of each sacrifice which was
the priests

1

due. Ezekiel also uses it of the part of the Holy Land
that fell to the pnnce and pnests.

4

I*?} m lts later meaning : c Job xxiv. 5 ; Prov. ri. 15.U locust
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7. THE JUDGMENT TO COME

(Chap, iii, 13-21 Heb.f iii. 13 iv. 2 Eng.).

This is another charge to the doubters among the

pious remnant of Israel, who, seeing the success of

the wicked, said it is vain to serve God. Deuteronomy
was their Canon, and Deuteronomy said that if men
sinned they decayed, if they were righteous they pro-

spered. How different were the facts of experience I

The evil men succeeded : the good won no gain by
their goodness, nor did their mourning for the sins of

their people work any effect. Bitterest of all, they
had to congratulate wickedness m high places, and

Jehovah Himself suffered it to go unpunished. Such

things, says
"
Malachi," spake they that feared God to

each other tempted thereto by the dogmatic form of

their religion, and forgetful of all that Jeremiah and

the Evangelist of the Exile had taught them of the

value of righteous sufferings. Nor does fl Malachi "

remind them of this. His message is that the Lord

remembers them, has their names wntten before Him,
and when the day of His action comes they shall be

separated from the wicked and spared. This is simply
to transfer the fulfilment ofthe promise of Deuteronomy
to the future and to another dispensation. Prophecy
still works within the Law.

The Apocalypse of this last judgment is one of the

grandest in all Scripture. To the wicked it shall be

a terrible fire, root and branch shall they be burned

out, but to the righteous a fair morning of God, as

when dawn comes to those who have been sick and

sleepless through the black night, and its beams bring

healing, even as to the popular belief of Israel it was

VOL. a 24
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the rays of the morning sun which distilled the dew.1

They break into life and energy, like young calves

leaping from the dark pen into the early sunshine

To this morning landscape a grim figure is added.

They shall tread down the wicked and the arrogant
like ashes beneath their feet

Your words are hard upon Me, saith Jehovah. Ye

say,
" What have we said against Thee ?

"
Ye have said,

"
// is vain to serve God" and " What gain is if to us to

have kept His charge, or to have walked in funeral garb

before Jehovah of Hosts? Even now we have got to

congratulate the arrogant; yea, the workers of wickedness

are fortified; yea, they tempt God and escape /" Such

things
*
spake they that fearJehovah to each other. But

Jehovah gave ear and heard, and a book ofremembrance
1

was written before Him about those who fear Jehovah,
and those who keep in mind* His Name. And they shall

be Mine own property, saith Jehovah of Hosts, in the day
when I rise to action* and I will spare them even as a

man spares his son that serves him. Andye shall once

more see the difference between righteous and wicked,

between him that serves God and him that does not serve

Him.

For, hi the day is coming that shall burn like a

furnace, and all the overweening and every one that

works wickedness shall be as stubble, and the day that

is coming shall devour them, saith Jehovah of Hosts, so

1 A d*w of lights. See Isaiah lxxxtx. (Expositor's Bible),

PP. 448f.
s So T.XX. ; Heb. thtn.

* Ezek. ziii. 9.
4
2&TI, to flunk, plan, has much the same meaning as here in Isa.

xiii. 17, xxxiii. 8, 1m 3.
* Heb. whm I atn doing} but in the sense in which the word is

1 of Jehovah's decisive and final doing, Psalms zx., "*", etc.
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that there be left them neither root nor branch. But to

you thatfear My Name the Sun of Righteousness shall

rise with healing in His wingst
andye shall go forth and

leap
*
like calves of the stall.

9 Andye shall tread down

the voicked, for they shall be as ashes 8 beneath the soles

ofyourfeet, in the day that I begin to do, saith Jehovah

ofHosts.

8. THE RETURN OF ELIJAH

(Chap. iii. 22-24 Heb., iv. 3-5 Eng.).

With his last word the prophet significantly calls

upon the people to remember the Law. This is their

one hope before the coming of the great and terrible

day of the Lord. But, in order that the Law may have

full effect, Prophecy will be sent to bring it home to

the hearts of the people Prophecy in the person of

her founder and most drastic representative. Nothing
could better gather up than this conjunction does

that mingling of Law and of Prophecy which we have

seen to be so characteristic of the work of " Malachi."

Only we must not overlook the fact that "Malachi"

expects this prophecy, which with the Law is to work
the conversion of the people, not in the continuance of

the prophetic succession by the appearance of original

personalities, developing further the great principles

of their order, but in the return of the first prophet

Elijah. This is surely the confession of Prophecy that

the number of her servants is exhausted and her message
to Israel fulfilled. She can now do no more for the

people than she has done. But she will summon up

Hab i. 8.

See note to Amos vi. 4; Vol. L, p. 174, n.>
Or Just.
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her old energy and fire in the return of her most

powerful personality, and make one grand effort to

convert the nation before the Lord come and strike

it with judgaient.
Remember the Torah of Moses, My servant^ with

which I charged htm in Horeb for all Israel: statutes

and judgments. Lo ! I am sending to you Elijah tlie

prophet, before the coming of the great and terrible day

of Jehovah. And he shall turn the heart of the fathers
to the sons, and the heart of the sons to theirfathers, re

I come and strike the land with the Ban.

"Malachi" makes this promise of the Law in the

dialect of Deuteronomy : statutes and judgments with

which Jehovah charged Moses for Israel. But the Law
he enforces is not that which God delivered to Moses
on the plains of Shittim, but that which He gave him
in Mount Horeb. And so it came to pass. In a

very few years after " Malachi "
prophesied Ezra the

Scribe brought from Babylon the great Levitical Code,
which appears to have been arranged there, while the

colony in Jerusalem were still organising their life under
the Deuteronomic legislation. In 444 B.C. this Levitical

Code, along with Deuteronomy, became by covenant

between the people and their God their Canon and
Law. And in the next of our prophets, Joel, we shall

find it* full influence at work
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Tfu Day ofjihovah gnat snd wry awful, and whomy Mitt*
But now the oradt ofJehovah-Turn y*to Mtwth all your hurt,

and mth fasting and with wet*f and with mourning And rtnd

your harts and not your gat nutits, and turn to Jehovah your God,

far graaoui and rntraful t$ Ht, long-sufftrmg and abounding in

to*.



CHAPTER XXVII

THE BOOK OF JOEL.

IN
the criticism of the Book of Joel there exist

differences of opinion upon its date, the exact

reference of its statements and its relation to parallel

passages in other prophets as wide as even those by
which the Book of Obadiah has been assigned to every

century between the tenth and the fourth before Christ.1

As in the case of Obadiah, the problem is not entangled
with any doctrinal issue or question of accuracy ; but

while we saw that Obadiah was not involved in the

central controversy of the Old Testament, the date of

the Law, not a little in Joel turns upon the latter.

And, besides, certain descriptions raise the large ques-
tion between a literal and an allegorical interpretation.

Thus the Book of Joel carries the student further into

the problems of Old Testament Criticism, and forms
an even more excellent introduction to the latter, than
does the Book of Obadiah.

I. THE DATE OF THE BOOK.

In the history of prophecy the Book ot Joel must
be either very early or very late, and with few excep-
tions the leading critics place it either before 800 B.C.

or after 500. So great a difference is due to most

1 See above, Chap. XIII.
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substantial reasons. Unlike every other prophet,

except Haggai,
" Malachi

" and " Zechariah "
ix. xiv.,

Joel mentions neither Assyria, which emerged upon
the prophetic horizon about 760,* nor the Babylonian

Empire, which had fallen by 537. The presumption
is that he wrote before 760 or after 537. Unlike

all the prophets, too,
2

Joel does not charge his

people with civic or national sins ; nor does his book

bear any trace of the struggle between the righteous
and unrighteous in Israel, nor of that between the

spiritual worshippers of Jehovah and the idolaters.

The book addresses an undivided nation, who know no

God but Jehovah ; and again the presumption is that

Joel wrote before Amos and his successors had started

the spiritual antagonisms which rent Israel in twain,

or after the Law had been accepted by the whole people
under Nehemiah.8 The same wide alternative is sug-

gested by the style and phraseology. Joel's Hebrew
is simple and direct. Either he is an early writer, or

imitates early writers. His book contains a number of

phrases and verses identical, or nearly identical, with

those of prophets from Amos to " Malachi." Either they
all borrowed from Joel, or he borrowed from them.4

Of this alternative modern criticism at first preferred

the earlier solution, and dated Joel before Amos. So

Credner in his Commentary in 1831, and following

1 See VoL L The Assyria of " Zech." x. 1 1 is Syria. See below,
* The two exceptions, Nahum and Habakkuk, are not relevant to

this question. Their dates are fixed by their references to Assyria
and Babylon.

See Rob Smith, art "Joel," Eneye. Brit.

4 So obvious is this alternative that all critics may be said to grant

it, except KOmg (Etnl.), on whose reasons for placing Joel in the end

of the seventh century see below, p. 386, n 5. Kessner (Das Zntattn

d*r Proph.Joel (1888) deems the date improvable.
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him Hitzig, Bleek, Ewald, Delitzsch, Keil, Kuenen

(up to 1864),* Pusey and others. So, too, at first

some living critics of the first rank, who, like Kuenen,
have since changed their opinion. And so, even still,

Kirkpatrick (on the whole), Von Orelli, Robertson,
1

Stanley Leathes and Sinker.8 The reasons which

these scholars have given for the early date of Joel

are roughly as follows.
4 His book occurs among the

earliest of the Twelve : while it is recognised that the

order of these is not strictly chronological, it is alleged

that there is a division between the pre-exilic and post-

exilic prophets, and that Joel is found among the former.

The vagueness of his representations in general, and

of his pictures of the Day of Jehovah in particular, is

attributed to the simplicity of the earlier religion of

Israel, and to the want of that analysis of its leading

conceptions which was the work of latqr prophets.
5

His horror of the interruption of the daily offer-

ings in the Temple, caused by the plague of locusts,
6

is ascribed to a fear which pervaded the primitive

ages of all peoples.
7 In Joel's attitude towards other

nations, whom he condemns to judgment, Ewald saw
"the old unsubdued warlike spirit of the times of

Deborah and David." The prophet's absorption in the

ravages of the locusts is held to reflect the feeling of

a purely agricultural community, such as Israel was

1 See The ReUgion ofIsrael, Vol. I.f pp. 86 f.

* The O T. and its Contents, p. 105.
1 Lex Mosatca, pp. 422, 450.
4
See. especially Ewald on Joel in his Prophets of the O.T., and

Kirkpatrick's very fair argument in Doctrine of the Prophets, pp. 57 ff
* On Joel's picture of the Day of Jehovah Ewald says

"We have
it here in its first simple and clear form, nor has it become a subject
of ridicule as in Amos."

* i 9, 13, 16, ii 14.
' So Ewald.
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before the eighth century. The absence of the name

of Assyria from the book is assigned to the same un-

willingness to give the name as we see in Amos and the

earlier prophecies of Isaiah, and it is thought by some

that, though not named, the Assyrians are symbolised

by the locusts. The absence of all mention of the Law
is also held by some to prove an early date : though
other critics, who believe that the Levitical legislation

was extant in Israel from the earliest times, find proof
of this in JoePs insistence upon the daily offering. The
absence of all mention of a king and the prominence

given to the priests are explained by assigning the

prophecy to the minority of King Joash of Judah, when

Jehoyada the priest was regent;
1 the charge against

Egypt and Edom of spilling innocent blood by Shishak's

invasion of Judah,
2 and by the revolt of the Edomites

under Jehoram;
8 the charge against the Philistines and

Phoenicians ""by the Chronicler's account of Philistine

raids 4 in the reign of Jehoram of Judah, and by the

oracles of Amos against both nations ;
6 and the mention

of the Vale of Jehoshaphat by that king's defeat of

Moab, Ammon and Edom in the Vale of Berakhah.

These allusions being recognised, it was deduced from

them that the parallels between Joel and Amos were

due to Amos having quoted from Joel.
T

1 2 Kings ao. 4-21.

I Kings xiv 25 f. : cf. Joel m. 17$, ig>
9 2 Kings vm. 20-22 : cf. Joel ui. 19
4 2 Chron. xxi 16, 17, xxu. I : c Joel ui. 4-6.

Amos x. : c Joel ui. 4-6

2 Chron. xx , especially 26 : cf Joel m. 2.
f
Joel 111 (Eng. ; iv. Heb ) 16

,
Amos i. 2. For a list of the various

penods to which Joel has been assigned by supporters of this early
date see Kuenen, 68.
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These reasons are not all equally cogent,
1 and even

the strongest of them do not prove more than the

possibility of an early date for Joel.
1 Nor do they

meet every historical difficulty. The minority of Joash,

upon which they converge, fell at a time when Aram
was not only prominent to the thoughts of Israel, but

had already been felt to be an enemy as powerful

as the Philistines or Edomites. But the Book of Joel

does not mention Aram. It mentions the Greeks,
8
and,

although we have no right to say that such a notice

was impossible in Israel in the ninth century, it was

not only improbable, but no other Hebrew document

from before the Exile speaks of Greece, and in particular

Amos does not when describing the Phoenicians as

slave-traders.
4 The argument that the Book of Joel

must be early because it was placed among the first six of

the Twelve Prophets by the arrangers of the Prophetic

Canon, who could not have forgotten Joel's date had he

lived after 450, loses all force from the fact that in the

same group of pre-exilic prophets we find the exilic

Obadiah and the post-exilic Jonah, both of them in

precedence to Micah.

The argument for the early date of Joel is, therefore,

not conclusive. But there are besides serious objections
to it, which make for the other solution of the alter-

native we started from, and lead us to place Joel after

the establishment of the Law by Ezra and Nehemiah
in 444 B.C.

1 The reference of Egypt in iii 19 to Shishak's invasion apoears

particularly weak.
* C Robertson, O. T. and its Contents, 105, and Kirkpatnck'*

cautious, though convinced, statement of the reasons for *& early dat*

iii.6(Heb.iv.6).
Amos L 9.
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A post-exilic date was first proposed by Vatke,
1 and

then defended by Hilgenfeld,* and by Duhm in 1875.'

From this time the theory made rapid way, winning
over many who had previously held the early date of

Joel, like Oort,* Kuenen,
6 A. B. Davidson,

6 Driver and

Cheyne,
T
perhaps also Wellhausen,

8 and finding accept-

ance and new proofs from a gradually increasing

majority of younger critics, Merx,
9 Robertson Smith,

10

Stade,
u Matthes and Scholz," Holzinger," Farrar,

14

Kautzsch,
16

Cornill,
15

Wildeboer,
lr G. B. Gray" and

Nowack.w The reasons which have led to this formid-

able change of opinion in favour of the late date of the

Book of Joel are as follows.

In the first place, the Exile of Judah appears in it

as already past This is proved, not by the ambiguous

phrase, when I shall bring again the captivity ofJudah

> BibL Theol., L, p. 462 , EJ*/., pp. 675
* Ztschr f. vnssensch. Theol., X., Heft 4.
1 Theol derProph., pp. 275 ff.

* Theol Tijd, 1876, pp. 362 ft (not seen)t

Otubr*,68.
*
Expositor, 1888, Jan. June, pp. 198

v See Cheyne, Ortgtn of Psalter, xz. ; Driver, Introd., in the sixth

edition of which, 1897, he supports the late date of Joel more strongly

than in the first edition, 1892.

Wellhausen allowed the theory of the early date of Joel to stand

in his edition of Bleek's Etnlertung, but adopts the late date in his

own Klein* PropheUn.
Die Prophett* dts Joels u. thrt Ausl*g*rt 1879.

Ewyc. Bni., art. "Joel," 1881.

n
G*sch., II. 207.

11 ThtoL Ttjdschr., 1885, p. 151 ; Cotxmn 1885 (neither seen).
u
Sprachcharakter u. Abfassungszeit des B. Joels" in Z~

1889, pp. 89 ff.

14 Minor Prophtt*
H Ltttcratur des A. T.

* Bibel *
Expositor^ September 189^

1897.
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and Jerusalem? but by the plain statement that the

heathen have scatteredIsrael among the nations and divided

their land? The plunder of the Temple seems also to

be implied.
8

Moreover, no great world-power is pic-

tured ar either threatening or actually persecuting God's

people; but Israel's active enemies and enslavers are

represented as her own neighbours, Edomites, Philis-

tines and Phoenicians, and the last are represented as

selling Jewish captives to the Greeks. All this suits,

if it does not absolutely prove, the Persian age, before

the reign of Artaxerxes Ochus, who was the first Persian

king to treat the Jews with cruelty.
4 The Greeks,

Javan, do not appear in any Hebrew writer before the

Exile
;

5 the form in which their name is given by Joel,

B'ne ha-Jevanim, has admittedly a late sound about it,

and we know from other sources that it was in the

fifth and fourth centuries that Syrian slaves were in

demand in Greece/ Similarly with the internal con-

dition of the Jews as reflected in JoeL No king is

1
iv. (Heb ; iii Eng.) I. For this may only mean turn again tht

fortunes ofjudah andJerusalem.
*

iv. (Heb. ; in. Eng ) 2. The supporters of a pre-exihc date

either passed this over or understood it of incursions by the heathen
into Israel's territories in the ninth century. It is, however, too

universal to suit these. *
iv. (Heb. ; iii. Eng.) 5.

4 Kautzsch dates after Artaxerxes Ochus, and c. 350.
* Ezckiel (xxvii. 13, 19) is the first to give the name Javan, t\t

laPw*, or Ionian (earlier writers name Egypt, Edora, Arabia and
Phoenicia as the great slave-markets: Amos i. ; Isa xi. ii; Deut.

xxvin. 68) ; and Greeks are also mentioned in Isa. Ixvi. 19 (a

post-exilic passage); Zech. ix. 13; Dan vm. 21, x. 20, xi. 2,
i Chron. i 5, 7, and Gen. x. 2. Sec below, Chap XXXI.

8
D'JIVI *J3 instead of JV 'JJ3, just as the Chronicler gives DVPpn '3D

for mpW: see Wildebocr, p. 348, and Matthes, quoted by Hoi-

zinger, p. 94.
7
Movers, Phott. Altothum^ II. I, pp. 70 sqq. : which reference 1

owe to R. Smith's art m the Encyc Brit.
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mentioned ;
but the priests are prominent, and the elders

are introduced at least once.
1

It is an agricultural

calamity, and that alone, unmixed with any political

alarm, which is the omen of the coming Day of the

Lord. All this suits the state of Jerusalem under the

Persians. Take again the religious temper and emphasis
of the book. The latter is laid, as we have seen, very

remarkably upon the horror of the interruption by the

plague of locusts of the daily meal and drink offerings,

and in the later history of Israel the proofs are many
of the exceeding importance with which the regularity

of this was regarded.* This, says Professor A. B.

Davidson,
"
is very unlike the way in which all other

prophets down to Jeremiah speak of the sacrificial

service." The priests, too, are called to take the initia-

tive; and the summons to a solemn and formal fast,

without any notice of the particular sins of the people
or exhortations to distinct virtues, contrasts with the

attitude to fasts of the earlier prophets, and with their

insistence upon a change of life as the only acceptable
form of penitence.

3 And another contrast with the

earliest prophets is seen in the general apocalyptic

atmosphere and colouring of the Book of Joel, as well

1 With these might be taken the use of ^Plp (ii. 16) in its sense of

a gathering for public worship. The word itself was old in Hebrew,
but as time went on it came more and more to mean the convocation

of the nation for worship or deliberation. Holzinger, pp. 105
1 Cf Neh. x. 33 ; Dan. viii. II, zl 31, xii. II. Also Acts zzvi. 7 :

T& Sw$6Kd<pv\ov TJ/JLUV fr &rerefa rfjcra ical fytpw \arpe6ov. Also the

passages in Jos., XIV. Ant. iv. 3, xvi. 2, in which Josephus mentions
the horror caused by the interruption of the daily sacrifice by famine

in the last siege of Jerusalem, and adds that it had happened in no

previous siege of the city.

Cf. Jer. xiv. 12; Isa Iviii. 6; Zech. vii. 5, vl u, 19, with
Neh. i 4, ix. I ; Ezra viii. 21 ; Jonah ui. 5, 7 ; Esther iv. 3, 16, ix. 31 ;

Daa.ix.3.
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as in some of the particular figures in which this is

expressed, and which are derived from later prophets
like Zephaniah and Ezekiel.1

These evidences for a late date are supported, on

the whole, by the language of the book. Of this Merx

furnishes many details, and by a careful examination,

which makes due allowance for the poetic form of the

book and for possible glosses, Holzinger has shown

that there are symptoms in vocabulary, grammar and

syntax which at least are more reconcilable with a late

than with an early date.2 There are a number of

Aramaic words, of Hebrew words used in the sense

in which they are used by Aramaic, but by no other

Hebrew, writers, and several terms and constructions

which appear only in the later books of the Old

Testament or very seldom in the early ones.8
It is

true that these do not stand in a large proportion to

the rest of Joel's vocabulary and grammar, which is

classic and suitable to an early period of the literature ;

but this may be accounted for by the large use which

the prophet makes of the very words of earlier writers.

1 The gathering of the Gentiles to judgment, Zeph. iii. 8 (see

above, p. 69) and Ezek. zxxviu 22; the stream issuing from the

Temple to 011 the Wady ha Shittim, Ezek xlvii. I ff.f cf. Zech, xiv. 8;

the outpounng of the Spirit, Ezek xxxix 29
* &A.7 W.

t 1889, pp. 89-136 Holzmger's own conclusion is stated

more emphatically than above.
* For an exhaustive list the reader must be referred to Holzinger's

article (c Driver, Introd., sixth edition; Joel and AMOS, p 24;
G. 8. Gray, Expositor, September 1893, p. 212). But the following

(a few of which are not given by Holzinger) aie sufficient to prove the

conclusion come to above : t, 2, iv. 4, D50 fl this is the form of

the disjunctive interrogative in later O.*T. writings, replacing the

earlier DN
ij; 18, vN only here in O T., but fioqucut in Aram.;

13, VJ0 in Ni. only from Jeremiah onwaids, Qal only in two

passages before Jeremiah and in a number after him ; 18, iliD&O, if
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Take this large use into account, and the unmistakable

Aramaisms of the book become even more emphatic
in their proof of a late date.

The literary parallels between Joel and other writers

are unusually many for so small a book. They number
at least twenty in seventy-two verses. The other

books of the Old Testament in which they occur are

about twelve. Where one writer has parallels with

many, we do not necessarily conclude that he is the

borrower, unless we find that some of the phrases
common to both are characteristic of the other writers,

or that, in his text of them, there are differences from

theirs which may reasonably be reckoned to be of

a later origin. But that both of these conditions are

found in the parallels between Joel and other prophets
has been shown by Prof. Driver and Mr. G. B. Gray.
" Several of the parallels either in their entirety or

by virtue of certain words which they contain have

their affinities solely or chiefly in the later writings.

But the significance [of this] is increased when the

very difference between a passage in Joel and its

the correct reading, occurs only in the latest O. T. writings, the Qal

only in these and Aram.
; ii. 2, iv. (Heb.; 111. Eng.) 20, "1111 1H first

in Deut xxxii. 7, and then exilic and post-exilic frequently ; 8, n/&,
a late word, only in Job xxxiii. 18, xxxvi. 12, 2 Chron -gr"^ JO,

xxxii. 5, Neh. 111. 15, iv. II, 17; 20, F]1D, end, only in 2 Chron. xx 16

and Eccles., Aram, of Daniel, and post BibL Aram, and Heb.; iv.

(Heb. ; in. Eng.) 4, ^ 73, cf. 2 Chron. xx. n ; 10, HDI, see below
on this verse; II, nnJPl, Aram. ; 13, ?KQ, in Hebrew to cook (c

Ezek. xxiv. 5), and in other forms always with that meaning down to

the Pnestly Writing and " Zech." UL xiv., is used here in the sense

of npen}
which is frequent in Aram., but does not occur elsewhere

m O. T. Besides, Joel uses for the first personal pronoun 'JK u. 27

(bis), iv. 10, 17 which is by far the most usual form with later

waters, and not 'COK, preferred by pre-exihc waters, (See below

a the language of Jonah.)
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parallel in another book consists in a word or phrase

characteristic of the later centuries. That a passage
in a writer of the ninth century should differ from its

parallel in a subsequent writer by the presence of a

word elsewhere confined to the later literature would

be strange; a single instance would not, indeed, be

inexplicable in view of the scantiness of extant writings ;

but every additional instance though itself not very

convincing renders the strangeness greater." And

again,
" the variations in some of the parallels as found

in Joel have other common peculiarities. This also

finds its natural explanation in the fact that Joel quotes :

for that the same author even when quoting from

different sources should quote with variations of the

same character is natural, but that different authors

quoting from a common source should follow the same
method of quotation is improbable."

1 "While in some

of the paj allels a comparison discloses indications that

the phrase in Joel is probably the later, in other cases,

even though the expression may in itself be met with

earlier, it becomes frequent only in a later age, and the

use of it by Joel increases the presumption that he

stands by the side of the later writers." '

In face of so many converging lines of evidence, we
shall not wonder that there should have come about

so great a change in the opinion of the majority of

critics on the date of Joel, and that it should now be

assigned by them to a post-exilic date. Some place

it in the sixth century before Christ,
8 some in the first

1 G. B. Gray, Expositor, September 1893, PP- 213 For the above

conclusions ample proof is given in Mr. Gray's detailed examination

of the parallels : pp. 214 ff.

*
Driver, Jo*l and Amos, p. 27.

1 Scholz and Rosenzweig (not seen)

VOL. II.
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half of the fifth before " Malachi " and Nehemiah,
1 but

the most after the full establishment of the Law bv

Ezra and Nehemiah in 444 B.C* It is difficult, perhaps

impossible, to decide. Nothing certain can be deduced

from the mention of the ctfy wall in chap. ii. 9, from

which Robertson Smith and Cornill infer that Nehe-

miah's walls were already built. Nor can we be sure that

Joel quotes the phrase, before the great and ternble day

ofJehovah come, from "
Malachi,"

8
although this is ren-

dered probable by the character of Joel's other parallels.

But the absence of all reference to the prophets as

a class, the promise of the rigorous exclusion of

foreigners from Jerusalem,
4 the condemnation to judg-

ment of all the heathen, and the strong apocalyptic

character of the book, would incline us to place it after

Ezra rather than before. How far after, it is impossible

to say, but the absence of feeling against Persia re-

quires a date before the cruelties inflicted by Artaxerxes

about s6o.
5

i Hilgenfeld, Duhm, Oort Dnver puts it "most safely shortly
after Haggai and Zechanah i viii , <r. 500 B c "

a Vernes, Robertson Smith, Kuenen, Matthes, Coruill,Nowack,etc.

Joel 111. 4 (Heb. ; Eng. it 31) ; "Mai." iv. 5.

iii (Eng.; iv. Heb) 17.
'
Perhaps this is the most convenient place to refer to KOmg's

proposal to place Joel in the last years of Josiab. Some of his

arguments (eg. that Joel is placed among the first of the Twelve) we
have already answered. He thinks that i. 17-20 suit the great

drought in Josiah's reign (Jer xiv 2-6), that the name given to the

locusts, yiSVn, ii. 20, is due to Jeremiah's enemy from the north, and

that the phrases return wiih attyour heart, 11. 12, and teturn toJehovah

your God, 13, imply a penod of apostasy. None of these conclusions

is necessary. The absence of reference to the high places finds an

analogy in Isa. L 13 ; the nnJZD is mentioned m Isa. i. 13 : if Amos
vin. 5 testifies to observance of the Sabbath, and Nahum n i to other

festivals, who can say a pre-exihc prophet would not be interested in

the meal and dnnk offerings? But surely no pre-exikc prophet
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One solution, which has lately been offered for the

problems of date presented by the Book of Joel, deserves

some notice. In his German translation of Driver's

Introduction to the Old Testament* Rothstein questions
the integrity of the prophecy, and alleges reasons for

dividing it into two sections. Chaps, i. and ii. (Heb. ;

i. ii 27 Eng.) he assigns to an early author, writing

in the minority of King Joash, but chaps, iii. and iv.

(Heb. ; ii. 28 hi. Eng.) to a date after the Exile, while

ii. 20, which, it will be remembered, Robertson Smith

takes as a gloss, he attributes to the editor who has

joined the two sections together. His reasons are

that chaps, i and ii. are entirely taken up with the

physical plague of locusts, and no troubles from heathen

are mentioned; while chaps, iii. and iv. say nothing
of a physical plague, but the evils they deplore for

Israel are entirely political, the assaults of enemies.

Now it is quite within the bounds of possibility that

chaps, iii. and iv. are from another hand than chaps, i.

and ii. : we have nothing to disprove that But, on the

other hand, there is nothing to prove it On the

would have so emphasised these as Joel has done. Nor is Kamg's
explanation of iv. 2 as of the Assyrian and Egyptian invasion of

Judah so probable as that which refeis the verse to the Babylonian
exile. Nor are KOnig's objections to a date after " Malachi "

convincing.

They are that a prophet near "Malachi's" time must have specified as
" Malachi "

did the reasons for the repentance to which he summoned
the people, while Joel gives none, but is quite general (n. 130). But

the change of attitude may be accounted for by the covenant and

Law of 444.
" Malachi "

i. 1 1 speaks of the Gentiles worshipping

Jehovah, but not even in Jonah iii, 5 is any relation of the Gentiles

to Jehovah predicated. Again, the greater ezclusiveness of Ezra and

his Law may be the cause. Joel, it is true, as Komg says, does not

mention the Law, while "Malachi" does (ii. 8, etc.), hut this was not

necessary if the people had accepted it in 444. Professor Ryle (Canon

ofO T., 106 n.) leaves the question of Joel's date open.
1
Pages 333 f.n.
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contrary, the possibility of all four chapters being trom

the same hand is very obvious. Joel mentions no

heathen in the first chapter, because he is engrossed
with the plague of locusts. But when this has passed,

it is quite natural that he should take up the standing

problem of Israeli history their relation to heathen

peoples. There is no discrepancy between the two

different subjects, nor between the styles in which they

are respectively treated. Rothstein's arguments for an

early date for chaps, i. and ii. have been already

answered, and when we come to the exposition of them

we shall find still stronger reasons for assigning them

to the end of the fifth century before Christ The
assault on the integrity of the prophecy may therefore

be said to have failed, though no one who remembers

the composite character of the prophetical books can

deny that the question is still open.
1

2. THE INTERPRETATION OF THE BOOK: In IT

DESCRIPTION, ALLEGORY OR APOCALYPSE?

Another question to which we must address our-

teelves before we can pass to the exposition of Joel's

prophecies is of the attitude and intention of the

prophet. Does he describe or predict? Does he

give history or allegory ?

Joel starts from a great plague of locusts, which he

1
Vernes, Histotre des Idees Messiantques deputs Alexandra pp 13 ff

f

had already asserted that chaps, i. and 11 must be by a different

author from chaps. 111 and iv,, because the former has to do wholly
with the writer's present, with which the latter has no connection

whatever, but it is entirely eschatological. But in his Melangts dt

Cnt. Rtltg) pp. 218 ff, Vernes allows that his arguments are not

conclusive, and that all four chapters may have come from the same
hand
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describes not only in the ravages they commit upon
the land, but in their ominous foreshadowing of the

Day of the Lord They are the heralds of God's near

judgment upon the nation. Let the latter repent

instantly with a day of fasting and prayer Per-

adventure Jehovah will relent, and spare His people.

So far chap, i 2 ii. 17. Then comes a break. An
uncertain interval appears to elapse; and in chap,

ii. 18 we are told that Jehovah's zeal for Israel has

been stirred, and He has had pity on His folk. Pro-

mises follow,/^, of deliverance from the plague and

of restoration of the harvests it has consumed, and

second, of the outpouring of the Spirit on all classes

of the community : chap. ii. 17-32 (Eng. ; ii. 17 Hi.

Heb.) t Chap. iii. (Eng. ; iv. Heb.) gives another picture

of the Day of Jehovah, this time described as a

judgment upon the heathen enemies of Israel. They
shall be brought together, condemned judicially by

Him, and slain by His hosts, His
"
supernatural

f>
hosts.

Jerusalem shall be freed from the feet of strangers, and

the fertility of the land restored.

These are the contents of the book. Do they
describe an actual plague of locusts, already experi-

enced by the people ? Or do they predict this as still

to come? And again, are the locusts which they
describe real locusts, or a symbol and allegory of the

human foes of Israel ? To these two questions, which

in a measure cross and involve each other, three

kinds of answer have been given.

A large and growing majority of critics of all

schools l hold that Joel starts, like jother prophets, from

the facts of experience. His locusts, though described

1
1.6. Hitzig, Vatke, Ewald, Robertson Smith, Kuenen, Kirk-

patrick, Driver, Davidson, Nowack, etc.
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with poetic hyperbole for are they not the vanguard
of the awful Day of God's judgment ? are real locusts ;

their plague has just been felt by his contemporaries,

whom he summons to repent, and to whom, when they

have repented, he brings promises of the restoration

of their ruined harvests, the outpouring of the Spirit,

and judgment upon their foes. Prediction is there*

fore found only in the second half of the book
(ii.

18

onwards) : it rests upon a basis of narrative and exhorta-

tion which fills the first half.

But a number of other critics have argued (and
with great force) that the prophet's language about the

locusts is too aggravated and too ominous to be limited

to the natural plague which these insects periodically

inflicted upon Palestine. Joel (they reason) would

hardly have connected so common an adversity with

so singular and ultimate a crisis as the Day of the

Lord. Under the figure of locusts he must be

describing some more fateful agency of God's wrath

upon Israel. More than one trait of his description

appears to imply a human army. It can only be one

or other, or all, of those heathen powers whom at

different periods God raised up to chastise His

delinquent people ;
and this opinion is held to be sup-

ported by the facts that chap, ii. 20 speaks of them

as the Northern and chap. iii. (Eng. ; iv. Heb.) deals

with the heathen. The locusts of chaps, i. and ii.

are the same as the heathen of chap. iii. In chaps,

i. and ii. they are described as threatening Israel,

but on condition of Israel repenting (chap. ii. i8ff.)

the Day of the Lord which they herald shall be their

destruction and not Israel's (chap, hi.).
1

1 This allegorical interpretation was a favourite one with the

early Christian Fathers : cf. Jerome,
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The supporters of this allegorical interpretation of

Joel are, however, divided among themselves as to

whether the heathen powers symbolised by the locusts

are described as having already afflicted Israel or are

predicted as still to come. Hilgenfeld,
1 for instance,

says that the prophet in chaps, i. and ii. speaks of

their ravages as already past. To him their fourfold

plague described in chap. L 4 symbolises four Persian

assaults upon Palestine, after the last of which in

358 the prophecy must therefore have been written.
1

Others read them as still to come. In our own

country Pusey has been the strongest supporter of

this theory.
8 To him the whole book, written before

Amos, is prediction.
"

It extends from the prophet's

own day to the end of time." Joel calls the scourge
the Northern : he directs the priests to pray for its

removal, that the heathen may not rule over God's

heritage;
4 he describes the agent as a responsible

one;
6 his imagery goes far beyond the effects of

locusts, and threatens drought, fire and plague,
6
the

assault of cities and the terrifying of peoples/ The

scourge is to be destroyed in a way physically in-

applicable to locusts ;

8 and the promises of its removal

include the remedy of ravages which mere locusts

could not inflict : the captivity of Judah is to be

turned, and the land recovered from foreigners who

1 Zntschr fur wissensch. Tfteofogte, 1860, pp 412
9
Cambyses 525, Xerxes 484, Artaxerxes Ochus 460 and 458.

1 In Geimany, among other representatives of this opinion, are

Bertholdt (Etnl.) and Hcngstenberg (Ckristol, III 352 ff
),

the latte*

of whom saw in the four kinds of locusts the Assyrian-Babylonian
the Persian, the Greek and the Roman tyrants of Israel.

4
it 17.

g
1. 19, 20. ii, acx

* it *x ' Plur. ii 6.
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are to be banished from it.
1

Pusey thus reckons as

future the relenting of God, consequent upon the

people's penitence : chap. ii. i8ff. The past tenses in

which it is related, he takes as instances of the well-

known prophetic perfect, according to which the

prophets express their assurance of things to come

by describing them as if they had already happened
This is undoubtedly a strong case for the predictive

and allegorical character of the Book of Joel ; but a

little consideration will show us that the facts on which

it is grounded are capable of a different ezplanation

than that which it assumes, and that Pusey has over-

looked a number of other facts which force us to a

literal interpretation of the locusts as a plague already

past, even though we feel they are described in the

language of poetical hyperbole.

For, in the first place, Pusey's theory implies that

the prophecy is addressed to a future generation, who
shall be alive when the predicted invasions of heathen

come upon the land. Whereas Joel obviously ad-

dresses his own contemporaries. The prophet and
his hearers are one. Before our eyes, he says, thefood
has been cut off? As obviously, he speaks of the plague
of locusts as of something that has just happened.
His hearers can compare its effects with past d^astcrs,
which it has far exceeded ;* and it is their duty to hand
down the story of it to future generations.* Again, his

description is that of a physical, not of a political, plague.
Fields and gardens, vinos and figs, are devastated by
being stripped and gnawed. Drought accompanies the

locusts, the seed shrivels beneath the clods, the trees

languish, the cattle pant for want of water/ These are

ui, (Heb. iv.) i f. 17. i. a1. *Ti7ff
1

i. 16. i. 3
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not the trail which an invading army leave behind them

In support of his theory that human hosts are meant,

Pusey points to the verses which bid the people pray
that the heathen rule not over them, and which describe

the invaders as attacking cities.
1 But the former

phrase may be rendered with equal propriety, that the

heathen make not satirical songs about them;* and as

to the latter, not only do locusts invade towns exactly

as Joel describes, but his words that the invader steals

into houses like a thief are far more applicable to the

insidious entrance of locusts than to the bold and noisy
assault of a storming party. Moreover Pusey and the

other allegorical interpreters of the book overlook the

fact that Joel never so much as hints at the invariable

effects of a human invasion, massacre and plunder.

He describes no slaying and no looting ;
but when he

comes to the promise that Jehovah will restore the

losses which have been sustained by His people, he

defines them as the years which His army has eaten?

But all this proof is clenched by the fact that Joel com-

pares the locusts to actual soldiers.
4

They are like

horsemen, the sound of them is like chariots, they run

like horses, and like men of war they leap upon the

wall. Joel could never have compared a real army to

itself!

The allegorical interpretation is therefore untenable.

But some critics,while admitting this, are yet not disposed

to take the first part of the book for narrative, They
admit that the prophet means a plague of locusts, but

they deny that he is speaking of a plague already past,

and hold that his locusts are still to come, that they are

as much a part of the future as the pouring out of the

1
ii. 17, ii. 9 ff,

* A. B, David bou, *./>(>$,, lSS8, pp. 200 t
* D3 }VV> 4

ii. 4 ff.
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Spirit
1 and the judgment of the heathen in the Valley

of Jehoshaphat.
8 All alike, they are signs or accom-

paniments of the Day of Jehovah, and that Day has

still to break. The prophet's scenery is apocalyptic ;

the locusts are "
eschatological locusts," not historical

ones. This interpretation of Joel has been elaborated

by Dr. Adalbert Merx, and the following is a summary
of his opinions.

8

After examining the book along all the lines of exposition which

have been proposed, Merx finds himself unable to trace any plan or

even sign of a plan ; and his only escape from perplexity is the behcJ

that no plan can ever have been meant by the author. Joel weaves
m one past, present and future, paints situations only to blot them

out and put others in their place, starts many processes but develops
none. His book shows no insight into God's plan with Israel, but u
purely external; the beanng and the end of it is the material

prosperity of the little land of Judah. From this Merx concludes

that the book is not an original work, but a mere summary ol

passages from previous prophets, that with a few reflections of the lift

of theJews after the Return lead us to assign it to that period ot

literary cultuie which Nelicmiah inaugurated by the collection ol

national writings and which was favoured by the cessation of all pohti

cal distill bance. Joel gathered up the pictures of the Messianic agn
in the older prophets, and wdded them together in one long prayer

by the fervid belief that that age was near. But while the oUiti

prophets spoke upon the ground of actual fact and rose from this to j

majestic picture of the last punishment, the still life of Joel's time ha-i

nothing such to oiler him and he had to seek another basis for hu

prophetic flmht It is probable that he bought this in the relation <.*

Type ami Antitype The Antitype he foun<1 in the liberation from

Euypt, the daikncss and the locusts of which he transferred ta hi

canvas fiom Exodus x. 4-6. The locusts, therefore, are nnth< r

real noi symbolic, but ideal This is the method of the Midrash ai,<J

Haggada in Jevvibh liteiatuic, which constant! v placed over agsirut

each other the ddiveiarcc from Egypt and the last judprncnt. It 13

1

Eng 11*28 rt
,
Heb. m.

*
Eng. in., I Icb. iv.

* Dn Pruphettr dts Joel u. %hre Avtst(gtr> 1879. Tfe* followinj

summary and cntui&m of Merx's views 1 take from an (unpublished^
in'icw of his work which I wiote m 1881.
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A method that is already found in such portions of the Old Testament
as Ezekiel xxxviL and Psalm Ixxvni. Joel's locusts are borrowed from

the Egyptian plagues, but are presented as the signs of the Last Day,

They will bring it near to Israel by famine, drought and the in-

terruption of worship described in chap. i. Chap. ii., which Merx

keeps distinct from chap, i., is based on a study of Ezekiel, from

whom Joel has borrowed, among other things, the expressions the

garden ofEden and the Northerner The two verses generally held to

be historic, 18 and 19, Merx takes to be the continuation of the

prayer of the priests, pointing the verbs so as to turn them from

perfects into futures ' The rest of the book, Merx strives to show, is

pieced together from many prophets, chiefly Isaiah and Ezekicl, but

without the tender spiritual feeling of the one, or the colossal

magnificence of the other. Special nations are mentioned, but in

this portion of the work we have to do not with events already past,

but with general views, and these not 01 igmnl, but conditioned by the

expressions of earlier writers. There is no history in the book : it is

all ideal, mystical, apocalyptic. That is to say, according to Merx,
there is no real prophet or piopht tic fire, only an old man wanning
his feeble hands over a few embers that he has scraped together from

the ashes of ancient fires, now neatly wholly dead

Merx has traced Joel's relations to other prophets, and reflection

of a late date m Israel's history, with care and ingenuity , but his

treatment of the text and exegesis of the prophet's meaning are

alike forced And fanciful. In face of the suppoit which the Mustoietic

reading of the hinge of the book, chap. it. 18
ft"., receives from the

ancient veisioni, and ct its inhetent piobabihty and harmony with

the context, Mcrx's textual emendation is uimcc<">g&iy, btlsi<ic5 bt*mg
in itself unnatuial.* While the very same objections which we have

already found valid against the allegorical mtci prctation equally

dispose of this mystical one. MITJC outrages the evident feature ot

the book almost as much AH HcngHtcnUrg and 1'usry have dune*

He has hfti*l out of turn: altogptlwr that which plainly ptirpmts to

be hitttoncal. His htriaty criticism is as unbound ,ia his textual. It

is only by ignoring the beautiful poetry of chap. i. that he turns-

plants u to the future. Joel's figures arc too vivid, too uctu.i), to he

predictive or mystical. And the whole mtcijnctution wrecks itselfm

* For Hpyj ptr hr- reath Kp|y| etc.

1 "Tht- (uoposftl of Morx, to dmti^r thr pointing o t* to trAnaform

tit? ptr&H tn into futures, * . h an cxrgKic.il m<mM,i unity."
- Kub< j tt*on

Siiiith, tL **Jy I," Et$t
mvt. Brit.
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the same verse as the allegorical, the v se, viz., in which Joel plaml*

speaks of himself as having suffered with his hearers the plague he

describes, 1

We may, therefore, with confidence conclude that

the allegorical and mystical interpretations of Joel are

impossible ; and that the only reasonable view of out

prophet is that which regards him as calling, in chap

i. 2 ii. 17, upon his contemporaries to repent in face

of a plague of locusts, so unusually severe that he has

felt it to be ominous of even the Day of the Lord ; and

in the rest of his book, as promising material, political

and spiritual triumphs to Israel in consequence of their

repentance, either already consummated, or anticipated

by the prophet as certain.

It is true that the account of the locusts appears to

bear features which conflict with the literal interpreta-

tion. Some of these, however, vanish upon a fullei

knowledge of the awful degree which such a plague
has been testified to reach by competent observers

within our own era.* Those that remain may be

attributed partly to the poetic hyperbole of Joel's style,

and partly to the fact that he sees in the plague far

more than itself. The locusts are signs of the Day of

Jehovah. Joel treats them as we found Zcphaniah

treating the Scythian hordes of his day. They are as

real as the latter, but on them as on the latter the

lurid glare of Apocalypse has fallen, magnifying them

and investing them with that air of ommousness which

is the sole justification of the allegorical and mystic

interpretation of their appearance.

1 Even the comparison of the ravages of the locust* to burning by
fire. But probably also Joel means that they were accompanied by
drought and forest fires. See below.
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To the same sense of their office as heralds of the

last day, we owe the description of the locusts as the

Northerner.1 The North is not the quarter from which

locusts usually reach Palestine, nor is there any reason

to suppose that by naming the North Joel meant only
to emphasise the unusual character of these swarms.

Rather he takes a name employed in Israel since

Jeremiah's time to express the instruments of Jehovah's
wrath in the day of His judgment of Israel. The name
is typical of Doom, and therefore Joel applies it to his

fateful locusts.

3. STATE OF THE TEXT AND THE STYLE OF THE BOOK.

Joel's style is fluent and clear, both when he is

describing the locusts, in which part of his book he

is most original, and when he is predicting, in apoca-

lyptic language largely borrowed from earlier prophets,

the Day of Jehovah. To the ease of understanding
him we may attribute the sound state of the text

and its freedom from glosses. In this, like most of

the books of the post-exilic prophets, especially the

Books of Haggai, "Malachi" and Jonah, Joel's book

contrasts very favourably with those of the older

prophets ;
and that also, to some degree, is proof of

the lateness of his date. The Greek translators have,

on the whole, understood Joel easily and with little error.

In their version there are the usual differences of

grammatical construction, especially in the pronominal
suffixes and verbs, and of punctuation ;

but very few

bits of expansion and no real additions. These are all

noted in the translation below.

1
il. 20,



CHAPTER XXVIII

THE LOCUSTS AND THE DAY OF THE LORD

JOEL Lii. 17

JOEL,
as we have seen, found the motive of his

prophecy in a recent plague of locusts, the appear-
ance of which and the havoc they worked are

described by him in full detail. Writing not only as

a poet but as a seer, who reads in the locusts signs of

the great Day of the Lord, Joel has necessarily put
into his picture several features which carry the

imagination beyond the limits of experience. And yet,

if we ourselves had lived through such a plague, we
should be able to recognise how little license the poet
has taken, and that the seer, so far from unduly mixing
with his facts the colours of Apocalypse, must have

experienced in the terrible plague itself enough to pro-
voke all the religious and monitory use which he makes
of it.

The present writer has seen but one swarm of locusts,
in which, though it was small and soon swept away by
the wind, he felt not only many of the features that

Joel describes, but even some degree of that singular

helplessness before a calamity of portent far beyond
itself, something of that supernatural edge and accent,

which, by the confession of so many observers, char-

acterise the locust-plague and the earthquake above
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all other physical disasters. One summer afternoon,

upon the plain of Hauran, a long bank of mist grew

rapidly from the western horizon. The day was dull,

and as the mist rose athwart the sunbeams, struggling

through clouds, it gleamed cold and white, like the

front of a distant snow-storm. When it came near,
it seemed to be more than a mile broad, and was dense

enough to turn the atmosphere raw and dirty, with a

chill as of a summer sea-fog, only that this was not

due to any fall in the temperature. Nor was there

the silence of a mist. We were enveloped by a noise,

less like the whirring of wings than the rattle of hail or

the crackling of bush on fire. Myriads upon myriads
of locusts were about us, covering the ground, and

shutting out the view in all directions. Though they
drifted before the wind, there was no confusion in their

ranks. They sailed in unbroken lines, sometimes

straight, sometimes wavy; and when they passed

pushing through our caravan, they left almost no

stragglers, except from the last battalion, and only the

few dead which we had caught in our hands. After

several minutes they were again but a lustre on the air,

and so melted away into some heavy clouds in the east.

Modern travellers furnish us with terrible impressions

of the innumerable multitudes of a locust-plague, the

succession of their swarms through days and weeks,

and the utter desolation they leave behind them.

Mr. Doughty writes :

* " There hopped before our feet

a minute brood of second locusts, of a leaden colour,

with budding wings like the spring leaves, and born of

those gay swarms which a few weeks before had passed

over and despoiled the desert. After forty days these

1 Arabia Descrta, p. 307.
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also would fly as a pestilence, yet more hungry than

the former, and fill the atmosphere." And later :
" The

clouds of the second locust brood which the Aarab call

'Arn'dan, pillars, flew over us for some days, invaded

the booths and for blind hunger even bit our shins." 1

It was " a storm of rustling wings."
* u This year was

remembered for the locust swarms and great summer
heat."

8 A traveller in South Africa 4
says :

" For the

space of ten miles on each side of the Sea-Cow river

and eighty or ninety miles in length, an area of sixteen

or eighteen hundred square miles, the whole surface

might literally be said to be covered with them." In

his recently published book on South Africa, Mr. Bryce
writes :

'

14
It is a strange sight, beautiful if you can forget

the destruction it brings with it The whole air, to

twelve or even eighteen feet above the ground, is filled

with the insects, reddish brown in body, with bright,

gauzy wings. When the sun's rays catch them it is

like the sea sparkling with light. When you see them

against a cloud they are like the dense flakes of a

driving sno.v-storm. You feel as if you had never

before realised immensity in number. Vast crowds of

men gathered at a festival, countless tree-tops rising

along the slope of a forest ridge, the chimneys of

London houses from the top of St. Paul's all are as

nothing to the myriads of insects that blot out the sun
above and cover the ground beneath and fill the air

whichever way one looks. The breeze carries them

swiftly past, but they come on in fresh clouds, a host

of which there is no end, each of them a harmless

1 Arabia Dtstrta, p, 335. Id
, 396. lf 335.

4
Barrow, South Africa, p 257, quoted by Pusey.

*
/impression* of South Africa, by James Bryce: MtcmUltni, 1897,
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creature which you can catch and crush in your hand,

but appalling in their power of collective devastation."

And take three testimonies from Syria :
" The quantity

of these insects is a thing incredible to any one who
has not seen it himself; the ground is covered by them

for several leagues."
1 " The whole face of the mountain *

was black with them. On they came like a living

deluge. We dug trenches and kindled fires, and

beat and burnt to death heaps upon heaps, but

the effort was utterly useless. They rolled up the

mountain-side, and poured over rocks, walls, ditches

and hedges, those behind covering up and passing over

the masses already killed. For some days they con-

tinued to pass. The noise made by them in marching
and foraging was like that of a heavy shower falling

upon a distant forest
" s " The roads were covered with

them, all marching and in regular lines, like armies of

soldiers, with their leaders in front; and all the op-

position of man to resist their progress was in vain."

Having consumed the plantations m the country, they
entered the towns and villages. "When they ap-

proached our garden all the farm servants were em-

ployed to keep them off, but to no avail ; though our

men broke their ranks for a moment, no sooner had

they passed the men, than they closed again, and

marched forward through hedges and ditches as before.

Our gat den finished, they continued their march toward

the town, devastating one garden after another. They
have also penetrated into most of our rooms : whatever

one is doing one hears their noise from without, like

1
Volnfy, Koya* ** Sjww, I. 277, quoted

* Lebanon*
9
Abridged from Thomson's Tk* I*awt and ttt* Boot, ad* 1877,

Northern Palestine, pp. 4168:

YOU II. 2L
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the noise of armed hosts, or the running of many
waters. When in an erect position their appearance

at a little distance is like that of a well-armed

horseman." x

Locusts are notoriously adapted for a plague,
" since

to strength incredible for so small a creature, they add

saw-like teeth, admirably calculated to eat up all the

herbs in the land."
2

They are the incarnation of

hunger. No voracity is like theirs, the voracity of

little creatures, whose million separate appetites nothing
is too minute to escape. They devour first grass and

leaves, fruit and foliage, everything that is green and

juicy. Then they attack the young branches of trees,

and then the hard bark of the trunks.
5 " After eating

up the corn, they fell upon the vines, the pulse, the

willows, and even the hemp, notwithstanding its great
bitterness."

4 "The bark of figs, pomegranates and

oranges, bitter, hard and corrosive, escaped not their

voracity."
6 "

They are particularly injurious to the palm-
trees ; these they strip of every leaf and green particle,

the trees remaining like skeletons with bare bianches." c

" For eighty or ninety miles they devoured every green
herb and every blade of grass."

T " The gaiUcns out-

side Jaffa are now completely stripped, even the baik

1 From Driver's abiulgment (Joel and Amos, p. 90) of an accou.il

in the/oKwt. of'Sacred Ltt., Octobei 1865, pp. 735 t.

*
Moner, A SecondJourney through Persia, |i. fjo, jnotr| by Pus* v,

from whose note* and Driver's excursus upon louist-> in Jotl am
Antes the following

1

quotations have been borrowt *!

1 Shaw's TVovrb in Barbary, 1738, pp. 236-8, Jackson's Traoth
to Morocco.

4
Adansson, Voyagt au Senegal, p. 88.

1
Chenier, Rechetchcs Htstwtt/ut* surlcs Maun* m

9
Burckhardt, Notes, II. 90.

*
Barrow, South Africa, p. 257.
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of the young trees having been devoured, and look liks

a birch-tree forest in winter." 1 "The bushes were

eaten quite bare, though the animals could not have

been long on the spot. They sat by hundreds on a

bush gnawing the rind and the woody fibres/ 1

11 Bamboo groves have been stripped of their leaves and

left standing like saplings after a rapid bush fire, and

grasshas been devoured so that the bare ground appeared
as if burned." s " The country did not seem to be burnt,

but to be much covered with snow through the white-

ness of the trees and the dryness of the herbs." 4 The
fields finished, they invade towns and houses, in search

of stores. Victual of all kinds, hay, straw, and even

linen and woollen clothes and leather bottles, they
consume or tear in pieces.

6
They flood through the

open, unglazed windows and lattices : nothing can

keep them out.

These extracts prove to us what little need Joel had

of hyperbole in order to read his locusts as signs of the

Day of Jehovah; especially if we keep in mind that

locusts are worst in very hot summers, and often

accompany an absolute drought along with its conse-

quence of prairie and forest fires. Some have thought

that, in introducing the effects of fire, Joel only means

to paint the burnt look of a land after locusts have

ravaged it. But locusts do not drink up the streams,

nor cause the seed to shrivel in the earth." By these

the prophet must mean drought, and by the flame that

kas burned all the trees of the field? the forest fire, finding

1
Journ of Sac. Ltt.

t
October 1865,

f
Lichtenstem, Travels in South Africa*

* Standard',
December 25th, 1896.

4 Fr. Alvarez.
*
Barheb., Chron. Syr., p. 784 ; Burckhardt, Neks, II. 90.

* i ao, 17.
' i 19.
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an easy prey in the trees which have been reduced to

firewood by the locusts' teeth.

Even in the great passage in which he passes from

history to Apocalypse, from the gloom and terror of

the locusts to the lurid dawn of Jehovah's Dayf Joel

keeps within the actual facts of experience :

Day of darkness and murk,

Day ofcloud and heavy mist.

Like dawn scattered on the mountains,

A people many and powerful*

No one who has seen a cloud of locusts can question
the realism even of this picture : the heavy gloom of

the immeasurable mass of them, shot by gleams of

light where a few of the sun's imprisoned beams have

broken through or across the storm of lustrous wings.
This is like dawn beaten down upon the hilltops, and

crushed by rolling masses of cloud, in conspiracy to

prolong the night. No : the only point at which Joel

leaves absolute fact for the wilder combinations of

Apocalypse is at the very close of his description,

chap. ii. IO and 11, and just before his call to repent-

ance. Here we find, mixed \\ith the locusts, earth-

quake and thunderstorm ; and Joel ha^ borrowed these

from the classic pictures of the Day of the Lord, using
some of the very phrases of the latter :

Earth trembles before them,

Heaven quakes.

Sun and moon Iwome blackj

The stars Withdraw their binning.

AndJehovah utters His voice before His antiy,

Joel, then, describes, and does not unduly enhance,
the terrors of an actual plague. At first his who!*
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strength is so bent to make his people feel these,

that, though about to call to repentance, he does not

detail the national sins which require it In his open-

ing verses he summons the drunkards,
1 but that

is merely to lend vividness to his picture of facts,

because men of such habits will be the first to feel a

plague of this kind. Nor does Joel yet ask his hearers

what the calamity portends. At first he only demands

that they shall feel it, in its uniqueness and its own
sheer force.

Hence the peculiar style of the passage. Letter for

letter, this is one of the heaviest passages in prophecy.
The proportion in Hebrew of liquids to the other letters

is not large; but here it is smaller than ever. The

explosives and dentals are very numerous. There are

several keywords, with hard consonants and long vowels,

used again and again : Shuddadh, 'abhlah, 'umlal, h6b-

h!sh. The longer lines into which Hcbiew parallelism

tends to run are replaced by a rapid series of short,

heavy phrases, falling like blows* Critics have called

it rhetoric. But it is rhetoric of a very high order

and perfectly suited to the prophet's purpose. Look at

chap. L 10 : Shuddadh sadheh, 'ahhlah 'adhamah, shud-

dadh daghan, habhlsh tlr&sh, 'umlal yi^har.
8

Joel loadb

his clauses with the most leaden letters he can find, and

drops them in quick succession, repeating the same

heavy word again and again, as if he would stun the

careless people into some sens* of the bare, brutal

weight of the calamity which has befallen them.

Now Joel does this because he believes that, if hi?

people feel the plague in its proper violence, they must

be convinced that it comes from Jehovah. The keynote

if. f Cf i ia, 13, and many verses in chap, ft.
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of this part of the prophecy is found in chap, i. 15 ;

11 Keshodh mishshaddhai," like violence from tn& All-

violent doth it come. "
If you feel this as it is, you

will feel Jehovah Himself in it. By these very

blows, He and His Day are near. We had been

forgetting how near." Joel mentions no crime, nor

enforces any virtue : how could he have done so in

so strong a sense that "the Judge was at the door" ?

To make men feel that they had forgotten they were

in reach of that Almighty Hand, which could strike so

suddenly and so hard Joel had time only to make
men feel that, and to call them to repentance. In

this we probably see some reflection of the age : an

age when men's thoughts were thrusting the Deity
further and further from their life ; when they put His

Law and Temple between Him and themselves; and

when their religion, devoid of the sense of His Presence,

had become a set of formal observances, the rending of

garments and not of hearts. But He, whom His own
ordinances had hidden from His people, has burst

forth through nature and in sheer force of calamity.

He has revealed Himself, El-Shaddhai, God All-violent,

as He was known to their fathers, who had no elaborate

law or ritual to put between their fearful heaits and

His terrible strength, but cowered before Him, helpless

on the stripped soil, and naked beneath His thunder.

By just these means did Elijah and Amos bring God
home to the hearts of ancient Israel. In Joel we see

the revival of the old nature-religion, and the revenge
that it was bound to take upon the elaborate systems
which had displaced it,

but which by their formalism and

their artificial completeness had made men forget that

neat presence and direct action of the Almighty which

it is* nature's own office to enforce upon the heart.
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The thing is true, and permanently valid. Only the

great natural processes can break up the systems of

dogma and ritual in which we make ourselves com-

fortable and formal, and drive us out into God's open
air of reality. In the crash of nature's forces even

our particular sins are forgotten, and we feel, as in the

immediate presence of God, our whole, deep need of

repentance. So far from blaming the absence of special

ethics in Joel's sermon, we accept it as natural and

proper to the occasion.

Such, then, appears to be the explanation of the first

part of the prophecy, and its development towards the

call to repentance, which follows it. If we are correct,

the assertion
l

is false that no plan was meant by the

prophet. For not only is there a plan, but the plan

is most suitable to the requirements of Isiael, after

their adoption of the whole Law in 445, and forms one

of the most necessary and interesting developments
of all religion : the revival, in an artificial period, of

those primitive forces of religion which nature alone

supplies, and which are needed to correct formalism

and the foigetfulne&s of the near presence of the

Almighty, We see in this, too, the reason of Joel's

archaic style, both of conception and expression : that

likeness of his to early prophets which has led so many
to place him between Elijah and Amos.1

They are

wrong. Joel's simplicity is that not of early piopheoy,
but of the austere forces of this revived and applied to

the artificiality of a later age.

One other proof of Joel's conviction of the religious

meaning of the plague might also have been pled by
the earlier prophets, but certainly not in the terms in

1 Of Mcrx and others ; ace above, p. 39$,
* Srr above, p. 377.
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which Joel expresses it Amos and Hosea had both

described the destruction of the country's fertility in

their day as God's displeasure on His people and (as

Hosea puts it) His divorce of His Bride from Himself. 1

But by them the physical calamities were not threatened

alone : banishment from the land and from enjoyment
of its fruits was to follow upon drought, locusts

and famine. In threatening no captivity Joel differs

entirely from the early prophets. It is a mark of

his late date. And he also describes the divorce

between Jehovah and Israel, through the interruption

of the ritual by the plague, in terms and with an accent

which could hardly have been employed in Israel before

the Ezile. After the rebuilding of the Temple and

restoration of the daily sacrifices morning and evening,

the regular performance of the latter was regarded by
the Jews with a most superstitious sense of its indis-

pensableness to the national life. Before the Exile,

Jeremiah, for instance, attaches no importance to
it, in

circumstances in which it would have been not un-

natural for him, priest as he was, to do so,
1 But after

the Exile, the greater scrupulousness of the religious

life, and its absorption in ritual, laid extraordinary

emphasis upon the daily offering, \vhich increased to

a most painful degree of anxiety as the centuries went

on.
8 The New Testament speaks of the Twelve Tnbes

constantly serving God day and night;
4 and Josephus,

while declaring that in no siege of Jerusalem before

the last did the interruption ever take* place in spite

of the stress of famine and war combined, records the

1 See VoL I
, pp, 242, 345 f.

*
Jer. xiv.

C Ezek. xlvi. 15 on the Thamtd, nd Neh. x. 33 ; Dm. *iu. It,

xi. 31, xiu H : cf. p. 382.
* Act* xxi. 7,
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awful impression made alike on Jew and heathen by
the giving up of the daily sacrifice on the i7th of July,

A.D. 70, during the investment of the city by Titus.1

This disaster, which Judaism so painfully feared at every
crisis in its history, actually happened, Joel tells us,

during the famine caused by the locusts. Cut off are

the meal and the drink off*/ ings from the house of

Jehovah* Is not food cut off from our eyes, joy and

gladnessfrom the house of our God?
3

Perhaps He will

turn and relent, and leave a blessing behind Him, meal

and dnnk offering for Jehovah our God.4 The break
" of the continual symbol of gracious intercourse be-

tween Jehovah and His people, and the main office of

religion," means divorce between Jehovah and Israel.

Wail like a bride girt in sackcloth for the husband of her

youth 1 Wail, O ministers of the altar, ministers of
God! 6 This then was another reason for reading in

the plague of locusts moie than a physical meaning.
This was another proof, only too intelligible to scrupu-
lous Jews, that the great and terrible Day of the

Lord was at hand.

Thus Joel reaches the climax of his argument

Jehovah is near, His Day is about to break. From
this it is impossible to escape on the narrow path of

disaster by which the prophet has led up to it But

beneath that path the prophet passes the ground of a

broad truth, and on that truth, while judgment remains

still as real, there is room for the people to turn from

it If experience has shown that God is in the present,

near and inevitable, faith remoiubus that He is there

not willingly for judgment, but with all His ancient

* XIV. Antt. iv. 3, xvi. a ; VI. Warn li, I,
*

ii, 14.

*i**3- M.S, 13.
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feeling for Israel and His zeal to save her. If the

people choose to turn, Jehovah, as their God and as

one who works for their sake, will save them. Of this

God assures them by His own word. For the first tkne

in the prophecy He speaks for Himself. Hitherto the

prophet has been describing the plague and summoning
to penitence. But now oracle of Jehovah of Hosts.1

The great covenant name,Jehovahyour God, is solemnly

repeated as if symbolic of the historic origin and age-

long endurance of Jehovah's relation to Israel ; and the

very words of blessing are repeated which were given
when Israel was called at Sinai and the covenant

ratified :

For He is gracious and merciful^

Long-suffering and plenteous in leal love^

And relents Him of the evil

He has threatened upon you. Once more the nation

is summoned to try Him by prayer : the solemn prayer
of all Israel, pleading that He should not give His people
to reproach.

The Word ofJehovah
which came to Jo'el the son of Pethtfel?

Hear this, ye old men>

And give ear, all inhabitants ofthe landI

Has the like been in your days,

Or in the days ofyourfathers f
Tell it to your child*m>
Andyour children to their children.

And their ihihlnn tu the gvncnitnm thatfollows.

1 it 12, * LXX. ButoviJX.
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That which the Shearer left the Swanner hath

eaten.

And that which the Swanner left the Lapper hath

eaten,

And that which the Lapper left the Devourer hath

eaten.

These are four different names for locusts, which it

is best to translate by their literal meaning. Some think

that they represent one swarm of locusts in four stages
of development, but this cannot be, because the same
swarm never returns upon its path, to complete the work

of destruction which it had begun in an earlier stage of

its growth. Nor can the first-named be the adult brood

from whose eggs the others spring, as Doughty has

described,
1

for that would account only for two of the

four names. Joel rather describes successive swarms
of the insect, without reference to the stages of its

growth, and he does so as a poet, using, in order to

bring out the full force of its devastation, several of the

Hebrew names, that were given to the locust as epithets

of various aspects of its destructive power. The names,
it is true, cannot be said to rise in climax, but at least

the most sinister is reserved to the last1

Rouse ye, drunkards, and weep,

And wail, allye bibbers of wine I

The new wine is cut offfrom your mouik I

For a nation is come up on My land,

Powerful and numberless;

1 Sec *bove,ipp, 399 *
*

7*01"! fiom 7DTt
r
used in the O.T. only in Prut, xxvin. 3

but in post-biblical Hebrew to utterly cttstt qy, bnng to an <nd.

/mu.: Taanith III. 66</,
" Why is the locuht called ^DPl? Because

it brings everything to an end/'
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His teeth are the teeth of the hon,

And the fangs
l

offhe lioness his.

My vine he has turned to waste>

AndMyfig-tree to splinters;

He hath peeled it and strawed
it,

Bleached are its branches !

Wail as a bride girt in sackcloth for the spouse of
her youth.

Cut off are the meal and drink offerings from the

house ofJehovah !

In grief are the pnestst
the ministers ofJehovah.

The fields are blasted, the ground is in gnef,

Blasted is the corn, abashed is the new wtne
t the oil

pines away.

Beye abashed^ O ploughmen /

Wail
t
O vine-dressers,

For the wheat and the barley;

The harvest is lostfrom thefield!

The vine is abashed, and the fig-tree is drooping;

Pomegranate, palm too and apple,

All trees of the field are dried up :

Yea, joy is abashed and awayfrom the children of
wen*

In this passage the same feeling is attributed to

men and to the fruits of the land : In grief are the

priests, the ground ts in grief. And it is ifpcatediy
said that all alike are abashed By this hiavy word
we have sought to render the effect of the similarly

sounding
"
h&bhtsha," that our English version rendt-rs

ashamed. It signifies to be frustrated, and so rfi$-

1 A.V. ckftk-tetth, K V.yaw-to/A, or v+totfo.
w
Possibly (from tl.c

Arabic) projectors"; Driver.
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heartened, put out: soured would be an equivalent,

applicable to the vine and to joy and to men's hearts.

Put on mourning, O priests, beat the breast;

Wail) ye ministers of the altar;

Come
}
lie down in sackcloth^ O ministers ofmy God:

For meal-offering and drink-offering are cut ojff

from the house ofyour God.

Hallow afastj summon an assembly,

Gather 1
all the inhabitants of the land to the house

ofyour God;
And cry to Jehovah :

"Alas for the Dayl At hand is the Day of

Jehovah I

And as vehemence from the Vehement* doth it come.
19

Is notfood cut offfrom before us,

Gladness andjoyfrom the house of our God?
The grains shrivel under their hoes?
The garners are desolate, the barns broken down

t

For the com is withered what shall we put in

them ? *

The herds of cattle huddle together? fot they have

no pasture;

1 Hcb. text in&etts rteicrs, which may be taken as vocative, or with

the LXX. as accusative, but aftor the latter we should expect and,

Wcllhauaen suggests its deletion, and Nowaek ngnrUs it as an
intrusion. For 1DDM WeUhauscn reads teDNPl, btyt ^atlurtd*

*
Kt'shftlh mishsha<ldhai (Isa. xiii* 6); Drivei, 03 ovtrpowriwg

from tk* QvtrjrtWfrtr.
9 A.V4 </tw/v DrrniEnat): the meaning ts doubtful, but the con*-

sponUing; Arabic woid means fawn or sfioutl or (P.E.FQ.) 1891

p. IX l
f with pl.iU') /wt and the Aiam. shovel, Soc Dtivcr's note.

4
Reading aittr the* I XX. ri d7ro0i}<rtf/uP ^ttiTot (piohably an cnoi

for fr a>ro/>), ana nrv::i ro tor the ftuswivttc nona nno n
Mow tkt bta^ts ,w6 / to which A*V. and Driver adhere,

perplexity.
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Yea, the flocks of sheep are forlorn.
1

To Thee, Jehovah, do I cry ;

Forfire has devoured the pastures of the steppes?

And the flame hath scorched all the trees of thefield

The wild beasts pant up to Thee :

For the watercourses are dry,

Andfire has devoured the pastures of the steppes.

Here, with the close of chap, i., Joel's discourse

takes pause, and in chap. ii. he begins a second with

another call to repentance in face of the same plague.

But the plague has progressed. The locusts are de-

scribed now in their invasion not of the country but

of the towns, to which they pass after the country is

stripped. For illustration of the latter see above, p. 401.

The horn which is to be blown, ver. I, is an alarm

horn? to warn the people of the approach of the Day
of the Lord, and not the Shophar which called the

people to a general assembly, as in ver. 15.

Blow a horn in Ztonr

Sound the alarm in My holy mountain I

Let all inhabitants of the land tremble^

For ttie Day ofJehovah comes it is near!

Day of darkness and murk, day of cloud and

heavy mist*

Like dawn scattered* on the mountains,

1
Reading, with Wellhausen and Nowack ("perhaps rightly,"

Driver) 1D5W for IXDtftO, art guilty or pumshtd*
*
*OTD, usually rendered wiliicmc^ or oVv/rf, but literally pl*ct

whtrt tht simp art <tnvt t Innd m>t cultivated. See Htsf Gtog., p. 65$.
1 See on Amos ni. 6: Vol. !., p. 8*.
4
Zeph. 1. 15. See above, p. 58.

* CHD m Qal to spread abroad, but the passive is here to be taken
in the same sense as the Ni* in Ezck. xva. 21, t/it/nruJ, The figure
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A people many and powerful;
Its like has not beenfrom of old,

And shall not again beforyears of generation upon

generation.

Before it the fire devours?
And behind theflame consumes.

Like the garden ofEden
2
is the land in front,

And behind it a desolate desert;

Yea, it lets nothing escape.

Their visage is the visage of horses,

And like horsemen they run.

They rattle like chariots over the tops of the Ailb,

Like the crackle offlames devouring stubble,

Like a powerful people preparedfor battle.

Peoples are writhing before them
9

Every face gatfiers blackness.

Uke warriors they run,

Likefighting-men they come up the wall;

They march every man by himselff
And they ravel* not their pattis*

Nonejostles his comrade,

They march every man on his track?

And plunge through the missiles unbroken?

is of dawn crushed by and struggling with a mass of cloud ar.d mist,

and expresses the gleams of white which so often break through a

locust cloud. See above, p. 404.
1 So travellers have described the effect of locusts* See above,

p. 4<>3-
1 Ezek, xxxvi. 35.
* Heb. in His own ways.
4
]1D3y\ an imponsiUe metaphor, so that most ]<*n<! flnajP, a root

found only in Micah vii. 3 <W Vol 1., p 428), to twkt or tangly
but WeUhausen reach \^y\ tw&tt KcoUa. vh. 13,

* Heb. hightoad) as if defined and heaped up for him alone.
* See above,
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They scour the city, run upon the walls,

Climb into the houses, and enter the windows Kk* a

thief.

Earth trembles before them.

Heaven quakes,

Sun and moon become black,

The stars withdraw their shining.

AndJehovah utters His voice before His army:
For very great is His host;

Yea, powerful is He that performeth His word*

Great is the Day oj'Jehovah, and very awful:
Who may abide it?*

But now hear the oracle ofJehovah :

Turn ye to Me with allyour heart,

And with fasting and weeping and mourning.
Rendye your hearts and not yourgarments^
And turn toJehovah your God :

For He isgracious and merciful,

Long-suffering andplenteous in lov*
9

And relents of the evil.

Who knows but He will turn and relent,

And leave behind Him a blessing,

Meal-offering and drink-offering to Jehovah your
God?

Blow a horn in Zion,

Hallow a fast, summon the assembly t

Gather the people, hallow the congregation^

Assemble the old men* gatfier the children^ and

infants at the breast;

Let the bridegroom come forth front his chamber,

1
Zeph. i 14; Ml."La.

* So (and not f&Vrs) in contrast to children.
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And the bridefrom her bower.*

Let the priests, the ministers of Jehovah, weep
between porch and altar;

Let them say, Spare, O Jehovah, Thy people,

And give not Thine heritage to dishonour, for the

heathen to mock them :
*

Why should it be said among the nations, Where is

their God?

\
Canopy or pavilion, bridal tent.

* D3 TCW, which may mean either nib ovtr ihtm or mock tktm,
but the parallelism decides for the latter.

vou a J7



CHAPTER XXIX

PROSPERITY AND THE SPIRIT

JOEL ii. 18-32 (Eng.; ii. 18 iiz. Heb.)

*T^HEN didJehovah becomejealousfor His land, and* took pity upon His people with these words Joel

opens the second half of his book. Our Authorised

Version renders them in the future tense, as the con-

tinuation ofthe prophet's discourse, which had threatened

the Day of the Lord, urged the people to penitence,
and now promises that their penitence shall be followed

by the Lord's mercy. But such a rendering forces the

grammar ;
x and the Revised English Version is right

in taking the verbs, as the vast majority of critics do,
in the past. Joel's call to repentance has closed, and
has been successful. The fast has been hallowed, the

1 A.V, adhering to the Massotctic text, in which the verbs Are

pointed for the past, has evidently understood them as instance* o<

the prophetic perfect. But "this is grammatically indefensible.**:

Driver, in loco ; sec his Heb fensts, 82, Obs. Calvin and others,
who take the verbs of vcr. 18 as future, accept tho<*t* of the next
verse as past and with it begin the narrative. But tf God's answer
to His people's prayer be in the pait, so must His jealousy ant!

pity. AH these verbs are in the same sequence of time. Menc
proposes to change the vowel-points of the verbs and turn them wto
futures. But see above, p. 305. Ver. 21 show* that Jet.tivah's action
is past, and Nownck points out the veiy unusual character of the
construction that would follow from MerxS t im'tuJation. Ewuld,
HiUig, Kuenen, Robertson Sm th, Davidson* Robertson, Stnner,
WeHhausen. Driver, Novvack, etc., all take the verbs in the

418
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prayers are heard. Probably an interval has elapsed be-

tween w. 17 and 1 8, but in any case, the people having

repented, nothing more is said of their need of doing

so, and instead we have from God Himself a series of

promises, w. 19-27, in answer to their cry for mercy.

These promises relate to the physical calamity which

has been suffered. God will destroy the locusts, still

impending on the land, and restore the years which

His great army has eaten. There follows in vv. 28-32

(Eng, ;
Heb. chap, iii.)

the promise of a great out-

pouring of the Spirit on all Israel, amid terrible

manifestations in heaven and earth.

I. THE RETURN OF PROSPERITY
(ii. 19-27).

AndJehovah answered and said to His people :

Lof
I will sendyou corn and wine and oil,

Andyourfill shallye have of them;
And I will not again make you a reproach among

the heathen.

And the Northern Foe 1 willI removefarfrom you ;
And I will push him into a land barren and waste

}

His van to the eastern sea and his rear to the

western*

Till the stench of him rises*

Because he hath done greatly.

1 This is scarcely a name for the locusts, who, though they might

reach Palestine from the N.E. under certain circumstances, came

generally from . and 5.E. But see above, p. 397: so Kurncr,

Wellhausen* Nowack. W. R. Smith suggests the whole verse a* *n

allegorising gloss. Hrtwg thought of the locuits only, and rendered

$Httn 6 rvtjxMtxQt, Acts xxvii. 14; but this is not proved.
1 JU the Dead Sea (Ezcfc. xlvii. iS; Zech. xiv. 8) and the Medi-

terranean.
* Hie construction shows that the clause preceding this, IC'tU n?JA,

it A gloss. So Driver. But Nowack gives the other tUuse as th*

gioaa.
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Locusts disappear with the same suddenness as

they arrive. A wind springs up and they are gone.
1

Dead Sea and Mediterranean are at the extremes of

the compass, but there is no reason to suppose that the

prophet has abandoned the realism which has hitherto

distinguished his treatment of the locusts. The plague

covered the whole land, on whose high watershed the

winds suddenly veer and change. The dispersion of

the locusts upon the deserts and the opposite seas was

therefore possible at one and the same time. Jerome
vouches for an instance in his own day. The other

detail is also true to life. Jerome says that the beaches

of the two seas were strewn with putrifying locusts,

and Augustine
*
quotes heathen writers in evidence of

large masses of locusts, driven from Africa upon the

sea, and then cast up on the shore, which gave rise to a

pestilence. "The south and east winds," says Volney
of Syria,

" drive the clouds of locusts with violence into

the Mediterranean, and drown them in such quantities,

that when their dead are cast on the shore they infect

the air to a great distance."
8 The prophet continues,

celebrating this destruction of the locusts as if it were

already realised the Lord hath done greatly, ver. 21.

That among the blessings he mentions a full supply
of rain proves that we were right in interpreting him

to have spoken of drought as accompanying the

locusts.
4

Fear not, O Land! Rejoice and be glad,
ForJehovah hath done greatly?

Fear not, O beasts of the field I

1 Nah. iii 17; Exod. ac. 19.
*

i. 17-20 : see above, p/403,
1 D* Ctvitate D*i, III. 31.

*
Prophetic past : Driver.

*
J. 27$ quoted by Puscy.
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For the pastures of the steppes are springing with

new grass,

The trees bear theirfruit9

Fig-tree and vine yield their substance*

O sons ofZion, be glad,

And rejoice in Jehovah your God:

For He hath given you the early rain in normal

measure

1
Opinion is divided as to the meaning of this phrase:

for righttousncss A. There are those who take it as having a moral

reference; and (i) this is so emphatic to some that they render

the word for tarly rain, miD, which also means teachtr or r*v*al*r,

in the latter significance. So (some of them applying it to the

Messiah) Targum, Symmachus, the Vulgate, dodortm jusitti<*t some

Jews, *. Rashi and Abarbancl, and some moderns, e.g. (at opposite

extremes) Pusey and Mere. But, as Calvin points out (this is another

instance of his sanity as an exegetc, and refusal to be led by

theological presuppositions : he says,
"

1 do not love strained exposi-

tions"), this dois not agree with the context, which speaks not of

spiritual but wholly of physical blessings (2) Some, who take IWlD

as tmrly ratn^ give HplV? the meaningfor rightt0u$i$s, od ju$ktfat,
either in the sense that God will give the rain as a token of Hts

own righteousness, or in order to restore or vindicate the people's

righteousness (so Davidson, EApoutor, 1888, I* p. 203 n.) t
in the fre-

quent sense in which HpTV is employed in Is*- xJ. ff, (bee huiah */.

Ixvi., Expositor's Bible, pp. 219 ff.). Cf, Hosea x. 13, P*1 ; above, Vol. I.,

p. 289, n. 3. This of course is possible, especially m view of Israel

having been made by their plagues a reproach among the heathen.

Still, if Joel had intended this meaning, he would have applied the

phrase, not to the tarty rain only, but to the whole series of blessings

by which the people were restored to their standing before God.

B, U seems, theicfore, right to take Mp1? in a puicly physical sense,

of the nuaburc or quality of the tatty tain. So even Calvin, ratn

according to what is just or fit; A,V. moduattly (inexact); U.V, in

just mtttsttrt ; Siegfricd-Stade &njficiint. The ru<jt*tncanuig of p^V is

probably according to norm (of. liatah xl, Uvi t p. 2x5), and in that

case the meaning would be ram oj nontiul quantity, 'Ihis too suits

the paiallcl in the next clause ; as finitft'ly In Hunyuntic the woui

is applied to good harvests. A imm ptaya to C^od tor 1DJ1K1

/^ or good han/f>h arul Jnuto; tut? Inter. Sfm.t

, Totnus I., No. 2, 1m. 1*5 ; cf, the note*
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And poured
1 on you winter rain 1 and latter rain as

before.
1

And the threshing-floors shall be full of wheat,
And the vats stream over with new wine and oil.

And 1 will restore to you the years which the

Swarmer has eaten,

The Lapper, the Devout er and the Shearer,

My great army whom I sent among you,

Andye shall eatyourfood and befull,

Andpratse the Name ofJehovah your GoJ,
Who hath dealt so wondroitsly with you;
And My people shall be abashed nevermore.

Ye shall know I am in the midst of Israel^

That I am Jehovahyour God and none eke;
And nevermore shall My people be abashed.

2. THE OUTPOURING or THE SPIRIT

(ii. 28-32 Eng. ; Hi. Heb.>

Upon these promises of physical blessing there

follows another of the pouring forth of the Spirit : the

prophecy by which Joel became the Prophet of Pente-

cost, and through which his book is best known among
Christians.

When fertility has been restored to the land, the

seasons again run their normal courses, and the people
eat their food and be full // shall come to pass after

these things, I will pour out My Spint upon all flesh,

The order of events makes us pause to question : does

Joel mean to imply that physical prosperity must

1
Driver, m loco

1 Heb, also repeats here tarty ram, but redundantly.
in th* fir* A.V. adds month. But LXX. *nd Syr.

zead njJ5?>N"O, which is probably the correct reading ms f^fort <*
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precede spiritual fulness ? It would be unfair to assert

that he does, without remembering what he under-

stands by the physical blessings. To Joel these are

the token that God has returned to His people. The

drought and the famine produced by the locusts

were signs of His anger and of His divorce of the

land. The proofs that He has relented, and taken

Israel back into a spiritual relation to Himself, can,

therefore, from Joel's point of view, only be given

by the healing of the people's wounds. In plenteous
rains and full harvests God sets His seal to man's

penitence. Rain and harvest are not merely physical

benefits, but religious sacraments : signs that God has

returned to His people, and that His zeal is again
stirred on their behalf.

1 This has to be made clear

before there can be talk of any higher blessing.

God has to return to His people and to show His

love for them before He pours forth His Spirit upon
them. That is what Joel intends by the order he pur-

sues, and not that a certain stage of physical comfort

is indispensable to a high degree of spiritual feeling

and experience. The early and latter rains, the fulness

of corn, wine and oil, are as purely religious to Joel,

though not so highly religious, as the phenomena of

the Spirit in men.

But though that be an adequate answer to our

question so far as Joel himself is concerned, it does

not exhaust the question with regard to history in

general. From Joel's own standpoint physical bless-

ings may have been as religious as spiritual ; but we
must go further, and assert that for Joel's anticipation

of the baptism of the Spirit by a return of prosperity
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there is an ethical reason and one which is permanently

valid in history. A certain degree of prosperity, and

even of comfort! is an indispensable condition of that

universal and lavish exercise of the religious faculties,

which Joel pictures under the pouring forth of God's

Spirit.

The history of prophecy itself furnishes us with

proofs of this. When did prophecy most flourish in

Israel ? When had the Spirit of God most freedom

in developing the intellectual and moral nature of

Israel? Not when the nation was struggling with

the conquest and settlement of the land, not when
it was engaged with the embarrassments and priva-

tions of the Syrian wars
;
but an Amos, a Hosea, an

Isaiah came forth at the end of the long, peaceful and

prosperous reigns of Jeroboam IL and Uzziah. The
intellectual strength and liberty of the great Prophet
of the Exile, his deep insight into God's purposes and

his large view of the future, had not been possible

without the security and comparative prosperity of

the Jews in Babylon, from among whom he wrote. In

Haggai and Zechanah, on the other hand, who worked

in the hunger-bitten colony of returned exiles, there

was no such fulness of the Spirit Prophecy, we saw,
1

was then starved by the poverty and meanness of the

national life from which it rose. All this is very

explicable. When men are stunned by such a calamity
as Joel describes, or when they are engrossed by the

daily struggle with bitter enemies and a succession of

bad seasons, they may feel the need of penitence and
be able to speak with decision upon the practical duty
of the moment, to a degtee not attainable in better

1
Above, p. 189.
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days, but they lack the leisure, the freedom and the

resources amid which their various faculties of mind

and soul can alone respond to the Spirit's influence.

Has it been otherwise in the history of Christianity ?

Our Lord Himself found His first disciples, not in a

hungry and ragged community, but amid the prosperity
and opulence of Galilee. They left all to follow Him
and achieved their ministry in poverty and persecution,

but they brought to that ministry the force of minds

and bodies trained in a very fertile land and by a

prosperous commerce.1

Paul, in his apostolate, sus-

tained himself by the labour of his hands, but he was
the child of a rich civilisation and the citizen of a

great empire. The Reformation was preceded by the

Renaissance, and on the Continent of Europe drew its

forces, not from the enslaved and impoverished popu-
lations of Italy and Southern Austria, but from the

large civic and commercial centres of Germany. An
acute historian, in his recent lectures on the Economic

Interpretation of History* observes that every religious

revival in England has happened upon a basis of com-

parative prosperity. He has proved "the opulence
of Norfolk during the epoch of Lollardy," and pointed

out that " the Puritan movement was essentially and

originally one of the middle classes, of the traders in

towns and of the farmers in the country
w

; that the

religious state of the Church of England was never so

low as among the servile and beggarly clergy of the

seventeenth and part of the eighteenth centuries ; that

the Nonconformist bodies who kept religion alive

during this period were closely identified with the

1 C Hisi. Gtog., Chap. XXL, especially p. 463,
1 By Thorold Rogers, pp. Soff.
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leading movements of trade and finance ;* and that even

Wesley's great revival of religion among the labouring
classes of England took place at a time when prices

were far lower than in the previous century, wages
had slightly risen and "most labourers were small

occupiers; there was therefore in the comparative

plenty of the time an opening for a religious movement

among the poor, and Wesley was equal to the occasion/'

He might have added that the great missionary move-

ment of the nineteenth century is contemporaneous
with the enormous advance of our commerce and our

empire.

On the whole, then, the witness of history is uniform.

Poverty and persecution, famine, nakedness, peril and

sword, put a keenness upon the spirit of religion, while

luxury rots its very fibres ; but a stable basis of pro-

sperity is indispensable to every social and religious

reform, and God's Spirit finds fullest course in com-

munities of a certain degree of civilisation and of

freedom from sordidness.

We may draw from this an impressive lesson for

our own day. Joel predicts that, upon the new pro-

sperity of his land, the lowest classes of society shall

be permeated by the spirit of prophecy. Is it not part

of the secret of the failure of Christianity to enlist

large portions of our population, that the basis of 'their

life is so sordid and insecure ? Have we not yet

to learn from the Hebrew prophets, that some amount

of freedom in a people and some amount of health are

indispensable to a revival of religion ? Lives which

are strained and starved, lives which are passed in rank

discomfort and under grinding poverty, without the

1

E.g. the Quakers and the Independents. The Independents of the

seventeenth century
" were the founder! of the Bank of England."
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possibility of the independence of the individual or of

the sacredness of the home, cannot be religious except
in the most rudimentary sense of the word. For the

revival of energetic religion among such lives we must
wait for a better distribution, not of wealth, but of the

bare means of comfort, leisure and security. When, to

our penitence and our striving, God restores the years
which the locust has eaten, when the social plagues
of rich men's selfishness and the poverty of the very

poor are lifted from us, then may we look for the

fulfilment of Joel's prediction even upon all the slaves

and upon the handmaidens will I pour out My Spirit in

those days,

The economic problem, therefore, has also its placf*

in the warfare for the kingdom of God.

And it shall be that after such things, I willpour out

My Spirit on allflesh;

Andyour sons andyour daughters shall prophesy,

Your old men shall dream dreams,

Youryoung men shall see visions :

And even upon all the slaves and the handmaidens

in those days will 7 pour out My Spirit.

And ! will set signs in heaven and OH earth,

Blood andfire and pillars of smoke.

The sun shall be turned to darkness,

And the moon to blood,

Before the coming of the Day o/ Jehovah^ the great

and the awful.

And it shall be that every one who calls on the natnt

ofJehovah shall be saved:

For in Mount Zion and in Jerusalem shall be a

remnant, as Jehovah hath .s/te^rw,

Andamong thefugitives them whom Jehovah calbth,
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This prophecy divides into two parts the outpour-

ing of the Spirit, and the appearance of the terrible Day
of the Lord.

The Spirit of God is to be poured on all flesh, says
the prophet. By this term, which is sometimes applied

to all things that breathe, and sometimes to mankind

as a whole,
1
Joel means Israel only : the heathen aie

to be destroyed.* Nor did Peter, when he quoted the

passage at the Day of Pentecost, mean anything more

He spoke to Jews and proselytes : for the promise is to

you and your children, and to them that are afar off:

it was not till afterwards that he discovered that the

Holy Ghost was granted to the Gentiles, and then

he was unready for the revelation and surprised by
it

8 But within Joel's Israel the operation of the Spirit

was to be at once thorough and universal. All classes

would be affected, and affected so that the simplest

and rudest would become prophets.

The limitation was therefore not without its advan-

tages. In the earlier stages of all religions, it is impos-
sible to be both extensive and intensive. With a few

exceptions, the Israel of Joel's time was a narrow and

exclusive body, hating and hated by other peoples.

Behind the Law it kept itself strictly aloof. But without

doing so, Israel could hardly have survived or pre-

pared itself at that time for its influence on the world.

Heathenism threatened it from all sides with the

most insidious of infections; and there awaited it

in the near future a still more subtle and powerful
means of disintegration. In the wake of Alexander's

1 AM living things, Gen. vi 17, 19, etc. ; mankind, Isa, ad,

ix 6. See Driver's note.
1 Next chapter,

* Acts x 45,
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expeditions, Hellenism poured across all the East

There was not a community nor a religion, save Israel's,

which was not Hellenised. That Israel remained Israel,

ic spite of Greek arms and the Greek mind, was due

to the legalism of Ezra and Nehemiah, and to what

we call the narrow enthusiasm of Joel. The hearts

which kept their passion so confined felt all the deeper
for its limits. They would be satisfied with nothing

less than the inspiration of every Israelite, the fulfil-

ment of the prayer of Moses : Would to God that all

Jehovah's people were prophets! And of itself this carries

JoePs prediction to a wider fulfilment. A nation of

prophets is meant for the world. But even the best of

men do not see the full force of the truth God gives

to them, nor follow it even to its immediate conse-

quences. Few of the prophets did so, and at first none

of the apostles. Joel does not hesitate to say that

the heathen shall be destroyed. He does not think

of Israel's mission as foretold by the Second Isaiah
;

nor of " Malachi's
"
vision of the heathen waiting upon

Jehovah. But in the near future of Israel there was

waiting another prophet to carry Joel's doctrine to

its full effect upon the world, to rescue the gospel of

God's grace from the narrowness of Icgalisrn and the

awful pressure of Apocalypse, and by the parable of

Jonah, the type of the prophet nation, to show to

Israel that God had granted to the Gentiles also repent-

ance unto life.

That it was the lurid clouds of Apocalypse, which

thus hemmed in our prophet's view, is clear from

the next verses. They bring the terrible manifesta-

tions of God's wrath in nature very closely upon tin*

lavish outpouring of the Spirit : the sun turned to dark-

ness and tht moon to blood) the great and terrible Day
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of the Lord. Apocalypse must always 'paralyse the

missionary energies of religion. Who can think of

converting the world, when the world is about to be

convulsed? There is only time for a remnant to be

saved.

But when we get rid of Apocalypse, as the Book
of Jonah does, then we have time and space opened

up again, and the essential forces of such a prophecy
of the Spirit as Joel has given us burst their national

and temporary confines, and are seen to be applicable
to all mankind.



CHAPTER XXX

THE JUDGMENT OF THE HEATHEN

Jou. iii. (En;.; IT. Heb.)

T T ITHERTO Joel has spoken no syllable of the

JL A heathen, except to pray that God by His plagues
will not give Israel to be mocked by them. But in

the last chapter of the Book we have Israel's captivity
to the heathen taken for granted, a promise made that

it will be removed and their land set free from the

foreigner* Certain nations are singled out for judg-

ment, which is described in the terms of Apocalypse ;

and the Book closes with the vision, already familiar in

prophecy, of a supernatural fertility for the land.

It is quite another horizon and far different interests

from those of the preceding chapter. Here for the

first time we may suspect the unity of the Book, and
listen to suggestions of another authorship than Joel's.

But these can scarcely be regarded as conclusive.

Every prophet, however national his interests, feels

it his duty to express himself upon the subject of

foreign jxjoples, and Joel may well have done so.

Only, in that case, his last chapter was delivered by
him at another time and in different circumstances from

the rest of his prophecies. Chaps, i. ii. (Kng. ; x. iii.

U*b.) are complete in themselves* Chap. iii. (Rng. ;
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iv. Heb.) opens without any connection of time or

subject with those that precede it1

The time of the prophecy is a time when Israel's

fortunes are at low ebb,* her sons scattered among the

heathen, her land, in part at least, held by foreigners.

But it would appear (though this is not expressly said,

and must rather be inferred from the general proofs

of a post-exilic date) that Jerusalem is inhabited.

Nothing is said to imply that the city needs to be

restored.
1

All the heathen nations are to be brought together

for judgment into a certain valley, which the prophet
calls first the Vale of Jehoshaphat and then the Vale

of Decision, The second name leads us to infer that

the first, which meansJehovah-judges, is also symbolic.

That is to say, the prophet does not single out a

definite valley already called Jehoshaphat. In ail

probability, however, he has in his mind's eye some
vale in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem, for since

Ezekiel 4 the judgment of the hrathen in face of Jeru-
salem has been a standing feature in Israel's vision of

the last things ;
and as no valley about that city lends

itself to the picture of judgment so well as the valley
of the Kcdron with the slopes of Olivet, the narw*

Jehoshaphat has naturally been applied to it/ Cer

1
I am unable to feel Driver's and Nowack's arguments for * con*

ncction conclusive. The only reason Davidson gives is (p. ao|) that

the judgment of the heathen is an essential element in the Day of

Jehovah, a reason -which does not make Joel'* authorship of t&e Utt

chapter certain, but only possible.
* The phrase of ver. I, <*A** / turn a^iti* tk* activity ofjudik *W

Jtrusalcm, may be rendmd ichrn I ro/onr tfvjvrturus of !****!.

Ser above, p. 386, especially n. 5,
* xxxvm.

1 Some have unntcrssat ily thought of the Valr of lirrJtfifth, in

which Jehoshaphat defeated Moab, Ammon and Edom (a C&roo.
,),
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tain nations are singled out by name. These are not

Assyria and Babylon, which had long ago perished, nor

the Samaritans, Moab and Ammon, which harassed the

Jews in the early days of the Return from Babylon,
but Tyre, Sidon, Phihstia, Edom and Egypt. The
(Time of the first three is the robbery of Jewish

treasures, not necessarily those of the Temple, and

the selling into slavery of many Jews. The crime of

Edom and Egypt is that they have shed the innocent

blood of Jews. To what precise events these charges
refer we have no means of knowing in our present

ignorance of Syrian history after Nchemiah. That

the chapter has no explicit reference to the cruelties

of Artaxerxes Ochus in 360 would seem to imply for it

a date earlier than that year. But it is possible that

ver, 17 refers to that, the prophet refraining from

accusing the Persians for the very good reason that

Israel was still under their rule.

Another feature worthy of notice is that the

Phoenicians are accused of selling Jews to the sons of

the Jevanlm, lonians or Greeks,1 The latter lie on the

far horizon of the prophet/ and we know from classical

writers that from the fifth century onwards numbers of

Syrian slaves were brought to Greece. The other

Matures of the chapter are borrowed from earlier

prophets.

For
t
bchold

t
in those days and in that lime.

When I bring again the captivity* of Judah and

Jerusalem^
I wilt also gather all tht nations,

And bring them down to the Vale ofjehoshaphat;
*

1 Sec fcbovc, p, 381, ncu 5, 6. * Or turn again th*furtnnt*.
1 Vcr, 66.

4
Jtkwah'jttt?g*$, See above, p. 431,

VOU 2$
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And I will enter intojudgment with them

For My people andfor My heritage Israel,

Whom they have scattered among the heathen^

And My land ham they divided.

And they have cast lotsfor My people :
*

They have given a boyfor a harlot?

And a girl have they soldfor wine and drunk it.

And again, what are ye to Me, Tyre and Sitfon and

all circuits ofPhilistia ? 8

Is it any deed of Mineye are repaying?
Or are ye doing anything to Me ? 4

Swiftly, speedily will I return your deed on your

head,

Wlio have taken My silver and My gold,

And My goodly jewels ye have brought into your

palaces.

The sons ofJudah and the sons ofJerusalem have

ye sold to the sons of the Greeks^

In otder that ye wight set them asfar as po5sihl"

from their own bonier.

Lo / I ?7// stir them up from the place to which \t

have sold tlmn
t

And I ft'/// return your dlrrf w/tow yaur h?ad

I will stll yvur MW$ ami wur ffatt^Jittrs into It?

hands of (he sons of /WrtA,
And thy sftatl sell them to tht SMwi+f
To a nationfar ojf; forJehovah /.srM s

1 Set Rbove, Ob,.(!t th 1 1 and Nthum in. 10,
1
naita. Ooit su.-p -t- iiT^/fr/n*^

"
Gi'lllOth, the phu,.l tr'mintite of fl*tl!<-c-thr arcuit(of tbe

4es). Jtist. GttW* 1^4*3.
4

Scil. that I *nttf lefity.
* tXX. tkty sfwttgti* thtnt
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Proclaim this among the heathen, hallow a war,

Wake up tfte warriors^ let all the fighting-men
muster and go up.

1

Beatyour ploughshares into swords,
And your pruning-hooks into lances.

Let the weakling say, I am strong.

. . .
* and come, allye nations roundabout,

And gatheryourselves together.

Thither bring down Thy watnors, Jehovah.
Let the heathen be roused,

And come up to the Vale ofjehoshaphat,

For there will I sit to judge all the nations round

about.

Put in the sickle? for ripe is the ftarwst.

Come, get you down; for the press is full,

The vats overflow^ great is their wickedness.

Multitudes, Mu/tttudcs in the Vale of Decision f

For near is Jehovah's day in the Vale of Decision*

Sun and moon have turned black,

And the stars withdrawn their shining,

Jehovah thundersfrom Zton,

Andfrom Jerusalem gives
4
forth ffts vote**

Heaven and earth do

ButJehovah is a refuge

Andfor a fortress to (he sons of Israel.

Andye shall know that / am Jehovah your God,

Who dwell in Zfan, thf mount ofMy holiness;

AndJerusalem shall he Jwiy,

Strangers shall not pass through her again.

1 Technical u*e of Hy, to go up to war.
* 1*W, not found ctacwhfic, l<ut bupponed to mean gathtr. C(,

Zph. ik t. Otlirm rcatl IPin, h\ttH (Diivn) ; WclltMiw n niy,
*
blD, only hcte And m Jcr* I 16: othtn Hrb, wmd fur ickl<

(Ucut xvi, 9, xjciii. 26),
4
Driver, future
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And it shall be on that day
The mountains shall drop sweet wine.

And the hills be liquid with milk,

And all the channels ofjudah/iow with water;

A fountain shall springfront the house ofJehovah,
And shall water the Wady of Shittim.1

Egypt shall be desolation,

And Edom desert-land,

For the outrage done to the children ofjudak,
Because they shed innocent blood in their land,

Judah shall abide peopled for ever,

AndJerusalem for generation upon generation.
And I will declare innocent their blood? which I have

not declared innocent,

By*Jehovah who dwelleth tn Zto*.

1 Not the well-known scene of early Israel's camp across Jordan,
but it must be some dry and desert valluy near Jerusah m (so moa

comm.). Nouack thinks of the Waili cl Sint <n th way to Askalnn
but this did not need watoung and is called the Vale of E!ah

9 Merx applies, this to the Jews of the Mrssi.mic era. LJCJC. read

tKfrrjff** <npJ1 So Syr Cf. 2 Kinjo ix. 7.

Sterner 5/rd// / leavt fhttr 6t<xxf Httpnnislittt ? I veitt ttot IMW t*

unpnntshtd. Nowack de-ems this to be unlikely, and tuRfcrtts* / wfb

*v*ngt thtir blood; I will not bet* **fmni*}i*4 the shcddcrt of It
9 Heb. construction found also in Hose* xii 5,
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CHAPTER XXXI

ISRAEL AND THE GREEKS

APART
from the author of the tenth chapter of

Genesis, who defines Javan or Greece as the

father of Elishah and Tarshish, of Kittim or Cyprus
and Rodanim or Rhodes,

1 the first Hebrew writer

who mentions the Greeks is EzcUiel,* c. 580 B.C. He
describes them as engaged in commerce with the

Phoenicians, who bought slaves from them. Even
while E-sektel wrote in Babylonia, tiie Babylonians
were in touch with the Ionian Greeks through the

Lydians.
1 The latter were overthrown by Cyrus about

545, and by the beginning of the next century the

Persian lords of Israel were in close struggle with the

Greeks for the supremacy of the world, and had vir-

tually been defeated so far as concerned Europe, the

west of Asia Minor, and the sovereignty of the Medi-

terranean and Black Seas. In 460 Athens sent an

expedition to Egypt to assist a revolt against Persia,

and even before that Greek fleets had scoured the

1 Gea. x 3, 4. p\ Javan, !* Xaftir, or low*', the older form of the

name of the Ionian*, the fint of the Greek race with whom Eastern

,roptea came into contact. They are perhapt named on the Tell-

il-Amarna tablet* * "Yivana,* serving "in the country of Tyre"
(ft 1400 .c); and on an invcnption of Sargon (f, 709) Cyprtt* if

ilrd Yftvanu. xxvii, 13.

(Expoaitor* Bible), 108 f.

439
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Levant and Greek soldiers, though in the pay of

Persia, had trodden the soil of Syria. Still Joel,

writing towards 400 B.C., mentions Greece 1
only as

a market to which the Phoenicians carried Jewish

slaves; and in a prophecy which some take to be

contemporary with Joel, Isaiah Ixvi, the coasts of

Greece are among the most distant of Gentile lands.8

In 401 the younger Cyrus brought to the Euphrates
to fight against Artaxerxes Mnemon the ten thousand

Greeks whom, after the battle of Cunaxa, Xenophon
led north to the Black Sea. For nearly seventy years

thereafter Athenian trade slowly spread eastward, but

nothing was yet done by Greece to advertise her to

the peoples of Asia as a claimant for the world's throne.

Then suddenly in 334 Alexander of Macedon crossed

the Hellespont, spent a year in the conquest of Asia

Minor, defeated Darius at Issus in 332, took Damascus,

Tyre and Gaza, overran the Delta and founded Akx-

1
ui. 6 (Eng. ; iv. 6 Heb.).

f The sense of distance between the two peoples was mutual.

Writing in the middle of the fifth century B c., Herodotus has heard

of the Jews only as a people that practise circumcision and were
defeated by Pharaoh Necho at Megiddo (II. 104, 159 ; on the Utter

passage see &tst Gtog, p. 405 n.). He does not even know them by
name. The fragment of Chcerilos of Samoa, from the end of the

fifth century, which Josephus cites (Contrm Apvmtm, I. 32) a* a
reference to the Jews, is probably of a people m Asia Minor* Even
in the last half of the fourth century and before Alexander's cam-

paigns, Aristotle knows of the Dead Sea only by a vague report

(Mtttor., U. iii. 39). His pupil Thtophraitus (d. 287) name* and
describes the Jews (Poiphyr. d* dbsttmuba, II. 36; Euacbiua, Frtptr,

Evang,, IX. 2: cf. Josiphus, C. df>wnn I. 32), and another pupil,
Clearrhus of Soli, records the mention byAmtotlc of a travelled J*w
of Ccclc-SyriA, but "Greek in soul as in tongue," whom the great

philiiupher had met, and learned from him that the Jew* wer
descended from the philosophers of India (quoted by
C. Apiw^ L aa>
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andria. In 331 he marched back over Syria, crossed

the Euphrates, overthrew the Persian Empire on the

field of Arbela, and for the next seven years till his

death in 324 extended his conquests to the Oxus and

the Indus. The story, that on his second passage
of Syria Alexander visited Jerusalem,

1
is probably

false. But he must have encamped repeatedly within

forty miles of it, and he visited Samaria. 1
It is im-

possible that he received no embassy from a people
who had not known political independence for centuries

and must have been only too ready to come to terms

with the new lord of the world. Alexander left behind

him colonies of his veterans, both to the east and

west of the Jordan, and in his wake there poured into

all the cities of the Syrian seaboard a considerable

volume of Greek immigration.* It is from this time

onward that we find in Greek writers the earliest

mention of the Jews by name. Theophrastus and

Clearchus of Soli, disciples of Aristotle, both speak
of them ;

but while the former gives evidence of some

knowledge of their habits, the latter reports that in

the perspective of his great master they had been so

distant and vague as to be confounded with the

Brahmins of India, a confusion which long survived

among the Greeks.4

Alexander's death delivered his empire to the

ambitions of his generals, of whom four contested for

the mastery of Asia and Egypt Antigonus, Ptolemy,

Lysimachus and Seleucus, Of these Ptolemy and

Scleucus emerged victorious, the one in possession of

Egypt, the other of Northern Syria and the rest of

Jot, XI. Anit. iv. j. Hi*t. <?>,, pp. 593 f.

* Hut* <7|f,t p. 547,
4 Sec above, p. 440, a, ft.
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Asia. Palestine lay between them, and both in the

wars which led to the establishment of the two

kingdoms and in those which for centuries followed,

Palestine became the battle-field of the Greeks.

Ptolemy gained Egypt within two years of Alex-

ander's death, and from its definite and strongly en-

trenched territory he had by 320 conquered Syria and

Cyprus. In 315 or 314 Syria was taken from him by

Antigonus, who also expelled Seleucus from Babylon
Seleucus fled to Egypt and stirred up Ptolemy to

the'reconquest of Syria. In 312 Ptolemy defeated

Demetrius, the general of Antigonus, at Gaza, but the

next year was driven back into Egypt by Antigonus
himself. Meanwhile Seleucus regained Babylon.

1 In

311 the three made peace with each other, but

Antigonus retained Syria. In 306 they assumed the

title of kings, and in the same year renewed their

quarrel. After a naval battle Antigonus wrested Cyprus
from Ptolemy, but in 301 he was defeated and slain

by Seleucus and Lysimachus at the battle of Ipsus in

Phrygia. His son Demetrius retained Cyprus and

part of the Phoenician coast till 287, when he was
forced to yield them to Seleucus, who had moved the

centre of his power from Babylon to the new Antioch

jn the Orontes, with a seaport at Seleucia. Meanwhile

in 301 Ptolemy had regained what the Greeks then

'tnew as Coele-Syria, that is all Syria to the south of

Lebanon except the Phoenician coast1 Damascus

belonged to Seleucus. But Ptolemy was not allowed

to retain Palestine in peace, for in 297 Demetrius

appears to have invaded
it,

and Seleucus, especially

1 Hence the Seleucid era dates from 312.
1 Hist Gqg t 538
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after his marriage with Stratonike, the daughter of

Demetrius, never wholly resigned his claims to it 1

Ptolemy, however, established a hold upon the land,

which continued practically unbroken for a century,

and yet during all that time had to be maintained by

frequent wars, in the course of which the land itself

must have severely suffered (264 248).

Therefore, as in the days of their earliest prophets,

the people of Israel once more lay between two rival

empires. And as Hosea and Isaiah pictured them in

the eighth century, the possible prey either of Egypt
or Assyria, so now in these last years of the fourth

they were tossed between Ptolemy and Antigonus,
and in the opening years of the third were equally

wooed by Ptolemy and Seleucus. Upon this new
alternative of tyranny the Jews appear to have bestowed

the actual names of their old oppressors. Ptolemy was

Egypt to them; Seleucus, with one of his capitals

at Babylon, was still Assyria, from which came in

time the abbreviated Greek form of Syria.* But,

unlike the ancient empires, these new rival lords

were of one race. Whether the tyranny came from

Asia or Africa, its quality was Greek
;
and in the

sons of Javan the Jews saw the successors of those

world-powers of Egypt, Assyria and Babylonia, in

1 Cfc Ewald, Hist. (Eng. Ed.)f
V. 2261

* Asshur or Assyria fell in 607 (as we have seen), but her name
was transferred to her successor Babylon (2 Kings zxiii. 29;

Jen ii. 18; T.am. v. 6)y and even to Babylon's successor Persia

(Ezra vi. 22). When Seleucus secured what was virtually the old

Assyrian Empire with large extensions to Phrygia on the west and
the Punjaub on the east, the name would naturally be continued to his

dominion, especially as his first capital was Babylon, from his capture
ot which in 312 the Seleucid era took its start. There is actual

record of this. Brugsch (Gcsch* A*g,> p. 2 18) states that in the
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which had been concentrated against themselves the

whole force of the heathen world. Our records of

the times are fragmentary, but though Alexander

spared the Jews it appears that they had not long

to wait before feeling the force of Greek arms.

Josephus quotes
1 from Agatharchides of Cnidos

(180145 B.C.) to the effect that Ptolemy I. surprised

Jerusalem on a Sabbath day and easily took it; and

he adds that at the same time he took a great many
captives from the hill-country of Judaea, from Jerusalem

and from Samaria, and led them into Egypt. Whether

this was in 320 or 312 or 301* we cannot tell It

is possible that the Jews suffered in each of these

Egyptian invasions of Syria, as well as during the

southward marches of Demetrius and Antigonus. The
later policy, both of the Ptolemies, who were their

lords, and of the Seleucids, was for a long time ex-

ceedingly friendly to Israel Their sufferings from

the Greeks were therefore probably over by 280,

although they cannot have remained unscathed by
the wars between 264 and 248.

The Greek invasion, however, was not like the

Assyrian and Babylonian, of arms alone
; but of a

force of intellect and culture far surpassing even the

influences which the Persians had impressed upon the

hieroglyphic inscriptions of the Ptolemaean period the kingdom of

the Seleucids is called Asharu (cf. Stade, Z A,T.W. t 1882, p. 292,
and Chcyne, Book of Psalms, p. 253, and Introd to Book of Jsateth

p 107, n.3). As the Seleucid kingdom shrank to this side of the

Euphrates, it drew the name Assyria with it But in Greek months
this had long ago (cf. Herod.) been shortened to Syria : Herodotus
also appears to have applied it only to the west of the Euphrates
Cf.fftst. Geog., pp. 3f.

1 XII. Antt. i. : cf. Con Apion , I, 22,
* See above, p. 442. Eusobws, Cfaon Arm , II 225, assigns it to 320
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religion and mental attitude of Israel. The ancient

empires had transplanted the nations of Palestine to

Assyria and Babylonia. The Greeks did not need

to remove them to Greece
; for they brought Greece

to Palestine. " The Orient/' says Wellhausen,
" became

their America." They poured into Syria, infecting,

exploiting, assimilating its peoples. With dismay the

Jews must have seen themselves surrounded by new
Greek colonies, and still more by the old Palestinian cities

Hellenised in polity and religion. The Greek translator

of Isaiah ix. 12 renders Philistines by Hellenes. Israel

were compassed and penetrated by influences as subtle

as the atmosphere : not as of old uprooted from their

fatherland, but with their fatherland itself infected and

altered beyond all powers of resistance. The .full

alarm of this, however, was not felt for many years
to come. It was at first the policy both of the

Seleucids and the Ptolemies to flatter and foster the

Jews. They encouraged them to feel that their religion

had its own place beside the forces of Greece, and was

worth interpreting to the world. Seleucus I. gave to

Jews the rights of citizenship in Asia Minor and

Northern Syria ; and Ptolemy I. atoned for his previous

violence by granting them the same in Alexandria

In the matter of the consequent tribute Seleucus

respected their religious scruples; and it was under

Ptolemy Philadelphus (283 247), if not at his in-

stigation, that the Law was first translated into Greek.

To prophecy, before it finally expired, there was

granted the opportunity to assert itself, upon at least

the threshold of this new era of Israel's history.

We have from the first half-century of the era

perhaps three or four, but certainly two, prophetic
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pieces. By many critics Isaiah xxiv. xxvii. are

assigned to the years immediately following Alexander's

campaigns. Others assign Isaiah xix. 16-25 to the last

years of Ptolemy I.
1 And of our Book of the Twelve

Prophets, the chapters attached to the genuine pro-

phecies of Zechariah, or chaps, ix. xiv. of his book,

most probably fall to be dated from the contests of

Syria and Egypt for the possession of Palestine;

while somewhere about 300 is the most likely date

for the Book of Jonah.
In " Zech." ix. xiv. we see prophecy perhaps at

its lowest ebb. The clash with the new foes produces
a really terrible thirst for the blood of the heathen :

there are schisms and intrigues within Israel which
in our ignorance of her history during this thne it is

not possible for us to follow: the brighter gleams,
which contrast so forcibly with the rest, may be more
ancient oracles that the writer has incorporated with

bis own stern and dark Apocalypse.
In the Book of Jonah, on the other hand, we find

a spirit and a style in which prophecy may not

unjustly be said to have given its highest utterance.

And this alone suffices, in our uncertainty as to the

exact date of the book, to take it last of all our
Twelve. For "in this book," as Cornill has finely

said,
" the prophecy of Israel quits the scene of battle

as victor, and as victor in its severest struggle that

against self."

1
Chfync, Intrcxt. to Book offsautht p 105.



"ZECHAR1AH"

(1X-X1V)



Lo, thy Ktng comttk to fat, mtdtcatid and vutonau, wok and

ndtngonan ass, and OH a colt, thefoal ofan ass.

Up, Sword, against My Shtphtrd! . . Smto tfu Skephtrd, thattht

shtep may be scattered*

And IwtUpour upon tfu House of Davtd and upon all the inhabitants

ofjirusabtn tfu spmt ofgract jndof supplication, and ttiey shall took

to Him whom they Stave pierud , andthty stall lanitntfor HIM, as with

lamtntattonforan only son, attd bittorly gruvt far Hutt, as wth gntj

for afirst born.



CHAPTER XXXII

CHAPTERS IX. XIV. OF "ZECHARIAH

WE saw that the first eight chapters of the Book
of Zechariah were, with the exception of a

few verses, from the prophet himself. No one has
ever doubted this. No one could doubt it : they are

obviously from the years of the building of the Temple,
520 516 B.C. They hang together with a consistency
exhibited by few other groups of chapters in the Old
Testament

But when we pass into chap. ix. we find ourselves

in circumstances and an atmosphere altogether different.

Israel is upon a new situation of history, and the words
addressed to her breathe another spirit. There is not

the faintest allusion to the building of the Temple
the subject from which all the first eight chapters

depend. There is not a single certain reflection of

the Persian period, under the shadow of which the

first eight chapters were all evidently written. We
have names of heathen powers mentioned, which not

only do not occur in the first eight chapters, but of

which it is not possible to think that they had any
interest whatever for Israel between 520 and 516:
Damascus, Hadrach, Hamath, Assyria, Egypt and

Greece. The peace, and the love of peace, in which

Zechariah wrote, has disappeared.
1

Nearly everything
1
Except in the passage rx. 10-12, which seems strangely out of

place in the rest of ix xiv.

VOL* II. 449 29
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breathes of war actual or imminent The heathen art

spoken of with a ferocity which finds few parallels

in the Old Testament. There is a revelling in their

blood, of which the student of the authentic prophecies

of Zechariah will at once perceive that gentle lover of

peace could not have been capable. And one passage

figures the imminence of a thorough judgment upon

Jerusalem, very different from Zechariah's outlook

upon his people's future from the eve of the completion

of the Temple. It is not surprising, therefore, that

one of the earliest efforts of Old Testament criticism

should have been to prove another author than Zech-

ariah for chaps, ix. xiv. of the book called by his name.

The very first attempt of this kind was made so

far back as 1632 by the Cambridge theologian Joseph

Mede,
1 who was moved thereto by the desire to

vindicate the correctness of St. Matthew's ascription
*

of "Zech." xi. 13 to the prophet Jeremiah. Mede's

effort was developed by other English exegetes.

Hammond assigned chaps, x xii., Bishop Kidder 8

and William Whiston, the translator ofJosephus, chaps.
ix. xiv., to Jeremiah. Archbishop Newcome * divided

them, and sought to prove that while chaps, ix. xL
must have been written before 721, or a century earlier

than Jeremiah, because of the heathen powers they

name, and the divisions between Judah and Israel,

chaps. xiL xiv. reflect the imminence of the Fall of

Jerusalem. In 1784 Flilgge* offered independent proof

J

Works, 4th ed. 1677, PP- 7$6 ffi (1632), 834. Mede died 1638.
* Matt, aucvii 9
' Demonstration of the Aftsstas, 1700
4 An Attempt towards an Improved Version of tht Twelve Minor

Prophets, 1785 (not seen). See also Wnght on Archbishop Seeker.
* Die Weissagungen, weMie oei den Sihnfien des Propk Softer?*

> koersetet, etc., Hamburg (not seen).
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that chaps, ix. xiv. were by Jeremiah ;
and in 1814

Bertholdt l
suggested that chaps, ix. xi. might be by

Zechariah the contemporary of Isaiah,* and on that

account attached to the prophecies of his younger
namesake. These opinions gave the trend to the

main volume of criticism, which, till fifteen years ago,

deemed " Zech." ix. xiv. to be pre-exilic. So Hitzig,

who at first took the whole to be from one hand, but

afterwards placed xii. xiv. by a different author under

Manasseh. So Ewald, Bleek, Kuenen (at first), Samuel

Davidson, Schrader, Duhm (in 1875), and more recently

Kdnig and Orelli, who assign chaps, ix. xi. to the

reign of Ahaz, but xii. xiv. to the eve of the Fall of

Jerusalem, or even a little later.

Some critics, however, remained unmoved by the

evidence offered for a pre-exilic date. They pointed
out in particular that the geographical references were

equally suitable to the centuries after the Exile.

Damascus, Hadrach and Hamath/ though politically

obsolete by 720, entered history again with the cam-

paigns of Alexander the Great in 332 331, and the

establishment of the Seleucid kingdom in Northern

Syria.
4

Egypt and Assyria
6 were names used after

the Exile for the kingdom of the Ptolemies, and for

those powers which still threatened Israel from the

north, or Assyrian quarter. Judah and Joseph or

Ephraim" were names still used after the Exile to

express the whole of God's Isiael; and in chaps.

ix, xiv. they are presented, not divided as before 721,

but united. None of the chapters give a hint of any

king in Jerusalem ;
and all of them, while representing

1
Einlatung in A. . N. T. (not seen).

< See above, Chap XXXL
*

Isa, viiL 2. See above, p. 265.
' x. 10,

*
ix* i,

'
ix. 10, 13, etc.
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the great Exile of Judah as already begun, show a

certain dependence in style and even in language upon

Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Isaiah xl. Ixvi. Moreover the

language is post-exilic, sprinkled with Aramaisms and

with other words and phrases used only, or mainly,

by Hebrew writers from Jeremiah onwards.

But though many critics judged these grounds to be

sufficient to prove the post-exilic origin of " Zech."

ix. xiv., they differed as to the author and exact date

of these chapters. Conservatives like Hengstenberg,
l

Delitzsch, Keil, Kchler and Pusey used the evidence

to prove the authorship of Zechariah himself after 516,

and interpreted the references to the Greek period as

pure prediction. Pusey says
8 that chaps, ix. xi.

extend from the completion of the Temple and its

deliverance during the invasion of Alexander, and

from the victories of the Maccabees, to the rejection of

the true shepherd and the curse upon the false ; and

chaps, xi. xii.
" from a future repentance for the death

of Christ to the final conversion of the Jews and

Gentiles." f

But on the same grounds Eichhorn saw in the

chapters not a prediction but a reflection of the Greek

period. He assigned chaps, ix. and x. to an author in

the time of Alexander the Great ; xi. xiii. 6 he placed
a little later, and brought down xiii. 7 xiv. to the

Maccabean period Bottcher 6
placed the whole in

the wars of Ptolemy and Seleucus after Alexander's

death ; and Vatke, who had at first selected a date in

the reign of Artaxe^xes Longhand, 464 425, finally

decided for the Maccabean period,

1 Dan. u. Sacharja, Eml in the beginning of the century.
*
Page 503. JNeut E\eg. Ant. Atkrntltst M. A. 7% 1864

1 See Addenda, p. 462.
' Eml, 1882, p. 709.
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In recent times the most thorough examination of

the chapters has been that by Stade,
1 and the con-

clusion he comes to is that chaps, ix. xiv. are all from

one author, who must have written during the early

wars between the Ptolemies and Seleucids about 280

B.C., but employed, especially in chaps, ix., x., an

earlier prophecy. A criticism and modification of

Stade's theory is given by Kuenen. He allows that

the present form of chaps, ix. xiv. must be of post-

exilic origin : this is obvious from the mention of the

Greeks as a world-power; the description of a siege

of Jerusalem by all the heathen
;
the way in which

(chaps, ix. II
f., but especially x. 6-9) the captivity is

presupposed, if not of all Israel, yet of Ephraim ; the

fact that the House of David are not represented

as governing; and the thoroughly priestly character

of all the chapters. But Kuenen holds that an ancient

prophecy of the eighth century underlies chaps, ix. xi.,

xiii. 7-9, in which several actual phrases of it survive ;

f

and that in their present form xii. xiv. are older

than ix. xi., and probably by a contemporary of Joel,

about 400 B.C.

In the main Cheyne,
1

Coraill,
4 Wildeboer* and

Staerk 6 adhere to Stade's conclusions. Cheyne proves
the unity of the six chapters and their date before the

Maccabean period. Staerk brings down xi. 4-17 and

1 ZJl.T W. f 1881, 1882. See further proof of the late character

oflanguage and style, and of the unity, by Eckardt, Z*A.T.W. 9 1893,

pp. 76 ff.

1
81, n. 3, 10. See p. 457, end of note a.

*
Jtwtsk Quart. Rtvttw, 1889.

A. T. Lit*.

*
U*ttrsuchu*g fibtr d* Kotnposttton u, Abfassungseit wm Zack.

9-14, etc. Halle, 1891 (not seen).
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xiii. 7-9 to 171 B.C. Wellhausen argues for the unity,

and assigns it to the Maccabean times. Driver judges

ix. xi., with its natural continuation xiii. 7-9, as not

earlier than 333 ; and the rest of xii. xiv. as certainly

post-exilic, and probably from 432300. Rubinkatn 1

places ix. i-io in Alexander's time, the rest in that of

the Maccabees, but Zeydner
1

all of it to the latter.

Kirkpatrick,
8 after showing the post-exilic character of

all the chapters, favours assigning ix. xi. to a different

author from xii. xiv. Asserting that to the question of

the exact date it is impossible to give a definite answer,

he thinks that the whole may be with considerable

probability assigned to the first sixty or seventy years
of the Exile, and is therefore in its proper place

between Zechariah and " Malachi." The reference to

the sons of Javan he takes to be a gloss, probably
added in Maccabean times.

4

It will be seen from this catalogue of conclusions

that the prevailing trend of recent criticism has been to

assign
" Zech.

ff
ix. xiv. to post-exilic times, and to a

different author from chaps, i. viii.; and that while

a few critics maintain a date soon after the Return, the

bulk are divided between the years following Alexander's

campaigns and the time of the Maccabean struggles.
6

There are, in fact, in recent years only two attempts
to support the conservative position of Pusey and

Hengstenberg that the whole book is a genuine work
of Zechanah the son of Iddo, One of these is by
C. H. H. Wright in his Bampton Lectures. The

1 l8oa : quoted by Wildeboer. 1893 : quoted by Wildebocr.
* Doctrine of the Prophets, 438 ft, in which the English reader wiE

find a singularly lucid and fair treatment of the question. See, too,

Wngfat
1

Page 472, Note A, * Kaiitzsch- the Greek period
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other is by George L. Robinson, now Professor

at Toronto, in a reprint (1896) from the American

Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures, which

offers a valuable history of the discussion of the whole

question from the days of Mede, with a careful argument
of all the evidence on both sides. The very original

conclusion is reached that the chapters reflect the

history of the years 518516 B.C.

In discussing the question, for which our treatment

of other prophets has left us too little space, we need

not open that part of it which lies between a pre-
exilic and a post-exilic date. Recent criticism of all

schools and at both extremes has tended to establish

the latter upon reasons which we have already

stated,
1 and for further details of which the student

may be referred to Stade's and Eckardt's investiga-

tions in the Zeitschriftfur A. T. Wissenschaft and to

Kirkpatnck's impartial summary. There remain the

questions of the unity of chaps, ix. xiv. ; their exact

date or dates after the Exile, and as a consequence
of this their relation to the authentic prophecies of

Zechariah in chaps, i. viii.

On the question of unity we take first chaps, ix. xi.,

to which must be added (as by most critics since

Ewald) xhi. 7-9, which has got out of its place as the

natural continuation and conclusion of chap. xi.

Chap. ix. 1-8 predicts the overthrow of heathen

neighbours of Israel, their possession by Jehovah
and His safeguard of Jerusalem. Vv. 9-12 follow

with a prediction of the Messianic King as the Prince

of Peace ; but then come vv. 13-17, with no mention of

the King, but Jehovah appears alone as the hero of

1

Above, pp. 451 f.
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His people against the Greeks, and there is indeed

sufficiency of war and blood. Chap. x. makes a new

start: the people are warned to seek their blessings

from Jehovah, and not from Teraphim and diviners,

whom their false shepherds follow. Jehovah, visiting

His flock, shall punish these, give proper rulers, make

the people strong and gather in their exiles to fill

Gilead and Lebanon. Chap. xi. opens with a burst

of war on Lebanon and Bashan and the overthrow

of the heathen (w. 1-3), and follows with an allegory,

in which the prophet first takes charge from Jehovah
of the people as their shepherd, but is contemptuously
treated by them (4-14), and then taking the guise

of an evil shepherd represents what they must suffer

from their next ruler (15-17). This tyrant, however,
shall receive punishment, two-thirds of the nation shall

be scattered, but the rest, further purified, shall be

God's own people (xiii. 7-9).

In the course of this prophesying there is no conclu-

sive proof of a double authorship. The only passage
which offers strong evidence for this is chap. ix.

The verses predicting the peaceful coming of Messiah

(9-12) do not accord in spirit with those which follow

predicting the appearance of Jehovah with war and

great shedding of blood. Nor is the difference

altogether explained, as Stade thinks, by the similar

order of events in chap. x.
;
where Judah and Joseph

are first represented as saved and brought back in

ver. 6, and then we have the process of their redemp-
tion and return described in vv. 7ff. Why did the

same writer give statements of such very different

temper as chap. ix. 9-12 and 13-17? Or, if these

be from different hands, why were they ever put

together ? Otherwise there is no reason for breaking
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up chaps, ix. xi., xiiL 7-9. Rubinkam, who separates
ix. i-io by a hundred and fifty years from the rest

;

Bleek, who divides ix. from x.; and Staerk, who

separates ix. xi. 3 from the rest, have been answered

by Robinson and others.1 On the ground of language,

grammar and syntax, Eckardt has fully proved that

ix. xi. are from the same author of a late date, who,

however, may have occasionally followed earlier models

and even introduced their very phrases.
8

More supporters have been found for a division of

authorship between chaps, ix. xi., xiii. 7-9, and chaps,

xii. xiv. (less xiii. 7-9). Chap. xn. opens with a title

of its own. A strange element is introduced into the

historical relation. Jerusalem is assaulted not by the

heathen only, but by Judah, who, however, turns on

finding that Jehovah fights for Jerusalem, and is saved

by Jehovah before Jerusalem in order that the latter

may not boast over it (xii. 1-9). A spirit of grace and

supplication is poured upon the guilty city, a fountain

opened for uncleanness, idols abolished, and the

prophets, who are put on a level with them, abolished

too, where they do not disown their profession (xii. 10

xiii. 6). Another assault of the heathen on Jerusalem
is described, half of the people being taken captive.

Jehovah appears, and by a great earthquake saves the

rest. The land is transformed. And then the prophet

goes back to the defeat of the heathen assault on the

city, in which Judah is again described as taking part ;

and the surviving heathen are converted, or, if they
refuse to be, punished by the withholding of rain.

1
Robinson, pp. 76 if.

*
Z~A.T.W., 1893, 76 ff. See also the summaries of linguistic

evidence given by Robinson. Kuenen finds in ix XL the following

pre-exilic elements . ix. 1-5, 8-10, 13*1 (?) ; x, i f
,
10 f. ; xi. 4-14 or 17.
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Jerusalem is holy to the Lord (xiv.). In all this there ia

more that differs from chaps, ix. xi., xiii. 7-9, than the

strange opposition of Judah and Jerusalem. Ephraim,
or Joseph, is not mentioned, nor any return of exiles,

nor punishment of the shepherds, nor coming of the

Messiah,
1 the latter*s place being taken by Jehovah.

But in answer to this we may remember that the

Messiah, after being descried in jx. 9-12, is immedi-

ately lost behind the warlike comug of Jehovah. Both

sections speak of idolatry, and of the heathen, their

punishment and conversion, and do so in the same

apocalyptic style. Nor does the language of the two

differ in any decisive fashion. On the contrary, as

Eckardt 1 and Kuiper have shown, the language is

on the whole an argument for unity of authorship.
8

There is, then, nothing conclusive against the position,

which Stade so clearly laid down and strongly fortified,

that chaps, ix. xiv. are from the same hand, although,
as he admits, this cannot be proved with absolute

certainty. So also Cheyne :
" With perhaps one or two

exceptions, chaps, ix. xi. and xii. xiv. are so closely

welded together that even analysis is impossible."
*

The next questions we have to decide are whether

chaps, ix. xiv. offer any evidence of being by Zechariah,
the author of chaps. L vin., and if not to what other

post-exilic date they may be assigned.

It must be admitted that in language and in style

the two parts of the Book of Zechariah have features

in common. But that these have been exaggerated by
defenders of the unity there can be no doubt We

1 Kuenen.
* Ste above, p. 453, n. i.

* See also Robinson.
4

Jewish Quarterly Tfarirw, 1889, p. 8|,
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cannot infer anything from the fact
1
that both parts

contain specimens of clumsy diction, of the repetition

of the same word, of phrases (not the same phrases)
unused by other writers;

8 or that each is lavish in

vocatives; or that each is variable in his spelling

Resemblances of that kind they share with other books :

some of them are due to the fact that both sections are

post-exilic. On the other hand, as Eckardt has clearly

shown, there exists a still greater number of differ-

ences between the two sections, both in language and

in style.
8 Not only do characteristic words occur in

each which are not found in the other, not only do

chaps, ix. xiv. contain many more Aramaisms than

chaps, i. viii., and therefore symptoms of a later date ;

but both parts use the same words with more or less

different meanings, and apply different terms to the

same objects. There are also differences of grammar,
of favourite formulas, and of other features of the

phraseology, which, if there be any need, complete
the proof of a distinction of dialect so great as to

require to account for it distinction of authorship.

The same impression is sustained by the contrast of

the historical circumstances reflected in each of the two

sections. Zech. i. viii. were written during the build-

ing of the Temple. There is no echo of the latter in

"Zech." ix. xiv. Zech. i. viii. picture the whole earth

as at peace, which was true at least of all Syria : they

portend no danger to Jerusalem from the heathen, but

describe her peace and fruitful expansion in terms

most suitable to the circumstances imposed "-n her

1 As Robinson, *.gn does.
*

.g. holy land, ii. 1 6, and Mount o/O/stv* xiv. 4.
1
Op. /., 103-109 : cf. J'nvei, /fro</.

fl

, 354
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by the solid and clement policy of the earlier Persian

kings. This is ail changed in
" Zech." ix. xiv. The

nations are restless ; a siege of Jerusalem is imminent,

and her salvation is to be assured only by much war

and a terrible shedding of blood. We know exactly

how Israel fared and felt in the early sections of the

Persian period : her interests in the politics of the

world, her feelings towards her governors and her

whole attitude to the heathen were not at that time

those which are reflected in "Zech." ix. xiv.

Nor is there any such resemblance between the

religious principles of the two sections of the Book of

Zechariah as could prove identity of origin. That

both are spiritual, or that they have a similar ex-

pectation of the ultimate position of Israel in the

history of the world, proves only that both were late

offshoots from the same religious development, and

worked upon the same ancient models. Within these

outlines, there are not a few divergences. Zech. i. viii.

were written before Ezra and Nehemiah had imposed
the Levitical legislation upon Israel ; but Eckardt has

shown the dependence on the latter of " Zech." ix. xiv.

We may, therefore, adhere to Canon Driver's asser-

tion, that Zechariah in chaps. L viii.
" uses a different

phraseology, evinces different interests and moves in

a different circle of ideas from those which prevail in

chaps, ix. xiv." 1 Criticism has indeed been justified

in separating, by the vast and growing majority of its

opinions, the two sections from each other. This was
one of the earliest results which modern criticism

achieved, and the latest researches have but established

it on a firmer basis.

1

fntro<t',p. 354.
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If, then, chaps, ix. xiv. be not Zechariah's, to what

date may we assign them ? We have already seen that

they bear evidence of being upon the whole later than

Zechariah, though they appear to contain fragments
from an earlier period. Perhaps this is all we can

with certainty affirm. Yet something more definite is

at least probable. The mention of the Greeks, not

as Joel mentions them about 400, the most distant

nation to which Jewish slaves could be carried, but as

the chief of the heathen powers, and a foe with whom
the Jews are in touch and must soon cross swords,

1

appears to imply that the Syrian campaign of Alexander

is happening or has happened, or even that the Greek

kingdoms of Syria and Egypt are already contending
for the possession of Palestine. With this agrees the

mention of Damascus, Hadrach and Hamath, the

localities where the Seleucids had their chief seats.2 In

that case Asshur would signify the Seleucids and Egypt
the Ptolemies :

*
it is these, and not Greece itself, from

whom the Jewish exiles have still to be redeemed. All

this makes probable the date which Stade has proposed
for the chapters, between 300 and 280 B c. To bring

them further down, to the time of the Maccabees, as

some have tried to do, would not be impossible so i ur

as the historical allusions are concerned ; but had they

been of so late a date as that, viz. 170 or 160, we may
assert that they could not have found a place in the

prophetic canon, which was closed by 200, but must

have fallen along with Daniel into the Hagiographa.
The appearance of these prophecies at the close of

the Book of Zcchanah has been explained, not quite

satisfactorily, as follows. With the Book of " Malachi
"

1 ix. 13.
*

ix. If. x. II. See above, p. 45*
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they formed originally three anonymous pieces,
1 which

because of their anonymity were set at the end of the

Book of the Twelve. The first of them begins with

the very peculiar construction "Massa* DSbar Jehovah,"
oracle of the word ofJehovah, which, though partly be-

longing to the text, the editor read as a title, and attached

as a title to each of the others. It occurs nowhere else.

The Book of " Malachi " was too distinct in character

to be attached to another book, and soon came to

have the supposed name of its author added to its

title.* But the other two pieces fell, like all anonymous
works, to the nearest wnting with an author's name.

Perhaps the attachment was hastened by the desire to

make the round number of Twelve Prophets.

1 See above, pp. 331 &, for proof of the original anonymity of the

BookofMalachi."

Above, p. 331.

ADDENDA.

Whiston's work (p 450) is An Essay towards restoring the True Texi

of the O. T. and for vindicating the Citations wade thence in the N T,
1722, pp 93 ff (not seen) Besides those mentioned on p. 452 (see n. 3)
as supporting the unity of Zechanah there ought to be named
De Wette, Umbreit, von Hoffmann, Ebrard, etc Kuiper's work
(p. 458) is Zachana 9-14, Utrecht, 1894 (not seen). Nowack's con-
clusions are ix XL 3 date from the Greek period (we cannot date
them more exactly, unless fat 8 refers to Ptolemy's capture ofJerusalem
in 320); xi., xin. 7-9, are post-exilic; xii. xiu. 6 long after Exile;
xiv long after Exile, later *h"? Malachi.

9



CHAPTER XXXIII

THE CONTENTS OF ZECHAKIAH*

FROM
the number of conflicting opinions which

prevail upon the subject, we have seen how
impossible it is to decide upon a scheme of division

for "Zech." ix. xiv. These chapters consist of a

number of separate oracles, which their language and

general conceptions lead us on the whole to believe

were put together by one hand, and which, with the

possible exception of some older fragments, reflect the

troubled times in Palestine that followed on the invasion

of Alexander the Great. But though the most of them
are probably due to one date and possibly come from
the same author, these oracles do not always exhibit

a connection, and indeed sometimes show no relevance

to each other. It will therefore be simplest to take

them piece by piece, and, before giving the translation

of each, to explain the difficulties in it and indicate the

ruling ideas.

t. THE COMING OF THE GREEKS (ix. 1-8).

This passage runs exactly in the style of the early

prophets. It figures the progress of war from the

north of Syria southwards by the valley of the Orontes

to Damascus, and then along the coasts of Phoenicia

and the Philistines. All these shall be devastated,
but Jehovah will camp about His own House and

463
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it shall be inviolate. This is exactly how Amos or

Isaiah might have pictured an Assyrian campaign, or

Zephaniah a Scythian. It is not surprising, therefore,

that even some of those who take the bulk of

"Zech." ix xiv. as post-exilic should regard ix. 1-5

as earlier even than Amos, with post-exilic additions

only in w. 6-8.
1 This is possible. Vv. 6-8 are

certainly post-exilic, because of their mention of the

half-breeds, and their intimation that Jehovah will

take unclean food out of the mouth of the heathen ;

but the allusions in w. 1

1-5 suit an early date. They

equally suit, however, a date in the Greek period. The

progress of war from the Orontes valley by Damascus

and thence down the coast of Palestine follows the line

of Alexander's campaign in 332, which must also have

been the line of Demetrius in 315 and of Antigonus in

311. The evidence of language is mostly in favour

of a late date.
8

If Ptolemy I. took Jerusalem in 320,*

then the promise, no assailant shall return (ver. 8), is

probably later than that.

In face then of Alexander's invasion of Palestine,

or of anotht r campaign on the same line, this oracle

repeats the ancient confidence of Isaiah. God rules:

His providence is awake alike for the heathen and

for Israel. Jehovah hath an eye for mankind^ and all

live tribes of Israel? The heathen shall be destroyed,
but Jerusalem rest secure; and the remnant of the

heathen be converted, according to the Levitical notion,

by having unclean foods taken out of their mouths.

1 So Staerk, who thinks Amos I. made use of w 1-5.
4

ix. i, DIN, mankind, in contrast to the tribes of Israel ;

gold; 5, 363" as passive, c xu. 6; train, Hi. of tfU, in passive
sense only after Jeremnh (cf. above, p 412, on Joel), in a Sam
xix. 6 Hosea u 7, it is active. * See p 442.

'
uc. i
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Oracle.

The Word ofJehovah is on the land of Hadrach, and

Damascus is ts goal
1

forJehovah hath an eye upon the

heathen* and all the tnbes of Israel and on 8
Hamath,

which borders upon tt, Tyre and Stdon, for they were

very wise.
1 And Tyre built her a fortress, and heaped

up silver like dust, and gold like the dirt of the streets.

Lo, the Lord will dispossess her, and strike her rampart
6

into the sea, and she shall be consumed in fire. Ashklon

shall see and shall fear, and Gaza writhe in anguish,

and Ekron, for her confidence
6 ts abashed, and the king

shall perish from Gaza and Ashklon lie uninhabited.

Half-breeds
r shall dwell in Ashdod, and I will cut down

the pnde of the Philistines. And I will take their blood

from their mouth and their abominations from between

their teeth* and even they shall be left for our God, and

shall become like a clan in Judah, and Ekron shall be

as the Jebusite. And I shall encamp for a guard* to

My House, so that none pass by or return, and no

1 Heb resting-place cf Zech vi. 8, bring Mine anger to rtst. This

meets the objection of Bredenkamp and others, that iinUD is other-

wise used of Jehovah alone, in consequence of which they refer the

suffix to Him.
2 The expression hath an eye is so unusual that Klostermann, Theo

Lift* Zeit, 1879, 566 (quoted by Nowack), proposes to read for |ty

>1JJ, Jehovah's art the cities of the heathen. For D1K, mankind, as

heathen cf. Jer. xxxh 20. ' Cf. Nahum ni. 8 ; Isa. xxvi. i

So LXX. : Heb. also.
* Read nPIEnD.

4 So LXX Heb. has verb in sing.
f Deut xxm/3 (Heb ,

2 Eng.).
1 The prepositions refer to the half-breeds Ezekiel uses the term

to eat upon the bloody i.e. meat eaten without being ntually slain and

consecrated, for illegal sacrifices (xxxiu 35 cf. I Sam. xiv. 32 ;

Lev. xix. 26, xvii. 11-14).
f

H^>
%D for 5y")D ;

but to be amended to fU^D, x Sam. xiv. I2t

a military post. Ewald reads rOVD, rampart. LXX.

VOL. II. 3O
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assailant again pass upon them, for now do I regard it

with Mine eyes.

2. THE PRINCE OF PEACE (ix. 9-12).

This beautiful picture, applied by the Evangelist with

such fitness to our Lord upon His entry to Jerusalem,

must also be of post-exilic date. It contrasts with the

warlike portraits of the Messiah drawn in pre-exilic

times, for it clothes Him with humility and with peace.

The coming King of Israel has the attributes already

imputed to the Servant of Jehovah by the prophet of

the Babylonian captivity. The next verses also imply
the Exile as already a fact. On the whole, tco, the

language is of a late rather than of an early date.
1

Nothing in the passage betrays the exact point of

its origin after the Exile.

The epithets applied to the Messiah are of very great

interest He does not bring victory or salvation, but

is the passive recipient of it
2 This determines the

meaning of the preceding adjective, righteous, which

has not the moral sense of jus/ice, but rather that of

vindication, in vi hich righteousness and righteous are so

fiequently used in Isa. xl. lv.
s He is lowly, like the

Servant of Jehovah ; and comes riding not the horst
t

an animal for war, because the next verse says th;i

horses and chariots are to be removed from Israel,'

1
ix. 10^ C'D, cf, Dan. xi. 4; p *DDK only in late wntu p-

(unless Dout. xxxni. 17 be early) see Eckardt, p So, 12, jniO i-

&ira Xeyl/MW, the last clause of 12 is based on Isa. Ixi. 7. It ui '

interpretation of p**T and y'0 be right, they are also symptoms of

a late date.
1

Jft^tt (ver. 9) : the passive participle.
1 Cf. Isaiah xllwi (Expositor's Bible), p. 2x9
4

Whyctiartotftotn Eplitaim and honeftornJerusalem i

in HwA Gtog. t pp. 329-331.
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but the ass, the animal not of lowliness, as some
have interpreted, but of peace. To this day in the

East asses are used, as they are represented in the

Song of Deborah, by great officials, but only when
these are upon civil, and not upon military, duty.

It is possible that this oracle closes with ver. 10,

and that we should take w. n and 12, on the

deliverance from exile, with the next.

Rejoice mightily, daughter of Zton ! shout aloud,

daughter of Jerusalem ! Lo, thy King cometh to thee>

vindicated and victorious? meek and nding on an ass?
and on a colt the she-ass* foal* And I*1

will cut off the

chariotfrom Ephraim and the horsefrom Jerusalem, and

the war-bow shall be cut off, and He shall speak peace to

the nations, and His rule shall be from sea to sea and

from the river even to the ends of the earth. Thou,

too, by thy covenant-blood* I have setfree thy prisoners

from the pit? Return to the fortress, ye prisoners of

hope; even to-day do I proclaim: Double will I return

to thee*

3. THE SLAUGHTER OF THE GREEKS (ix. 13-17).

The next oracle seems singularly out of keeping
with the spirit of the last, which declared the arrival

of the Messianic peace, while this represents Jehovah
as using Israel for His weapons in the slaughter of

1 See above. Son of she-asses.
9
Symbol of peace as the horse was of war. 4 Mass : LXX* Ht

* Heb. blood of tfty covenant, but the suffix refers to the whole

phrase (Duhm, Theol. dtr Proph., p 143) The covenant is Jehovah's ;

the blood, that which the people shed in sacrifice to ratify the

covenant.
* Heb. adds there ts no water in tf, but this is either a gloss, or

perhaps an attempt to make sense out of a dittography of TDD,
or a corruption of none shall 6* ashamed. '

Isa. bci. 7.
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the Greeks and heathens, in whose blood they shall

revel. But Stade has pointed out how often in chaps,

ix. xiv. a result is first stated and then the oracle

goes on to describe the process by which it is achieved.

Accordingly we have no ground for affirming ix. 13-17

to be by another hand than ix. 9-12. The apocalyptic

character of the means by which the heathen are to

be overthrown, and the exultation displayed in their

slaughter, as in a great sacrifice (ver. 15), betray

Israel in a state of absolute political weakness, and

therefore suit a date after Alexander's campaigns,

which is also made sure by the reference to the sons

ofJavan}
as if Israel were now in immediate contact

with them. Kirkpatrick's note should be read, in

which he seeks to prove the sons of Javan a late

gloss;
1 but his reasons do not appear conclusive.

The language bears several traces of lateness. 8

For I have drawn Judahfor My 6ow
t
I have charged

it with Ephraim; and I will urge thy sons
t
O Zion,

against the sons of
*

Javan, and make free like the sword

of a hero. Then will Jehovah appear above them, and
His shaft shall go forth like lightning; and the Lord

Jehovah shall blow a blast on the tnu*ipct, and travel in

the storms of tht south *
Jehovah will protect them, and

they shall devoir (?)
6 and trample . . . /* and they

1 Doctrine of the Prophets, Note A, p. 472.
*

14, on }D*fl see Eckaidt, 15, JYW, Arnmcnsm , L*'3D is late; 17,

DDUnn, only here and Psalm Ix 6, 313, piobably late.
f So LXX. Heb read&, thy sons, OJavan
4 LXX. & ffd\<p rijs tb-ftX^j ai/rov, tn the toswtg of ffis tkrtait

HJJJ *IJJU'3 (?) or njjn ")yz.*'3 It is natural to see here a reference

,o the Theophanies of Hab in. 3, Dcut. xxxm. (SLC a!jov>, pp. 150 f.)
'
Perhaps '1^3^;

overcome them. LXX. xarayaXb&rovcrar*

Heb. stones of * shn& JT? *J3N. Wellhauscn and Nowacfc read

,OHS, 03, but what then is I/vp ?
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shall drink their blood 1 hke wine, and be drenched with

it,
hke a bowl and hke the comers of the altar. And

Jehovah their God will give them victory in that day, . . .
a

How good tt*
ts, and how beautiful! Corn shall make

the young men flourish and new wine the maidens.

4. AGAINST THE TERAPHIM AND SORCERERS (x. I, 2).

This little piece is connected with the previous one

only through the latter's conclusion upon the fertility

of the land, while this opens with rain, the requisite of

fertility. It is connected with the piece that follows only

by its mention of the shepherdless state of the people,

the piece that follows being against the false shepherds.

These connections are extremely slight. Perhaps the

piece is an independent one. The subject of it gives

no clue to the date. Sorcerers are condemned both

by the earlier prophets, and by the later.* Stade

points out that this is the only passage of the Old

Testament in which the Teraphim are said to speak.
6

The language has one symptom of a late period.*

After emphasising the futility of images, enchant-

ments and dreams, this little oracle says, therefore the

1

Reading DDT for Heb, 1DPH, and roar.
9 Heb. hke a flock of sheep His people, (but how is one to construe

this with the context ?) for (? like) stones of a diadem hftmg them-

selves up (? shiwtnenng) over His land. Wellhausen and Nowack

deletefor stones . . . shimmering as a gloss. This would leave hke

a flock of slieep His people in His land, to which it is proposed to add

He wittfeed This gives good sense.

1
Wellhausen, reading rDID, fern suffix for neuter. Ewald and

ethers He* Hitzig and others they, the people.
4 Of these cf. "Mai "

in. 5; the late Jer. xliv. 8ff.; Isa. Ixv. 3-5;

.md, m the Pnestly Law, Lev. xix. 31, xx. 6.

ZA.T.W, I. 60 He compares this verse with x Sam. xv. 23,

In Ezek. xxi. 26 they give oracles.

8
Ptn, lightning-fash, only here and in Job xxviii. 26, xxxviii. 25.
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people wander like sheep : they have no shepherd.

Shepherd in this connection cannot mean civil ruler,

but must be religious director.

Ask from Jehovah rain in the time of the latter ram.1

Jehovah is the maker of the lightning-flashes, and the

winter rain He gives to them to every man herbage in

the field. But the Teraphim speak nothingness, and the

sorcerers see lies, and dreams discourse vanity, and they

comfort in vain Wherefore they wander (?)* like a

flock of sheep, and flee about,
3
for there is no shepherd.

5. AGAINST EVIL SHEPHERDS (x. 3-12).

The unity of this section is more apparent than its

connection with the preceding, which had spoken of

the want of a shepherd, or religious director, of Israel,

while this is directed against their shepherds and

leaders, meaning their foreign tyrants.
4 The figure is

taken from Jeremiah xxiii. I ff., \\here, besides, to visit

upon
*
is used in a sense of punishment, but the simple

visit
9
in the sense of to look after, just as within

ver. 3 of this tenth chapter. Who these foreign

tyrants are is not explicitly stated, but the reference

to Egypt and Assyria as lands whence the Jewish

captives shall be brought home, while at the same time

there is a Jewish nation in Judah, suits only the Greek

period, after Ptolemy had taken so many Jews to

1 LXX. read : in season early ram and latter rain.
*
ttJW, used of a nomadic life in Jtr. xxxi. 24 (23), and so it is

possible that m a later stage of the language it had come to mean to

wander or stray. But this is doubtful, and there may be a false

reading, as appears from LXX. itypfoQwa**
1 ForW read Win The LXX faunMqw read im
4 There can therefore be none of that connection between the tw

pieces which Kirkpatrick assumes (p. 454 and note 2),
* to IPD nx TO
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Egypt,
1 and there were numbers still scattered through-

out the other great empire in the north, to which,
as we have already seen, the Jews applied the name
of Assyria. The reference can hardly suit the years
after Seleucus and Ptolemy granted to the Jews in

their territories the rights of citizens. The captive

Jews are to be brought back to Gilead and Lebanon.

Why exactly these are mentioned, and neither Samaria

nor Galilee, forms a difficulty, to whatever age we

assign the chapter. The language of x. 3-12 has

several late features.1
Joseph or Ephraim, here and

elsewhere in these chapters, is used of the portion of

Israel still in captivity, in contrast to Judah, the re-

turned community.
The passage predicts that Jehovah will change His

poor leaderless sheep, the Jews, into war-horses, and

give them strong chiefs and weapons of war. They
shall overthrow the heathen, and Jehovah will bring

back His exiles. The passage is therefore one with

chap. ix.

My wrath is hot against the shepherds, and I will

make visitation on the he-goats :
8
yea, Jehovah of Hosts

will* visit His flock, the house ofJudah, and will make

them like His splendid war-horses. From Him the

comer-stone, from Him the stay,* from Him the war-

bow, from Him the oppressor shall go forth together.

And in battle shall they trample on heroes as on the dirt

1 See above, p. 444.
*
x. 5, DD, Eckardt, p. 82; 6, 12, 135, Pi, cf. Eccles. *. 10, where

it alone occurs besides here ; 5, n 1&"lil in passive sense.
* As we should say, bill-wetJiers : cf. Isa. ziv. 9, also a late meaning.
4 So LXX.

f reading *IpS^3 for npira
' Corncr-ston* as name for a chief: c Judg. xx. 2 ; I Sam. ariv. 38;

Isa. xix 13. Stay or tozty**, Isa. zxii. 23* frpm fffm, others

from than.
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of the streets? and fight, for Jehovah is with them, and

the riders on horses shall be abashed. And the house

ofjudah mil I make strong and work salvation for the

house of Joseph, and bring them back? for I have pity

for them,* and they shall be as though I had not put them

away? for I am Jehovah their God* and I will hold

converse with them* And Ephraim shall be as heroes*

and their heart shall be glad as with wine, and their

children shall behold and be glad: their heart shall

rejoice in Jehovah. I will whistle for them and gather
them in, for I have redeemed them, and they shall be

as many as they once were. I scattered them 6
among

the nations, but among the far-away they think of Me,
and they will bring up

8
their children, and come back.

And I will fetch them home from the land of Miraim,
andfrom Asshur* will I gather them, and to the land

of Gilead and Lebanon will I bring them in, though
these be not found sufficient for them. And they

*
shall

pass through the sea of Egypt* and He shall smite the

sea of breakers, and all the deeps of the Nile shall be

dned, and the pride of Assyria brought down, and the

sceptre of Egypt swept aside. And their strength
10 shall

1 Read D*13JI3 and D'BD (Wcllhausrn)
* Read DWlPiT) for the Mass D^U^m, and I wll makt them

todwcU
* D'HOm and DWUT, DrPrftt* and D^tf, key-words of Hosea

i. 111.

4 LXX
; smi? Heb.

*
Changing the Heb points which make the verb future. See

Nowack's note.

* With LXX lead 1ft foi Mass
VH].

* See above, pp. 451, 471.
* So LXX ; Mass. sini*.

Heb, my, nanow sea: so LXX, but Wellhausen

,
which Nowatk adopts.
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be in Jehovah^ and in His Name shall they boast them-

selves* oracle of Jehovah.

6. WAR UPON THE SYRIAN TYRANTS (xi. 1-3)1

This is taken by some with the previous chapter, by
others with the passage following. Either connection

seems precarious. No conclusion as to date can be

drawn from the language. But the localities threatened

were on the southward front of the Seleucid kingdom.

Open, Lebanon, thy doors suits the Egyptian invasions

of that kingdom. To which of these the passage
refers cannot of course be determined The shepherds
are the rulers.

Open, Lebanon, thy doors, that the fire may devour in

thy cedars Wail, O pine-tree, for the cedar is fallen;*

wall, O oaks of Bashan, forfallen is the impenetrable*

wood. Hark to the wailing of the shepherds ! for their

glory is destroyed. Hark how the lions roar! for blasted

is the pride
4
ofJordan.

J. THE REJECTION AND MURDER OF THE GOOD
SHEPHERD (xi. 4-17, xm. 7-9).

There follows now, in the rest of chap, xi., a longer

oracle, to which Ewald and most critics after him have

suitably attached chap. xiii. 7-9.

This passage appears to rise from circumstances

similar to those of the preceding and from the same

circle of ideas. Jehovah's people are His flock and

, with LXX. and Syr.
1 Heb. adds here a difficult clause, for nobles are wasted. Probably

a gloss.

After the Kert.
4 I.e. rankness, applied to the thick vegetation in the larger bed of

the stream : see Hist. Geog., p. 484.
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have suffered. Their rulers are their shepherds ;
and

the rulers of other peoples are their shepherds. A
true shepherd is sought for Israel in place of the evil

ones which have distressed them. The language shows

traces of a late date.
1 No historical allusion is obvious

in the passage. The buyers and sellers of God's sheep

might reflect the Seleucids and Ptolemies between whom
Israel were exchanged for many years, but probably

mean their native leaders. The three shepherds cut off

in a month were interpreted by the supporters of the

pre-exilic date of the chapters as Zechariah and Shallum

(2 Kings xv. 8-13), and another whom these critics

assume to have followed them to death, but of him the

history has no trace. The supporters of a Maccabean

date for the prophecy recall the quick succession of

high priests before the Maccabean rising. The one

month probably means nothing more than a very short

time.

The allegory which our passage unfolds is given,
like so many more in Hebrew prophecy, to the prophet
himself to enact. It recalls the pictures in Jeremiah
and Ezekiel of the overthrow of the false shepherds
of Israel, and the appointment of a true shepherd.

1

Jehovah commissions the prophet to become shepherd
to His sheep that have been so cruelly abused by their

guides and rulers. Like the shepherds of Palestine,

1 xi 5, "l^IM, Hiph., but intransitive, grow nek, 6, K'VSS; 7, 10,

DW (?) ; 8, bni Aram ; 13, 1JJ*, Aram., Jcr xx. 5, Ezek. xxu 25,

Job xxvui 10 , in Esther ten, m Daniel four times (Eckardt) ; xni. 7,

JVDty one of the marks of the affinity of the language of Zech."

is. xiv to that of the Pnestly Code (cf. Lev v, 21, xvni. 20, etc.),
but in P it is concrete, here abstract; DnjJS; 8, JM, see Eckardt,

p. 85.
2
Jer. sodii. 1-8; Ezek. xxxiv., xxxvii. 248!: d Kirkpatriek

p. 462.
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the prophet took two staves to herd his flock. He'

called one Grace
t
the other Union. In a month he

cut off three shepherds both month and three are

probably formal terms. But he did not get on well

with his charge. They were wilful and quarrel-

some. So he broke his staff Grace, in token that his

engagement was dissolved. The dealers of the sheep
saw that he acted for God. He asked for his wage,
if they cared to give it They gave him thirty pieces

of silver, the price of an injured slave,
1 which by

God's command he cast into the treasury of the Temple,
as if in token that it was God Himself whom they

paid with so wretched a sum. And then he broke

his other staff, to signify that the brotherhood between

Judah and Israel was broken. Then, to show the

people that by their rejection of the good shepherd

they must fall a prey to an evil one, the prophet
assumed the character of the latter. But another judg-
ment follows. In chap. xiii. 7-9 the good shepherd is

smitten and the flock dispersed.

The spiritual principles which underlie this allegory

are obvious. God's own sheep, persecuted and helpless

though they be, are yet obstinate, and their obstinacy

not only renders God's good-will to them futile, but

causes the death of the one man who could have done

them good. The guilty sacrifice the innocent, but in

this execute their own doom. That is a summary of

the history of Israel. But had the writer of this allegory

any special part of that history in view ? Who were

the dealers of the flock ?

Thus satth Jehovah my God: a

Shepherd the flock of

slaughter, whose purchasers slaughter them tmpenitentiy,

1 Exod. zxi 32,
* LXX. God ofHost*
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and whose sellers say* Blessed be Jehovah, for I aw
rich ! and their shepherds do not spare them. \For
I will no more spare the inhabitants of the land

oracle of Jehovah; but lo I I am about to give man-

kind 1
over, each into the hand of his shepherd* and

into the hand of his king; and they shall destroy the

land, and I will not secure it from their hands.*]

And I shepherded the flock of slaughter for the sheep

merchants? and I took to me two staves the one I

called Grace
,
and the other I called Union 6 and so I

shepherded the sheep. And I destroyed the three step-

herds in one month. Then was my soul vexed with them,

and they on their part were displeased with me. And
I said: I will not shepherdyou ; what is dead, let it die;

and what is destroyed, let it be destroyed; and those that

survive
,
let them devour one another's flesh ! And I took

my staff Grace, and I brake it so as to annul my cove-

nant which I made with all the peoples? And in that

day it was annulled, and the dealers of the sheep* who
watched me, knew that %t was Jehovah's word. And I

1 Read plural with LXX
8 That is the late Hebrew name for the heathen : c ix. i.

1 Heb. Wl, neighbour; read 3njH.
4
Many take this verse as an intrusion. It certainly seems to add

nothing to the sense and to interrupt the connection, which is clear

when it is removed
s Heb ftfxg "OJJ p^ wherefore the wisetable of tin flock, wlmh

makes no sense. But LXX read eh -rip XtuKLfotnjv, and this suggest-,
the Ileb *3MD^ f

to the Canaanttes, i.e merchants, of the shetpi so m
ver ii

Lit Bands.
7 The sense is here obscure. Is the text sound? In harmony

with the context D*DJ? ought to mean tribe* of Israel. But evei>
passage in the O.T. in which D'D# might mean inbt* Jus been slow
to have a doubtful text: Deut. xxxn #, xxxm. 3; Hosea x* 14
Micahi 2.

1 See above, note 5, on the same mis-read phrase in ver. 7.
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said to them
} If it be good in your sight, give me my

wage, and if it be not good, let it go I And they weighed
out my wage, thirty pieces of silver. Then saidJehovah
to me, Throw it into the treasury

1

(the precious wage
at which I* had been valued of them). So I took the

thirty pieces ofsilver, and cast them to the House ofJehovah,
to the treasury? And I brake my second staff, Union, so

as to dissolve the brotherhood between Judah and Israel*

AndJehovah said to me : Take again to thee the imple-

ments of a worthless shepherd: for lo I I am about to

appoint a shepherd over the land; the destroyed he will

not visit, tlie . . .
6 he will not seek out, the wounded he

will not heal, the . . .
f he will not cherish, but he will

devour the flesh of thefat and . . . .
T

Woe to My worthless* shepherd, that deserts the flock !

The sword be upon his arm and his right eye I May
his arm wither, and his right eye be blinded.

Upon this follows the section xiii. 7-9, which de-

velops the tragedy of the nation to its climax in the

murder of the good shepherd.

Up, Sword, against My shepherd and the man My

1 Heb.
*lX*1*i3, thepottor. LXX. x&wUT/J/3toj', smelttngfurnac* Read

I^XH by change of fc\ for *: the two arc ofti n confounded ; see n. 3.
* Wellhau&cn and Nowack read thou hast been valued of them But

there is no need of this The clause is a saicastic parenthesis spoken

by the prophet himself.
1
Again Heb, M* potter, LXX. the snifltmg fu*ntir4t

as above in

ver 13, The additional clause /louse of God proves how right it

is to lead th< treasury, and disposes of the idea that to thaw to tin

fwiter was a proveib for throwing away.
4 Two codd. road JtruMtlew, which Wellhausen and Nowa<s

a{opt.
* Hrb. TtfStf,

M* *catt<rl. LXX. r&* teKopirtfftuw.
*
npy$D, obscure: some translate tht sound or stabl**

T Heb. and thttr hoofs kt will ttar (?).
' For Heb. !?V?xn read as in vr. 15
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mipatriot* oracle of Jehovah of Hosts. Smite* iht

kepherd, that the sheep may be scattered; and 1 will turn

My hand against the little ones? And it shall come to

pass in all the land oracle of Jehovah that two-thirds

shall be cut off in it,
andperish ,

but a third shall be left in

it. And I shall bring the third into the fire, and smelt it

as men smelt silver and try it as men try gold. It shall

call upon My Name, and I mil answer it. And I will*

say, It is My people, and it will say, Jehovah my God I

8. JUDAH versus JERUSALEM (xii. 1-7).

A title, though probably of later date than the text,
6

introduces with the beginning of chap. xii. an oracle

plainly from circumstances different from those of the

preceding chapters. The nations, not particularised as

they have been, gather to the siege of Jerusalem, and,

very singularly, Judah is gathered with them against

her own capital. But God makes the city like one of

those great boulders, deeply embedded, which husband-

men try to pull up from their fields, but it tears and

wounds the hands of those who would remove it.

Moreover God strikes with panic all the besiegers, save

only Judah, who, her eyes being opened, perceives

that God is with Jerusalem and turns to her help.

Jerusalem remains in her place ; but the glory of the

victory is first Judah's, so that the house of Da\ id may
not have too much fame nor boast over the country
districts. The writer doubtless alludes to some tem-

porary schism between the capital and country caused

1
IVDJJ : only in Lev. and here

1
HI*! Perhaps we should read Jl^X, I smttc, with Matt, atxvi. 31.

9 Some take this as a promise : turn My hand touwds ththttkontt.
4 LXX. Htb vnDX, but the 1 has fallen from the front of U,

See above, p. 462,
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by the arrogance of the former. But we have no

means of knowing when this took place. It must often

have been imminent in the days both before and

especially after the Exile, when Jerusalem had absorbed

all the rdigious privilege and influence of the nation.

The language is undoubtedly late.
1

The figure of Jerusalem as a boulder, deeply bedded

in the soil, which tears the hands that seek to remove

it, is a most true and expressive summary of the history
of heathen assaults upon her. Till she herself was
rent by internal dissensions, and the Romans at last

succeeded in tearing her loose, she remained planted
on her own site.

8 This was very true of all the Greek

period. Seleucids and Ptolemies alike wounded them-

selves upon her. But at what period did either of

them induce Judah to take part against her? Not in

the Maccabean.

Orach of the Word ofJehovah upon Israel.

Oracle of Jehovah, who stretched out the heavens and

founded tlie earth
t
and formed the spirit of man withm

him: Lo
t I am about to makeJerusalem a cup of reeling

for all the surrounding peoples, and even Judah
8

shall

1
xii. 2, yf^ a noun not found elsewhere in O. T. We found the

verb in Nahum ii 4 (see above, p. 106), and probably in Hab ii. 16

I->r 7*UJm (see above, p. 147, n, 3). it is common in Aramean ; other

fmms belong to later Hebrew (cf. Eckardt, p. 85). 3, D*ti? is used

m classic Heb only of intentional cutting and tattooing of oneself;

m the sense of wounding which it has here it is frequent in Aramean

5 has besides HDDJflD pK, not found elsewhere. 4 has three nouns

tt rmmating m JV, two of them pnDH, panic, and plttf, judicial blind-

nesi>~~in O. T. only found here and in Deut xxvin, 28, the former also

MI Aramean. 7, vh })JD7 is also cited by Eckardt as used only m
I / k, xix. 6, xxvi* 20, and four times in Psalms.

J xu. 6, rpnnn.
* The text reads against Judah, as if it with Jerusalem suffered
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be at the siege ofJerusalem. And it shall come to pass
in that day that I will make Jerusalem a stone to be

lifted
1
by all the peoples all who lift it do indeed wound 1

themselves and there are gathered against it all nations

of the earth. In that day oracle c/ Jehovah I will

smite every horse with panic, and their riders with mad-

ness; but as for the house of Judah, I will open its*

eyesf though every horse of the peoples I smite with

blindness. Then shall the chiefs* ofJudah say in their

hearts, . . .* the inhabitants ofJerusalem through Jehovah

ofHosts their God, In that day will I make the districts

ofJudah like a pan offire among timber and like m torch

among sheaves, so that they devour right and left all the

peoples round about, butJerusalem shall still abide on its

the siege of the heathen. But (i) this makes an unconstruable

clause, and (2) the context shows that Judah was against Jerusalem.

Therefore Geiger (Urschnft) p. 58) is right in deleting ?#, and re-

storing to the clause both sense in itself and harmony with the

context It is easy to see why ?JJ was afterwards introduced.

1 Since Jerome, commentators have thought of a stone by throwing
or lifting which men try their strength, what we call a "putting
stone." But is not the idea rather of one of the large stones half-

buned in the earth which it is the effort of the husbandman to tear

from its bed and cat ry out of his field before he ploughs it? Keil

and Wnght think of a heavy stone for building This is not so

likely.
*
D1EP, elsewhere only in Lev. zxi. 5, is there used of intentional

cutting of oneself as a si^n of mourning. Nowack takes the clause

as a later intrusion
, but there is no n al reason for this

1 Heb. uponJudah will I keep My eyes open to protect him, and this

has analogies, Job xiv 3, Jer xxxn 19. But the readme; 1/5 ty,
which is made by inserting a 1 that might easily have dropped out

through confusion with the initial 1 of the next word, has also analogies

(Isa. xhi. 7, etc
),
and stands m better parallel to the next clause, as

well as to the clauses describing the panic of the heathen.
4 Others read Wg s thousands, i e. fatricts.

1 Heb I milfind me, LXX.
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own site}- And Jehovah shall first give victory to the

tents* ofjudah, so that the fame of the house of Davtd
and thefame of the inhabitants of Jerusalem be not too

great in contrast to Judah.

9. FOUR RESULTS OF JERUSALEM'S DELIVERANCE

(xii. 8 xiii. 6).

Upon the deliverance of Jerusalem, by the help of

the converted Judah, there follow four results, each

introduced by the words that it happened in that day

(xii. 8, 9, xiii. i, 2). First, the people of Jerusalem
shall themselves be strengthened. Second, the hostile

heathen shall be destroyed, but on the house of David

and all Jerusalem the spirit of penitence shall be poured,
and they will lament for the good shepherd whom

they slew. Third, a fountain for sin and uncleanness

shall be opened. Fourth, the idols, the unclean spirit,

and prophecy, now so degraded, shall all be abolished.

The connection of these oracles with the preceding
is obvious, as well as with the oracle describing the

murder of the good shepherd (xiii. 7-9). When we
see how this is presupposed by xii. 9 ff., we feel more

than ever that its right place is between chaps, xi. and

xii. There are no historical allusions. But again the

language gives evidence of a late date.
3 And through-

out the passage there is a repetition of formal phrases

1 Hebrew adds a gloss : in Jerusalem*
* The population in time of war.

xii, icy nil "]Dt?, not earlier than Ezek. xxxix. 29, Joel iii. i r
2

(Heb,); D'JWn, only in Job, Piovcrbs, Pbalms and Daniel; TOn,
an intrans, Hiph. ; xni, I, llpD, fountain, before Jut 'ininh only in

Hosea xiii. 15 (perhaps a late intrusion), but several times m post-

exihc writings instead of pre-exdic 1X1 (Eckardt) ; iTJ^ only a*t<-*i

Ezekiel; 3, c xii. IO, *)p*t, chiefly, but not only, m post-exilic

writings.

VOL. a, 3
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which recalls the Priestly Code and the general style of

the post-exilic age.
1 Notice that no king is mentioned,

although there are several points at which, had he

existed, he must have been introduced

1. The first of the four effects of Jerusalem's deliver-

ance from the heathen is the promotion of her weaklings

to the strength of her heroes, and of her heroes to

divine rank (xii. 8). In that day Jehovah will pro-

tect the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and the lame among
them shall in that day be like David himself, and the

house of David like God, like the Angel of Jehovah

before them.

2. The second paragraph of this series very remark-

ably emphasises that upon her deliverance Jerusalem
shall not give way to rejoicing, but to penitent lamenta-

tion for the murder of him whom she has pierced

the good shepherd whom her people have rejected and

slain. This is one of the few ethical strains which run

through these apocalyptic chapters. It forms their

highest interest for us Jerusalem's mourning is com-

pared to that for Hadad-Rimmon in the valley or plain

of Megiddo. This is the classic battle-field of the land,

and the theatre upon which Apocalypse has placed the

last contest between the hosts of God and the hosts

of evil.
2 In Israel's history it had been the ground

not only of triumph but of tears. The greatest tragedy
of that history, the defeat and death of the righteous

Josiah, took place there;
8 and since the earliest Jewish

interpreters the mourning of Hadad-Rimmon in the

1 See especially xii. I2ff., \\hich is very suggestive of the Pnestlv
Code.

Hist Gtog, Chap. XIX. On the name plain of Mt&ddo tee

especially notes, p. 386.
1 a Chron. xxxv, 22 fL
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valley of Megiddo has been referred to the mourning
for Josiah

1

Jerome identifies Hadad-Rimmon with

Rummani,
1 a village on the plain still extant, close to

Megiddo. But the lamentation for Josiah was at

Jerusalem ;
and it cannot be proved that Hadad-Rimmon

is a place-name. It may rather be the name of the

object of the mourning, and as Hadad was a divine

name among Phoenicians and Arameans, and RimmOn
the pomegranate was a sacred tree, a number of critics

have supposed this to be a title of Adonis, and the

mourning like that excessive gnef which Ezekiel tells

us was yearly celebrated for Tammuz.8
This, how-

ever, is not fully proved.
4

Observe, further, that while

the reading Hadad-Rimmon is by no means past doubt,

the sanguine blossoms and fruit of the pomegranate,

"red-ripe at the heart," would naturally lead to its

association with the slaughtered Adonis.

And tt shall come to pass in thai day that I will

seek to destroy all the nations who have come in upon

Jerusalem, And I will pour upon the house of David

and upon all the inhabitants of Jerusalem the spirit of

grace and of supplication, and they shall look to him 5

whom they have pierced; and tfiey shall lamentfor him,

as with lamentation for an only son, and bitterly gtiwe

for him> as with grief for a first-born. In that day

lamentation shall be as great inJerusalem as the lamenta-

1 Another explanation offered by the Targum is the mourning for

" Ahab son of Omn, slain by Hadad-Rimmon son of Tab-Rimmon."
1 LXX. gives for Hadad-Rimmon only the second part, flo&.

Eztk. viii. 14.
4 Baudmm, Studisn m S*m. Rtl Gesch n I, 295 flf.

* Heb Mt
t
several codd. him: some read v^ to (him) whom

thty have purccd; but this would require the elision of the sign of

the ace. before who. Wellhausen and others think something has

fallen from thj text,
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tion for Hadad-Rimnwn l
in the valley of Mcgiddu.

And the land shall mourn, every family by itself: the

family of the house of David by itself, and their wives

by themselves; the family of the house of Nathan by

itself, and their wives by themselves; the family of the

house of Lew by itself, and their wives by themselves;

the family of Shimei* by itself, and their wives by them-

selves; all the families who are left, every family iy

itself9 and their wives by themselves.

3. The third result of Jerusalem's deliverance from

the heathen shall be the opening of a fountain of

cleansing. This purging of her sin follows fitly upon
her penitence just described. In that day a fountain

shall be opened for the house of David, and for the

inhabitants ofjerusakmt for sin andfor uncleanness**

4. The fourth consequence is the removal of idolatry,

of the unclean spirit and of the degraded prophets from

her midst The last is especially remarkable: for

it is not merely false prophets, as distinguished from

true, who shall be removed
;
but prophecy in general.

It is singular that in almost its latest passage the pro-

phecy of Israel should return to the line of its earliest

representative, Amos, who refused to call himself

prophet A & in his day, the prophets had become

mere professional and mercenary oracle-mongers,

abjured to the point of death by their own ashamed
and wearied relatives.

And it shall be in that day oracle of Jehovah of
Hosts / will cut off the names of the idols from the

land, and they shall not be remembered any more. And
also the prophets and the unclean spmt will I expel

i See above, p 482,
* Of. Eaek. xxxvi 25, xlvii.

1 tXX
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from the land. And it shall come to pass, if any man

prophesy again, then shall his father and mother who

begat him say to him, Thou shalt not live, for thou

speakest falsehood in the name of Jehovah; and his

father and mother who begat him shall stab him for his

prophesying. And it shall be in that day that the

prophets shall be ashamed of their visions when they

prophesy, and shall not wear the leather cloak in order

to lie. And he will say. No prophet am 1 1 A toilet

of the ground I am, for the ground is my possession
l

from my youth up. And they shall say to him, What
are these wounds in 9

thy hands? and he shall say,

What I was wounded with in the house ofmy lovers /

10, JUDGMENT OF THE HEATHEN AND SANCTIFICATION

or JERUSALEM (xiv.).

In another apocalyptic vision the prophet beholds

Jerusalem again beset by the heathen. But Jehovah
Himself intervenes, appearing in person, and an

earthquake breaks out at His feet The heathen are

smitten, as they stand, into mouldering corpses. The

remnant of them shall be converted to Jehovah and

take part in the annual Feast of Booths. If any refuse

they shall be punished with drought But Jerusalem

shall abide in security and holiness : every detail of her

equipment shall be consecrate. The passage has many
resemblances to the preceding oracles.

8 The language

is undoubtedly late, and the figures are borrowed from

other prophets, chiefly Ezekiel. It is a characteristic

specimen of the Jewish Apocalypse. The destruction

of the heathen is described in verses of terrible grim-*

1 Read
qjjjj np^ for the Mass. WpH CHS:

* Heb. ktuwn. * But see below, p, 490.
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ness: there is no tenderness nor hope exhibited for

them. And even in the picture of Jerusalem's holiness

we have no really ethical elements, but the details

are purely ceremonial.

Lo I a day ts coming for Jehovah,
1 when thy spoil will

be divided in thy midst. And I will gather all the nations

to besiege Jerusalem^ and the city will be taken and the

houses plundered and the women ravished, and the half

of the city shall go into captivity, but the rest of the people

shall not be cut offfrom the city. And Jehovah shall

go forth and do battle with those nations^ as in the day

when He fought in the day of contest. And His feet shall

stand in that day on the Mount of Olives which is over

against Jerusalem on the east, and the Mount of Olives

shall be split into halvesfrom east to west by a very great

ravine, and half of the Mount will slide northwards and

halfsouthwards. . . .
,

a
for the ravine of mountains* shall

extend to 'Asal* andye shallflee as ye fledfrom before

the earthquake in the days of Uzziah king of Judahf
and Jehovah my God will come and 6

all the holy ones

with Him? And in that day there shall not be light, . . .

or belonging to Jehovah ; or like the Lamed auctions or
Lamed when construed with passive verbs (see Oxford Htb.-Eng.
Dictionary, pp. 513 and 514, coL \\from, by means of, Jehovah.

* Heb : and ye shall flee, the ravine of My Mountains. The text

is obviously corrupt, but it is difficult to see how it should be repaired.
LXX , Targ. Symmachus and the Babylonian codd. (Baer, p, 84)
read DftDJI,

shall be clusfti, for
DHDJI^ ye sfialljlte, and this is adopted

by a number of critics ( Bredenkamp, Wellhausen, Nowacfc). Bnt it

is hardly possible before the next clause, which says the valley
extends to 'Asal

* Wellhausen suggests the ravine (K*J) of Hmnom.
*

7jffi$, place-name . cf. 7$, name of a family of Benjamin* viii.

37 f., ix. 43 f-; and !?5fn IV?, Micah i 11. Some would read
'

the adverb near by.

*LXX. '
LXX.;
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congeal.
1 And it shall be one

2
day it is known to

Jehovah* neither day nor night; and it shall come to

pass that at evening time there shall be light.

And it shall be m that day that hving waters shallflow

forthfrom Jerusalem^ half of them to the eastern sea and

half of them to the western sea : both in summer and

in winter shall it be. And Jehovah shall be King over

all the earth : in that day Jehovah will be One and His

Name One. All the land shall be changed to plain*from
Geba to Rimmon* south of Jerusalem; but she shall be

high and abide m he* place*from the Gate of Benjamin

up to the place of the First Gate, up to the Corner Gate,

andfrom the Tower of Hanatfel as far as the Kings

Winepresses. And they shall dwell in it
}
and there

shall be no more Ban? and Jerusalem shall abide in

security. And this shall be the stroke with which Jehovah
will smite all the peoples who have warred against

Jerusalem : He will make their flesh moulder while they

still stand upon their feet, and their eyes shall moulder

1 Heb. Ketb'bh \W$\>] rihg^ jewels (? hardly stars as some

have sought f> prove iiom Job xxxi. 26) grow dead or congtalid

Hcb. Kere, jtwtls and frost, pppj. LXX, al Ww ml vtfyo*

pKJiTJ JWi& *rf
fold

tnd fro& "Founding on this Wellhausen

proposes to" read Din for "fttf, and renders, ttur* shall bt nttthtr

foot nor crtt norfrost. So Nowack. But it is not easy to see how

trin ever gut changed to *A&
*

Untt/Mf 01 tkt samt ?
* Taken as a gloss by Wellhausen and Nowack.
4

nyjSJ,
the name for the Jordan Valley, the Gh6r (fits*. G*o&,

pp. 482-4^4)- ft is employed, not because of its fertility, but because

ot its U vel character. Cf. Josephus
1 name for it,

" the Great Plain
"

(IV, Wars viii 2; IV. AnM vi. i) : also 1 Mace, v. 52, xvi. n.
* Gtbn "long the limit of Judah to the noith, 2 KinRs xxiii. 8"

(ff&(. Geog,, pp. 252, 291). Rimmon was on the southern border of

Palestine (Josh, xv 32, xix 7), the present Umra er Rummamln N
of Bcershelu (Rob., & #.)

' Or b* itihatnttd as it stands.
'
Cf,

" Mai." in, 24 (Heb.).
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in their sockets, and their tongue shall moulder in their

mouth.

[And it shall come to pass in that day, there shall be

a great confusion from Jehovah among them, and they

shall grasp every man the hand of his neighbour, and his

hand shall be lifted against the hand of his neighbour.
1

And even Judah shall fight against Jerusalemt
and the

wealth of all tlie natiom round about shall be swept up,

gold and stiver and garments, in a very great mass.

These two verses, 13 and 14, obviously disturb tht

connection, which ver. 15 as obviously resumes with

ver. 12. They are, therefore, generally regarded as an

intrusion.
1 But why they have been inserted is not

clear. Ver. 14 is a curious echo of the strife between

Judah and Jerusalem described in chap* xii They
may be not a mere intrusion, but simply out of their

proper place : yet, if so, where this proper place lies in

these oracles is impossible to determine.]
And even so shall be the plague upon the horses, mules,

camels and asses, and all the beasts which are in those

camps just like this plague. And it shall come to pass
that all that survive of all the nations who have come up

against Jerusalemt
shall come up from year to year to do

obeisance to KingJehovah ofHosts, and to keep the Feast

of Booths. And it shall come to pass that whosoever of
all the races of the earth will not come up to Jerusalem
to do obeisance to King Jehovah of Hosts, upon them

there shall be no rain. And if the face of Egypt go not

up nor come in, upon them also shall 9 come the plague,
with which Jehovah shall strike the nations that go not

1 Ezek. zxzviii. *i.
1 So Wcllhausen and Nowack.
So LXX, and Syr. The Heb, text inserts a ml.
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up to keep the Feast of Booths. Such shall be the

punishment
1

of Egypt, and the punishment
1

of all nations

who do not come up to keep the Feast ofBooths.

The Feast of Booths was specially one ofthanksgiving
for the harvest; that is why the neglect of it is

punished by the withholding of the rain which brings
the harvest. But such a punishment for such a neglect

shows how completely prophecy has become subject

to the Law. One is tempted to think what Amos
or Jeremiah or even " Malachi " would have thought of

this. Verily all the wnters of the prophetical books

do not stand upon the same level of religion. The
writer remembers that the curse of no rain cannot

affect the Egyptians, the fertility of whose rainless land

is secured by the annual floods of her river. So he

has to insert a special verse for Egypt. She also will

be plagued by Jehovah, yet he does not tell us in what

fashion her plague will come.

The book closes with a little oracle of the most

ceremonial description, connected not only in temper
but even by subject with what has gone before. The

very horses, which hitherto have been regarded as

too foreign/ or as even in this group of oracles 1

as too warlike, to exist in Jerusalem, shall be conse-

crated to Jehovah. And so vast shall be the multitudes

who throng from all the earth to the annual feasts and

sacrifices at the Temple, that the pots of the latter

shall be as large as the great altar-bowls,
4 and

every pot in Jerusalem and Judah shall be consecrated

for use in the ritual. This hallowing of the horses

in classic Heb. $*'; but as in Num. zxxii. 33 an*

Is*, v. 1 8, tht punishment that sin brings down.
* Hose* xiv, 3.

4 So Wellhausem
fe. 10.
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raises the question, whether the passage can be from

the same hand as wrote the prediction of the dis-

appearance of all horses from Jerusalem.
1

In that day there shall be upon the bells of the horses.

Holiness unto Jehovah. And the very pots in the House

ofJehovah shall be as the bowls before the altar. Yea
t

every pot in Jerusalem and in Judah shall be holy to

Jehovah of Hosts, and all who sacrifice shall come and
take of them and cook in them. And there shall be no

more any pedlar* in the House ofJehovah of Hosts in

that day.

9 Heb. Canaamte. Cf. Christ's action in cleansing the Temple of

all dealers (Matt xxi 19-14).
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"And this u the tragedy of the Book of Jonah, that a Book which

is made the means of one of the most sublime revelations of truth

in the Old Testament should be known to most only for its con-

nectax with a whale,"
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CHAPTER XXXIV

THE BOOK OF JONAH

THE
Book of Jonah is cast throughout in the form

of narrative the only one of our Twelve which is

so. This fact, combined with the extraordinary events

which the narrative relates, starts questions not raised by
any of the rest. Besides treating, therefore, ofthe book's

origin, unity, division and other commonplaces of intro-

duction, we must further seek in this chapter reasons

for the appearance of such a narrative among a collection

of prophetic discourses. We have to ask whether the

narrative be intended as one of fact
; and if not, why

the author was directed to the choice of such a form to

enforce the truth committed to him.

The appearance of a narrative among the Twelve

Prophets is not, in itself, so exceptional as it seems to

be. Parts of the Books ofAmos and Hosea treat of the

personal experience of their authors. The same is true

f the Books of Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel, in which
the prophet's call and his attitude to it are regarded as

elements of his message to men. No : the peculiarity
of the Book of Jonah is not the presence of narrative,

but the apparent absence of all prophetic discourse.1

Yet even this might be explained by reference to the

first part of the prophetic canon Joshua to Second

1 Unless the Psalm were counted as such* See below, p. 511*

493
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Kings.
1 These Former Prophets, as they are called, are

wholly narrative narrative in the prophetic spirit and

written to enforce a moral. Many of them begin as the

Book of Jonah does :
2
they contain stories, for instance,

of Elijah and Elisha, who flourished immediately before

Jonah and like him were sent with commissions to

foreign lands. It might therefore be argued that the

Book of Jonah, though narrative, is as much a prophetic

book as they are, and that the only reason why it has

found a place, not with these histories, but among the

Later Prophets, is the exceedingly late date of its

composition.
8

This is a plausible, but not the real, answer to our

question. Suppose we were to find the latter by
discovering that the Book of Jonah, though in narrative

form, is not real history at all, nor pretends to be;

but, from beginning to end, is as much a prophetic
sermon as any of the other Twelve Books, yet cast

in the form of parable or allegory? This would

certainly explain the adoption of the book among the

Twelve; nor would its allegorical character appear
without precedent to those (and they are among the

most conservative of critics) who maintain (as the

present wnter does not) the allegorical character of

the story of Hosea's wife 4

It is, however, when we pass from the form to thr

substance of the book that we perceive the full justifi-

cation of its reception among the prophets. The truth

1 Minns Ruth of course
* Cf with Jonah i I, ^H^ Josh. L I, I Sam, i. x, a Sam- I i.

The corrupt state of the text of Ezck. L I does not permit os ta

adduce it also as a parallel.
' See below, p. 496.

See above, Vol. I., p. 236.
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which we find in the Book of Jonah is as full and

fresh a revelation of God's will as prophecy anywhere
achieves. That God has granted to the Gentiles also

repentance unto life
*
is nowhere else in the Old Testa-

ment so vividly illustrated. It lifts the teaching of the

Book of Jonah to equal rank with the second part of

Isaiah, and nearest of all our Twelve to the New Testa-

ment The very form in which this truth is insinuated

into the prophet's reluctant mind, by contrasting God's

pity for the dim population of Niniveh with Jonah's own

pity for his perished gourd, suggests the methods ofour

Lord's teaching, and invests the book with the morning
air of that high day which shines upon the most

evangelic of His parables.

One other remark is necessary. In our effort to

appreciate this lofty gospel we labour under a dis-

advau tage. That is our sense of humour our modern

sense of humour. Some of the figures in which

our author conveys his truth cannot but appear to

us grotesque. How many have missed the sublime

spirit of the book in amusement or offence at its

curious details 1 Even in circles in which the ac-

ceptance of its literal interpretation has been demanded

as a condition of belief in its inspiration, the story has

too often served as a subject for humorous remarks.

This is almost inevitable if we take it as history. But

we shall find that one advantage of the theory, which

treats the book as parable, is that the features, which

appear so grotesque to many, are traced to the

popular poetry of the writer's own time and shown

to be natural. When we prove this, we shall be able

to treat the scenery of the book ?B we do that of

Acts xi. 8.
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some early Christian fresco, in which, however rude

it be or untrue to nature, we discover an earnestness

and a success in expressing the moral essence of a

-ituation that are not always present in works of art

more skilful or more correct.

I. THE DATE OF THE BOOK.

Jonah ben-Amittai, from Gath-hepher
1 in Galilee,

came forward in the beginning of the reign of

Jeroboam II. to announce that the king would regain

the lost territories of Israel from the Pass of Hamath
to the Dead Sea.* He flourished, therefore, about

780^ and had this book been by himself we should

have had to place it first of all the Twelve, and nearly

a generation before that of Amos. But the book

neither claims to be by Jonah, nor gives any proof of

coming from an eye-witness of the adventures which

it describes,
8 nor even from a contemporary of the

prophet. On the contrary, one verse implies that when
it was written Nimveh had ceased to be a great city.

4

Now Niniveh fell, and was practically destroyed, in

606 B.c6 In all ancient history there was no collapse

of an imperial city more sudden or so complete.* We
must therefore date the Book of Jonah some time after

606, when Niniveh's greatness had become what it

was to the Gi eek writers, a matter of tradition.

1
Cf. Gittah-hepher, Josh aux 13, by some held to be El Meshhed,

three miles north-east of Nazareth. The tomb of Jonah i* pointed
out there.

2 Kings xiv 25.

Cf. Kuenen, **, IL 417, 418*
in. 3 . fiJVn, was.

See above, pp. 21 ff., 96 ff.

Cf. George Smith, Asyntn Discovm*st p. 94; Siyce, Andtni
Fmfltres oftht bast, p. 141 Cf, pros ions note.
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A late date is also proved by the language of

the book. This not only contains Aramaic elements

which have been cited to support the argument for a

northern origin in the time of Jonah himself/ but a

number of words and grammatical constructions which

we find in the Old Testament, some of them in the

later and some only in the very latest writings.
2

Scarcely less decisive are a number of appaient quota-
tions and echoes of passages in the Old Testament,

mostly later than the date of the historical Jonah, and

1 As. eg., by Volcfc, article "Jona* in Herzog's Real. Encycl*: the

use of ?^ for *)'$, as, eg> in the very early Song of Deborah. But

the same occurs in many late passages: Eccles i. 7, 11, h. 21, 22, etc ,

Psalms cxxn
, cxxiv., cxxxv. 2, 8, cxxxvii. 8, cxlvi. 3

* A. Grammatical constructions : i. 7, ^tyl ;
12, ^3 : that }BQ

has not altogether displaced 7*^fcO KOmg
"

(Etnt,, 378) thinks a

proof of the date of Jonah in the early Aramaic period, iv. 6, the use

of V? for the accusative, cf. Jer. xl. 2, Ezra vm. 24 seldom in earliei

Hebrew, I Sam xxm. 10, 2 Sam. m. 30, especially when the object

stands before the verb, Isa. xi. 9 (this may be late), I Sam xxii 7,

Job v. 2; but continually in Aramaic, Dan. ii. 14 12, 14, 24, etc.

The first personal pronoun *JK (five times) occurs oftener than

OJK (twice), just as in all exilic and post-exilic writings, The
numeials xt i, hi. 3, precede the noun, as in earlier Hebrew.

B. Words: HJD in PL is a favourite term of our author, ii. I,

iv, 6, 8 , is elsewhere in O.T Hebrew found only in Dan. i 5, 10,

18, x Chron. ix. 29, Psalm Ixi. 8; but in O.T. Aramaic tOB Pi.

^n occurs in Ezra vii 25, Dan. n. 24, 49, m. 12, etc. rWBD, i. 5,

is not elsewhere found in O.T*, but is common in later Hebrew
and in Aramaic. n^HH, i, 6, to think, for the Heb. 3&2TI, cf. Psalm

cxlvi. 4, but Aram. cf. Dan. vi 4 and Targums. DJJB m the sense

to order or command, lii. 7, is found elsewhere in the O.T* only in

the Aramaic passages Dan. m. 10, Ezra vi. I, etc. U% iv. 1 1, for

the eaiher mil occurs only in later Hebrew, Ezra IL 64, Neh. vii.

66, 72, l Chron xxix 7 (Hosea vm. 12, Kethibh is suspected).

PHI?, L ii, 12, occurs only in Psalm cvii. 30, Prov. xxvi. 20. ^BJJ,

iv. 10, instead of the usual JJV. The expression God of Htavtn,

i. 9, occurs only 2 Chton. xxxvi. 23, Psalm cxxxvi. 26, Dan. ii. 18,

19, 44, and frequently in Ezra and Nehemoah.

VOL. II* J*
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some of them even later than the Exile.1 If it could

be proved that the Book of Jonah quotes from Joel,

that would indeed set it down to a very late date

probably about 300 B.C., the period of the composition
of Ezra-Nehemiah, with the language of which its

own shows most affinity.* This would leave time for

its reception into the Canon of the Prophets, which

was closed by 200 B.C.* Had the book been later it

would undoubtedly have fallen, like Daniel, within the

Hagiographa.

2. THE CHARACTER OF THE BOOK,

Nor does this book, written so many centuiies after

Jonah had passed away, claim to be real .history. On
the contrary, it offers to us all the marks of the parable

or allegory. We have, first of all, the residence of

* In chap. iv. there are undoubted echoes of the story of Elijah's

depression in I Kings xix, though the alleged paiallel between

Jonah's tree (iv. 8) and Elijah's broom-bush stems to me forced

iv. 9 has been thought, though not conclusively, to depend on Gen
iv. 6, and the appearance of D*n?K ill PI* has been referred to its

frequent use in Gen 11. f. More important are the parallels with

Joel: iii. 9 with Joel n 14^, and the attributes of God in iv. 2 with

Joel n. 13. But which of the two is the original?
1 Klemert assigns the book to the Exile, Ewald to the fifth or sixth

century; Driver to the fifth century (In/rod,
9
, 301) ; Ordh to the last

Chaldean or fii st Persian age , Vatke to the tin. I century. Thest assign

generally to after the Exile : Cheync (T/uoi. & ..'., XIV., p. 218 : cf. art,

"Jonah "in the Encycl* n&), Komg (/.), Rob. Smith, Kuenen,
WUdeboer, Budde, Cormll, Farrar, etc Hitzig bungs it down as

far as the Maccabean age, which is impossible if the piophetic canon

closed in 200 B c., and seeks for its origin in Egypt,
" that land of

wonders," on account of its fabulous character, and because of the

description of the east wind as JVBflTTT (iv, 8), and the name of the

gourd, JVp^p, Egyptian kiki. But such a wind and such a plant were
found outside Egypt as well. Nowack dates the book after Joel

1 See above, Vol. I., p. 5
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Jonah for the conventional period of three days and
three nights in the belly of the great fish, a story not

only very extraordinary in itself and sufficient to pro-
voke the suspicion of allegory (we need not stop to

argue this), but apparently woven, as we shall see,
1

from the materials of a myth well known to the Hebrews.

We have also the very general account of Niniveh's

conversion, in which there is not even the attempt to

describe any precise event. The absence of precise
data is indeed conspicuous throughout the book. " The
author neglects a multitude of things, which he would

have been obliged to mention had history been his

principal aim. He says nothing of the sins of which

Niniveh was guilty,* nor of the journey of the prophet
to Niniveh, nor does he mention the place where he

was cast out upon the land, nor the name of the

Assyrian king. In any case, if the narrative were

intended to be historical, it would be incomplete by
the frequent fact, that circumstances which are neces-

sary for the connection of events are mentioned later

than they happened, and only where attention has to

be directed to them as having already happened"
8

We find, too, a number of trifling discrepancies, from

which some critics
4 have attempted to prove the pre-

sence of more than one story in the composition of the

book, but which are simply due to the license a writer

allows himself when he is telling a talc and not writing

a history. Above all, there is the abrupt close to the

1
Below, pp, 523 fil

9 Contrast the treatment of foreign states by Ehsha, Amos and

Isaiah, etc.

*
Abridged from pp, 3 and 4 of Klemert's Introduction to the Book

of Jonah in Langc's Scries of Commentaries. Eng. cd,, Vol. XVI.
*
Kohler, Thtol R*v., VoL XVI. ; Bohme, Z.A.T.W., 1887, pp. 224
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story at the very moment at which its moral is obvious. 1

All these things are symptoms of the parable so

obvious and so natural, that we really sin against the

intention of the author, and the purpose of the Spirit

which inspired him, when we wilfully interpret the

book as real history.
1

3. THE PURPOSE OF THE BOOK.

The general purpose of this parable is very clear.

It is not, as some have maintained,
8
to explain why

1 Indeed throughout the book the truths it enforces are always
more pushed to the front than the facts.

2
Nearly all the critics who accept the late date of the book

interpret it as parabolic. See also a powerful article by the late

Dr. Dale in the EAj>ot>*tor, Fourth Series, Vol. VI., July 1892, pp. i f

Cf.f too, C. H. H. Wright, Bibhcal Essays (1886), pp. 34-98.
1 Marck (quoted by Klemert) said " Sci iptum e&t magna parte

historicum sed ita ut in histona ipsa lateat inaximi vaticinn mystenum,
atque ipse fatis suis, non minus quam efiatis latem se verum demon-
stret." Hitzig curiously thinks that this is the reason why it ha*

been placed in the Canon of the Piuphcts next to the unfulfilled

prophecy of God against Edom. But by the d< te \\ Inch Hitzig assigns
to the book the piophecy against Edom \\as at least m a fairway
to fulfilment. Riehm (Tfaol Stud u Knt., it>62, pp. 413 ); "The
practical intention of the book is to aftoid institution concerning the

proper attitude to prophetic warnings "; tl,es>~, thoi gh genuine word 1
*

of God, may be aveited by repentance Volck (art. **jona*' in

Herzog's Real. Encycl?) gives the lollowing Jonah's experience is

characteristic of the whole piuphctic {iruUssion. "We learn from it

(i) that the piophet must pcifuim \\hat God commands him, however
unusual it appears, (2) that even death cannot nullify his calling;

(3) that the prophet has no right to the fulfilment of his prediction,
but must place it in God's hand." Vatke (&ml t 688) maintains that

the book was written in an apologetic interest, when Jews ex-

pounded the prophets and found this difficulty, that all their pred -

tions had not been fulfill* d. "The author obxiniblj tta< hes (M
since the prophet cannot viithdiaw from the Diunt commission, he
is also not responsible for the contents of his puUutions, (a) tl.r

piophet often annouiucs Divine put poses winch i.t -lot fulhlUJ
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the judgments of God and the predictions of His

prophets were not always fulfilled though this also

becomes clear by the way. The purpose of the parable,

and it is patent from first to last, is to illustrate the

mission of prophecy to the Gentiles, God's care for them,

and their susceptibility to His word. More correctly,

it is to enforce all this truth upon a prejudiced and

thrice-reluctant mind.1

Whose was this reluctant mind ? In Israel after the

Exile there were many different feelings with regard

to the future and the great obstacle which heathendom

interposed between Israel and the future. There was

the feeling of outraged justice, with the intense con-

viction that Jehovah's kingdom could not be established

save by the overthrow of the cruel kingdoms of this

world. We have seen that conviction expressed in

the Book of Obadiah. But the nation, which read and

cherished the visions of the Great Seer of the Exile,
8

could not help producing among her sons men with

hopes about the heathen of a very different kind men

who felt that Israel's mission to the world was not one

because God in His mercy takes back the threat, when repentance

follows ; (3) the honour of a prophet is not hurt when a threat is

not fulfilled, and the inspiration remains unquestioned, although many

predictions are not earned out "

To all of which there is a conclusive answer, in the fact that, had

the book bern meant to explain or justify unfulfilled prophecy, the

author would certainly not have chosen as an instance a judgment

against Nimveh, because, by the time he wiote, all the early pn-
dictions of Nimveh's fall had been fulfilled, we might say, to th<

very letter.

1 So even Kimchi; and in modern times De Wette, Delitzsch,

Bleek, Reuss, Cheyne, Wnght, KOnift Farrar, Orelli, etc. So virtually

ISO Nowack. Ewald's view is a little clilfcicnt He thinks that the

fundamental truth of the book is thai " true fear and repentant c

bring salvation from Jehovah,"
*

Isa, xl. ff.
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of war, but of service in those high truths of God and

of His Grace which had been committed to herself.

Between the two parties it is certain there was much

polemic, and we find this still bitter in the time of our

Lord. And some critics think that while Esther,

Obadiah and other writings of the centuries after the

Return represent the one side of this polemic, which

demanded the overthrow of the heathen, the Book of

Jonah represents the other side, and in the vexed and

reluctant prophet pictures such Jews as were willing

to proclaim the destruction of the enemies of Israel,

and yet like Jonah were not without the lurking fear

that God would disappoint their predictions and in His

patience leave the heathen room for repentance.
1 Their

dogmatism could not resist the impression of how long
God had actually spared the oppressors of His people,

and the author of the Book of Jonah cunningly sought
these joints in their armour to insinuate the points of

his doctrine of God's real will for nations beyond the

covenant. This is ingenious and plausible. But in

spite of the cleverness with which it has been argued
that the details of the story of Jonah are adapted to

the temper of the Jewish party who desired only

vengeance on the heathen, it is not at all necessary
to suppose that the book was the produce of mere

polemic. The book is too simple and too grand for

that And therefore those appear more right who con-

ceive that the writer had in view, not a Jewish party,
but Israel as a whole in their national reluctance to

fulfil their Divine mission to the world.1 Of them God

1 So virtually Kuenen, EM, II., p 423; Sroend, Lthrbuch fa
A. 2T, RtKgionsge$ckit.httt pp. 408 f., and Nowack.

* That the book is a historical allegory is a veiy old theoiy
Hermann v. d. Hardt (&mgniata Prtsci Orbs, 1723 ; ct Jonas in
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had already said : Wlio is blind but My servant, or deaf
as My messenger whom I have sent? . . . Wlio gave
Jacob for a spoil and Israel to the robbers ? Did not

Jehovah, He agawst whom we have sinned? for they

would not walk in His ways, neither were they obedient to

His law.
1 Of such a people Jonah is the type. Like

them he flees from the duty God has laid upon him.

Like them he is, beyond his own land, cast for a set

period into a living death, and like them rescued again

only to exhibit once more upon his return an ill-

will to believe that God had any fate for the heathen

except destruction. According to this theory, then,

Jonah's disappearance in the sea and the great fish,

and his subsequent ejection upon dry land, symbolise
the Exile of Israel and their restoration to Palestine.

In proof ofthis view it has been pointed out that, while

the prophets frequently represent the heathen tyrants

of Israel as the sea or the sea-monster, one of them has

actually described the nation's exile as its swallowing

by a monster, whom God forces at last to disgorge his

living prey.
1 The full illustration of this will be given

Carchana, Israel in Carcathio, 1718, quoted by Vatke, Etnl, p 686)

found in the book a political allegory of the history of Manassch led

into exile, and converted, while the last two chapters represent the

history of Josiah. That the book was symbolic in some way of

the conduct and fortunes of Israel was a view familiar in Great

Britain during the first half of this century : see the Preface to the

English translation of Calvin on Jonah (1847). Klemcrt (in his

commentary on Jonah m Lange's Series, Vol. XVI. English translation,

1874) was one of the first to expound with details the symbolising

of Israel in the prophet Jonah. Then came the article in the Theol.

R*vi*w (XIV. 1877, pp. 214 ff.) by Cheyne, following Bloch's Studtn

9. G*sch> dtr Sammtung dtr althebnuschen Ltttoratur (Bieslau, 1876);

but adding the explanation of tk* grtatfish from Hebrew mythology

(sec below). Von OreUi quotes Kleinert with approval in the main.

1 Ism xlil 19-34,
*
Jer, |L 34 44 *
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in Chapter XXXVI. on " The Great Fish and What it

Means." Here it is only necessary to mention that the

metaphor was borrowed, not, as has been alleged by

many, from some Greek, or other foreign, myth, which,

like that of Perseus and Andromeda, had its scene

in the neighbourhood of Joppa, but from a Semitic

mythology which was well known to the Hebrews, and

the materials of which were employed very frequently

by other prophets and poets of the Old Testament.1

Why, of all prophets, Jonah should have been selected

as the type of Israel, is a question hard but perhaps
not impossible to answer. In history Jonah appears

only as concerned with Israel's reconquest of her lands

from the heathen. Did the author of the book say :

I will take such a man, one to whom tradition attri-

butes no outlook beyond Israel's own territories, for

none could be so typical of Israel, narrow, selfish and

with no love for the world beyond herself? Or did

the author know some story about a journey of Jonah
to Niniveh, or at least some discourse by Jonah against

the great city ? Elijah went to Sarepta, Elisha took

1 That the Book of Jonah employs mythical elements is an opinion
that has prevailed since the beginning of this century. But before

Semitic mythology was so well known as it is now, these mythical
elements were thought to have been derived from the Greek myth-

ology So Gesemus, De Wette, and even Knobel, but see especially

F. C. Baur in Ilgen's Zettschrtft for 1837, p. 2OU Kuenen (**/,, 424)
and Cheyne (Theol. Rev , XIV.) rightly deny traces of any Greek
influence on Jonah, and their denial is generally agreed in.

Klemcrt (op ctt.t p. 10) points to the proper source in the native

mythology of the Hebrews: "The sea-monster is by no means
an unusual phenomenon in prophetic typology* It is the secular

power appointed by God for the scourge of Israel and of the earth

(Isa, xxvu. I)"; and Cheyne (Thtol. Rtv.t XIV.,
"
Jonah i a Study in

Jewish Folk-lore and Religion ") points out how Jer. )x. 34, 44 , forms

the connecting link between the story of Jonah and the popuial

mythology.
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God's word to Damascus: may there not have been,

though we are ignorant of it, some connection between

Niniveh and the labours of Elisha's successor ? Thirty

years after Jonah appeared, Amos proclaimed the

judgment of Jehovah upon foreign nations, with the

destruction of their capitals; about the year 755 he

clearly enforced, as equal with Israel's own, the moral

responsibility of the heathen to the God of righteous-

ness. May not Jonah, almost the contemporary of

Amos, have denounced Niniveh in the same way?
Would not some tradition of this serve as the nucleus

of history, round which our author built his allegory ?

It is possible that Jonah proclaimed doom upon
Niniveh

; yet those who are familiar with the prophesy-

ing of Amos, Hosea, and, in his younger days, Isaiah,

will deem it hardly probable. For why do all these

prophets exhibit such reserve in even naming Assyria,

if Israel had already through Jonah entered into such

articulate relations with Niniveh ? We must, therefore,

admit our ignorance of the reasons which led our author

to choose Jonah as a type of Israel. We can only

conjecture that it may have been because Jonah was

a prophet, whom history identified only with Israel's

narrower interests. If, during subsequent centuries,

a tradition had risen of Jonah's journey to Niniveh or

of his discourse against her, such a tradition has

probability against it

A more definite origin for the book than any yet

given has been suggested by Professor Budde.1 The

Second Book of Chronicles refers to a Midrash of the

Rook of the Kings* for further particulars concerning

1
Z.A.T.W., 1892, pp. 40a

1 a Chron. aauv. 27.
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King Joash. A Midrask 1 was the expansion, for

doctrinal or homiletic purposes, of a passage of

Scripture, and very frequently took the form, so dear

to Orientals, of parable or invented story about the

subject of the text. We have examples of Midrashim

among the Apocrypha, in the Books of Tobit and

Susannah and in the Prayer of Manasseh, the same as

is probably referred to by the Chronicler.
1 That the

Chronicler himself used the Midrash of the Book of the

Kings as material for his own book is obvious from the

form of the latter and its adaptation of the historical

narratives of the Book of Kings.
3 The Book of Daniel

may also be reckoned among the Midrashim, and

Budde now proposes to add to their number the Book

of Jonah. It may be doubted whether this distinguished

critic is right in supposing that the book formed the

Midrash to 2 Kings xiv. 25 ff. (the author being

desirous to add to the expression there of Jehovah's

pity upon Israel some expression of His pity upon the

heathen), or that it was extracted just as it stands, in

proof of which Budde points to its abrupt beginning
and end. We have seen another reason for the

latter;
4 and it is very improbable that the MiJrashim,

so largely the basis of the Books of Chiomcic*, shared

that spirit of universalism which inspires the Book of

Jonah.
6 But we may well believe that it was in some

Midrash of the Book of Kings that the author of the

Book of Jonah found the basis of the latter part of

his immortal work, which too clearly reflects the

Cf, Driver, fahotfyciion, I., p. 497.
a Chron xxxiii. 1 8.

See Robertson Smith, Old Tt$t in tfujtwish CAwrcA, pp. 140, 154,
Sec above, pp. 499 f.

Cf Smend, A. T. fattgtonsgtsckich'e, p. 409, n. i.
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fortunes and conduct of all Israel to have been wholly
drawn from a Midrash upon the story of the individual

prophet Jonah.

4. OUR LORD'S USE OF THE BOOK.

We have seen, then, that the Book of Jonah is not

actual history, but the enforcement of a profound

religious truth nearer to the level of the New Testa-

ment than anything else in the Old, and cast in the

form of Christ's own parables. The full proof of this

can be made clear only by the detailed exposition of

the book. There is, however, one other question,

which is relevant to the argument. Christ Himself

has employed the story of Jonah. Does His use of it

involve His authority for the opinion that it is a story

of real facts ?

Two passages of the Gospels contain the words of

our Lord upon Jonah : Matt. xii. 39, 41, and Luke xi

29, 3O.
1 A generation^ wicked and adulterous^ seeketh a

sign, and sign shall not be given it, save the sign of the

1 Matt xii. 40 For as Jonah was in the belly of the whale three

days and thru nights, so shall the Son of Man be in the heart of the

earth three days and three nights is not repeated m Luke xi. 29, 30,

which confines the sign to the preaching of repentance, and is

suspected as an intrusion both for this and other reasons, eg. that

ver. 40 Is superfluous and does not fit in with ver. 41, which gives the

proper explanation of the sign ; that Jonah, who came by his burial

in the fish through neglect of his duty and not by martyrdom, could

not therefore in this respect be a type of our Lord. On the othet

handy ver. 40 is not unlike another reference of our Lord to Hi<-

resurrection, John 11. 19 f Yet, even if ver 40 be genuine, the vagut -

ness of the parallel drawn in it between Jonah and our Loid sutel>

makes for the opinion that in quoting Jonah our Lord was not

concerned about quoting facts, but simply gave an illustration from

ft well-known tale. Matt. xvi. 4, where the sign of Jonah is arain

mentioned, does not explain the *
ign.
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prophet Jonah. . . . The men of Niniveh shall stand up
in theJudgment with this generation, and condemn

it, for

they repented at the preaching of Jonah, and behold, a

greater than Jonah is here. This generation is an evil

generation : it seeketh a sign; and sign shall not be given

it, except the sign of Jonah. For as Jonah was a sign

to the NinwiteS) so also shall the Son of Man be to this

generation.

These words, of course, are compatible with the

opinion that the Book of Jonah is a record of real fact

The only question is, are they also compatible with the

opinion that the Book of Jonah is a parable ? Many
say No ; and they allege that those of us who hold

this opinion are denying, or at least ignoring, the

testimony of our Lord ; or that we are taking away
the whole force of the parallel which He drew. This

is a question of interpretation, not of faith. We do

not believe that our Lord had any thought of con-

firming or not confirming the historic character of the

story. His purpose was purely one of exhortation,

and we feel the grounds of that exhortation to be just

as strong, when we have proven the Book of Jonah
to be a parable. Christ is using an illustration ; it

surely matters not whether that illustration be drawn
from the realms of fact or of poetry. Again and again
in their discourses to the people do men use illustra-

tions and enforcements drawn from traditions of the

past. Do we, even when the historical value of these

traditions is very ambiguous, give a single thought to

the question of their historical characttr? We never

think of it. It is enough for us that the tradition is

popularly accepted and familiar. And we cannot deny
to our Lord that which we claim for ourselves. 1 Even

* Take a case. Suppose we tell slothful people that tbetrs will b
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conservative writers admit this. In his recent Intro

duction to Jonah Orelli says expressly: "It is not,

indeed, proved with conclusive necessity that, if the

resurrection of Jesus was a physical fact, Jonah's abode

in the fish's belly must also be just as historical."
*

Upon the general question of our Lord's authority
in matters of criticism, His own words with regard to

personal questions may be appositely quoted : Man,
who made Me a judge or divider over you ? I am come

not to judge . . . but to save. Such matters our Lord

surely leaves to ourselves, and we have to decide them

by our reason, our common-sense and our loyalty to

truth of all of which He Himself is the creator, and
of which we shall have to render to Him an account

at the last Let us remember this, and we shall use

them with equal liberty and reverence. Bringing every

thought into subjection to Chnst is surely just using our

knowledge, our reason, and every other intellectual

gift which He has given us, with the accuracy and

the courage of His own Spirit.

5. THE UNITY OF THE BOOK.

The next question is that of the Unity of the Book.

Several attempts have been made to prove from dis-

crepancies, some real and some alleged, that tbe book

is a compilation of stories from several different hands.

the fate of the man who buried his talent, is this to commit u* to the

belief that the personages of Christ's parables actually existed ? Or

take the homiletic use of Shakespeare's dramas " as Macbeth did,"

or "as Hamlet said," Does it commit us to the historical realty of

Macbeth or Hamlet? Any preacher among us would resent boing

bound by such an inference. And if we resent this foi ourselves, how

chary we should be about seeking to bind our Lord by it,

*
Eng. trans, of Th* Twilvt Minor Ptophtts, p. 172. Consult ab

Fairar's judicious paragraphs on the subject : Minor Prophets, 234
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But these essays are too artificial to have obtained any
adherence from critics ;

and the few real discrepancies

of narrative from which they start are due, as we have

seen, rather to the license of a writer of parable than

to any difference of authorship.
1

In the question of the Unity of the Book, the Prayer
or Psalm in chap. ii. offers a problem of its own, con-

sisting as it does almost entirely of passages parallel

to others in the Psalter. Besides a number of religious

1 The two attempts which have been made to divide the Book of

Jonah are those by Kohler m the Theol. Rtv., XVI. 139 ff., and by
Bohme in the Z A.T W,, VII. 224 Kohler first insists on traits of

an earlier age (rude conception of God, no sharp boundary drawn
between heathens and the Hebrews, etc.), and then finds traces of a
late revision : lacuna in i. 2 ; hesitation in ni. I, in the giving of the

prophet's commission, which is not pure Hebrew ; change of three

days to forty (cf. LXX.); mention of unnamed king and his edict,

which is superfluous after the popular movement; beasts sharing
in mourning; also m i. 5, 8, 9, 14, h. 2, il^l,

in. 9, iv. 1-4, as dis-

turbing context; also the building of a booth is superfluous, and only
invented to account for Jonah remaining forty days instead of the

original three; iv. 6, fcO 7JJ ?!* iwfc for an original ft &T$ -
to offer him shade ; 7, th* worm, TW?\nt due to a copyist's change of

the following ni7jO. Withdrawing these, KChler gets an account
of the sparing of Nimveh on repentance following a sentence of

doom, which, he says, reflects the position of the city of God in

Jeremiah's time, and was due to Jeremiah's opponents, who said m
answer to his sentence of doom : If Ninivch could avert her fate,

why not Jerusalem ? Babme's conclusion, starting from the alleged
contradictions in the story, is that no fewer than foui hands have
had to deal with it. A sufficient answer is given by Kuinen (iw/,,
426 ff.), who, after analysing the dissection, says that its

"
improba-

bility is immediately evident" With regatd to the ineunustencm
which Bohme alleges to exist in chap, ni. between ver. 5 and vv. 6-fc
Kuenen remaiks that "all that is needed for their explanation is

a little good-will
"

a phrase applicable to many other oifficultit's

raised with regaid to other Old Te&tamt nt books by critical attempts
even nioie rational than those of Bohme. Cornill characterises
Bohme's hypothesis as absurd
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phrases, which are too general for us to say that one

prayer has borrowed them from another,
1 there are

several unmistakeable repetitions of the Psalms.*

And yet the Psalm of Jonah has strong features,

which, so far as we know, are original to it. The horror

of the great deep has nowhere in the Old Testament

been described with such power or with such con-

ciseness. So far, then, the Psalm is not a mere string

of quotations, but a living unity. Did the author of

the book himself insert it where it stands? Against
this it has been urged that the Psalm is not the prayer
of a man inside a fish, but of one who on dry land

celebrates a deliverance from drowning, and that if the

author of the narrative himself had inserted it, he

would rather have done so after ver. n, which records

the prophet's escape from the fish.
8 And a usual theory

of the origin of the Psalm is that a later editor, having
found the Psalm ready-made and m a collection where

it was perhaps attributed to Jonah,
4 inserted it after

ver. 2, which records that Jonah did pray from the

belly of the fish, and inserted it there the more readily,

because it seemed right for a book which had found

its place among the Twelve Prophets to contribute,

as all the others did, some actual discourse of the

prophet whose name it bore.6
This, however, is not

probable. Whether the original author found the

1 To Thy holy twifrle, vv. 5 and 8: cf. Psalm v 8, etc. The waters

heait OHM* round we to my very soul, ver. 6: cf Psalm Ixix. 2 And
Thou broughttst up ny h/e, ver 7 . cf. Psalm xxx. 4 When my soul

fainttd upon mtt ver* 3 : cf. Psalm cxlii, 4, etc. With the voice of

thanksgiving, ver. 10 : cf. Pbalm xhi. 5. The reff. are to the Ileb. text.

*
Cf. ver. 3 with Psnlm xvni, 7; ver 4 with Psalm xhi. 8; ver 5

with Psalm xxxi. 23 ; ver. 9 with Psalm xxxi, 7, and ver. 10 with

Psalm L 14
* De Wctte, Knobcl, Kuenen.

*
Buddc, a* above, p. 42.

" Budde.
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Psalm ready to his hand or made it, there is a great

deal to be said for the opinion of the earlier critics,
1 that

he himself inserted it, and just where it now stands.

For, from the standpoint of the writer, Jonah was

already saved, when he was taken up by the fish

saved from the deep into which he had been cast by
the sailors, and the dangers of which the Psalm so

vividly describes. However impossible it be for us to

conceive of the compilation of a Psalm (even though
full of quotations) by a man in Jonah's position,

1
it

was consistent with the standpoint of a writer who had

just affirmed that the fish was expressly appointed by

Jehovah, in order to save his penitent servant from the

sea. To argue that the Psalm is an intrusion is there-

fore not only unnecessary, but it betrays failure to

appreciate the standpoint of the writer. Given the fish

and the Divine purpose of the fish, the Psalm is

intelligible and appears at its proper place. It were

more reasonable indeed to argue that the fish itself is

an insertion. Besides, as we shall see, the spirit of

the Psalm is national; in conformity with the truth

underlying the book, it is a Psalm of Israel as a whole.

If this be correct, we have the Book of Jonah as it

came from the hands of its author. The text is in

wonderfully good condition, due to the ease of the

narrative and its late date. The Greek version

1
E.g Hitzig.

* Luther says of Jonah's prayer, that " he did not speak with these

exact words in the belly of the fish, nor placed them so orderly, but

he shows how he took courage, and what sort of thoughts his heart

had, when he stood in such a battle with death," We recognise in

this Psalm "the recollection of the confidence with which Jonah
hoped towards God, that since he had been rescued in so wonderful
a way from death in the waves, He would also bring him out of the

ught of his grave into the light of day."
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exhibits the usual proportion of clerical errors and mis-

translations,
1 omissions a and amplifications,

3 with some
variant readings

4 and other changes that will be noted

in the verses themselves.

1
ii. 5, B has \a6r for ya6r ; I 9, for *!:$ it reads ^5^, and takes the

to be abbreviation for fllPI* ;
it 7, for njJl it reads r?JD, and trans-

lates jedroxoi ; iv. 1 1, for rO"^ it reads 11^, and translates Karoticouffi.

2
i. 4, fWH perhaps rightly omitted before following ?1*U; i. 8,

B omits the clause "KPftta to tt^, probably rightly, for it is needless,

though supplied by Codd. A, Q; m. 9, one verb, iterown^ow, for

DTO 31B>\ probably correctly, see below.
9 L 2, i^ icpairy^ rfy Kaiclas for DnSH; ii. 3, T&F ^e<Jir fiou after

11, 10, in obedience to anotherreading ; l

iii

*
iii. 4,

vot n, 33



CHAPTER XXXV

THE GREAT REFUSAL

JONAH i

WE have now laid clear the lines upon which the

Book of Jonah was composed. Its purpose is

to illustrate God's grace to the heathen in face of His

people's refusal to fulfil their mission to them. The
author was led to achieve this purpose by a parable,

through which the prophet Jonah moves as the symbol
of his recusant, exiled, redeemed and still hardened

people. It is the Drama of Israel's career, as the

Servant of God, in the most pathetic moments of that

career. A nation is stumbling on the highest road
nation was ever called to tread.

Who ts bhnd but My servant^
Or deaf as My messenger whom I have sent?

He that would read this Drama aright must remember
what lies behind the Great Refusal which forms its

tragedy. The cause of Israel's recusancy was not only
wilfulness or cowardly sloth, but the horror of a whole
world given over to idolatry, the paralysing sense of

its irresistible force, of its cruel persecutions endured
for centuries, and of the long famine of Heaven's

justice. These it was which had filled Israel's eyes
too full of fever to see her duty. Only when w
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feel, as the writer himself felt, all this tragic back-

ground to his story are we able to appreciate the ex-

quisite gleams which he flashes across it : the generous

oiagnanimity of the heathen sailors, the repentance of

the heathen city, and, lighting from above, God's pity

upon the dumb heathen multitudes.

The parable or drama divides itself into three parts :

The Prophet's Flight and Turning (chap i.) ;
The Great

Fish and What it Means (chap, ii.) ; and The Repent-
ance of the City (chaps, iii. and iv.).

The chief figure of the story is Jonah, son of

Amittai, from Gath-hepher in Galilee, a prophet identi-

fied with that turn in Israel's fortunes, by which she

began to defeat her Syrian oppressors, and win back

from them her own territories a prophet, therefore,

of revenge, and from the most bitter of the heathen

wars. And the word of Jehovah came to Jonah, the son

of Amittai, saying, Up, go to Niniveh, the Great City,

and cry out against her, for her evil is come up before

Me. But he arose tofke. It was not the length of the

road, nor the danger of declaring Niniveh's sin to

her face, which turned him, but the instinct that God

intended by him something else than Niniveh's de-

struction ; and this instinct sprang from his knowledge
of God Himself. Ah now, Jehovah, was not my word,

while I was yet upon mine own soil, at the time I made

ready to flee to Tarshish, this that I knew that Thou

art a God gracious and tender and long-suffering

plenteous in love and relenting of evil? 1
Jonah in-

terpreted the Word which came to him by the Character

which he knew to be behind the Word. This is a

significant hint upon the method of revelation.

' iv. a.
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It would be rash to say that, in imputing even to

the historical Jonah the fear of God's grace upon the

heathen, our author were guilty of an anachronism.1

We have to do, however, with a greater than Jonah
the nation herself. Though perhaps Israel little

reflected upon it, the instinct can never have been far

away that some day the grace of Jehovah might reach

the heathen too. Such an instinct, of course, must

have been almost stifled by hatred born of heathen

oppression, as well as by the intellectual scorn which

Israel came to feel for heathen idolatries. But we

may believe that it haunted even those dark periods

in which revenge upon the Gentiles seemed most just,

and their destruction the only means ot establishing

God's kingdom in the world. We know that it moved

uneasily even beneath the rigour of Jewish legaiism.

For its secret was that faith in the essential grace of

God, which Israel gained very early and never lost,

and which was the spring of every new conviction and

every reform in her wonderful development With a

subtle appreciation of all this, our author imputes the

instinct to Jonah from the outset. Jonah's fear, that

after all the heathen may be spared, reflects the rest-

less apprehension even of the most exclusive of his

people an apprehension which by the time our book

1 For the grace of God had been the most formative influence ia

the early religion of Israel (see Vol. I., p. 19), and Amos, only

thirty years after Jonah, emphasised the moral equality of Israel

and the Gentiles before the one God of righteousness. Given these

two premisses of God's essential grace and the moial responsibility
of the heathen to Him, and the conclusion could never have been
far away that in the end His essential grace must reach the heathen
too. Indeed in sayings not latet than the eighth century it is

foretold that Isiael s-haU t>ecoine a blessing to the whole world.
Our author, then, may have been guilty of no anachronism in

imputing such a foreboding to Jonah.
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was written seemed to be still more justified by God's

long delay of doom upon the tyrants whom He had

promised to overthrow.

But to the natural man in Israel the possibility of

the heathen's repentance was still so abhorrent, that

he turned his back upon it Jonah rose to flee to

Tarshish from the face of Jchuvah. In spite of recent

arguments to the contrary, the most probable location

of Tarshish is the generally accepted one, that it was

a Phoenician colony at the other end of the Mediter-

ranean. In any case it was far from the Holy Land
;

and by going there the prophet would put the sea

between himself and his God. To the Hebrew

imagination there could not be a flight more remote,

Israel was essentially an inland people. They had

come up out of the desert, and they had practically

never yet touched the Mediterranean. They lived within

sight of it, but from ten to twenty miles of foreign

soil intervened between their mountains and its stormy

coast. The Jews had no traffic upon the sea, nor (but

for one sublime instance 1
to the contrary) had their

poets ever employed it except as a symbol of arrogance

and restless rebellion against the will of God.8
It was

all this popular feeling of the distance and strangeness

of the sea which made our author choose it as the

scene of the prophet's flight from the face of Israel's

God Jonah had to pass, too, through a foreign land

to get to the coast : upon the sea he would only be

among heathen. This was to be part of his conversion.

He went down to Yapho, and found a ship going to

Tarshtsh, andpaid thefare thereof, and embarked on her

1 Second Isaiah. See chap. Iz.

1 See the author's Hist. Gtog, oftht Holy Land, pp, 131-134
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It would be rash to say that, in imputing even to

the historical Jonah the fear of God's grace upon the

heathen, our author were guilty of an anachronism.1

We have to do, however, with a greater than Jonah
the nation herself. Though perhaps Israel little

reflected upon it, the instinct can never have been far

away that some day the grace of Jehovah might reach

the heathen too. Such an instinct, of course, must

have been almost stifled by hatred born of heathen

oppression, as well as by the intellectual scorn which

Israel came to feel for heathen idolatries* But we

may believe that it haunted even those dark periods

in which revenge upon the Gentiles seemed most just,

and their destruction the only means ot establishing

God's kingdom in the world. We know that it moved

uneasily even beneath the rigour of Jewish legalism.

For its secret was that faith in the essential grace of

God, which Israel gained very early and never lost,

and which was the spring of every new conviction and

every reform in her wonderful development With a

subtle appreciation of all this, our author imputes the

instinct to Jonah from the outset. Jonah's fear, that

after all the heathen may be spared, reflects the rest-

less apprehension even of the most exclusive of his

people an apprehension which by the time our book

1 For the grace of God had been the most formative influence in

the early religion of Israel (see Vol. I., p. 19), and Amos, only

thirty years after Jonah, emphasised the moral equality of Isnul

and the Gentiles before the one God of righteousness Given these

two premisses of God's essential grace and the moral responsibility
of the heathen to Him, and the conclusion could never have been
far away that in the end His essential grace must reach the heathen
too. Indeed in sayings not latei than the eighth century it is

foretold that Isiacl ihall become a blessing to the whole world.

Our author, then, may have been guilty of no anachronism a

imputing such a foreboding to Jonah.
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was written seemed to be still more justified by God's

long delay of doom upon the tyrants whom He had

promised to overthrow.

But to the natural man in Israel the possibility of

the heathen's repentance was still so abhorrent, that

he turned his back upon it Jwnh rose to flee to

Tarshish from the face of JcntHwh In spite of recent

arguments to the contrary, the most probable location

of Tarshish is the generally accept* d one, that it was
a Phoenician colony at the other end of the Mediter-

ranean. In any case it was far from the Holy Land
;

and by going there the prophet would put the sea

between himself and his God. To the Hebrew

imagination there could not be a flight more remote*

Isiael was essentially an inland people. They had

come up out of the desert, and they had practically

never yet touched the Mediterranean. They lived within

sight of it, but from ten to twenty miles of foreign

soil intervened between their mountains and its stormy
coast* The Jews had no traffic upon the soa, nor (but
for one sublime instance 1

to the contrary) had their

poets ever employed it except as a symbol of arrogance
and restless rebellion against the will of God* It was
all this popular feeling of the distance and strangeness
of the sea which made our author choose it as the

scene of the prophet's flight from the face of Israel's

Go4 Jonah had to pass, too, through a foreign land

to get to the coast : upon the .sea he would only be

among heathen. This was to be part of his conversion.

He went down to Yapho^ and found a ship going to

Tarshish, and paid the fare thereof> and embarked on her

1 Second ZsftUh. See rh*p. Ix,

See the author
1

* jffut, fatyr. ofthi /My farttt. pp.
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to get away with her crew 1
to Tarshish away front the

face ofJehovah.
The scenes which follow are very vivid : the sudden

wind sweeping down from the very hills on which

Jonah believed he had left his God ; the tempest ; the

behaviour of the ship, so alive with effort that the

story attributes to her the feelings of a living thing

she thought she must be broken; the despair of the

mariners, driven from the unity of their common task

to the hopeless diversity of their idolatry they cried

every man unto his own god; the jettisoning of the

tackle of the ship to lighten her (as we should say,

they let the masts go by the board); the worn-out

prophet in the hull of the ship, sleeping like a stow-

away ; the group gathered on the heaving deck to cast

the lot ; the passenger's confession, and the new fear

which fell upon the sailors from it ; the reverence with

which these rude men ask the advice of him, in whose

guilt they feel not the offence to themselves, but the

sacredness to God; the awakening of the prophet's
better self by their generous deference to him; how
he counsels to them his own sacrifice ; their reluctance to

yield to this, and their return to the oars with increased

perseverance for his sake. But neither their generosity
nor their efforts avail. The prophet again offers him-

self, and as their sacrifice he is thrown into the sea.

And Jehovah cast a wind* on the sea, and there was
a great tempest? and the ship threatened* to break up*
And the sailors were afraid, and cried every man unto

his own god; and they cast the tackle of the ship into the

sea
9
to lighten it from upon them. But Jonah had gone

Hcb. thtm. * Hcb. en 1ht sra.

So LXX. : Heb. * rtat wind. *
Lit. ndatutw /tag**,
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down to the bottom of the ship and lay fast asleep.

And the captain of the ship
1 came to him, and said

to him, What art thou doing asleep ? Up, call on thy

God; peradventure the God will be gracious to us, that we

perish not. And they said every man to his neighbour,

Come, and let us cast lots, that we may know for whose

sake is this evil come upon us. So they cast lots, and the

lot fell on Jonah. And they said to him, Tell us now*
what is thy business, and whence comest thou? what

is thy land, andfrom what people art thou? And he

said to tfiem, A Hebrew am I
}
and a worshipper of

the God of Heaven? who made the sea and the dry
land. And the men feared greatly, and said to him,
What is this thou hast done? (for they knew he was

fleeing from the face of Jehovah, because he had told

them). And they said to him, What are we to do to

thee that the sea cease raging against us ? For the sea

was surging higher and higher* And he said, Take

me and throw me into the sea; so shall the sea cease

raging against you : for I am sure that it is on my
account that this great tempest is risen upon you. And
the men laboured* with the oars to bring the ship to

land, and they could not, for the sea grew more and
more stormy against them. So tftey called on Jehwah
and said, Jehovah, let us not perish, we pray Th^for
the life of this man

%
neither bring innocent blood upon

us : for Thou artjehovaht Thou doest as Thou fileasest.

Then they took up Jonah and cast him into ike seti>

and the sea stilledfrom its raging. But the men were

* Hrb
The wordsfor whose sakt is this tvil come upon u* do not ctur

in LXX. tnd are unntccwary.
4 WcHhauftcn suipccta this form of the Divine title
* Heb. *.
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in great awe of Jehovah^ and sacrificed to Him and

vowed vows.

How very real it is and how very noble I We see

the storm, and then we forget the storm in the joy of

that generous contest between heathen and Hebrew.

But the glory of the passage is the change in Jonah
himself. It has been called his punishment and the

conversion of the heathen. Rather it is his own
conversion. He meets again not only God, but the

truth from which he fled. He not only meets that

truth, but he offers his life for it

The art is consummate. The writer will first reduce

the prophet and the heathen whom he abhors to the

elements of their common humanity. As men have

sometimes seen upon a mass of wreckage or on an ice-

floe a number of wild animals, by nature foes to each

other, reduced to peace through their common danger,
so we descry the prophet and his natural enemies

upon the strained and breaking ship. In the midst of

the storm they are equally helpless, and they cast for all

the lot which has no respect of persons. But from

this the story passes quickly, to show how Jonah feels

not only the human kinship of these heathen with

himself, but their susceptibility to the knowledge of

his God. They pray to Jehovah as the God of the

sea and the dry land; while we may be sure that

the prophet's confession, and the story of his own
relation to that God, forms as powerful an exhorta-

tion to repentance as any he could have preached
in Niniveh. At least it produces the effects which

he has dreaded. In these sailors he sees heathen

turned to the fear of the Lord. All that he had fled

to avoid happens there before his eyes and through
his own mediation.
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The climax is reached, however, neither when Jonah
feels his common humanity with the heathen nor

when he discovers their awe of his God, but when
in order to secure for them God's sparing mercies

he offers his own life instead. Take me up and cast

me into the sea; so shall the sea cease from raging

against you. After their pity for him has wrestled

for a time with his honest entreaties, he becomes their

sacrifice.

In all this story perhaps the most instructive pass-

ages are those which lay bare to us the method of God's

revelation. When we were children this was shown

to us in pictures of angels bending from heaven to

guide Isaiah's pen, or to cry Jonah's commission to

him through a trumpet. And when we grew older,

although we learned to dispense with that machinery,

yet its infection remained, and our conception of the

whole process was mechanical still We thought of

the prophets as of another order of things ;
we

released them from our own laws of life and thought,

and we paid the penalty by losing all interest in them.

But the prophets were human, and their inspiration

came through experience. The source of it, as this

story shows, was God. Partly from His guidance
of their nation, partly through close communion with

Himself, they received new convictions of His character,

Yet they did not receive these mechanically. They

spake neither at the bidding of angels, nor like heathen

prophets in trance or ecstasy, but as they were moved

by the Holy Ghost, And the Spirit worked upon them

first as the influence of God's character/ and second

1 / &H*W how Thou art*
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through the experience of life. God and life these

are all the postulates for revelation.

At first Jonah fled from the truth, at last he laid

down his life for it So God still forces us to the

acceptance of new light and the performance of strange
duties. Men turn from these, because of sloth or

prejudice, but in the end they have to face them, and
then at what a cost ! In youth they shirk a self-denial

to which in some storm of later life they have to bend

with heavier, and often hopeless, hearts. For their

narrow prejudices and refusals, God punishes them by
bringing them into pain that stings, or into responsi-

bility for others that shames, these out of them. The
drama of life is thus intensified La interest and beauty ;

characters emerge heroic and sublime.

"But, oh the labour,
O prince, the pain I*

Sometimes the neglected duty is at last achieved

only at the cost of a man's breath; and the truth,
which might have been the bride of his youth and his

comrade through a long life, is recognised by him only
in the features of Death.



CHAPTER XXXVI

TffJE GREAT FISH AND WHAT IT MEANS
THE PSALM

JONAH ii

AT this point in the tale appears the Great Fish.

AndJehovah prepared a greatfish to swallow Jonah,
andJonah was in the belly of the fish three days and three

ntghts.

After the very natural story which we have followed,
this verse obtrudes itself with a shock of unreality and

grotesqueness. What an anticlimax I say some ; what
a clumsy intrusion ! So it is if Jonah be taken as an
individual. But if we keep in mind that he stands here,
not for himself, but for his nation, the difficulty and the

grotesqueness disappear. It is Israel's ill-will to the

heathen, Israel's refusal of her mission, Israel's em-
barkation on the stormy sea of the world's politics,

which we have had described as Jonah's. Upon her

flight from God's will there followed her Exile, and from

her Exile, which was for a set period, she came back

to her own land, a people still, and still God's servant

to the heathen. How was the author to express this

national death and resurrection ? In conformity with

the popular language of his time, he had described

Israel's turning from God's will by her embarkation on
a stormy sea, always the symbol of the prophets for

533
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the tossing heathen world that was ready to engulf

her
;
and now to express her exile and return he sought

metaphors in the same rich poetry of the popular

imagination.

To the Israelite who watched from his hills that

stormy coast on which the waves hardly ever cease

to break in their impotent restlessness, the sea was a

symbol of arrogance and futile defiance to the will of

God The popular mythology of the Semites had

filled it with turbulent monsters, snakes and dragons
who wallowed like its own waves, helpless against the

bounds set to them, or rose to wage war against the

gods in heaven and the great lights which they had

created
;
but a god slays them and casts their carcases

for meat and drink to the thirsty people of the desert1

It is a symbol of the perpetual war between light and

darkness; the dragons are the clouds, the slayer the

sun. A variant form, which approaches closely to that

of Jonah's great fish, is still found in Palestine. In

May 1891 I witnessed at Hasbeya, on the western

skirts of Hermon, an eclipse of the moon. When the

shadow began to creep across her disc, there rose

from the village a hideous dm of drums, metal pots
and planks of wood beaten together ; guns were fired,

and there was much shouting. I was told that this

was done to terrify the great fish which was swallowing
the moon, and to make him disgorge hen

Now these purely natural myths were applied by
the prophets and poets of the Old Testament to the

illustration, not only of Jehovah's sovereignty over the

storm and the night, but of His conquest of the heathen

1 For the Babylonian myths see Saycc's Hibbert Lecture*;
Smith's Asyrian Pur wi *r*

; ni.d 'iitnkrl, Sf/,//[, CAM
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powers who had enslaved His people.
1 Isaiah had

heard in the sea the confusion and rage of the peoples

against the bulwark which Jehovah set around Israel;
1

but it is chiefly from the time of the Exile onward that

the myths themselves, with their cruel monsters and

the prey of these, are applied to the great heathen

powers and their captive, Israel. One prophet ex-

plicitly describes the Exile of Israel as the swallowing
of the nation by the monster, the Babylonian tyrant,

whom God forces at last to disgorge its prey. Israel

says :
$ Nebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon hath de-

voured me* and crushed me* . , . he hath swallowed me

up like the Dragon9 filling his belly> from my delights he

hath cast me out. But Jehovah replies :* / will punish
Bel in Babylon^ and I will bring out of his mouth thai

which he hath swallowed. . . . My people^ go ye out of the

midst of her.

It has been justly remarked by Canon Cheyne that

this passage may be considered as the intervening link

between the original form of the myth and the applica-

tion of it made in the story of Jonah.* To this tin-

objection might be offered that in the story of Jonah
the great fish is not actually represented as the means

of the prophet's temporary dcstiuction, lik<; the monster

in Jeremiah 1L, but rather as the vessel of his deliver*

1

Passages in which this cln&s of myths are taken in * phytt<'nl

sense are Job iii. 8, vri. 12, xxvi. 12, 13, etc., etc. ; and passage** i

which it is applied politically arc ISA. xxvii. I, H. 9; Jcr, It 34, 44

I 's*lm Ixxtv,, etc* See Gunkcl, Sdiupfnng . Chao*,
*
Chap, xvii, 12-14,

Jtt.li.34-
4 Hcb. margin, LXX. and Syr. ; Hrb. text 10.
* Jr. 11 44,45-
1
Chejae, Tktoi Jto., XIV. See above, p. 503.
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ance.
1 This is true, yet it only means that our author

has still further adapted the very plastic material

offered him by this much transformed myth. But we
do not depend for our proof upon the comparison of a

single passage. Let the student of the Book of Jonah
read carefully the many passages of the Old Testament,
in which the sea or its monsters rage in vain against

Jehovah, or are harnessed and led about by Him ; or

still more those passages in which His conquest of

these monsters is made to figure His conquest of the

heathen powers,
1 and the conclusion will appear irre-

sistible that the story of the greatfish and of Jonah the

type of Israel is drawn from the same source. Such a

solution of the problem has one great advantage. It

relieves us of the grotesqueness which attaches to the

literal conception of the story, and of the necessity of

those painful efforts for accounting for a miracle which

have distorted the common-sense and even the ortho-

doxy of so many commentators of the book.* We are

dealing, let us remember, with poetry a poetry inspired

by one of the most sublime truths of the Old Te&tament,
but whose figures are drawn from the legends and myths
of the people to whom it is addressed. To treat this

as prose is not only to sin against the common-sense
which God has given us, but against the simple and

obvious intention of the author. It is blindness both

to reason and to Scripture.

1 See above, p. 511, on the Psalm of Jonah.
1
Above, p 525, n. i.

It is very interesting to notice how many commentators (f#.
Pusey, and the Engh&h edition of Langc) who take the story in Uf
individual meaning, and therefore as miraculous, immediately try to

minimise the miracle by quoting storus of great fiahw who have
swallowed men, and even rm n in armour, whole, aad in ooe csse a*
least have vomited them up alive 1
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These views are confirmed by an examination of the

Psalm or Prayer which is put into Jonah's mouth while

he is yet in the fish. We have already seen what

grounds there are for believing that the Psalm belongs
tc the author's own plan, and from the beginning

appeared just where it does now.1 But we may also

point out how, in consistence with its context, this

is a Psalm, not of an individual Israelite, but of the

nation as a whole. It is largely drawn from the

national liturgy.
4

It is full of cries which we know,

though they are expressed in the singular number, to

have been used of the whole people, or at least of that

pious portion of them, who were Israel indeed. True

that in the original portion of the Psalm, and by far its

most beautiful verses, we seem to have the description

of a drowning man swept to the bottom of the sea.

But even here, the colossal scenery and the magnificent

hyperbole of the language suit not the experience of

an individual, but the extremities of that vast gulf of

exile into which a whole nation was plunged* It is a

nation's carcase which rolls upon those infernal tides

that swirl among the roots of mountains and behind

the barred gates of earth. Finally, vv. 9 and 10 are

obviously a contrast, not between the individual prophet
and the heathen, but between the true Israel, who in

exile preserve their loyalty to Jehovah, and those

Jews who, forsaking their covenant-love, lapse to

idolatry. We find many parallels to this in exilic

and post-exilic literature.

And Jonah prayed toJehovah his God from the deify

of the fish, and said:

/ cried out of my anguish to Jehovah, and He
answered me?

1 See above, pp. 5x1 f.
* See Above, p. 511, ntu I, **
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From the belly of Inferno / sought help Thou

heardest my voice.

For Thou hadst
1
cast me into the depth, to the heart

of the seas, and theflood rolled around me;
All Thy breakers and billows went over me.

Then I said, I am hurledfrom Thy sight :

How 1
shall I ever again look towards Thy holy

temple?

Waters enwrapped me to the soul; the Deep rolled

around me;
The tangle was bound about my head.

I was gone down to the roots of the hills;

Earth and her bars were behind mefor ever.

But Thou broughtest my life up from destruction^

Jehovah my Godl

When my soul fainted upon me, I remembered

Jehovah^

And my prayer came in unto Thee, to Thy holy

temple.

They that observe the idols of vanity,

Theyforsake their covenant-love.

But to the sound ofpraise I will sacrifice to Thee;

What I have vowed I willperform*

Salvation isjchovatts.

And Jehovah spake to the fish, and it threw up
Jonah on the dry land.

1 The grammar, which usually expresses result, more literally runs,
And Thou Mst east * ; but after the preceding verse it must bt
taken not as expressing; consequence but cause.

1 Read Vtt to
TO,

"<* with the UQC. take the seateKM ***

temgatively*



CHAPTER XXXVII

THE REPENTANCE OF THE CITY

JONAH iii

HAVING
learned, through suffering, his moral

kinship with the heathen, and having offered his

life for some of them, Jonah receives a second com-
mand to go to Niniveh. He obeys, but with his pre-

judice as strong as though it had never been humbled,
nor met by Gentile nobleness. The first part of his

story appears to have no consequences in the second.1

But this is consistent with the writer's purpose to treat

Jonah as if he were Israel. For, upon their return

from Exile, and in spite of all their new knowledge
of themselves and the world, Israel continued to

cherish their old grudge against the Gentiles.

And the word of Jehovah came to Jonah ike second

time, saying, Up, go to Niniveh, the great city, and call

unto her with the call which I shall tell t/iee. And
Jonah arose and went to N*nweht as Jehovah said.

Now Niniveh was a cify great before God, three days?

journey through and through,* And Jonah began by

* Only in iii. I, ttcond ttwtt, and in iv, a are there any references

from the second to the first part of the book.
* The diameter rather than the circumference aeema intended

by the writer, if we can judge by hta sending the prophet on* rAiv's

jtmrnty through th* city. Some, however, take the ctrcunilrirtu'i ft

t, and thu aftive* with the computation of sixty English
tfic ftirth of the greater Nimvch described below.

VOL. IX, 59 34
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going through the city one da^sjourney\
and he cried and

said, Forty
l
days more and Niniveh shall be overturned.

Opposite to Mosul, the well-known emporium of trade

on the right bank of the Upper Tigris, two high

artificial mounds now lift themselves from the other-

wise level plain. The more northerly takes the name

of Kujundschik, or "little lamb/' after the Turkish

village which couches pleasantly upon its north-

eastern slope. The other is called in the popular

dialect Nebi Yunus,
"
Prophet Jonah," after a mosque

dedicated to him, which used to be a Christian

church ; but the official name is Niniveh. These two

mounds are bound to each other on the west by a

broad brick wall, which extends beyond them both,

and is connected north and south by other walls,

with a circumference in all of about nine English miles.

The interval, including the mounds, was covered with

buildings, whose ruins still enable us to form some

idea of what was for centuries the wonder of the

world Upon terraces and substructions of enormous

breadth rose storied palaces, arsenals, barracks,

libraries and temples. A lavish water system spread
in all directions from canals with massive embankments

and sluices. Gardens were lifted into mid-air, filled

with rich plants and rare and beautiful animals.

Alabaster, silver, gold and precious stones relieved the

dull masses of brick and flashed sunlight from every
frieze and battlement The surrounding walls were so

broad that chariots could roll abreast on them. The

gates, and especially the river gates, were very massive.*

1 LXX. Codd. B, etc., read thru days, other Codd. have tht/w/y
of the Heb. text.

2 For a more detailed description of Niniveh aee above on th*
of Nahum, pp, 98 ff.
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All this was Niniveh proper, whose glory the

Hebrews envied and over whose fall more than one

of their prophets exult. But this was not the Niniveh

to which our author saw Jonah come. Beyond the

walls were great suburbs,
1 and beyond the suburbs

other towns, league upon league of dwellings, so

closely set upon the plain as to form one vast complex
of population, which is known to Sciipture as The

Great City* To judge from the ruins which still cover

the ground,
1 the circumference must have been about

sixty miles, or three days' journey. It is these nameless

leagues of common dwellings which roll before us in

the story. None of those glories of Niniveh are

mentioned, of which other prophets speak, but the

only proofs offered to us of the city's greatness are its

extent and its population.* Jonah is sent to three

days, not of mighty buildings, but of homes and

families, to the Niniveh, not of kings and their glories,

but of men, women and children, besides much cattle.

The palaces and temples he may pass in an hour or

two, but from sunrise to sunset he treads the dim

drab mazes where the people dwell.

When we open our hearts for heroic witness to

the truth there rush upon them glowing memories

of Moses before Pharaoh, of Elijah before Ahab, of

Stephen before the Sanhedrim, of Paul upon Areopagus,
of Galileo before the Inquisition, of Luther at the

Diet But it takes a greater heroism to face the

. Gen. x. ii.

* Gen. x, U, according to which the Great City included, bevidea

Niniveh, at leant Rcsen and Kt*Lu*h,
* And taking the present Kttjundschik, Nimmd, Khorsabad and

BUw*t a the four cornera of the district,

v. n.
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people than a king, to convert a nation than to

persuade a senate. Princes and assemblies of the

wise stimulate the imagination ; they drive to bay all

the nobler passions of a solitary man. But there is

nothing to help the heart, and therefore its courage

is all the greater, which bears witness before those

endless masses, in monotone of life and colour, that

now paralyse the imagination like long stretches of

sand when the sea is out, and again terrify it like

the resistless rush of the flood beneath a hopeless

evening sky.

It is, then, with an art most fitted to his high

purpose that our author unlike all other prophets,

whose aim was different presents to us, not the

description of a great military power: king, nobles

and armed battalions : but the vision of those mono-

tonous millions. He strips his country's foes of

everything foreign, everything provocative of eavy
and hatred, and unfolds them to Israel only in their

teeming humanity.
1

His next step is still more grand. For this teeming

humanity he claims the universal human possibility

of repentance that and nothing more.

Under every form and character of human life,

beneath all needs and all habits, deeper than despair
and more native to man than sin itself, lies the power
of the heart to turn. It was this and not hope that

remained at the bottom of Pandora's Box when every
other gift had fled. For this is the indispensable
secret of hope. It lies m every heart, needing indeul
some dream of Divine mercy, however far and vagtir,

1
Compare the Book of Jonah, for instance, *ith the Book .J
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to rouse it
;
but when roused, neither ignorance of God,

nor pride, nor long obduracy of evil may withstand it.

It takes command of the whole nature of a man, and

speeds from heart to heart with a violence, that like

pain and death spares neither age nor rank nor degree
of culture. This primal human right is all our author

claims for the men of Niniveh. He has been blamed

for telling us an impossible thing, that a whole city

should be converted at the call of a single stranger ;

and others have started up in his defence and quoted
cases in which large Oriental populations have actually

been stirred by the preaching of an alien in race and

religion; and then it has been replied, "Granted the

possibility, granted the fact in other cases, yet where

in history have we any trace of this alleged conversion

of all Niniveh ?
" and some scoff,

" How could a Hebrew
have made himself articulate in one day to those

Assyrian multitudes?"

How long, O Lord, must Thy poetry suffer from

those who can only treat it as prose ? On whatever

side they stand, sceptical or orthodox, they are equally

pedants, quenchers of the spiritual, creators of unbelief.

Our author, let us once for all understand, makes no

attempt to record an historical conversion of this vast

heathen city. For its men he claims only the primary
human possibility of repentance; expressing himself

not in this general abstract way, but as Orientals, to

whom an illustration is ever a proof, love to have it

done by story or parable. With magnificent reserve

he has not gone further; but only told into the

prejudiced faces of his people, that out there, beyond
the Covenant, in the great world lying in darkness,

there live, not beings created for ignorance and hostility

to God, elect for destruction, but men with consciences
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and hearts, able to turn at His Word and to hope in

His Mercy that to the farthest ends of the world, and

even on the high places of unrighteousness, Word and

Mercy work just as they do within the Covenant

The fashion in which the repentance of Niniveh is

described is natural to the time of the writer. It is

a national repentance, of course, and though swelling

upwards from the people, it is confirmed and organised

by the authorities : for we are still in the Old Dispensa-

tion, when the picture of a complete and thorough

repentance could hardly be otherwise conceived. And
the beasts are made to share its observance, as in the

Orient they always shared and still share in funeral

pomp and trappings.
1

It may have been, in addition,

a personal pleasure to our writer to record the part

of the animals in the movement See how, later on,

he tells us that for their sake also God had pity upon
Niniveh.

And the men of Niniveh believed upon God, and cried

a fast, andfrom the greatest of them to the least ofthem

they put on sackcloth And word came to the king of

Ntnivehj and he rose off his throne, and cast his mantle

from upon him, and dressed in sackcloth and sat in ttie

dust And he sent criers to say in Niniveh :

By Order of the King and his Nobles, thus: Man
and Beastj Oxen and Sheep, shall not taste anything,
neither eat nor drink water. But let them clothe them-

selves* m sackcloth, both man and beast, and call upon
God with power, and turn every man from his evil way
and from every wrong which they have in hand. Who

Cf. Herod. IX, 24 ; Joel 1. 18 ; Virgil, EckgutV., JKtutiXL 89 ;

Plutarch, Alex 72.
* LXX : and they did cloth* thvnsclvts in 9ackcloth

t and so oou
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knoweth but that Godmay'1 relent and turnfrom the fierce-

ness ofHis wrath, that we pensh not ? *

And God saw their doings, how they turned from their

evil way; and God relented of the evil which He said He
would do to them, and did it not.

1 So LXX. Heb. text : may turn and rcltnt, and turn,

The alleged discrepancies in this account have been already
noticed. As the text stands the fast and mourning are proclaimed
and actually begun before word reaches the king and his proclama-
tion of fast and mourning goes forth. The discrepancies might be

removed by transferring the words in ver. 6, and they crted a fast,

and fiom tht greatest of thttn to the hast they clothed themselves in

sackcloth, to the end of ver. 8, with a 1DK7 or IIDX^I to introduce

ver. 9. But, as said above (pp. 499, 5x0, n, x) r
it is more probable

that the text as it stands was original, and that the inconsistencies

in the order of the narrative are due to its being a tale or parable.



CHAPTER XXXVIII

ISRAEL'S^ JEALOUSY OF JEHQVAM

JONAH IT

HAVING
illustrated the truth, that the Gent3es

are capable of repentance unto life, the Book
now describes the effect of their escape upon Jonah, and
closes by revealing God's full heart upon the matter.

Jonah is very angry that Nmiveh has been spared.
Is this (as some say) because his own word has not

been fulfilled ? In Israel there was an accepted rule

that a prophet should be judged by the issue of his

predictions : If thou say in thine heart. How shall we
know the word which Jehovah hath not spoken ? when a

prophet speaketh in the name of Jehovah, if the thing

follow not nor come to pass, that is the thing which

Jehovah hath not spoken, but the prophet hoik spoken

presumptuously, thou shaft have no reverence for kim. 1

Was it this that stung Jonah ? Did he ask for death
because men would say of him that when he predicted
Niniveh's overthrow he was false and had not God's
word ? Of such fears there is no trace in the story.

Jonah never doubts that his word came from Jehovah,
nor dreads that other men will doubt There is

absolutely no hint of anxiety as to his professional

reputation. But, on the contrary, Jonah says that

1 Deut. xvhi. ai, aa.

536
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from the first he had the foreboding, grounded upon
his knowledge of God's character, that Niniveh would
be spared, and that it was from this issue he shrank

and fled to go to Tarshish. In short he could not, either

then or now, master his conviction that the heathen

should be destroyed. His grief, though foolish, is not

selfish. He is angryf
not at the baffling of his word, but

at God's forbearance with the foes and tyrants of Israel.

Now, as in all else, so in this, Jonah is the type of

his people. If we can judge from their literature

after the Exile, they were not troubled by the non-

fulfilment of prophecy, except as one item of what

was the problem of their faith the continued prosperity
of the Gentiles. And this was not, what it appears
to be in some Psalms, only an intellectual problem
or an offence to their sense of ju&tice. Nor could they
meet it always, as some of their prophets did, with a

supreme intellectual scorn of the heathen, and in the

proud confidence that they themselves were the favour-

ites of God* For the knowledge that God was infinitely

gracious haunted their pride ; and from the very heart

of their faith arose a jealous fear that He would show

I lift grace to others than themselves. To us it may
be difficult to understand this temper. We have not

been trained to believe ourselves an elect people;

nor have we suffered at the hands of the heathen.

Yet, at least, we have contemporaries and fellow-

Christians among whom we may find still alive many
of the feelings against which the Book of Jonah was

written* Take the Oriental Churches of to-day.

Centuries of oppression have created in them an awful

hatred of the infidel, beneath whose power they are

hardly sul&rod to live* The* barest justice calls for

the overthrow of their oppressors* That these share
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a common humanity with themselves is a sense they

have nearly lost For centuries they have had no

spiritual intercourse with them; to try to convert a

Mohammedan has been for twelve hundred years a

capital crime. It is not wonderful that Eastern

Christians should have long lost power to believe in

the conversion of infidels, and to feel that anything

is due but their destruction. The present writer once

asked a cultured and devout layman of the Greek

Church, Why then did God create so many Moham-
medans? The answer came hot and fast: To fill up
Hell I Analogous to this were the feelings of the

Jews towards the peoples who had conquered and

oppressed them. But the jealousy already alluded

to aggravated these feelings to a rigour no Christian

can ever share. What right had God to extend to

their oppressors His love for a people who alone had

witnessed and suffered for Him, to whom He had

bound Himself by so many exclusive promises, whom
He had called His Bride, His Darling, His Only
One ? And yet the more Israel dwejj; upon that Love

the more they were afraid of it. God had been so

gracious and so long-suffering to themselves that they
could not trust Him not to show these mercies to

others. In which case, what was the use of their

uniqueness and privilege? What worth was their

living any more ? Israel might as well perish*

It is this subtle story of Israel's jealousy of Jehovah,
and Jehovah's gentle treatment of it, which we follow

in the last chapter of the book. The chapter starts

from Jonah's confession of a fear of the results of God's

lovingkindness and from his persuasion that, as this

spread to the heathen, the life of His servant spent
in opposition to the heathen was a worthless life ; and
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the chapter closes with God's own vindication of His

Love to His jealous prophet
It was a great grief to Jonah, and he was angered;

and he prayed to Jehovah and said: Ah now, Jehovah,
while I was still upon mine own ground, at the time

that I prepared to flee to Tarshish, was not this my
word, that I knew Thee to be a God gracious and tender,

long-suffering and plenteous in love, relenting of evil?

And now, Jehovah, take, I pray Thee, my life from me,

for for me death is better than hfe.

In this impatience of life as well as in some subse-

quent traits, the story of Jonah reflects that of Elijah.

But the difference between the two prophets was this,

that while Elijah was very jealous for Jehovah, Jonah
was very jealous of Him. Jonah could not bear to see

the love promised to Israel alone, and cherished by her,

bestowed equally upon her heathen oppressors. And
he behaved after the manner of jealousy and of the

heart that thinks itself insulted. He withdrew, and

sulked in solitude, and would take no responsibility

nor further
interest

in his work. Such men are best

treated by a caustic gentleness, a little humour, a little

rallying, a leaving to nature, and a taking unawares in

their own confessed prejudices. All these I dare to

think even the humour are present in God's treatment

of Jonah, This is very natural and very beautiful.

Twice the Divine Voice speaks with a soft sarcasm : Art
thou very angry?

1 Then Jonah's affections, turned

1 The Hebrew m*y be translated cither, first, Dotst thou wtll to b*

or second, Art thou wry angry ? Our versions both prefer

i though they put the jfcom/in the maigin. The LXX, tnke

That the second is the right one is not only proved by
its greater suitableness, but by Jonah's answer to the question,

/ m wry angry* yea, twn unto dtath,
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from man and God, are allotted their course with a bit of

nature, the fresh and green companion of his solitude;

and then when all his pity for this has been roused by
its destruction, that very pity is employed to awaken

his sympathy with God's compassion for the great city,

and he is shown how he has denied to God the same

natural affection which he confesses to be so strong

in himself But why try further to expound so clear

and obvicus an argument?
Bui Jehovah said, Art thou so wry angry ? Jonah

would not answer how lifelike is his silence at this

point I but went out from the city and sat down before

tt
f

l and made him there a booth and dwelt beneath it in

the shadej till he should see what happened in the city.

And Jehovah God prepared a gourd* and it grew up
above Jonah to be a shadow over his head. . . .* And
Jonah rejoiced in the gourd with a great joy. But as

dawn came up the next day God prepared a worm, and
this

4 wounded the gourd, (hat it perished. And it

came to pass, when ttie sun rose
t
that God picpattd a

dry east-wind* and the sun smote on /ow/i's At'tH/, so

that he was faint, and beggrd for himself that he might
die* saying, Better my dying than my Iwngl And

1 Heb. th* city.

*
P1?P, the Egypkan klk' *fc Ricmus or Palm* Chnsti See

above, p. 498, n. 2
1 Hcb. adds to savt him roni ht$ tvttr perhaps t gloss.
4 Heb. it.

' n^lB. The Targiim implies * ?$*/*$ i e. stuflttritig, test oW.
Hitzig thinks that the name is donxt d frum th? season of plnugi tng
and some modern proverbs appear to hour this out : an an/worn <aat

wind. LXX. ffvyKatw. Su-pfi u rl-Stad^ a ruftm# tw i n it. /, as if from
Sjnn. Stemer emends to n^Ds

in, as if ft cm D'TH *- thr pin . tn& a poetic
name of the sun; and nfthm*, Z.A.TWt VII. 25^ tu n^*n,Vrom TIT^
to flow. Kohli'i ( Tkfat, A'i v , XVI,, p 14 ;) co.upare* tTV!

f
tfnttf city.

' Ktb, : In^td hfi> lift, that h* wight tttt.
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God said unto Jonah) Art thou so very angry about the

gourd? And he said
t
I am very angry even unto

death/ And Jehovah said: Thou carest for a gourd

for which thou hast not travailed, nor hast thou brought
it up, a thing that came in a night and in a night has

perished? And shall I not care for Nwiveh, the Great

City? in which there are more than twelve times ten

thousand human beings who know not their right hand

from their left, besides much cattle ?

God has vindicated His love to the jealousy of those

who thought that it was theirs alone. And we are left

with this grand vague vision of the immeasurable city,

with its multitude of innocent children and cattle, and

God's compassion brooding over all.

1 Het ; which cms iht Km of m night, and son of * mghi kmi
* Gen. x. 12.
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